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PREFACE

Why another text on solid slate devices? The author is aware of at leust 14 undergraduate
texts published on the subject during the past decade. Although several motivating factors
could be cited, a veiy siguificant factor svas the desire to write a hook for the next milieu
niom (a Book 2000 so to speak) that successfully incorporates computer-assisted leurnieg.
In a recent survey, members of the Undcrgradttate Corricutem Committee in the Scheet of
Electrical and Computer Engineerieg at Puedse University listed integration of the com
paler into the learning process m the number eec priority. Nationally, enisersily censor
tiums have hccu forissed wlsich emphasize computer-assisted learning. In Janamy 1992.
distribution begais of the Student Edition of M.-titoe, essentially a copy of the original
MATI.Au manual bundled wish u loss-cost version of she math-loots softsrare. Over 37.000
copies of the bootcJsoftsvarc were sold in the first ycart Tents and books on a variety of
topics frose several publishers axe now available that nseke specific ase of the MATLAB
software. The direction is clear as soc proceed into the second millennium: Cumpesvr
assisted learnusg svill bzcvnie esore and more prevalent. In dealing svith solid state deviccs,
lie cmsspsstcr alloses ott to address more realistic prohlems, to more readily experiment

mitts “wtsal-if’ scenarios, and to conveniretly ahtain a graphical output. An entire device
characteristic can often he cosepuler gesserated with less time and effort than a small set of
manually calculated single-point values.

It should be clarified Ilsat the present tent is not a totally new entry in the field, but is
derived in part from Volumes 1—tv of the Addison-Wesley Modular Series en Solid State
Devices. Lest there be a misunderstanding, the latest versions of the volumes in the Modu
lar Series were net siesply glued together. To the conlrary, more than half of lhc material
coverage in the feor vatanmes was completely rewritten. Moreover, seseral sappleasental
sections and two additional chapters snere added to tIre Velnnses I—IV entline. The new lent
also contains computer-based tent exercises and end-of-chapter problems, plus a number
of other special features that are folly described in the General Introduction.

In jest abssut any engineering endeavor there are tradeoffs. Device design is replete
with tradeoffs. Tradeofts also enter into the design of a book. For example, a few topics
can be covered in detail (depth) or lesser coverage can be given to several topics lbreadsh).
Sunilarly one can emphasize she understanding of cosscepss or optissaze the transmission of
facteal iaforniatien. Votames I—tv in the Modular Series ore known for streir pedantic
depth of coverage emphusiniisg concepts. While retaining she same basic depth of coverage.
four “read-only” chapters have been specifically udded herein to broaden she coverage and
enhance the transesissien of factoal information. In the read-only chapters the emplsesis is
more on describing the enciriug world of modern-day devices. Compound semicondocror
devices likesvise receive increased coverage throughout the tent. There in also a natural

Vi nEMle0NDttT0R nuetee raNeeMeNTALn

tradeoff betsneen the effort devoted to developing qaulitative insight and she implementa
tion of a quantitative aealysis. Careful aoentian has been given to avoid slighting the de
velopment of “insuition” in light of the greatly esshaoced qaautitative capabilities arising
from she integrated use of the computer. Lastly, sve have not attempted so be all-inclusive
in the depth and breadth of coverage—many things we left for later (another coarse, other
books). Hopefully, she proper tradeoffs have been echieved whemby sIte reader is reosen
ably knowledgeable about the subject matter and acceptably equipped so perform device
analyses ufser completing the tent.

The present test is intended for andcrgraduatejaniOrs or seniors who have had at leant
an introductory enposure to electric field theory. Chapters are gronped into three major
divisions or “parts,” snith Port II being further subdivided into IIA and lIE. With some
deletions, the materiel in each of the three parts is covered durissg a five-week segment of
a ane-sementer, three-credit-bane, junior-senior course in Electrical and Cempuler Engi
neering at Purdne University. A day-by-day ratmete outline is supplied an Ihe Instsncter’s
Disk arconspanying the Selations Manual. If necessary to meet time cnrstramets, read-only
Chapters 4, 9. 13, and 19 could be deleted from the lecture schedule. )An instmetor might
preferably assign the chapters us independemst readings and reward compliant students by
including entra-credit examination questiests covering the material.) Standard Chapters 12,
14, and 15, encepr fee tlte gesseral field-effect introduction in Sectien l5.t, may otto be
omitted ssith little or so less in continuity.

Although a complete listing of special featares is given in rhe General Introduction,
instructors should take special stole of the Problem Information Tables inserted prior In the
end-of-chapter problems. These tables should prove useful in assigning problems and in
dealing with hemee’ork graders. When faced with constructing a test, instructors may also
he interested in esuminitsg the Review Problem Sets found in lbs teini-chapters (identified

by a darkened thnnsb tab) at the esmd of the three honk parts. The Review Problem Sets are
derived from old “open-book” and “closed-book” tests. Concerning the cemgoter-based
enercises and problems, she use of rilber the student or professional version of MATLAn it
recismmended but not reqaired. The its-tent eneecise solutions and the problem answers
supplied 10 the iessrucsar, however, do make ase of MATLAn. Although it would be helpful,
the asee need not be familiar with the MATLAR progeans at the beginning of the book. The
MATLAe problems in successive chapters make increasiagly sophisticated use of the pro
gram. In otluer words, the early exercises and hosoesverk problems provide a learning
Mus’t.An by rising hulATLAs eapnrietsze. isis critical, however, that the asee complete a
large percentage of the computer-based exercises and problems in the first three chapters.
The exercises and peablenas found in later chapters sot only assume a reasonably competent
use of MATLAB. but also baild span the programs developed in Ihe earlier chapters.

The author eratefally acknowledges lIme assistavee of associates, EE3OS students. the
cespandeists to an curly marketing survey, the manusrript revtesvers, and Addison-Wesley
personnel ie nraking Book 2000 a reality. Desvrvrsg of special lhartks is Alt Keshavarzi for
arruagieg the ummthoe’v sabbatical at latel Corporation and for providing photographs of
equipment inside the Albnqtmerqsme fobricatrort facility. Prof. Mark Lundstram al Pnrdae
Uoiversity seas also most helpfal in supplying key ieformatien aad figares for several book
sections. Of the undergraduate students asked to enamine the manascript for readability

‘I
raeeeee eli

and errors, Eric Bragg stands out as especially perceptive and helpful. The very eonsciea
tious snanuscripl reviesvers svem Prof. Kenneth A. James, California State Unisersity, Long
Beach: Prof. Peter Lanyen, Worcester Polytechnic Institute: Prof. Gary’ S. May, Georgia
tnstmtsse of Teelruology: Prof Dieter K. Srhrader, Arizona State University: and Prof. G. Vs.

- Strllman, Universrmy of Illinois as Urbana-Champaign. In recegvition of u femmimfat associa
tion, a speciol thamsks to Don Pawley, the former editor at Addison-Wesley who enlieed the
aothae into wriling the book. Last bet trot least, editor Katherine Hamtnnian is Ia be ered
iled seith smoothly implesnenliag the project, and enecolive ossistant Anita Devine with
chreerfelly handling mmsany of the early details.

Prof Roberm F Fiercer
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Purdue University
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Cotticident with the wtitittp of this book, there lint been considerable teedia disrnssion
abate the “Information Superhighway.” The envisioned highway itself, the physical link
beimeee points sultporting the infortvation traffic, is fiber optic cable. Relative to tlte topic
of this book, the oit and elf camps, whielt insert aitd extract the information from the higlt
way, are scoticooductor (solid state) devices. Traffic control, the information procesning
and the cetixemion to and from the haitian interface, is performed by computers. The ccx-
teal priicessinp unit (CPU). meotory, and oilier major coeipoueets inside the computer are
again seivicendoeierdexiees lv the moderit machI, semiconductor devices are incorporated
iv just about every muior system from automobiles to washing machines.

Alihonglt toughly a half-ceitiury old, the field of stndy associated with semicendactor
devices eontinnes tobe1dyunnnc and exeitieg. New end improved devices are beiitg slevel
aped st an almost maddexiog pace. While die device count in complex iotegrated circuits
increases through the millions and the side-length of chips is itseasured in centimeters, the
individuel devices are literally beiog shrank to atonue dimensions. Moreover, semiconduc
tar propertieu desired for a given device nirecmnre but net usuiluble in tulane me being
pnednced urtilicially; in essence, the semiconductor properties themselves tire now being
engivecred to fit device specifications.

This bock should ne viewed as u gateway in what the reader svill hnpefully agree is the
faseinatnig realm of semiconductor devices. Ii was suriutex for junior- or senior-level sin
deitis olin hxxe at least an inlredacuary eupesnne ia electric field theory. The coverage
esclades a representative sampling of infornietion about a wide variety of devices. Priivery
einphosis, however, is placed en developing a fundamental nitderstanding of the internal
workings of the tenre basic device structures. Au detailed below, thin book contains a num
ber of unique features to assist the render in learning the material. Alerted at an curly stage
to their existence, the render can plan to take full advantage of the cited features.

• Conipuier-Bexed Ererciaes and End-nf Clusprer (Henss’trei-k) Problems. The majarily
of chapters contain one er core Mw’rrxn-bunrd exercises requiring the use of a com
puter MATLAB in a ninth-tools software program that has hees adapted to mu on most
computer platfurms. A low-cast student edition of Mwrt.xu, which can be used to run
all at the files associated with this beak, is available in bath IBM-compatible and Mue
iniosh versions. The MATLAB program scripts yielding exercise answers are listed in the
text and are uvailuble in elecx’ouic form an detailed below. Computer-based problems,
identified by a bullet (•) before the problem number, make up approximately 25% of the
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problem total. Although oilier math-tools programs could he employed, the use of
MA1’LAn is recommended in answering computer-based prublems. Because computer-
based evenuisex xxd pmblnmx in the early chapters are spccitieally designed to progres
sively enhunce MATLAO-use proficiexcy, the suer need net be familiar with the MATLAn
program at the beginning of the beak, It is very important, however, to eoixplete a large
percentage of the cattuputer-bused exercises and problems in the first three chapters. The
exercises end probleies found ie later chapters vol anly assume a reasonably competent
use of MAcLAB. hut also build upon the programs developed in the earlier chapters.

• Ceitipuier Pregresni Fiiex. Program files of the MATLAB scripts ussactated with cam
puier-baned exercises err available via the loterurt (ftp.nothworkn.com in the di
rectory pub/beekn/piurret) ur on u floppy disk disiribuwd free of charge by
Math Works, Inc. A pull-out card ix provided herein fat obtaining the free program disk
ns’hieh is formatted for use with either an IBM-uemupsixble or Macintosh cemputem’. Each
floppy disk enotains two sets al “m-files” to be used respectively ssith the pre-d.fl (stu
dent 1st edition) or posm-d.fl (student 2nd edition) versions of MATLAB. The listings in
the text are specifically derived from the Macintosh pest-dO version, bet they me iden
tical to the corresponding IBM-uompsilibte version except far the occasional appearance

of a Greek letier.

• Snpdaleineul and Res’iuu’ Mini-Chepmrrs. The beak is divided eta three parts.. At the end

of each part is a Supplement and Review’ mini-chapter. The mini-chapters, identified by
darkened thunifi mab. contain as alicreatiee/supplemental reading list end infonmclteo

table, reference citations for the preceding chxpicrs, an extrusive review-list of terms,
and rcviem problem sets with answers. The revicss problem sets are derived from
“closed-book” and “open-book” examinatinns.

•,tIesiilQmily Chopteta. Chapteis 4, 9, 13, ned 19 have bern classified as “read-only.”

Chapters with the read-nuly designation contain usostly qualitative inforniatten of a sup
plemental nature. Tsse of the chapiers snrsey some of the latest device structures. In
truded to be fax-reading, the read-only chapters are strategically placed to provide a

change of pace. The chapters cantain oaly a small number of equations, no exercises,
and few, if any. end-uf-cheptcr pcabletxs. In a course format, the chapters cnutd be

skipped suith little lixss in continuity or preferably assigned as indnpendeut ncadtngs.

• Preblem Pitferinutios Tablea. A compact table containing information abate the cad-of
chapierprebleixs in a given chapter is leserted just before the problems. The information
provided is (i) the text section or sabseclien after svhich the problem can be completed,

(ii) the estiixated problem difficulty en a scale of 1 (emy or straightforward) to 5 (very

difficult er exlrcesely time consuming). (di) suggested enedit tic peiut weigluing. and

(iv) a short problem description. A bullet before the problem nnmber iduetifles a com
puter-based problem. Au asturisk indicates campoter usage for pact of the problem.

• Equiuxntt Stitneisiriex. The xery basic carrier niedeliug equations in Chapter 2 and the
carrier action equations iv Chapter 3, equaf ens referenced thrnnghoet the text, ate as
ganiaed and repeated itt Tables 2.4 end 3.3, respectively. These tables would be ideal us
“crib sheets’ for closed-book exumiuamieus covering the material ix Part I of the text.

auNeoum. iNneonuxcioN nufli

• Munxurumeittx cod Date. Contrary to the impression sometimes left by the sketches aud
idealiced plots often feuud in iotroductery texrs. device characteristics are neat, seldem
perfect, and are ceutioely recorded in measurement laberaturies. Herein a sampling of
measurement deluils and results, derived from an undergraduate EE laboratory adminis
tered by the author, is included in an attempt to convey the proper sense of reality. Par
added details ou the described measurements, end fee a description af additional mea
surements, the reader is refermd mx R. P. Pierret, Semiconductor Meumsruuieotx Lehure
inuy Djaeratiuua Manual, Supplement A in the Modular Sectes en Solid State Devices,
Addison-Wesley Publishing Caotpavy, Readiug MA. © t991.

• Alternative Trnnunetit. Section 2.1 provides the mieimum required tneutturn; on the
topic nf energy quautiaatiox is atateic systems. Appendix A. e’hich contains a mere in-
depth introduction to the queutieatieu concept and related topics. hm been iacladrd for
those desiring snpphemeittal information. Section 2.1 may be tetally replaced by Appen
din A wilh no loss in continuity.
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PART I

SEMICONDUCTOR
FUNDAM ENTALS

1 Semiconductors:
A General Introduction

1.1 GENERAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The vast majority of all solid state devices on the market today are fobricated from a class
of materials known as semiconductors. It is therefore appropriate that we begin the discus-
Sian by examining the general nature of semicondacting materials.

1.1.1 Composition

Table I I lists the atomic compositions of semiconductor-u that are likely to be encountered
in the device literature. As noted, tlsc semtcoaductar family of matenals includes the ele
mental semiconductors Si and Ge, compound semiconductors such as GaAs and ZnSe, and
alloys like Al,Ga1_0As.t Due in large part to the advanced state of its fabrication tech
nology, Si is far and away the must mportant of the semicundactors, totally dominatrng
die prevent cumuserciai market. The s’ast majority of discrete devices and integrated circuits
(ICs). iucludirtg the central processing unit (CPU) in microcomputers and the ignition mod
ule in itrodern automobiles, are made from this material. GaAs. exhibiting snperiorelectrott
transport properties and special optical properties, is employed in a srguificttul number of
applications ranging from laser diodes to high-speed tCs. The remaining semicotrdnctors
are utilized in “niche” applications that are invariably of a high-speed, high-temperature,
or optoelectronic nature. Given its present position of dominance, we will tend to focus our
attention on Si in the text development. Where feasible, boss ever, GaAs will be gtven com
parable consideratisru and otlter semiconductors will be featured irs the discussion warraats.

Although the number of xemiconducttug materials is rmsunubly large, the list is actu
ally quite limited considering the total number nf elements and possible combinations of
elementv. Note that, referring to the abbreviated periodic chart of’ the eleurents in Table 1.2,
only a certaitt group of elements and elemental combinations typically gtvc rtse to semi-
conducting motterials. Except for the lV-Vl compounds, all of the setniconductors listed itt
Table 1.1 are composed at elements appearing in Coloton IV of the Periodic Table or are a
combination of clements in Periodic Table columns an eqaal dismancr to either stde of

The v (Or 7.1 iv attoy rormuirr ira traction tying brivonru 0 rvd t AtcrGrr,,/io would isOieorsaeareria( with
3 At and 7 Cr cr0105 wrovnry tu As amums.
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Table 1.1 Scirricoirductor Materials.

l’iciieral SriiiirO5ieta’t0r

Classification Synthol Nsssne

I I I Eleroental Si Silicon

GC Germaniani

(2) Compounds

(a) IV-1V SiC Silicon caibide

)b) Ill—V AlP Aleiiiinnns phosphide

AlAs Alaniiitam arsenidC

AlSb Atanriourn aotinsonidr

GaN Gallinos mir.de

GaP Gallium phosphide

GaAs Gallinur arsenide

GaSh Gallisno aotimonide

loP ludisnr shospliide

InAs Indium arsenide

InSli Indian: aetesronide

Zinc oxide
Zinc sulfide
Zinc selenide
Zioc nellaride
Cadoiinos salfide
Cadmiurss seleiside
Cadmium telloride

Mercory sulfide

Id) IV-VI PbS Lead sulfide

PbSe Lead seleoide

PbTe Load ielleride

(3) Alloys

(a) Binary Si ,,Ge,

(b) Ternary Al,Ga _,As. (or Ga_, Al, As)

Al,1o1 — ,As (at Ini - Al,As)

Cd..,Mn,Te

GaAs_,P,
Ga, ln — ,As (or In . ,Ga, As)

Ga,le_,P )arIn1.,Ga,P)

Hg1,Cd,Te

)e) Qaalernary kl,Ga1_As Sb1 —n
Ga In As1 I

Figare 1.1 General elassihcauao of solids based an rho darrea af atomic ordev (a) amorphaas,
(hI polycrysratlise, and (el cryssallinc.

1.1.3 Structure

The spatial arrangement of atoms mithso a snuteriol plays an important role in determining
the precise properties nf the material. As shomn schemsiatically in Pig. 1.1. the atomic ar
rangement withnn a solid cannes is to he placed into one of three broad elmsiflcatinns;
naosely. omoephons, polycrvstalline. nr erystullose. Aa amorphous solid is a material in
which there is no recagnieahle long-range order in the positioning of atoms within the
material. The atomic arrangemeot in any given section of an amoenhoas material mill look
differeot from the atomic arrangemees in any oilier section of the material. Crystatlioe
solids lie at the opposite cud of the order’ spectrum: in a crystalline material the atoms
are arravged in an orderly three-dimensional array. Given any section of a eeystallioe na
tertal. one can readily reprodoee the atomic arrangement in awe other section of Ihe mote
rial. Poterystalline solids comprise ae intermediate ease io svhich the solid is coviposed
of crystallisse sebsections that me disjointed or misorieoled relative to one another.

Upon esaniiiiing the mossy solid store devices io existence, one readily finds euamvtes
of of three structural foress. An antorphoos-Si thin-flint seaesissor is ased as the ssvirehing
element in liquid crystal disgtcys )LCDs): polycrystattiae Si gates are employed in Metal
Gside-Sessucondsrcsor Field-Effect Traosistors tlstGSFETsi. In rhe vast ntajorits of de
vices, hosvever, the active region of he device is siteared svithin a crystalline semi
condarsoc The ovemarhelmiog netober of devices fabricated soitay employ riyatu)Iisrc
semicondactors.

1.2 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Tire disessssion at the end of she preceding seetiou leads nicely iuro the topic of this section.
Strive sri-use semiconductors are typically erystalliue in form, it seems reasonable to seek
oar additional inforthotion absmot the crystalline state. Gor nsojor gout here is to present
more detailed picture of the atomic arrangement within the principal semiconsteetors. To

Colamn IV. The Column Ill clesneur Ga plus the Cotame V elemeet As yields the Ill-V

compouod semicoudactor GaAs; the Column II element Zn pIes ihe Cotamn VI elnisrcol

Se yields the Il-Vt compoand sennscooductorZnSe; the fractional combination of the Cot

ansu Ill elneneots Al arid Go plsis time Colusoo V element As yields the alloy semivondnrror
Al, Ga — ,As. This very general property is related to the chemical bouding in semicoedne

tors, mherc, on tIre average. Ilseve ore four valence electroos per atom.

1.1.2 Purity

As mill be euplained in Chapter 2. extremely minate traces of imporily atoms catted

“dopanrs” can have a drastic effect on the electrical properties of semiconductors. For this

reason, the compositional parity of semiconductors nsust he very carefully controlled and,

in fact, modere seroicondociors are some of the pnrest solid materials in existence In Sr.

for esampte, the nuinrenisonal content of depart atoms is rondnely less than one atom per

try Si atoms. To assist the reader in attempting to eusoprehend this incredible level of

parity, let us suppose a forest of niaple trees mas planted frons coast to coast, border to

border, at 50-fr centers across the United States (including Alaska). Ao imparity level of

one pm’r pnr I0 mould vocresporsd to hnding ahoat 25 crabapple trees iu the maple tree

formt covering the United Sroresl Jr shonld he emphasieed that the cited material parity

refers to nesinrenriorrat undesired impurities. Typically, dopavi atomos at levels ranging from

one part per I0 to one impnrily alerts per try semiconductor atoms svill be pmnr5musely added

so the semiconductor to control Is electrical properties.
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achieve thin goal, sec first examine how one goes about describing the spatial positioning of atoms within crystals. Nest, a bit of “visualiearion” practice wills simple threedimensional lattices (atomic arrangements) is presented prior to examining semieoodoetor
lattices themselves. The section coucledes with an introduction to the related topic of Miller indices. Miller indices are a convenient shorthand notosion widely employed for iden
tifying specific planes and diteclious within crystals.

1.2.1 The Unit Cell Concept

Simply stated, a unit cell is a small portion of any givers crystal that could be used to
reprodoce the crystal. To help establish the null cell (or building-block) concept, let an
consider ihe two-disoerssional lattice shosvn is Fig. l.2(a). To describe this lattice or to
totally specify the physical ehuracteristies of the lattice, oue need ooly provide the unit cell
shown in Pig. 1.2(b), As indicated in Pig. l.2(r), she original lattice can be readily repro
duced by merely dophieatmcg the unit cell and siuckiog the doptieares next io each other in
uo orderly fashion.

In dealing wish unit cells there often arises a misunderstundieg, and hence confesion,
relative to two points. Psrsr, evil cells are uos necessarily anique. The unit cell shown in
Pig. 1.2(d) ss as aceeplable as the Pig. 1.2(b) unil cell for specifying the original lattice of

00000
00000
00000

‘0 0 0 Q
aIco 0 0 0

lot ibl

d/5mes

000

Id lal

Figure 1.2 Introdsermon me he unit cell meshed uf describing umomic arrungemeems within crystals(a) Sampto iwo-dmmssensmunul lattice. (b) Gob cell corrospnnmding In she gwt (a) laltice. (ci Reprndacnor: of mIre origioot bruce. (d) As alseruasiso unit cell.

II
Table 1.2 Abhrevialed Periodic Chart of the Elemenrs.

II Ill IV V VI

)c) Il-VI ZsG
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ZnSe
ZnTe
CdS
CdSe
CdTe
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Pig. .2(n). Second. a unit ccli need not be prinsitise (the smallest unit cell possible). In
fact, II is usually odnautageons to employ n slightly larger Unit cell with arthngnual sides
instead of Opt iitiitive ccli with nonerrhosmial sides. This is especially rcoe in three dinien—
siotis where nencobic Unit cells are quite difhcult In describe and nisnalice.

1.2.2 Simple 3-C Unit Cells

Setincnoduclnrcey)tals Are ihree-diineesinnnl and are tlieeefnre cthscribed in ternis of thcee
diosensinnul (3D) unit cells. In Pig. 1.3(a) we linne pictured die simplest af all three
dinietisinnal nttit cells, the sitnpte enbic nnit cell. The simple cubic cell is an equal-sided
hon or cnbc mitts ott stein pnsitinned at cacti cncner of ibe cube. The simple cubic lattice
asseciated with thin cell is constrncted it u maCncr paralleling rIte two-diniensiunal case.
In dning so. Irumeser, it should be noted thai nitty 118 of cccli canter alum 5 acaialty inside
the cetl, us pictured io Fig. l.3(hl. Dupliculing the Pig. l.3(bl cell oud stacking the dopli
eaten like blocks in n nncsery yields ttse simple cubic luaice. Specifically, the prnccdnte
generates planes nf atoms like that preciously sliowu itt Pig. 1.2(a). Planes ef atoms parultel
In rite base plane are separated from one anuilter by U unit cell side leitgtlr or lattice curt

Figuru 1.3 Simple ihruc.dioiensionul urn cells. lal Siinplu cAine uuh colt. Ib) Pudunticulty correct
simple cubic anh ccli iuctoding only the fraetiunul pustiun 11181 of ouch ecrune Atom actually mitten

the cull cube. (ci Budy ceusused cubic unit cetl. (dl Puce centered cubic unit cult.

Ill SEMICONDUCTOR PUNnAMEIeraLU

Figure 1.4 (u) Diamond lattice unit coil. thi Ziucbtnudc loif en unit cell (GuAs used fur illustie
oo:il. id P.ulsigcd top cornc 01 ihe putt la) diamond luttice etnphuoiciug thu funn.nrmmr-nuighbus
bonding icithin ihu stroennue. Thu cube side length. u, is 5.43 A and 5.b5 A At T = 308 K hr Si und
GaAs. respeetisety Ilu) .hdopted from Shockleyci. (hi From gent1, Gififit by John Wiley & Sans,
Inc. Reprinted wiilli pesmissior.( —

‘siion, u. Wheo siemed ounniul In the base plane. atoms in u given piano ure pnsitioued
directly acer atoms in a tcwer-lyiug platte.

Pigutus t.3(c( arid I 3(4) display lice cononon 3-0 celts that nrc suniewhut inure coin-
pies bol still closely related to the sitnple cube cell i’be onir cell of Pig. 1.3(c) bus an atom
added at the centeu of the cube; this cunfigonutinu ii upprupriutely cuflrd the body centered
cubic (bee) unit cell. The face centered cubic (fcc) unit cell of Pig. 1.3(d) contuios on ulnm
at each face of tire cube in udditiou to the atoms ai cacti cornec. (Note. linwecer. ihut wily
one-half uf each focn abut aetnatty lies inside the fcc unit ccli.) Whereas the simnple cubic
cotl coutuitis cite .itnus (1/8 nf an ulnm at cuch of tire eight cube cornrrsl, tire suiocmltat
cure cumplec bce and (cc cello enoruin Iwo and four atoms, respecticely. ike reader should
cerify these facts and cisootice the luttices associated ssirhi the bce and fcc cells.

1.2.3 Semiconductor Lattices

We are finally in u position to supply deroils relulise to the positioning of utoms scithin the
priociput semiconductors. In Si (and Ge) the lotlice structure is described by the omit cell
pictured iu Pig. 1.4(u). The Pig. 1.4(u) arrangement is kucwn as the dininaird loltice onit
cell because it also chorucrerlees diamond, o form of the Column IV element corbon. Ru
umining the diumoud lattice unit cell. we ode thur the cell is cubic, with atoms ut each

SEMICONDUCTORS: A GENERAL INTRuOuCTION

— holly identicnd to the diumond lattice. eneept thur lorries sites ore apportioned eqoolly be
tween two diffemnt uhoms. Go uccopius sites on one of the two intecpenetruting fcc
sublurtices; arsenic (As) populates Ihe other fcc subluttice.

Now thut the poniliuning of atoms snithin the principal semicondoclom has been esrnh
lished, the question moy arise us to the pructicul nlilicotion of such teformutron. Allhnugh
seserol upplicotions could he cited, geometticul-lype coicolutiuns constitute a very cam
moo oud readily esplained one of the unit cell !ormalism. Par esomple, in Si 01 cnom rem
perutnre the unit cell side length (a) is 5.43 A (where I A = 10 -n cm). Since thore ore
eight Si ntoms per unit cell und the solume of the unit cell is o. it follosss that there urn
8/a5 at ulmost ecuclly 5 on l0°° utums/emtin the Si lattice. Similnr coiculutions could be
performed to determine olomic radii, the dislunce between uromic plnnen, nnd so forth. Por
the purposeo of the development herein, howeser, a mojur reason for the discassiou of
semiconductor luttices wus to esroblish thor, as emphosieed In Fig. 1.4(c), atoms in the
diamond and cinchiende lonicec hare four nearest neighburo. The chemicnl bonding (or
cryntolline glue) within Ike major semiconductors is therefore dnminolcd by the ottroction
kctweeo any gioen alum and its four closest neighbors. This is on itnpoetout fuel thot should
be filed owoy foe futore reference.

11

corner and oh mmli face of the cube sitnilac to Ike fcc cell. The interior of tkc Pig. 1.4(u)
cell. howeser. contains four additional atotos. One of [he interior crams is Iccared along a
coke body diagonal exactly one-quarter of the wAy dawn the diogocal (cots the top (coot
lefI-hund corner of the cnbe. The other three inlcrior atoms ace displaced ene-qnortcr of [lie
body diagoool length along the previously noted body diagonal direction from the (runt,
rap, and left-side face atoms, respectively. Altltoogli iI may be difficolt In visoaliee frnnt
Pig. 1.4(o), the diamond lattice can also be described us corking osore thun 1550 interpene
tailing fcc lattices. The corner and face otoirss of the auit cell con be viesced us belonging
to one fcc lattice, while the arotes ioiully contained wtthin the cell belong to the second (cc
lattice. The second lottice is disaloced one-quarter of a body diogonol along a bridy diogo
nal direction relative to the first fcc lattice.

Most of the UI-V semicoudoclais, imrcluding GaAs, ceyslallice in the chicblende struc
ture. The cinchlende lattice, typified by the GoAs oisit cell shown in Pig. 1.4(b), is essec

(C) Exeroine 1.3

Pt Construct o MATLAO program Ihul computes the oombnc of atoms/cm5 in cubic
crystals. Use the MATLAn lapse fnnctian to cuter the number of atoms/unit-cell
and the unit cell side length (n) (era specific crystal. Moke a listing of your program
ond record the progrcm ressll schen applied to silicott.

5: MATLAn prngcam script...
%Rcercise 1.3
FeComputotian of the number of utoms/cm3 in o cubic lattice
N =input(’inpol nnmber of uicms/nml cell, N =

u=inpot(’Iutticnconclamtt in oogsteont, 0 =

otmdcnN5(1.0e24)/(o”3) Feanmber of atoms/emS

/.

(C) Exercine 1.1

(a) Simmmplu cobic (b) Podauticully cowed
simple cubic

The test-associated softscare distribslesh cur tire lrtteeuet or on u floppy disk contains
o directory Ar folder named MacMolecule. Files stored inside this directory or folder
are ASCII inpul files generated by tire audmer (hr use with a computer pregront by the
Sante name. Time MacMolecsmte progrcm. copyriglrled by the Unisemily of Aricona,
is dmstnihnred free of charge to ocodenric users and in ovoiloble at many academic
sites. As tIm ueme implies, the program runs etmly on Macintosh personal conipoters.
Thu input files supplied to IRM-compotiblu users, however, cumt be readily concerted
for use ant a public-access Macirmtcmshm.

MacMolecule geocralos and dmspluys u “boti-arrd-stick” 3-0 color rendering of
molecules. unit cells, and tatrices. The immpnt files supplied by the uuthuu can be used
to help cisrialice tIre simple enbie, bee, and (cc uttit cells, plus the diamond ond aloe
blende unit cells described in rite nest subsection. The About-MacMolecule file thot
is distributed wilh the MacMolecule program prosides detnihed iuformation about
Ihe use of the program and the gencrariomm)roodifieatioms of input files.

The rnadcr is urged to iorestigote and play suith the MucMolecule saftwure, The
initiul display is olssays a c-directior viem and in typically pneodo-two-dimensional
in nature. A moore informative ciem is obtained by rotntirlg the model. Rutctioo is best
ucconmptithed by “grahbiog and dragging” the edges of the model. The morn adxen
turesonme may wish In Icy their humid ut modiiog Ihe esistiog input files or generat
ing ness input ftles.

(ci buc (dl fcc

lob tbl

id

Exercise 1.2

F: If thu lattice coosnuc or unit cell side-lrngflt in Si is a = 5.43 on I0 cm, whal
in the dislunce (d) from the center of one Si olom to thn center of lhs nearest ueighboc7

St As noted ic thn Pig. 1.4 caption, the atom in the upper front cornier of the Si 001;
cell and the otom olong the enbe diogonal one-(ouehh of the moy down the diogonol
ore nearest neighbors. Since hhn diugonol of u cube



Single crystaln of silicon axed in device pracessing narmalty assnme the thin, eased form
exhibited in Fig. 1.5. The pictored plate-like nixgte crystals, helter know nan Si wafern, are
typical of the starticy nabstrates prencntly employed by erajor tnanafactnrers. Of parttcelar
interest here in the fact that the snrface of a wafer is cacefnlly preerleeled to lie along a
specific crynlotlographic plane. Moreover, n “fiat” oe “notch” In graced along the periph
ery af the wafer to identify a reference direction within the narface plane. Precise narfaca
oricntattaa ix critical in certaia device pracesning stcps and directly affects the character
inticn exhibited by a aambcr of devices. The fiat or notch in raatiarly employed, far ex
ample, to orient device arrays aa the wafer no an to achieve high yields daring device

Figure 1,5 Single-crystal silicon wafarn typical af the starting sabstrases presently nmplnyad by
mnjar dnvice manafarsarars. The tIlt asia 16 irab) and 200 mm (6 inch) wafers are seminally
g.625 mm sad 0.725 salts thick, raspactivaly. The facing sarfacc is polished and etched yielding a
daasaga-free, mirror-tiRe hnish. Thy hgore dramatizes rho atitity of Mittrr indices enamplihad by the
(tOO) plann and [01) diractiaa dosigaatians. (Phatagraph caartrvy af Intel Carparatiaa.l

nrMtcouoac’ronn; AaENRnnt.tevnat’aacl’tON 13

(hI

Figure 1,6 Saosple cabic crystal planes. (a) The (632) plane asad is asplaiaisg the Miller indrniag
pracedsra. (b) The (001) plara. Ic) The 1221) plane.

separatiaa. The point ‘so wish to make is that the sprcificatioo of crystallagrapbic plastes
and directives is of practical importance. Miller indices, cnemplihed by the (100) place
sad (011] dicrctiaa designaliatts axed ia Fig. 1.5, caaslilale the canveatioasl means af
ideatifyiag plaaex and dicectiaas withia a crystal.

The Miller indices far any givea plaae of slams within a crystal are obtained by fatlaw
ing a ssraigitslarward faxr-step procedare. The pracedaro is drtailed hetow, alang soith the
sietaltaaeoas sample ittdcning of the place shown in Fig. l.6)a).

lttdesiog Procedaro Sample Imylameatasian

After setting ap caardinara scat along the edgas of the oait call,
note wltrre the plaaa to ha tedanad iatercopts the axes. Divide
each intarrrpt valae by the unit call length along the raxpwtioa
coordinate avis. Record the resalting rarmalizod (paw-nrmhcr)
intercept srtin tlte ordne x, y, c 1,2,3
Invert the intercept xalom; that is, form Illintarooptls. 1, ½, ½
Using an appropnate waltrpliar, eonvea the I/intercept set to the
smallest pnvsibln set af whola nnmbers. 6, 3, 2
Lactose the wholo-aumbar satin oarviltnaar brackats. 1632)

Ta complete the description of the plane-indexing pracedare, the 05cr shoold alsa be
aware of the fallasoing special facts:

(i) If the plane to be indexed is parallel to a coordinate axis, the “intercept” alang the
axis is taken lobe at infinity. Than, far example, the place shown in Fig. 1.0(b) inter
cepts the coordinate aries alas, m, I, and ix therefore a (001) plane.
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(ii) If the plane to be indened han an intercept along the negattve portion of a coardtaate
axis, a nsinas sign is placed 00cr the corresponding index nambec Than the Fig. 1.6(c)
plane is designated a (221) plane.

(iii) Referring lathe diamond lattice of Fig. 1.4(a), nate that the sin planes passing throagh
the cabr faces cantain identical atom arrangements; that is, becoase of crystal sym
metry, isis impassible to dislingaish between the “eqatoalens” (100), (010), (001),
(100). (010), and (001) planes; or, it is impossible to distiagninh between (l00} places.
A gronp of eqaivalent planes is concisely referenced tn the Mtller notation throagh the
use ef I ) braces.

(iv) Miller iadices cannot he established far a plane passing throagh the origin of caordi
colon. The origin of coordinates muss ho mooed to a lattice point not an the plare to
be indexed. This pracodxre is acceptable bncaase of the rqrttvolenl cobra of parnllnl

m. planes.

S½

*-::;*L
ii

/)‘‘

)b)

Tuble 1,3 Miller Convention Santtoary.

Coarettriort lrtret’pretoriatr

(hk() Crystal plane
fOol ( Eqoivatcnt planes
I)thl] Crystal direction
(hk() Eqaivalent direclians

Using the simple enbic colt as n reference, the three wasl commottly rnraantnrrd crystal
line planes are vixaaliord in Fig. 1.7(o).

TIne Miller indices for diversions are established in a manner analagaas to the wall-
known pracedara for finding the components of a vectoc First, set np a vector of arbilrary
length in the direction of inlnrevl. Next, drcontpasc tIre vector into its components by
noting the projncsianv of the vector along the coordinate axes. Using an appropriate mallt
plier. coavert the companottt ralacs into the smallest possible whole-number srI. This of
caxrsc changes che length of the original vector ha; not its direction. Finally, etrclooo the
whole-namber sot in brackets. Sqnarc brackets, [I, are nsnd to designate specific directions
within a crystal; triangalor brttckels, 0 designate an eqaivalcol set of directions. Cam-
molt direction vectors and Ihoir corresponding Miller indices are displnyed in Fig. 1.7(b).
A vammary of the Miller bracketing canvexrian far planes and directions in given in
Table 1.3.

In she foregoing discansion we presented the prorndnrc for progressing from a given
plane or direction in a crystal to the corresponding Miller indices, Marc oflca than nor, axe
is fared with she inverse pracexs—visaalieissg the crystalline plane or direclina correspond
ing to a given set of indices. Portnaalrly, ace seldom eneaanlers other than low-index
planes and directions sach as (111), (110), (00)]. Than it is possible to become fairly adept
at the inverse process by simply mcmariring she artcntations for plonr.s sad directions
associated soith satall-eawbor indices. Is in also helpfai so note that, for esrbir cryorals, a
p/atte ann rho dirersiws norroat ro the aiorte hare precisely rOe sante indices—e.g.. the
1110) direction is tormol to the (110) plonr. Of coarse. any ptaae yr direction can alsooys
be deduced by reversing the indexing pracedare.

Enercinel,4

PI For a cable crystal lattice:

(a) Determine the Miller indices for she plane and direction vector shown ia
Pig. LId(s).

(b) Sketch she place and direction vector eltaracterized by (UI I) assd ill], cc
npcctis’ety’.

12 nmMtcaNnacsoR FaNllAunN’raLs

Program otttpal for Si
inpat nasrber of alosavianit cell, N =

lattice convlsist in axgsltota, a 5.43
atmdess =

4.OOfifiei’22

1,2.4 Miller Indices

(a) (c)

Pigare 1.7 Visoahenhan ted Mdlrr irdicer at cawwonly encaoosowd (a) crysrollser glares and
Ib) direction ractacs.
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S: (a) The Intercepts of the platte are — I. I, antI 2 along the x. y, and e eaorthOatc
axes, respectively. Taking [l/intcrceptls yields — I, I, 1/2. Multiplying by 2 to obtatit
the lossest whole-number set, aitd enelostng itt parentheses, gives for Site
Miller indices of the plane. TIte direction vector has projections of 2u, a. attd 0 along
the a, y, aitd coordiitatc axes, respectively. Tite Miller indices for the direction are
then J.

(b) For the (Oil) plane, [1/interceptls 0, 1, 1. The normalized a, y, intercepts of
the plane are Ilterefore m, I, I; the plane intersects the y-axis at a, intersects the
c-axis air,, and is parallel to Site a-axis. In acubic crystal the [Oil) direction is normal
to tile (fill) plane. The dedneed plane and directiots arc as sketched in Fig. El.4(b).

1.3 CRYSTAL GROWTH

1.3.1 Obtaining Ultrapure Si
Given tlte obviotts general availability and widespread use of semiconductor materials, par
ticularly Si. it is seasonable to wonder about the origin of the single-crystal St used in
modern-day device production. Could it be that Si is readily available in sandstone de
posits?—No. Perhaps, as a sort of by-product, Si single crystals come from South African
dinittond mines?—Wrong again. As suggested recently in a low.budgcl science l’tction
toovie, maybe Si is scooped front the ocean bottom by special submarines?—Sorry, no.
Althongit Si is the second most abundant element in the earth’s crust and a component in
nomeeous compounds, chief of svhich are silica (impure SiO,) and the silicates (St ± 0 +
another element), silicon never occurs alone in natore us an eletnent. Single-crystal Si used
in device production, it turns out, is a man-made material.

Given the preceding introduction, it should be clear that Ihe initial step in producing
desicc-qnality silicon must involve separating Si from its comnoonds and purifying the

— S:Iiva sari, ..._.[Zi0aaru
øj pornn

Figure 1,8 Summary of lie process osnployed to produce ultrapure silicon.

separated material. The ingcnioas separation and purification process that has evolved is
saimrritarizcd is Fig. 1.8. Low-grade silicon or ferrosilticun is first produced by heating silica
ss’ith carbon in an electric furnace. The carbon essentially pails tlte oxygen away from Ilte
impure SiC, (i.e., redace.s the SiO,), leaving behind impure Si. Nest, the ferrosilicon is
cltlorinated to yield SiCI4 or SiRCI,, both of wltich are liquids at room temperature Al
lhonglt appeariug odd al first glance, the liqtiefactiou process is actually a clever maneuver.
Whereas solids are very difiicalt to purify. a number of slandard procedures are available
for purifying liquids. Au ultrapure SiCla (or SiHCI,) is the sosult after multiple distillation
aud other liquid purification procedures. Lastly, the higit-parity halide is chentically re
duced, yielding the desired ultrapure elemental silicou. TIus is accomplished, for example,
by heating SiCI5 in a hydrogen atmosphere [SiCI5 + 2Ha 4 HCI + Si).

1.3.2 Single-Crystal Formation
Although ultrapure, the silicon derived from the separation and purification process as just
described is not a single crystal, but is iastead polycrystalline. Additional processing is
ilserefore required to form the large single crystals used in device fabrication. The most
coiunsanly employed method yielding large sittgle crystals of Si is known as the Czochral.
ski method. In this uiel)mod the altraparu polycrystalliue silicott is placed in a quartz cru
cible and heated juan ittert atmosphere to form a melt, as shown in Fig. 1.9. A small single
crystal, or Si “seed” crystal, with the normal to its bottom face carefully aligned along a
predetermined dinectiox (typically a Ut I) or (lOG) ditection). is then clamped lou metal
rod and dipped into the melt. Once thermal equilibrium is established, the temperature of
the nelt in the vicinity of the seed crystal is reduced, and silieou from thu melt begins to
freeze 0111 onto tite seed crystal, the added material being a structurally perfect extension
of the seed crystal. Subsequeittly. the seed crystal is slowly rotated and withdrawn from the
melt; this permits store and inure silicou to freeze ovit on the boltom of rIte growing crystal.
A pitotograph shosvjng a crystal after being pulled from the melt is displayed in Fig. 1.9(c).
Toe large, cylindrically shaped single crystal of silicon, also kitowo as an ingot, is routinely
up to 200 mm (8 inches) in diameter and 1 to 2 meters in lengtis. The Si svafers used ix
device processieg, such as those previously pictured in Fig. 1.5, are ultimately produced
by cutting the ingot ioto thin sections using a diamond-edged saw.

- 1.4 SUMMARY
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This chapter provides basic information about semicondnctors in general aitd silicon in
particular. Esansluing the elemental cotnpouitionn of semiconductors. one finds that Iltere
are. on average, four valence electrons per atom. Moreover, device-quality semiconductors
are typically single crystals of high compositional parity. Si crystalltzes in the diamond
lattice. GaAs crystallizes in the ainchlende lattice, and Ike lattice atoms in both cases have
four nearest neighbors. Miller indices, introduced herein us an adjunct to the crystal struc
ture discnssion. ate the accepted means for identifying planes and directious within a
crystal. Finally. large single crystals of device-grade Si are commonly produced by the
Czochralski method.

PROBLEMS

CHAPTER I PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

P hI
Complete Dtfficulty Suggested S/lore

After Level Point Weighuing Description

1.1 1.4 1 tO (a:h-l. i-2) Short answer res’iew

•H’ Nearn;borl
• 1.5 1.2.4 2—3 15 (a-2, b-2, c-3, d-3, e-y) A,utos/cm on planes

1.6 1 t (2 each subpart) Determine Miller indices
1.7 “ I 16 (2 each purl) Given (hkl), sketch plane

1.8 “ 1 16 (2 each purl) Given I hkl], sketch
direction

1.9 1 8 (4 each pan) Perpendicular directions
1.10 “ 2 10 Direction on wafer surface
III “ 2 10 (a-S. b-2, e-3. d-2) Consbination question

1,12 “ 2 12(2 each part) Eqaivulent planes/directions
1.13 1.2.3 3 20 (5 each part) % of volume occupied

1.1 Quick Quiz. Answer the follosving questions as concisely as possible.

(a) Name (i) oue elemental semiconductor and (ii) one Ill-V catnpuultd semicunductor.

(b) What is the difference between a crystalline and a polycrystalline material?

(c) Give a word definition of unit cell.

)d) How many atomns are there io a simple cubic unit cell? in u her unit cell? in a fcc
unit cell? in the unit cell ritaracterizing the diamottd lattice?

z

Rntucvd is
pmrsrrvs nrC

Chior,nurnd Disi,iied, fieduard iv
eta. imydrognr atmosphere

(a)

5

Figure E1.4

(b)
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Figure 1.9 Sitienir crystal-palling oppara
toe and resulting singie crystal. (a) Photo
grip> sfa compntemr-cisuirollcd Ccochratski
ci’ysrat pallor. )h) Sinipli)ind scbamuiic dma’-
ingot the paller. Ic) Sitiauo ingot. ha) and Ic)

Photographs

courtesy of Wacker Silrmsroiu.
)b) From Zahlehncr and Habarmm; reprinted
oirlr permission.)
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(e) iAw?cm.

)f) In terms of the lattice coostaot a, what is the dtstaoce betweeo ocarest.Seighbor stows
ia a sittiplc cobic lattice?

(g) Floss stony ttearest-ueiglthor atoms are tltete itt the diamond and the eiochlende
lattices?

(h) What is being indicated by the bracket sets (). [(, ( and)) as employed in the Millar
indesing scheme?

(i) Desctibe the Ceochualuki method far obtaining large siSgle crystals of silicoo.

1.2 The GaAs Unit cell is pictured in P. l.4(bl. Describe (or sketch) the unit cell for
Al5Ga Au.

1.3 (a) The lattice constant ofGe at room tewperatnw is a 5.63 X lO cm. Dntcrmtoe
1110 ttntttber of Ge atntits/cint.

• (b) Copies of computer-required exercises etoployitmg MArt.Ao are included on disk. Run
the Eoercise .3 program to verify your resolt frota part (a).

1.4 In teruts of the lattire cottstant a, what is the distance between oearcst’netghbor
atoms in

(a) a hcc lattice?

(b) an fcc lattice?

1.5 The surface of a Si wafer is a (100) plane.

(a) Sketch the placement of Si atoms on the surface of the suafee.

(b) Detenittine the number of atattis per cwt at tlte surface of the wafer.

(c) 1(d) Repeat parts (a) and (b), this time taking the surface of the Si wafer to be a (110)
plane.

• )e) Primarily for practice in utilieing MATLAR, construct a MAmAS program that corn
pntes the narface deusity of atoms on (100) planet of cubic crystals. The number of
utotna with centers on the (100) face of the unit cell, and the lattice constant tn A, are
to be lie input oariablex. Confirm the result obtained manually in part (b).

1.6 Record all intermediate steps in anuseeriug the following questions.

(a) As ultuwu in Fig. P1.6(a), u crystalline plane has intercepts of In. 3a, uod In on the
x, y, ued cases, respectively, a is the cubic cell tide length.

(i) What is the Miller indes notation for the pluue?

(6) What is the Miller mdcc notation for the direction normal to the plane?

(b) Assuming tite crystal structure to he cubic, deterunne tIre Miller indices for (i) the planeand (ii) the vector pictured iu Fig. P1 fm)b).

1.7 Assuming a cubic crystal system. make a sketch of time following planes.
(o) (001), (b) (11 I), (ci (123), (d) (ItO),
(e) (010), (f( (iii), (g) (221), (h) lOb).

0.8 Assurnttig a cubic crystal system, use an appropriately directed arrow so ideusify eachof the following directions:

(a) [010). (b) (101), (c) 00), (dl (I II),
(e) [001), (0 (110), (g) (OtO), (h) (123).

1.9 Identify two crystalline directions in a cubic crystal which are perpendicular tu
(a) the (100) direcrion,

(h) the jlll[directioe.
NOTE: The cosine of the angle 6 between two arbitrary directions, (h. O 1) and [%k00],in a cubic crystal is

— + /5ika + ti1acos(6)
— ((h’g+k) ± i))(ht) + 62 +h9)

Conseqaenrly, foe two directions to be perpendicular, coa(O) 0 und one must have
hIi, + ‘i6a + ti1a 0.

1.10 As pictured in Pig. 1.5, (01 I (is the direction in the surface plane nurmal to the majorfiat wheit the surface of the Si wafer in a (100) plane. To construct a particular deuicustructure, a parallel set of grooves must be etched in the (100) surface plane along ihe (010)direction. Make a sketch indicating how the grooves are to be oriented on the wafer’s 5cr-foce. Enplaia how you arrived at your sketch.

2 SEMiCONDUCTOR FaRnAMEIrrALS

v 1.11 A crystalline lattice is churacterieed by the cubic unit cell pictured itt Pig. P1.11. The
cell has a single atom positioned at the center of the cobe.

(a) What is the uause of the lattice generated by the given unit cell?

(b) Deterntiiir the uuniber of atoms per urit volume in the crystal. (Your answer should be
in terms of the lattice constant. u.)

(c) Suppose the crystol hot a (110) sorface plane. Determine thu number of atoms per nuit
area whose centers lie on the (110) plane.

(d) A direction vector is drason through the center of the atom io the unit cell. Specify the
Miller indices of the direction vector.

41.12 Given a cobic lattice. itidicatu how many equivaleot planes (parts (a) tO (c)( uruqaiva
lent directions (parts (d) to (f)) are associated with each of the fottowing desigeationu:

(a) (100), (b) (110), (c) (Ill),

(d) (100), (e) (110), (f) (Ill).

1.13 Treaaitg atoms as rigid spheres with radii equal to one-half the distance bcoveen
nearest neighbors, show that the ratio of the volume occupied by the atoms to the coral
available volame in the various crystal stracturut is

(a) n/fl or 52% for the sinsple cubic lattice.

(b) ‘s/In/fl or 6fl% for the body centered cubic lattice.

(c) /Ia’/fl or 74% for the face cestered cabic lattice.

(d) ‘s/In! 16 or 34% for the diamond lattice.

2 Carrier Modeling

Carriers are the estmtirs that transport charge from place to place inside a material and bruce
give rise In electrical currents. to everyday life the most commonly encountered type of
carrier is the electron, the sobotomic particle responsible for charge trausport in metallic
wires Withiu semiconductors one again encounters the familiar electron, but there is also
a second equally important type of carrier—the hole. Electrons and holes we the focal
point of this chapter, wherein we examine carrier related concepts, models. properlics, and
terminology.

Although reminders will be periodically intetjected. it should be emphasieed from the
very start that the development throughout this chapter assumes eqaiIibriam couditious
esint withia the semiconductor. “Equihibriam” is the term used to describe the unperturbed
state of a system. Under eqoitibriam conditines there are no external voltages, maguetic
fields, tlresses, or other perturbing forces acting on the semiconductor. All ubservables are
ievariaat with time. This ‘rest” condition, as me will see, provides an encellcutfrumc of
reference. lieing able to eharactenice thu semiconductor nuder equihibriam conditions per-
wits one to extrapolate and ascertain the semicnuductor’s condition when a perturbation
has been applied.

The reader should be foressarncd that a number of formulun and facts will be presented
mithootjustificntiou in this chapter. We would like to provide a complele discussion, prop
erly developing every concept and deriving every formula. Uafortasatcly, this is sot pos
sible. It in our ummderlying phrilosophy, moreover, Ihot being able to derive a result is second
ary to katowing how to immmcmprem and San a result One can, of rosrse, fill ie any information
gap tlrroogh snpptrmeemal readmugs Por suggested references see the napplementoh reading
list am the end of Part I

Lantly pleauc Role that Appc’adot A irn’rideu a jjloreiolaAepfili uflfio*tCdibn. —

le the qjnantiiatnun concept ppd related tu,pie.4 h s4IJlc4el jgasAetJblPL ar
‘ecttun 2J maylae replaced by Appindirç A wIIinuiom )n.gntinukfy. 1’

2.1 THE QUANTIZATION CONCEPT

luttead of attempting to deal immediately with electrons in crystalline Si, where there are
Id electrons per atom and 5 X tO atoms/cmt,sve will taken more realistic approach and
first establish certain ground rules by esamining much simpler otowic systems. We begin

vuciut

lul hbl
Figure P1.6

Figure P1.11
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F19UeR 2.2 Setisototic rol:’Osootatior OF as isolated SI atom.

For oar pnrposes, Its tttost important idea to he obtaioed frottt the Bohr model is that
the energy of electrons in atomic systems is restricted too Ittotted set of valoss.t Relative
to the hydrogen atoot. tIne energy level scheme io a toolti-oteetroo otom like stltsoo ts, as
one might iotoitivoly espeet. dosidodly more somplos. It is still a relatively easy task, how
ever, to dssorihs the saliottt energy-related foatoses of ao isolated siliean atom. As pietored
in Fig. 2.2. ten of the 14 Si-atottt electrons oceapy very deep-lying energy levels otsd are
ttghtly hoond to the oneleos of the atoto. The binding is so stroneio focI that these ten
electrons rottj_ssetttioIIs on gawrbed daring shettrical reactions or normal atom—atom
intoeostionn, ssith tlso ten-electron-plns-noclens sombin,ation often being referred In as the

otoot. The eetttatntisg fottr Si-otoos electrons, on the other hood, are rothov
weakly bostod attd ore colleotively called the volcnsyslsrezrurtykocagao_gLtheie sOsong
p.&trtieigotiott jg ehenaioal wastiotto. An stopItosized in Fig 2.2, tlso foss valence eleetroos.
if nttpertnsbed. osonpy foor of the eight allowed slots (or states) hosing the nest highest

,enssgy above the deep-lyittg rose levels. Ftnally, we shoald note. for sotopletenoss, tlsat the
electronic vonligaratiott in tlss 32-electron Ge-atom (gormaitiam being the ttthor elemental
nenticandststar( iv essentially identical to lbs Si-atom sanfigaration except that lbs Go-core
ssstttainv 28 eleetsatts.

2.2 SEMICONDUCTOR MODELS

Boilditig on the information prevented in psestonv sections. sos tnnxasloee and describe in
this nestion tsvo very impartattt tnodsls or vivnalisation aids tttat are stsed extensively in the
analysis of vowicondnstor devtsev. The toslnnina of vemicondostoe tttodels in a chapter
devoted to carrier nsodelino way appear odd at first glance bat iv actoally qoits appropriate.
We are, in effect, modeling the carries “container;’ the sewieondnstor crystal.

2,2.1 Bonding Model

The isolated St atom, Ge 0 Si atom not interacting with otlser atatos, mat foond to contain
foor valence electrons. Si atoms incorporated in the diamond lattice, on the other hand,
evltibit a bonding that involvon an attraction betwseo gash atom and its font nearest ttotglt
hors (refer to Fig. l.4s). The implication here is that, in going from isolated GIants to the
collective esyntollino state, Si atttms same to abase one of their saletsee electrons seitlt each
of the font nearest osighbovv. This sovalent bottdittg, as sqoal vhasiog of valence electrons
with nearest neighbors, and lbs moss fast that atoson in the diamond lattice Itave foar nearest
oeighboss. give rite to the idealised vemisoodnetas representation, the bonding model,
shanvo in Fig. 2.3. Bash circle in the Fig. 2.3 bandittg tnstdel represents the sore of a nomi
sovdtmetav atotn, while sash line sepsevonts a rhatod valence eleotson. (These are eight lines
soovestod to each atom besaare any gives atom oat only sansribnsea fonr shared electrons
bat most also aeeeat fonr shared electrons ham adjacent atoms.) The two-dimensiottal
satavs of the ntodel in, of soovss, an idealisatian that facilitates mental visnalisatiasv.

Alslsongh sooniderable ass will be mode of the bottdittg tnodsl in snbvsqttettt discos
siGns, it is ssvertltelern worthwhile at this point to evatnine ratnple appiisatiotts of sha
model so provide toots indisotios of the model’s ntility. Two sample applisattona ace pro-
sorted in Fig. 2.4. Iv Fig. 2.dta( we nse the bonding yodel to pistose n paint dsfest, a
missing atom, in the louise stmssnrs. In Fig. 2.41b( sen visaaliss ths beeaktng of an atom
to-atans hood attd the associated release as freeing of on sleotson. [Bomtd breaking (at T>
o K( and defesta asons natnmlly in all semisondnstasa. and hoses (if sve maybe natttewhat
avstoritisal( ttte basis model of Ftg. 2.3 is strictly valid for an snttre settntsondastor only at
T 0 K svhno the semisandostor iv ssneatiott sontaitta no defects and tto itnptmrity atotns.(

2.2.2 Energy Band Model

If any interests mess restricted to describing the spatial aspects of events taking place mithia

O nemisandostor, the bonding model olono svoold probably be adsqnatn. QUito often. how-
eves, one is more intoreated in the nmsesgy-selated aspects of an nosat. In vosh instances the
botsdiny model, which nays nothing abant electron energies. iv of httle valne and tito ettesgy
batsd model besotsass the pritnary vivoalisation aid.

Figure 2.4 Sample atilisation of the bonding model. (01 Visoalieation of n misting atom or poist
dofost. (b) Smoking of an atom.to-atom bond and fmeiog of an eteoteos.

Let ns bngin the sonseptoal path leading to the energy band asosdel by recalling the
sitaation inside an isolated Si atom. Reviewing the Section 2.1 dissnssion, ten nf the 14
electrons maids on isolated Si atam are tightly boond to the nosleas and are anlikely to be
significantly pertorbed by normal atom—atom snteroetions. The rematetng foas obeIsant
are mthos weakly boond and, if noportarbed, osonpy font of the eight ollawed energy stales
immediately above the last ease level. Moreover, it in implicitly nnderstood that the elec
tronic energy states within a groap of Si atoms, nay N Si atoms, are all idevtteal—as lang
as thn atoms are isolated, that in, foe enoagh apart so that they are 000intnsasting.

Given the foregoing knowjsdge of the isolated atotn sitaatian, the qtaevtion neal arises
an to whether we coo are the Itnawledge to dedose information ahoot the crystalline slate.
Assaredly we cnn omit any farther tnentson of the sore electrons besanse these electrons
are not vigniSsantly pestasbed by normal interatomic forces. The opposite, however, is trae
of the valence eleetsotnn. If N atoms are brooght into close prasimity (the ease in crystalline
Si), is is qoite reasonable to sagest a modification in the energy states of the valence
electrons.

The modification ih the valense-eleslmn energy slates aetoally known to take place is
snnamaeised in Fig. 2.5. Stastiog ssith V-isolated Si atoms, and sonsoplnally bringing the
atoons closer and closer together. one hsads -thniastrmlomie forces lead IT a progressive
spread in the allowed energies.. The spread in energies giver rise to slosoly spaced sets of
allofrgdstatesknawn as eoevgv baodn. At the interatomic distance eossospoodirg to the Si
lattice spacing, the distrihotian of allowed slales consists of two bands seposaled by an
interseaing energy gap. The apper band nf allowed states is called the soodttstmost band;
the lower band of allowed states, the valence bond; and the intervening energy gap, the
forbidden gap or band gop. In filling the allowed energy band states, electrons tend to
gravitate In the lawmt possible energies. Notingthat electrons are eesrrieted to single os
enpansy in allowed states (the Pooh ovolnsion principle) and rsmaemhesiog that the 4ff
valence band states san joso accommodate what were formerly 4ff valence electrons, we
typically find that the valence band is almost completely filled with electrons and the

wills the nitsrplens of oIl asattsse sysssmsss, the isolated Isydrogen sstatsn. Tltsr atolls, sIn tise
reader may recall frosst a eanene in moderss physics, avon andes intense nernoiny at the ssssrt
of she twentieslt seotory. Scientists of that sittne knew the Ityslsagems atovt contained a osg;t
lively oltargest particle in orbit oboist a tttare snanrive positively ehstrgesl ttttslestr. Wirsts tlsey
sonld 101 eslrlaso was the nolore of the ligltt ettnittsd from sIte rynsettt mites she isydrogett
01001 wan lteated loan elevated testtpevslssre. Specifically, lbs ststissed light was observed at
ooly certain discrete wavelossgths; aocordistg to she prevailing iitsory of tlte tints, roiesstistn
expected a sotssinoom of wavelengths.

1913 Nssls Salty proposed a salstliott to lbs dilemosa. Bolts hypashenioed thsst tire H-
atolls electron was restricted to rertusiss woll-dehoed orbits; or eqaiv;sletttly, Bolts assomed
tlsat she orbiting electron coold take as srnly ssstoiss saisses of ongstlar mnottteotatn. Thin
“qsmsmstioasion” ol lbs electron’s ongotlar stsamentnm was, its tore, conpied directly Ia estergy
qstststtisatsms As can be readily estoblislted, if she elestromt’r angitlas stsostsentttm in asrastsed
lobe nls, sisess

— mq°
= _5 n1,2,3,... i2.l)2(n’s0fin)5 mm5

svhere (also see Fig. 2.1) F5 is she eleesvoo biadiog energy svillsin she hydrogen atom, ns°
in tlse toots of a free electron, q in the mogsitstde ssf Its electronic charge. e iv Ise peresit
tsvstv of free space, h ss Planek’s constant, h = h/2or, ostd n is tlts energy qaasmtatn namber
or orbit tdsntmflsr. 1eetronoofseV1itannisofenergysstoaltj.bxIll—ssjoalsv.
Now, wsth tlss sleetramt limited to sertaiss ettergien inside the Isydrogest stoso. st follows frotts
the Bans nsodel thsst the transition from a higlser n to a lower n osbit will relears qmsamsticed
energies of light; this explains the obsosvosion of ensitted light at only oersoin discrete
wavelsngtlss.

s10—t.atov

—s.aav

Fieare 2.1 TIre hydmurgon atom—idoaltesd sepsosetttasioo nhosvirg she tiwl Ibsen attowod oteoseoe
otters and Iso asonsiatsd energy qoarsiooriotr.
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Figure 2.5 Cenreptaai develepmeet ef the eeengy heed model starting with N melded Si atems

en the tep left and ceeeleding with e “dmtsed-ep” vereiee ef the energy heed teedel ett the tep right.

cendectioa hand is all bat deveid of electrees. tedeed, the valence band is eemplntely filled
ned the coedectioe heed completely empty at temperatares appreaehieg T = 0 K.

To complete onr pleesibilieatioe of the eneegy bend mede!, we need to ietrodace and
ntiliee nan addilioeat fact: Celike the veleace eloctroes in the isolated-clew case, the hand
electrons in crystalline silicon are net lied to er avsociated snub any one pecticolar atoet.
Troe, on the averogn, one will typically find fear etecteonv hemp shared betwentt any given
Si atom and its fonr nearest neighbors (es in the bonding model). However, the identity of
dtc shared electrons changm as a fonction of lime, with the eloctrons moving amend from
point to point in the crystal. In othnc wordy, the allowed electronic states are no longer
atomic states hot em ovvnciated with the crystol as a whole; indepnndnnt of thn potat en-

Figure 2.6 The energy havd dittgram—widety etnployed sirnplifted versioit of the energy band
tttodsl.

atotned in a perfect crystal, one sees the same allowed-stale confignration. Wn therefore
conctode that fore perfect crystal onder cqnilihriam condirrons a plot of the allowed dcc
Iron energres verv,rs drslance along any preselected crystalline direction (always called the
x-dtrection) io as shown on the right-hand side of Ftg. 2.5. The cited plot, a plot of allowed
electron energy slatesas a fnnclion of position, is thn bosie energy band model. E5 intro
dirced tn the Fig. 2.5 plot is the lossesr possible condoction hand energy, is the highest
possibte valence hand energy, and ff0 = N. — F5 iv the band gap energy.

Finally, Fig. 2.6 displays thn form of the basic energy band modet nnconntered in
practrce. In this widely eotploynd “shorthand” version. the lise to rndicale the rep energy
tn the condoetion bend, the line to indtratn the bottom energy in thn valence band, the fill
pattern drawtng attention to mostly fitted states in the valence band, the labeling of the y
or electron-energy aais, and the labeling of the x- or posrtion antt ann all onderoood to mist
tmplirirl. bat are not shown evptiritly.

2.2.3 Carriers

With the semicondortor models having been firmly established, we am now in o position
to introdoce and to visnaliee the correot-earrying entities wtthin semieoodaetors. Referring
to Ftg. 2.7. we note first from part (a) that there are no carriers or possible correct flow if
tire bnndrng modet has no broken bonds. Eqoisalently, in the energy band model, if the
valence band as completely fitted with electrons and the eondortion band as dnvoid of elec
trons. there ate no carriers or possible corrent flow. This lack of carriers and associated
rarrenl flow as easy to nodersrand in lertos of the bondang model svhnrn the shared electrons
are viesved as being tied to the atomic corey. As arcnratety portrayed in the energy bond
model, however, the valenen band elnetroas actoatly move aboot in the crystal. Hem is it
then that no rnrrent can arise from this groap of electrons? As it bras oat, the momentom
of the electrons is qnontieod in addition to their energy. Moreover, for each and every
possible oromenram state in a band, there is another state svith an oppositely directed me
meotam of eqoal magnitode. Thos, tf a band is completely filled with electrons, the net
momentnm of the electrons in the band is almoys identically zero. tt follows that no corrent
can arise from the electrons in a completely filled energy hand.

The electrons that do give rise to charge trarsport are visnalized in Fig. 2.7(b). When
a Si—St band is broken and the associated electroti is free to wander ahont the lattice, the
released eleetros it a carrier. Eqoivalently. in terms of the energy band model, oneilation of
vulenre band electrons into the condoetioin band creates carriers; that iv, eleetvoits in the

Is) tao anti

ernyty
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Figure 2.7 Visrialieariott of carriers osirg ttto bonding modnl (left) and tho energy hand model
(right), (a) No’earriorsits:artoe; (hi vivaalieacioo of att eleetrtro: (ci visoetioatioo o(a lasle.

reitdortiott bairn are rovvirvs. Note that Ste eovrgy reqaired to break a bead in the bondivg
model ttvd the band gap energy. En. are one and tire sottsv thing. Likrwive, bred banding-
model electrons and romtdaetion band electrons amy jost different tames for the sante elec
trons; in sshveqoent divcassinav the word ‘electrons.’ svhen ased svithoat a modifier, ssill
be nndervtnod to refer in these roedortion band electrons.

tn addition to releasing an electron, the breaking of a Si—Si bottd also creates a otissisg
boisd or void in the bonding stracanre. Thiolsing in terms of the bonding model, one can
vtsoaliee the toonetoeni of rhiv missing bond from place to place in the lattice as a revolt of
nearby boond eieerrtrov jamping into the void (see Fig. 2.?r). Altornativrly. otte can think
in tertvs nf the energy band model where the removal of an eleetror from the valence band
creates an eorpry state in an nthero’ise vast sea of filled states. The empty vtatr, like a bobble
in a liqaid. roovov aboor rather freely in the lattice becanse of the cooperative roorintt of the
valence band electrons. What we have been deseribiag, the missing bond in the bonding
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scheme, the empty slate in the valence band, is the second type of carrier foand in semiroodorrors_tho hole.
Althoagh perhaps not ohvioos from the preceding introdoctory description, the valence bond hole is an enltty on an eqnal footing with the condacrion bond eleerroat. Bothelectrons and holes parttripoge in the oporation of most semirandortor devices Hales areeven the primary carrier in some devices. As one’s fantiliarity with carrier madding grows,the comparable staloo of electrons and holes beeotaes more and morn apparent. Ultimately,it iv commonplace to conceive of the hole as o lype of sobasonsie particle.

2.2.4 Band Gap and Material Classiflicaflion
We coarlade this section by cIting a very important lie between the band gop of a material,rho nomber of carriers ovatlablo for transport in a material, and the overall nalare of amaterial. As it tarns oat, allhoagh specifically established for semicoedartors, the energyband toodel of Ftg. 2.6 can ho applied with only slight modification to all matoriols. Themajor difference between malerials lies nor in the natare of the energy bands, bat rather inthe irsagnirode of the energy gap between the bands.

Insolarors, as illostrared in Fig. 2.fl(a), are characterized by very vvide band gaps, withE far the insalating materials diamond aed ShOe being =5 eV and wfl cv, respectively. Inthese wtde band gap malertals the thermal energy available at room temperarare oneilesvery fesv eleetrans from the valence band into the roodnerian band; thas very few carriersmoist instde the material and the material is therefore a poor condacror of earront. The band
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gap in metals, by way of contportson, is either very small, or no band gap exists at all
dan to att overlap of the valence and eandaetion bands (see Fig. 2.8c). Tirere is always
an abnndattee of carriers in metals, and hence atetals are excellent cxndttrtxrs. Sentiran
dactors present alt interosediate case betsseess insalators and otetais. (3notn text1wrature
t 00K), E0L42 eV in GaAs. ff5.=1J2 eV in Sf and E5. = 0.66 cv in Ge.I
Tlterttsal ettergy, by exciting electrons frotn the valence bond ittto the eontlstction hand,
creates a tooderette nntnbcr of carriers itt thcsc tnaterials, giving rise ix turn to a cuerettt
carrying capability intermediate bctwern poor attd excellent.

2.3 CARRIER PROPERTIES

Httvtttg formally itttrodnend the electron attd the hole, sxn next seek to tram as ntaclt as
possible abont tlte nalstre of these carriers. In tltisparticolar section we examine a collage
of carcier-related inforsoation, ittformntion of a gencral nature incloding general facts,
properties, and terminology.

2.3.1 Charge

Both electrons and holes are charged entities. Electrons are tegatively eltoeged, holes are
posttively eltttrged, and the mngssiraela of tlte carrier charge, q, is the souse for the two types
of carriecs. To tltree-plaee aecamey in MKS units, p 1.60 X l0t5 coal. Please note
that, ttnder the eanvrntton adopted herein, the electron aod hole charges are —q and +q,
respnetivnly, i.e.. the sign of the charge is displayed eapltettly.

2.3.2 Effective Mass
Mass, like charge, is another very basic property of electrons ard Itoles. Unlike charge,
hownoer, the carrier mass is not a sitopln property and cannot be disposed of simply by
qsoting a nntnber. Indeed, the apparent or “effective” osass of rlreoons within a crystal is
a fnstesiott of the seminondactor material (St. Gn, etc.) and is different from the mass of
electrons within a vacnart.

Seeking to obtain titsight into the effnctivn mass concept, tnt as first coesider the mo
tion of nlecteons in a oaeaom. If, as itlostrated in Fig. 2.9)a), an electron of rest osass 0ta is
ttsoving in a voennm between two parallel plotes under the influence of an electric fieldS,
tltea. according to Newton’s second law, the force F on tire electron will be

where n is the electron velocity and t is time. Nest consider electrons (coodaction band
electrons) moving between the two parallnl nod faces of a snmicoodnetor crystal under the
influence of an applied electric field, as envisioned in Pig. 2.9(b). Dons Eq. (2.2) also de
scribe the overall motiosr of electrons within the semieondaetar crystal? Thn answer is so.

Table 2.1 Density of States Effective Masses at
300 K.

ddateriot as/m5 m/ssa

Si 1.16 0.61
Gn 0.55 0.36
GaAs 0.066 0.52

stares effective masses, among others. It is also probably not too sorprising rhtt the effeetron
masses vary oosonsvhat with tempnratare. l’lereie we make drreet use of only the density of
states effective messes (see Sabseerion 2.4.1). The density of stales effective mosses for
electrons and holes in Si, Go, and GaAs at 300 K are listed in Table 2.1.

2.3.3 Carrier Numbers in Intrinsic Material

The :erm isariesir semiconductor in common asagn refers to an aetremely pare semleon
dactor sanspln containing an insignificant omonnl of itoparity atoms. More precisely, an
intrinsic semiconductor is a semicondartor whose properties are native to the mornriol (that
is, not caused by external additives). The namber of carriers in an intrinsic semiconductor
fits into the scheme of things in that it is an identifiahle intrinsic properly of the marerral.

Defining, quite generally,

n = somber of electrons/cm3

p = nombar of holes/ama

existing inside a setnrcouduator, Ihen, given on intrinsic seminondoetor under eqotlabrmnt
cooditions, one hrrds

npn (2.4)

a, 2 x 10°/cm5 in GaAs

I at be/cm5 in Si at roots temperatare

2 x lO’5/em’ in Ge

The electron and hole concentrations in an intrinsic semicondoetor are equal because
carriers within a very pare material eon be created only in pairs. Eeferring to Fig. 2.?, tf
semicondoator bond iv broken, a free electron and a missing bond or hale are created si
tnslrooeoosly. Likewise, the excitation of on electron from the valence band into the con-

(a) (hi

Figure 2.9 hit electron nuving rn mepoosa to an applied alectrtc hotd (at within a sacasusts, aod
thi wittnin a samnicondaatsnr orystaL

Electrons nruovisrg inside a semicondootor crystal will collide voith sensicandttoror atauctv,
thereby eassiog a periodic deceleration of the carriers. However, shoold not Eq. (2.2) apply
to the portion of tlta electronic snotion occurring beturaats collisiorta? l’hc anssver is again
sna. Its addition to fire aplulied electric held, etacsrosts iso crystal are also sabjacttsr csssnptes
crystalline fields not specifically incloded in Eq. (2.2).

‘l’he foregoing discossioss delineated certain issspoetant differettees betsueess electrons
in c crystal and electrons in a voettam, hot it left onresolved the equally important qoestios
as to how smne properly describes rIse mosion of carriers in a crystal. Strictly speaking, Olue
notion of carriers in a crystal can be described only by oaieg Qstantans Mechanics, tIre
formaiism appropriate for atomic-sieed systems. Fortonotely, if the dimensions of the crys
tal are large compared to atostssc ditneovions, the complex qnanssnsn meehasticat farunulation
for tire carrier notion hetweest collisions simplifies to yield on equation of motion identical
to Eq. (2.21, except that mum0 is replaced by an effective carrier tnass. In other words, for the
Fig. 2.9(b) aleetrotsy sIne ruin write

F —qRm (2.3)

where tn is Ihe electron effective moss. A similar equation can be wrilten for holes with
—q —a q and ns — m. In each ease the internal crystalline fields assd qoatstato

osechanicat effects arc all snitably lumped into the effective mass factor multiplying em/eu.
This is a very significant reantt. ds allan’s usa to cossraire of t’imctrons and holes as qsast
c/ssssirsslFamsirtas and so employ rtossirotporricla t’e/ariona/ssps itt moat darien ussatyvaa.

Although the effective mass formulation is a significant simplification, it should be
roentioned tttat the carrier acceleration cats vary with the direerson of travel iou emystat: i.e.,
the eft’eetivc masses eon have multiple compottenta. MoreoeeL depending on how a mac
roscopic observable is related to the carrier motion, a different groupisrg of usass cossrpo
neota can land to a different m5 hemp oritieed in a particslar relationship. Tlsner are, for
example, cyclotron ecsottauee effective masses, conductivity effective masses, density of
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docrion bond atrtomatieatty creates a valence bond hole along svith the coodnetian band‘electron. Also note that the intrinsic carrier concentration, allhoogh large is an absolutesense, ts relatseely small compared with the number of bonds that could be broken. Forexample, In Sm them are 5 at 1002 atoms/cm3and foor bonds pee atom, making a grandtotal of 2 at l0’ hoods or talcum band electrons per em3. Since n, 10 itlem , one findsless than one bond in lO broken in Si at rootn temperatom. To aceoratety represent thesituotson inside iotrinaic Si at room temperature, we could cover all the oniversiry chalk-boards ix the world with the bonding model and possibly show only ooe broken bond.

2.3.4 Manipulation of Carrier Numbers—Doping
Doping, in semicourdavtor terminology, is the addition of controlled astsnnots of specificimparity atoms with the express parposc of increasing either the electron or the hole eonceolcation. The addition of dopants in controlled amoants to snmieondnctor materials occurs rootinety in the fabrication of almost all semicondontor devices. Common Si dopoorame tustad in Table 2.2. To increase the electron concentration, one can add either phosphoens. arsente, or aotsmooy aroma to the Si crystal, with pho.sphoros followed closely byarsenic brtng the most eom,uoonly employed donor (rlrctroo-iucreas)ne) dopanus. To inemenor the hole concentration, one adds either boron, gallinos, indiom, or nlnmioom atomsto the Si crystal, with boron briog thr most commonly employed acceptor (kote-iocreosiog)dopont.

To understood how the addition of impurity atoms non lead lou manipolntinu of carriernumbers, It t5 umportant to note that the Table 2.2 donors are alt from Column V in thePurnodic Table of Elements, while all of the cited acceptors mu from Column Ill in thePeriodic Table of Elements. As visoalieed in Pig.2.lO(a) using the bonding model, when aColumn V ulrmrot mats five valence electrons is sobasitnted for a Si atoor in the semiaoodoctor lattice, four of the flee valence electrons fit snugly into the bonding strnctnre. Thefifth donor electron, hosvever, does not fit into the bonding stractoeg and is weakly bostodto rIte donor site. Ar room temperature this electron is readily freed to mara’buf’ifiebotttee and hence becomes a carrier. Please note that this donotnon (hence the name “donor”) of carrier electrons does nut iocrense the hole
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n
a) Ib)

Figure 2.10 Visaotieatioe of(a) donor and (hi acceptor action lIning tho banding model. In (a) the
Colamn V element P is aabstitsted far a Si atom; in (hi the Colamo III element B is sabsiitsted far a
Si atom.

The esplanatias of acceptor action follows a similar line of reasotning. The Colititte lii

acceptors Itave three valence electrons tmd cannot complete one of the semicondnctor

hands mhen subatitated for Si atoms in the nemicondoctoc lattice (sea Fig. 2. lOb). The
Colansa III ototo, however, readily accepts (hence the name “acceptor”) an electron from

a nearby Si—Si bond, themby completing its own handing scheme and in the pracms cre

ating a hale that can wander ahoat the lattice. Here agota there is on incmaae in only ooe

type of carrier. The negativety chaeged acceptor ion (acceptor atom pins accepted electron)
cannot move, and no electrons are released in the hole-creation process.

The foregoing bonding-model-based esplanation of dopant action is reasonably on
derstandable. There are, nevertheless, a few loose ends. For one, me noted that the fifth
donor electron was rather weakly bound and readily freed at room temperature. How does
see interpret the relative term “weakly boand”? It takes 1 eV to break Si—Si bonds and
very few of the Si—Si bonds are broken at room lemperatare. Perhaps “weakly bonnd”
means a binding energy =0.1 eV or less? The question also agises as to how one visnaliacs
dnpaat action in terms of the energy band model. Both of the cited qnestioas, as it lnrns
nat, involve energy considerations and are actually interrelated.

Let as concentrate first sn the binding energy of the fifth donor electron. Cmdely

speaking, the positively charged donor-core-plan-fifth-electron may be likened to a hydro

gen atom (see Pig. 2.11). Conceptually, the donor core replaces the hydrogen-atom nacteas

nod the fifth donor electron replaces the hydrogen-atom elnclron. Is the real hydrogen atom

the electron moves of conese in a vacuum, can be characterieed by the muss of a free
electron, and, referring to Eq. (2.1), has a groand-slate binding energy of — 13.fi eV. lathe

pseado-hydrogen atom, on the other hand, the orbiting electron moves throogh a sea of Si
atoms and is characserieed hy us effective mast. Hence, in the donor oe psenda-atom case,
the permiltivity of free space mnst be replaced by the permittivily of Si and m0 mnst be
replaced by m. We therefore conclude Ilsat the binding energy (En) of the fiftln donor
electron is apprssimutely

2(4wKejs) = ns K uh1 —0.1 eV (2.5)

where K5 is the St dtelectrtc constant (K5 = 11.0). Actaal donor-site binding energies in Si
are ltstcd in Table 2.3. The observed bittding energies are seen In be in good agreement
with the Eq. (2.5) estimate and, confirns.iag the earlier speeslation, are ronghly = 1/20 the
Si band gap energy.

Havtng established the strength of dspant-site bands, we are now in a position to tackle
the probleiti of how one vtsaaliees dopant Action asing the energy band model. Working on
the problem, we note first that when an electron is released from a donor it becomes a
cotidnetton band electron. If the energy absorbed at the donor is precisely eqaal to the
electron btndmg energy, the released electron will moreover have the lowest possible en
ergy it tise condticttng band—namety, Ec. Adding an energy IE Ito the bound electron, in
other words, raises the electron’s energy to Ec. Hence, we are led to conclade Ihal the
boned electron occaples an allowed electronic level an energy 1K9 I below the enudnetion
band edge, or, as visnaliced tn Fig. 2.12, donor sites can be incorporated ida the energy
band scltemn by adding allowed electronic levels at an energy E = E — En. Note that
the donor energy level is represenled by a set of dashes, inslead of a csnlinaoas linn, he
canse an electron bound to a donor site is tocalieed in space; i.e., a bonnd electron does not
leave the general So vicinity of Ihe donor. The relative closeness of En to E of conrse
refiect.s the fact that — En = I%l = (l/20)E0(Si).

Table 2.3 Dopant-Site Binding Energies.
Dnssnrs E51 Acceptors JE0j

Sb 0.039eV B 0.045 eV
F 0.045 eV Al 0.0fi7 nV
As 0.054eV Ga 0.022 eV

In 0.lfi eV
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s.ta5ev a,
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isJ_t.t2 cv Oenor site

Figure 2.12 Additioti of the £ £ denot tenets in the enengy band diagram. Dashes of width As
emphmiee the tmalieed sabre of the hoand donor-situ states.

The actanl visaalieatian of dopast action asing thn energy band model is pictared in

Pig. 2.13. Enamining the left-hand side of Fig. 2.13(a), one fieds ott the donor sites filled
with bonnd electrons at temperatures T —s 0 K. This is trne becanse .eery little thermal
energy is available to encite electrons from the donor sites iota Ihe eondnclion band at these

very low femserataren. The sitsation changes, of coarse, as the temperatsre is incremed,

with more and more of the weakly booed electrons being donated to the condactios band.

At eonm temperature the ionication of the donors is all bal total, giving rise to the simatinn

pictsred at the estreme right of Fig.2.l3(a(. Althoagh we have concenlraled ne donors, the

sitnation for acceptors is cottspletnly anatogoss. As vissaliced in Fig. 2.13(b), acceptors

introduce allowed electronic levels into the fothiddeo gap at an energy slightly above the
valence band edge. Allow’ temperatures, all of these sites will be empty—there is insaffi

cient energy at temperatures T —s 0 K for a valence band electron to make the transilioe to
as acceptnr site. Increasing temperatnre, implying an increased store of thermal energy,
facilitates electrons jstopisg from the valence bond onlo the acceptor levels. The remnvol
of etectrons from the valence band of ccavse cmatns holes. At mom tnmperatsre, essentially
all of the acceptor sites are filled with an escesnelectran and an increased hole cancentra
ttnn is effected in the osaterial.

‘fo complete this sitbsection, a fese w’ords are in order concemittg the doping of non-
elemental semiconductorn sach an DeAn. Gopant action in GaAs follow’s the name geoeral
principles bat in slightly more tnvolved becanse of the enistence of two differettt latlice-nite
atossis. Completely analogous to the doping of a Si crystal, the Column VI elements 5,
Se, and Te act as donors when replacing the Catomo V element As in the GaAs lattice.
Similarly, the Colame It elements Be, Mg. and Zn act as acceptors when replacing the
Column III element Ga. A stew sitsaliou arises when Colume IV elements snch as Si and
Ge are incorporated Into GaAs, Si typically mplacen Gag the GaAs lattice,aod is a pnpnlar
si-type dopant. Howevev under certain conditions Si can be made to replace An in the GaAs
ltittiiC, tisereby functioning anon acceptor. In fact GaAs pit junctions have born fabricated
mltere Si ssa.v both the p-side and nt-side dopant. An imparity that can act as either a donor
or an acceptor is referred to as an amphnseric dopant.

Pt(a) I eV ms eqaal to ham macy jontes nf energy?

)b) gus equal to hosv many eV at 300 K?

(ci The toniaatton energy of acceptors and donors in Si in rosghly equal Its ...........?
(d) E0(Si) =

(e)E5(SiG,) =

if) The energy reqaired to iontee a hydrogen atom initially in then = I state is _?

St (oil eV 1.00 x lO15jooles.

(b) fiT = (0.fi17 5 10 li3OOi = 0.0259eV at 300 K.

(ci The ionization energy of doponts is eqaal to 1K5 al the dopant sites. As discussed
in Subsection 2.3.4, E m 0.1 eV for dopunts in Si.
(di K5 (Si) = 1.12 eV at 300 K (see Sabsection 2.2.4).

(u)E5(SiG,) asS eV (see Sabsectiqu 2.2.4).

(f) Makitig ate of Eq. (2.1) in Section 2.1, the Isydrogen atom ionioalion energy iv
I = 13.fieV.

Figure 2.11 Pseadwhydnugeu atom mudel far the d000e-site band.
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2.3.5 Carrier-Related Terminology 2.4.1 Density of States

Since terminology is often a nrnorbling block to noderstanding and nilrce this particotar

section is replete with specialized tennis, it scents appropriate to conclade the section with

alt overniew of carrier-related terrnirrnlogy. Appronirrtately one half of the carnier-rClated

ter)ns that follow were intrndnced and defined carlicr in thin nection; tire rcmainder of rite

terms are heinrg tinted here for tIre litsl torte. All of the terms are widely errrplnyed and their

delininions siroald be eorntoinled to rrremnory.

Dnpariia—specifle impurity arents firer are added to senricorrdactors in eorrtrolted amonnts

for the express pat-pose of increasing eitlrer the electron or tire hub eotncentration.

Intrinsic scnnrcnndnctnr—sndoped semicnodnctnr; extremely pore semicortdncrnr saanple

cotrtainmnrg an insignificant arnoarrr of iroprttity atoms; a seroienordoclor whose prop

erties are native to tIre nratenial.

Lerrirraic arrrrironrdnr-ror-——dnped senriconrdnclor; a ncntticerrdnctor whose properties are

comrnroiled by added iorpority atoras.

Donnr—irrrparity arortr rlmat increases the elertron eomreentrarirrnr; n-type dopamrt.

Ar-cepnnr——inapnrity atnnm that increases the hole correentrariont; p-type dopartc

ri-type nncrnerial—a dannr-doped material; a senrieondeetnr enntaining moore electronn than

holes.

p-type nrareriol—an acceptor-doped rrraterial; a nemicondocror containing more holes than

electrons.

Mn/tinny cot-i-icr—tire rrnmmst abundant Carrier in a given nemicnndaernr sample, elCetrons itt

ant ri-type material, holes in a p-type material.

ildinnnr’iry carrier—the leant rrbnrndanr Carrier in a ginen nnmicondnrror snmple; holes in an

ri-type nraternal. electrons in a p-type material.

2.4 STATE AND CARRIER DISTRIBUTIONS

lip to thin point in the modeling pmcesa we have concentrated on carrier properties and

information of a rnnceptnral, qrralitatisn, t; at most, semiqnantitativC natnre. Practically

speaking, there in often a treed far none detailed itrfornmatinn. For example, roost semicon

doctors are doped, arid the precise notnerical value of the carrier Concentrations rnside

doped semnncnndtnctorx is of ranrine ietewst. Another property of ititerent is tIre distribution

of carriers as a function of energy in the respective energy hands. In this section ff0 bflflin

the procenn of deceloping a nrom derailerl description of the carrier pnpnlatinns. The de

velopment will encntrnatly lend to relationships for the carrier disrnibatioas arid concentra

tions nvimhin snmicoodactors ander eqnilibriam cottduriuns.

Figurs 2.14 ftoooml energy dependence of g,lEl ond g,(E) new the band edges. g5lEl aod g,(EI

ann rite density of statni in rho cnnduerinn and nalonce bondn, respectinely.
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FigurE 2,15 Energy degeedenree of the Pormi fnnnrine. (a) T —nO K; (b) onnernlieed Tm OK plot
with the energy coordinate expressed in kyaoirn.

where

It therefore follows that g (A) and gJE) themselves are nnmnbgrs/anit volnme-anit energy,

or typically, nnmbees/rmr.eV.

2.4.2 The Fermi Function

Wheeens the density of staten tells one how many states exist ala given energy H, the Fermi

fnnctinnflE) specifies how many of the eninting niates or the energy E will be filled with

an electron. oreqoinalearl);

1(E) specrfles, nuder eqnrlibrram conditions, the probability that an available state or

an ennrgy H will be occupied by an electron.

Mathematically speaking, the Fermi fnnctinn is simply a probability dinrrrbnrinn fnnctioo.

In mathematical symbols, -

Seekrng tnsrght rntn the nalnre of the nerely inlrndnced fnnction. let us begin by inves
tigating the Fermi fnncrton’n energy dependence. Consider first temperatures where T —n
OK. As T—n OK, (E

— Er)IkT.m —m for all energies E <Er and (E
— Er)/kT_4 mm

fm all energies Em Er. Hencef(E < Eg) —a I/[l + exp(—w)} I andf(E> Er) —t 1/
ft + esp(+wJ 0. Thin result ts plotted in Pig. 2.tS(a) and in simply interpreted as
meaning that all states as- energies below Er wilt be filled and all states at energies above
E wrIt be empty for teniperarares T —n 0 K. In other words, there is a sharp catoff in the
fllitng of allowed energy staten at the Fermi energy E when the sysleno temperature ap
proaches absobarr cern.

Let ns next consider remperatceen Tm 0 K. Examining the Fermi function, we make -

the following pertinent obseroarions.

If E = Er.f)Er) = 1/2.

(H) If Em Er 4’ 3k?’, esp[)E — E0)/kT] m I andf(E) evp(—(E
— Er)/kTJ. Conse

quently, above Er + 3kT the Fermi fanctian or filled-state probability decays expo
nentially to zero with increasing energy. Moreover, most states at energies 3kTor mare
above Er will be empty.

Wherm the energy band nrodel soas first introdacod in Section 2.2 we indicated that the total
number of allowed states in each band was fortr tintres the namber of atoms in the crystal.
Not mentioned nI the inme was lmnw tire allowed states were distributed inn energy; I e - how
nnany states were no be foontd at any given enrergy in tire cnndscnian and valence bands We
are now nrrteeenred in thmn enrergy dinrrrbatinn of slates, or detraity of staten. as it in more
cunnrnnanhy krmown, becaasc tine state distribution in an essential component in detererixing
carrier distrrbrnsions and concentortions

Ta determnrre the desnrrd density of states, it is necessary rn pcrfnrtmr an analysis based
on qaantnm.nnechanical considerations. Herein we will roerely stnmmariee the results of
the analysis, namely, foe energres tot too far remuved from the barnd edges, one finds

I
EwE. (2.flo)

I rtru\/tEr
(2.flb)

wirere g)E) aind g, (E)axe the dentairy of states at an energy H in the conduction and
valence bands, respectivel’ .

What exactly uhoold be krrosrn and remembered ahoat the cited density of stales5 For
one, ntts nmpornaur to grasp the genreral density of states concept. The density of states can
be likened to the descrrptrun of the sealing in a football stadium, with the nnmber of seals
in tIre sladnnm a gwen distance from the playing field corresponding to the number of states
a specified energy interval froth E, or E,.. Second, the general farno of the relationships
should be acted. As nllastratefi no Fig. 2.14, g,(E) is zero at A) and increases as flue sqaace
root of energy when one proceeds opward into tine conduction bond. Similarly, gjE) is
precisely zero at E,, and rncceases with the square rout of energy as one proceeds dowaward
from E, into the s’alence band. Also Tome that differences between g,(E and g, (H) stem
from differences iii the carrier effective masses. If m were equal nn m, the seating (stares)
en both sides of the football field (the baud gap) wonld be mirror imngen of each other
Frrrally, considering rbnsely spuced energies H and E + dE in the respective hands, one can
stale

fi,(E) eepresenzs the number of condscrinu band states/emt tying in the energy
range beisveeo H and H + dE (if Em H,),

g,. (H)dE represents the number of valence band states/cm5 lying in the energy mnge
bemween Hand E + dE(ifEm Ej.

N
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0

Er = Fermi energy or Fermi level

= Boltemaon constant (it = fi.fl17 x l0 eV1K)

T = temperatcre in Kelvin (K)

El+emnZrmmar (2.7)
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(iii) If ES E — 3kT, esp[(E — E0)/6T] 4 1 aitdf(E) 1 — cxp)(E — Ev)IST). Below

— 36T, tltetefore, [1 — f(E)), the probability that a gisen state ssill be eutpe

decays eaponeetially to reen with decreasing energy. Mast stales at energies 3kT or

tnoee below A0 will he filled

(iv) At eooist temperature (T 300 K), kT 0.0259 eV and 3kT = 0.0777 eV 4 E5(Si).

Compared to the Si bond gap, the 3kT energy interval that appears prominently in the

T>OK foretalism is typically quite sotall.

Tlte peopeeties just cited oee eefleeted and somtaocieed in the T>OK Feetni function plot

displayed in Fig. 2.15(b).
Before concluding the discussion here, it is perhaps worthwhile to reemphasize thus

the Fermi function applies only under eqnilibrioto rooditiour. The Fermi fnnctioe, how-

ever, is universal in the sense titus it applies with equal validity so all materialo—insalatoin,
‘.‘ sctnicottdttctors, ottd metols. Although ieteodoecd in reluliouship to semiconductors, ttse

Fermi fusetion is not dependent in any svoy on the special nature of semiconductors bnt is
sitttply a statistical function associated with electrons in general Finally, the relative posi

tioning of the Fermi energy A0 compared to A0 (or E0), an item of obvious concern, ts

treated in subsequent subsections.

ExerCise 2.2

P: The probobility that o slate is filled at the coodoetion band edge (E) is precisely

eqoal to the probability that a state is empty at the valence band edge (A0). Where Is

the Fermi level located)

St The Fermi fonction, f(A), specifies the probability of electrons occupying states
ala given energy A. The probability thot a state is empty (not filled) at a given energy

A is equal to I — f(A). Here we are told

f(A0) = 1 —

1(A0)
= + ewr_ervtc

1 — f(A0) =
— I + ewErv& = 1 ‘+ etcr_c,1oT

°YoPlottieg result
close
plcs(dE’,f’(; grid; %Note the transpose (‘) to form data columns
slahel(’B-BF(rV)’); ylobel(’f(B)’);

tcstcos,.2,’T400K’); tnut(-.03,.l,T=lO0K’);

Program ootput...

2.4.3 Equilibrium Distribuflion of Carriers

Having cstublished she distribution of ovoilabie band slates and thn probability of filling
those states under equilibrium conditions, we can now easily deduce the distribution of
carriers iu the respective eeergy bonds. To be specific, the desired distribution is obtained
by simply multiplying the oppropriatr density of states by the appropriate occupancy
factor—gjA)f(E) yields the distribution of electrons in the conduction bond and
g0(E) (I — f(A)) yields the distribution of hales (unfilled states) in the vuleoce bond.
Sample carrier distribnsions fur three different assomed positions of the Fermi energy
(along with associated eucrgy band diagram, Fermi function, and density of states plots)
are pictured in Fig. 2.16.

Bnumining Pig. 2.16, wn note in general that all curriec distributions are zero at lhn

(C) Exeroise 2.3

In this cscretse soc wish to euomine in more detail how the Fermi function varies
ssith tentperature,

Pt Successively setting T = 100, 200, 300, and then 400 K, compute and plotf(A)
versus iSA = A — Lv for —0.2eV S iSA 40,2 cV. Atlf(E vnrsns AL curves should
be superimposed on a single set of coordinates.

S MATLAB program script...

%Fernit Fnsction Calcniation, f(AE,T)

% Constant
kfl.6t7e-5;

ToComputation proper
for 6=1:4;

Tl00°ii;
kT=krT;
dB(ii,l)no55kT;
forjj=t :101

f(iijj)= 1/) 1 +rup(dB(ii,jj)/kT));
dE(djj+ lfrdB(ii,jj)+0.l°lrT;

end
ned
dB=dBQ,l :jj); %This step strips the mba dO value
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Figure 2.16 Carrierdistribatious )nos drawn to scale) in the respective bands svlier the Permi level
is posisiunrd (a) abase midgap, (hI near mideap, and (c) below midgap. Alma sheuu in each emr are
coordinated sketchet of the energy band diagram, density of states, and the wespancy faetots (the
Fermi Sureties and nne miras the Fermi function).

we conclude

EEr LvE,.

kT — kT

E. + A
Ar

The Fermi level is positioned at midgap.

Since

and
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band edges, ranch a peak volae very rinse so E or E,, and then decay oery rapidly toworsl

nero as one moses spword into the conduction band or downward into the onlence hoed. In
otiter words, most of the carriers ore grouped estergelienHy in Use near vicinity of the baud

edges. Aitother general poistt to tote in site effect of tlte Feritti level pOsiliOtiiog oe the

relative nagoitode of the carrier distrihatious. Whest E0 is positioned in the upper half of

the lannd gap (or higher), the electron distribotion greatly oolweighs Ilte hole distrihstiott.
Althoogh botit the ftlled-stoteoecopaeey fitctor (f(E)) oitd Ilte esopty-statenecupancy factor
[1 — f)E7) foil off exponentially as one proceeds froto the bond edges deeper into the
condoetion and valence bontls, respectively, (1 — iCE)) is clearly ttttteh smaller tltattf(E)

at corresponding energies if Er lies in the npper half of the bnttsl gop. Lowering Er effec
tively slides the neenpancy pldts downward, givittg rise to a nearly equal ouseber of carriers
wltest is at tite middle of sIte gap. Likewise, a predontittoitce of holes results when E5
lies below the middle of the gap. The orgomeot here ossnmes, of coarse, tltot g,(E( and
g(E) ore of the some order of mognitode at eorrespottding energies (as is tlte ease for Si
and Ge). Also, referring badk so the previons snbseetion, the statements concerning the
occupancy factors fnllistg ttff enpottetttiolly in tlte respective hoods ore valid prooided

Ifr 3kTErtsEr+3kT
The information just presented conceroissg the carrier distribsstioos and the relative

moguitades of the carrier natnbers finds widespread osage. The information, however, is
often conveyed inns abbreviated or shorthand foshioo. Figore 2.17. for example, shows
eoms000 may of represesssing the carrier essergy dislribnsiosss. Ttte greatest nusober of
circles or dots are drown close to r and E,, reflecting she peak in the carrier roneentrolions
oem tlse bond odges. TIse smaller number of doss as one progresses opward into the con
dnesiou bassd erodely toodels she rapid falloff in the eleesross density wish increasing eoergy.
An extensively sstilieed mratss of eonveyiog the relation mogssisnde of the carrier numbers

is displayed in Fig. 2.18. To represent an islrisssie sssaseriol, a dashed line is drown in ap

proximately she soiddle of she bond gap nest labeled E5. TIse orar-soidgop positissniog of E,,
the intrinsic Fermi level, is of coarse consistent svisls she previoasly cited foes that the nec
lrois assd hole xnmbers are about eqoal when Er is near she eesster of the bond gap. Sitnilarly,

o solid line labeled Er appearing above nsidgap sells one at a glance that the sesoieondsctor

in qonstion is n-type; a solid line labeled Er appearing below midgop signifies that the
seosieondnesor is p-type. Note fistolly shot she dashed E5 line also typically appears on the

= J’g(fijf()

= c::,,, gj)l — f(]dE

Seeking explicit expressioos for the carrier roocentrasions, let as focus our efforts on
she st-integral. (The osologons p-integral manipnlosions are lefs so the reader as no exer
cise.) Snbssitasing shn Eq. (2.6a) expression for gJE) and the Eq. (2.7) nxprnssios ferf(E)
into Eq. (2.8a), one obtains

yields

— m’s/Th rem \/E-rE dE

— nrh3 Jo, I + e5eer10T

= mV’5 (kY)31° f’ ‘q’°dq

sr°53 Jo I + c’s—”

(2. bc)

(2.11)

The (2.lOe) simplifleasion on the upper integration limit makes use of she foes that the
integrand in qoession falls off rapidly with increasing energy and is essentially euro for
energies anly a few kT obeve E,. Hence, extending she upper limit so m has 0 sosaily neg
ligible effees on she value of the integral.

Even wish the eised simplification, she Eq. (2.11) integral cannot be expressed in a
closed form containing simple functions. The integral itself is in foes a sabaloted fnnetion
shot can be fnond in a variety of mathematical references. Ideosifying

E,

C,
Ci

_

Er
fl-Y,;—-—— —s---——

energy bassst diagrams ehaeoeterietug exsrisssie semicondeesers. The E5 tine io sneh easesrepresents use espersed positioning of she Fermi level (1 the toaserial were iosrinsie, and isserves nsa reference energy level dividing the upper and lower halves of she hood gap

2.5 EQUILIBRIuM CARRIER CONCENTRATIgJIi
We have arrived as as important poses in she carrier modeling process For the moss port,this section simply embodies she cetsoinosion of sser modeling efforts, wish working reintsonshsps for the eqaslibriam carrier cosseentrasiens heist8 essablished so complement sheqoalssassve carrier information presensed is previous soctiors.j(eforsnnetety the emphasison the developsoens of mathematical relationships makes the float assoall on the eon-icrnodding ssmsois a utile more ardnons (nod perhapsjnss ii his boring). Hopefelly, she readercan slay foensedjA eommesss ts also in order concerning the presenlasien herein of alter-nasser fornss for use carrier relationships. The alternative fesms eon be likened so she different kinds of wreeches esed, for exsmple, in hotne and ontosnobite repairs. The open-endwrenels, she boo wrench, and she rasehes wrench all serve she some general psrpeso. Insouse apphieassosss one can nsn any of the wrenches. in other applications, however, a special sssnasson rostrsess the type of wrench employed or favors the nse of one wrench over000shec The same is lmc of she olsernalive carrier relationships. Finally, boxes are drawnarenud expresstoes that find widespread usage. A sissgtr-wallrd hon signifies a modomselyimportant resell; a doable-walled box, a nery imporsans result.

2.5.1 Formulas for n and p

Ssnerg, (E) nE represents she enmbor of conduction band stoles/em3tying in the E so E ÷dE energy range, and f(E) specifies the probability that on available state at en energy Ewill be oceepsed by on eleclron, it then follows thas g,(E)f(E)dE gives she camber ofeondeesiois band eleelrens/em lying is the E so E + dE energy range, and HJE)f(pdffintegrated overall conduesson band energies mess yield the total camber of eleesross in thesenduesion band. In other words, integration over the equilibriom distribution of electronsin slse soedeetion bond yields the eqettibriom electron enneentrasios. A similar slotemenlran hr nsode relative so she hole concentration. We therefore senetede

and also defining flQ, \,,

where q, m (E, — E0)/kT
The Eq. (2.14) relationships are avery general resets, valid for any cusnerixable posi

tioning of the Fermi level. The constants N end N me readily ealcnleted; ml 300 K,
S = (2.510 x 10i5/cm3)(m3/sn(379. The seine of the Fermi integral roche obtained

from available sables, from plots, or by direct cosnpntotion. The general-form relationships,
nonetheless, are admittedly combersome and inconvenient to nm in realise analyses. For
Innately, simplified closed-form expressions do exist that eon be employed in the vast ma
jority of practical problems. To be specific, if Er is restricted to voices Er E, — 3kT
ibm l/)l ÷ exp(q — ‘1,)] ropl —(‘si — q,)] for all Em E,(n1 0), and

Likewise, if Er E, + 31sT then

F50(q,) = __010r,Oir

F50(q,) =

(2. ISa)
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Fignre 2.18 “At a glance” representation of iisisinsis )lefi), n-type (middle), nod p-type (rightlseinicousdossor materials osing the energy hand diagram.
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Figure 2,17 Oehrsnasie reproseisiotiee ef sorrier energy disiribasiens.
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New letting /_

(E—E,)
q

1sT

(Er —
E,)

1sT

(2.8o)
30

I m(kTl
the “effective” density of conduction band stases (2.i3o)

(2.flb)

Nv =2[a], the “effective” density ef valence bend siales (2.t3b)

.23

one obtains
‘IcC

(2.9) 0 = N F10(q,) (2.l4o)

____________

“Np”

and, by analogy, •Ot
C

________

‘4-,
(2.ioa)

p = N5 F50(q,) (2.14b)

(2.lob)

F50(q,) the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2 (2.12)
JO I + e””

(2.lSb)



=

p = 5,(r,—irr)iar

The atathematical simplification Leading to Eqs. (2.16) a eqatvalcnt to approximating

tite oecapaeey factors,f(E) and 1 — f(E), by simple exponential faocttons—an approsi

motion earlier shown to be valid provided Er wat somewhere tn the band gap no closer

than 3kT to either band edge. whenever is confined, ax noted, to E, + 3kT ar E.

— 3hZ instead of cantinoalty repeating the Er restriction, the semteaadartar is simply

aaid Ia be nandegenerate. Wltenevee r lien in the band gap closer than 3hT to esther band

edge or actaally penetrates one of the bands, the seaaieoadactor is said to ha degeaerata.

These very intpartant teems are also defined psetartatly ta Fig. 2. t9.

2.5.2 Alternative Expressions for n and p

Althaagh in closed farm, the Eq. (2.16) reationships are nat in the simplest farm passthle.

and, mace aften than oat. it is the vintptes alternative farm of these retatsonships that ear

eacoasters ia device analyses. The alteroative-farns ratationshtps can be obtained by re

calling that E,, she Fermi level far an intrinsic semiaaadnctar, lies elate to widgap, and

hence Eqs. (2.16) mast aasaradly apply ta as intrinsic semicaadactar. If this be the ease,

thea speeialiaisg Eqs. (2.16) Ia aa intrinsic sasnieaadactar. ta., settingn = p = a, and =

Er. one abtains

= Ncetfuar .
. )2.t7a)

‘.5_i; fI’

I’,i,I c

‘..e3 s-fl;EwEi.’
r-=; e5

—i )/ILT I(’jt
is) ,i(cy

LOp— ‘,lLT
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2= i
(v-ri 1

‘N’t
v:-.tr

Eqaatian (2.21) caps-essex a, ax a fnectian of hnasva qaastisias and can ha axed to campnta
ri at a specified tempeeataee or as a fanetiaa of tempeeatara. Namerical vatnes foe she
intrinsic carrier caneeaseatiao in Si and Ge at eaam temparatnee svere cited praviaoaly; the
best aaaitstbla plots of a, as fanctiaax of temperatara in Si, Ga, and GaAs are displayed in
Fig. 2.20

A secand very important a-based relationship faltawa directly frets Eqv. (2.19). trIal
siptying the earrexpasdiag sides af Eqs. )2. I 9a) and (2.1 9b) tagether yields

(2.22)

Attltangh appaariag trivial, the op peadset relationship (Eq. 2.22) often proves to be
extremely nsefal in practical campalatians. If aae of the carrier casceatratians ix lasawa,
the rasssaiaing carrier coacentratioa ix readily determined axing Eq. (2.22)—pravided of
conrse that the semicotsdactaria in eqailibrians astd nasdeaenerate.

(C) Exercise 2.4

Sabslisassng the Eq. (2.13) definitions af Er and i’/ inta Eq. (2.21), inteadaciag
narasatiaatian factaes, and replacing keawn caastaam by their nnmerscal valnrs. one
abtaiax

it (2.510 X l0in)(v e) () eCoit’

Er and the effective masses exhibit a weak bat nan-negligible temperatare depan
dance. The Er mesas T variation can he modeled to fear-place arcneacy by the fit
relationship noted in Frablem 2.1(a). As dedaced from she analysis by Barber [Solid-
State Electronics, ie, 1039 (1967)). the temperataee dependence of the effective
massea aver the range 200 K as Tm 700 K can be approximated by

= 1.028 - (6.11 x to_a)T
— (3.09 5< I0-)I’

ma

= 0.610 + (7.83 x to -a))’
— (4.46 X 10 -‘)T

F: (a) Confirns that the a verses T carve for Si graphed in Fig. 2.20 ix generated
employing the mlationshipa nat riled, praeidesd Er in the a, expression in replaced
by E — EU,, where E, = 0,0074 eV. (In she peevinasly riled article, Barber sug
gested axing an canton roeeectian factor of E,, = 0.007 eV. The slightly larger valee
employed in the Fig. 2.20 campalatian was specifically chosen to give 01 = 1015,
cm5 at 300 K.)
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(b) The accepted valae of v, in Si at 300 K has been revised recently to be in agree
ment with time experimental a vernal Tdata arqaired by Sproat and Green Jaaenal
of Applied Physics. 78, 846 Only 1990). The anthem concluded a, = 1.00 ± 0.03
X l0vaia in Si at 300K. Over the probed Iemprratare range of 275 K ± T
375 K, their esperimensal data raald be fitted by the relationship

a = (9.15 x loa)()e5shtaT

Compare the a, cawpated feam this experimental-fit relationship to the part (a) aatpat
aver the temperature range of mataal validity.

9: (a) MATLAn program script.

%ssi vs. T ratcalatian far Si (200K - 700K) axed in Pig. 2.20

%lnitialiratian
format short

%Castatassts and T-range
k8.Gt7e-S;
A2.510et9;
Erx=0.0074; %Valae wax adjusted to match S&G ni(300K) valne
T200:25:700;

%Baad Gap vs. T
EGO= 1.17;
a4.730c-4;
b’036;
EGEGO-a.°(T.52)./(T+b);

%Effective mass ratio (mar=nan/as0, nsprmp°/nt0)
wnr 1.028 ÷ (6.1 ie4).nT - )3.09a7).cT.52;
sepr0.fllO ± (7.83e-4).°T - (4°6e7)T32

%Compatation of ci
ni=A.r(IT./300).0(t.5)).c)marowpr).s(0.75)(.aexp(_(EG_Ees)./(2 °k”T));

¶bl3inplay ontpat as screen
jieapsh(T);
fprintf(’\n \n T ni\a’); %Tlsrse are tea spares between T and ni.
far ii= I:).
fpriesf(’%-l 0.f%- 10.3e\n’,T(ii),ai(ii));
end

(b) MAmAs program script..

%Espenmealal fit of Sproal-Grern ai data (275E - 375K)

%ni calcnlatiaa
T= 275 :25 : 375
k8.fll7e-5;
ci =(9. lSel 9).elTj300).02 aevp(0 5928 /)k°T))

%Dinplay resalt on screen
j=tengtb(T);
fprintf(’\a\n T ni\n’); %There are ten spaces between T and ci.
for 0=’ l:j,
fprintf(’ %- I 0.f%-10.3e\n’,T(ii),ai(ii));
end

Gatpus from the lava programs in reprodared below. Nate the excellent agreement of
the rempasatienal resalts (to svitbia 2%) aver the temperatam mnge of mabel
validity.

T(K) (a)n5(cw’t) (b)a5(cm’5)

200 5.246 5< 10
275 1.059 5< 10
300 1.000 5< 10:0

325 6.798 x l0°
350 3.565 x l0
375 1.518 x lO
400 5.449 x lO

500 2.716 X lO

600 3.908 5< lois
700 2.865 5< 10

2.5.4 Charge Neutrality Relationship

The relationships established to this point are devoid of an explicit dependence an the
dapaat concentrations introdnred into a nemirondarsor. It is the charge neatralsty relation
ship that provides she general tie between the earlier and dapaet canrenstasians.

To establish the charge centrality relationship, lot av consider a nxmfrrssly doped semi
condactar, a semireisdartor wheer the namber af dapant atoms/cm3 ix the vame every
where. Systematically examining little sectians of sIte semicondactor far from any surfaces,
and assaming eqnilibriam renditions prevail, one watt inrariably find that each and every
section is aharge-nentral, ia., contains canal charge. If this were not the cane, electric fields

52 su)aicossnncvoe s’uuaaeuicsats
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Figure 2.15 Definitina of degaueratoloosdelennrate naintrandartaw.

It therefore followv that, if E + 3kT Er ± E,, — 3k)’

(2.lfla)

(2.1 fib)

raueice snauLiNa 57’

1.051 x 10
1.006 X IO’
6.887 5< loin
3.623 5<
1.542 5< 10i5
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svould exist inside the semiconductor. The electric fields in turn would give rise to carrier
motion and associated currents—a situation totatly inconsistent with the assumed equilib
rium conditions. There are, however, charged entities inside all semiconductors. Electrons,
hotes, ionized donors (donor atoms that have become positively charged by donating an
electron to the conduction band) and negatively_charged innized acceptors can all esist
simultaneously inside any given sensiconductor. For the uniformly doped materiat to be
everywhere charge_neutral clearly requires

Or

where, by definition,

charge
—j—qp—q,s+qN —qN;=0

p — n + N N; = 0

N = number of ionized (positively charged) donors/cm3,

N; = number of iottized (negatively charged) acceptors/cm5.

(2.23)

(2.24)

As previously discussed, there is sufficient thermal energy available in a semiconduc
tor at room tempcratare to ionize almost all of the shallow-level donor and acceptor sites.
Defining

and setting

one then obtains

N0 = total number of donors/cm3,

N0 total number of acceptors/cm3,

N0° = N0

=

2.5.5 Carrier Concentration Calculations

We are finally irs a position to calculate the carrier concentrations in a uniformly doped
scnnconductor under equilibriutis conditions. In the computations to be preseitted we spe
cifically niake the assansptions of NONDEGENERACY (allowing us to use the up product
relationship) and TOTAL IONIZATtON of the dopant atoms. Note that n. which appears
in the up product expression, has been calculated and platted and must be considered a
known quantity. Likewise, N0 and N0, which appear in the charge nentratily relationship,
are typically controlled and delcrmiued espcriitmntally and should also be considered
kanwn quantities. The only other symbols used in the two eqnutions are u and p. Thus,
under the riled assuusptions of nondegeneracy and total ionization of doirant atoms, sve
have two equations and two uzknowns frous wInch n and/a can be deduced.

Starting with the np product expression, one cart write

n2
p = —i

tt

Eliminating pin Eq. (2.25) using Eq. (2.2fi) gives

or

— x + N0 — N0 = 0

na
— n(N0 — N0)

—
rt?0

Solving the quadratic equation forts then yields

and

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.29)

(2.29a)

Onty the plus roots have been retained in Eqs. (2.29) because physically the carrier concen
trations must be greater than or equal to zero.
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Equations (2.29) are general-ease snlutions. In the vast majority of practical compu
tations it is possible to simplify these equations prior to substituting in numerical values
for N0,N0, and ss Special cuses of specific interest are considered nenL

(t) Intrinsic Se,sicnnductor (N0 = 0, N0 = 0), With N0 0 and N0 = 0, Eqs. (2.29)
simplify to and n p = n1 is of course the expected result for the
equilibrium cart’ier enncentrations in an intrinsic semiconductor.

(2) Doped Semico,iductur where either N0 — N0 N0 N n, or NA — N0 N0 N n.

This is the special case of greatest practical interest. The unintentional doping levels in
Si are such that the controlled addition of dopants routinely yields N0 N N0 or NA N

N0. tVtoreover, the intrinsic carrier concentration in Si at room temperature is about
t010/cuv3,while the dominant doping concentration (N0 or N0) is seldom less than
10 0/crn3.Thus the special case considered herein the usual case encountered in prac
tice. If Nn — N0 N0 N n, the square root in Eq. (2.29a) reduces to N5/2 and
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tn seminary, Eqs. (2.29) can always be used to compute the carrier concentrations if
the semicondnctor is nondegenerate and the dopanl atoms are totally ionized. In the vast
majortty of practical situations, however, it is possible to simplify these equations prior to
performing numerical computations. Equations (2.29) mnst be used to compute the carrier
conefintrations only in those rare instances when IN0 — N0

—
n, - The simplified relation

ships of greatest practical utility are Eqs. (2.30) and (2.31).

Exercise 2.5

P: A Si sample is doped with 1050 boron atoms per cm3.

(a) Whut are the carrier concentrations in the Si sample at 300 K?

(b) What are the carrier concentrations at 470 K?

S: (a) Boron in Si is an acceptor (see Table 2.2). Thus N,, = 10°/cm3.At 300 K,
n = tOO x 10 In/ems and the given N0 is clearly much greater than e. Moreover,
since the N0 doping was omitted from the problem statement, we infer N0 4 N0.
With N0 N n and N0 N Na, Eqs. (2.31) maybe used to calculate the carrier concen
trattons: p = N0 = 10 °/cm3; n u?/NA 105/cm3.

(b) As deduced from Fig. 2.20, n 10 0/cm3 at 470 K. Becuuse n is comparable
to N0, Eqs. (2.29) must be used to culculate at least one of the carrier concentra
lions. (Once one of the carrier concentrations is known, the second is morn readily
computed using the np product expression.) Performing the indicated calculations
gives p = N0/2 + [(P//2) + n]’0 = 1.62 X 10’0/cm3;n = n.,/p = 6.18 X
1013/cm3.

As a nutrierical example, suppose a Si sample maintained at room temperature is unI
formly doped with N0 lO’5/cm3donors. Using Eqs. (2.30), one rapidly concludes

tOo/ems and p 105/cm3.

(3) Doped Seniiroudnctor where n N N — III. Systematically increasing the atnbi
eat temperature causes a monotonic rise in the intrinsic carrier concentration (see
Fig. 2.20), At sufficiently elevated temperatures, s will eventually equal and then ex
ceed the net doping concentration. If n1 N N — N01, the square roots in Eqs. (2.29)
reduce to n and In other words, all semiconductors become intrinsic at
sufficiently lugh remperulure.s where rs N [N N0.

(4) Courpenaaled Semiconductor. As is evident from Eqs. (2.29), donors and acceptors
teed to negate each other. Indeed, it is possible to produce intrinsic-like material by
making N0 — N0 = 0. In some materials, such as GaAs, N0 maybe comparable to N0

in the as-grown crystal. When N0 and Na are comparable and nonzero, the material is
said lobe compensated. If the senticonduclor is compensated, both N0 and N0 must be
retained in ull carrier concentration expressions.

2.5.6 Determination of EF
Kxosvledge concerniog the exact position of the Fermi level on the energy band diagram is
often of interest. For example, when discnssing the intrinsic Fermi level, we indicated that
N was located somewhere near the middle of the band gap. It woald be usefnl to knaw the
precise positioning of E5 in the band gap. Moreover, we have developed compalational
formulas for n and p appropriate for noadegenerate semiconductors. Whether a doped
semiconductor is nondegenerale or degenerate depends, of conrse, an the value or position
ing of EF.

Before running though the mechanics of finding the Fermi level in selected eases of
interest, ills useful to make a geueral observation; namely, Eqs. (2.19) or (2.16) [or even
mare generally, Eqs. (2.14)1 provide a one-to-one correspondence between the Fermi en
ergy and the carrier concentrations. Thus, having computed any one of the three vari
ables—u, p. or Es—one can always determine the remaining Iwo variables under equilib
rium conditions.

+ Ne — N0

=

assumes total ionization
of dopant atoms

Equation (2.25) is the standard forns of the charge neutrality relationship.

(2.25)

=
= N0 — N0 + [(N0 — Na)S

+

ri
p s,/N

Similarly

N0NN0, N0Nn
(nondegenerale, total ionization)

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

N0
N0 N Nu, N0 N n

(2.3 Ia)

ii n/N0J (nondegenerate, total ionization) (2.31b)
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According to Eq. (2.36), F, lies precisely as midgop only if = ut or if T =

0 K. Poe tlte more practical cone of silicon at room temperatore, Toble 2.1 gives

sn/sn) = 11.69, (3/4)kT ln(so)us°) —0.0073 eV, ood F, thrrefore lirs 0.0073 eV

below midgop. Althssagh potentinily signifleout in certoio problems, this smoll devto

tion from midgop is typieolly nrglccted in drowiog energy bood diogroms, etc.

(2) Doped semiconductors (nosdegenecuse, dopossss tosolly ionized). The genecol positioo

log of the Fermi level in donoc- nnd occeptor-duped semiconductors nssumed In be

nnodegenernte, in equilibrium, nod maintnined at tnmpernsnres svhnen the doponts are

fnlly ionized, is readily deduced from Eqs. (2.19). Spneifieally, solving Eqs. (2.19) for

— E, one nlstuins

— = fiT ln(n/n,) = — hT ln(pln,) (2.37)

Depending on the simpliflmations iuheeent in n paetienlnr problem, the appropciatweac

rice eoneensrnsiun solntinu [Eqs. (2.29). (2.30), (2.31), etc.] is then substituted into

Eq. (2.37) In detecmine thn positioning of Poe exumple, per Eqs. (2.30n) end

(2.3 Sn), ss = N0 in typical donor-doped semicondnetors nnd p N, in typicnl nccnp

64 nnMsenNnnceoe enNnaMnNsucn
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Figure 2.21 Fncud tnvnt pnsitiuning in Si n1309K use fnnetinu nf the duping aunoenteusius. The
solid H,, lines wum established nsing Eq. )2.38a) fur dunue-duped materiut and Eq. (2.3gb) fur accep

—. tue-duped material )hT = 0.0259 cv, and u = tO ‘°/nm5).
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2.5.7 Carrier Concentration Temperature Dependence
A number of isolated fuels about the carrier concentration setuperasuen dependence hnvu
already been presented at various points in this chapter. The diucnsuiou in Section 2.3 con
cerned with dupaut actiun, for uxample, described the increased ionization uf dupont sites
und lhe associated increase iu the majority carrier cuucuulratiun when the temperature of a
semiconductor is raisud from near T = 0 K toward room temperature. Mute recent sub
sections have isclnded a pior uf the intrinsic currier couceutratiun versus temperature
(Fig. 2.20) and a calenlatiun indicating chat all semicouducturs become intrinsic (n—s u,
p —a ss,) at sufficiently high lrmpecasnres. In this subsection, which concludes the carrier
concentration discussion, lumperaturc-eeloted facts ace combined end embellished to pen
side a broader, more complete description of how the carrier cosceoleotions vary with
temperature.

Figure 2.22(a), a typical tuojorily-carcier cuuceutrasiou-oersns-lempcrasure plus con
structed assuming a phusphueso-doped N0 = lOiS/emS Si sample, nicely illusseutes the
general features of she cuuceusratiuu-versas-tcmpecasuce dependence. Eoamiuixg Fig.
2.22(a), we find that isis fined at approximately N0 ever a bread semperasore rouge esseud
ing roughly from 150 K to 450 K for the given Si sample. This n N0 or “estriusic
temperature region” cunstitutes the normal operating rouge fur must solid-state devices.
Below 100 K or so, in the “freeze-oat temperature region,” n drops significantly below
Nu and approaches zero as T —a 0 K. Sn the “intrinsic trmperusore region” at the opposite
end of the lemprrature scale, crises above N0, usymptotically approaching n, with increas
ing T

To qualitatively explain she juss-doscribed coxceusrasiou-versus-tempecasure depen
dence, it is important to recall that the equilibrium number of carriers within a material is
affected by Iwo separate mechanisms. Electrons donated to the conduction bond from do
nor atoms and valence baud electrons excited across the baud gap into the conduction baud
(broken Si—Si bonds) both contribute to the majority-carrier electron concentration in a
donor-doped material. As sesupecolures T—s 0 K the thermal energy available in the system
is insufficient to release the weakly bound fifth electron od donor sites and totally insuffi
cient 10 excite electrons across she band gap. Hence u = Oat T = 0 K, as visualized on the
lefl-haisd side of Fig. 2.22(b). Slightly increasing the mulerial temperature above y 0 K
“defrosts” or frees some of the electrons wenkly boand to donor sites. Baud-to-baud cxci
laaots, however, remains estresoely unlikely, and therefore the number of observed nIce
trotts In the freeze-out tempecutoce region equals the number of insized donors—si = N.
Continuing lu increase the system temperature eventually frees almost all of the weakly
bound electrons on donor sites, u approaches N0, and one enters Ihe extrinsic temperature
region. In progressing through the extrinsic temperature region, more and more electrons
are uocitrd across Ihu band gap, but the number of elzclcous sapplied in this fashion stays
comfortably below N0. Ullimotely, of coarse, electrons excised across the bond gup equal,
then exceed, and, as pictured on the right-hand side of Fig. 2.22(b), finally swamp she fixed
number of electrons derived from the donors.

As a practical note, it shoald be pointed out that thu wider the band gap, the greaszc
the energy required lo excite electrons from the valence baud into the conductios band, oud

GEM5eONDGcTOIS FuNouMENvuLu

(1) E.cucs pusistisnisig offf. In on intrissoic moseriol

u = p (2.32)

Subsataliug for sand p iu Eq. (2.32) using Eqs. (2.16), and setting c = , yields

Ncetuom = Nveicioc (2.33)

H = + lu(1) (2.34)

(2.3y)

Soloing for H,, one obtains

EnS

Cunscqiseittly,
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tot-doped aesoicostdoclors maintained at or near room temperature. Sobstitatiug into
Eq. (2.37), we therefore conclude

H,, — ff = kT ln(No/ss;)
...

N 3> N,, N0 3> n (2.38a)

H,
—

=
hTln(Nojj ...N,N’Na, N,N-u (2.38b)

Prom Eqs. (2.38) isis ubsious that the Fersoi level moves systematically upward in
energy from H with increasing donor doping and systematically downward in energy from
H with ittcreasiug acceptor doping. The exact Ferusi IconS positioning in Si at room tem
perature, nicely rci,sfocciug the foregoing stalemeus, is displayed in Fig. 2.21. Also note that
for a given semicoudartoc material and ambient temperature, there esist maximum noude
generate douocand aacepsoreonceuseasious, doping concentrations above which the materiol
becomes degesierate. In Si at room temperature the maximum ssoxdegenerale doping con
centrations areWu 1.6 x 10°/em5 mid N,,, 9.1 5< lOi?/rioS. The large Si doping
values required for degeneracy, we should inleiject, have led to the common usage of
“highly doped” (or ss’-materiul/p°-mater(al) and “degenerate” us interchangeable terms.

Finally, the qaestion may arise: What procedure should be followed in computing H,,
when one is aol sure whether a material is nondegenerate or degenerate? Unless a material
is ksomn to be degenerate, always assume nondegenemey and compute H,, employing the
appropriate tsuudrgenecate relationship. If H,, derived from the nondegescrute furmulo lies
in the degenerate zone, one must then, of course, cecompate H,, using the more complex
fol’mulism valid for degenerate materials.

(2.36)

Exerciue 2.6

r -

F: For each of she conditions specified in Eoereise 2.5, determine thr position of H,,

compute H,, — H, and draw a carefully dimensioned energy baud diagram for the Si

sample. Note that H0(Si) = 1.08eV and m/m) = 0.71 at 470 K.

5: (a) In part (a) of Exercise 2.5, the N,,, = 10 ia/ems Si sosssple is moinled at 300 K.

Usiitg Eq. (2.36), we cunclude H, is located 0.0073 eV beluss midgap. (The position

ing of H, in Si al 300 K is also noted in the text following Eq. 2.36). Next applying

Eq. (2.28b), we find

H, — H,, = bT lu(N,/u,)

= 0.0259 ln(.lOi4/l0N)

= 0.239 eV

The energy baud diagram constmcted from she deduced positioning of H, and H,, is

shown in Fig. E2.6(a).

(b) In part (b) of Exercise 2.5 she Si sample is heated 10470 K. With m/ssi) = 0.71

and kT = 0.0405eV at 470 K, (3/4)kTln(ss/so)) = — 0.0104eV and H, is dedncrd

so be located 0.0 104 eV below midgup. Because N,,, is comparable to iii at 470 K,

Eq. (2.37) must be used to compute she positioning of H,,. Specifically, with s

10°/cm3and p = 1.62 5< lO’°/cm5,

H, — H,, = fiT ln(p/ss,)

= 0.0405 1oCt.62 5< lOiO/)054)

= 0.0195 eV

Here H,, is only slightly removed from H, as pictured in Fig. E2.6(b).

a
c,
Er

a,,

1°) lbl

Figure e2,6
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FIgUre 2.22 (a) Typical icmperature dependence of the majority-carrier conacetrution in a doped

semiconductor The plot was constructed assuming a phosphorus-doped N0 = IS I5/cmi Si sample.
o,/N0 versus T(dashed line) has been included for comparison pueposes. (b) Qualitative explanation
of the concrniraiion_versnsdempeeutaeedependence displayed in part (a).

tltc higher tine temperature at the onset of the intrinsic remperalure region. Since the tern.

perature at the onset of the intrinsic temperature region corresponds to the upper end of the

normal operating range for most solid-state devices, GaAs devices can inhereittly operate

at a higher maximum temperature than similarly doped Si devices, which in tarn can op

erate at a higher rnacimcm temperature than similarly doped Ge devices. If we osseme. for

example, the critical doping concentration ix N0 = 10 iSfcmS, and the onset of the intrinsic
temperature region is appeoximated as the temperature where n, N0, then from Pig. 2.20

[mhT
N =

2sch-

n. np-Product, and Chearge Neutrality

ep”taj°

e, p. and Fermi Level Computational Relationships

n
= 2[(2)1

E,s-+kTln()

n N0
!‘/S’N3,N08’n, — kTln(n/ni) kTln(p)n,)

p
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the itiavimuin operating trntperatnces are deduced to be 385 K, 540 K. and > 700 K foe
Ge, Si, and GaAv, respectively. Indeed. GaAs and SiC (if0> 2 cV) deviccv cotitinue tube
under dcvelopntcni for use in high temperature csvironinentv.

2.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Under the general heading of carrier etoricliog we have described, esansinesi, and charac
terized list carriers within a semiconductor under “rest” ur eqnilibriuits conditions. The
many important topics addressed in ibis chapter included the introduction of two “Visual
ization” models: the banding model and the energy band model. The exlremely useful
energy band ittode) is actually more than Just a model—it is a sophisticated sign language
providing a concise means of communicating on a nonverbal level. Relative to the carriers
themselves, the reader by now Iauus been successfolly prodded into thinking of electrons aad
holes as classical bull-like “particles,” svhere the charge on an eleciron is — q, ihe charge
on a hole iv +q, and the effecijvc masses of the particles are in) and rn) respectively. Tue
reader sheuld also know that the carrier numbers in an intrinsic material are equal and
rclaiively small: the carrier concentrations, however, can be velectively increased by adding
spociah impurity atoms or dopanis to the semiconductor.

in addressing the problem of determining ike carrier concentrations in doped semi
condnctors, we developed or derived u number of useful mulhemuticul relntionships. The
density of slates functions (Eqs. 2.6), the Fermi function (Eq. 2.7), the symmeirical non-
degenerate relaiionships for tt and p (Eqs. 2.19), the nap product (Eq. 2.22), the charge
neutrality relaiionship (Eel. 2.25). and the simplified n and p espressiunv appropriate for a
typical semiconductor nsainnained at mom temperature (Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31) deserve special
mention. The cited equations and a few others are collected in Table 2.4. With regard to
the ase of these relationships, the reader should be cautioned against “no’lhink plug and
chug.” Because semiconductor problems are replete with exceptions, special cases, and
nonideal situations, ii is impnratsve that the forntulu nser be aware of derivational assump
tions and the validity Iinutv of any and all expressions used in an analysis or computation.
In addition to the quantitative carrier relationships, the reader sheuld also have a qualitative
“feel” for the carrier distributions in the respective energy bands, the temperature depen
dence of the intrinsic concentruliun, and the typical temperature dependence of the majority
carrier concentration in a doped semicooductor.

Finally, some atiention should be given to the many technical terms and the key para
metric values presented in this chapler. The terms extrinsic semiconductor, donor, acceptor,
nondegrnerote semiconductor, Fermi level, and so on, will be encountered again and again
in the discussion of semiconductor devices. Likewise, a knowledge of typical numerical
values for key parameters, such as if0 = 1.12 eV and na IW°/cmt in Si at 300 K, will
be invaluable in vnbvequent work when performing bath “back-of-the.envehupr” and
computer-assisted computations. Key parameiric values also serve as yardsticks for gang
ing whether newly encountered quantities are relatively small or relatively lunge.

CHAPTER 2 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE
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Table 2.4 Carrier Modeling Equation Summary.

Density of Stales arid Feremi Function

,nZVEE)
E if,

=

E 0 if,g,(E)
= 3r263

PROBLEMS

f(E)

Carrier Concentrntio,i Relationships
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n = N Fi0(xL)

p = N F0(q,)

fl =

p = N5e1r,ruuT

n

p = ne10, r)Iii

n =

N0

n

N05>N0.N00= nt

— if, kTlu(N0/n) N,3 0= Na, N0 0= na

E — Er= kTln(N0/im) N4 0” N0,N0b” is,
.2.1 0’0 versus TCumputation

With increasing tetttperaturc an expansion of the crystal lattice usually leads to a weakeeing
of the interatomic bonds and an associaled decrease in the band gap energy. For many
semiconductors the cited variation of the band gap energy svith tenspcrature can be nsodeled
by the empirical relationship

E0(T) = E3(0)
— cOTC
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o = 4.730X 10” eV/K

$ = 636 K
Tin Kelvin

(a) Make a pint of E vernon T far Si spatsning ihe tcmperaiare range from T = 0 K to
T 600 K. Specifically sale the valve of a at 300 K.

(b) Far T> 300 K, the temperature variation is nearly linear. Nays5 dan fact, barns aa
thars have cmplvyed

E0(T) = 1.205 — 2.fixlO-0T . . . T> 300 K

flaw does this nitaplified relatiossfiip compare with the mace precise relationship aver the
temperatace region af tvintaol validity?

2.2 Using the banding model far a semicondactor, indicate how one visaaliaes (a) a miss
ing atom, (b) an electroa, )c) a hole, Id) a doSor, (e) an acceptor.

2.3 Uning the energy hassfi model for a semiconductor, indicate how one visnalizen (a) an
electron, (hI a, hole, (c) donor sites, (d) acceptor sites, Is) frecce-oai of majority carrier
olcctronv at donor sites an the temperatare is lowered towacd 0 K, If) fresco-oat of majority
carrier holes at acceptor sites an the tctsperatnre is lowered toward 0 K, (g) the energy
distribotion of carriorn in the respective bands, (h) us ielrisnic nemicoodoctoc, (i)an n-typo
scnnicondoctor, ))) a p-type semicondactor, (k) a nondegeserale semiconductor, (1) a de
generate sconicondactor.

2.4 The bonding onodrl for GaAs is pictorod in Fig. P2.4.

(a) Draw the boaditng toodel for GaAs depicting the rotooval of the slnaded Ga ond As
atoms in Fig. P24 HINT: Ga and As take their hoinding electrons with them when they
are removed from the lattice. AIss see Fig. 2.4(a) nhowing tho rcselts of rotooving an
atom from the Si lattice.

(b) Kedraw the bonding model far GaAs nhnwing the insorniins of Si atoms into tlte missing
Ga aed As 01010 sites.

10) Is the GaAs doped p- or ri-type when Si atoms replace Ga atoms? Esplain.

Id) Is the GaAs doped p- or n-type when Si atoms replace As atoms? Explain.

(0) Draw the energy bond diagram for GaAs when the GaAs is doped with Si on (i) Ga
sites aod (ii) on An sites.

(a) Avsutoieg tine somicoadactOr lobe oondegoseratc aed employiEg the Eq. (2.160) ox

pressioe for n, confirm that the electron distribution is the condsctioe band normalized

to the total electron concentration is gtves by

gb(E)f(E) = 2v,/’KZE,
el0 ts,var

n V/(bT)xz

(b) Compute and plot the normalized electron distribution is the condection band versus

E — E for temperataren T = 300 K, 600 K. and 1200 K. Plot the distribution valaes

aloagthrxaxis(0 m gJE)flE)/e 20 eV”)asdE — EJOarE Em0.4eV)

aloeg the y-axis on a single set of coordinates. Dtscass your resalts.

2.11 Starling svith Eq. (2.fib) and following a procedare analogous to that outlined ta the

test, prosent tho intermediatr stops and arguments loading to Eqs. (2.14b) and )2.lfib).

2.12 The density of stales is the coedoction band of a hypothetical somicoEdacior is

g4lE) = constant = ?s’rikT . .
. £ ar

(a) Assomicg < £ — 3kT sketch the electron dislribulior ie the conduction hoed of

tIne hypotheticd semiconductor.

(b) Following the procedore outlined in the text, establish relottoisships fnr the electron

cosccssratioe is the hypothetical somicoedactor analogous to Eqs. (2.140) aed (2. Ifia).

2.13 (a) Verify the statement in Sobsection 2.5.1 [haL 01300 K,

= (2.510 N lOts/cms)(m0/mvlSO

where one sels m5 = tst’ ie computing .‘s’ and ni m in compating by. m =

9.109 x 10—tI kg; h 6.625 x III 0joalosec; ood q = 1.602 x 10_is coal.

(b) Using Ihe effective mass values recorded in Tablb i I. construct o table that liscs rho

netecrical values of Nc aad N for Si, Ge, and GaAs at 300 K.

2.14 la) Determine Ihe tempomture at sslsich the ntrinsic carrier concrstrotiov in It) Si

and (ii) GaAs are eqnal 10 the room nomTerotnre (300K) intrinsic carrier concentration

of Go.

Ib) Semiconductor A has n baud gap of I eV, while semicondoctor E has a band gap

of 2 oV. Whal is the ratio of the intriesic carrier concentrations is the twa motertals

(ts,0/n0)at 200 K. Assume any differences in the carrier effective masses may be

iseglected.

::
Go As Ga As ‘Go

As Go As Ga As

Figure P2.4

-— 2.9 Develop an espression for the total number of available STATES/cmtin the conduc
tion band between ettergies £, and

b
+ ykT where yin an arbitrary ceustael.

2.6 (a) Under equilibrium conditions attd T> 0 K, what is the probnbifity of an electron
state being occupied if it is located at the Fermi level?

(b) If Er is positioned at E, determine (numerical answer required) the probability of
finding electrons in states at E, + bE

(c) TIte probability a slate is filled at Eb hEm equal)9jhg,.grobabiliqs u state is empty at
a - bY Where is the Fermi level located?

2.7 The carrier distribatinns or numbetv of carrices as a faurtios of energy in the couduc
lion and ealouco bands were noted to peak at an energy very close to the bmd edges. (See
the carrier distnibatiou sketches is Pig. 2.16.) Taking the semiconductor lobe uondegener
ate, show thai the energy at sehich the carrier distributious peak is Eb + kT/2 and

— fiT/2 for lbs condacrion and valence bonds, respectively.

2.8 For a nandogonerate senticondactor, the peak iu the electron distribution vursus energy
inside the condttction hued soled ie Pig: 2.16 occues at ff + fiT/2. Expressed as a fraction
of the electron population at the peak eeergy, what is the electron population in a nosde
genrrate semiconductor at £ = E, + SkY?

• 2.9 The Fermi level in a Si sample maintained at T = 300 K is located at E
—

Compute and plot the electron and hole distribotions (numbers/cmt—eV) m a fnsction of
euergy in the cnudnctios and valence bands, rzspectieely.

•2.00 Let us investigate boss’ the electron energy distribution in the condnction band varies
usa function of temperatare.

• 2.15 Confirm that the n versus T curve foe Ge graphed in Pig. 2.20 cm be generated
employing the empirical-fit relationship

n,(Ge) = (l.7fi N lOo)Ttfle_otsstar

2.16 Concentrative qoontious with a twist. . .

(a) A silicon wafer is uniformly doped p-rype with N,,, = 10 t/emS. Ar T = OK, what ace
the equilibrium hole and electron coeccntrutions?

(b) A somicouduclor is doped with an impurity concentration i such that N N n, and all
the smpanlim are ionized. Also, n = N and p = n2/N. Is the imparily a dsesor or ae
acceptor? Explain.

(c) The electron coucentration in a piece of Si maintained at 300 K uuder eqoilibrium
conditions is lOt/cmt.Whut is the hole coacentration?

(d) For a silicon sample maintained at T = 300 K, the Fermi level is locaEd 0.259 eV
above the ietrinsic Fermi level. Whnt are the hole and eleclron concentrations?

(e) In a eondegenerate germuuiam sample maintained under equilibrium conditions nuar
roam temperature, inn knows that n, = 10 t/cmt, n = 2p, and NA = 0. Dreermite n
and iV0.

2.07 Determine the uqailibriam electron and hale concenlrslioss iusidr a nsifermly doped
sample of Si under the following conditious:

(a) T300K,Nu4No,Ns10i5/cmt.

s-
(b) T= 300 K, N,, = 10°/cmt,N5 4 N,,. , _ 0

T= 300K, N0 = 9 x 10°/cmt.N0 = lOiS/cmt. vi

(d) T= 450K, N,, = 0, ND = 10 ia/ems

Ic) T= 650K, N,, = 0.5/s = lOiS/cm3.

2.18 (a to e) For each of the conditions specified in Problem 2.1?, determine the pasilion
of E,compute Er — E, and draw a carefully dimensioned energy baud diagram for the Si
sample. NOTE: £u)Si) = 1.06 eV at 450 K and 1,015 eV ut fi50 K.

• 2,19 (a) Assaming a nondegeoerute Si sample aod total impurily atom ionization, con
strict a MATLAR program that computes n, p. and E — E, given ccccptable input
values of T (temperature in Kelvin), N0 (cm’”), and A’,, (cm”). Incorporate the
program presented iu pars (a) of Eaerrise 2.4 Ia compote n1 01 a specified T Make use
of the MATLAS inFut function to enter the input variables Eom the commaud
window.

(b) Use yoar program to check the relevant answers to Problems 2.17 and 2.16.

witere a and $ ore constants choses to ubtois the best fit to esperiweittal data and E (0) is
the lisuiting valoe of the hood gap an 0 K. As for as Si is rottcertted, a fit accurate lo foot
plrices is obluised by employing

E(0l = 1.170 eV

72 SnMtconnaCsoR raNnaMEnTALO
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2.20 According to the text, the maxsmoe, noedegenerate donor and acceptor doping can
ccntr,itioos in Si at room trmperatsra are N0 tb x to rood N0 = 9 t 10,

cm3, respectively Verify the text statement

•2.2l Conntrnet a computer prograits to prodace a ptot of
— versUs N0 or Nia similar

to Fig. 2.2l. Use the program to verify the accaracy of the cited figare. (Yost may find it
convenient to employ the MA’rLAn lognpoco fonctiots in cottstrncting yoar prograot.)

2.22 GaAs considerations.

(a) Make a sketch similar to Fig. 2.14 that is specifically appropriate for GaAs Be sore totake into accoant the fact that rn: ,n in GaAs

(hi Based on yoar answer to part (a), wonid yen expect F, in GaAs to lie above or below
nttdgap? Explain.

(e) Geteratune the precise position of the intrinsic Fermi level in GaAs at room temperamre
(300 K).

Cd) Getermtne the mantmaits nondegenexite donor and acceptor ttoping concentrations in
GaAs at room temperatare.

2.23 Given an N0 = to 5/cm0 doped Si sample:
(a) Present a qealifotive argement that tends to the approximate positioning of the Fermi

level to the materiol as T—s OK.
I (b) Constract a N5crL,sn (cempater) program to calcalate and plot E — N, in the material

as a fcnctton of temperatare for 200K w Tm 500 K
Cc) What do yen conclade relative to the general behavior of tttc Fertin tenet positioning

as a fanction of temperatnre?

Cd) Ran year post (hi prograits to determine what happar.s if N5 is progressively its-
creased in decade steps from N0 = 10°/cm’ to N0 = 10°/cm’. Sammariee year
observat in en

(e) Hew woald poor foregoing answers he modified if the Si satople wan doped with
donorn instead of acceptocs’

Ptgurn 3.1 Visnalieaeion of cawier drift: (a) motion of miners within a biased srmicandnctar bar:

(hi drifisog hem no a microscopic or atomic irate: (a) carrier drift on a macmucapin irate.

observables thot reflect the average or oserall mntion of the carriers. Averaging over all

electrons or hales at any given time, we find that the resalmant motion of each corner type

can be dmeribed in terma of a constant drift velocity, n. In other words, an a macroscopic

ncale, drift may be nisnalized (see Pig. 3.lc) as nothing ntore than all carriers of a given

type moving along at a canstaet velocity in a direction parallel or antipnrallel lathe applied

electric field.
By way of clarificatioc, it is important to point ext that the drifting motion of the

carriers arising in response to an applied electric field is acmaolly saperimposed apex the

always-present thermal motion of the carriers. Electrons in the condaction bond and hales

ix the valence band gain and Iota energy via collisions with the semicandactec lattice and

are nowhere near stationary even andec eqnilibrinm candilians. In fact, nndrc eqailibriam

conditions the therntally related carrier velocities average - 1/1000 the speed of tight at

room memgeeatar& As pictared in Pig. 3.2, however, the thermal motion of the carriers is

completely random. Thermal motion therefore averages nsa to acre on a wacroscapic scale.

dons not contribate to rnrrent transport, and can be caneeplaally neglected.

3 Carrier Action

Carrier modeling onder “test” or eqatlibriom conditions, considered in Chapter 2, is important beraase tt esBblisltes the proper fraitte of reference Prom a device ntandpaint,however lie arra cnrrcnt observed ander eqxilibei0cvnditians is rather anintnrestingOnly svhes a seattcondnetor systant is gertnehed giving rise to carrier action era net camerensposise cair cnrrents flnsn withtn and external to the snwicendnctor system Action, carrier action, in the general concern of this chapter
Under nornsom opernting eondtttans the three prtmary types of carrier action ocearriagitiside sewicesidactom are drsft, dffisaiomi and rerasnbirsatiae_gesteraiien In Ibis chapterwe first desrrtbe each prtmary type of carrier action qoatitatively and then qxantitativelyeelote the aclton to the carrent flowsmsg within the sewicondacter Special esnphosin isplaced en rharartersatag the “constants af fire tnatiemm” associated with each type of actian,astd wlterever apprapisate the drsenssson is entetsded to sabsidiary topics of a relevant notare. Althoagh inteodoced individoatly, the varions types of carrier action are nnderataodto orcar sitttsltaoeoasly inside any gtven semicandoeter Mathematicatty combining thevarteas carriei activities nest leads to the enlwinatian of oar carrier.action effaeB, we obtain the baste set of starting eqnamjons employed in solving device problems of an electricalnamre Finally, simple example pmblems are considered to illustrate selation approachesand to snirodace key snpplewental raneepts

3.1 DRIFT

Drift, by definition sa chargcdparo moafian irs responac to on applied elererjrflrldWithin semirondoctors the drtfting motion of the carriers en a microscopic scole can bedescribed as follows, When an electric field () is applied across a semieendncter as visaalseed in Fig. 3.1(a), the resalting force on the carriers tends to accelerate the +q chargedholes in she direction of the electric held and the
— q charged electrons in the direersonOpposite 10 the alnctrstyge”505 of collisions toith ionieed iwpsrity atoms and thermally agitated Ia c alams, hosvevnr mIte carrier acceleration is frrqncntly interrapted (thecamees are - d to be scattered). The net resnmk pictured in Fig. 3 1(b), is carrier motioagenerally a oisg the direction of the electric field, bnt in a disjointed fashion involvingrepeated periads af acceleratioa and snhseqrcnt decelerating collisionsThe msreescogtc drifting motion of a single crier is obvieanmy camplea and qnite- i tedioss to analyac in any detail. Portnaately, measUrable qnaotities are macroscopic

Figarn 3.3 fisganded view af a biased p-type semicnndsrtsmr bar of cress-sectional area A.

I (cnreeer) = the charge par anil time crossing an arbitrarily chosen plane of obsersatian
oriented normal lathe dircrtian of carrcnt flow.

Considering the p-type semtroadaeter bar of crass-sectional area A shown is Fig. 3.3. and
specifically noting the arbimraeily chosen na-normal plane lying within the bar, we can
organ:

eat . . . All holes this distance back from the e,-normal plane will cross the
plane in a time r.

v0r,4 . . . All holes in this valome will cross the plane in a time I.
pn, tA . .

. Holes crossing the plane in a time
qpe5 tA .. . Charge crossing the plane ie a dme I.

qpeaA .. . Charge crossing the plane per anit time.

The word definstian of the last qoansity is clearly identical to the formal definition of cnr
rant. Thns

‘nhwio = qpe5A hole drift cnrrent (3.1)

As a practical matter, the eeoss-sectionai area A appearing in Eq. (3.1) and other car-
rent formolas is often excess baggage. Casient, moreover, in generally thooght of asa scabs
qnantity, while in ecality it is obviansly a vector. These deficiencies are overcawe by mIen-
daring a related parameter keown as the carreal density, J. 3 han the same aeinntatian as
the direction of cnrrnnt Bose and ts eqnal in magnitndc to the corrent per anit area (or
J = I/A). By inspection, the rasuamst density associated with hole drift is simply

varn qpn0 (3.2)

Since the drift careent arises in easpoese to an applied electric field, it is reasonable to
proceed one step farther and seek a farm of the carrent relationship that explicitly erlates
‘brass to the applied electric field. To this end, we make eafaeenca to the representative drift
velocity veesas electric field dnta presented in Pig. 3.4. Note that r0 is gropoesioral toT at

3.1.1 Defmnition_visuajjzatjon
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3.1.2 Drift Currertfl

Let as nest torn to the tos1 of developing an onalyhical espression foe the correct flawing

within a semicondoetor as a resolt of corner drift. By definition

Ftgare 3.2 Theemal macan of a nw-rice
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FigurR 3.4 Measamd drift selactty of the cartters in altotp:ite silicon maintained at tarot tctepera

tare an a latietion of the applied electric hrtd Canstracted frost the data fits and tite data tospec 5 ely

in Jacabani at and Sotitlt 01 al.0t

low electric holds, witile at high electric fields e saturates and becomes independent ofT.

To ho more prccise,

pa0T — ftaaff . . ‘h —a 0

Va
=

f_[57ta

•t0

‘4 s w (3.3)

where I far holes and w 2 for electrons itt silicon, pa ts the constant of praporttoe

ality between n, and T at low to moderate electric fields, and u,, ts the ltmtttng or sataro

non eelociry approached at’vcry high electric holds. Obstoasly, to the higlt-held limit ea ttt

Eq. 132) is simply replaced by e, and Js55 does net eshtbtt an T-held depeodeoce. in

the low-hold litttit, witich is of greatest practical ietemst and asosoted hereto suless spect

hod otherwise, a = e’8 (No — nag for holes) and substitution iittO Eq. (3.2) yields

Similarly, for electrons one obtains

—— —fl
Jr•ass = ONrP’4

(3.4a)

(3db)

Respectively kttossu as tite elrctroa otobiliry and haIr ttiohility, pa,, atid far are atwatys taken
to be positine qoantittes. Note that, althongh electrons drift in the directinu opposite to the
applied electric Iteld )e,, = — pc,, I. tite cttrrent transported by negattiscly charged particles
is itt torn rontitcr to the directisto of drtft )J5’,1,0 — c/en5 I. TIte net resttlt, as indicated in
Eq. (3.4b), is ao electron enrreut in the direction of the-applied electric held.

3.1.3 Mobility

Mobihty is obniottslp a central paratneter in characterieittg electroit aitd Itole transport dne
to drift. As farther readings will reveal, the carrier mobilities slsn play a key role in char
ttctertctng the perforutatrce of natty denicen. Ii is reasonable therefore to enamine pa, and
nag tu same detail to enhance oar geueral fatoiltarity with the paranteters and to establish a
core of nscfnl information fer futnrc reference.

Standard Uttits: cola/v_sec.

Sasttple Ntttncrirol Volaro: pa., I 3h0 cot°! V-sec atid par = 4b0 cm°IV-see at 300 K in
N0 lOtS/emS and At0 = lotS/cm1 doped St. respectively, to nncontpeosated high-purity
(N0 nr N0 lots/cm5)GaAs, the rooto-temperatore mobilities are pa, m h000 cm5/V-nec
and par to 400 cast/V_see. The qanted names are usefal for consparison pttrposes and when
performing order-of-toagnittide eonspt:ta:ious. Also note that pa, > pa, for both Si ar,d
GaAs. In the major semicosdactors, pa, is cottsistently greater thatt pa for a gtveu doping
nod system temperatare.

Rnlatiamtahip to yrattering: The word ntabilirt’ in everyday asage refers ma &geoeral free-
dam of meoemeot. Analogoasly, in semicondnctar work ttte nobility parameter is a mea
sare of the ease of carrier motion in a crystal. Increasiug the motion-itnpediog collisious
withtn a crystal decreases the mobility of the carriers. In other words, dte carrier mabiliry
varies inversely with the autoant of scattering taking place wititie the semiconductor. As
visnalized in Pig. 3.1(b), the doetinant scattering mechanisms in noodegeocrately doped
materials of device qaality are typically (i) lattice scattering involving collistant with ther
inally agitated lattice atoms, and (ii) ionized itnpttrity (i.e., donor-site and/or acceptor-site)
scattering. Relative to lattice scatterieg, it should be eutphasiced that it a the thermal vibra
ian, the disptorrtneor of lattice atoms from their lattice positions, tlfat leads to carrier

scattering. The internal held associafed with the stationary array of atoms in a reystal is
already taken into accoaut in tlte effective Inass formatation.

Although qaaotitative relationships connecting the mobility aud scattering can become
qaite involved, it is readily established that pa = q(r)/in°, where )t-) is the mean free time
between collisions and rite is the coudactivity effective mass. Sioch iscreasiug the namber
of motion-impeding collisions decreases the mean free timd between collisions, sse again
conclude pa varies iuversely wtth tlte amoaet of seatteriog.,However. pa is also noted to vary
irverselyi with the carrier effective mass—tighter carriers mayo mare readily. The m’ in
GaAs is siguihcantly smaller than the tnt in Si, theruby’esplaioing the higher mobility of
the GaAs electrotts.

Na orNu leo-tml s v-y
Is 0° last ost ‘ . ,

2 357 000
5 1352 ass
tab0 ‘da°a 055

tO-a. a

Hint’ :**. ‘*-

ga toil tots too tots
N0 or V tcnr°’
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Doping Dependence: Figare 3.5 exhibits the observed doping dependence of the electron
sod hole mohitities iu Si. Ge, and GaAs. All semicoodactars exhibit the same general
dependence. Ar tow doping concentrations, below approximately lOt5fcm5in Si, the caerier
mobilities are essentially independent of the doping caoceotration. For dopings in excess
of — lotS/canS, the mabdities monatnnically decrease with increasing N0 or N0.

With the aid of Fig. 3.b the explanation of the observed doping dependence is ruIn
tivety straightforward. tavokiag an electrient analogy, one can associate a retistaoee to
motion with each of the scattering mechanisms. These resistances are its series. At safh
cieatly law doping levels, ionieed impurity scattering can be neglected compared to lattice
scattering, or in the analogy, RTovat = RL + m Rc. When lattice scattering, which is
net a function at N0 or N0, becomes the dominant scattering mechanism, it aatomatically
follows that the carrier mobilities will be likewise independent of N0 or N0. Far dapings
in eseens of —10t5/cm5in Si, ionized imparity scattering and the attociated reststance to
motion eon an longer be neglected. Increasing the snmber of scattering centers by adding
more and more acceptors or donors progressively increases the am000t of ionized imparity’
scattering and systematically decresses the carrier mobilities.

Tenrtperotare Dependence: The tempcrntnrc dependence of the electron and hole mebili
ties in Si n’ith doping as a parameter is displayed in Pig. 3.7. For dopings of N0 or N w
10t4/cm, the data merge irta a single carve and there is a near power-law increase in the
carrier mabilities as the temperxmrr is decreased. Roaghly, pa, w T_asont and pa2 w
T’tt55t. For progressively higher dopiogs, the carrier mabitities still increase with de
creasing temperotare, bat at a systematically decreasing rate. In fact, some N0 N tfitt/cm5

experimental data (not shown) exhibit a decreooe in pat as Tin deerensed below 200 K.
The general tetaprratare dependence of the carrier mabilities is relatively easy to ex

plain in the low doping limit. As noted in the doping dependence discassion, lattice scat
tering is the dominant scattering mechanism (RTOTOL R) in lightly doped samples.
Decreasing the system temperature castes an ever-decreasing thermal agitation of the semi
candactar atoms, which in turn decreases the lattice scattering. The decreased scattering

N 101001

lot
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hapedaror to motion doe to : tmpedmce to mohan doe to

) tathee scattering: ianiend tmpnnty scattering:
—No doptog dependence. —Inereaset with N0 or 1/5
—Deareasrs trith drcmaning T.’ —Inatrases ssith decreasing T.

FlgurR 3.6 Electrieol analogy far scattering is a srtnteoodsetac R and N1 represert the impedasar
to motion doe to lattice seaneriog and iosieed imparity scattering, respectively.

Ftaurn 3.5 Roano temneratam caorirr muobilitiei nsa funehan of thu dopant eoncestrat,oa ir (al St



Value at 300 K Temperature

Parameter Electrons Holes Evponrnt (ny)

N,vr(cm3) 1.3 N 10” Hx10” 2.4

1.u,,,(cm2fV-sec) 92 54.3 —0.57

p5(cm°/V-sec) 1268 406.9 —2.33 electrons
—2.23 holes

a 0.91 0.88 —0.146

Pt (a) Construct a log-log plot of a and ia versus N,,, or N0 for 10’°/cmt N,, or

N0 l0”icm’ using the quoted fit retatiooship aud the listed Si fit parameters.

Compote your result with Fig. 3.5(a).

(b) Construct log-log plots of yo, versus T and yc versus T for 200 K Tar 500 K

ond N0 or N0 stepped in decade values from 10°/cm5 to 10°/cm3.Compare your

results with Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b), respectively.

St (a) MATLAB program srript.

%Mohility versus Dopant Conceatration (Si,300K)

%Fit Parameters
NDref’t.3el7: NAref=2.35et7:
/anmin’92; ,.upmin=54.3:
1un0 1268; pcpO4O6.fi:
as=0 91: apO.88

%ialobility Calcnlutioo
NHogspace(14.19);
5.05 “poumin-r.oo0./(l +(N/NDrei).°un);
p5.epmiu-t-yap0./(l+(NfNAref).0ap);

%Plotting results
close
loglog(N,.an,N,pp); grid;

axis([ l.0e14 I .0el9 l.Oel l.0e4]);

xlabel(’NA or ND (cm-3)’);
ytahel(Mobility (cm2IV-sec)’);
text(l .0e15, l500,’Electrons’);
texi( I On l5,500,’Hules’);
text( 1 Oct 8,2000;Si,300K’);

÷ p0
1 + (N/N,,)
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roughly follows a sintple passer-law dependence. Being inversely proportional to the
amount of lattice scattering, the mobility ot tightly doped samples is therefore expected to
mcrease mitts decreasing temperature, varying roughly as the temperature to a negative
power.

The more complex dependence of 4w higher doped samples reflects the added effect
of ionized itopurity scattering. In the elecaicsl analogy, R1 can no longer be neglected.
Moreover, whereas lattice scattering (RL) decreases with decreasing T, ionized impurity
scattering (Ri) increases with decreasing T. Ionized iospstrities become more and more
effective itt dellecting the charged carriers as the temperature and hence the speed of the
carriers accreases. Thus ionized impurity scattering becomes a larger and larger percentage
of the overgtl scatteriug as the teoslteratnrc is decreased (RTOT,sL —a Ri). Clearly, this en-
plains the decreased slope or the mobility versus temperature dependence exhibited by the
higher doped saioples.

(a)

(C) Exercise 3.1

There exist surprisiogly accurate ‘empirical-fit’ relationships that are widely em
ployed to compute the carrier mobitities at a given doping and temperature. Figures
3.5 and 3.7 were constructed using soch relatioovhips. The forns of a compatatiano]
relatIonship is typically established on an empirical basis by noting the general func
tional dependencies predicted theoretically and observed experimentally. Parameters
In the relationship are than adjusted until on acceptable match is obtained to the best
available experimental data.

The majority carrier mobiltty secsas doping at room temperature is popularly
computed from

T (K)

Figure 3,7 Trnsperaiare dnpendencn of (a) electron and IbI hole mobititim is silican for dapings

ranging from l00/cmi to l0Ifciei. The curves were consiniried using lie empirical fit relation

ships and parameters presented in Esercise 3.1. The dashed lion portion of the curves corresposd to

a slighi evirosino of th, hi beyond the verified 200 K S T 5 500K range of validity.
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where a is the carrier mobility (san or tar), His the doping concentration (N,, or N0),
and all other quantities ace fit parameters. To model the inmperactsre dependence, one
additionally employs

A
=
A3o0()

A in the above equation represents 5.0,,,,, sH. N,,5, or a; Asvo is the 300 K valor of the
parameter, T is temperature in Kelvin, and n is the temperature exponent. The fit
parameters appropriate for Si are listed in the following table:
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The results obtained by runnisg the preceding program should be nomerically
identical to Fig. 3.5(a).

(b) Part (hI is left for the render to complete.

3.1.4 Resistivity

Resistivity is an important material parameter that is closely related to carrier drift. Quali
tatively, s-esistieiiy is a measure of a material’s inherent resistance to current flow—a “nor
malized” resistance that does not depnd mi(hehysical dirneosidi(j of the material. Qaan
titativety, resistivity (p) is defined as the proportionality constant between the electric field
impressed across a homogeneous material and the total particle current per unit area flow
ing in the material: that is,

S = pJ (3.5a)

J = aS --S (3.5b)
p

where a = l/p is the material conductivity. In a homogeneous material, J = J,÷ and, as
established svith the aid of Eqs. (3.4),

jay = -jays, + SOars, = + sup)fl 3.6)

It tbnrefore follows that

I
(3.7)

+ pep)

In a nottdegenerate donor-doped senaconductor maintained in the extrinsic teiupera_
lure region where N0 n 0 No and p = n/N0 n. This result was established in
Ssbsecltos 2.5.5. Thus, for typical dopings and mobilitiev, pri + 5.up p0N0 in an
n-type semiconductor. Similar arguments yield 5.a, n + pp pUN, in a p-type semicon
ductor. Consequently, under conditions normally eucountered in Si samples maintained at
or near room temperature, Eq. (3.7) simplifies to

*
‘p

= ——— . .

. n-type semiconductor (3.fia)
QNn]

or
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T=300K
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Fig. 3.1(a), measure the current I flowing in the circuit, aod thCn deduce p from the meu
sneed resistance. (R(resistunee) = I’ll p1/A, where 1 is the bar length and A is the cross-
sectional area.) Unfortunately, the straightforward approach is deceptively diffirsir, is de
stroetive (svmtes semicondsetor material), and is not readily adaptable to the wafets used
in device processing.

A measurement method finding widespread stage in practice is the four-point probe
techniqoe. In the standard foar-point probe tnehniqne, four collinear, evenly spared probes,
m shown in Fig. 3.9(a), are brought intu contact with the snrfaee of the semiconductor. A
knawn enrrent I is passed throngh the aster twn probes, and the potential V thereby devel
oped is meosnred across the inner two probes. The semieondactor resistivity is then com
pnted from

p = 2waF (3.0)

where a is the probe-ta-probe sporing and T is a well-documented “rorrection” factor. The
correction factor typically depends on the thickness of the sample and on whether the bot
tom of the semiconductor is toaebing on insulator or a metal. Commercial instrnments urn

58 neeteoNnaCnoe FANDA5IENTOL5

Wafer

RF

generator

(hI

FigurE 3.9 Resistisity measawmeot tnetsniqsos. (a) Schematic drawing at the probe arrangomeot.
placement, and biasieg is the fosr-point prabs measnrownet. (hI Schematic of a commercial eddy-
earnest apparatus thawing the RP tails and saRis components. lib) Prom Sclstodorttt, © 1990 by
Jabs Wiley th Sans. lac. Reprinted with permissian.l
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avnilabie that nutomaticolly rompate the appropriate correction factor bmed on the sample
rhirtsnms entered by the operator. Unlike the semirondactor-bm measurement, the fnar
point probe techniqne is obviously easy to implement, causes only slight surface damage
is the vicinity of the probe eantacts, and is ideatly salted for svorking with wafers. The
sarface damage, although slight, does ecelnde fan technique from being osed on wafers
intended for producing high-yield devices and ICs.

A second technique worthy of note otilires a noncontorling eddy-rorrent approach.
The schematic of a commercial eddy-cnrrent apparatus is pictured in Fig. 3.9(b). There are
fringing fields near a ferrite core eceited with on RF coil, If a conducting material such as
a samicosdnctor wafer is placed neat the ferrite core, the fringing fields cause locolieed
(eddy) currents’ ro’hoss’ in the conducting material. The current flow is lnrn absorbs tome
of the RF power. Tttc sheer resistivity of the condoeting material is dednced by monitoring
the power consumption in a calibrated system. The ultrasonnd generators and receivers
built into the commercial apparatas are for the is-sila delerstination of the svafer thickness.
The change in phase of oltrasound bounced off the top and battom wafer serfacea permits
the isstramnnt to compute the intercom spacing occupied by the safer. The sheet resistivity
mnltiplied by the wafer thickness yields the wafer resistivity.

3.1.5 Band Bending

lit previous encounters with the energy band diagram, svc have consistently draw’s E and
to be energies independent of the pasition coordinate a. When an electric held (‘h) enists

inside a material, the band energies become a inaction of position. The resnlting variation
of E and N,. with position on the energy band diagram. exemplified by Fig. 3.10(a), is
popularly referred to a.s “hand bending.”

- Seekiflg to establish the precise mlatinnahip between the electrir held within a semi
conductor and the induced band bending, let as carefully re-enamine the energy band dto
eeattt. The diagram itself, as emphasiced in Fig. 3.10(i), is a plot of the allowed electron
energies within the semiconductor as a fonetinn of position, where E increasing npward in
understood to be the eatnl energy of the electrons. Fnrthrrmorr, sve know from previnos
diseossians that if an energy of precisely E is added to break an atom-atom bond, the
created electron and hole energies would be N, and K,., respectivety, and the created earners
would he effectively motionless. Absorbing on energy in caress of N0, an the other hand,
weald in all probability give rise to an electron energy greater than E and a hole energy
less than E,with both carriers moving around rapidly within the lattice. We are led, there
fote, to interpret £ — F, to be the kinetic energy (K.E.) of the eleetroas and N,. — Eta be
the kinetic energy of the helm [see Fig. 3.l0(b)l. Moreover, since the total energy eqnals
the sam of the kinetic energy and the potential energy (F. F.), N, minus the energy reference
level (E,,) mast equal the electroit potealial energy, us illustrated in Fig. 3.10(c). (Potential
energy, it should be noted, is arbitrary to ssithin a constant, and the position-independent
reference energy, E,,, may be chosen to be any convenient value.)

The potential energy is the key in relating the electric held within a semiconductor to
positional variations in the energy bands. Specifically, asssming norntal operational con
ditiors. where magnetic held, temperatttor gradient, and strms-indured effects are negli
gible. only the forcr associated with an existing electric held can give rise to changes in the

j to_I

to—a

(j’.

to—’

Na or Nelom”tl

(a)

°gt4 tgt this 1gti 10tt tots 1gat 1gai

Na at

Figure 3.8 (D)

Figure 3.8 Resistivity mesas bryant0cost-aetraiias at 300 K in Ia) Si and Ib) otlrer semiconduc
tors. )(b) Prirm Scouut, © 1901 by lairs Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reprinted with prrrsisstns.l

and

p = ...._!___ . .
. p-type semicondoctor 13gb)

L
When consbined with ailtty-sersos-deplng data, hqs. (3.0) provide a one-ta-one carte

spondertce between the resistivity, a directly measurable qaantity. and the doping inside a

semiconductor In conjoectian ssith plots of p semns doprag (see Fig. 3.5), tire mrmared

resistivity is in fact rontinety irsed to determine Na or N0.
The memnred resistivity required in deterirnitring the doping can be obtaiaed in a nairs

bet of diffewnt ways. A seemingly straightferssaed approach macId be to form the send-

conductor into a bar, apply a bias V across contacts attached to the ends of the bar as in

1°)
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E A

(Total
clectron I
energy)

E

(a)

potential energy of the carriers. Elcutentary physics, s fact, tells us that the potential ntergy of a
— 9 charged particle under such conditions is sitnply related to the electrostaticpotential Vata given point by

Having previously concluded that

we can state

FE. —9V

FE. = E —

(3.10)

(3.11)
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Ev

(bI

relationship, merely sketch the upside down” of E (or E or E1) versus x, to determine

tlte general ‘6 versus a dependence. simply note the slope of E, (or E, or E) as a function

of position.

(3.13)

(c) For the electrons ICE. E
— E, and P.O. E

— E,at = E
— EF. Since thetotal energy uf the holes increases downward on the diagram, K.E = E, — E andFE. E,, E,. E

— E, for the holes. The energy differences are of courseevaluated at the same a. The deduced K.E. and P.O. “alum are summarized in thefollowing table:

hm-cnrqi.uN,, (1.6 X 10- 5)(459)(49fi
5< 10i)

Alternatively making use of the Fig. 3.8(o) Si resistivityplot, one similarly concludesp 25 ohm-etc.

dv
‘if

I dE, — I dE,. — I dE1

L —
sy dx, q

From Fig. 3.5(a) one dedacesp 459 cma/V-sec, and therefore.

ri
V= —--(E, — IC,1)

L____

= —vv

(3.12)

(d)

FIgure 3.10 Relationship betweeu hand bending and the electrostatic variables inside a sentruon
dnctoe (a) sample energy band iograrn exhibiting band bending; (b) identification uf the carrier
kinetic energies: (cI sperificatius of the electron potential energy: (dl electrostatic putentiat and
(e) electric field sersus position dependence deduced From and associated with the part (al energy
band diagram.

(

By definition, moreover,

or. is one dimension.

(3.14)

Consequently,

(3.15)

The latter forms of Eq. (3.15) follow frotn die fact that E,. E,, and E1 differ by only anadditive constant.
The preceding formulation provides a means of readily deducing the general form ofthe electrostatic variables associated with the “band bending” in Fig. 3.lO(a) and otherenergy bond diagrams. Making use of Eq. (3.12), or simply inverting E,(x) in Fig. 3.10(a),one obtains the V versus .e dependence presented in Fig. 3.10(d). [Please note that theelectrostatic potential, like the poteetial energy, is arbitrary to within a constant—theFig. 3.10(d) plot can be translated upward or downward ‘6long the voltage axis withoutmodifying the physical situation inside the sensiconducloLinally, recording the slope ofE versus position, us dictated by Eq. (3.15), produces tIm ‘if versus x plot shown inFig. 3.10(e).

In summary, the reader should he usvare of the fact that the energy ba)itl diagramcontains information relating to the electrostatic potential and electric field within the semi.conductor. Moreover, the general form of the V and ‘6 dependencies within the semiconductor cas be obtained almost by inspection. To deduce the form of the V versus x
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(b) The electrtc field,’if, is propnrtionul to tIne slope of the bands:

—L

Er

Exercise 3.2

F; Consider the following energy band diagram. Take the semtrondnCtor represented

to be Si maintained at 300 K with E, IC0 E0/4 at x ± Land E0 —

E0/4 at x = 0. Note the choice of E0as the enesgy reference level and the identifi

cation of carriers at various points on the dtugram.

Er

I I H ‘—“x
-L 0 L

(a) Skelctt the electrostatic potential (V) inside the semiconductor usa functiou of .v.

(b) Sketch the electric field (‘6) inside the semiconductor as a fauctton of x.

(c) Ascertain the K.E. and FE. of the electrons and holes pictured un the diagram.

(d) Determine the resistivity of then> L portion of the semiconductor.

St (a) The V vccscs a relationship mast have the same functional form as the “upside

down” of E, (or IC1 or E,). If the arbitrary voltage reference point ts taken to be V

Oat x = L, then one concludes the V versus x dependence is as sketched here.

eriK.E(eV)jpE(eV)

Electron I 0 0.28

tfit2:

(d) lathe a> Lregiun, E,
— E E/4 = 0.28eV and

—_
p —
0(Er),cr = lO’°c°20tt02 = 4.96 x 1014/rm3
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3.2 DIFFUSION

3.2.1 Definition—Visualization

DIffusion 5 a OC55 whereby particles cod to spread oat or redistribute as a resolt of their
iaudom thermal marion. migrathsg on a macroscopic scale front regions of high partIcle
colscentratiOs into regions 0f low particle cencenrration. if allnsved so progress snabated,
the diffosion process operates so as so prodtlce a asiforre distribstiau of particles. The
diffssirsg entity, is stsoald be noted, reed 1101 be charged; thermal motion, tot inrerparttcle

repalsioo, is the enabling action behind the diffasian process.
To cite an everyday esample of diffUsion, ssppnse aIr apes bottle of perfame is ptaced

in one corner of a room. Escn in the absence of air esereels, randons tlrerroal esotins wf I
spread tire perfume molecales thcoaghaot the rosIn ill a rclalivety sirort period of nbc, with
intermolecular collisions helping to uniformly redisrribsre the peefarne to esery nook and
cearrny within the roamo.

Seeking to obtain a more detailed anderstasding of the diffnsion process, let us nest
conceptsally “monitor” the process on d osicroscopie scale employing a simple hypotheti
cal system. The system we propose tm monitor is a one-dimesrsiosal hex centainrng four
cotepartmemsts and 1024 mobile particles (see Fig. 3.11). The particles within the hon obey
certain stringent mles. Specificalty, thermal motion canoes all particles in a gisro compart
melts to “jump” isle an adjacetsr cempartnnertr eset’y e seconds. In keeping wish the randmss
nasare of the motion, each and every particle has an eqcal probability ofjsnsping to the left
nod to the right. Hitting an “esternal wall” while attempting to jarssp to the left or right
reflects the pursrele back so its pre-Jnmp posItion. Ftnally, nI rinse s = 0 st is assumed that
all of the particles are confined in the lefs-moss compaetnserst.

Pigore 3.11 records she esolnlsoms of one 1024 parricle system as n fsnction of time. As
time I T, 512 ef the 1024 particles originally in compartment 1 jamp to the riglts and
come sorest in compartmens 2. The remaining 512 particles jump so the left and are re
flected back into the left-moss compartment. The end result is 512 parnicles each In com
partments I and 2 after e seconds. As time I = 2e, 256 of the particles in compartment 2
jamp into comsmpartmens 3 and the remainder jump back into compartment 1. In the mcml-
rime, 256 of the particles from compartrssemms I jamp into compartmens 2 and 256 nndergo
a reflection at the left-Isand wall. The ncr resuls after 2e seconds is 512 parsicles in com
partment I and 256 particles each is oompartmenss 2 and 3. TIse stare of she system after
3e and be seconds, also shosvn in Pip. 3.11, can be dedaced in a similar manner. By 5 = fiT,

the particles. once confined to she lrfs-moss compartmens, have become utnross aniformly
distribosed shrouglsoot she hon. and it it nnnecessary to consider later states. Indeed, she
fnndamensal nature of the diffnsion process is clearly self-evident frosn an enamsnasion of
the enisssng states.

In semicondactors she diffusion precens on a micrnscopie scale in similar so thaI oc
currsng in the hyposhcsical system esecps, of coUrse, she mndom morion of the diffusing
parsicles is three-dimensional arid nor “comparsmentalieed.” On n macroscopic scale she
net effecs of diffusion is precisely she same witlnin both the hypothetical system and semi-

1024

Li

tra ,, ::
512

ass aso

354 384

I r5e

san am 255 52

s6e

Figure 3.11 PuPation usa microsenpio scale in a hypnthetirat ann-dimensional system. The nnm
bees once the arrows iodicaso shn number of partirlnu in a given oosnpaetmons; abseesusion simm me
listed so the nssreme eight

conductors; there is an I3L]P(mti0n of parttcles from cnu
ceurrutton so”9i0iiso law parttcle concentratIon Wtthsn semscondnctnru sheiG]s Ic par
tihlks.Ethe electrons and holes—are charged, and diffnsion-celuted carrier transport
therefore given rise to particle currents us pictured in Fig. 3.12.

Sm Sample outpnt is reprodnced in Pig. E3.3.
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Figure 112 Vssualimtian of eloetenu and hole diffusion non mnrensrnpio teals.
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(c) Ecperimnnr with initially placing pursmcles in mom than one hoc and changing she
number in the pnsruo statements. You msght also Iry inceeming the namber of par
tick hones.

(C) Exercise 3.3

The “DiffOemo” MAmAS file listed below was svrissen to help she user nrsualrze the

diffusion process. The program provider n psendo-ansmasron of u ouo-dmmenssOnnl

particle system similar so than described in the rent. The y 11 statement tu the

program controls the initial condition, N specifies the masimum namber of moni

tored “jnmps,” and she nnmber in the pause statements controls the time between

jumps.

%Simulation of Diffusion (DifiDemo)

%One-dimensional system, right and left jumps eqoally probable

%Inisiahiaat ion
close
n=40.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5];

y=[l .Oeb 0000]; %NOTE: initial pouitinn can bn changed

[np.yp] =barcy];
islot(np,yp]; tens (0.5.1 .leb,’s = 0’);
onis([tJ,S,0,l .2c6)];
pause (0.5)
N= 15; %NOTE: increase N foe ousended run

%Cnsnpusaninns and Plorsing

for dt:N,
%l2iffasion step calcalution
bin(l]eodnd(y(1)/2 + y(2)/2];
hin(2)Honnd(y(l]12 + y(3]/2);
bin(3)ronnd(y(2]/2 + y(4]/2);
bin(4)raand(y(3)/2 + y(5)J2);
biu(5]roand(y(4]/2 + y(5)/2);
ybin;
IhPlbning the resalt

[vp,yp] bar(n.y);
aniu(axis);

plot)xp.yp]; sest(O.S, I. leb,l ‘5 ,nsm2ssr(fi]]];

anis((0,5.0,l.2eb]];
pause (0.5]

end

Pr (a) Enter she program inro yotur compnter or locate the copy supplsed on dssk. Run

the piograns. (The csotresnrd-pcriod on a Macintosh compnter or break on an IBM

corepasible compnser can ho ased so premararely terminate the program.)

12 , I I I
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Figure 63.3

3.2.2 Hot-Point Probe Measurement

Before establishing the carrent associated with diffasion, let us digress somewhat nod
briefly consider the hot-poins probe measnremcns. The hot-point probe mcuanremene is
common lcchssiqce for napiØly determining whether a semiconductor is s- or p-type. Prom
a practical standpoint, knowledge of the semicondncror type is essential in device process
Ing and moss be known even before determining the doping concentration fronr resisnisiry
meannremennn (refer back to Fig. 3.8). The hot-point probe “typing” experiment is consid
ered here because it simalsaneoosly ptovidm as isformasise eucmple of the diffusion
process.

Examining Pig. 3.13(n), we find the only egaipment required for performing the hot
point probe nrensureteent is u hot-point probe, a cold-poinn probe, nod a censee-cero mil
lmammeter. The hot-point probe is sonmetimes a rebsgee from a wood burning set or simply
a soldering irou: the csld-poinl probe sypically assumes the form of an electrical probe like
than used with hand-held malsimeters. No special reqauremenu are imposed on the centar
oem muhliacsmetec connecsed beswcen the probes. TIme nmnasnmment procedure itself is also
extremely simple: After nllowsng the hot probe to heat np, one brings the two probes into
contact with the semicondactor sample. nod the onnosener defleens so the right or left,
rhereby indicating she semiconductor type. Observe thus nbc spacing benween the probes in
set arbitrarily and can be redaced to enhance she ammeter deflection.

A simplified explunation of how Ihe hot-point probe meu.sncement works is presented
tn Fig. 3.13(b). In she vicinily of nbc probe coctact the heated probe creates an increased

(b) Rerun she program after changing the mmml conditions so thus all of she carriers

are in the middle box ass = 0.



Figure 313 The hot-point probe measurement: (a) required equipment: ib) uimplihed onptusetinn
of hose rho weessrnmnni irorbs.

number of higher-energy carriers. These energetic carriers will be predominantly boles is
the ease of a p-type material end etecsrons in en s-type materiel. With more energetic
carriers near the heated penhe thus elsewhere, diffosins acts so as to spread the higher
esergy carriers throughout the seuncunductor wafer. The net effect is a deficit of holes ore
net negative charge in thu vicinity of the hot-point probe for a p-type materiel, end a posi
tree charge buildup near the heated probe within an n-type materint. Accordingty, the
center-cern meter deflects in a different direction for p- end n-type materiets.

3.2.3 Diffusion and Total Currents

Diffusion Currentn

In defining the diffusion process end in citing diffesinn examples, we have sought In em
phasize the direct correlation between diffusion arid a spatial variation in particle numbers.
For diffusion to occur, more of the diffusing particles must enist at one point than another
points or, in methemoticot terms, there must he a nonzero concentration gradient (Vp 0
for boles, Vii ar 0 for electrons). Logically, moreover, the greater the coucentrelion gradient,
the larger the expected fan of parlicles. Qeantilelive analysis of the diffusion process in
deed confirms the foregoing aed leads to what is known us Pick’s lnw:

= —DVq )3.lfi)

where 3i is the flux or parlietes/em2-seccrossing a plane perpendicular to the particle flow,

q is the particle concentration, and D is the diff’iusiou coefficient, a positive proporlionatity
foctor. The diffusiou current density due In electrons and holes is obtained by simply mul
tiplying the carrier flux by the carrier charge:
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the energy bond diagram characterizing the sample wit) hove the forro sketched in
Fig. 3.14(b). In Chapter 2 the Fermi level in uniformly doped n-type semiconductors sees
fosed In move closer and closer to E sxhee the donor doping mm systematically increased
)see Fig. 2.21). Consistent with this fact, ff was drawn closer tu in going from x = 0 to
x = L on tire Fig. 3.14(h) d:agrein. Conssrsction of the diagram, hoscever, contd not hove
been completed mishear making use of a critical new piece of information. Specificolly,

oxder eqailibriosu coridisioes, elffv/do = dff/dy = dEr/dc = 0; i.e., the Fenni level inside
o moserin) am group ofrnoieriiuis in insimesie cousocs is iuvnriurss us afisuction ofposiiiou.

Thr coussuocy of the Fermi level means that Er is to appear as o horizouto) linens equilib
rium energy heed diagrams.

/The posaioo independence of the Fermi energy is established by examining the leans-

L

Eu

—+------———-——-----------j--u’ S

o t
)b)

Figure 3.14 Nooaniformly duped sewicoodoeiav (a) essumed doping veeiaaon miih pnsiiiios:
(hi eorrespsodisg equilibrium energy band diagram.
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The esestosis of proportiooahty, D aud D5 - have units of cm2/sec and are ceferced to ss
the (role end electron diffusion coefficients, respectively.

Upon examining Eqs. 13.17), note that the current directions deduced from the eqas
ions see consisreirt with the Pig. 3.12 visualization of the maaroscopic diffusion currents.

Per the positive concentration gradient shown in Pig. 3.12 (dpldn >0 and dri/dc >0 foe
the pictured one-dimensional situation), both holes and electrons ssill diffuse in the —x
direction. ssill therefore he negesise or directed in the — x direction, while main will
be oriented in rhc -cx direction.

Total Currents

The total or set carrier cui-i-ents iso seusicosdsctoe arise m the combined resslr of drift ond
diffssioe. Sumovng sue respective n and p segments of Eqs. (3.4) end Eqs. (3.17). one
obtains -

[3r:a,ssIrIa,o =

t drift diffssion

LN = + 5I,0 =

The total particle correct fleming in u semiconductor is in mm computed from

(3.10)

The donbte boxes emphasize the importance of the blat-current relationships; they are used
directly or indirectly in the vest majority of device ooalyses.

3.2.4 Relating Diffusion Coefficients/Mobilities

The diffusion ceefficients, the constants of the motion associated with diffissien, are obvi
ously central parunsetees)n characterizing c-airier transport due to diffusion. Gives the im
portance of the diffusion coefficieurs, one might anricipsle an extended examination of
relevant properties paralleling the mobility presentation in Snbsecsieu 3.1.3. Fortunately,
an extended examination is unnecessary because the D’s end the ye’s are alt iulerrnlaled. It
is only necessary so establish the cosuecting fomnsute known as the Einstein relationship.

In deriving the Einstein relationship, we consider a norisuifurruty doped semiconduc
tor meiotaieed under equilibrium renditions. Special facts related te the sonanifnrm dop
ing and the equilibrium state are invoked in the derivation. These facts, important in them
selves, are reviewed prior to presenting the derivation proper.

Constancy ot the Fermi Level

Consider a nondegenerate, nounsifoemly doped ri-type semiconductor ssmple, a sample
where the doping concentration varies us a function of position. A concrete example of
what ma hove in mind is shusvn in Pig. 3.14(o). Assuming equilibrium conditions prevail,
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for of carriers between el;osvcd crates with the same energy but at adjoarot positions in an
energy band. It is concluded the probability of filling the states at a given energy,f)E), must
be the same everywhere in the sample under equilibrium conditions. If Ibis wore not the
ease, carriers mould preferentially transfer between states and thereby give rise to 5 net
current. The existence of a set current is inconsisleor with the specified equilibrium con
ditions. Referring to the Eq. (2.7) expression forf(E), we find that thp constancy of the
Fernsi function is turn requires the Fermi level to be independent of pnsf?ion.

Current Flom Under Equilihrium Conditions

Uuoer eqaihberusmm conditions the total current is of course identically zero. Brrunse elec
tron and hole activity is totatty decoupled under equilibrium conditions, the electron and
hole current densities. ,1 and J,, most also independently vanish. Setting .J = J. = 0 in
Eq. (3. It), however, leads to the conclusion that the drift and diffusion currents assariated
with e given corner are merely reqnimd lobe of equal mugnitude and opposite polerity. Is
fact, the dnft and diffusion components wilt vanish undue eqsilibrinm conditions only if

0 and Vu Vp = 0.
To provide a concrete illustration of eon-nenishieg equilibrium current components,

let as retsru to en examination of the noousiformly doped semiconductor sample charec
runeed by Fig. 3.14. The dopumsr variation piclured in Fiy. 3.14(a) clearly gives rise to a
significant electron concentration gradient. An electron diffusion earreut flossing in the +x
direction mnsl exist mime the sample. The band bending shows in the hand diagram of
Pig. 3. t4)b), moreover, implies the esistence of a “built-in” electric field oriented in the
— x direetiun. This gives ole to u drift current also in the — x dition. Netc that the drift
and diffusion components are of opposite polarity. Since equilibrium cooditiom are as
sumed to prevail, the components must also be of equal magnitude. In point of fact, the
electric field arises inside the sesoicondactur to counteract the diffusive tendeeeies of the
carriers caused by the nonuniform dapiug. The major point herein that, eves under equilib
cow condition, nonuniform doping will give rise to carrier concentration gradients, a built
m electric field, and non-zero current components.

Einstein Relstionship

Having lard the proper foundation, sve can now proceed to derive the connecting formula
between the D’s and the ye’s knnwu as the Einstein relationship. To simplify the develop
ment, we work in only one dimension, Thr sample under analysis iu luken to he a uonde
generate, sonasiformly doped semiconductor maintained nuder equilibrium conditions.
Citing the fact that she net carrier eurreuls musl be identically zero nuder equilibrinm con
ditions, and focusing on the electrons, we cue state
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(3.10 a)

“miami =
—

(3.17a)

(3.17b)

iviaov + iula,n = qys5nE + qD4fi = 0 (3.20)



ronuu.
trw’-. -

n = it, etnr 0,1/kr

Moreover, with dkr/d.n = 0 (dee to the positional incartanre of the Fermi level nrsder

eqailibrium conditions),

= — = —

dx kT rIo kT

Sebstitating dslclr from Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (3.20). and reareongaag the reselt slightly, one

obtains

(qn’fl)1s, — (qn’O)fDv 0

Since ‘6 itO (a conseqoence of the nonnoiforin doping), it follows from Eq. (3.24) that

Einstein relationship for electrons
Is,

A similm argament for holes yields

Dr Einstein relationship for holes

Althoogh it was established while assnming eqnitibrinm conditions, wn can present

more elaborate mgaments that shove the Einstnis relationship to be valid even nnder non

eqnitibrinm conditions. The nondngenernte restriction, however, sttll applies; slightly

modified farms of Eqs. (3.25) resnlt when the orgament is entendnd to degenerate mate-

Id) There is an electron diffasinti csrrent at both it = — L12 and .n + L12. From the
answer to the preceding qneslion we note dsat dn/dv it 0 at the cited points. With
dn/rdv>0, J.0 at it = — L12 flows hi the +x direction. Conversely, c/n/d.c <Oat

L12 and J,5 at this point flows in the — a direction.

(o) Therein an elnrtcois drift corretti at both a = — LI 2 and a = +L12. Since both it

and ‘6 am non-zero at a = ± L12, it follows that J11 = wa5 n’S 0. The drift
component of the enreent always has the same direction as the electric field; is
in the —a direction at a = — L/2 and in the +.r direction at a = +L/2. The drift
component of the carrent mast of coarse caecrl the diffosion component of the car-
root so that 55 = + sIav = 0 under cqaitibninm conditions. The diractisin
related ansssers to parts (dl and (e), snmmarizvd nest, arc consistent with this
requiwmeot;

If) lv working part Id) of Esrrcise 3.2, we cooctaded the a > L region of the setei
condaclor (Si, 300 K) had a doping of NA w 5 X l0’11cm5 and a corresponding
hole mobility of

,
= 459 cmi/Vscc. Thas. employing the Einstein relationship,

= (hTIq)pu = (0 0259)(459) = r(Tg emnIsec.

3.3 RECOMBINATION-GENERAT1ON

3.3.1 flefiniticn—Visualization

When a sentiroisdertor is pcrtaebed from the eqnitibrinm stote, an caress or deficit in the
carrier concentrations relative to their eqnitibriatn salons is iisvaniably created inside the
semicoddnctor. Kecomhination—gnneeatinn (R—G) is namer’s order-restoring mechanism,
the means whereby the carrier caress or deficit inside the snmieendactnr in atabitiand (if
the pertarbation is maintained) or eliminated (if the pertarbation in removed). Since non
eqailibriam conditions prevail doning device operation, rerombination—generation mono
often than not plays a major rote in shaping the characteristics eahibited by a device. For
mally, rerombination and generation ran be defined as follows:

Rerowb/nation—a process whereby electrons and holes (carriers) are arnihitated or
destroyed.

Gennrarioo—a procesa whereby electrons and holes are created.

Unlike drift and diffasion, the terms reronibinutios and grnrration dn net refen to a single
process. Rather, they are collective names for a grnnp of similar processes; carriers can be
created and destroyed within a nemirondeclor in a nambee of ways. The most common
R—G processns are visnaliand in Pig. 3.15. The individaal processes are described and
discassed neat.

Band-la-Band Recambination -

Baud-to-band rerombinatiots is eonceptnally the simplest of all encombinalion processes.
As pirtared in Fig. 3.15(a). it merely involves the direct annihilation of a enodartian band
electron and a valence band hole, An electron and hate loosing in the sewicondactar lattice
stray into 1hz same spatial vicinity and eap)—llte electron and hole annihilate each other
The oseess energy released dnrinp the process typically goes into the peodaction of a pho
ton (light).

R—G Cenler Recombinalion

The process pietared in Fig. 3.15(b) involves a “third panty,” or intermediary, and takns
place only at special locations wittsin the sewicoisdactor known as k—S renters. Plsysically.
K—S centcrs arc lattice defecis or special impnrity atoms anch as gold in Si. Lattice defects
and the special atooss in the form of nnintentionat iwparities arc present even in scmiean
dartara of the higltest available pneity. The K—C center eancnntration, howcver, is oartnally
ocry low compared so tIme acerptcsr and donar concentrations in des)ce-qnality materials.
The most important propcrty of the K—C centers is the introdnetion of allowed electronic
levels nmr the center of the band gap. These levels are identified by the thr energy label in
Fig. 3.15(b). Thr near midgap positioning of the levels is alt-important becanse it disrin
gn)shes K—S centers from donors and acceptors. The inidgap levels iotrodacnd by select
K—C eerier imparities in Si are snmmariacd in Fig. 3.16.
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However,

and

,

IdE,

qdx
(3.21)

(sanse as 3.15)

(3.22)
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rials. We shonld emphasian again that the prelitoittary resnlts, sneb an the positinnal mean
atice of the eqsnlibrsam Fnrnti level end the sitaation inside a nonanifoemly doped semi
rondactor ander eqniliheinm eomtdilions, are important in themselves. Relative to nnntnrieaJ
salary, note that kT/q is a voltage, and at room tensperalare (300 K) is eqaal to 0.025fiV.
Heiten, for an Na = lola/ems Si sample maintained at room temperatame, D5 (kT/q)p5
= )O.0259)(135fi ema/Vsee) = 35.2 emt/see. Finally, the Einstein relationship is one of
the easiest nqaatinns to remember beranne it rhymes internally—D over ja rqaals fiT nver
q. The rhyme holds even if the equation is ittnerled—M over D eqnals q nseç fiT

Esnercinn 3.4

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25a)

(3.25b)

Pt In this eseresse we conlinne the evamination of the semieondnetor sample repre
sented by the energy band diagram presented in Eaereisn 3.2.

(a) The semicondsetor in in nqnilibrinm. How does one dedane this fact from the
given energy bnssd diagram?

(b) What is the electron earrent density (J) and hole current density (J0) at a =

(e) Roughly nketeh is and p versns inside the sample.

(d) Is there an electron diffnsion current am a = ± L/2? If there is a diffusion enrrent
at a given poisst, indicate the direction of earrent floss.

In) Noting the solution for the electric field peesented in Enoreise 3.2, is thorn an
electron drift carrent at a = 2t L/27 If there isa drift eamnnnt at a given point, indicate
the direction of csrrnnt flow.

(f) What is the hole diffusion coefficient (Dv) in thn a > L rneian of the semi
rondnriar?

St (a) The semicandoetor is concluded to be in nqnilibeinm beeanse the Fermi level
is invariant as a function of position.

(h) nod at both a = — L/2 and a = + L/2. Thn net electron and
hole earernis me always identically zero everywhere ander eqailibrinm conditions.

Ai roan inwporaiarr at’ = 0.0250 ,v = it.f 50 t0 “))o.saaol jonle. Thur 5T/q = im.a a t0 “1)0.0250)1
i.a a tO°l joutn/caai 0.0250 V -
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(e) Since it = n,espfrEr — E)/kT( and p = nrspRE = Er)/hTf. we coorlede

)Log scala)

—L L

it —L/2 n+L/2

-‘elan —

1vla’,a
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(0 Cawiergenernm via impact ionization
Figure 3.15 Energy hand visuotieatioo of recombination and generutioe processes

As ceted in Fig. 3.15(h), recombjnatjon at on R—G center is a two-step process. First,eec type of carrier, say an electron, strays into the Vicinity of on R—G center, is canght bythe potential well associated with the center, loses energy, end is trapped Snhseqneetiy,hole comes along, is attracted to the trapped electron, loses energy, and aesihilates theelectron within the center. Alternatively, as also shown in Fig. 3.15(b), one can thick of theelectron as losing energy a second time and annihilating the hole in the satence band. R—Gcenter recowbinalion also called indirect rocnnthinotion typically releases thermal energy(heat) doring the process or, eqnisatenlly, produces lattice vibrations
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tion provides a cane in point. Becanse the catcher of carrier-carrier collisions increases
with titcreased cacrier concentration, the freqnency of Anger recombinatine likewise in
creases with carrier concentration. Anger recombinatien mast be considered, for ecamplc,
in treating highly doped regions of o device stractare, bat it is asnally negligible otherwise.
Similarly, significant impact ionication occnrs only in the high B-field regions of a device.
In a somewhat different vein, phntogeneratinn at room temperatare becomes n significant
process only when the semicondector is cxpnsed to external illominatios. What then is the
R—G process pair desersing of special attention, the process pair that typically dominates
in the lcw B -field regions of a nondegenerntety doped semicondactor maintained at room
temperatore? From the information prnvided, the choice is obvionsly between thermal
band-to-band k—G and recombination—generation via R—G centers.

From the energy band explanation alone one might specatete that band-to-band
cecombination—generation wanld dominate ander the cited “standard” conditions. How
ever, visaatieation of R—G processes nsing the energy band diagram can be mistnndisg.
The F—n plot examines only changes in energy, whereas crystal motoestum in additiott to
eneegy mast be conserved in any tZ—G process. Momentom conservation ceqnirements, as
it tnrns out, ploy an important role in setting the process rare.

As first noted in Snbseciien 2.2.3. the momentsm of an electron in an energy band,
like the clectroti energy, can assame only certain qnanticcd values. Momenlam-related as
pects of R—G prcccsscs are conveniently discasoed with the aid of plots where the allowed
electron energies in the condoctinn and valcitce bands are plotted versas the allowed mo
mentom. These are referred to as dC—k plots, where k is a parameter proportional to the
electron crystal momentum. The F—k pInts associated with semicondactors fall into two
grn&dIcategcrieiJthe first, sketched in Fig. 3.l7(a), both the minimum condnction baud
ecergy and maximarn valence band energy occar at k = 0. In the second, pictnred in
Fig. 3.17(b), the condoction band minimam is displaced took a 0. Semiconductors eshib
iting the fortoer type of plot are referred to as dirvcr seinicondornors, and semicondnctors
exhibiting the latter type of plot, as indirect semiconductors. GaAs is a notabte member of
thc dircet setoicondnctor family; Ge and Si nrc both indirect semictundactors.

As Cs Mn Cr Fe

Figure 3.16 Neac-midgap osergy tnsnls ininodnend by some cnmmnn impooties in Si. When an

impnri’y introduces maltipln tnsnts, one sf the tesets tends to dominate in a given aemicondactor

sample.

Auger Recombinetion

In the Anger (pronounced Gb-jay) process piclsred in Fig. 3.15(c), band-to-band cecombt

notion occars simaltaneousty wilh the cottiainn between two like carriers. The energy re

leased by the recombination is transferred dnring the colliainn to the surviving cnrriec This

highly energetic carrier snbseqaenlty “thertnaticev”—loses energy in small steps throagh
heat-prodncing collisions with the ncosicondnctoc lattice. The “staircme” in Fig. 3.15(c)

represents the envisioned vtepwise loss of energy.

Generstion Processes

Any of the foregoing recombinamion processes con be reversed to generate corners. Band-
to-band generation, where an etcclroe is excited directly from the valence band into the
condoction band, is pictnred in Fig. 3.15(d). Note that either thermal energy or tight can
provide the energy required for the bend-to-band transition. If thermal energy is absorbed,
the process is alternatively referred teas direct rhertnol generation; if externally introdnced
light iv absorbed, the process is called photogetseration. The thermally assisted generation

of carriers with R—G centers acting as intermediaries is envisioned in Fig. 3.15(e). Finally,
impact ionicntion, the inverse of Anger recombinolion, is viouolieed in Ftg. 3.15(f). In lhts
process an electron—hale pnir is pradaced as a cesnlt of energy released vvheu a highly
energetic cornier collides with the crystal lattice. The generation of carriers throogh impact
ionieation routinely occars in the high B -field regions of devices. We will have more to say
abnat this process when treating breakdown in pn janctions.

All of the varioss recombination—generatinn procmses occur at all times in all seottcon
doctors—evon nnder eqoilibriam conditions. The critical issue in not whether the processes
are occnrring, hot rather, the rates at which the various processes arc occurring. Typically,
one need be concerned only with the dominant prncess, the process proceeding at the fastest
rate. A number of the proemses are important only nader apecint conditions or are highly
improbable, occurring at a mach slower rate than competing processes. Anger recombinn

Phosss(s(
Wm

(a) Direct eroicondacior tat tedireci senienedanior

Figure 3.18 F—k plot visaatiaations of eecembinotinn in dirmi and indirect semiconductors.

To make nse of the F—k plots in visnalicing an R—G process, one needs to know the
noince of transitions associated with the obsorptien or emission of photons (light) and lat
tice vibration qnanta called phonom. Photons, being mmslcns entities, carry very little
momentnm, and a photon-assisted transition is essentially vertical on the F—k plot. Con
versely, the thermal energy associated with lattice vibmtiona (phonous) is very small (in
the 10—50 meV range), whereas the phonon momeutam is cnmparatively large. Than on
an F—k plot a phonon-asnisted transition in essentially horleontal. It is also important to
point out that, as pictured in Fig. 3.11, electrons and holes normally only occupy staten
very close to the c minimom and E maximum, respectively. Thin is of coarse consistent
with oar earlier discnssiou of the dinlnibation of carriers in the bands.

Let us now specifically re-examine the band-to-band recombinanion process. In a direct
nemicondnctor where the k-vnlnes of electrons and holes are all bnuched neon k = 0, little
change in momentam is reqaired for the recombination process to proceed. The conserva
tion of both energy and momenmm in readily met simply by the emission of a photon (see
Fig. 3.110). In on indirect nemicondoclor, on the other bond, therein a large change in
momentnm associated with the recombination process. The emission of a photon will con
serve ettergy but cannot aimaltaneonsly conserve momentam. Thus foe band-to-band cc-
combination to proceed in an indirect nemicondoctor, the emission of a photon mnnt be
accompanied by the emission or absorption nf a phonon (see Fig. 3.1 fib).

The rather involved natore of the hood-to-bond procens in indirect semiconductors
anderstandably leads to a vastly diminished recosabinotion raIn. Bond-to-band recombina
lion in in fact totally negligible compared to R—G center recnmbination in Si and other
indirect semicondnctoca. Band-to-band recombinotion does proceed at a much foster rate
in direct semicandoctors and is the process prodacing the light observed from LEDs and
jonctioo lasers. Even in direct materials, however, the R—G center mechanism in often the
dominant process. Given the universal importance of the R—G center process, and the fact
that most devices ore made from Si, which in an indirect material, the q000titutive consid
erations in the next snbaecmion ore devoted primarily to the R—G center mechanism. Giber
processes are considered as the need arises.
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3.3.3 R—G Statistics

R—G statistics is the technical name given to dtc mathematical characterization of recom
hssalsan—gcnerarioa processes. “Mathematical characterieation” in the cane of recombi
nation—generation does snot mean the development of a corceat-deitsity retaniooship. As
R—O event occars at lacalized positions in the crystal, at a given x-valoe, and therefore the
R—O action does eon lead per Sc to charge transport. Rather, recombination—geeeratios
acts to change the carrier concentrations, thereby indirectly affecting the cnrrertt flow. It is
the time rote of change in the carrier concentrations (fluids, op/fit) that mast he specified to
achieve the desired mathematical characterization. Because its characterication is relatively
simple and its involvement is device operation quite common, we begin by roesideriog
photogeiseratioo. The major portioo of tine sabsecsios in of coarse devoted to recoonbisa

tions—gearration via R—O centers, alteroatively referred to as indirect thermal recombiaa

tioe—generatioa.

Photogenerstioo

SomicoodartarZ
Figure 3.19 Semiooedsrtar, light propagation, and coardinato arientation in the phatogesoratiuo
asatpsis. The semiconductor is Unnamed to be saffiriestip thick IL F fail sa that bsttam sarfsee
reflections may be isogleetod.

Light striking tine sarface of a semicosdactor as pictared in Fig. 3.19 will be partially
regected and partially transmitted into the msaterial. Assame the tight to be monochromatic
with wavelesgth A and freqaeecy p. If the photon energy (he) is greater than the baad gap
energy, then the light will be absorbed sad electron—hole pairs will he created an the light
passes throsigla the semicondnrtor. The decrease in intensity as monochromatic tight passes
through a material is gives by

I = I5r’ (3.26)

where 4 is the light iatensity jast inside the material at x = 0 and a is the obsorptioaa
reeffiriess. Note fross Fig. 3.20 that a is material dependent and a strong foaction of A.
Since there is a one-to-ate correspondence between the absorption of photons and the
creation of electron—hole pairs, the carrier creation mte shontd likewise eshibit an
exp(—m.a) dependence. Moreover, referring to Fig. 3.15(d), the phatogeneration process
always acts sa as to create an eqonf nnmher of electrons and holes. We therefore tanelode

wtsers, for the sitaotioa analyzed,

liP, =
= QL(X,A)

GL(x.A) Grre

(3.27)

(3.2fl)

G is 1hz simplified symbol for the phatogenerosion rate (a namber/cmt-sec), white O, is
tIne photageneratine rate at x 0. The as, designation means “dne so light” and is nec
essary because, as we have seen, at and peas be affected by a namber of processes.

in working problems involving the ittamination of a sample or device, we will
often invoke one of swa simplifying assamptions: (i) The illnmination is msamed to be
onifarm everywhere inside the sample and (ii) the light is assamed to be absorbed in on
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infinitesimally thie layer near the semiconductor sarfare. Seeking to identify when the
assamed conditions are approached in practice, we note first that I Ia, which has the dimen
sions of a length, represents the average depth nf penetraliou of the tight into a materiel. At
wavelengths where he N5, the absorption coefficient is very small and I/u is very large,
shoot 1 cm in Si. This snakes exp(—ua) m t far alt practical depths. To a very good
approxamation,

0L
m constant and the tight is being oaiformly absorbed. On the other

hand, if A = 0.4 pm, an u(Si) m IN cm—’ is dedaced from Pig. 3.20. At this wavelength
the light pesntmtiaa depth is only e few thousand angstroms arid the assumption of sarfare
absorption is closely eppraximated.

Indirect Thermal Recombination—Generation

Althoagh the general case development of R—O center statistics is beyond the scope of this
text, mis passable to presesas argamests leading to the special-ease expression employed in
many practical problems. Let as begie by carefully defining the varioas carrier and center
conceasaorieas involved is she aaalysis.

S p5 . . . carrier concentrations in the material ander analysis when equihib
near conditions prevail.

as, p . . . carrier eoneentmtions in she material under arbitrary conditions.

m
— n,,. . . deviations in the carrier coneentrasiosas from their eqaitibriam votoes.

a p— p5 ass nod Ap can be bath positive and negative, where a positive devia
tion corresponds to a carrier excess and a negative deviation corre
sponds to a carrier deficit.

NT oamber of R—O centers/cm3.

In the special-case development, pertorbolios of the carrier concentrations from their
eqailibnam values must correspoad to low-level iasjeeaioas. This reqairement is jest an ol
seraattve way of saying the perrarbasios must be relatively small. To be more precise,

law-level iasjeetfox implies

p 4 ne it n in on v-type material

Lz pa p p5 so a p-type material

Consider a specific example of N0 = tOlSfcmi doped Si at room temperolare sabjeet to a
perlarbatioss where rhp = Ass = 10°/em3.Poe the given material, as5 a N5 = t0’5/emtand
p5 nCr/N0 l05/cso3.Couseqaeatly, as a5 + As v5 and Ap 10°/cm34ai5 = 10’/
cm3. The sitaotion is cleorly one of law-level injeesiox. Observe, however, that Ap
F’ Pa Atshongh the majority carrier doncentrotioia remeins essentially eapertarbed ander
low-level isjecsioa, the minority carrier concentration can, and ransinely does, increase by
many orders of mognisxde.
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Ftgure 3.21 Situation inside so n-type sennicoadactar sfier a prrtsrbaniaa mating the low-Invelaajecnsos of caress hales.

We are sow ready no asalyas the specific Situation envisiossed in Pig. 321. A pertnrbotion hon caused a Ap 5 excess of holes in on S-type semicosdoetor sample Avsemiaagthe system is an the midst of rrloxnxg back no the eqoilibrissm state from the pictured pertarbed stole via the R—O venIce interaction, what factors woold yoo expect to have thegreatest effect on dp/fltJg, the cole of hole recombination? Well, to eliminsose abate, thehole most make the transition from the valence bossd to on electron-filled R—O center.Logically, the greater the Somber of filled R—O centers, the greater the probability of a holeannihilating transitions and the faster the rate of recombination. Under eqaihibriom conditions, esneotially all of the R—O cexsern ore filled wish electrons becoose the eqoihibnmomFermi 1usd ts comfortably above Wsah Ap 4 as, electrons always vastly aatssmberholes and rapidly fill R—O levels that become voroot This keeps the somber of filled R—Orooters during the relaxation process NT. Than, we espect p0I0 to be approximatelyproportiouol to NT. Moreover, is also seems logical that the samber of hale-annihilatingtransitions shoold increase almost Itacarly with the camber of holes. All ether factors beingeqaol, the mare hales available for asnilsilosion, the greater the somber of holes removedfrom the valence bead per second. Conseqoestly, we also expect Op//nj5 to be approximately proportional to p. Cossidenieg additiaaol factors leads to no additiasot dependexties. Hence, iotrodsscing a positive proportionality resistant, cc, and realizing isnegoisvo becooss p in decreasing, we renelade

= —eNp

Light (Ac)

fl.4 fl.A fl.S i.fl 1.2 1.4 l.A 1.1

Alpm)

Figure 3.20 Thn absorption eeaffieiant as a fonetian af wnveteogth in Si and other scIon semicaa
dnosars. (Prom Sehredrrl5i,0 1990 by Jabs Wiley & Seas, Inn. Oeprintud with permiusian.)

(3.29)
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tf the hate generation process is analyzed in a siatilae matinee, iplit is deduced to
depend only ae the camber of empty R—G centers. Titia camber, suhich is small foe the
situatton nader coaaideratioe, is held approximatuty constant at its eqoilibriam same acer
the range of perturbolloes where hole generation is significustl. Tltis means lhut OP/itici
can be replaced by iP/dtlx.wdI,s,im,. Mamoser, the recombiteulion and generation rates
must precisely balance under equilibriuet renditions,t or dpfdtl0 = dP/dtIa.e,rfs,ss,,,s, =
— dP/itJvca,.b. . Than, maksng use of Eq. (3.29), we obtain

n1 a,elcse, liket.tsdss eqaitibdam ussditisee each tnedamessat process ants its’ scares must selt-baleece iedspenuevt at any
ashes psocees uses may be scccmieu inside the materiel. This is beaus mae Prievspla of Detailed aateree.
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3.3.4 Minority Carrier Lifetimes

General Information

The lime constants 5’e and a-5, which were introduced without comment in writing down
Eqs. (3.34), are obviously the “coastants of the action” asocialed with recambinateon—
generation. Seeking to pranids insight relatise to the standard interpretation and naneeng of
the a’s, let as consider ance again the situation pictured an Fig. 3.21. Enamsutng the change
in the hole caeceutration with time, it goes almost wtthaal saying that the excess hales do
not alt disappear at the same time. Rather, the hale excess present at r = 0 is systematecally
eliminated, with same af she hales esistiug far only a shoes period and others “living” for
comparatively bag periads of time. If thermal recombsaatioe—gennratman is the sole pro
cess acting to relax the semicondnctor, the average excess hole lifetime, (r), can hr com
puted in a relatively straightforward mueeer. Without going into details, the computation
yields Q) = s- (or er). Physically, therefore, s-5 and r have come to he interpreted us the
axeruge rinse all excess mieterity carrier mill live in a sea of majority carriers. Par dents
fication purpuses, s’, and tv are simply referred to ua the miearity currter lifetimes.

Like thC ic’s and the Os, the a’s are important material parameters invariably reqatred
in the modeling of devices. Unlike use ia’s and the 0’s, them me fesv plots indicatung the
s--values to he employed in a given device structure. In fact, subsidiary experimental mea
snmments (see the following subsectiox) mest he performed to determine the mieartty
carrier lifetime in a given somicondectar sample. The reason for the luck uf catalogued
information can be traced tu the extreme variability of the a and e’r parameters. Referring
to Eqs. (3.33), we see that the carrier lifetimes depend an the often poarly cuetralled R—G
center concentration (NT), stat on the carefully controlled doping pucuaneters (N5 and N0).
Moreover, the physical uutnre of the dominant R—G center conceotraiiaa chuoges eves
svithin a given sample during device fabrication. A fabrication procedure rolled getrering
can redcce lice R—G rearer concentration to a very low level and give rise to a s’e(s-t)
I msec in Si. The inreumioaul introduction of gold into Si, on the other hand, ran control
lubly increase the R—G ceeter concentration ned give rise to a Te(s’r) - I nser. Minority
carrier lifetimes ice cnmpleted Si devices tend to lie about midsxuy between the cited
rxtremrs.

A Lifetime Measurement

The carrier lifetimes are measured using a variety of different methods. The maarity of
measurements employ a device stractare of some sort and deduces-a and/or s-p by matching
the theoretical and experimentally observed device characteristics. The measurement to hr
described employs a bar-like piece of semiroadartor with ohmic contacts at its two ends.
In a conemeecial implementation this structure is called u pharveondartar, a type of photo
detector. A situation very similar to that envisioned in Pig. 3.21 is created inside the semi-

Light
pctses

coaduetor daring the measurement. The perturbation is in the farm of a light pulse that
gives risc to a carrier excess inside the semiconductor and a detectable change in conduc
tivity. Once the light is removed the excess carriers are eliminated via rocombittutiun and
the conductivity decoys back to its value in the dark. The carrier lifetime is determined by
monitoring the conductivity decay.

The experiment is schemntically illustrated its Pig. 3.22. N5 is the sample resistance,
a load resistor, V the applied d.c. voltage, and n, the measured laud or output valtugo.

Obviously, N5 and therefore n ace functions of time, with v5 reflecting the changes in
conductivity inside the semiconductor sample.

We are spreiheully interested in how e ehnngrs with time after the light is turned off.
n is related lathe conductivity, wleich in turs is related to the excess carrier concentrations.
Given an st-type sample and assuming uniform phatogeneratiox throughout the semicon
ductor, we will verify later in the chapter (Sectiun 3.5) that the decay of the excess minority
carrier hate concentralian (Ap) is described by

Ap(t) = Ap0e use (3.37)

Ap0 is the excess hole concentration at r = 0 when the light is turned off. Next considering
the eovduclivity, we note

C = UP q(ia5t + u1p) (3.38u)

91cc (a0 + An) + iae(Pn + Ap)] (3.30b)

q/uaNa + qCeic + /0e)AP (3,39)

U I
O’dask Aar(t)

lie establishing Eq. (5.39), we mude use of the fact that n0 m i1 h0 Pt in an n-type semi
cnttductmr. Also Asa was assumed eqnul to Ap. is the unpnrtorbsd sumple conductivity
in the dark and Au’(t) a p represents the time decaying component of the conductivity.

= r5NTPO (3.30)

Finally, the eel rate of change in the hole concentration due to the R—O renter inter
action is given by

= +
= —erNT(p — Pu) (331)

or

it i-ssesml =
— rrNvAp for holes in an n-type material (3.32u)

Au analaguns set of arguments yields

iussss,t =
— r5 Ns-An far electrons in a p-type material (3.32b)

c, like re in a positive proportionality constant. c, and en see mferred to as the eleereun and
hole rapture coefficients, renpeetively.

Although completely fuaetioeul as is, it is desieable to manipulate Eqs. (3.32) into a
slightly more compact and meaningfal furm. An examination of the left-hand sides of
Eqs. (3.32) reveals the dintensional un/Is are ihose of a concentration divided by time. Since
Ap and An on the right-hand sides of the sasne equations are also concentrations, the cue
stunts e5N5.and e,,N utsai have units of I/time. It is thrtefam reasonable to inteadace lice
time constants

Ill
= E’7” (3.33u)

s-s “j’ (3.33b(

which, when substitated into Eqs. (3.32), yield

for holes in ate a-type material (3.34a)

for electrons in a p-type material (3.34b)

Equuttuns (3,34) are the desired end result, the special-ruse characterization of R—Gcenter (indseect thermal) recombiuatiun—generstion, Although steady state or slowlyvarying conditions are implicitly assumed in the development of Eqs. (3.34), the relationships con be applied mtth tItle error to most transient problems of iatermt. Ii should berestated chat a Ap < 0 is passibte and will give rise to a tsp/it’,50, > 0. A positiveip/itJ,.5155,5.u-n simply indicates that a carrier deficit exists inside the semicoedertor andgeaeraanu is occurring at a more mpid rate than rernmbinutioa. ip/it1ivesmui n-a andimt/itlissr,e,,t Ua it mast he remembered, characterize the net effect of the thermal reeombinatian and thermal geueeatian processes.
As duly emphasized, the Eq. (3.34) relationships apply only to minority carriers andas stluuuoos meeting the low-level injectina requirement. The more general steady stateresult151,valid for arbitrary Injection levels and both carrier types in a enndegenerate semiconductor, is nated for completeness sad fature referenue to be

dpi in rl(—up
(335)it iui,,,m,a it -shewsu T(n + n) ± s-rIP p1)n-c n-a

where

(3.3 flu)

(3.36b)

It is left as an exercise to shuss tlsul the general-case relationship redeem to Eqs. (3.34)
under the assumed special-case conditions.

F/gem 3.22 Schematic illasceutiun u/the photmasduetiaity decay meoeureneeei.
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The last step is to relate ty and thu. Inspecting Fig. 3.22, one coectades

= iR = Va .JL... (3.45)

bat

R e!* =R ( cC55
(34)

A cA (a5, + thir)A 551(nvana + tharj

where us the length, A the cross-sectional area, and A55 = 0sirk’t the dack resistance of
the sample, respectively. Sabstitatiog Eq. (3.41) into Eq. (3.40) and reacranging yields

CL
= A

(3.42)

÷
I + iher)ec,

or, if AL is watched to R and the light intensity restricted so tho/irS,,k aS I )eqnivalettt to
specifying tow-level injection coeditians), we obtain

m (t + = t’. + vc’”a (3.43)

LiLJ
d.c. decay transient

An esponeotial decay is predicted with en being the decay constant.
An actant itnplcmentatinn of the measnremcnt is shown in Fig. 3.23.t The eeqnired V,

is sapplied hy the Tektrottin FS5004 power snppty (jast nboat any power sapply woald
do), white the Tektronix 11401 Digitizing Osciltascope is nsnd to captore the photocon
dnctive decay. The bar-shaped Si tent steactares are hoased in a special measarements hon
along with the AL at A55 load cesistar. Ttte box permits convenient handling of the samples
and facilitates swttching hetweea samples. The tight pnlncs eeqniced in the measarement
are derived from the Oeneral Radio 153 l-AE Stroboscope. Thn OR Stroboncnpe pnLv out
high-intensity tight flashes of— I 0asec daration spaced at controllable time intervals rang
ing from 2.5 msec to 0.5 we. Fairly anifoem photogexeration can be achieved in a sample

- This hning the Oat tmt rnfeaaem. [tin pnthapn caethwhite reitmatisc the Dasceat tnsradacsan atninment that
meassaninene panontnen, inctndnd ct nations points in isa tent, anc dnrinnd two enpoeinaona pnarnnnmd in an
nndcr0endaan En tabmntnrp adninieteod by ike nathor. A nonsense enp.nndcd ainccnnsn orbankgnnaed theney.
thc iecn.ineeneni eoaein. tad nmesnement pmeedaecn can ha teend in E. c Pietist, Scenicandsetar Mcannrr
nenec Labcrnsoro Dperaeinnn Manant, Sepplenent A, in the Measlar Seems on Solid State Dnsieee, Addienn
waster PahlenhennCn., Ecndinn MA, © toOt.

/
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Figure 3.23 Phntnnnndantino decay eteanaremnet system.
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by first panning the ttcohetcnpe light throagh a small-diameter Si wafer. The Si wafnr acts
as a fitter attowtng only near-bandgap radiation to reach the sample nedcr test. Althnngh
the 11401 Oscilloscope in capable of in nito data analysis, a compatnr in connected to the
onetlloscope to add data mantipalation and display llexibilitvt

An example of the photocondnctive decay as displayed on the compoter screen is en
peodaced m Fig. 3.24. The transient component of ne in millivolts is plotted on the y-axis
verses time tn tmtlisecondn on the x-axis. The part (a) linear-scale plot nicely exhibits the
generally expected dependence. The pact (b) semitog plot verifies the simple evpooential
natara of the decay (at leant for times 0.1 msec S P 5 0.6 msec) mtd in more atefal for
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3.4.1 Continuity Equations

Each and every type af carrier acdon—whether it be drift, diffation, indirect or direct
thermal recombinatioo, indirect ar direct geoeratinn, or some other type of carrice action—
gives risc to a change in the easier concentrations with time. The combined effect of all
types of carrier action can therefore be taken into accoant by eqnating the overall change
in the cacrier caacentmtions per nnit time (do/Sn or dp/dt) to the snm of the do/St’s or
dy/dIn due to the individasl procensco; that in,

toenna4 - (3.44a)
dt an aan St a1tr dr n—v dt ie teIe.t

÷52E .
- (144b)

dt Se St aac In—a dt nt t

The overall effect of the individaal processes in enlablished, in ensencn, by invoking the
reqnieement of conservation of carriers. Electrons and holes cannot mysterionnly appear
and disappear at a given point, bat mast be traosparted to or created at the given point via
some type of otigoing carrier action. There mast be a spatial and time continaity in the
carrier conceotratines. For this reason, Eqn. (3.44) ace known as the contittaity eqaatiotn.n.

The continaity eqaationn can be written in a somewhat more compact form by voting

+ _!(tn÷Itse÷Lai’ ,,JV.J (3.45a)
dt Ann q\ dx dy dc J q

+ = _!(!!ga + a = (145b)
St dt as q\ dx dy Sc J q

Eqaations (3.45), which can be established by a straightforward mathematical manipala
tion, merely state that there will be a change in the cavcinr concentrations within a given
small region of the nemicondactor if an imbalance nxistn betsvcnn the total carrier earrents
into and oat of the region. Utilizing Eqs. (3,45), we obtain

do! Sn Sn
(3A6a)at 4 St to St

= jp + aevva
+ otLncnnia

(3.46b)

The (3.46) continaity eqnntions arc ctsmpletety general and direcfiy or indirectly con
stitatn the Starting point in mont device analyses. In compatcr simalatians the continaity

Figute 3.24 Pltnmanvdnctivitg transient response. The tune-varying component of eeL in millivolts

is plotted on the y-anis venan time in millieecnndn on the a-anin. (a) in a linnan and (b) is a nnntitag

plat.

extracting the minarity carrier lifetime. Specifically, from the slope of the straight-lute

region in the latter plot, the minority carrier lifetime in the probed sample is teadily de

dnced lobe yr m 150 gsec.

3.4 EQUATIONS OF STATE

In the hrnt three sectinttn of this chapter ac examined and separately madeted the primary

types nf catTier action Ia leg place ittvidc aeitticnndnctors. Withia actanl aemicnndactncn

all the various types of carrier action accar at the snatte time, and the state of any seoticon

dnctor can be determined sinly by taking into accoant the cnmbioed effect of the individaal

types of carrier action. “Patting it all tngcthet,” solo speak, leads to the basic set of starting

eqaationn emylnyrd in solving device problems, herein referred In as the equations nfatatc.

The first pnrtian of this sectinn is devoted to developing the eqaatioes of state: the latter

portion iectndcs a snnatoaey of common simplificatinns, a listing nf special-case nolntines,

and peablem-solving enamptes.
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equations are often employed directly. The appropriate relationships for Ifl/dt’.;,a n-c’
[which may or may not be the spectal-case relationships given by

Eqs. (3.34)], along with the concentration changes due to “other processes.” arc substituted
into Eqs. (3.46), and numerical solutions ann sought for ;,].r y, z, r) and p(x, y, z, t). In
problems where a closed-form type of solution is desired, the continuity eqautions are
typically utilized only in an indirect fashion. The actual starling point in such analyses is
simplified version of the continuity equations to be establishcd in the next sabsection.

3.4.2 Minority Carrier Diffusion Equations

The “workhorse” minority carrier diffusion eqnations are derived from the continuity
equations by invoking the following set of sintplilytng assamptions:

(I) The particular system under analysis is one-dimesaio,tal; i.e., all variables are at most
function ofjnvt one coordinate (say the x.coordtnate).

(2) The analysis is limited or mutricted to minority carriers.

(3) ‘6 0 in the semiconductor or regions of the semiconductor subject to analysts. In addition, applying simplification (7) yields

(4) The equilibrium minority carrier concentrations are nor a function of posItion. In other
words, n0 ta (c) Pa Pt(x).

(5) I,ou’-let’el injection conditions prevail.

(6) Indirect thermal recombitsation—generation is the dottunattt thermal R—G tncchanism.

(7) Three are no “other processes,” eucept possibly phosogeuerutton, taking place within
the system.

Working on the continuity equation for electrons, we note that

(3.47)
q q4x

if the syotem is one-dimensional. Moreover,

— qD? qDx- (3.48)
6.e fix

when ‘6 0 and one is concerned only with minority carriers [simplificutious (2) and (3)].
By way of explanation, the drift component cats be neglected in the current density expres
sion because ‘6 is small by assumption and minority carrier concentrations are also small,
making the eN product extremely small. (Note that the same argument cannot be applied
so majority caruiens.) Since by assumption n5 rs0(x), and by definition ii n - An, we
can also svrite
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Table 3.1 Common Diffusion Eauation Simnlificutions.
Sinsplifiration

6,i tn dAn dAn
— =

— + — = (3.49]dx lix dx dr

Conshining Eqs. (3.47) through (3.49) yields

- D5- (3.50)
q dx

Turntng to the remaining terms in the contiaaily equation for electnons, the assumed
dominance of rccombination—generution via R—G centers, combined with the low-level
injection and minority carrier restrictions, allows as to replace the thermal R—G term with
the Eq. (3.34) special-case expression.

= — (3.51)
n-O 7,,

= (3.52)

where it is understood that G1 0 if the semiconductor is not subject to illumination.
Finally, the equilibrium electron concentration is never a fur,csion of time, n0*n0(t), and
sve can therefore write

(3.53)
at at at at

Sabstittating Eqs. (3.50) through (3.53) into the (3.46a) continuity equation, mid simalta
neonsly recording the analogous result for holes, one ohtuins

tD?Attc+G (3.54a)
Minority carrier

D’’
—

+ ,,j
diffusion equations

(3.54b)

Subscripts are added to the carrier concentrations in Eqs. (3.54)10 rensind the user that the
equations are valid only for minority carriers, applying to electrotis in p-type materials and
to hales in n-type materials.

Table 3.2 Common Special-Case Diffusion Equation Solutions

S9luition no, 1
s._.Gt’VEN; Steady state, no light.

SIMPLIFiED
DIFF.EQN; 0 = DN!z —

SOLUTION; An(x) = AetLn + Be”u
where Lw
and A, Bare solution constants.

Solution no. 2
GIVEN,’ No concentration gradient, no light.
SIMPLIFIED
DJFFi EQN.’ -0

SOLUTION; An0(r) An(0)e ,‘c

Solution no. 3
GIVEN; Steady state, no concentration gradient.
SIMPLIFIED
DIFF.EQIs’; 0 ——° + GL

7,

SOLUTION; An0
=

Solution no. 4
GIVEN: Steady state, no R—G, no light.
SIMPLIFIED
DIFF EQN; 0 or 0

eLn2
SOLUTION: rbn0(x) = A + Bx

Effect

Steady state
0

(dAp,
o)

61 1, at
No concentration gradient or no a2diss

(‘ —a o)diffusion Current D3 t 0

No drift carrent orN = 0 No further simplification. (‘10 0 is assumed
in the derivation.)

NothermalR-G
— 0 (v —o)

No light G —a 0
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3.4.3 Simplifications and Solutions

In the course of performing device analyses, the conditions of a problem often permit ad
ditional simphificutions thai drastically reduce the complexity of the minority carrier diffu
sion eqnattons. Common simplificatiuns and their effect on the minority carrier diffusion
eqaations are summarized in Table 3.1. Extensively utilized solutions to simplified forms
of the minority carrier diffusion equations are collected for future reference in Table 3.2.

3.4.4 Problem Solving

Although we have presented all necessary information, it may not be completely obvious
how one works with the diffusion equations to obtain the carrier concentration solutions.
Devicu analyses of coarse provide examples of “problem” solutions, and a number of
device analyses are presented later in the text. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to examine a
few well-deE ned siniple problems to illustrate problem_solving procedures. The chosen
sample problems also provide a basis for the two supplemental concepts introduced in the
next section. -

Sample Problem No.1

Pt A uniformly donor-doped silicon wafer maintainnd at room temperature is suddenly
illuminated with light at timer = 0. Assuming N0 = 10°/cm3,r = 10° see, and alight-
induced creation of 10i7 electrons and holes per cm5-sec throughoat the semiconductor,
determine Ap,, (I) for r> 0.

St Step I—Review precisely what information is given or implied in the statement of the
probiem

The semiconductor is silicon, T = 300 K, the donor doping is the same everyivherewish iVn = I0°/cm’, and 0L = l0t3/cmt-sec at all points inside the semiconducior. Also,the statement of the problem implies eqailibriam conditions exist for t < 0.
Step l—Charactertze the system under equilibrium conditions.

In Si at room temperature ti = 10°/cm5.Since N0 fi. n, n0 = Na = lO°Icm3 andp0 = n2/N lO5/cm3.With the doping beiitg uniform, the equilibrium n0 and p0 valuesare the saute everywhere throughoat the setssiconductor.

Step 3—Analyze the problem qualitatively.
Prior to r = 0, equilibrium conditions prevail and Ap = 0. ‘Starting at t 0 the tightcreates added electrons and holes and Ap, will begin to increase. The growing excess
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carrier combers, however, in sorts lead toots increased iodirecr therirral recoinbmotsoo rote
which is proportioool to p,. Cooseqoeotty. Os Ap grosus as a result of photogenerotioo,
more ond otore of the esters holes are elistrinoted per second by recombiiratlOo throoglr
P—S ceorers. Eveotually, o point is reoclred where tire corners aomtstloted per seceed by
indirect thermol recnmbinolioo balooce rIte corners created per secoud by the lighl, and
steady state condition is attained.

Somrssariciog, we espect Ap(t) to start from cero Ott = 0, to boild op or a decreosrug
rote, cod to ultimately become c005tont. Since the light geoerotioo cod tlrermol recom
bioation cores most bolattec oodcr steody stote conditrwss, sue coo eyeD store S =

ftP,,U500YTr or ftp (r—sm) = 5?°,,s,, = if low-level rujectioo prevails.

Step 4—Perform a qoontitotive artalysis.
The minority raider diffosioo equorion is the srortrug potot for most first-order q000-

rirative auolyses. After evaosiuittg the problem for obsi005 coudrttoos thor would involrdate
the ore of the diffosion eqoatino, the oppropriote tnroortty corrrcr dsffostou eqoottou ss
writteo down, the eqootion is simplified, ood o solottoo is souglst sobject to boundory con
ditions stoted or implied in the problem.

For fire pcnblcirr orrder coossderorioo a cursory inspertiorr reveols thor oil simplifying
ossomptions iovolved in deriviug rIse diffosioo equations ore reodily sotrsfled. Specifically,
only the mioorily corner cotrceurration is of interest; the eqotlibrsom curser coueentmtsous
ore net o fooctneir of position, indirect thermal R—G is domsoont Sn Sr, cod tlrere are no
“other processes” eocepr for photogeneration. Becoose the photogeoerotsoo is uniform
throoghout the semicoodssctor, tIre perturbed corner cooceorrotroos are also posstmo
indepesdeot ood the electric field S most cleorly he acre io the pertorbed system. Ptuolly,
o rXp

= 5i”r = lQ’’/cm5 4 it0 = 1055/cm3 is consistent with low-level injection
prevailing at all times.

With no obstocles to oriliziog the diffusioo equotsou, the desired q000tstatsve solution
con 00w be oblained by solviog

— + 5 (3.55)
di do

ftp(r),0 = 0 l3fl)

Since ftp inner o function of positioo, the diffusion eqoatioo becomes on ordioory differ
eotial equotion and simplifies to

÷ = 5 (3.57)
dr re

Ibi

Figure 3.26 101 Apprenimate model for the light oatpor from the strohotcnpo it thu phosocurdcc
noisy decoy weosoroweor. (hi Sheieh of the eowbioed lsehr-onltight-nff setution far thu eneess
mirority-caceirrcooeentrarioo.

first portion of the Pig. 3.25 rronsieot before the light is mmcd off ood the semiconductor
is allowed to decoy bock to equilibnioer.

We are also interested in verifying the correcroess of the light-off ftp(r) eepeessten
osed in the photocenductiviry decoy aoolysis. Derivation of this enpression closely parollels
the lighl-oo somple problem solntioo. Eocepiioos me Ap 01 the begiomeg of the lrght-off
traosienr equals ftp at the cud of the light-oo rroosienl and Q is set eqoal to oeio in
Eqs. (3.55) oud (3.57). The solorioo to Eq. (3.57) snub G = Ois the some os Solution No.2
in Table 3 2; i.e.,

5p5(r) = ftp(E)e”r (3.fll)

where r = 0 has been reset to correspond to the hegiooiog of the light-off iroosient. Eqoo
riots (3.37) in the meosorement analysis ood Eq. (3.fll) are of enarse ideolicol. For cow
pleieoess, the combixed lighi-oo and tight-off 5p,, (r) solotson is sketched in Fig. 3.2fl(b).

Snmple Problem No. 2

and

ftp,,(r) = GcTtl.I — c°’b) 4r solotion (3.flO)

Step 5—Enamine the solution.
Failiog In euamine the mathemaricol solntion 100 problem is like growing vegetables

ond then failing to cot the produce. Relative 10 the Eq. (3.flO) result, GLTr hos the dimen
sions of a cooceoirarioo (uumber/cm3)and the solution is 01 least dimeosiooolly correct.
A plot of the Eq. (3.flO) resolt is shown in Fig. 3.25. Note thor, in agreemeol with qoalitative
predictions. ftpj.r) starts from zero Ott = 0 mid eventoally sommies at GLt’r after o few re.

Epilogoe—We would be remiss if we did not point out the connection between the hypo
thetical problem josr completed and the pholocondoclive decoy measaremeol described
in Subsection 3.3.4. Light oolpot from the stroboscope used in the measuremeur coo be
modeled to first nrder by the poise Eoin pictored in Pig. 3.2fl(a). The Eq. (3.flO) solution
therefore approximately describer the carrier boild-op during a light pulse. It ohoold he
noted, however, that the stroboscope light poises hove o dnrotion of tw m I jcsec compared
to a minority carrier lifetime of tsr w ISO Free. With tejTr 4 I, one sees only the very

Figare 3.25 Soluson so Sample Problem No. I. Photogeoeration-indoced incrmse in the esems
horn cnnceorrarioo asa foocuno or rime.

-

Ligini obmrbed on
aOud0reetor

ni bus

0

a = 0. The waseleoglh of the illumioclion is such that no light penetrates into the interior
(a> 0) 0f the bar. Delcemiuc ftp,, (a).

Sr The semiconductor is again silicon aoiforxrrly doped with an N0 = 1055/cor°. Steody
store condilioos are inferred from the sratcmeur of the problem, sioce we are asked for
ftpja) and not ftp0 (a, r). Moreover, ala w 0, ftp,,)O) = 5PvO = l050/cmt,and ftp,, —*0
o5 a s w, The latter booodary condition follows from the semi-ioflnitee nature of the bar.
The perlurbotion in ftp0 due to the nonpeoetrating light can’t possibly earend out to a =

The nonpenerraring nature of the tight allows us to set = 0 for a > 0. Pioally, note that
the problem statement foils rn mention rhe reorperorore of operation. Wbeu this hoppeos, ii
is rensonable to ossome on intended T = 300 K.

If rhe light were removed, the silicon bar in Sample Problem 2 maintained at 300 K
svould revert to an eqoilihniom cerdirion idenrical to that described io Sompir Problem 1.
Under eqoilibriom coodirrons, then, st0 = 1015/cm5,Pr = 105/cm5.ond the cornier coeceu
lmtious are oniform throughout the semrcoudocior bar.

Qualitatively it is o simple matter to predict the enpected effect of the nonpeoenroting
lighi uu the silicon bar. The light first ereales excess carriers right at a = 0. With more
carriers or one point thou elsewhere in the bar, Ihe diffosiou process noot conies into play
aod the carrier eocess spreads into the semicooduerer proper. At the same time, however,
the appeorance of an excess hole cooceetraiion inside the bar enhances the thermal recem
biocrioo rote. Thou, or the diffusing holes orove iuco the bar their numbers ore redoced by
recembiuarioe. In oddirion, since the mioorily corner holes live for only a Iirnniied period,
o rime Te oe the overage, fewer and fewer cxceos holes will sorvive as the depth of penetru
non ioto the bar becomes lorger and larger Under steady stale coodilions it is therefore
reasonable to expect oo excess distniburioe of holes near a = 0, with ftp,, (a) monotonically
decreasiog from 5Pw an a = 0 to ftp5 = 0 or a-a m.

The generol solotion of Eq. (3.57) is

Applyiog the bonudary condition yields

ftp,,(n( = GcTr ÷ Ae—°e (3.59)

A = —
Gr0 (3.59)

subject to the boondacy condhion

0syr

ay,lil

a 3 4 5 6

i/Cr

I.
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G1(i)

H:H

fty5(r(
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2 5 a 5 Ore

101 IbI

Ptgare 3.27 (a) Pictorial defluirion of Sumptr Problem No. 2. (hI Solonion mu Sample Problem
No. 2 showing the covers hole eoocestratioo ioside ihe Si bar as a fuoerioo of positieo.

Pr As picrored in Fig. 3.27(o), the a = 0 cud of o ooiformly doped semi-infinite bar of
silicon with N0 = l0’5/em3is illuminated so as to create ftp0 = lOiO)cmi excess hules at
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In preparation for obtaining o qooetitative solution, we observe that the system aedor

consideration is otse-dimeesiouni, the nealysis is restricted to the minority carrier holes, she

equilibtiuns corner coucentrotions ore position-iudepetsdeot, indirect thermol R—G domi

nates, there are no “other processes” for x > 0, and low-lend injection coudittoos clcurly

presait = Ap5 = bc/cm3 4 ito = gts/cms). The ordy qoestion that might be

raised concereistg site oso of the diffusion eqoutioe as the stoning point for the q000tstutivc

oeaiysis is whether ‘g g, With she light on, u nosotsiform distribution of heirs and osso

rioted distribution of positive charge wilt appear urm the a = 0 sorfoce. The excess hole

pile-up, however, is very smoll1Apss,. ci ond the associated electric find is therefore

expected so he corrrspondiogty small. Moreover, in prohtenss of this type isis found thot

tho majority carriers, eegotivoly charged electrons itt the given problem, redsstrmbute in soch

o may as to pordy cancel the minority corner charge. Thus csperience iudtcotes the 4 0

assumption to be reasonable, aed ose of the minority carrier diffusion rquotsoe to he

justified.
Under steady stuto conditions mith GL = 0 for .s > g she hole dsffoston equation

reduces to site form

— a_=0 forx>0 (3.62)

which is to be solved subject to the boondmy conditions

Psh,—a’ = Ap,,1,s Ap (163)

= g (3.64)

Equation (3.62) should be recogeized us our of the simplified diffosion equations cited in

Table 3.2, with the general solotion

where

Ap(x) = Ae’”-r + Br’ (3.65)

(3.66)

Because exp(.c/4) —
m as a —0 m, the only way that the Eq. (3.64) booodmy condition

con be satisfied is for B to be idouticutly zero. With B = 0, applicotion of the Eq. (3.63)

booedary condition yirlds

A ‘Pwr (3.67)
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sXp (a) = Bp,,5r tL r solution (3.68)

The Eq. (3.68) result is plotted is Fig. 3.27(b). In agreement with qoalitative argu
ments, the eonpceetrastng light merely gives rise to a monotonically docrensiog Bp(x)
starting from Ap at a = 0 nod decreasing to Ap = 0 as a —a m Note that the precise
fonctional form of the falloff in the excess carrier conceotntsiou is esponentiat with a char
acteristic decoy length equal so L5.

/

3.5 SUPPLEMENTAL CONCEPTS

3.5.1 Diffusion Lengths

The situation just encountered in Sample Problem No. 2—the creation (or appearance) of
an caress of minority cart-lers along a given plane in a semiconductor, the subseqocnr dif
fusion of the excess from the point of injection, and the neponeotiat falloff in the excess
carrier coecencratiott ctsaracterizcd by a decay length (L5)—occurs often enough in
seosicoodnrtor analyses that she ehamcteristic length has been given a special name.
Specifically,

associated with the minority carrier
(3 69)holes to an ti-type material

m -t,4jj associated with the minority ruttier (3

69b)electroes te u p-type motertol

are referred to us mieority carrier diffissiuu lrogmhs.
Phystrally, Lr and L represcut the average distaecc minority carriers can diffuse into

o sea of majority carrtecs before being oeoihiluted. This interpretation is clearly consistent
with Sample Problem No. 2, where the average positioo of the excess minority corners
inside the semiconductor bar is

(a)
= J aAp(a)&r/f Apja)ic = (3.70)

For memory porposes, minority corner diffosioe into u sea of majority carriers might be
ltkeoed to a small group of animals attempting to cross a piranha-infested stretch of the
Amazon River. In the usatogy, L5 oud Lw correspond to the average distuece the ueimals
advance ieto the river before bcieg eutee.
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Seeking an idea us to the nice of diffesioo lengths, let us assume T = 300 K. the

semiconductor is N0 = lou5/cm3doped Si, ned s-, 10—u sec. Jo this sample

Lr = ‘s4 = V(kT/q)l.urcp R00259)(458)(l0_s)]tst

= 344 10—s cm

Although the computed value is fuicty reprcseututive, it should he understood that diffusiou

lengths can vary over severul orders of muguitude because of wide suriutioos in the carrier

lifetimes.

3.5.2 Quasi-Fermi Levels

Quusi-Frrmni levels are energy levels used to specify the carrier conenutrutions inside u
semiconductor under noucquilibrium conditions.

To understand the ueed for introducing quasi-Fermi levels, let us first refer to Sample

Froblens’No. 1. In this probleiii, equilibrium conditions prevoiled prior to t = 0, with flu
and °

= lOu/cms..:The energy band diagram describing the equilibrium

situation is sb.os(’n iu Fig...3.28(a).A simple iosprctiau of shc energy band diagram and the

Fermi leon positiouiug also c&tveys the equilibrium carrier concentrations, since

= u,rtc5,t0r (3.7lu)

p0 5,rfc.—kittar (3.71k)

The puiet we wish to emphusize is that under equilibrium cauditions there is a one-to-one

correspondence between shr Fermi loyal and the carrier concentrations. Kuowlodge of F0

completely specifies e and p5 and vice vcnu.

Let us turn next to the noucquilibriuw (steady state) situation inside the Froblem I

semiconductor at limes 5 tr s’.. For limes to’ r. Ap = Gs.e0 = l0tt/cm5,p = Pa + Isp
w tOt fern5, and u w ts5 tOtS/cm5.Although is remuins rsseetially unperturbed. p has

E. H,

H.

H H

(sI thu

Figure 3.25 Sumple use of qousi-Fermi usd5. energy hued descripuoe of the sissatiso inside the
sowieaodurtor of Sample Problem No. 1 nodor (01 oqsilibrtum ousdisious uod (hi suuequilibriow
eouditiuos (to’ rn).

increased by many ordem of magnitude; and it is clear that the Fig. 3.28(a) diogrum no
longer describes the state of the system. In fart, the_Fermi hovel is defined only for a system
uuder equslsbnum coudstsous and cannot be used to deduce the cuzrioreovrrtstruriumss irside
uemisuuoe.

The coovesoence of being able to deduce the carrier rueceutrutious by inspection from
tho energy band diagram is extoeded so nouequilibniam conditions through the usc of quosi
Fermi levels. This is accomplished by introducing two energies, Fx (the quasi-Fermi lesel
far electrons) and F0 (the quasi-Fermi level fur holes), which are by definition related to
she noneqamlibrium carrter ronceutrotions in the same way Er in related so the equilibrium
carrier cooceotcatsons. To hr specific, under uooequilibriom_conditions and assuming the
semiconductor lobe noodogeneruto, ‘

stmn.rtrN-oumstr or F5 E + liT bn() (3.72a)

p m 50mr,-cpctr on Fr m Ei — kT ln() (3.72k)

Notr Ihot F5 aod Fr are cooreptual coossmcts, with the values of Fv and Fr being totally
determined from a pnor knowledge of mm and p. Moceovoy the qcasi-Fcrmi level defioitiaes
hose been cacefally chosen so titus when a perturbed system relaxes bock sowocd equilib
rium, F5 4 Er, Fr -4 F5, and Eqs. (3.72) -4 Eqs. 13.71).

To provide a straighsfonsa.rd application of she quasi-Fermi level formalism, let us
again consider the I 0” rr state of the seesiroodurtor in Sample Problem No. 1. First, since
S = 4y P’s = Fr.Nost,snbstitalianofp = h0’’/cm5 (n, = 10°/cm5and kT= 0.0259eV)
suto Eq. (3.72b yields F0 = E — 0.06 oV. By eliminating Er from she energy band diu
gram aod drawtng tines at the appropriate energies to represent Lw and Fr. one obtains the
dtagrarn displayed so Fig. 3.28(b). Figure 3.28(b) clearly cooveys to any observer shut the
system under analysis is in a nonequilibrium state. When referenced to part (a). port (b) of
Pig. 3.28 further mdirates at a glance that low-level injection is taking place inside the
semiconductor, creating a concentration of minority carrier holes in excess of is,. A second
example use of the qoasi-Ferusi level formalism, a use based on Sample Problem No. 2 and
involving position depeodost qaass-Fermm levels, is presersod in Exercise 3.5 at the end of
she section.

As a foal point, is shuald be wensioued that the quasi-Fermi level formotism can he
used to recast some of the carrier-action relatiouships in a more compact formmt. For es
ample, the standard form of the oqualian for the total hole earnest reads

(3.73)

and
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and and

and

Jy = qi.tp’B — qD0Vp

(some as 3.ttu)
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Diflirrentiating bosh sides Uf Eq. (3.72bj wills respect tU position, One obtains

Vp
=

(_) ear,- Fi.OiT(Vff
—. VFr)

=

-
(vF.

The identity ‘6 = VEfq (sIte three-dimensional version of Eq. 3.15) is employed in

progrrs.ssssg from Eq. (3.74a( to Eq. (3.74h). Nest, elindiiating Vp its Eq. (3.73) nsiog
Eq. (3.74b) glees

= q
—
;)ia + ()pvFi. (3.75)

From she Einstein relatiouship, however, qD,/kT = mr. We therefore coaclude

Similarly,

J. = 1.v,pVF (3.?Ea)

‘N = l°,,’’s (3.76b)

Since J 0 VF and J5o VF in Eqs. (3.76), one is led to a very interesting general

etterpretatiors of energy baud diagrams containing qoasi-Fernii levels. Namely, a qaosi

Ferim level that varies svith position (dF’f Kr o 0 or dF’5/d.c 0) indicates at a glance that

cnrrcnt is llow’mg inside the semiconductor.

Exercise 3.5

Pt Is Sample Problem No. 2, noopnnesraring illamioation of a srmicondncsor

bar was found so cause a steady state, escess-holr concentration of Ap,(x) =

Lsp0i evpf.—x/L). Gwen shn prevaslmg low-level injection conditions, and outing

sharp = p + p, we can therefore state

for the illuminated sample.

p = p0 +

(a) Maktng use of Eqs. (3.72), establish relationships for F and Fr in the illumi

nated ban.

(hi Show that Fr is a linrar fnncsion of a at points where tSp, (a) 0” p5.

(ci Appcamncns can somnritsies be deceiving; J5 sO nears = 0) One might conclnde

from the part (c) resolt that dF5fdo = 0 and therefore in = 0. Under steady statn

conditions, howevnr, one mall hove i(totat corrrnt) 35 + J = constant at all

points in the bar. Since no current leaves the bar at a = 0, J moreover must vanish at

a = 0. Thns J5 (a) = — 4(x) and we lotow 4 0 scar a 0. The apparent discrep

ancy here stems from the fact that 35 is proportional to hosts o and VP’5. Erranse the

majority carrier electron concentration is mnch larger than thn minority carrier hole

concentration, dF5Iiio mast bn correspondingly smatter than dFId.o. The slope in

F5 simply cannot be detected by insprcting the energy band diagram.

3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLuDING COMMENTS

Most of the chapter was devoted to csamining thr three primary types of carrier action

occarcing insidr of semiconductors: drift, diffusion, and rccombinatioa—grncmtion. In

each case the carrier action was Snot defined and visoaliord. Drift is changed particle motion

in response to an applied electric field. Dilhision is migration from regions of high particlr

conrnntratian to regions af tow particle concentration dar to thn random thermal motion

of the carriers. Rccomhioation and generation are rrnpectivrly the annihilation and creatton

of carriers. Nest the qaantitative effect of nach type of carrier action was aaalycrd. Drift

and diffnsion give rise to particle rarrcnto (Eqs. 3.4 aad 3.17—3.19); recombination—

generation acts to change the carrier concenttatioits as a function of time (Eqs. 3.34). As’

sociased with the quantitative analysis of each carrier action there arises a “constant of the

motion,” an important material-based parameter that specifies thn magnitadr of the carrier

action in a given semicondactor sample. The carrier mobitities. the diffosion coefficients.

and the minority carrier lifcsimrs are she material parameters associated with drift, dtffn

sion, and recombiaamion—generatioa, respectively. Is the major semiconductors the carrier

mobilities are very writ chaructociord as a faoctioit of doping and temperatare. Select mo

bility data arc graphed in Figs. (3.5) and (3.7); an empirical fit relationship for the carrier

mobilitirs in Si is presented in Eserrise 3.1. The diffusion coefficients in nondngroeratr

semicnndactars are conspotnd from the carrier mobilisics asiag the Einstein relationship

(Eqs. 3.25). Conversely, an coperimeatol mnasumment is normally performed so determine

the carrier tifctimm io a given semiconductor sample.

Alshoogh introduced and eoamiocd individoally, the various types of carrier action

aecar simaltasroasly inside semacondactors. Mathematically combining the overall effect

of the various carrier activities leads to the consinassy rqaatioos (Eqs. 3.45). The roaristaisy

equations in tam simplify to the minority carrirr diffusion equations (Eqs. 3.54) andrr

conditions encountered in many practical problems. Additional simplifirations and thrir

effect on the minority cmrierdiffasion eqoasions me noted in Table 3.1: rstensivrty ntiliecd

solutions to simplified forms of thc equations are collected in Tablc 3.2. The rantinoity or

minority carrier diffusion equations combined ssith the other relationships established in

the chapter allow one to model she state of a semiconductor sobject to an coteraal person

batio:s. The worr important working relationships are organized and repeated in Tablo 3.3.

Ic) Ustog the resitlls of parts (a) and (b(, sketch the energy band diagmms describing
the srmirordortor bar of Sample Problem No. 2 nader eqaitibriam and illuminated
steady state eotsdtttoaa. (Assnme ‘S = 0 in the ittaminatrd bar.)

(di Is there a hole carreot in the illuminated bar under steady state conditions?
Esplain.

(ci Is there as clccsroy current in the ilinminased bar under steady state conditions’
Esplain.

St (a) Since is m nt it follows from Eq. (3.?2a) that F0 m P’r Likewise, substituting
the preceding p’nsprrssian into Eq. (3.72b), we conclnde

Fr = E, — kT la(p/st,) = E5 — kT ln[p0/n, + (tSp,51n5)e-’0.j

(hi lf tSp,,(.c) 0’ p5, then (sip,,5In,) esp( —.nIL) 0’ p0/si and

or

F E — ST lnRAp,,oIs,)e—icr)

F E — ST ln(Ap,,01o,) + kT(.cIL1,)

(ci We know from Sample Problem No. 2 that tip,5 lOtt/cm’, n5 lOit/cmt, and
p0 = nT/N5 = l0’/rtn’. Thus

(ii Nears = 0, tip (a) 0- p0 and Fe is a linear fnnerion of x.

(it) At a = 0, tSp,0 = ni and we deduce from the part (hi resols that F E5.

its) For larger, F1, evrntsally approaches F5 = E.

(iv) F0 — E E — E, = kTts(W0/n,) 0.30ev.

Utitiring tho preceding iuformatioo, one concludes

F

4
C,

Ta

_

5 0

nqsittbrisw Oieaay siam ittanioutnd

(d) Assoming p 0, it follows from Eq. (3.7fla) that there will be a hale cnrrent
whrsever dFrld.o 0. There ts obviously a hole current in the illaminaled bar near
a = 0.

(l.?4a)

(3.74b)
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Equations of State

=1V.ls+v. +
,.

dt q Ut 0-0’ Ut oww.’.’ Ut da5 T,

g= _!Vje+EP,v,am+?,
Ut q atin_r, dt r,o,,,,

dt ha- rr

Current uod R—G Relationships

Js = Jsaao + .sa:v = qg,,n’S + qD5Vs =
— 4))

8 drift 1 diffusion
fit i-tto,,,,,,i 7,,

= riu,.i: + Jtiaiv = qgp’6 — qDVp

J = ‘Its + Jp

p tip

Ut t.:terv,,i 5’
e..o

Key Faranaetric Relarionahipe

— k-F

Un, 9

— kT

q

c,NT

cF5

Rc.vinaii’ity and Elerrrosiasir Relatiotcvflqss

p
q(i.n,n + p,p)

p = ;:—;;— n-type semiconductor

p
= . .

. p-type semicondortor

qda qrfn qdc q

Qauui-Fenni Lerri Relationships

F5 E, + kTln()

F — kT tn()

‘Is =
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A stumber of topics rolated to carrier actiots were alto addressed itt the chapter, toelud
ing resistioity sod rosistioity oseasttretoeots, the lsot-poiut probe measaretoest, constancy
of the eqailibrium Fermi level, nononiform dopittg and the associated bui It-in clectrtc held,
F—k diagrams, measoremeat of the minority carrier lifetimes, sod diffasion lengths. More
over, althoagh aol identified as sach, the eoergy band diagram was sabject to fardser de

vetopment. Specifically, it was pointed oat titat the esistestce of an electric field inside the

seosicoodnetor cusses haod beading or a variation of the energy bands with posstsas. By
sitoply inspecting an energy battd diagraot, it is possible to ascertain the geoeral fattctiotsal
dependence of Use electrostatic potentiat aod electric field present in the osateriat. Its the

discassioo of rncombinatioo—geoeration, another level was added near midgap. This level,
arising from R—O centers, plays a dominant role in the thermal cesssnsooication betsseen
the energy bands. Lastly, qoasi-Fermi levels were iotrodtmced to describe oooeqnilibriasts
conditions.

3.17 34.4 I t Diff. Eq., no K—ft region

3.18 “ 2 12 (a::e-2, d-fi) ljiff. Eq., mysterioas ray

3.19 “

2 g Diff.Eq.,G—hG/2

3.20 “ 2—3 10 DiN. Eq., light + edge R

3fl 3 15 (a;:d-2, e-7) DiN. Eq., double-ended

3.22 “

3—4 15 (a;:c-2, d-9) DiN. Eq., lsatf-illaminated

3.23 “ 2 8 (a-2, lj-4, c-2) CdS Photocoadtsetor

3.24 3.5.2 2 12 (a-2, b-4, c::e-2) Qnasi-Peemi levels

3.25 ‘ 3—d IS Qaasi-Permileoela

•3.2fi “ 3—4 15 (a-13, b-2) Plot qeasi-Permi leeela

3.0 Using the energy band diagram. indicate how one eisuatices

PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 3 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

P chIc s i Complete Difficsslre Sssgge.sserl Shari
After Level Pouts tYeighttieg Drarriptiass

3.1 3.3.1 1 1 fi (2 each part) Energy band visualization

3.2 1—2 ifi (2 each part) Short answer

‘3.3 [j.i.s 3 25 — less. Tplota

•34 3 18 (b-IS, c-3) p, vs. Tstudent data —

3.5 3.1.4 a-I, b-3 12 (a-fl, b-fl) lsttriissic/masimaesp

3.fi 2 1) (3 each part) Resistivity qnestians

.3.7 ‘ 2 15 pvs.N,,,sV0ptos

• 3.8 “ 3—4 20(10 each part) /‘/0(x) variation in resistor

• 3.9 “ 3 18 (a-l2, b-fl) p vs. Tplots

3.10 “ 4 20 (5 each part) I Temperatare sensor

3.11 3.1.5 . 2 5 Compate thermal speed

3.12 2, e-3 Interpret fr-hand diagrams

3.13 3.14 3 ! (a- tO. b-3. c-2) Bnilt-in electric field

‘3.14 2 15 (a-?, b-b, c-2) 0 vs. NA. N0 campatation

3.15 3.3.3 3 10 Eq. (3.35) —a Eqs. (3.34) -—

?.lfi 3.4.2 1 fi (2 each part) Simple Diff. Eq. qaestioos
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(e) The electron mobility in a silicon sample is determined to be 1300 cm°/V-sec at room
temperatare. What is the electron diffasion coefficient?

(f) What is the algebraic statement of tow-level injection?

(g) Light is ased to create eccess carriers in silicon. These evcess carriers will pro
dominaatly recombine via (choose one: band-to-band, K—ft center, or photo) re
combination.

(h) Prior to processing, a silicon sample contains N5 = lOtd/cm5 donors and NT = 1011l

cm5 K—ft centers. After processing (say in the fabrication of a device), the sample

contains N0 1055/cm3donors mid Ne = l055/cm3K—ft centers. Did processing in
crease or decrease the minarity carrier lifetime? Enptaio.

‘3.3 Complete part (b) of Esercise 3.1.

3.4 (a) (Optional) Read the Eaperimeac No. 7 Introduction and Measarement System
description in R. F. Pierret, Srnsirondsscsor Meoaaremossr Lofioratasy Operoriassa
Macaol, SapplementA, in the Modalar Series on Solid State Devices, Addison-Wesley
Pabtishing Co., Reading, MA, © 1891.

(b) The measnromeat dnsccibed in the part (a) teference is ased to determine the mobility
in an N0 < l015/cmt Si sample as a function of tempeeasare from roaghly roons scm
peratare to T 150 K. Representative Ia,, versas 3’ (K) data derived by andergradaate
smdents is tabnlated in the following table. Assuming ya, a T5 (or big,,) = con
stant — b tst(T)j can befitted to the data, nsa she MATLO,u pony fit function or ass
eqaivalent least sqnares fitt to determine the best fit value of the power factor b. Draw
the fit line and note the b-fit oalae on a tag-tog plot of the data.

Ic) Compare yanr part b) result with Pig. 3.7(a). Is it significant that the esperimental data
was derived from a lowly doped sample? Is the experimentally derived b-valae consis
tent with the h-vatae noted on the test plot? Am the moasnmd mobility values of the
proper magaimde7

tas’es vitals potsss, Ge,. y-,t with t = Ito N. the seught tine a = a N ha, which is she “bras Si” lathe dasa.
suit ham a y-asts tesercers end store rm5eaticsta equal so

TvTe’ — T..ri.ss NSay —

a= ‘ ,‘, ‘ ,‘‘ and b
NI0 — Cal’ NSa) — t!s,l

Alt samossisss me them 5 = t m I = N. The ‘hess fit’ criterlee teadino so she aspseaaiem me a and b ii sham
the eqssaee or she cttthreme bosoms the date psioss and the Stied iso is svssisnimd; hence she sewn “15555

squares ts’

(a) The enistenco ef an electric held inside a semiconductor.

(hi An electroc with a KB. w 0.

(c) A hole with a K.E. E/4.

(d) Photogeoemtion.

(e) Direct thermal generation.

(f) Band-to-baud recoasbinatien.

(g) Rrcombinatiao cia R—O centers.

(h) Deneration via K—ft centers.

3.2 Short Answer

(a) An average hole drift velecity of l0 cm/sec results when 2 V is applied across a
I -em-leng semiconductor bar. What is the hole mobility inside she bar?

(b) Name the two dominant carrier scattering mechanisms in nondegrnerately doped
semicondoctors of device quality.

(c) Par a given semicondactor the carrier mobililies in intrinsic material me (cheese ene:
hsolser than, lower than, the tame as) those in heavily doped material. Briefly esplain
why the mebilities in intrinsic maleriul are (chosen answer) those in heavily doped
material.

(dl Two OaAs wafers, one n-type and one p-type, are aniforw.ty doped such that
N0(mafer I) = sV5(wafer 2) N is,. W’nich wafer wilt exhibit the larger resistivity?
Explain.

T(K) Pe (ema/Vtnc)

290 1501

280 lfi4fi

270 1805

2fi0 1985

250 2185

240 2d15

230 2fi75

220 2978

210 330fi

200 5743

190 4209

180 4fi19

l?0 S2lfi

IflO 5910

150 fi75?

3-fl More Resistivity Qaestieas

(a) A silicon sample maintained at roam temperasare is aniformty doped with N0
cm5 donors. Caicalatr the resistivity of the sample using Eq. (3.fia). Compare your
calcalated resalt svith the p deduced from Fig. 3.8(a).

(b) The silicon sample of part (a) is “compensated” by adding N5 = 105/cm5acceptors.
Calculate the resistivity of the compensated sample. (Exercise caution in choosing the
mobility valaes to be nmpleyed in this part of the problem.)

a-
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3.5 Intrinsic and Masimam Resistivity

(a) Detertaine the msisticity of intrinsic Do, Si, said OaAs at 300 K.

(b) Determine the muaimum possible maislivity af Os, Si, and Oa.As at 300K.

(c) Compute the resistivity of ictrinsic (A55 = 0, N0 = 0) silicon at mom temperature.
How does year result here compare with that for part (b)?
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(dl A 500-ohm resistor is to be made from a bar-shaped piece of n-type Si. The bar has a
rross-srcsional ares of 102 cot2 and a current-carrying length sf1 cm. Determine the
doptng required.

(e) A lightly doped (ND < loiafcms) Si satople is heated ap from roostt temperature to
i0O’C. N0 F- o, at both room temperature and i00C. Is the resistivity of the sample
expreted to increase or decrease? Explain.

•3.7 Makiag use of the mobility fit relationships and parameters quoted in Exercise 3.1,
constroct a plot of the silicon resistivity versus intparity eotteetttration at T 300 K. In
elude carves for both n- attd p-type silicon over the range l0’51cm5 NA or N0 as 1020/
ens2. Compare your resalt mish Fig. 3.0(a).

3.8 Resistors in lCs are sometioses this semiesisdactor layers near the surfarn of a mafer.
However, foematioa of the layer by diffusion or iott implantation (diseavand is Chapter 4)
is likely to give rise to a doping coneeistratian that varies with depth into the layer. Let as
nvausinn how the resistance is rompated when the dopiag varies with depth.

(a) Divest a bar-shaped layer of width ty length L, and depth d, mad assuming an arbitrary
N5 ).u) sariatiou wish the depth a from the wafer surface, show that site resistance of site
layer iv to he composed frotts

L[ 5

[qf
• (h) Takiag 1V5(.n) = Nnxp( — ox) +N50,enmpnsr and pios II versns Nsa for 10°/cut5

S N as 5055/em5when L = It) N0 = 5014)rnt2,rI = 5 asss. and 5/a = lgam.

•3,9 (a) Modify yoar versas Tprogram thom Problem 3.3 so campate aud construes vesni
log plots of p (log scale) versas T for 200 K as T as 500 K aud N0 or N2 stepped in
decade valaes from 50i2/etoS to 10°/cm5. [NOTE: The lower doping carves are in
error at she higher temperatares if Eqs. 13.8) are ased so compate p. Can yos explasu
why? Assnasing Eqs. (3.8) were used in the compntaliou, how must the p versus T
prograua be modified so correct the error?]

(b) Cotnpare yost st-type plot with Fig. ? in Li and Thurber, Sobd-Ssase Electronics, 20,
fi09 (19??). Compare your p-type plot with Fig. ? in Li, Solid-State Electronics, 21,
1109 (I 9?fi). Comsnent ou site comparisaus.

3.80 Your boss asks yoa so construes a semperasare sensor for measoristg the ambient oat-
side temporatare in W. Lafayette IN (— 31CC as T as 41CC). Yoa decide to base aperation
of she semperatare vensor on the change in sesissaoee aasociated with a bar-shaped piece
of Si,

(a) Restricting yourself so nondegenerate dopiugs and reasonable device dimensions, assd
also reqaiting the resistance so he readily measured wish a houd-hcld malsimeter (say
5 U as R as 1000 f1), indicate the dopiog and dimensions of your sensor
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(b) Derive an expression for the sensitivity (diS/dT in O/’C) of your seusor over she oper
ating temperature rouge. Relative so sensitivity, is is preferable so nas low or high dog
ings? Esplaiu.

(c) What are the upper and lower snmperssarn limits of opeeasiou of your sensor (approxi
mately)? Explain.

• (d) Plot S versas T of your sensor over the reqaired temperature rouge of oprrasiou.

3.11 Theensal energy alone was nosed to contribute so relatively high carrier velocities
inside of a semucosduesor. Cousideriug a nondegenerase seusicondoetor maiutainod at room
temperature, compute she thermal velocity of electrons having a kiusetie energy eorrespnud
tug to she peak of site eleesrou disresbosian ia she ronduesion baud. Set in5 = tsr, in perform-
tag your ealrolasuon. (This problem assumes the prior working of either Problem 2.?
or Problem 2.8.)

3.12 Interpretation of Energy Eastd Diagratns
4 Six different sthteaa samples maintained at 300 K are charoeserierd by the energy baud

diagrams its Fig. P3.52. Aanwer she qoessions that follow after ehoosiag a specific diagram
for analysts. Possibly repeat osing oshnr energy baud diagrams. (Excessive repetitions have

been
kstowa to cod so she onset of insanity.)

(a) Do eqoilibriam conditions prevail? How do you know?
(b) Sketch she electrostatic potential (V) inside the semieondoesor usa fonesion of a. ii •.:

(c) Sketch shn electric field (15) inside the semiconductor as a fanction of a.
(d) The carrtor pictared no the diagram maves back and forth between s = 0 and a = A

withoot ehaagtng isa total energy. Sketch she K.E. and RE. of the carrier as a fnnction
of postttoa instde she sensiconditetor. Let Er be the euergy reference level. - /

(n) Roaghiy sketch ts and p versas a.
On thn some set of coordinates, make a rough sketch of the electron drift-entreat den- -

sisy (niasv) and the olnctroa diffosion-carrent donaity (JNIAff) inside the Si sample as
a function of position. Be sore so graph the proper polHi5i15f the current deitsities as
nIl poittls and clearly identify your two current componnns(. Also briefly explain how
you arrived us your sketch.

3.13 The nonuniform dopiag in the central region of bipolar jasetion transistors (BiTs)
creates a built-in field that assists minority corners across the region and increases the
maximum operating speed of she device. Suppose the EJT is a Si device maintained under
eqatlibriam conditions at room temperoture wish a central region of length L. Moreover,
the nonuniform acceptor doping is such thus

p(a) w ‘VA(a) = ,,0is—xvo - .

. 0 as a as A

where a = 1.8 jam, b = 0.1 jam, and A 0.8 N°
(a) Draw the energy band diagram for the 0 as a as A region specifically showing 5,,

E, and 5, on your diagram. Explain how yoa arrived at your diagram.
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(b) Make o sketch of she B -field inside the region u.s a function of position, and compute
she volno ofdi at a = L/2.

(e) lx the botls-in electric field such as to aid the motion of minority carrier electrons in
going from a = 0 lax A? Explain.

3.14 (a) Eased oo snfovmosinn fonud is she.(exs proper, roughly sketch the expected vans
tson of D and D0 versos doping appropriate for 50°/cm’ as N2 or N0 as lOiS/cm3
doped Si asstnrosned at T = 300 K. Explain how you arrived ot the form of yost sketch.

• (b) Making ate of the fit relosiaxalaipa and parameters qoosed in Exercise 3.1, construct a
plot of Dx and D0 versun N2 or N0 for 10i4/cma as N2 or N0 as lOi5/emt doped Si
maintained at T = 300K.

(c) Why wax the apper doping limit taken so be 10’5/cm5in the pars (b) computation?

3.15 Talang E- w 5, so thos n Pt as n1, setting dam = fip, and onsoming v, is compo
tunIc to s, show thus she general-case R—G relationship of Eq. (3.35) roduces to the
special-case nelostooships of Eqs. (3.34) when one has low-level injection in a specific
moinriul type.

3.16 ddisi0/ds = Dv02Ass,/9a2 —Ass0/r, + Qis kaown as the minority carrier diffsiuion
equation for electrons.

(a) Why isis called a diffusion equation?

(b) Why in it referred to as a minority carrier eqaotion?
(e) The equation is valid on5y andet low-level injoesion conditions. Why?

3.17 Show that, under steady state conditions

dip,(x) Ap,2(l — a/A)
... 0 as a as A

0 ff2 A

FIgure P3i2

8 ff4 ff2 31J4 A

If)

is the special-cove solution of the nainorisy carrier diffaxion eqoosion shot will result if
(I) one msamea all reeombinosion—gnnerasion pmcesses are negligible wishin on n-type
xcnstcandocsor of length L, and (2) one employs the boondary eoxdusisns Xp,(0)
and Apn(A) = 0. (Neglecting recombinasion—generasion is an machens uppeosimasion
when A iv mach less thus a minorisy carrier diffnxion length. A Ap(x) snlntion of the above
type is frequently encoonsered in practical problems.)

3.18 The earth is bat by a myssenioas ray shot momnnsueily wipes nut all sauisonisy carriors.
Majority carriers arc anaffecsed. Initially in nqai5ibriam and not affeesod by room light, a
onufoenaly doped silicon svafer sitting on yoar desk is struck by the ray at time a = 0. The
wofer doping is N2 = 1015/em’, r, = so—u tee, and T = 300 K.
)a) What is ikn ass = 0’? )e = 02 is an imperceptible fraction of a second after a = 0.)
(b) Does geserssion or recombinotios dominuso as a = 0? Explain.
Ic) Do low--level tnjection eondisionn exist inside the wafer ass = 0? Explain.
(d) Starting from she appropriate differential equation, derive Ats(n) for a> 0.

Ele:::4

0 ff4 ff2 3U4 A

(a) th)

fi ff2 A 0 L/2

— (c) (dl

A

(n)
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3.19 A silicon wafer (N, ba/cm3,, 1 sec, T room tempcratnre) is first ilIum,
nated for a time F- r-, with light which generates G,0 1016 electron-hole pairs per cnt°
sec uniformly throughout the volume of the silicon. At untIe 0 the light tsteosity is
reduced, making 0. 0Lo2 for t F- 0. Deteemtnen0(t) for as 0.

3.20 A semi-infinite p-type bar (see Fig. P3.20) is illuminated with ltght whtch generates
O electron-hole pairs per cnnt-scc uniformly throughout the volume of die scnniconductoi.
Simultaneously, carriers are extracted at x = 0 neaking 0 at x = 0. Assuming a
steady state conditioti has been cstablished and kit(x) for all a, determine àrs(x).

Li6hi

Figure P3.20

321 The two cods of a uniformly doped n-type Si ban of length L ace simultaneously
illumiuabed so as to create yN0 excess totes at both x = 0 and x L (see Fig. P3.21). The
wavelength and intensity of the illumination are such that no light penetrates into the inte
rior (0 < x < L) of the bar andy I0. Also, steady state concltttons prevail, T 300 K.
and N0 F- n,.

Apv)0( = 4P(L( =

ftRIL_ Si u-type

M- (uolightfi<X’eL) .,J’(j’)Ji

Figure P3,21

(a) Based on qualitative r-easouing. sketch the enpected general farm of the p,,(x)
solution.

(b) Do low-level injection couditionts prevail inside the Iluminaled bar? Explain.

(c) Write down the differential equation (simplest form possible) you mast solve to deter
mine Ap(x) inside the bar.

(d) Write down the general form of the p(x) solution and the boundary condition(s)
appropriate for this particular probtem.
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3.24 The equilibrium and steady state conditions before and after illumination of a scmt
conductor mu characterized by the energy band diagrams shown in Fig. P3.24. T 300 K,
n, lOla/cmr, a, 1345 cm2!V-see, and Nv = 458 cm1/V-sec. From the information
provided, determine

(a) n0 and Pa. the equilibrium carrier concentrations.

(b) n ond p under steady state conditions.

(c) N0.

Do we have “low-level injection” when the nemtcondactor is illuminated? Explain.

(e) What is the resistivity of the semiconductor before and after illumination?

E,—

0.3 eS 0.318 nO
u’ N E

0.3eV

(a) Before

Figure P3,24

(b( 58cr

3.25 A portion (0 x L) of a Si sample, uniformly doped with N0 = lOiS/emS donors
and maintained at room temperature, is subject to a steady state perturbation such that

a ND

p n,(l — x/L) + n/N0 . -

. 0 x L

Since a N0, it is reasonable to assumeS Bin the 0 x L region. Given 5 0,
sketch the energy band diagmm for the permrbed region specifically tncladtng E, E, E,,
F0, and F on your diagram.

.3.26 (a) Write a MATLAB (computer) program that automatically plots F0 and Fr versus
for the experimental situation first considered in Sample Problem No. 2 and further
analyzed in Exercise 3.5. Assume a Si sample matntastted at 300 K with r = l0
see. In writing the program, take ND and Pr3 to be input variables. Scale the v-axis
in L0 unitu with (x/Lv).,.., ln[l00bp,,5Ipa]. Scale the y.axis in kT units plotting
(F5 — E, )/kTard (F — £,,)/kT Set y,,,,, = —5 and y,,, 45. Identify the positions
of E, and .0, on your plot.

(b) Run your program with N0 = l0’/cm3and lp,,0 = lOb0/emS. Compare the resultant
ptot with the correspouding diagram sketched in Execctse 3.5-

(e) Remembering the assumed low-level injection requires 1p,, 4 N0. try running your
program using different values of N0 and iPr5’

(e) Establish an expression for the hole current (Jr) Ilowiug in the illuminated bar at x 0.[Your answer nsay be left in terms of the arbiirary constant(s) appearing in the generalform of Ike .0p,(x) solution.J

3.22 As pictured in Fig. P3.22, the x > 0 portion of an infinite semiconductor is illuminated with light. The light generates G lfli3 electron-hole puirs/cm3-sec uniformlythroughout ((sex > 0 regioit of the bar. G 0 for x < 0. steady state conditions prevail,the semiconductor is silicon, the etitire bar is uniformly doped with N0 10°/ens3,5vl06 see, and T 300 K.

?)
-H--c

Figure P3.22

(a) What is the hole concentration aix — or? Explain.
(h) What is the hole concuutratian aix +w? Explain.
(c) Do ow-level injection conditiotes prevail? Explain.
(d) Determine P, (nj for all .u.

NOTE: (I) Separate .0p,,(x) expressions apply for x>0 and a <0.(2) Both Pr and d.0p.,/dx must be continous at x 0.
3.23 CdS is the most widely used material for conslcuciing commercial pholoconduciorsoperating in the visible portion of the spectrum. The CdS photoconductor has a high sensitivity and its spectral response closely matches that of the human eye. A model VT333CdS Pholocooductor is pictared in Fig. P3.23.

Figure P3.23

(a) Speculate why the conducting film has a snake-like pattern.
(b) The VT333 resistor pattern is approximately 0.3 mm wide and 3 cm long. Estimatingthe depouited CdS film to be 5 m thick, N0 l0’3/cm3 F- n, and N, 100 cm°!V-tee, compute the dark resistance of the device.
(c) The VT333 exhibited a 250 dl resistance when illuminated with a microscope light.Can the usual relationships be ased to determine the G required to produce the citedresistance? Explain.

4 Basics of Device
Fabrication

This chapter provides a veiy brief overview of silicon des’ice fabricution. The fabricationoverview conscilates the final preparatory step before the consideration and analysis ofspecific devices. The goal is to develop a general feet for the physical nature of deviceslructures. Moreover, the way a device is made affects key device parameters, which in tareaffect ike simpliftcalions, ussumptions, and so forth possible in the device analysis. Evenin purely Ihenretical endeavors, some familiarity with fabrication processes and proceduresis obviously necessary.
In what follows sue first examine common “building block” processes. The processesare used in combination and are routinely repealed several limes in producing a moderndevice oc IC. Subsequently sve describe the sequencing of processes to produce a pn junction diode, the first device to be analyzed in Part II of the text. To better illustrate ICfabrication, tIre chapter conclades with a subsection on the malciug of a CPU (centrolprocessing unit). For additional information the reader is referred to one of the excellentdevice-fabrication books cited in the Part treading list.

Finally, it should be noted that this is the first “rend only” chapter. As explained in theGeneral Introduction. chuplers ssith the read-only designation are primarily intended tocoovey qitalitative information of general interest. They contain a small number of equations, no exercisel, and few, if asy, end-of-chapter problems. Also, there is no reference tothe contents of read-only chapters in the test-like Review Problem Sets that are iccluded at(ho end of the three text segments. If the material in this chapter were being truesmittedverbally, you would be advised to pet down your note-taking pencils and to just sit hacknod listen.

4.1 FABRICATION PROCESSES
4.1.1 Oxidation
The existence of a readily prodaced high-quality oxide helped establish the domittance ofSi in Ihe production of contmercial devices. fiG, functions as both an insulator isa numberof device structures and aa a barrier to diffusion (see Subsection 4.1.2) during device fabrication. Silicon is highly reactive and a thin native oxide layer is rapidly prodaced bysimply exposing virgin Si to the atmosphere at room semperature. SiO, layers of coutcol(able thickness are produced duting device fabrication by reacting Si with either onygengas or water vapor at as elevated temperature. lit either ease the oxidizing species diffuses



Figure 4.1 Production-line (1usd Patch fabrication facility) bank of furnaces of the type used far
oxidation and diffusion. The ends of three karianntal fuenuer tubes ace clearly visible in lisa renter
eight of site ylsosagreph. An operator in standard elnasrnam garb is sealed next to the fnmace controls.
)Phatngraph anartexy of Intel Cooperation.)

dsroagk the existing oxide and reacts at the Si—StO2 interface Ia form mare SsO,. The
relexassl eserall reactions are

-

Si -i- G —, SiO, (4.la)

Si + 214,0 -t St02 + 214a )4.lk)

Growth af 5)0, axing 0, and csaler caper ace referred so ax dry and wet extdanoss, respec

tively. Dry yxidatino is axed so farm she mass critical inxulasor regtonx in a desire ssreciore,
seek ax she gala aside in a MOSFET, prinrisrily becaaxe is yseldx xopersar St—StD2 tnserfare

Solid slate diffusinu ix a historically inspartant and still widely axed meshed far insradaeixg

dapant atoms into a xemieandactor lasher. The baste process tx skelched 555 Fig. 4.4. The

semicoodnetat crystal a Si wafes in Fig. 4.4. ix expased so a solid, liqnid, or gaseaax saarce

containing she desired imparity. A reacsioe at she wafer xnrfacn exsablixlses a xnpply of

dapans atoms insmediasely adjacent to she xamicondectac ceystal. As eleealnd semperatarex

she alamx slowly diffnxr into regians of the semieaodactar not protected by the axsde.

Diffasion takes place af course becunxe the conceelrustoO af smpsrlsy atoms 5 greaSes

oalside the crystal than inside the crystal. The xarfaen dapseg eoxcentrattonx psadaced by

this meshed are sery high lapse lOal/ewh), and thus she xnrface region lakes ee she s-ar

p-type eharacses associated with she diffusitsg atoms. Is xhauld be nosed that diffaxian also

sakes place into she SiD,, albeit as a rolatisely slow rate far she eammax dopantx. This

means she SiO, coo protect she andeslyiog Si far aoly a lissatsed period af time. Far a gisno

dopaos she sesaxking lime deprods on she oxide shickaexx, the diffasion semperalnre. and the

hackpraaxd doping.
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prapersie.s. Wet axsdatson, on Ike other hand, proeeedx as a faster rose and is tiserefora yrafamed sn forming she Ibicker barrier oxides.
A photograph of a proaloessas-litse onidatiaxidiffasiass fnrnaee is shawo in Fig. 4 I Asswplified sketch af the faroaer and inpnt xyxsem ix presented in Fig. 4.2 along with a xlsortpictorial desertplson of Ike antdasion praersx. Slandard oxidasion semynmrnrex of 000’C tol200’C are prodneed in she fnrnaee by rexissanee boating. The rail-like heating elnsnessrsare commonly arranged in three separately eantrolled aonex. The anser coons operate as aksgker power so compensate for hnas lasxex oat slse ends of Ike farnace. A relasixely longreeler anne coo thereby he maiosained at a aniform semperalnre controllable so ± I ‘C. Thesake dawn Ike cenler of the furnace is axaally made of clear faxed quanta, aiskoagh SiC andpalyeryxlallsne St fnbes ace also axed. Tisa Si wafern so be anidiaed ace landed sersieallyonto a slossed qaarsz ko.v and paxhed into she center of the farnane. Dneing dry onidalsonthe oxygess gas 55 xsmply fed into Ike back of sIte tube. Wet oxidation ix perfarmed bybubblseg a carrIer gas IAr or Na) through waler in a healed flask or karning IDa and I-I, atsIte tnpol so Ike sake. The laster approach is called pyragenie o’er oxidation. The requiredssmn to Ike furssaea depends an the furnace temperature, she desired oxidation skicknnss,cod Ike St xnrfaee orienralsoo. (Dslser faesors can color under eersaie conditions.) Repensensassse dry and was oxtdaston growth carson are graphed in Pig. 4.3. 15 should ke eased thatin a rawmereiul syssetts the wafer loading. iuxersion into the fnrnace, ramping of Ike furnace sesnperalare, and gas control are all asitamasod.

—n

{“‘‘‘‘Z7wafer””} j Quarsa take

Imnthon rod

Rminsaace.kensed furnace

0:l2o:C twafeO -O.05--l.Opw SiD,

1k)
Figure4,3 (a) Oisnplihrd nnhemasia illustrananof en oxidasion syssaw. 1k) Short yicsnnal desaripinn of the onidatino process.

(k)

Figure 4.3 Cxrsssnacec

Diffusion is commonly performed in an open tnke syxlem identical ie consrraclien so
thas nsnd for oxidasinn. Diffusion semperasares are also similar, rangseg from roagkly
900’C to 1200’C. The only mssjar difference ix Ike introdaction of a dopans sonrce ie place
of the oxidiaing ambient. The xpeeiSc example of phospharas diffusion employing a liquid
soasee is schematically illnssmled in Pip. 4.5. The pirmrad N2 carrier gas is passed Ihrongk
a kakkler eootaksing pkospharas osyckloride (POCk) that isa liquid as roam tnmperamra.
The Na picks ep sapors from the liquid xoxree and carries them into the fnraaen Inke. Tke
small percensage of oxygen simelsaneonxly ndsnisted into Ike furnace muds wish Ike POCI5
to deposit 10,05 an Ike surface of she Si wafer, and Si ix lam reacts wish P5D5 likerasing
pkoxpkoms usoms shot diffaxe into Ike silicon. Eeennse undesienkle surfare compounds
lend to forna alske higher diffanion lensperuserex, Ike foregoiog ix often combined with a
second ssep where the dopuns source is cat off, she furnace leoeprralare increased, and Ike
already-inlrodaced impurities drieen deeper lola the srmieondnesor us a morn rapid rule.
Wknn a Iwo-step process ix used, the portion with Ike soawe present ix called Ike pre
depaaisiao, Ike laster portion with Ike source removed, she driac-iss.

Negleelsng second-order efferls, Ike impstrily concentration srrxux position inside rke
srnsiconduclor afser Ike predepoxision and delve-in steps can be ennaputed front
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Figure 4.3 Dry cod wet osidulion growth aarors. The SiO skickarsn fenced us Ia) (100) and (hi

)lll) silicon surfaces w a fascsiun xl stwo. (Psow Iaeges5°. © 1900 by Addison-Wesley Publishing

Ce., Inc. Rrprinsed ky pnrwinniirs of the published

4.1.2 DiffusiOn
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n-type dopint impunty

I H 1W

Figure 4.4 The basic diffusion process.

N2(x,t2) = N5 ‘° - i1?OPtn after chive-is (4.2b)
D,t,N’D1t1

Tite tnbtcripts I and 2 refer to the predepasilien and drive-tn, eetpeettvnly. a It the dtstanco

into the temicondnetnr as meusstned from the semiconductor surface. N(a, t) the stepurity

-—en’

:r’f
1’tC

.,.....s_

,

1st?

.-.‘c
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a (urn)

Ftgure 4.6 Coospused phosphorun diffosinu profitcs. (N0 = tO5Vcrnt,0, = 2.50 x to—:u rIo5!
5CC 5] 600 see, 0. = 2.49 X to—Is ern5lsnc, t = 1000 sec.)

concentration at a depth a after a given time t, N0 the concentration at a = 0 dnring the
predeposition, D the diffnsion coefficient foe the given imparity and fstrnace temperature.
and s the time duration of the diffosion step, The complementary error fstnction, erfc, in a
fsnction cited Ia usost mathematical hundboohs. The results of a sample compntasion cor
responding te a phosphorus prednposition at 1000cc for 10 minutes followed by a drive-in
at 1200cc for 30 minutes are presented in Pig. 4.6.

4.1.3 Ion Implantation
Ion implantation affords an alternative means of intradocing dopaats and other atoms into
the near-surface region of a semicostdaclor. Witlt the need far shallower junctions, lower-
temperature processing, and more precise control, ion implantation has bncume a work
horse manufacturing process. In ion implantation an impurity is introduced into the

. Pmstnposilioe :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::c::: Osirn—in
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Figure 4.5 Sehnwatic illustration of phosphoms diffusion using a Isquid souren.

N1(x.t,) =N0erfc(x/2V’b)) ... after predep (4.2a)
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Figure 4.7 Simplifind schowatie of an iun iwptuntation system. (Prom Rnnyan and Beant5t,
© 1990 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. Reprinted by permission of tho published

semicondoctor by crmling ions of the imparity, accelerating the ions to high ennrgies rang
ing from 5 keV In I MnV. and then literally shooting the ions into the semiconductor. As
one might snspect the implanted ions displace semiconductor atoms doug their path into
the crystal. Moreover, the ions themselves do aol necessarily come to rest on lattice sites.
A fallow-up assneal (heating of the semicandnctar), an integral purl of the overall precess,
is therefore necessary to rentovo the crystal damage and “activate” implanted depanes.

A simplilied schematic of an ion implanlatiou system and photographs of a ceutmer
cial implantation end-station are presentrd in Pigs. 4.7 and 4.8, mspectively. lens of the
desired impurity me produced in the ion soarco shown at the eutreme left in Fig. 4.7.
The inns arc neat accelerated iuta the mass analyzer where unmooted ions, also prodcced
In the ion source, are rewonod. Thn resulting inn beam is then accelerated to the preset
opnrating potential, focused, and finally scunnnd ovrt the surface nf the wafer. Scanning is
accomplishrd electraslatically, by mechanically moving the wafer, or by a combiaatian of
the Iwo methods. An electrical contact In the wnfer ullnws a Oosv of olnclrons to neutralize
the implanted ions. A very precise detecsnination of the total nnmber of implanted ions!
cm2, called the dose and given the symbol , is obtained by integrating the Inrgel current
over thn limo of the implant.

The conceulratiaa profile produced by ion implantation has the general form of a
Oaussiau distribution function and is mathematically described by

N)a)
= ‘i/(ARr)°

—Isatlic— 01]501i
(4.3)

Figure 4.8 Photographs of an inn iwplansasion end-sission at the Intel Fob-8 fabricasiun focilityThe lop phosugroph shows shn two ports assooiused with the stasicts. The loft port is npeo and assailingfin boding cf wafers onto the wafer oamssot. md Inn iwpiansasion is taking plum in thn closed rightport. Tkn bnunw phutngraph isa close-up of thn wafer caeossot and the robot arms has asinwaticaltymad aod untnod the carousel. IPholugrapiss oocrse.sy of Intel Cneparutinn.(
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For those familiar with statistics Rr is the nscan and is the standard dcvlalton of the

dislribulion function. In the ion implanlatiOn literature, fl, and are cal]ed the projected
range attd straggle, respectively. These parameters vary with the implant ion and the sub
strate material and are roughly proportional to the on energy. Sample computed dtstribu
lions for phosphuros implantation into Si at various energtes are shown in Fig. 4.9.

Like diffusion, portions of a Si wafer can be masked during ion implantation. Thin
films at StO,, 5i3N,1,aud, less frcqoenlly, pholoresist attli Al have been used for this pitt-

1:16 \ \ \ N

:‘.

.,

. .

pose. Basically the implanted ions are stopped in the masking matrrial before macking theunderlying silicon.
Ion implantation offers a nuniber of advantages over diffusion. It is intrinsically a lowtensperatute process, with the implantatioa itself Usually being performed at room temperature. Tltc follow-Up anneal in often some other high-temperature step in the IC fubricatioti,such as a subsequent oxidation. If a separale anneal is reqaired, it can be performed attetnperatures as low as 60C under optimum conditions. In any event, undesirable spreading of a concentration profile is minituized using ion implantation. Ion implantation alsoaffords very precise control of the impurity concentration, and virtually any atom can beimplanted into any given substrate. An interesting recent development is the implantationof high doses of oxygen into silicon, producing a Si01 luyec below the sarface of the waferand thereby lauding to silicon on insulator (SOIl structures. Finally, note from Fig. 4.9 thatinspiantation typically yields very shallow concentration profiles. Implants have thus cometo replace the prodeposition step in diffusions and urn ideally suited for a number of moderndevice stractures requiring extcmely shallow juttctious.

4.1.4 Lithography

In discassiog diffasion and ion implantation, we talked about SiO or some other maskingmaterial eos’ering portions of a wafer. Selective removal of a thin film at prescribed regionsacross the surface of a wafer, the patterning of insnlutors and metals required in formingICs, is achieved through a process called lithography. Photographs of a produetiou-linelithography statiun are reproduced in Fig. 4.10.
Major steps in the lithography process are depicted in Fig. 4.11 using the patteruing ofan SiOa film as an eaample. The top surface of the SiO,-esvered wafer is first coated withan ultras’iolet-Iight sensitive material called phuroreuisl, which is supplied as a liquid. Afew drops of the liquid are ploced on the wafer, and the wafer is spun at high speeds toprodace a thin uniform coating. After spinning, a short “prebake” at relatively low ternperatares (8QC.-.lOOC) is performed to drive solvent out of the resist and to improvusurface adhesiou. The hardened photoresist is similar IoU photographic emulsion.The next step is to eopose the resist thuough a “mask” using UV.light as illustrated inFig, 4.11(b). The mask here isa carefully prepared glass or quartz pltotoplate containingcopy of the patters to be Irausferrecl to the SiO, film. Darkened regions in the emulsion onthe musk block the Dy-light. Regions of the pholomesist exposed to the light undergo achemical reaction which varies with the type of resist being employed. In negative resiststhe areas where the light strikes become palymerized and more difficult to remove. Whenplaced a a developer the pslymerized regions remain, while the unexposed regions dissolve and wash away. The net resalt after develspmrnt is pictured on the right-hand side ofFig. 4.11(c). Positive resists contain large amounts of a sensitizer that dramatically slowsdown the dissolation rate of the resist in an alkaline developer. This sensitizer breaks downwhen exposed to light leading to the preferenliul removal of the exposed regions as shownon tIre left-hand side of Fig. 4.11(c). As an informational aside, negative resist was ssidelyused in early IC processing. Positive resist is now the main type in use because it affordsbetter small-geometry eantrol.
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FIgure 4.9 Campated phosphorus insptantatinn prafiles assauting a canstant dose af I0d/cmt.
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Figure 4,10 Frodoction-linr tithag
ruptsy stotias cnosisting of as SSI 150
coat and develop system (ccntor-Iett io
uppnt photngraplrl and a Nikon stupprr
laonter-right a the appar photogruphi.
The top at rho SSI 150 systeist is ahawn
more clearly in the lower photograph.
Tic SOt ISO autaismatically perfurms the
coat. prrbakr, desciap. and harden op
erations described in the Inst. The Isles

vesiso patters aspasorC is pcrtitrmed in
the Nikon stepper. Without truman inter.
vestian, the ssuina vows along the input
track of the SSI 150, esters tIm Nikov
stepper, esits the Nikoa stepper. cod
moses back clung one at rile two aulput
trunks sf the SOt ISO. (Plsotagraplts
courtesy of Into1 Corp.)

(d)

Figure 4,11 Mc(or stops in the lithography pracnss; (a) Applmoatiou of resist; (b) ersism esposuse
throagh a mask; (ci after development. (d) after aside etching and resist removal. (Frnm Jaeger’tt,
© 1958 by Addison-Wesley pabttshirg Ca., Inc. Reptinted by senissission at the publisher.)
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The final set of steps iovolves transferring the patloris to the SiO. film. linoiediately
following exposure and devclopmrnl the pholoresist is given shard hake, healing for 20 to
30 minutes at t20’C— l80C, to farther increase adhesion to tlse wofor and to improve
resintalice to the subseqnent etch. An acid etch, buffered HF in the ease of SiO, is then

used to dissolve unprotected regions of the underlyitsg film. Lastly, the photoresist, having

completed its job, is stripped away. This is accomplished by using a chemical solotiots that
swells and lifts the resist or by oxidizing (burning) the resist in an oxygen plasma systessi
called an usher.

The limits of the UV-based lithography processjust described are being pnshed by the

ever shrin.tdng dimensions of modern devices. liv soorees with shorter wavelengths and

special compensating lechriqaes hove espunded the small dimension limit. Nevertheless,

lithographic systems employing u-rays are being developed and are likely to come on-line

io the Bear futnw.

4.1.5 Thin-Film Deposition

To connect device structures to the “ontside world” requires the deposiliots aitd patlereiog

of a metal layer. ta fact, complex ICs have three and sometimes four electrically isolated

metallication layers. Electrical isolation of the metal layers iu tern requires the deposition
of intervening dielectric layers. This films are also deposited to preveut tltc iuterdiffusiou
of materials and to protect the device or circuit from contamination, tn-use muedsads for
depositing the required films are reviewed nest.

Evaporation

Evaporation is one of tlse older and more stridghtforward methods of thin-film deposition.
As envisioned in Fig. 4.12, the material lobe evaporated is placed in or on a resistacce
heated soorce holder inside a vacuum chamber To evaporate Al, for eoample, u short piece
of Al wire would he placed on a tungsten filament or boat. The substrate on which the film
is to be deposited is also positioned inside the chamber facing the source, The chamber is
then evacuated, puwee supplied to the holder, and the suurce vaporized. Because of the
reduced pressure, the source material travels unimpeded to the substrate and deposits as a
thin film.

Generally speaking, hot-filament evaporation is subject to moderately high levels of
contamiuutiou. Electron-beam evaporation, a variation of the process where the source
is heated by an electron beam, eliminates conlausination but generates device-degrading
s-rays. Consequently, evaporation is seldom ased in the prodoclion-line fabrication of
modern ICs, atthough it is stilt eutensively used iu motring simple devices where the cited
problems are of minimal concern.

Sputtering

Sputtering, like evaporation, is performed in a vacuom chamber. The source material and
thu substrate (svafer) ace placed on opposing parallel plates counected to a high-voltage
power supply as pictured in Fig. 4,13. During a deposition the chamber is first evacuated

Figure 4.13 Schematic uf a d.c. sputt000g system. The source moterial covers she oamhudo while
the wafer is mounted on the system anode. (Prom Jaegoeitt, C l9fifi by Addison-Wesley Publishinfi
Ce., Inc. Reprinted by permission of the poblisherl
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of air and then a low-pressure amount of spattering gas, typically Ar, in admitted iuto the
chamber Applying an interelectrode voltage iooizes the Ac gas and creates a plasma be
tween the plates. Since the plate covered with soarce mnaterial is maintained at a uegatise
potential relative to the substrate, Ar ions are accelerated toward and into the source cov
ered plate. The impacting Ar° ions in turn cause source atoms or molecules to be ejected
from this plate. Being neatrol, the ejected atoms or molecales readily travel to the substrate
where they deposit to form the desired thin film. A d.c. power supply coo be used when
depositing metals, and an RF supply is necessary when depositing insulating films. When
sputtering cowpoauds it is sometimes necessary to introduce a gas of one of the coetpo
ucets so assure the formation of a oear-siuichiomelric film. Providing tow-temperature,
low-contamination films u’iih an acceptable tbroaghput, sputtering has become the chief
commercial method of depositing Al and other metals.

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

In chemical vapor deposition the him film is formed from one or utore gas phase compo
nents. Esther a compoaud decomposes to form site film or a reaction between gas compo
annE takes place to form the film. Invariably the CVD reactions are surface catalyzed,
preferentially takiog place on the surface of wafers inserted into the gas stream, lu-use
CVD processes fall into one of three general categories. They are atutospheric pressare
(APCVD or simply CVD), low-pressure (LPCVD), and plasma-enhanced (PECVD) pro
cesses. Atmospheric pressare depositions cau be performed in relatively simple systems.
Low-pressarc often offers comparable kinetics with improved aniformity and less gas cou
snioprion. In plasma CVD the clectroiss in mite plasma impact energy to the reactioo gases.
thereby enhancing the reaatioas and permitting vary low deposition temperatures.

CVD reactors come hit a variety of shapes and configurations; an csawple configura
tion employed in AP/LPCVD depositions is pictured in Pig. 4. l4. CVD processing is rou
tinely used to pruduce the masking and iniermetalhic dielectric films required in the for
matioa of coinples ICs. Polycrystatliue Si, which fanctions as a psetida-memal when heavily
doped, is also deposited employing atmospheric and low-pressure CVD. APCVD, LPCVD,
and PECVD are all typically used at some poiut in an IC process flow.

4.1.6 Epifiaxy

Epimovy is a special type of ttua-taycr deposition. Whereas depositions described in the
preceding subsection yield either amoryhoas or polycrystalliue films, epitasy prodoces a
crystalline layer that is an esleusion of the underlying semicondoetor lattice. The word
epiiu.ry is in fact derived from tsvo Greek words meaning “upon-arranged.” Commonly
formed from the vapor-phase decouspositioo of silicon telrachloride (SiCta) or a sitare
compoaed (SiHu, 5tH, CIt. SsHCI5)in a reactor very similar to those employed in CVD,
additiouai Si literally grows foltowieg the lattice pattern of the pre-eaisliug crystal. The
doping of the epi-layer ieteutionahly distinct from that of the sabstrate, is controlled by
inlrodaciug a dopant containing gas such as phosphine (PH5), diborane (B2H5), or arsire

fiuscepmor

Wafers -
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Euhaasm

Figure 4.14 Cutaway view of a radiantly heated baerel-iype reactor employed in bosh CVD processes and Si epimasy. Wafers pasitiourd resticatly an the 000mrol sosceymur are heated by she lightfrom the surrounding qaarie lamps. Proews gases outer at she top, flew across the wafers, and esitcoasially am the bottom, (From t200cooO5t,© 1914 by Lake Publishing. AtI rights reserved. Reprintedby perwissius of the pablishor)

(AsH3)during the deposition. Standard o’hoie-wafer epitaxy mast of course be completedearly mu the process fioso, prior to the growth or deposition of aoy permanent sarface filmsWe should also note that starting St wafers are sometimes parctmased from the wafer sapphier with the desired epi-layer already immm place.

4.2 DEVICE FABRICATION EXAMPLES
The purpose of tlsis section is to illustrate how thu iodividual fabrication processes arecombined and seqncnced to produce solid state devices,. Two eaomptcs me presented: Thefirst describes the fabrmcattoa of a simple pn junction diode. The second outlines the makingof a complex tC. Both preseutamious are intentionally qoalitumive in nuturn, including onlymajor processing steps and a miniteum of processing details
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Figura 4.12 Hoi-filameoi ovaporution.
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4.2.1 pn Junction Diode Fabrication

Figure 4.l5 graphiCally summarizes the Ieajor processing steps in (he farmatios of a

pit jnnctios diode. The starting poist is s flat, dansage-free, siogle-cryslal SI wafer, is
is assaroed that a precteao has removed all parliculates, orgaaic tunis, and adsorbed
metal ions from the semiconductor sarfaces. For this particatar illustration we farther as-
same tile wafer is p-type, having been asiformly doped with harors daring the forloatros
of the crystal.

The iisitial steps in the process flow are in preparatian for a subseqaest phasphoras
diffnsion. First a thermal oxide is grows that will serve as a diffarsion barrier. The oaide
thickness mast be comfortably greater thas the projected Inaskisg thickness. Step 2 is a
lithography process performed to opcs “diffasion” holes in the oxide that soul escntaally
hecome the positions of tlse pu jnitctious diodes. Speciflcolly aote titat the SIep 2 illastratioii

is Fig. 4.15 assames the are of o position photoresisl.
After a proper cleas-ap the wafer is nest inserted into a phosphoros predeposisron

farsace and sobseqncstly iota a phssphorss drive furnace. Tire set resslr, as pictured is
Step 3 in Fig. 4.15, is thc formation of n-pjanctioos is ssrl’ace regions sot protected by
the oxide. (Tee + in rr° isdicatm avery high doping.) By way of clarification. sotoe osy
ges is reqnired daring the phosphorus predeposition as noted is tire diffasios discussion.
Also, the drive may be performed in on osidicing atmosphere to minimice oat-diffusion.
Thus, to reopen the aside holes. a sabsidiary itthography step, 001 showrr is the silrrplified
process flow of Fig. 4.15. is ussally necessary after diffasron.

The final steps facititore connecting the device to she “outside world.” Sputtering or
possibly evaporation of Al yields a thin metal film over the entire surfoce of the wafer us

pictured in Step4of Fig. 4.15. A lithography process, Step Sin Fig. 4.15. is then performed
to remooc excess metal external to (he area of the diffused jsnctios. Normally a tow
temperatare (m50OC) acneat svoald.also be performed to promote a low-resistance conrad
between the metal and Si.

With the completion of the metallicalion contact, tire diodes become functional across
the wafer. To produce commercial diodes, a diamond-edged sass mould ho used 10 cut the
wafer into pieces containing a single device. fA wafer piece contoising a single device or
IC iv colted a die.) A large areu metal contact is then made to the back of the die, a lead
attached to the sop surface contact, and the device encopsaloted in protective plastic or
hecmetirolly sealed in a metallic package.

42.2 Computer Cpu Procesa Flow

In this subsection mx ecunnine a fabrication process flow that has been used by Intel Car
porasion to prodoce computer CPUs and other ICs. The process flow description and asso
ciated figures ore a direct excerpt, reprirsed with permission, from Compuoenss Quality
ond Reiiesbilirv 1991/1992, Intel Corporation, © 1990. No changes have been made to she
excerpted material enceps for a rennrnberiog of Ihe figoces and a modification of the fignee

captions. Figare 4. lfi, reprodcced from the cited reference, displays A simplified block diii-

Figure 4.16 Simplified bloch diagram of she single poly. single melol. CHMOS process too.

gram of she msverall process flow. Figure 4.17, which iv correlated with she sent descrmpiiisiiof she component processes, shows cross-sectional sketches of the IC structure at variousstages of construction.
Although most of she tunes employed in the process description will be faw,iliur to she

reader, a fesv need so he clarified. For one, the fabrication seqoeacr is referred to as a single
poly, single metal, CHMOS process flow. “Fely” iv short for polycryvsatlioe Sm. CHMOS
stands for Complementary High-density Istetal-Oxide’Semiconducior——a typo of fabrica

tion technology used so produce MOS transistors. “Single poly, visgle metal” indicates

that one level of heavily doped polycrystulline Si and one level of metrd are oved to conlact
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Figure 4.15 Omphieal sunuswp of he major processing steps in ihe fnrmwion of ago junosiun
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and iosereounecs the MOS devices. Text references are also made to “mel” and “dry”
etches. Weietchsng is the familiar disnolntion of a material, sach as SiO,, iou liquid chemi
cal both. Dry etching is the removal of a material using a plasma-enhanced gas-phase
reaction.

- Pinally, lire following process flow descriptioms is intended (0 be “looked over,” not
digested. At this poiet in the dovelopmenl, the reader is not equipped and not expected to
understand the intricacies of either she processing or the IC ssruelare.

I. Starting Silicon Material and Well Defloitinn [Fig. 4.1 7(u)) To start CHMOS de
vice prodncsion 150 mm (fl’), high-resissivisy, (100) orienlasion, single erystut, p-type
(Boron doped) silicon wafers ace nsed. P-type silicon is required to creole n-channel
transistors. To create p-channel transistors, necessary for CHMOS deeices u-type (ar
senic or phosphorous doped) silicon regions (n-wells) are implanted. The wafer is
musked, tisen implanted so create p-type and n-type smiican regions on the some wafer.
The n-well provides she backgronnd doping for the p-channel transistom while the p
type. start material (protected from the imploet by she unecposed photoresist) serves
as the background doping for n-channel transistors. A high semperasure drive cycle
completes the formation of the well by thermnal dopant transisian. -

2. Field Threshold Implnot and Field Onidution Fig. 4.17(b)). Nitride (Si1N4) is de
posited, masked, then etched. The esched nitride regions deflee the location of she field
threshold ion plans [Pig. 4.17(b)) and the locations where aside Si00 is permitted se
grow during field oxidation ) Pig. 4.17(c)). Areas where nitride remains musk (prevent)
ontde growth. These regions are where transistors mill be hails, lire thick (approxi
mately fi000 A) field oside isolates adjacess sraosissors in order to prevent electrical
isteractious. After field esidusios, the nitride mask is removed.

3. Gate Oxidnllon [Pig. 4.17W)). A shin shernsal ouidr is grown across she wafer. The
portions of Ibis ontdc reroaioing after snhseqnrnt grocessisg will provide the required
gate aside for due MOS Iransislars. Device performnonce is closely related to tire growth
of a dense, high-quality gale oxide.

4. Trannislor Thrmhold Ion implant [Fig. 4.17(d)). The boron impiass adjasi.s the
theeshald voltage (Vu) of p-chansel and o-chunsel devices so the desired level. Thick
field oxide prevents the boron from pesclrasing into the isolusi on regions.

5. Polysilienn-to-Diffnsicsn Contacts (Fig. 4.l7(e)[. Openisgu are defined in she (bin
gate oxide region where contact ‘eetsvees poly conductors and diffnsed regions in the
silicon substrate (baried contacts) is reqaired.
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6. Polyttide DepositinE, Impurity Doping, Patterrnng and Oxidation [Fig. 4.17(f)]. A

polycrystalline silicon layer, about (500 A thick, is deposited Door the CAlico wafer by

CVD techniques. The polysilicon is snbuoquenrty doped with phosphorous Tiu gus

soorce diffusion techniqnes for cotsductivity. The phosphorous is diffused thcongh the

paly and into she sSbssruse, mintlntuing the resistance of the buried contuct. About

(500 A of suicide is confarmally deposited on the doped palysiticoa. Suicide is nsed

in smut) geometry transistors to increase desice performance speeds. The polycide stuck

is defined by ptasma dry etch techniques with resist acting us the musk [Fig. 4.17(g)].

The poiycide stuck is oxidicesi to protect ttte traossstor gates.

7. Sonrce and Drain Implant and Poty Re-Ox [Fig. 4.l7(h)I. The remuining pulycide

stuck, thin oxide asnr the poly, field onide mad resist pruoide u musk for p-ehunuet uud

n-channet souree-druie implunts which occurs ut this point. (This techtsique is cons

monty known as a “self-atigned source/drain” prucess, since the soarce und drain ure

utigned directly to the gate. sshich defines their tocution relattsc to the chaeuet urea.)

Alt remaining pnly unide is then rnmaced and the poty re-ax step performed. The rc

as step is a high-temperature thermal oxidation step which drtses the sourer-drain

imptuat into the sfiieon. pmsides a high-iutegrity dietectric on the polysilicon (csuen

tiul in a donbte poly pracess) und grows an aside on the exposed source-druiu regions

to prcsesst dopuot out-diffusion dnring subsequent phosphosilicate glass dcpastttoss aud

processing.

S. Doped Glass Deposition [Fig. 4.17(i)]. A doped )baraa, phosphorous or bath) silicute

glass layer, 5000 A to 10,000 A thick, is deposited sia law-lemperatnre CVD tech

niques to proside electrical isolation between the sabseqnenl metal condnclar (toes and

the underlying palycide gales and actise desiec stroclurns. The glass is then prepared

for sabseqssenl masktng steps.

fi. Cnntact Mask and Etch [Fig. 4.17Q)J. Windows in the resist are esposed und opened

to defitre the location of mctat-to-potycide and metal-to-silicon contact holes. Depend

ing an the process. coetact hales ace wet, dry, or wet and dry etched. In a wet/dry

combinuriats, the wet etch gises a shallow slope near the top of the cnntact. This im

proce.s metal step roseruge. The remaining doped silicon glass is then rernooed by an

isotropic dry etch which (eases the contact sidesoalls oertirai.

10. Metal Deposition and Definition [Fig. d.l7(k)[. Metal condnetor layer is spatter-

deposited into the wafer atsd defined. The metal electrically connects the transistssrs to

the outside ssnrld. The cottage applied by these metal lines turns the transistors “on”

aud ‘off.”
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axynisrsde underneath a plasma axide. The anynisride prosides long-term field reli
absltsy, by being destgned to he a contamination and moissnre barrier. The latter is
parttcularly rrsrrcal sf the dice are to be assembled in plastic packages, plaatir itself
bctng a paor maistnre barrier. The plasma oside layer prooides handling pratertiou for
the wafer and indioistaa( denices.

Most of the rematntng production-line and testing steps cited in the Fig. 4.16 black
diagram are In prepurasson for esenmul IC die separation and parkagieg. The photograph
of a sample CFIJ dte, along wish an identification of its functional units, are displayed in
Fig. 4.15. The ptctnred Fentiuma Frocessnr die, fabricated following an upgraded nersion
of the desershed processing, in approximately 1.5 cm sqnure and contains 3.1 million
transistors.

Figaro 4,18 The tote) Pontiam” Processor aed its functionul units (Photograph and functional
unit idensifirutian coorsesy of Intel Corporatian.)
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Figure 4,17 Continued.

II. Passieation [Fig. 4.17(1)]. Flastoa enhsneed CVD sechniqoes are ased to deposit

dual film passinasian layer oser the entire wufer sorface. The daal layer consist of as
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4.3 SUMMARY

The overview of silicon device fabrication hopefully provided insight into Use COnstructiOn

and physical nature of device structures. First, comnion componelit processes were esdot

ned, including osidation, diffusion, ion implantation, lithography, evaporation, sputtering,

chemical vapor deposition, and cpituxy. The fabricutiou of a simple pn junction diode and

a moderately complex IC process flow were then considered to illustrate how the individual

processes ale combined and sequenced in prodncing actual structures.

Ri Parti
SUPPLEMENT AND REVIEW

ALTERNATIVE I SUPPLEMENTAL READING LIST

Recommended Readings

Type RelevantAnt/toe(s)
(A = Alt., S Sup,s.)

Level
Chapters

For Senticonductor Physics

Ferendeci A/S Advanced Undergraduate! 1-6
lntrodnctory Graduate

Neainen A Undergradnate 1—6

Pierret S Introductory Graduate 1—6

Sirceitnan A Undergraduate 1—4

Tyugi AlS Advanced Undergraduate! 1—5
Introductory Graduate

For Device Fabrication

jaeger S Undergraduate All

Rnnyan and Bean S Professional All

See (editor) S Professional All

(I) A. M. Perendeci, Physical Fon,idations of Solid State and Electron Devices, McGraw-
Hill, New York, © 1991.

(2) R. C. Jaeger, Introduction to Microelectronic Fabrication, V0l. V in the Modular Se
ries on Solid Stale Devices edited by G. W. Nendeck and N. F. Pierret, Addison-Wesley.
Reading, MA, © 1998.

(3) 13. A. Neamen, Se,nicondactc,r Physics and Devices, Basic Principles, Irwin. Home-
wood, IL, © 1992.

(4) N. F. Piereet, Advanced Sentico,idactor Fanda,nentals, Vol. VI in the Modular Series
on Solid State Devices edited by G. ‘IV. Neudeck and R. F. Pierrel, Addisan-Wesley, Read-
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(5) W R. Runyun and K E. Beast, Semico,iductOr Integrated Circuit processing Tech

nology, Addison-Wesley. Reading, MA, 13 1990.

(6) B G Streetman, Solid State Electronic Devices, 4th edition, Prentice Hall, Englewood

Cliffs, NJ, 13 1995.

(7) 5. M. Sze (editor), VSLI Technology, 2nd ediiinn, McGraw Hill, New York, © 1988.

(8) M. S. Tyagi, IatrodaCtiOtt to Semico,iducior Materials uad Devices, John Wiley &

Sons, New York, © 1991.

Other Recenl Texts

(1) A Bar-Lev, Semicondsctors and Electronic Devices, 3rd edition, Prentice Hall. Inc.,

New York, © 1993.

(2) 13 H. Navos, Sernicon actor Microdeviceu dMatrrtols, Bolt, Rinehart and Winston,

New York, © 1986.

(3) 13. L. Pulfrey and N. G. Tare, l,itrodnctio,t to Microelectronic Devices, Prentice Hall,

Englewond Cliffs, NJ, 13 1989.

(4) C. T. Sah, Fandumentuls of Solid-Stoic’ Electronics, Wurld Scientific, Singapore.

© 1991.

(5) J Siugh, Semiconductor Devices, an Introduction, McGraw-Hill, New York, © 1994.

(6) S M. See, SeaacondactorDet’ices, Physics and Technology’, John Wiley & Sons, New

York, © 1985.

(7) B. S. Yang, Microelectronic Devices, McGraw Hilt, New York, © 1988. -

(8) M. Zantbuto. Semiconductor Devices, McGraw Hill, New York, 13 1989.

(.1- Reader-added lects)
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(I) W. Shocktey, Electro,ts and Holes in Semiconductors, Litton Educational Publishing,
Inc., 13 1950.

(2) 5. M. Sze, Physics of Setnicotiductor Devices, 2nd edition, John Wiley & Sons, New
York, 13 1981.

(3) W. Zuhlehner and D. Hnber, “Czochcalski Grown Silicon,” Ciystals 8, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin, 13 1982.

(4) C. Jacaboni, C. Canali, G. Gitaviani, and A. A. Quaranta, “A Review of Some Charge
Transport Properties of Silicon.” Solid-State Electronics, 20,77 (1977).

(5) P. M. Smith, 3. Frey, and P. Chatterjee, “High-Field Transport of Holes in Silicon,”
Applied Physics Letters, 39. 332 (Aug. 1981).

(6) D. K. Schroder, Semiconductor Material and Device Characterization, John Wiley &
Sons, New York, © 1990.

(7) R. F. Pierret, Advanced Semicondnctor Funda,neutals, Vol. VI in the Modular Series
on Solid State Devices edited by G. W. Neudeck and N. F. Pierret, Addison-Wesley, Read
ing, MA. 13 1987.

18) N. C. Jaeger, Introduction to Microelectronic Fabrication, Vol. V in the Modular Se
ries on Solid State Devices edited by G. ‘IV Neudeck and K. F. Pierret, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, MA, 13 1988.

(9) W. R. Runyan attd K. E. Bean. Semiconductor Integrated Circuit Processing Tech
ttology, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 13 1990.

(10) T. Deacon, “Silicon Epitaxy: An Overview,” Microelectronic Munufacinring and
Testing, September 1984.

(.i- Reader-added references)
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REVIEW LIST OF TERMS

(I) amorphous
(2) potycrystalline
(3) crystalline
(4) lattice
(5) unit cell
(6) ingot
(7) carrier

(8) electron

(9) hole
(10) conduction band

(11) valence band

(12) band gap

(13) effective mass

(14) intrinsic semicoDdoctor

(IS) extrinsic semiconductor

116) dopant
(17) donor

(181 acceptor
(19) ri-type material

(20) p-type material
(21)11 (or p1 material

(22) majority carrier

(23) minorIty carrier

(24) density of states

(25) Fermi function

(26) Fermi energy (or level)

(27) nondegenerate semiconductor

(28) degenerate semiconductor

(29) charge neutrality

(30) extrinsic temperature region

(31) intrinsic temperature region

(32) freeze-oat
(33) drift
(34) scattering
(35) thermal motion

(36) drift velocity
(37( satoration velocity

(38) current density

(39) mobility
(40) resistivity

(41) conductivity
(42) band bending
(43) diffusion
(44) diffusioti coefficient
(45) recombmnation
(46) generation
(47) band-to-band R—G
(48) R—G centers
(49) E—k plots
(50) direct semiconductor
(51) indirect senmmcoodnctor

(52) photogenrralion

(53) absorption coefficient

(54) low-level injection

(55) equilibrium

(56) perturbation

(57) steady state

(58) minority carrier lifetime

(59) minority carrier diffuston length

(60) quasi-Fermi level

(61) dry oxidation

(62) wet oxidation
(63) predeposition

(64) drive-in

(65) diffusion mask

(66) ion implantation

(67) dose
(68) projected range

(69) photoresist

(70) negative resist
(71) positive resist
(72) sputtering
(73) CVD
(74) LPCVD
(75) PECVD
(76) epitaxy
(77) die
(78) poly
(79) wet etch

(80) dry etch

Parameter Value Units Explanation

-

EF Ej —

p(charge_density)

p(resistivity)

L,

Dr

Problem A3

(a) On the energy band diagram provided below, indicate the usual positioning of the fol

lowing energy levels:
(i) E, . . . instrinsic Fermi level

(ii) E0 - . donor energy level

(iii) a acceptor energy level
(iv) T• . trap or R-G center energy level
(v) Er for a degeiterutc’lv doped p-type material

Add comments as necessary to forestall any misirterpretation of your graphical anssscr.

(b) A Si device is maintained under equilibrium conditinns at T 300 K. Given the elec

tric field inside the device as in pictured next, N5 = tO’°/cm3 for 0 .r S n,, and

N0 = 1010/cm3for a5 at a S ,n, draw the energy band diagram for the device. Include

E5, E, E, and a carefully positioned EF on your diagram. Alto indicate how you

arrived at your answer.

(c( What ts the electrostattc potential drop across the device described in part (h) i.e., what
is V(x = .n) — V(x 0)? Record your work.

Problem A4

An N0 = 1015/em3SI sample maintained at room temperature is subject to two flashes of
light from a stroboscope. Each flash creates Pi lOIO/cmS holes un(formly throughout
the Si sample. The first flash occurs at e = 0 and the second occurs at t = i. where r is
comparable to r. Thn flashes of light themselves are of infinitesimally short duration com
pared to n,.

(a) Sketch (based on qualitative reasoning) the expected general variation of p(t) as a
function of time.

flp(i)

- -

(b) Do tow-level injection conditions prevail at all times inside the Si sample? Explain.
(c) Starting from the appropriate differential equation, solve for p(e) for all i at 0.
Id) Assuming n(t( = thp() inside the bar, determine the fructional change in the Si

sample condnctivilv immediately after the first flash of light. Give both a symbolic and
numerical value for the desired [re(0’) — u’(O)J/n-(Oj. 0 and 0— refer to times
just before and just after the first (lash, respectively.

Defining the following terms using your own words provides a rapid review of the Part I

material.

PART I—REVIEW PROBLEM SETS AND ANSWERS

The follosuitig problem sets sxere designed assuming a knowledge-—at times an integrated
knowledge—of the subject matter in Chapters 1—3 of Part 1. The sets could verve as a
review on as a nleaus of evaluating tIme reader’s mastery of the subject Problem Set A was
adopted from a one-hour “open-book” eoaminatiou; Problem Set B was adapted from a
one-hoar “closed-book” examination. An onssser key is included at the end of the problem
sets.

Problem Set A

Special Inshaciin,ms:

(1) You may employ an OPEN book in answering the Problem Set A questions.

(2) Unless instructed otherwise, employ parameters accurate to three-places in performiag
numerical computations.

Problem Al

Anssver the questions that folloss making use of the unit cell for the Si crystal lattice repro
duced here:

I

(a) If, as pictured, the nrigin of coordinates is located at the lower back corner of the unit
cell, what are the Miller indices of the plane passing through the points ABC?

(b) What are the Miller indices of the direction snctor running from the origin of coordi
nates to the point D?

(c) tn terms at the lattice constant a, what is the distance between nearest neighbors in the
Si lattice?

(d) Modifying the pictured Si unit cell, indicate how one wuald visualize a danor.
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Problem A2

A Si wafer is uniformly doped with N0 = 1015/emS donors and nmaiutuined under equilib

rium conditions at T 300 K. r. = to—s sec. Complete the following table characterieing

the wafer.

Problem Set B

Special In.sirucrians:

(I) Problem Set B questions are to be aussvcred wills the book CLOSED.
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(2) In answering multiple-choice questions, choose the best available answer. Select only

one answer per question.

(3) hosploy a tOm/cm] and kT = 0.0259 eV in numerical computations mnvolving Si
samples maintained at 300 K.

I. General Information

(I) As shown in the accompanying figure, a cubic unit cell has one atom centered halfway

down each of the vertical edges of the cell and one atom positioned in the middle of

the lop and bottom faces of the cell. How many atoms are there wtthmn the cell?

II. Interpretation of Energy Band Diagrams

A silicon device maintained at 300 K in charactericed by the following nneagy band dia

grant. Use the cited energy band diagram in answering Questions (13) en (20>

(4) Wltich of the following directions is not perpendicular to the [100] direction?
(a) [Oil]

(b) [032]

(c) [001)

(d) [TOO]

(5) In a particular semiconductor the probability of electrons occupying states alan energy
kT above the bottom of the conduction band is e iS Determine the position of the
Fermi level in the given material.

(a)EvE.

(b) E — I?., 9kT

(C) E5— EF=’ lOkT

(d) Er = E + kT

(6) Which of the following is the dotninant carrier scattering mechanism in lowly doped
(high-parity) silicon at room temperature?
(a) Carrier-carrier scattering

(b) Lattice scattering

(c) Imparity ion scattering

(d) Piccoelectric scattering

(7) Which of the following sketches best dmcribes the D versus N0 dependence of elec
trons in silicon at room temperature?

Nn

Ia) IbI (n) ldl

(8) Using the bonding model, indicate how one viasalices a donor.
(9) Using the energy band diagram, indicate how one would visualize the freece-ont of

electrons on donor sites as T —40 K.
110) The resistivity of n-type material is typically smaller than thu resistivity of comparably

duped ptype material. Explain why.
(11) Using the energy band diagram, indicate how one visualizes recombination via R—G

centers.

(12> Define drift relocirv.
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(15) Do equilibrium conditions prevail?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) Can’t be determined

(16) The semiconductor is degenerate

(a) Nearx0

(b) For L13 as x 2L/3

(c) Near x = L
(d) Nowhere

(17) Atx=x,,p=

(a) 7.63 X tO5/cm3

(b) 1.35 X 1O13/cm3

(c) lOtm0/cm3

(d) 1.72 X 1O16/cm5

(18) The electron carrent density (J) flawing at .c ts

(a) Zero

(14) The electric field (f) is as sketched below.

(b) it, E0 IL

(C) —iun1E0/L

(d) DN[n(xa) — n(0)]IL

(19) The hole drift currentdcnsity(J..0)flowing six .n is

(a) Zero

(b) pattmEo/L

(c) _j.amm,E5/L

(d) gNNo(kT/q)/L

(20) The kinetic energy of the hole shown on the diagram lu

(a) E

(b) —E513

(c) E0/3

(d) Zero

(a) 4

(b) 2

(c) 1

(d) 1/2

(2) What is the name of the fattmce characterioed by the untI cell tn Question (I)?

(a) Simple cubic

(b) hec

(c) fcc

(d) Diamond

(3) Determine the Millet indices of the plane pictured below.

(a) (123)

(b) (123)

(e) (321)

(d) (32!)

(e) (632)
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(13) The electrostatic potential (11) inside the semiconductor is as sketched below.

V

t:::j____.u::::
V V

lal (b( lsl 141 Is)

—izs
‘8___Zs

2__ <&

(a) (b) lot (dl (I
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Ill. Problem Solving

A uniformly doped It-type silicon bar of Icngth 1. is maintained at room temperature under
steady state conditions such that thp(O) > Sand ibp(L) = 0. N0 10° I cm3.

ibprn 4 n, and there are no “other processes’ (includitig photogenerutton) nccurrtng in

side the bar.

(21) Determine Pa. the equilibrium hole concentration.

(a) p l0’°Icm3

(b) p5 10°/cm3

(c) p0 lOtIcm3

(d) Not givrn

(22) Does low-level injection exist under steady state conditions?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) Can’t tell

(23) The equation (siasplest form possible) one mast solve to determine p,(x) is

(a) 0 =

dAp
—

(b)j—-—

s5tbp 32Ap
(c)

— Dr
at dxx

dp dObPfl
(d)

— Dr
di d.t

(24) The general solution for p(x) will be (14 Dr)

(a) A exp( — .c/L,,) + B exp(.c/L.)

(b) Aexp(—t/e)

(c) A + Ba

(d) A exp( — x/L0

(25) The boundary Conditions to be employed in solving for hp,. (a) are

(a) p(O) = P,3 and ibp(os) = 0

(b) iip(O) lO°/rm aud ibp,,(m) = 0

(c) 1Xp(O) = hp0 and p(L) 0

(d) p(O) IO°/ctn3 and p(L) 0
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:ts-I

0.078
livityl q/.aN0 (1.6

L, 2.93 x l0 cm = V’ =

D 8.5? cm°/sec Dr = (kT/q)N (0.0259)(331)

iOp(O) = Ap .
. houndarv condition

o’(Oj m q#N0 . n0 ND and 5a h’ p5

o’(Oj = q[Nv(nu ÷ n) N0(Pa ÷ dq,)] qN0 + q(u +

= + e11 an answer symbolicu’(O) QL,,Nn PJ N0

/ 458 \ 10ta
= \l ÷ j-j—— —jj = 1.34 5< l0- an answer numeric

0
S,ticnr

V L

Answers—Set A

Problem Al

(a) (Ill)

(b) [211]

(c) (V/4)a

(dl One of the Si atoms in the anti cell is to be replaced with a non-Si atom exhibiting an
extra bond (representing a weakly bound 5th valence electron).

Problem A2

Parameterl Value j Explanation

(e) 0 =
— n

801 Icm2/V,sec

‘ 1.12 -

1oto 1 em’3 —

n0 n0=N0 (N0n)

Cm_apa

EF—E, i7 EF — EkTJn(A/,t.) = (0.0259)ln(l010/lO’°)

p(eharge . Charge neiotrality prevails under the
density) , 0 coal/cm3

specified conditions.

From Fig. 3.5

Problem A3

(a) B,. is located near midgap, while E0 must be positioned below B, + 3kT.

E0

E, E,.

E5
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Problem A4

(a)
dp(t)

2tsPr_i.

Epr

(b) Yes. 2Pr 2 X 1N°Iem34 n0 ND lOt5/cm3.Thus Eja n as required
for low-level injection.

(c) In the given problem, the minority carrier diffusion equation simplifies to

dr

For 0 t

Ib) Under equilibrium conditions, we know that EF is position-independent. Since 59

(l/q)(dEjdc) = (liq)( E Ida) (l/q)(dE, Ida), from the 59 versus .c plot, we deduce

thutthrbandsureflatfor0xtaxond.u5Sx4x.Jnthex,xwx5regionthe

bands must enhibit a constant negative slope. Also, for 0 -n S a,, B, E =

kTlu(N0/tt,) (0.0259)ln(1O/l0bs) 0.358 eV; for .r5 S a S .c, E — B.

kTla(N0/s,) = 0.358 eV. Combining the cited infortuation. one concludes the energy

band diagram is as sketched belosv.

0.351 eV

10.358 eV

(e) V —E = 1[E (0) — E(x)J 1]E(O) — E(c)[ = 0.716 V
q q q

Ap(t) = Ae”, . .
- general solution

A =

hp(t) p5e an answer
Forts

ip(r) ÷ hpte ‘r”S = p5(l + e’’r) . .
. boundary condition

Bp(r) Ae(r)u, . .
. general solulinn

A = Pr(l + e’t”a)

p(t) 15p0(1 + e “r) ei’’r)°r an answer

(dl a- lip = q(,a,,,t + p)
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Answers—Set B
(I) h... 1/2 X (2faceatoms)+ 114 N (4edgeatotns)2

(2) h

(3) e I, —2, 3 — intercepts
—1/2, 1/3 — 1/intercepts

(632) — indices

(4) d V V V Any direction with a nonoero first integer 50111 nor be petendicntar to the [11)0]
direction.

(5) b. . - From the Statement of the problem, we conclude

f(E1 + kT)
= ce,,—v = e IS

E
—

kTln(em° — I] — 1] 9kT

(6) b

(7) c V V V For nondegenerate dopings D5 = (kT/q)iu and /a. versus N0 has the form of
sketch (c). (See Fig. 3.5.)

(8)

(9)
I/_ (4 ,

— V- . -. --

E.

(10)
V V V 5-tYC

p V V V p-type
qN

Typically, /.a < ia., for a given semiconductor and temperature. Thus p(p-type) is
greater than p(n-type) if N0 = N,, V
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(23) e V V V Steady slate conditions and the absence of photogenerarion altow one to elimi

nate the S/St and CL terms in the minority carrier diffusion equation (Eq. 3.54h).

(24) a. V V This is Solution No. 1 cited in Subsection 343.

(25)
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(t I)

(12) D,sfl m’elocmiy Is the average electron or hole velocity reuniting front an applied electric
field. (One mmght also menrjoo that at low tields 0a = a)0, where N is the carrier
mobility.)

(13) d . V V V has the same shape as the ‘upside-down’ of the hands.

(14) e. V V t5 prnportionoi to tire stope of the bands.

(15) a. .
.

Is Invartant wmth posmtnsfl.

(If) c. V V ErapproachesEnear,,L

(17) b

E,
—

E0 E5/2 — = E016

p = ne’O —0r)T = lOmte1 12/(5x0.OaSs) 1.35 X l0’3/c,nt

V (18) a. Under eqniliisriumra conditions J 0.
(l9)b...

Atx.r1

p5 (E=E)

ldElE.

— q do q x — q (L/3) qL
= /a011 E0/L

(20) c. V V K. P. E(L) — E5,,,, = E/3

(21) c V V V N0 l0’5/cm3

p5 n/n 1020/105 = lOt/cm3

(22) a... p,, = hp,,, n



5 pn Junction Electrostatics

Figure 5.1 Junction dehnitions; (a) Locution of thu rnetatlargscul jsoctton. IS) doptng profile—a

plot of thu nut doping sutton pnsittms.

In Pad II wo primarily examine doviceo whose operation is intimately tied to the one or
mace p0 jaoctioos haiTI iota thc otroctore. Considerable ottentioo is initially given to the
bhorter memher of the device fansily. the po junction dinde. The diode analysis in Part HA
is of particular importance hecanne it establishes basic concepts and analytical prucedares
that.ace of aaivecsal utility. Special ye janction diodes are dnneribed at the end of Part IL/s
in tle ‘read-only” chapter on optoclectronic diodes. In Part Eli the concepts and pruce
dares are applied and somewhat cnponded in treating another important member of the
fanaty, the two-joactian, three-terminal, bipolar janction transistor (BiT). Devices with
more titan two pn junctions ore brief y considered ia the chapter no PNPN devices. The
socldding chapter in Pact ItS treats mesal—seosicondoctor contacts and the Schottlcy di
ode, a “cansin” of the ps jassctioo diode.

A complete, systematic device aoalysis is typically divided into four major segments.
Providing the foandation for the entire analysis, the first treats the change density, the elec
tric field, and the electrostatic potcotial—collcctively referred to as the electrostatics—
existing inside the device ander equilibrium and steady scate cooditions. Subsequent seg
meals are in tarn devorad to modeling the steady stole (d.c.) response, the small-signal (n.e.)
response, and the transient (pained) response of the device. The pn janction diode analysis
to be presented follows the noted fonr-step development, to this chapter we take the firnt
step by exploring tite electrostatics associated with a pn janclion.

5.1 PRELIMINARIES

5.1.1 Junction Terminology/Idealized Profiles
Suppose fur the sake of discussion that a pu jonccioo has been torescd by diffusing a
p-type dopaot iota a aaifortoly doped n-type wafer. The ausamed situation is picmred in
Pig. 5.l)a). La the near-surface region where the io-diffmed N,, > N0, the semiconductor
is obviously p-type. Deeper io the semiconductor where N0> N,,, the mmicuaductuc is
st-type. Clearly, she dividing hoe between the two regions, known formally as the mefollor
girafjastcsiust, occurs at the plane in the semiconductor where/s’0—_N,= 0.
‘‘NiZthi only tine net doping is relevant in determining thu posttion of the metallur
gical janction. Only the net duping conceosratiun is likewise required in establishing the
electrostatic variables. Than, instead of presenting superimposed plots of N,, and N0 veruas
x as in Fig. 5.1(a), it in more asefsl Ia combine N,, and N information into a tingle

Figure 5.2 ldeoheed doptng pmf leo: (a) Step junction, (b) Seemly gmdedjanetioo.

N0 — N,, versas x plot as illautrated in Fig. 5.t(b). A plot of the net duping cuncentrattua
as a function of position is referred to as the doping profile.

When incorporated into the analysis, the actual duping profiles erected by the corn
munpiace diffusion and ion implantation processes drmticolty complicate the mothemattcn.
tt becomes difffcnlt to obtain and interpret results. Fortunately, unly the doping variation to
the immediate vicinity of the mctallorgical jancliun is of prime importance. Surpnsnngly
accurate results can be obtained asiug rather idealized duping pruhies. The twu most cam
muu idealizations me the Ngp_(fj ss and the f(yrfy4odedJp5fIiee profiles graphically
defined in Pig. 5.2. The”Wapptupriote of the two idealizations depends ua the slope uf
the acmni duping profile at the metallurgical junction and the backgruoad duping of the
starting wafer. The step jonctiua in an acceptable approxtmattp.ajgjpjg.o3.tppjppj.of.iS.S ur
shallow dttius 00 nb irk htiy duped stoetsngfer whereas the ltoearly geaded peat) in
w&fld be more apprupirase for deep diffusions into a moderate Eu beav)ly doped startsnp
othfiiInont.pa.)aactfon.uoal.ynes presented herein, we arbitrarily invoke the step jane-
hurt tdealtzuttoo Eu oaanmazr the mathemattcol eomplextty of the analysts

4
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ND - N,,

N,, N,, (diffosed)

No_0ianinat_

..

Metallargical jonetien
(Na—Na,’S)

(a)

Actual profile
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N0 — N,,

(a)

(hi

5.1.2 Poisson’s Equation

Poisson’s equation is a welI-kuusoo relationship from Electricity and Magnetism. In semi
conductor work it oftea constitutes the starting point in obtaining qnantitutive solutions fur
the electrostatic variables. The three-dimensiuual version appropriate for semiconductor
analyses is

ç . ‘g = (5.1)
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K5 is the semiconductor dielectric constant and e is the permittivity of freo space. p. pre

viously associated with resistivity. is anderstood 10 be the charge density (charge/cm3)in
aoalyses involving the electrostatic voriahlev. Assuming the dopauts to be totolly ionized,
the charge deovity ioside o vetttirondoctor is given by

— a + N0 — N) (53)

Eq. (5.3) was originally pretested as the first portion of Eq. (2.23) in deriving the charge
ueurrality relationship. The charge density is identically cero far from any sarfaces inside
a anifarmly doped venticondactor in eqnilibriam. However, p is often nonzero aud a func
tion of position under less restrictive conditions.

Lastly note fratts Eq. (5.2) that p is proportional to d’g /rlx in one-dimensional prob
lems. The general fanclioaal form of p vecsus a can therefore be dednced from an B —x plot
by sinsply noting the slope of the plot as a fanction of pavilion.

Prior to performittg a qnantilative analysis, it is always nsefal In have a general idea av to
the evpected forts of the solation. Bated an the Sabsectinu 3.2.4 discnssian leading to Ilte
derivation of the Einstein relationship, we already know there shoald be band bending and
an internal electric field associated mifit the inherently navunifarm doping afapn)auction
diode. Let as assume a one-dimensional step junction and eqailibriam conditions in seek
ing to determine the general fanctional farm of the potential, electric field, and charge
density inside the diode.

Oar approach will beta first cnnssracl the energy band diagram for a pnjancliou diode
nuder eqailibriam conditions and then In alifice peeviansly established procednees in de
dacing the electrostatic variables. Far the msnrned step junction it is reasonable to enpecl
regions far mmoved from the metallurgical )unctioii Ia be identical in character to an iso
lated, aniformly doped vemicoudactor. Thas, the energy baud diagrams far the regions far
removed from the jauclion are concladed to be of the simple form shown in Fig. 5.3(a).
Under eqailibriam conditions we know in addition that the Fermi level is a constant inde
pendent of position. This leads to Fig. 5.3(b), where the diagrams of Fig. 5.3(a) are properly
aligned In the position-independent Fermi level. The missing near-janclian portion of the
Fig. 5.3(b) diagram is completed in Fig. 5.3(c) by connecting the B,, K, and B,. endpoints
an the two sides of the junction. Althaagh the enact form of the band beading near the

(c)

Fignre 5.3 Swp-by-step eanstmetion of thu eqailibriam esergy baud diagram far a pn junction
diode. Ia) Assumed step)unclian profile and enurgy baud diagrams foe the sumieandaesae regions far
remared Earn the rnetallnrgieal januaen. (b) Alignment of the purl (a) diagrams to the position
independeut Fermi level. (c) The completed energy bmd diogram.
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metallurgical bnaaduey in not known, it is reasonable to msume the variation is mneaionic

in nature, with a cern slope at the Iwo ends of the central region. Figure 5.3(c) iv of coarse

the desired equilibrium energy band diagram for a pn juncttaa diode.

It is now a relatively simple matter to dedace the fanctianal form of the eleclrosialic

variables. Far one, referring to Snbsectian 3.1.5 on band bending, the V versns x relation

ship mast have Ihe same fanelional farm as the “npside-down” of B, (or ff or B,). This

leads to the V versus x dependence sketched in Fig. 5.4(b) with V arbitrarily set eqanl to

zero on the far p-aide of ihe)enction. Nent, the B versus a dependence nhosvn in Fig. 5.4(c)

is obtained by recording the graphical derivative of B, as a functtou of positinn.t Finally,

Ihe general functional form of p versus a sketched in Fig. 5.4(d) is deduced from the slope

of the B —x plot.
Ferhups the moss interesling features of the Fig. 5.4 solution are the voltage drnp uernss

the)neeoun under eqnilibrinmcoedilions end Iheuppearnoceof charge near the metallur

gikal boundary. The “built-in” vollage (t7i,i) will be given separate eonvid&radion in Ihe

neni 4i)bsection. Of immediate interest is the region of charge near the juectinu pictured in

Fig. 5.4(d). The question arises, Where does Ihis charge came from? Answering this ques

tinn provides enitniderable physical insight.
Suppose that the p and n-regions were initially separated us pictured In Ftg. 5.5(u).

Charge neutrality is assumed to prevail in the isolated, unifnrnsly doped semiconductors.

In the p-material the positive hole charges, the ‘s in Fig. 5.5, balance the immobtle

acceptor-site charges shown us H’s in Fig. 5.5. Likewise, ie the n-nsulerial the electrnnic

charge (8) everywhere balances the immobile charge associated svith the inniccd donors

(5). Neal suppose a structurally perfect connection is made belween Ihe p and n materials

us envisioned in Fig. 5.5(b). Nularully, since there are many wore holes ou the p-side than

on the n-side, holes begin In diffuse from the p-side is the n-side an instant after the

counection is mnde, Similarly, electrons diffuse from the st-side to the p-tide of the June

lion. Although the electrons and holes can move to the opposite side of the junction, the

donors and ucceptors are fined in space. Consequently, the diffusteg away of the carrters

from the uear-vicinily of thh junction leaves behind un unbalanced dopant site charge an

shuwn in Fig. 5.5(c). Thin in the source of Ihe charge arnuod the metallurgical jauction,

eieely correlating svilh the previously deduced p versus a dependence redrawn In

Fig. 5.5(d). The near-vicinity of the metallurgical junction where lherc iv a significant nun

;, cero charge is called the spnre charge region or depfe,tioct.rrgion. The luaer nume follows

vf v, jrom the fact that the carrier concentrations in the rdthft’dcdgrcully reduced or depleted.

We vhould also mention that the build-up of charge and the associated electric field contin

ues until Ihe diffusion of carriers across the junction is precisely balanced by the carrier

drift The individual carrier diffusiun and drift cnmponents must of coarse cancel in make

v and J, separately cern under equilibrium conditions.
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‘Arsuelly, reew the Fig. 5.dfelcnnsuy band diaaraie. oneuev unnrlade any ares ihe wagnisade 0e’f greminuenerns
Ironi nero on the p-side of the ionedno, reachese wauiwunr near rye weiuusreiuni beanduey, ued shea deurrvmsci

again rn rem far air she n.side of die junarion. Tho pseudo-linear depeednace sheiched is Fig. 5.410 maccu an

aduinro knowledge or he quaauiasunsolcrine.

In oee-dimetisionnl problems where ‘fi = B,, Poisson’s equation simplifies lo

i..J’
e (5.2)

Vp

2
p-side

5.1.3 Qualitative Solution

Br
Br

B,
n-side

)u)

B

(hi

(d)

Figure 5.4 General fsncsional farm of the elnusrnstatic variables in a psi jueutiun snder eqadib
now conditiom. f a) fiqnilibrism energy band diagram. (b( Electrostatic potential, (ci electric field,
aed (dl charge densiG’ as a function of position.
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Figure 5.5 Coscepiual pn juneiine fuessasios and associated change redisinibaune. (a) Isolated p

and ii rogiass. (hI Elecsmns and holes diffuse to she opposite side of the juersins ssemenis sfsor

joining the p and n regioss. (e) Change redistribusien eemplesnd and eqeilibsism cosaisiens ne-estab

lished. (d( Previously deduced ebsege densiny verses pesstinn. (G—halns. E—iossaed eceepsein.

S—nlooseenn, and 5—iooired dosors.)

Ilis useful to perform a sample computation te gauge the relative mugnisade of she
hails-ic volsage. Choosing Na N0 = 1W5/cm5and a SI diode muistained sI 300 K, ocr
campates V5 = (0.0259) ln(lOss/102n)m 0.6 V. This isa typical result. In enndrgennrately
doped diodes Vu < E0/q, or Vu is less than the band gap energy cosiverted so volts. Non-
degenerately doped Ge, Si, sod GaAs diodes maintained at room temperatnre eshibis a V5
less than 0.66 V, 1.12 V. and 1.42 V. respectively.

The relalionship between V, and E0 shaded to in the preceding paragraph is oicely
evplmoed by an alternative V5 derivation based an the energy band diagram. Erferring to
Figs. 5.4(a) and (b). we nose

V5, = V(x)
— V(_ae) (5.lha)

=1[Ee(X) — E,(Xn)I =1(E(—x)
— Ei(Xe)1 (5.1 Ib)

‘3 4

F5, = 1RE — Er)v,an ÷ (Er — Ei)e.,ia,) (5.12)

Clearly. fec a eondegeeeeasely deped diode bosh (E: — Er)p, and (Er — E,)5.,, are
less than E5/2, making V5 < c1q Moreover, in a nondegeeeeale(y deped step janetioo
uyder eqoilibrisin casdisioss,

(E,
— Er)r.,:e, = kT ln(N0/n,) , (5.l3a(

— E,)n.,w kT ls(N0/e,) (5.13b)

Sobssitnling Eqs. (5.13) iuso Eq. (5.12) and simplifying yields Eq. 15.101. Nose that. while
Eqs. (5.13) and hence Eq. (5.10) are valid only fer nondegeseraie dopiegs, there are so
doping-related restricliocs an the validity of Eq. (5.12).

(C) Exercise 5.1

Ps Most real diodes are vrry heavily doped on one side of the junction. In eompar.iug
the built-in voltage of p t-n and n v.p step junctions, isis coo000u practice so ossassne
that the Fermi level oss the heavily doped side ia positioned at Iho band edge; i.e.,

= En in a p + material and E = En in nit is + material. Making the cited assump
lion, compute nnd plot V m a faoetion of the doping (Na or Nn) on the lightly
doped side of Si p -n sod n p step jonclions maintained at 300 K. The p101 is to
cover the eaage 10 ia/cm3 C Na or ,V5 C 10i5/rm5.

Ss Specifically coosideriog a p n janctioo. we Can write

(E
— Er)eia assamed E —

E5 = E0/2

(Er — E,)n.i,ae = liT ln(N5/n,)

Sabstimsing into Eq. (5.12), which is valid for arbitrary doping levels, we rapidly
conclude

For 5Cp junctions. Na simply replaces N0, yielding a eompotalionally eqeivalent
relationship. The V5 computational programs sod resultant plot (Pig. ES. I) follow:

MArLa.B program script...

ffeVbi Compusatioo (p+/n sod n+/pjaoclions)

%Conslsola
EGI.12;
kTh0.0259
ni=’l.OelO;

%Compumsian
ND=logspaee(t4,l7);
Vbi =EG/2+k’r.nlog(NG./ni);

%Plossing
close
semilogn(ND,Vbi); grid
asis((l.0e14 l.0r17 0.75 ID
alahelQNA or NG (cm-So; ylahel(’Vbi (volts)’)
tess(lelfl,0.8,’Si, 300K’)
trnt(lelfl,0.79,’p+/n and n+/p diodes’)

N 5,1.4 The Built-in Potential (V5)

The soltage drop across she depletion region nuder equilibrium coadittens, (mown to the
built-ic potential (V5(, is ajnncsien parameter of suthciens importance 50 merit farlher
eosssidoration. We arc particularly inleresled is establishing a compulaisonal relationship
for V+. Working toward the staled goal, we coosider a noudcgenerately.doped psi jnecsion
maintained under rqailtbriem conditions wish a = 0 positioeed at the metallurgical
boundary. The ends of Ihe eqailibriam deplelion region are taken 50 occur at — a0 and
en the p- and n-bides of thejauctien respectively (see Fig. 5.4b). ‘ ‘;“it.

Proceeding with she derivation, we know

c/V ,
.

S
= —z (5,4)

Insegraling across the depletion region gises

+j 4 5 is
=

dV= Vcsn) — V(_Xr) = Vu (5,5)

Fetthermarn. suder equilibriam cenditious.

= qeS + 4D54S = 0 (5,6)

Sniviug for S in Eq. (5.61 aud making ssr of fne Einstein relationship. we obswn

Dan/au - kTdn/d.r /

“fl’ 2 (5.7)
e q n ,j V

Sebsssmsiug Eq. (5.7) into Eq. (5.5), and completing she integration then yields

Vu
= rf”

= hn{— (5.9)
—rs q n ‘3 n(—xr)

For she specific ease of a nondegenerairly doped step jonclion where Nn sod Na are she
n- and p-side doping concentrations, one ideelites

U(Xn) = N0 ‘-‘ (5.9a)

n(—xr)
=

(5.9b)

pnJONCTION ELECrnoseurtan 2115
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and therefore

= lo(°) j (5.10)

or
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depletion approximation provides a simple, nearly nniversal way of obtaining approximate
solutions msthout prior knowledge of the carrier Concentrations.

We have already established the basis for the depletion uppronimotiox. A prominent
featore of the quxlitottve sislotion max the appearaoee of a noneero rltnrgn dentisy straddling
the metallurgical jonetton. This charge onset beeaose the carrier nnmbers are redneed by
dttfitidieddcthW)ufrdfii(. The carrier ‘depletion tends to be greatest in the immediate
vieimty of the tnsetallurgteol boondory and then tails off as one proceeds away from the
josetson. The depletton approximation isteodoees an idealieotioo of the octool charge dis
trtbution.’The approximation hos two components that eon be stated as follows: (Q
earner concentrations are assnteed to be ttegjjgjbe compared to the net doping coneentra
tine no region — Ar tr .x V (iidhig the metollsrgE ili i)&r’2The eharjrdisnstty V

ants de the deplfiton regton is token iWbn identically enm TEde1jikton spproxliusolton is
sammanseed pictorially in Fig. 5.6(o) and is illnssmted assuming a step jnnerioit in ,Z

.‘ 7x

::j
a

S .n,,

1k)

Figure 5.6 (a) Pictorial summory of the depletion oppresimosien. (b) Illustration of the approxi
mation as applied sea step junction.
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the some functional ferns as A’0
— within the depletion region. Pigare 5.7 is presented

to emphasize this last point by snowing the p pnrsns x plots associated with sample doping
profiles of a moderately rottiptne nanere.

With the preliminaries net of thn may, we proceed to the main nveet: development of qoon
ttas e relatsonslxsps for the dc tressasse sanobleo The deselopmentrsmorilv deals with

the step junction and mp)éscnted in detail not only to obtain the desired relationships bat
also so establish the derivatsesni peenedseen that can fin applied to other doping profiles
We begin by carefully specifying the system neder analysis, torn to thn step jnncoou nuder
eqnilsbeiam conditions, and then consider the medifiestiens required when there it an ap
plied bins. The section eonctades with a ceneine derivation and exnminnsien of the electro
static relationships appropriate for a linearly graded junction.

5.2.1 Assumptions/Definitions

Major fcntnrgn of the pn junction diode subject to annlynis are identified in Fig. S g All
variables are taken In be fnnetions only of a, the Coordinate nermol to the semiconductor
surface. The device is then said so be “one-dimensional”; ebnionu twe-dimensionol effects
associated with the lateral ends of a real device ace assumed to be negligible. For the elec
trostatic analysis, a 0 in positioned at the melnllnrgicol boundary. External contacts so
the ends of the diode are specified to be “ohmic” in nature, By definition, a negligible
portion of an externally applied voltage appears acresu an ohmic coutnet. Note that the

Flguee 5.8 (ul Sketch of o phynsest diode. fbi One-dimensinnos dindn sokjert to analysis snctndieg
the opplind voltage, cneedinotn, and contact spccifisatinrs.

206 pndnNcSlon ntonen

Os ‘

no

:—
;iIi pthsci4et4di4jJJ

(iti
O7 .‘.. ujj.,__,. ......

mu tot’ 100

NA ni NO Inn-SI

Figure 65,1 Bisili-in voltage in Sip -n and nC_p step junction diodes at 300 K.

ç,q(Nn—’Vu)

5.1.5 The Depletion Approximation

To obtain a qnautisosixe solution foe the electrostatic earinkles, it mill be necessary to solve 101

Poisson’s equation. Thn depletion approximation fneilitutes obtaining closed-form solu

tions so thn equation. Appearing ix n myriad of dneien analyses, the deplnsion opprosima

sine is for and away the most imporsout and most widely encountered of site simplifying

approximations used in the modeling of deniees.
P

To understand why the depletion upprouimasien is introduced, consider the one-

dimensional Poisson equation rewritten as Eq. 15.14). The doping profile, N5 — NA, op

prariug in lhn equation

=
(p — x +N5—N0) (5.14)

-
Xg

+ [
is assumed so be known, Howeser, to write dome paso function of a, solve the differential

equation for E veesus a, and eventually obtain V versus a, one must also have esplieis

uxprnssions for the carrier concentrations us a function of a. Unfortunately, the corner

eoxeeusrnsienu in ‘0 0 regions, like she pn junction depletion region, urn net specified

prior so solving Poisson’s equution. Rusher, p and n in the depletion region are functions of

the potential as ix obvious from ax examination of Ike Fig. 5.4(u) energy hand diagram.

Although exact closed-form (usually complex) solutions do exist in certain instances, the

Enact
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Pig. 5.6(b). When the depletion nppresimasieu is insoked, she nue.dsmenxienal Poisson

equation simplifies in

w V_(ND — N) ...
m A S A,

0 . .
.0S _x0oedama,,

Note dsus, except fur the selues of — u and A,, the charge density ix totally specified

by invoking the depletion upproximation. Moreeuec, the charge density mill have precisely

Sn-Nv
P

I I

(5.15u)

5.2 QUANTITATIVE ELECTROSTATIC RELATIONSHIPS
(5.15k)

(a)

L_
N0-N0 /

LL
(b) lot 151

Pignre 5.7 Retutiexshiy keisxuen the doping prufile and lie charge density based us rIse depletien

upprusimotiuu. (ss) urd )b aie two separute examples.



synthol V0 in used for ilte p)jg4_ystltagu. The subscript A distinguishes the applied voltage

frotv tlte inLernal joection voltage. In the initial development V5 iv set eqnal to zero, or

eqnivaleetly, the deniee is anvsmed to be in eqnilibriom.

5.2.2 Step Junction with Vu m o \itv

Solution torp

We consider a step junction under etloilibriutti cottditioes. N5 is ttramn greater thou N0 in

the Pig. 5.9(a) sketch of the doping profile for the sake of illustratioe. As summarized ia

Pig. 5.9(b), invoking the depletion approsimation yields the charge density nolotion

—qN5 ..

p-’ qN0 ...Oxx

0 . vS —xrandxwx

The values of x and am not known at this point but svill he determined later in the

analysis.

Solution for S

Substituting the charge density solution into Poissois’s equation gives the equations to be

solved for the electric held.

—qN5/K5e5 . .

.

—x 5 x S y

= qNIK,v5 . . . 0 S x

o .. .xS xrandxarx (5.l7e)

‘fi = 0 far from the metallurgical boundary and therefore S = 0 everywhere nsttside of the

depletion region. Since ‘8 toast also vanish right ut lhe edges of the dephetioti region, S

Oats
= 5r and S = Oats x resprctively becante the baaudary conditions for the

(5.170) and (5.l7b) differential equations. Separating variables and integrating from the

depletion regioti edge to an arbitrary pnint a. ann obtains for the p-side of the depletion

region

d’g’ —f p-dc’ (5.191

S(x) ...

I fiZ&jt
urn -L’ K5 en

qN
)9(x) = — —0-(x — 5) . . . 0 w x ar

K5e5

The electric field solution is plotted in Pig. 5.9(c). Thin result is of course consistent

with the qualitative solution sketched in Pig. 5.4(c). Within the depletion region the field is

always negative and euhibits a linear variation with position. It should be noted that ie

constructing Pig. 5.9(c) the ulectric field was taken to be continaons at a = 0; the p- and

it-side solutions mere simply matched at the metallurgical boundary. Peom Electricity and

Magnetism. we kuow the electric field will be continuous across a boundary an long at

sheet af charge does not lie along the iolerface between the two regions. If the (5.19) and

(5.21) eaprensians for the electric fluid are evaluated at x 0 and equaled, the continuity

of the electric field is foand In require

NaXr =

For those familiar with Gauss’ law, the fact that S = 0 outside the depletion region means

the total charge within the depletion region mesl sum in zera, ee the miens charge an the

p-side af the janctian must balance the plus charge an the c-side of the janctinn. Previous

charge density plots (Pigt. 5.4-5.7) have all been drawn with thin fact in mind, Applied sa

the step junction p versus x plot in Pig. 5.9(b), the balance of charge requires the rectan

gular areas nn the p-audit-sides of the jnectinn ta be equal, or qNaSr qNnx. Thus

Eq. (5.22) maybe viewed altcrealively as a reflection of the fact that the total charge within

the depletion region most sunt to zero.

Solution for V

Since ‘8 = — dVldx, the electrostatic potential is obtained by solving

qN
—(s +x) ,., —x wxO

dV Ksua r r

...0Sxwx

Wish the arbitrary reference potential net cqaal to zero at x =
— 5r’ and remembering the

voltage drep is V5 across the depletioe region nuder equilibrium conditions. Eqs. (5.23a)

and (5.23b) are respectively subject so the boundary conditions
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(5. ha)

(5.lfib)

(5.lfic)

No - N,s

(a)

±-9.NA

(h)

(5. 17a)

15. 17b)

or

(c)

212 paJnNCTtoN nionen

Similarly an the n-side

or

(dj

Figure 5.9 Step Juncrion sotoitnn. Deplotsan appranimotian based quantitative solution fur the
(5 18) eleetrosasfia sanabtes in apo stopjanvtson aodrreqailibriam condifians (V5 = 0) (a) Step juectins

profile. (hi Charge density, )e) elentriu field, and (d) elmirastasie pntentiat as a fannsino of patinae
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[ V 9 at x 5r (S.24a)

V= V. ar sx (5.24b)(5.20)

Separating variables and integrating from the depletion region edge loan arbitraty points,
one abtaans for the p-side of the depletion region

(5.21)

.

dv’
= f i&( + (5.25)

or

V(s)=t(xr+x)2
... 5z° (5.2fi)

Similarly on the n-side of shvjuncrine

fvs
dv’ f (x - x’)&’ (5.27)ens K505

(5.22)

or

VGj= V5 _So_(5 x)° .0w s-x (5.29)

The electrostatic potential solution given by Eqs. (5.29) and (5 29) is ploned in
Fig 5.9(d). The V versus a depeodence in quadratic in nature, with a concave curvature oe
the p-side of the Junction and a connun curvature no the n-side of the Jnnction Paralleling
the ‘8-field procedure, Pig. 5.9(d) was constructed simply by matching the p- and n-side
solutions aix = 0. The assumed continuity of the electrostatic potential at a = 0 is justified
because there is so dtpale loyor (closely spaced sheets of plus and winos charge) along thu
metallurgical bonndary. Note that if the (5.29) and (5.2fi) expressines for rhe potential are
evaluated ass = 0 and equaled, one obtains

(5.29)

Solution for x nnd x

The electrostatic solatson is nor eompleie until the values of x oad are determined In
the coarse of the development we base already md the rnnndwork for abta eteg the
n and p side depiction width Specsbcally s and sr are the only ubenowus in Eqs (5 2)

(5.23a)

(5.23bj



+x)6(x)
K5c0

qN5
VCs) _.—.i—.(x 4-

- oJY.0—_(v5.- V5)]
— [ 9 OQO + 155)

MAcLAB program script...

% This program calculates and plots the depletion width vs impority
% conceotration in Silicon p-I-/n and n+/p step junctions at 300K.

%Coostonts sad Parameters
T300; % Temperatsee in Keloin
k=8.617e-5; % Eoltrmonn constant (rV/K)
c0=8.85e- l4; % permittivity of froe space (F/cm)
q=I.602c-l9; % charge anon electron (coel)
KS” 11.8; % dielectric constant of Si at 300K
ni lelO; % intrinsic carrier cone. in Silicon at 300K (cm’-3)
EG” 1.12; % hoed gap of Silicon (cv)

%Chonse variable robes
Nfllognpaco(14,l7); %doping ranges from lel4to 1o17
VA=[0.5 0-101; % VA voluen set
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Also

— qN0 (1.6 x lO(l0i(’93 yr 10”)I’gI,,, = I’6(0)I — 3—X,
)ll.8)(fl.85 N 10—N)

= 10 V/etc

N conld huvr bern compotod dirrctly osing Eq. (5.31). However, we wished ta make
the odditiooal point that in Ott osytemrtrically sloped junction (N0 P N or N0 0’
N5) site depletion region lien olesost roclusively on the lightly doped side of the
metallurgical hosedary.

5.2.3 Step Junction with V0 * 0

The solution for she clecsrostosic ouriobles most hr eotended to V0 0 operating conditions
if isis to be of practical otility. Oar solution approach woold be so pedantically repeot the
derivolions froso the presi005 sohsection with V0 0. Portunotl9Nan easier
approach.

Consider the diode in Fig. 5.10 with a voltoge V,, 0 applied so the diode terminals.
This voltage most he dropped somewhese inside the diode. However, in swell-mode device
o negligible portion of the applied voltage appears across the consorts to the device. More
over, nuder low-lovel injection conditions (reasonable rorrent levels) the resistive voltage
drop across the qoosineotral p- ord n-regions ectreding from the contacts so the edges of
the depletion region will also hr negligible. The applied voltage must therefore be dropped
across the depletion region. When V0, > 0, this esternally imposed rojsuge drop loseern the
potential on the n-side of the junction relative to the p-aisle of site. jossotios. Conversely,
when V,, < 0, she potential on the n-side igereanes relative to the p-side. In other words,

V0 dropped bore

Negligible snttuge dmp (low-lend injeenon) Negligible cottage drop itoss-trvelinimsine)

Negligible solssge deop / Negligible voltage dmp
(nheiic contort)

lr__I [,,
(ohmic contact)

V

FIgure 5.15 Volsoge drops internal too diode rmstsisg (mm an esseenally applied oeltuge.

4—-

fiuct nr.s.W—
(pitt r.)
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and (529) Eliminating x in Eq. (5.29) osieg Eq. (5.22) and salving the resulting rqaatioo

fore, rapidly yields

[2K.1ro (5.30o(

I q N0(N0 + N0) 5’J

and

x =
= {0—V

110 (5.30b(
N0 j 9 ,v5(iV0 ± N) I-)

It also follows thae

w m , +
= {2Kseo(N+Ne)V]t° (5.31)

r
q N0N5

14) the total width of the depletion regioa, better known simply as the depletion width, is

often encountered in practical device compotultoes.

ExnrCine 5.2

[rosop1e compututioa so gouge she sire of Wood ‘6 I,,,,, under eqoilsb

rims conditions. Specifically assUmes step junction operated at 300 K wish N0

1817/cmtasd N0 = 1014/cm7.

St For she given jooetton.

= i
(oe)

= (0.0259) ln[2a.Ds_A] 0.656 V

Mulcieg ose of Eqs. (5.30), oee composes

F2K u
i0

1(2)111.8)18.85 N l0”(0.65b)i
I — V I = I

qN0 ‘) (1.6 N

“2.95 N lo-0em2.93 Fm

Xr
(o), (l0”jx, = 2.93 N 10” em

and

W4,+xrwx,=Lm

216 g JUNCv5ONDIO0EU

the voltage drop across the depletion region, ood hence the booedary condition at .e =

becomes V51 ‘ V0.
Shire l only modification to she formation of the problem is a change in oar

boundary condition, the V0 0 elccscosloeic relationships con be enrrapolated ftom the

V0 = 0 relationships by simply replacing all explicit appearances of V5 by V5 — V0.

Making the indicated sobstitotion yields rhe V0 0 aolotion foe the electrostutic variables

given is Eqs. (5.32)—(5.38).

For — Xe S x S 0...

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

ForOcSX,...

‘6(x) — t(x, — x) (5.35)
K5 e0

V(x) = V6 — V0 — -(x, — x)° (5.36)
2K5e0

I2Ke N

L No(NA4-No) Li n.j
- S,;:

(5.37)

and

To prevent so imaginary resolt, V0 is obvioovly rcssrsctrdtp V0 S V51 in Eqs. (5.34). (5.37).

und (5.38). The formolotion fails becuasr a large correct begins as flow, und ihn qoasinco

trol region voltage drops cannot he neglected, svhee V0 approaches V6.

(C) Exerciee 5.3
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Pt Construct a log-log p101 of the depletion width (W) versas she impurity coeceotra
lion (N0 or N0) on the lightly doped side of Sip -a and a ‘-p step jnnelioen main
tained us 300 K. leclode curves for V0 = 0.5 V. 0 V and — 10 V covering the range
100/cmtS N0 or N0 S lOtkmt.

St The V5 associated with the p -ti and a’-p step junctions is computed osing the
relationship essobbshed in Exercise 5.1. Also, with she jencrion usymmetrically
doped, the doping factor in she Eq (5.38) evpression for It’ simplifies to

N0 + Nn —

N0N5 — N5

where N is she doping (N0 or N0) on the lightly doped side of the joaction. The
MATLAB program for the N verses doping compotolion and the program results
(Fig. E5.3) follow:

Fe Three plots arc generated corresponding to VA = 0.5V, 0.OV, and — IOV

Fe The Vbi relutionship employed is Vbi(EG/2q)-r(hT/q)lx(NB/ni)
Fe where NB is the impurity concentration on the lightly doped side.
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5.2.4 Examination/Extrapolation of Results

Having expended considerable effort in establishing the results, it is reasonable In spend a
few moments examining the results. We are particularly interested in how the electrostatic
variables change as a function of the applied bias. Euansining the (5.34) and (5.37) rela
tionshipS for .o, and .c0. we conclude these widths decrease under forwurd biasing (V0 >
0) and increase unde11i6erse biasing (V <0). This concliisinn is of course consistent with
the Exercise 5.3 computation shosvieg a smaller depletion width for V0 > 0 and a larger
depletion widtlt for V0 < 0. The changes in x1, and x0 likewise translate into changes in the
electric Ilelçl. As deduced from Eqs. (5.32) and (5.35), a smaller and x under forward
biases cause the ‘d -field to decrease everywhere insid&dtd 20leiidi( 4iOnwhile—the
larger x and .c,, ussneiated with reverse biases give rise lou larger fi -fteld. This conclusion
is also reasonable from a physical standpoint.A decreased flgp.ptioenithwgrj>O
means Less change around the junction and a cornespoudiuglysma)ler.<fi -field. -V0_<*on
heothdIni, createsu larger space charge region and s biggec.electrio.fieldsSitttllarly.
the potential giscn by Eqs. (5.33) aitd (5.36) decreases at all points when V0 > 0 and
increases at all paints whets V0 < 0. The potential hilt shrinks in both size and 0-extent
under forward biasing, whereas reverse btasieg gives roe to a wider and higher puteutml
hill. The foregoiitg discussion is graphically summarized in Fig. 5.11.

In Subsection 3.1.5 we established a procedure for deducing the form of the electro
static potential from a given eltargy band diagram. The procedure was applied in
Subsection 5.1.3 to obtain the qualitative solution for the electrostatic potentiul inside a p15
junction under equilibrium conditions. Having just described and envisioned (Fig. 5.1 Id)
how the potential changes as a function of bias, we should he able to reverse the cited
procedure to construct the energy band diagtams appropriate for a pn junctinn under fur-
ward and reverse bias. Specifically, we knaw what the energy baud diagram looks like
under equilibrium conditions (redrawn in Fig. 5.t2a). Cnncepmulty taking the upside-down
of the potential pints and appropriately modifying the equilibrium energy band diagram—
smaller depletion svidth and smaller bill for forward bios. larger depletion width and larger
hill for reverse bias—yields the diagrams foe forward and reverse bias respectively pictured
in Figs. 5.12(b) and (c).

Several comments are is order concerning the V0 0 diagrams. For use, the Fermi
level is omitled from the depletion region because the device is no lunger in equilibrium
and a single level cannot be used to describe the carrier concentrations in this region. In
fart, Ihe levels labeled Es,, and EFr occupying the former position of the Fermi level in the
quasineutrul engions, are actually majority-carrier quasi-Fermi levels. However, the devia
hoe from equilibrium in Ihe nondepleted portions of the diode is normally small, especially
far from the junction, and it is therefore acceptable to conlinue using the E1 designation.
Finally, by carefully inspecting the diagrams, it is readily established that

Ee — Eno —qV5 (5.39)

Equation (5.39) suggesi.s one may conceive of the diode terrisinals as providing direct ac
cess to the p- and n-ends of the equilibrium Fermi level. Conceptually grabbing onto the

(c) Reserse bios (VA <0)

Figure 5.12 pu junctiun energy hued diagrams. (a) Equilibrium (V5 = 0), (b) forward bias (V5>
0), ned (c) revarse bias (V0 < 0).

ends of the equilibrium Fermi level, one progresses from Ihe equilibrium diagram to the
forward bias diagratsa by moving the n-side npwurd by qk’,, while holding the p-side fixed.
Similarly, the reverse bius diagram is obtained from the equilibrium diagram by pulling the
si-side Fermi level downsvard.

%Deplction width calculatiolt
Vbi=E/2+k*T.log(NB.tn)

W( t,:) Ioe4nsqrt(2OKSneOftl,0(VhiVA( I ))./NB);

W(2,:)=
1Q04o5qri(5K5se01q0(5(2B(

W(3,:)=

%Plot
close
loglog(NB, W.’-’); grid

axis((l.0el4l.0e17 l.Oe-l l.Oel()

xlabel(’NA or ND (cm>-3)’)

ylabel(’W (nticromelers)’)
sct(gca,DCfaultTeotunsuormithzctU
test(.38,,26,’VAOS’)
text( 38,.50,’VAO’)
tenl(.38,76,’VA-l0V’)
text(.77,.82,’Si,)OOK’)
iext(.77,.79,’pIn and is
szt(gca,’DefaultTeXiUntts’.’damu’)

tel

NA urND lum0.3)

Figure E5.3 Deplotias width at seteat applied biases usa function of doping (Si, p a0 and

‘-p step juncliuss. 300 El.
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(b)
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...‘..

(a) Eqailibriuus (VA 0)

.. E5

___________

E

(b) Forwurd bias (VA> 0)

Exercise 5.4

.---t- t/c0
V00

(d)

Ftgure 5 11 Effeci of forward and eeserse biusieg us fne çu) deptetsun width, (hi esuege density.

Ic) electric fluid, asd (d) elecsrnstusiO potential inside ups jseciiun diode.

00

En”
E

E,

Once a quantitative relationship has been established for the electrostatic potential, it
becomes possible to construct a fully dimensioned energy baud diagram. The “Dia
gram Generator” program that follows draws the equilibrium energy band diagram



for a nondegencrately doped Si step junction mauttatned at room temperature. The

user is prompted to input the p- and ,t-sjde doptng concentruttons. Rita the prograflt

trying diffetent N0 and N, combinations. It is informative to include at least one

ctmbinatitrn each where N0 N, N0 N0, and N0 4 N0. The asytttmettical

junctions are of particular interest because the resultant “one-stded” dtagramS differ

from those norotally included in textbooks. Tite user might also constder modifying

the program so that it draws tIre energy band dtagram [Or an arbitrary applted bras.

MATLAB progrum scrtpt...

% Eqstilibriutn Energy Band Diagram Getseratot

Nv/Si. 3li3K, uondegenetutelY doped step Junctton)

%Control constants
cleft = -3.5e-4; Nv Leftmost x postiion

nright -xlefL; Nv Rightmost x postttOfl

NAinput (Please enter p_side doping (cm0-3). NA

NDiepot (Please enter n-side doptng (ctno_3), ND =

%Computati055
vbi=ksTnlog((NAND)/nje2),

xP
5q(2*sueo/qeNDnVbi/(NA*(NA+ND)));

litrspace(Xleft xrighI, 200);

Vxl =(Vbi_q*ND.*(vNx).021(2*KS*e0)0(n<XI1D(5>O)
Vx2=O.5vq*NA.0(xP+x).02/(KSne0)*>_i& x<O);

VxVxl+Vx2; ‘ % V us a functtoe of x

VMAX 3,
%MaainrumPlot Voltage

% Fermi level

%Plot Diagram
close
plot (x, .VcJ-EG/2+VMAX/2)

axis ([xteft xnight 0 VMAXI);
axis (off); hold on
plot (x, Vx.EG/2+VMAX/2);

ND-NA

.5

—W/2
(d)

plot (o, -Vx+VMAX/2,’w:);
plot ([steft oright]. [EF EF]. ‘sc);
plot ([0 Oj. [0.15 VMAX-O.5[, ‘w--’);
text(xleft° I .08,(-Vx( I )+E0I2 + VMAXJ2-.05),’Ec);
iext(xright° I .02,(-Vx(200)+ EG/2± VMAX/2-.05),’Ec’);
teut(xleftdl .08,(-Vx( I )-EG/2+ VMAX/2-.05).’Ev’);
text(nright° I .02,(-Vv(200)-EG/2+ VMAXI2-.05),’Ev’);
text(xleft’ I .08,(-Vr( I )—VMAX/2-.O5),’Ei’);
text(xright° .02. EF-.05;EF’);
set(gcaDefaultTextUntts’,’tsortnaliecd’)
teXt(. 18, Op_side);
text(.47,0, ‘xO’);
text(.75.On-side);
sei(gca.’DefaultTextUnits’.’data’)
hold elf

5.2.5 Linearly Graded Junctions

The litsearty graded profile, as noted in the preliminary discussion, is a more realistic up
proxtosatton for junctions formed by deep diffusions into moderate to heavily doped wa
fers. Redrawn in Fig. 5.13(a), lIre linearly graded profile is nrathematicully modeled by

Nn
—

a’_. (5.40)

where a has units of cm — and is called the grading constant.
Since we seek a quantitative solution fof’thbklb’dfrffsfatic variables associated with the

linearly graded prolile, this subsection might be viewed as an unnumbered exercise—an
illustration of how the procedures estahltshed in the step junction analysts are applied to
another profile. However, there are features of the linearly graded analysis that are suffi
ciently dtfferent to merit special consideration. Ftrst and foremost, the Eq. (5.40) profile is
continuous ihrostgh x = 0. This actually simplifies the mathematical developmenl. It is not
necessary to treat the p. and n-sides of the depletion region separately or to match the
solutions at a = 0. There is only one p. 4/, and V solulion for the entire depletion region.
Moreover, because the profile ts symmetrical about x = 0. all of the electrostatic variables
hkesvise exhibit a symmetry about .c = 0. A sonnewbat complicating feature is the nonuni
form doping outside of the depletion region. From previuus work we know the nonunitorm
doping tneaxs there is a residual p. electric field, and potential drop external to the central
depletion region. We ignore this fact. takieg p = 0,4/ 0, and V = constant outside of the
depletion regton in the development to be presented. Finally, although V is taken to he a
constant outside of the depletion region, a modification of the Eq. (5.10) expression for V5
is still necessary and will be included at the cud of the analysis.
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%ConstaeiS

T=300;
k=8.617e-S;
e08.85e-l4
q l.602e-19;
KS1 1.8;
nil.OelO;
EG= 1.12;

Nv Tetnperature in Kelvin

% Boltansaita cottstant (eVIK)

% permittivity of free space (F/cm)

% charge nIl an electron (coal)

Nv Dielectric constant of Si

Nv intrinsic catTier cone, in Siltcon at 300K (ctnt-3)

Nv Silicon band gap (eV)

Nv Depletion width u-stde

Nv Depletion wtdth p-Side
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Launching into the analysis proper by invoking the depletion approxtunatinu yields

(qax - . . — W/2 a W/2 (5.4lu)
p(x)

10 . . . a — W/2 and x at W/2 (5.41b)

Note from Fig. 5.13(b) thaI the charge density is symmetrical about x 0, and one
most have

w
= a, = - (5.42)

Substititting into Poisson’s equation, separating vartables, and tnregrating from the p-edge
of the depletion region where N = Otoan arbitrary point a inside the depletton regtou then
gives

(2] ...

—x (5.43)

A linear p versus x dependence naturally gives rise to a quadratic 4/ versus a dependence.
Next setting N (a) = — dV/d.v, separating variables, and integrating once again from

the p-edge of the depletion region svhere V = 0 to an arbttrary parnt a, one obtains the
cubic relationship

V(.e)[2+3()X_ ... —nca (5.44)

To complete the solution, to determine 11/ we note that the voltage drop across the depletton
region must be equal to V5 — V0. or V(x) — V0 at x = W/2. Making the tndtcated
substitutions into Eq. (5.44) and solving for 14/ one finds

L[.u(Vs_VA]

For future reference it is important to note that the linearly graded depletion width vanes
as the cube root of Vb. — V0. whereas the step junction depletion width varies us the square
root of V5 — V0.

Numerical computations of the linearly graded p. 4/, and V versus x would of course
require an expression for The Eq. (5.10) expression for V cannot be used because tt

was specifically established assuming a step junction. Mowever. the 115I derivation up to and
including Eq. (5.8) places no restrictions on the doping profile other than requtring that the

(a)

Figure 5.13 Lisearly graded sulutino.5ptetion.appro5amatt0Tbsed quunttatI”n solutIon fur

rhn ricetrostutic s’sriabtns in a linearly graded juactine. (a) Linearly graded profile. (b) Charge don

siiy, (c) electric field, and (d) electrostatic putoutiul usa function of position.



doping be eoedegenerate. Ceeseqeeotly, for nonstep jonctioes ace merely needs to re
evaluate e(x,,) aed n(—.o). the electron cooeeotrotioos at the edges of the eqeilibrisie

depletion region. Fore linearly graded janctios

m (N0 — N0)150,,,, = aW5/2 (5.46o)

02 Ct C7

ni—a )
=

___________

—

_______________

= (5.4fib)
r q It

P(’r)oss,o, —(N0
— NlI_000 oWs/2

sehere W W, eat
Sabstitatiog Eqs. (5,461 into gq. 15.8) thee gives

or, making ose of Eq. (5.45),

= kT (w)t
= f (o) (5.47)

2kT Fe /12K 0
sthrtl

Vbj 1e11 ““80ri I (5.48)
‘3 L°\ 40 / J

Equation 1548) cannot he solved explicitly for 1”5i hot mast he nomerically iterated to

deterosine V5. for a given grading constant.

5.3 SUMMARY

Site pn jonrtion eleclrostalies cosered in this chapter provides a foondatton for the opera
tional medetieg of the pn jonesioo diode and other devices that iacorporate po jnocttoos.
Earty in the development we defined terms such as profile aed ssietallargieal hsaodery,
ietrednred the idealioed step jonctioo and linearly graded jonetion profiles osed extensivety
in neatyses. and referenced Poisson’s eqnarioo, which often eonstirases the starting poiot in
obtaining qoontitative solosions for the electrostatic variables. Other preliminary considers
lions iectoded a qualitative sotatioo for the electrostatic oariabtes based on energy hood
argameets and the derivntion of computational retatioeships for the baits-in voltage. The
depletion approximation, the most important and widety encooetered of the stmpttfyrng
approximatioes need in the modetiog of devices, was introdored and illostrated.

The established formalism was initially apptied to obtain qaaotitative solutions for the
charge deesity, electric field, sod electrostatic potential inside a step janclion neder eqaitib
rions )t’, = 0) conditions. The analysis was sobseqneotty extended to V,, 0. The effect
of an apptied bias on the electrostatic variables was rarefxtty osaosioed nod ased so dedoce
the energy band diagrams foe pet junctions ander forward and reverse biasing. Finally,
qoantitatise solotions were obtained for the electrostatic variables inside a tinearly graded
psi junction.

Is is hoped the reader Isas ocqoircd n qualitative feel for the electrostatic sitsiation inside

a p0 junction. Moreover, with the ioformassoo provided, the reader, if desired, should he

able to obtais qoantisative sototioos for site etectrossatic variables associated ssistt other
doping profiles.

PROBLEMS

hI
Complete Difficulty Sagge.ssed Short

ro em
After Leoet Point Weighting Desreiptioo

5.1 5.2.5 t tO (I each part) Trne-or-fotse qoia

5.2 5.1.4 t 5 (a-2, b-3) V5 from energy band

5.,,,,J_5.t.4 2 t3 (a-2, b-S. a-3, d-2, e-3) tsosype step jnnctine

5.4 5.2.2 2 t2 (a-2. b-S. x-2, d-2, e-3) Step jet. compote, NaNn

5.5 5.2.2 2 t2 (a-2, b-S. c-2, d-2, e-3) Step jrt. compote, N0F’ls’0

• 5.b 5.2.3 2 9 )a-2, b-3, c-2, d-2) Compote osiog diary

.5.7 5.2.4 3 25 (a-t5, b-S. x-5) Step junction pmgrasss

5.8 5.2.5 2 9 (3 each sketch) Combinnsion profile

5.9 2 9 )a-2, b-2, c-SI Exponential profitr

5.10 2—3 tO (a-3, b-2, c-5) Modified-step profite

5.1 t “ 3—4 t 8 (a-8, b-2, c-SI PIN diode

5.12 “ 2—3 t2 (4 each part) Oiven V. findB,p, N0—N0

.5.13 3—4 25(a-tS, b-S. c-S) Linearly graded program

•S.l4 “ 5 35 (o-30, b-S) Exact solution

5.1 Tear or false:

(a) The step janclion is an ideatized dopiog profile need to model p’-o and n°-p

janctions.

(b) The p that appears in Poisson’s equation is the charge density and has units of
coats/cm5.

(c) The space charge region abont the metallargical junction is due to a pile-op of electrons
on the p-side and holes on the n-side.

(d) The fieilt-in potential is typically tess shne the band gap energy concerted to colts.

(e) Invoking the depletion approximation mnkes the charge density inside the depletion
region directly proportional to the net doping concentration.

(f) Ohmic contacts reduce the bnilt-in voltage drop across ajunction.

CHAPTER S PROBLEM INPORMATION TABLE

)gj In solnsions bosed on the depletion approxins000n. the mngmtnde of the electric field

reaches a matimam right ot the mesattorgirat honodnry.

(h) If one has a p°-n step jonction, a janetion where NA(p-stde) te N0(n-stdr), then it

follows shara5 -4 a,,.

(i) The potential hill between the n-side and the p-side of a junction increases wish for

ward biasing.

(j The depletion width lea linearly graded junction varies an (V0 —

5.2 A silicon step jnortioO maintained at room temperatore is doped such that E

E,, — 2kTon she p-dde and r = — E0l4 on the n-side.

(a) Draw the eqnilibrium energy band diagram for this junction.

(b) Oeserosine she boilt-in voltage giving bosh a symbolic and a numerical resets.

5,3 Consider the p1—p2 “isotype” step jonction shown in Pig. P5.3.

Nsi5)

-.

F

. Na

fi

(a) Draw the eqoilibriom energy band diagram for the joncston, taking the doping to he

nondegenerate and N01 > N50.

(b) Derive an cxpressioo far she boils-in soltage (V51) that esists across the junction onder

eqnitibriom conditions.

(c) Make rough sketches of the polenliat, electric field, and charge oensity tnssdc the

junction.

(dl Briefly describe the depletion approximation

(c) Can the depletion approximation he evoked in solving for the electrostatic variables

inside the piclored p1—p2jnncsson7 Explme.

5.4 A Si step janctioe maiatained as room scmperatare aoder eqmlibrtoio conditions has a

p-side doping of N,,, = 2 N lOu5/cmtand ao n-side doping of N0 tOt5/em5.Compute

(al V0.
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(e) B nsa = 0.

(d) VasaO.

(e) Make sketches that are ronghly to scale of the charge density, electric field, and dcc
sroslatix potential as a faocsiox of position.

5,5 Repeat Problem 5.4, taking N0 = tW’/cmt so be the p-side doping. Briefly compare
the msaltn here with those of Peoblem 5.4.

.5,6 A Si step junction maintained as room temperatorc has a p-side doping of N0 = (in
strector-sopptied valor) and an n-side doping of N0 = (instmctor-sopplied valac). The
applied voltage V0 = (insrnaetor-sopplied value). Working in she Command window and
making ose of the MATLAB diary function to record yoar work tension, compote

(a) V5

(b) ar,, a,,,and W

(e) BasaO.

(d) Vnra=O.

.5.7 Given a eondegenrmtely doped silicon pst step jnncsion maintained at T = 300 R:

(a) Compote and present coordinated plots of she elerlric field (B) nod electrostatic poten
tial (V) soside thejoncrion nsa function of position (a). Asseme N5 = tOt5/cm5,N0 =

2 x 1055/rm5,and V0 = —20 Vie performing a sanspir eompotasioe.

Suggestions
(s) Employ the MATLAO function subplot to achieve coordinated plots of the elec

tric field and electrostatic potential.

(B) Use(B-,55,0) and(0, V,,,,), whereff,,,,, = 1.l’5I5=and V,,,,,, = t.t(V,
— VA),

as the endpoint y-vatnes of the electric field and potential plots, respectively. Also,
with a,, m2.Srcsae(a,,, ar). max a MATLAB function, ase (—a,,,,,, a,,,,) as the
a-coordinate limits.

(b) Modify the part (a) program on thus reonlto corresponding so moltiplo V0 values, sny
V0 = s//2’ with n = 0 to 3, me simnltaneonsly displayed. Make a priotons of your
resolts.

(r) Modify the pars (b) program so that, in addition so the plots, one obtains an ontpnt list
of relevant parameters and composatiunal constants. The list is so include the following
quantities: N0,N0, V0. Vt,, a,,, a, 14) ‘fi ala = 0, and Vat a = 0. Printout a sample
ses of resolss.

(d) Use yenr program so examine how B verses a aod V versaa a vmy with the relative
mugnisudc of the doping on she twa sides of she joersion. Experiment, for example,
sxish the following combinations of(N0,N0): (1W5/cm5,1015/cm5),(lW°/cm3,1015/

226 e005nCTsOn niossen poJoNCTion eLEcrnons-xncn 227
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Figure P5.3

(b) a, a,,, aod W
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cm3), (10 5)cmt, 10 iS/em3), (10 iS/cmi, 10 it/em5), (10‘5/cm3,biT/cm3), (10‘5/cni

lOiS/cats), and (1W5/cio3.I0i4/cmt). Flaw would yaa describe the results when either

A5 at lOON0 or N N lOON0?

(e) Use your program to generate aitswers to Problenis 5.4 and 5.5. Check your computer-

generated results against those obtained annually.

5.8 The doping around the metallurgical jonction of a special diode is pictared in Pig. pyg•

Sketch the onpecied charge density, electric field, and electrostatic potential itsside tile di

ode baoed on the depletion appeooimatiou. Properly scale and label celevattt lungtlts. In

clude a few words of eoplnnation as necessary to forestall a misinterpretation of yonr

sketcltcs.

N0

/
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(b) Invoktng the depletton appeonimasion, make a sketch of the charge density inside the
diode.

(c) Establish an repression for she electric ftetd, ‘dfo(, inside the depletion region.

NOTE: The teteratted reoder may wish to complete the eleesroslotic solation by obtaining
enpressines or computational relationships for V(x(, 0r’ .r,, and V5. Ee forewarned, hoso

ever, that a conaidemble amount of mathematical tnanipatasioo is involoed.

5.10 A pn janclton dtode han the doping profile sketched in Pig. P5.10. Make the assamp

tine that x,, > x0 foe all applied bimes of interest.

N0 — Na

—Na

Figure P5,8

5.0 A pn janction dindo has the doping profile sketched in Fig. P5.5. Mashentasically.

N0 — N,, = N0j I — exp( — ox)]. where N5 and a are conssants.

N0 — Na

Figure P5.10

(a) What ts the bat.it-tn voltage aen055 thejanctien? Justify yocr answer.

(b) Invoking the depletion approximation, sketch the charge density p vernuo x inside the
diode.

(c) Obtain an onntytical solution for she electric field, ‘fi(x), inside the depletion region.

5.11 The p-i-it dtode shown schematically in Fig. P5.1 tin a three-region deeice with a
tntddle region that ts tnsriasic (actually lightly doped) and ralativety narrow. Assuming the
p and n-regions lobe unifocmiy doped and N0 — N,, = 0 in the i-region:

(a) Rnnghly sketch she expected charge dcnsisy, electric field, and elecurossasic potent at
inside the device. Also draw the energy band diagram for the device under eqoitibrinm
conditions.

(b) What is the built-in voltage drop between the p- and n-reginns? Justify your aoswer.

(a) Establish quantoatton relationships for the charge density, electric field, eteesrossamic
pnmnnstal. and thnp- and n-region depletion ‘widths.
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Pigurn P5.11

5.12 The electrostatic potential in Ihe depletion region of a pn janction diode ander equi

librium conditions is determined to be

V(x) = [l + sin()] - . . — W/2 N x N 01/2

(a) Establish an expression for ihn electric field as a funclion of position in the deptelion

region (— W/2 N x N 01/2) and sketch ‘4(x) versas x.

(b) Establish an nopression for Ihe charge density as a function of position in the depletion

region and sketch p(x) versas at

(e) Invoking the deplelion approximation, determine and sketch N0 — N,, versus a in the

depletion region.

• 5.13 Omen a nondegenerately doped silicon Ibseorly groded jnncsios maintained at

T=’300K:

(a) Cowpolr and present coordinated plots of the electric field (‘fi) and electroslatic poten

tial (V) inside the janction u.s a fanction of position (x). Ensplny a dopast gradient

constant of a = l0i/cw and nn applied vollage V,, = —20 V in performing a suwple

compotation. Note that Eq. (5.40) must be ilerated in driormice Va for a given grading

constant.

(b) Modify the part (a) prngrain so thai results cerrasponding 10 multiple V5 values, say

t’,,/2” with n 0 to 3, are siiooltaneoasly displayed. Make a printout of your

resnlts.

(c) Change the part (b) program so that in addition to she plots oar obtains on isnipat list

of relevant parameters and compntaiinnal constants. The list is to mnclnde the fottossing

quantilies: a, V,,. l’s,, II) ‘4 nix 0, and V at a = 0. Print out a sample set of resalts.

(d) Use yoar program to enamine how’S versas x and V versus a vary with gradient con

stants over ihe rangn l0/cma N n N lots/ema.

(n) Compare the results oblained in this problem ‘with the coirasponding siep junction

results obtained in ProblemS 7.
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.5.14 If eiynilibriam conditions preouil, it is possible to obtain a closed-form solution for
the electrostatic variables mstdn a pu step janelion withnns invoking the denletinn uppeoxi
matron. The “exact” noloiton valid under equilibrium (V,, = 0) conditions is detailed as
follows:

p-side (x N 0) solntion

du’

ira F(U’, Ore) — Ln

‘fi =

p = qnjr°rr° — e°-°Fr ± — e°s)

ii- side (x at 0) solueion

where -

fcr dO’ — x

100 F(U’_fJoi,Urx)
—

L.o

is
= _‘:;F(U_Uni.Urx)

p = qn,(a°ss-i’—n — eOUii—Ow - rOw — ecw)

1K n fiTilO

F(ULO2) (eOT(e_Oi+ U) — l)+e°’(eOi — UI — fl)iO F-function

lu(N,,/n) is the p-side doping concentration

Urn —ln(No/u) - . . N0 is the n-side doping concentration

U01 = U7
—

Up,

U =

kT/q

U5is the nerinuliand poteesial (U) as x = 0. The valne of U0 is obtained by solving the
transcendental equation: F(U5, Urp) NW0

— “ni’ U). Thioralalionship results from
the fact that the electric field mast be conminoons 01 a 0.

-N0

N0

4
Figure P0.5

(a) Oive a concise statement of the depletion approximation.



(a) Using the preceding relationships, construct coordinated plots of the electric field )T I
and the electrostatic potential. V = (kT/q)U inside the pit juxettots an a fonrtton of

position. Ansome N,, = lOIS/emS mid N0 = 2 X lOW/cm3 in performing a namplc

conspatation. If available, also cnn the Probleni 5.7(u) programo otilizing an identical

set of parameters. Compam and discass thn Iwo sets of N, V sersns a plots.

Ssggrotians
)i) First determine U0 employing the MATLAB fancuon feoro ssith an initial guess

of U0 = Un112.

(ii) Stepping U from 0.1 to U0 and asilieinf the integral relationship. ceaspote U =

V/(kT/q) versns a on the p-side of the jonemmon. Repeat for the s-side, stepping U

from U0to U51 —0.1.

(iii) For each value of U in step (ii), likewise compote if. Koossaig N versus U and U

sersas a allows one to ronstrnet an N versus a plot.

(is) In constroeting the N mid V plots, fotlom the saggestions cited in Problens 5.7(a).

)b) Estnnd the part (a) rompntatioss to obtain the uormaliznd chargn dnnsitp )p/q) snrsns

a. Os a single net of coordinates, construct a sasiple plot of p/q versus .n as deduced

from both the exact and deplelian.approximatiOs-basnd solutions. Discass yonr plotted

results.
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(a) Equilibrium (VA = 0)

__________

— Ri

o0_, —0

“-0
- .

V >0

(b) Forward bias (VA >0)

Figure 6.1 pn jsnniios energy band diagram, carrier distribsiinns, and carrier nativity in ibo near

vicinity of the deplnoon region ssdnr (a) eqnilibriom (V0 = 0), (hI forward bias, and (r) rrsrrsnbim

cunditions. )d) Unduned farm of the f—V characteristic.

This chapter is devoted to modeling the steady sratr response of the ps jnncsinn diode. The
current flowing through the diode as s foortios of the applied d.c. voltage, the I—V char
acteristic, is qaalitutively and quantitatively correlated to the inside-the-device processes

and parameters. The initial development treats the “ideal diode” and works toward the
derivation of the ideal diode equation—a simple svell-kuown i—V rolutinoship. Although
same of the idealivutions may not be reafleed in practice, the ideal diode development
permits onobstructed insight into the operation of the device and provides a relotisely
simple startisg poiot for more exacting asalyses.jAfser compariog the ideal theory svith
experiment, we sent focus on adjustments to the theory to correct obvious discrepancies.
Several deviations from the ideal are systematically identified and euplained, and appropri
ate modifications are iotrodnred. Finally, we present analytical supplements to the usual
analysis that will be particularly useful in subseqaext chapters.

As sated io the chapter introduction, the ideal diode is very useful for providing insight
and for facilisating a bose-level analysis. The I—V characteristics of the ideal diode are
modeled by nbc (deal diode equutiou. Derivation of the equation is ostensibly the task of
this section, slthongh in should be understood that the analytical procedures, sobsidiary
results, and insight established in the process are realty of prime importance. Making use
of the pn junction eoergy band diagrams constructed ix ChapterS, we first pursue a quali
tative “drrivution” of the ideal diode equation. This exercise illustrates the posoer uxd
sillily of the energy baud diagram, yielding the general form of the desired result withnas
welting down a single mathematical relationship, Prepariog for the quantitative derivation,
we next desall our solution strategy. This in followed by the actual muthemaliral manipu
lations leading to the ideal diode equation. A probing examination of the final and subsidi
ary results concludes the section.

6.1.1 Qualitative Derivation

To set the stage, so to speak, consider the eqailibrium energy buxd diagram for ups junc
tion shown ia Fig. fi.t(u). The geoups of dots (•) and circles 10) added to the figure
crudely model abe carrier distribution on the two sides of thrjonrtion. On the qoasineetral

—Ic

In) Reverse bias (V,, <0)

n-side of the juxcrioo them are a large number of electrons uad a few hales. The pyramid-
like arraugemeet of dots (first introduced iu Fig. 2.17) schematically represents the ruughly
expoxential decrease in the electron pupolatiox us one progresses upward into the ronduc
hun baxd. Conversely, on the quaxturotrat p-side of the junction thure are u high concen
tration of holes und a small aumber of elerteous. The hole populatiox deopu aN in a roughly
exponential fashion as one moves dowuwurd into the vulexee bond.

234 uajuncrtou umouun

6 pnJunction Diode:
I—V Characteristics

6.1 THE IDEAL DIODE EQUATION
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FIgure 6.1 Cwrsiuued.
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The envisioned electrons and holes have thermal energy ned are of coarse tins org

aronnd inside the semicnndaetOr. Concentrating first on the n-side electrons, we see that

most of tltese carriers have insufticient energy to “climh” the potential hill.sc9rstPPs into

the ilcyiction region merely result in the lower-energy rnrvrrrs hetog refle&d hack irissard

the ri-side quasinentral region. Howevor, there will he some htgh-energy electmnn that car

snriooont the hdl and travel over to tire p-side of the jnnciton.

ing shoold hr recognized as the difinston of electrons from the high-electron pepalatton n.

side of the jenetionm the low-electron population p-side of the janctien.

Wherrs electrons on the n-side see a potential barrier, electrons on the p-side are nor

restricted in any ssay. If a member of hr small electron population on the p-side hoppers

to wander into the depletion region, it will be enptdly swept oser to the other stde of the

junction. l’fatnrutly,gt(s p-ton-side drift cereent precisely balances the n-tn p-ssdo diffo

son ci mt nuder qnrl hr tow renditions The hole situation incompletely aualogons The

few p-side holes that have snfficieut energ to surmonut she potential Otrergy barrier and

gain entry to the ri-side of tire junction ace precisely balanced by it-side holes wondering

into tlte depletion region and being swept over to the p-side of the jonctien.

Aware of the primary carrier arrisity in the vicinity of the janctien. Inter now consider

the forward bias situation piernrcd in Fig. 6.1(6). The most srgonfieant chonge relative to

zero bias is n lowering of the potential hill between the p- and n-sides of the jancttoe. The

some nnrrrber of nririority carriers are still wondering tote the depletion region ,riid being

swept over ra the other side of the juoction. However, wrtP tire potential hill decreased tn

sire, mere it-side electrons and p-side holes rae new uermennt the bill and travel to the

opposite side of the jsnctien. This givev rise to bath an electron rameet (Is) and a hole

enrrent (fr.) directed from the p-sid&ie the n-side of the junction. NOte from the circnit

sketched below the Pig. 6.1(61 energy bond diagram that the dedered correct (I ‘v +

J.) flows in the proper direction for a forward biased dsodMoreover, keatse the yrmtee

tial hill dremases linearly with the applied forward bias andihcarrier concentrations vary

evpnneniially atone progresses away from theband edges, the number of carriers that have

sufficient rnergy to surmount the potential barrier goes up exponentially with V. Thes, at

tuwmarioed in Pig. 6.1(d), the forward current in expected to be an enpennntially increas

ing fuitetien of the applied voltage.

The reverse bias situation it described by the energy band diagram in Pig. 6.1(e). Rela

tive to eqnilibrinm, the major effect of the bias is to increase the potential hill betsseen the

p- and u-sides of the junction. Whereas some u-tide electrons and p-side holes ran tur

meant the hill under eqailibrium conditions, even a very small reverse bras, anything

greater than a few kT/q in magnimde, reduers the majority carrier diffusion across tire

jnnctien to a negligible Irvel. The p-ride electrons and u-tide holes, on she other hand, can

trill wander into the depletion region and be swept to the other side of thejnurtten. Reverse

biasing that gives rite to a earrent flow direcled from the ri-side to the p-tide of the Junc

tion. Being associated wirh minority carriers, the reverse brat current it expected to he

entremety tmail in magnirnde. Note in addition that the minority carrier drift currents are

net affected by the height af rIm potential hill. It is the number of minority carpet wander’

ing into the depletion regian per second thor dnttrmioet the currtist flow. (The situation is

similar to a waterfall. The water flowing ever the falls is indrpendnut of the height of the
fallt.) Tireretore, on sketched in Pig. 6.1(d), the reverta current is euperted to saturate—
became bias independent—utica the majority cattier diffntiou currents are rrdaeed to a
mregligibie level at a small reverse bias. If the reverte bias tarnmrieu cement is Bkeu to be
— d,, tire oserail I—V dependence is concluded to be of the general form

I =
— I) (6.1)

fiqsoiien (6.1) iv identical to the ideal diode equation if V,r is set equal to fiTly.
In addition to essentially yielding the ideol diode equation, die femgoing anulytin very

nicely enplaieu how a solid stare diode manages to rertify a signal; i.e., how the diode
pastes a large cement when forward biated and a very surall current when msrrun biased.
Perssard hinting resluces the potential hill between the tsvo tides of rhejunction, permitting -

large nnmtiert of majority carrirrs to be injected arrest the depletion region. Reverse hi’
using iudiea)Ot the potential bill, rotting off roajurity carrier injection and leaving only d
residual current supplied by utiuerity earners.

Once, after completing the qualitative derivation and feeling rather smug about the
insight provided, the author was asked, “o’er, but, doesn’t the injection of majority carriers
nuder forward bias and the eurrartiurr of miuoriry carriers under reverse hint eanse a charge
build-up inside the device?” The immediate answer in thut steady state rnnditinnt were
assumed in the analysis and a charge build-np, or a change of any type, duet not occur
nnder steady slate renditions. The question, however, bus deeper implications. The anther,
concentrating solely en the carrier activity in the iurmediate vicinity of the depletion region,
had failed so provide an overall view of carrier artivity inside the device. Iris the overall
view that explains hew injected and exrrucrud carriers are resupplied and the status quo
maintained.

In presenting the “big picture,” we take the diode to be reverted biased for illustrative
purpotet and refer to the composite energy-band/circuit diagram shown in Pig. 6.2. The
rapucttoe-lrke platen at the outer reds of the energy band diagram sehemutiratly reprnnent
the ohmic contacts to the device. The major reverse-bias activity in the immediate vicinity
of the depletion region, minority EGT)i)OOiidering into the depletion regina and being
twçeer sidfiof the ippipPeg, is again g(girp4jpn the diagram. Added to the
diagram are E levels usuoriated with R—G runtert.rrnever tn electron on the p-tidq
moves to the n-tide, it is replaced by an electron guoerated through enn of the R—Oceeturu.
At pictured just tdrhe lOft of the depletion region in Pig. 6.2, an electron from the valence
band jumps up to the R—O renter and then into the conduction band. Similarly, whenever
a nrioorrry carrier hole is swept ft-eta the it-side to the p-side, the hole is quickly replaced
by the carrier generation process. The electrons falling down the bill to the ri-tide, and the
elrctront sirrrnlraneautly generated during the n-tide replacement of Inst holes, in turn give
rise to an eneetu of majority carrier electrons on the n-tide of the junrilon. (Two extra
ulerrrnnt are pictured adjacent to the depletion region on the n-tide of the junction in
Pig. 6.2.) Ttsr enrra majority carrier electrons set up a local electric field that pushes udju
cent nlcrrrons toward the contact. Wiih great rapidity this dispincemunt propagates until
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6.1.2 Ouanflitative Soluflion Straflegy

Going into a football gmie, coaches always have a game plan, a smitegy for w2uning thegame. Herein Ste develop and explain the strategy used in the quantitative derivation of theideal diode equation. Although mathematical steps in the derivation are relatively few andqatre ttraightfoocard. the strategy underlying the steps is rather involved and needs to beclearly uodertteed in applying the toturion approach to other problems und in impiemeni: ing modifications to the theary.

General Confliderationu

We begin by lrstrng the baste assumptions madO in the analysis. (Addirioual assumptionsmill be necessary as the strategy unfolds.) -

(1) The diode rt berog operated nuder steady state conditions.
(2) A noedeeneratoly doped step junction models the doping preihie
(3) The diode it one-dimensional

(4) Low-level injection prevails in the quasineutrul regiont.
(5) There are no procetaet other than drift. diffmien, and thermal recombinutiun_generalieu taking place reside the diode. Specifically, G = I?.

The preeedmng autamptiont teem reasonable since they were all explicitly or implicitlynook-ed me ettublrthing the pm junction electrostatics.
Let on next consider the general rrla;iouships available for computing the currentThey are:

= AJ (A crnss-sectsonal area) (6 2)

1 = 1n() + 4(x)
- (6.3)

qpe0oT +
(6.4u)

4 PI°P’ —

(646)

Bquanieo (6.3) refierts the fact that the total enrremrl deusiry is constant throughout thediode, but the electron and hale components vary with position. Rquatiens (64) are theone-dimeesronat vcroienrt of fiqs. (3.16). Clearly, if exact analytical solnrionu for )(, or, andp versus a were available, we wonid need te proreed no fnrthnr However, only an approxiwarn three-region elerreurlasie solution is avallubte, as tehemusically tnrnnrarized in

Figure 6.2 Cowpaoire everey-baodsrimruir diagram providing an nserall view of carrier acfvrry
inside a mesemxe-biated pn jaoemiao diode. The roporitor-tike planet at the outer ends of the energy
band disgeaw sehemamieotby repremur thu ehnir centaurs to nbc drude.

the entire in-line group of n-tide elerironu rrreves slightly tessard rhe contact. Rlmrrout
equal in number to the eseeun and immediately adjured to the
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—xi .011

Depletion region

Qoani000tial p-region Qoaninottiral n-raglan

Figure 6.3 Diode elootrastalic regions.

Fig. 6.3. We do note that the conditions rcqoired for the one of the mInority carrier diffusion

eqaaninnn, incinding as 0 and lone-level injertian, are satisfied in tlte quaninentral regions

of the diode.

Ounsineutral Region Considerations

Under tlte annamed steady slate conditions with L = 0, the minority carrier dtffantno

equations apprapriate for tlte p and n qnanineotrul regions arc

(6.5a(

o = — ‘°
... x as .; (6.5b)

Moreover, since ‘6 as 0 and dn0ldx = dp0 /ade = 0, Eqn. (6.4) for the carrier caraeat densi

ties in tlte quantneotrul regiotin ntsnplify to

J5 qD1e N - . - x S _.tr (6.6a)

Jp —qo . .
. x S x (6.6b)

We know the general solattoa to Eqs. (6.5) and it in a trivial matter to compote the

carrier csrrenl densities from Eqs. (6.6i. Unfartanately, the cerrent density nalottonn no

obtained are limited to non-overlapping segments of the diode. We coo only deterteine

i0Ge) in the qaaninentral p-region atid J(x) in the qanatnentrul n-regIon. To solve br i

asing Eq. (6.3), there mast be nt leant eec point inside the diode where one konsvn hoth
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absolutely no a priori jnstifiration far the assumption other than it leads to a simple nota

tion for the tatal enreent flawing in the diode. The validity of the assnmption an far an real

diodm are concerned will be considered when comparing theory and enperiment.

Boundary Conditions

There inane more matter to address. Two boondary conditions each are reqnired in solving

Eqs. (6.5o) and (fish) far An0 and Ap in the p- and n-side qnanineetrnl regians. In par

tienlar, as nnmmarieed to Pig. 6.4(o), An0 and Ap,, most be specified at the ohmic contacts

and at the edges of the depletion region.

Al the Ohmic Conlacta

The ideal diode in nnnally taken to be a “wide-bane” diode, or a diode whose contacts are

neverni minority carrier diffanion lengths or more from the edges of the depletion region.

Inn wide-bane diede any perterhatian io the carrier concentrations created at the edges of

the depletion region will decay to zero before reaching the contacts. The contacts may

effectively he viewed as being positioned at x = m, Thnn, in the mnthematiral derioatiao

At the Oeplelion Region ffdgen

Ta eslablith the bonndary conditions at the edges of the depletion region, we muke nne ofthe quast-Peerm level formalism Eqoatinns (3.72) are the deEniog eqnatinnn fnr the electron qaant-Fermt lend, En, and hole qaani-Fermi level, Fe. If the left- and right-hand sidesof the eapanential versions of Eqs.(3.72a) and (3.72b) are maltiplied together, one obtains

tip n(etrtt—FrSr
(6.11)

The Eq. (6.11) relartonnhtp in valid throughoat the diode ander arbitrary operating conditions. Generally speaking, one dnen oat know the variation of the qnani’Ferinij levels an afunction of ponitton prior to solvIng far the carrier concentrations inside the diode However, an envisioned in I°tg. 6.4(b), it in reasneable to asonme the Fv and F leveln will varymonalonteally from Eve far on the p-side of the jenetion to E far on the n-side of thejanetton. Note from Pig. 6.4(b) lhnt the m000tanie variation in the levels in torn makesEn Fr S F0,, - r0 911a0t all points inside the diode. If the equal sign in the precedingenprennion br En I’r in assumed to hold thronghaet the depletion region, one canrladen

Xxx (6.12)

Eq. (6.12) han been mferred loan the “law of the junction.” Evalanting Eq. (6,12) atthe depletion regIon edgm very mptdly leads to the desired bonndm’y eonditinnn Specifically, evaluating Eq. (6.12) at the p-edge of the depietinn region gives

it(.t0)p(__x) = n(—x0)N0 n?enroear (6.13)

J(x) and Jrla). Being centrally located, the depletion region is the obvioan place to seek
overlapping ‘n and J1, tolattons. solntioon pasnibly rntmpolnted from the quasinentral
regiaen.

l3eplelion Region Considerations

The kill-blown eonttnoity eqa;nionn, Eqs. (3.46), mnnt be nned in necking tOlutionn for the
carrier currents within the ‘6 a 0 depletion region. Under the previaanly specified annamp
lions, the eananuity equations siwphfy to

(6.7a)
pete ttin=,oi

n-o

°=——-—+----E (6Th)
p do dt ir,,e,,cI

n-n

Suppose the additional assumption is now tnade that thermal reromhinution—
genernoon fi negligible ehraagltoot the depletion region; i.e., OoldtL1,,,,5 n-a and
dp/dtk5,,,,i am arbitrarily net eqnal to erro in Eqs. (6.7). Eliminating the R—G terms
in Eqn- (6.7) yields tdinleir = 0 and etirlrlx = 0. i and .J ara thneefoce delertoined to
be constants independent of paniuioe inside the depletion region ceder the staled annnmp
tion. The constancy of the carrier currents tltronghont the depletion mgion (including the
edgm) in turn ullown one to write

m x Xn) = inHxr) (6.fia)

iv(”Xr 5 .0 S X) = i0(x,,) (fiSh)

in(”ar) and i0(.e,,) can be drdeeed of course from the quanineatrul region nolalions
evalunted at the edges of the depletion region. Somming the in and i, nalatiuns in the
depletion region then given

+ i) (6.9)

Clearly a solution asralegy has been formulated:,, efor the nninm-ity carrier cnrrrnt
dnnntttnnnrhcqnanineaa-al regie a evaluate the current denvtttes at the’depfetton rig en
edges udd the edge carrent det ities together and finally maltiplv by A to nbtn e the
cttrrent.

The rather critical assnmpsion that thermal recamhinatian—.generution in negligible in
the depletion region can he viewed an a defining property of the ideal diode. There is
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the bonndary conditions to he emplayed are

Ap0(x —,

(fi.lOa)

(6.lOb)

I.

I I
Asirlp-eontsat) °°r’°r1 4p,,fr0) Ap,,(n-eantaei)

L - .

(hi

Figure 6,4 Boandary-eonditiun mInted ressiderotinos. (a) fionndarp pasitinus and reqnired val

ues. (hi Appronimate variation of the qaosi-Feruni levels with poaioao inside a fornnurd-biased diode.

or

and

e(—x) = —._L0or0ar

‘Ti

i An,(—x) = (e0t’ottr I)
, to

(6.14)

(6.15)
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Similarly, 6.1.3 Derivation Proper

n(x )p(x ) = p(x )N = n2rni’nT 16.161 In implementing the solution procedure, let us lirst mock with hales on the quasinnatral n
side of the junction. To simplify the mathematics in solving Eq. (fiSh), it is convenient to
shift the origin of coordinates to the n-edge of lie deplesiots region as shosvn in Fig. 6.5(n).

or In cross of the translated x’-cuordinste, we must solve

plx) = 16.171 (6.19)

and subject to the boundary conditions

ihp(x’ _-, m) = 0 (6.2601

ApnGe) !.5(e5s’A0T
— I) (6.191 nt

I N0
p (x’ = gi = __s_05050r

‘— 1) 16.2061
N0

The assumption that F5 — F = 9V throughout the depletion region, or eqnis:slently. Eq. (6.19) is one of the special-case diffusion equations listed in Table 3.2. The general

assnissing the quasi-Fern) EVELO’aiifibostbtaor at F5 = E and F = EN within the deple- 50101500 (solution no. 1 in Table 3.2)ns

tion region, is obvionsly central to obtaining the deplntionedee boundary conditions and
critical to the overall analysis. Rather lengthy subsidiary analyses and a comparison svith Ap,,(x’) = A c” + Are° ... x’ m 0 (6.21)

esperimens indicate the assumption is typicnllyjnstifled.t
where

“Game Plan” Summary
(6.22)

To obsoin on analytical solution for tine correns flowing in an ideal diode as a function of
the applied voltage, proceed us follows: ‘°n en

(1) Solve the ofinority carrier dision equations (Eqs. 6.5) employing the (6.10) and
(6.15/6.18) boundary conditions to obtain and 1Pe in the qoasineatral regions.

-

(2) Conspose the minority carrier current densities in the quasinnutral regions using 0

Eqs. (6.6). (a)

(3) Per Eq. (6.9), evalnate the qnasioeutral region solutions for 4(e) and 4(x) as thn
edges of she dnpletion engion and then sum thn two edge-corrent densities. Finally, —up v
esultiply site result by the cross-sectional area of the diode,

a” n

i Assannie P5 nnd P ann appmeiwainty connisot semss thn anple:ion neff en is eqoiveteet m assnwing n nO. 0
sod -te 5 within thr deptetion wuins lire Eqs. 376). Tsr n = 0 nod e = msuwpii on in smd by none
saihonn in so st:eenst:se deeisstion or the dnptniisn-ndge boondony sonOitione than stomty pneattetn iso v5 dnsi- (6)

nniine in Sobsestino 5.5.4. LiEn the sneninni qunsi-t’nrni nseowpssn, sod soeteany in sia:eweeu in none nests.
thnne is scotty so siwpte n peiosiissnifimsoe nP ihe .5 = 5 ned Jp = 0 assnwpiion. Ptgurn 6.8 ftssphisst dofieii’iun of the (a) x’- and (6) u’-rnnrdinntnspsnemu.
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Eccaase eup(x’/L) —o man x’ —a m, the only way that the Eq. (6.20a) boundary condition and
eon be satisfied is forAa to ho identically zero. With Aa = 0, application of the Eq. (6.2061

b000dary condition yields A ApJx’ 0). We therefore conclude
, = .4] = qA

(Es... .i)]L + 2c .fi}csroicr
— 1) (6.28)

...x’O (6.23)

ond

a ,

4(x) = —qDp-----4° qEi_(osOo/55_ I)c ‘n’iLp
... x’ so 0 (6.24)

X p a Equation (6.29) is the ideal diode eqnntion. It is also sometimes referred toss the Shockley
eqnatinn.

On the quaoineutrol p-side of the janction with the x”-coordinste as defined in
Fig. 6.5(b), one obtains the analogous solutions 6.1.4 Examination of Result4

It is worthwhile at this point to pause and eusmiase thn final and intermediate resotts of the
a derivation. We hope to becomb more familiar with the results while simnltanennsly gaining

Am (x”) = (ns’v
— I )e —n’th5 ...x” ar 0 (6.25) deeper insight into the operation of the pe junctios diode. Working backward thruogh the

derivation, we hrst cuamine the ideal diode equation and the associated ssmration csrecnt.
Subseqaently we investigate the carrier corecots and cus’rier concentrations inside the di-
ante. Several escrenses arc also presented to suppinmeat the discussion.

and
Ideal I—V

dA Es a
The major features of the predicted I—V characteristics are summarized in Fig. 6.6. For

J5)x”) =
— qDv q_(e50n0T

— I)o —,‘:c,, x” m 0 16.26) revncse biases greater than a few kT/q, a few tenths of a volt at room temperature, the
dx ‘ L5 N0 _,j evponeutia( voltage term in the ideal diode equation becomes cee(igibe and 1 —* —1..

According to the ideal diode theory, this saturation current woold be observed for reverse
voltages of unlimited magnitude. For forvvard biasing greater than a few kT/q, the enpo

All that remains is to evaluate Eqs. (6.24) and (6.26) at the depletion region edges. nentiol term dominates and I —a l eap(qVu/bT). Reflecting the enparted cupoacntiai dc
sum the emults, and multiply by A. We flu) , pendence, the foreyard-bias characteristics are often giotted on a semilog scale as illustrated

in Fig. 6.6(h). Since

Jn(x—xa) =J6(x”O( = q (rvmnur
— 1) (6.27°) ‘

In)!) = In)!0) + 1V0
.., if V0 > few (0.31)

J (x=x ) = J )x’O) q (e0VaRT
— 1) (6.27b)

‘ the ideal theary predicts a VA> 0 scnia lug plot that bass linear region slope of q/kT and
P L N0 an estropotated intercept of lo(I).



(C) Exercise 6.2

Pt An ideal Si p°-n step janction diode is maintained at 300 K. The diode has a
cross-sectional area A = 10—4cm2and s’ — 10_s sec. Using the empieical-fit rela
tionship for the hole mobility intradaced in Ecercise 3.1. write a MATLAe program
that contpates and plots the ideal i—V characteristic of the diode. The n-side donor
doping is to be considered an inpat eariable. Employ a linear plot with the MATtns

oxia Inaction set to (— 1.0.2, 501a1 where i is the macran bias satnration
cnrcent. Generally nan yoar progront to enplore how the ideal diode charactetistic
vacics as a fnnclion of the semicondactor doping.

St The program that follows was written to handle msltiple doping inpats. Enclosing
yoar inpat in sqnare brackets, simply type the desired doping noises ncparaled by
spaces in response to the “NG= “ prompt The sample plot (Fig. E6.21 enhibits the
same general doping dependence noled in Eaercise 6.1. Ilowenec, eeamining the en
mnricol i names sent by the program to the Comsnnrtd windosr, one hnds a notice
able mobility depetadence becanse of the htgher aannmed dopinga. The stem shontd
also take note of the entmemely small nice of the compated sataration cnrments.

MArLA5 program script...

%Var:ation of Ideal-Giode I-V with aesnicondactor dopi:ag.
%Si step jnnclion, T 300K.
%ln response to the “ND” prompt type ]NDI NG2 .1 to inpat
%nsnltiple doping nalaca.

%lnitialication and Uninersal Costatants
clear
k8.617e-5;
q= l.6e-t9;
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aisles. These similar conclastons nnggcss that, no a general rslr, the henoily doped aide of
ant asynnmetricnljnnctaoaa cnn be sgasored iii deternsinissg the elrcsricnl chorncsrriasics of
the jnncnon. If an asymmetrical jnnction is specified in a problem statement nr at the be-
ginning of an analysis, it shasid be asaderatood tltat the heanily doped side is to be ignorcd
in completitig the problem or astalysic

We might mention that it a rather forttntoas that the corrent contribation feats the
heantly doped ssde of atymtnelrtcat joect::’::s is :seglsgibie. tn most real dioden the p4- or
ss’-side doping in degenerate. If the cnrr:s :ocseibation fmm the hcanity doped aide were
significant, cosnpartnon with enperime::: wont:! steccasitasca staodificasion of the ideal diode
shmry to acconet for the degenerate :;.pio,,.

%Denim, tclaterial, and System Parameters
A = I .0e-4;
ni=l.OntO;
tnap iOn-fl;
Nl7=inpnt(’Ispns the n-aide doping concentration, NG&j;
T=300;

%Hole Mobility Calcntarins
NAref2.35e1 7;
1apmin54.3;
ap0=40fi.9;
ap”O.fifi;
ap’pnpmin-i-gp0..a +(ND./NAmef)aap);
%The mnbtlity calcnlaatnn here asnnmea the hate minority carrier

%mobility is penal to the hole majority carrier mobility.

%I-V Calcalafion
VAlinopace(-l .0.2);
DP=k.oT:r,up;
LPsqrt(GP.atacp);

lO’=q.°A.O(DP./Lp).n(eia3 ./ND)
lIo.’n(enp(VA./(k.nTjj U;

%Plotaing Reantt
clone
plot(VA,l); end;
ymin=-2°10(I); yman=5°10(;
aain([-l.O.2.ymin,yman;
alnbel(’VA (vnltsfl; ylabel(’l (ampnl’l;

ffoAdding ancn.key
nn=]-t 0.2]; yx=(0 01;
ny(0 01; yy=(ymin,ymon];
hold on
ploa(en,ys,’-w’nyyy’w”.
Jlength(Nl3)
for iI:j;

ypnt(O.7OO.Ofiei)*yman;
yk(i, I iypnt; yh(i,2i=ypnt;

end
nln[-o.fi -0.7];
plot(nk,yk);

tesl(-O.74,0.75.::ymaa;Si 300K’);
hold off

(hi
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Flgsre 6.6 Ideal diode irt’.chaenctenistscs: (at linear plot :dnet:ly:ng maanr featsmen; IbI forward-

bias nemslng plot.

The Saluretion Current

Two rather significant obsernationn can he made concerning the natnrntion cnrrent. First,

tine nice of I,. can oary by many orders of magnitndc depending on the nemtcondnctor ased

to fabetcate she diode. Thin strong material dependence enters through the ? factor in the

U enprenninn. At room tempemtsre tt, = l0Nn5in Si whiles, m tOt/cmtin Ge. TItan,

Ge diodes ace enpected to enhibit a rensrne-bian saturation corrnnt roaghly IO times larger

than that of comparable Si diodesl
The second nbnecnation relates to asymmetrically doped janctiona. The ‘a enprcns:ott

hat two terma that nary inecracty with the dopingn cenpcclinety on the p- and nt-side of the

janction. Eecanne of the cited doping dependence, the term ansoctaled with the heanily

doped aide of p ‘-sand n°-p jnnctions becomes negligible; i.e.,

: D, 5a
m qA— —‘- . . - ptU5 diodes

L Na

and

I0wc1Aa- ...s5-pdiodrn

In essence, one hon to connidnr only lite lightly doped tide of nnch jnnctinnn in woekang ant

she diode 1—!’ chacacseristict. We alto found onn can all bns negtect dan heanily doped nidc

of asymmetrical jnnctiosn in campnting the depIction wtdth and other electrostatic cart-

252 pa .tuNcatna monnn

Va

Exercise 6.1

Pt Two tdeal p°-nt stnpjunctton diodes maintained at room temperatnre are identical
encept that ‘V5 = lOt5/cm5and A’0, = l0’°/cmt.Compare the J—Vcharocserinticn
of the two dtodcs; aketch both characteristics on a tingle set of anen.

St Forp’-s diodes

D 5
iamqA_t

Also

(632am

= s_pa, since she R—G center eonceslrationn are taken to be identical in the two
dtodna. Moreoaer, althongh the nemtrondnctar material is not specified in the prob
1cm statement, there to only a small difference between the N0 = tOt5/cm’ and N0 =
IOtt/cm mobstisies in moat materiala (see Fig. 3.5). That

(fi.32bi
‘ C

Lgo,ga 1mo
‘at N0, V Npa

The dtnde I current it approetmotely sea times luegee than the diode 2 current for all
applied aoltagen (see Pig. Efi. I. ;

Ii:

Figure ee.i
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Carrier Currenta

A sample plot of the carrier nod total merest densities as a function of positiots inside a
forward-biased diode is displayed in Pig. 6.7. A reverse-bins plot is essentially identical

except nIl current densities are negative. Steps in the construction of the Pig. 6.7 plot urn us
follows: Examining Eqs. (6.24) aod (6.26), one coeclodes the minority carrier mornent den
sities in the quasionutrat regions decay enponentially away from the edges of the depletion

region. Within the depletion region, J5 and J, per Eq. (6.8) ore nent drown constant at their
respective depletion-edge vutoes. The total current density in the depletion region is then
just the graphical sum of J5 nod J0. Since the total current density is constant esnrymtsere
inside the diode, the salon deduced for the depletion region run be extended throughout the
diode. Pinully, the majority-corner current densities in the qensineetrul regions ore obtained
by gruphinulty subtracting the mitsority-carrier current densities from the total current
density.

The coestructine of Pig. 6.7 shows that there is sofficieot information usuiluble to

deduce the current densities eserymhere inside the diode. Moreover, the plot helps one
sisonlize the nature of theJ0(x) and J(a) solutions. The groerni form of the solutions, wr

night note, is consistent with the obsersntioo mode at the end of the qualitative derivation.

Whereas electrons nod holes both contribute to the current through the depletion region,

the hole current domieutes fur from the junction on the p-side of the device und the electron

current dominates far front thejunction on the n-side of the desire.

Carrier Concentraliona

.—:Equottons (6.23) nod (6.25) specify the desiolion from eqoilibriom of the minority carrier

roerentrultons tO the quastueosrat regions.Ero.gese solutions wjl)(dg,foxsoard hi
ustng tecreusestberarriejcoxreotrut5ons over theirLotpvrtivo rgnil(bv)nrnoojog.anod.th4t
iflcerxfft5i0mg lowers the cooceqirutions below the equilibrium sulneojoreithor ease, tth
5hrturbattons decay exponentially as ou proceeds uwuy from the edges of the depletion
regton. Moreover, after several diffasioo tregths the perturbations effertisely die out nod
the mtnority rutTier concentrations approach their equilibrium values; i.e., no —s n00 =

usa —s —wand p —a Put o/N0 as a —a +w iadrpendeet of the applied bins.
Because low-level injection is assemed to prevail is the qunoineutral regions, we eon also
assert thut the wujortry carrter roltrentrationo in these regions are everywhere upproxi
mutely equal to thetr equilibrium values regardless of the applied hiss. Plots of the forward
sstd reverse-bias carrier ronreotrotions iuro(poratiog the foregoing iuforwusioe are shown
tn Ptg. 6.8. Note that the exponential decoys of An0 ned Ap0 show op no straight lines on
the forward-btns plot because the rurrier concentrations are being plotted on u logarithmir
scale.

Under forward btusrng the majority carriers see injected in large numbers over the
poteottul htll to the other side of the junction. Core on the other side of the jnortioo, the
injected raroters become minority carriers and ore progressively eliminated by reeombina
Iton as they attempt to diffuse deeper into the region. (The situation and solution ore all bet
mdesltral to that of Sample Problem No. 2 considered in Chapter 3.) The net result, pictured
to Fig. 6.6(a), is n build-up of tmaonly carriers in the qeasineoseal regions immediately
adjacent to the edges of the depletion region. The boild-ap of excess minoeity carriers
adjacent to the depletion region is a consequence of fonsard biasing, whirh will prove to
be tioportant in subsequent anulyses.

Under reverse biasing the depletion rrgioe nets like a “sink” foe minority carriers,
draining the carriers from the adjacent quasinruleal regioes us pictured in Pig. 6.8(b). A
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- 500p

(linear soate)

(fi)%

Figure 6,8 Cuff icr 005rentrotioes inside a pu junction diode soder (a) forward biasioe sod

(b) reverse biasing. The rooss-hutching identifies exoess minority carriers. Note that (a) isa semilng

p(ot white (b) is a linear plot Na> N0 was ossumed in constructing thu sample ptots.

reverse bias of only n few bT/q effectively reduces to nero the mtuortty carter rourentl’i

sines at the edges of the depletion region. Larger reverse biases hose little effect 00 the

carrier distributions. (This is consistent with the fart that the current, winch is dreerlly

related to the slope of the carrier disteibnlions 01 the depletion regson edges, saturates for

applied biases greater than a few kT(q.) Overall, reverse biasing groes rise to a relatively

awnll deficit of minority raniers in the near vicinity of the depletion region.

Exerciae 6,3

Pm Pigure E6.3 is a dimensioned plot of the steady state carrier concentrations inside
a yn janction diode maintained at room temperature.

(a) Is the diode forward or reverse biased? Expluin how yon arrived at your answer.

(b) Do low-level injerlian conditions prevnil in the quasinnatral regions of the diode?
Explain how you arrived at your answer,

(r) Determine the nppliud voltage, V,.

(d) Determine the hole diffusion length, L.

2.10 lg-’°cm--’a0 x0 “- t.6o tO5em

Figure 66,3

St (a) The diode is forward binsed. There is a pile-qp or minority earner excess
(An0 >0 and Ap0 >0) al the edges of the depletion region.

(b) Law-level injection conditions do prevail. Ap 4 n5 and An0 4 p0 everywhere
inside the qoasioeutral regions.

(c) We can make use of either the depletion edge bonedary conditions or the “law of
the junction” to determine V,. Specifically, solving Eq. (6.12) for V0 gives
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VA (onits(

Figure E6.2

Figure 6.7 Carrier and total current densities versus pnsioinn inside a forward-biasod p5 janetins
diode.
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6.2 DEVIATIONS FROM THE IDEAL

A moderately long list of assumptions was involved in dertvtng the idea) diode equation.

Sonic of the assumptions were made without any a priori justification. It is therefore rea

sonable to expert that a careful examination of experimental 1—V characteristics Will reveal

discrepancies. Herein we first compare experiment and theory so identify the major devia

tions from the ideal, subsequently we treat specific deviations, noting underlying causes

and providing required modifications to the idea) theory. Hopefully the reader wilt not be

dismayed by the seemingly band-aid approach in developing an acceptable theoretical de

scription of the dinde 1—V characteristics. The iterative approach—formulating a simple

theory, comparing theory and experiment, revising the theory, comparing the revised

theory with experiment, and soon—is common engineerutg and scientific practice in treat

ing real problems of a complex nature.

6.2.1 Ideal Theory Versus Experiment

The I—V characteristic derived from a Si diode maintained at room temperature and dis

played on a 0.1 yaA/division linear-scale plot is reproduced in Fig. 6.9. For the most pan

the characteristic exhibits a form consistent with theoretical expectations. The forward cai

rent is a rapidly rising function of the applied voltage, and the reverse current is vonishingly

small over a better pars of the probed voltage range. However, them is one obvinus feature

not modeled by the ideal theory: A large reverse-bias Current finws when the reverse volt

age exceeds n cnrtain value. This phenomenon is referred to us breakdown. Althnugh the

voltage where breabdawn occurs can vary aver several orders of magnitude, the phenonse.

nor is common to all pa junction diodes. Breakdown constitutes a major deviation from

the ideal and is addressed in Snbsectton 6.2.2.

To determine whether there are additional deviations, it is necessary to take a closer

look at the I—V data. A semilng plot of the forward-bias data from the Fig. 6.9 device is

displayed in Fig. 6.10(a). Reverse-bias dnta from the device are replotted in Fig. 6.l0lb)

enmploying an expanded current scale of 50 pA/divisiun. Data for both pInts were obtained

using a flP4l45B Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. The noticeable fluctuations in the

extremely small reverse bias current are caused by noise inherent in the device and mew

surement system.
Exantining the Fig. fi.lU(a) forward-bias data, we note that the curse exhibits the cx

pected qfkT slope fur applied voltages between approsinsately 0.35 V and 0.7 V Hossevrr.

there are obvious deviations ontside the cited voltage range. At forward biases in excess at

0 7 V the slope progressively decreases or the characteristic “slopes over.” This deviation.

more or less to be espectcd. is related io the high level of current flowing in the device

mliex V0 —a V and is treated in Sabsectiou 6.2.4.

For voltages below 0.35 V the current levels are quite small and the deviation is clearly

of a different origin. In addition, the observed current is fur itt excess of the expected value

and the slope of the characteristic curiously approaches q/2kT These facts suggest soc nay

be observing a current component either overlooked or neglected in the derivation of the

ideal diode equation. This suspicion is further enliaticed by an examination of the reverse

bias data. For one, the device has an estimated I 10 AI,O, some three orders of magni

Figure 6.9 Linear plot of the muasured 1—V ehai-actetistie derived from a eoetaxercially available
Si pn junction diode maintained at room temperature. The pint peresiis a coarse evaluation of the
d:ixie characteristic. Ruin the change in voliage scale in going from forward to reverse him.

tude smaller than the reverse current observed at V0 — 5V1 Moreover, the Fig. 6.10(b)
characteristic does trot saturate as’predicted by the ideal theory. Rather, the current continu
ally increases svith increasing reverse bias. As will be verified in Subsection 6.2.3, the
cited reverse-bins and small forward-bias deviations are caused by the added current aris
ing from carrier recombination—generation in the depletion region. Carrier R.-G was as
sumed to he negligible throughout ihe depletion region in deriving the ideal diode equation.

Although feature details do vary from device to device, and other nonidealrties maybe
encountered, tIme data displayed in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 ace fairly representatis:e of the I—V
characteristics derived from commercially available Si pit jaxctiox diodes maintained at
room temperature. Similar characteristics are exhibited by GaAs diodes. Ge diodes main
tained at room temperarare and Si diodes operated at elevated temperatures, on the other
hand, are often found to more closely approach the ideal, specifically exhibiting saturating
reverse-bias characteristics. An explanation of this difference in behavior is included in the
R—G current discussion.
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Evaluating the V expression at the ,i-edgc of the drptetintt region and noting rtp —a

n for a —t ± at, we coumpntc

V,
_r

lot
::.e)]

= (0.0259) in(tv0 0.3 V

(4) Equation (6.23) can be rewritten
-I

= p(x0)e’tur

In the near vicinity of the depletion regioti edge ii’,, at p. giving

p(x’) p(O)e -tiL

= -

p5(0)J Lr

and

c = 1.6 X 10_n
= X I0- cm

[‘p(0j1 (Ion
lnl—i—I liii—

LP::° )J 5,101

Exercise &4
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side of the depletion region. Remembering that low-level injection prevails in the
quasineuiral regions, and referring to the problem introduction, derive on expression

for the reverse-bias saturation current based on the approximate distributions.

Figure E6.4

St The carrier generation per second nec unit volume based on ihe appeoximato
distributions is

dii :1),i., ri?fN0
= — = . . .

— — x, x —

and

xx +L
di

c

Generation is taking place ix volumes of AL5 and AL on the p. and n-sides of the
junction, respectively. Thus

.1::: /nIN (nt/N
:‘,i = 9M1) lt__0) + q(AL1,)

5,
ID ,m° D nt

=qAl_i +
t,I_5N,., LPND

One obtains the usual to expression I
The approximation introduced in this problem, replacing an exponential distri

bution with a square distribution extending over one deray length (the same area
being enclosed by both distributions), is often a useful aualyticnl tool.

When reverse biased greater than a few kTIq, the current flowing in a diode is equal

to q times the nuniber of mninority carriers per second that wander into the depleimott

region and are swept to the other side of the juncmron. Under steady state conditions

the nunsber of minority carriers thereby extracted per second from the p-and n-sides

of the junction mast be precisely equal to the namber of minority carriers generated

per second in the quasiueutral regions. In other words, the reverse-bias saturation

current maybe alternatively viewed as arising from minority curvier generation in mIte

quasinentral regions, with 1 being eqaul to q times tite number of minority carriers

generated per second.

F: Suppnse the actual reverse-bias mnimroriiy carrier distributions in the quastnentral

regions are approximated by squared-off distributions as pictured in Fig. Efi.4. All

minority carriers ate taken to be depleted a minority carrier diffusinu length to either
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6.2.2 Reverse-Bias Breakdown

Airhough referred l0lls “breakdown,” tire large reverse current that flows svben the reverse

voltage exceeds a certarit value is a coritplerely reversible process. That is, breakdown does
pot damage Ilte diode in any way. The current must be limited, of course, to avoid excessive
heating. Tite obsolute value of the reverse voltage svhere the currennt goes off to infinity is
knnisvn as Ste breakdown voliage aitd is given the symbol Vnn. Practical VBR measurements

typically quote the voltage where tIne carrent exceeds a preselected valoe such an I peA or
I mA. The expected breakdown voltage of planar (one-dimensional) p -n and ti-p step

Jnrtctrou diodes as a function of the nondegenerate-side doping is plotted in Fig 6 Il for
select semiconductors. At a given doping, V00 tends to increase with the band pp of the
semiconductor used to fabricate the diode. Of greater significance, the doping on lhgtjy

doped side of the iranctson can be used in vary Vuu from a few volts to over athosisaud

volts. Note that the doping dependence above tIne dashed lute in Fig. 6.11 is roughly
v(&tbed by

Vun m __!__ (6.33)

where N5 ts the doping on tire lightly doped side of the junction.

t (pA)

(hI

Figure 6.10 Detailed plots of the measured l—Vohanacturistic derioed horn a commercially avail.

able Si p5 juociron drodo maintained at room temperature. Thu Pig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 chanaclerislirs

see from the sonic device. (a) Semitog ploi of the forward-bias current versus voltage. (b) Expanded

scam plol of the reverse-bias corrunt sersus voltage.

loin -

Figure 6.11 Broahdown voltage as a ianvtion of Ihe nondegenerate-side doping in planar p-n

and mr-p strp.jancrion Ge. Si, and GaAs diodes. Avalanche is he dominaor breakdown procrcx for
duprngs above the dashed line. T = 300 K. (After Szei1i, 0 l98t by John Wiley & Sons, tue. Re
printed rviih permission.)
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From a thearerical standpoint, breukdown is directly related to the failure of the ‘no

other processes” assumption in Ihe derivation of the ideal diode eqoatiau. In fact, iwo

“other processes—avalanching and the Zener process—can cause the breakdnwn ear

rent. Avalastchiug is typically the dominant process, with the Zener process only becoming

smporiaut when bath sides of the jonction are heavily doped. In what follows, sve delve

into the physical natare of the twa processes aod provide process-specific information.

Avalanching

Working up to a physical description of the avalauchiug phenomenon, let us first consider

a reverse-biased diode where V0 is relatively small pd far below the breakdown voltage.

Ideally, the reverse corrent flowing in the diode ix due to miuority carriers randomly enter

ing the deplelion region and being accelerated by the electric held in the region to the other

side of the junction. In crossing the depletion region the carrier acceleration is not continu

ous but is ioterrnpted by energy_losing collisions with the semiconductor lattice, as envi

sioned in Fig. 6.12(a). Since the mean free path betweea collisions is 10 - cm, and a

median depletion width is —Illcm. a carrier can undergo tens to thousands of collisions

in crossing the depletion region. Thus at small applied reverse biases the energy lost by the

carriers per collision is relatively small. The energy Iransferred to the lattice simply causes

lattice vibrations—there is just localized heating thot ix readily dissipated.

With increasing reverse bias the amount of energy transferred to the semiconductor

lattice per collision systematically increases. Approaching the breakdnwn voltage, the en

ergy tsansferred per collision becomes sufficient to ionize a semicoudscior atom. By”ian

ize” we mean the collision frees a valence electron from the atnm, or cunses an eleciron

from the valence band to (amp into the conduction band, theceby creating an elecrran-hy(g._

pair. This phenomenon, called innlpaci ionizations, svas previously vistsalieed in Fig. 3.15)1).

The added carriers created by impact ianizalioo are itnamedialely accelerated by the eleclric

field in the depletion region. Coasequently, they and the original carriers make additional

collisions and create even more carriers us envisioned in Fig. 6.12(b). The result isa snow

balling creation of carriers very similar to an avalanche of snow on a mountain side. Al the

breakdown voltage the carrier creation and reverse current effectively go off to infinity.

A couple of clarifying cotnments arc in order concerning the preceding discussion and

avalanching. For one, the Fig. 6.12(b) energy baud diagram is not, and realislically could

aot be, drawn to scale, If the breakdown voltage svere lOG V, for example, the distance

between Ihe p- and n-side Fermi levels would have to be approximately 100 times the

Ev minus Ev band gap distance. Second, it is important to note that avalanche breakdown

does not occur sitarply at V0 — V0. Whes the reverse-bias characteristics arc exam

ined carefully as in Fig. 6.10(b), they are found to exhibit a sloping apprnach to break

down. There is cansiderable carrier molliplication a few volts before reaching break

dosvn and even some carrier rrtultiplicai(o6 at voltages far belaw breakdown. The reasort

is that the distance between collisions iv a random variable statistically distributed

about the mean valse. Thus carriers can occasioxally gain sufficient eaergy to have an

ionizing collision’ at voltages far below breakdown. At a few volts below breakdown the

(b) “Al “ Van

FIgure 6.12 Carrnur acusity inside nbc depletion region of a reveruu-bnnsudpnsjanctius diode when
(a) V,j vu Van and (b) I V0 —n Van Carrier mulinplication dun to impact ionization and the resnttant
urnianche is pictured in (b(.

number of carriers garntng sufficient energy to have an ionizing collision becomes quite
large. The tucrease ix current ussocialed with the carrier multiplication is modeled by intro
dnctng a ssal)ipiseanion factor, M. If ‘n is taken to he the current without any carrier
multiplication, then

(6.34)

Au emptrical It to euperimental data gives

M —*_ (6.35)

L Von



Zener Process

N+N0
an NaNn

Zwnsarnls.thedaaotwogcagegaoeftan,yiling inarnsersr-hmsed diode.

Thnaeling is the first phenomenon we have encountered that iiof a purely qnaiiluin

mechanical naiare. It has no classical analog. The general nature and basic features of

taaneliitg ran he understood with the aid of Fig. b. 13. The particle pietared tn the figure is

taken to be positiaaed on the left-hand side of a potential energy barrier, The height of the

barrier is assttmed to be greater than she kinetic energy of the particle. Classically, the oitly

way a particle sorb as an electron coold move to the otlter side of the barrier would be to

gain additional energy and go over the toy of die harrier. Quantuta uterhanically. there is

another way the particle can get to tlte other stde of the barrier: It can go throngis the barrier.

Tnnealittg is going “through” a potential energy barrier. It slsoold be emphasioed that the

particle energy remains constant duritig the process. Also (thiitkiag elassieolly) tlte particle

and thu barrier are not damaged in any way.

There are two major reqaireieeats l’or tanneliag to ocesir and be significant:

(I) There oust be filled stases ais one side of the barrier ond empty states on the other side

of the barrier at the same energy. Tunneling cannot take place use a region void of

allowed states.

Visualtoation of the Zener process, tunneling in a reverse-biased pu junction diode, is
presented tn Ftg. 6.14. The particles dotug the tonneing urn valence band electrons on the
p-stdr of thenurtjoo. The potential energy barrier classirally restricting these electrons tn
the p-stde of the Juactioa ta outltaed tn the figure. Tunneling takes place when the electrons
pass throagh the barrtur to empty states at the same energy in the roudurtion band en the
n-side of the junction. The greater the reverte bias, the larger the number of filled valence
elerrrou states on the p-otde placed opposite empty conduction-band states on the n-side,
and hence the greater the reverse-bias tunneling current.

For tunneling to be stgntficaitt, the barrier thickness, roughly the depletion width in
the rare of the po martian diode, mast be <10 — ° em. Refnrring to Fig P53, we find Si
diode depletion widths <10—a cm ureetaitato dopsags in eoress of lOi7/cm2 on the
“ltgktly” doped side of the juurtiott. Thus the Zener process is important nitly in diodes
that are beastly doped on both sides of the junction. The breakdown voltage of the diodes
is correspondingly small. The Zeuer process makes a significant contribution to the break-
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where at takes an a sulue between 3 and 6, depeudissig on tlto setnieoitdactar used to fahri

rate sIte diode. Please note that the multiplication factor can be used to correct lie ideal

diode equation to account for carrier multipliratiun aitd avalanching.

We urot seek to uoplain the Van dependence noted iii the breakdemtt intrudaiction.

From the qualitative description of avalanclung. it was coitclnded that breakdomit occars

when the carriers gain un ienieing amnaut of ettergy in traveling a lattice-scattering atessu

free path. This should be true independent of the junction doping. A specihic energy gain

user a given distance, hassever, rurrespuuds to a sperifir electric field. In other words.

breakdown occurs when the electric field in the depletion region reaches soioe critical

value, essentially independent of the junction dapiiisg.

Considering a step junction, employing Eqs. (5.35) and (5.37), and evalnatitig the dee

tric held at x 0, we find

= — = —F_9_(_ta_-\(V — V (1
[K5e\N5 + No! ‘ I

Nest, sqaariog the pieceding eopression and making use of the fact that if (0) -‘-> 5cu when

V0 V0 —.s V0, + Vuu m Van, sue obtain

ifC = .io_( NN0 16.37)
° V0r\N0.+ N5)

Siure ru is independetii of doping, the right-hand side of Eq. (b.37) mast likessise hr

itsdependeut of doping. The right-hand side of Eq. (6.37) mill be independent of dopitig if

)h.3fi1

or for asymmetrically doped junctions

fb.3q)
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teriag means a smaller mean free path, a larger critical electric field for avalanching, and

hence a higher breakdnwit voltage.

Finally, the discussion has focused on planar step-junction diodes. Separate breakdown

carves apply to linearly graded diodrs. Moreover, step-junction diodes formed by diffusion

ar iua-iniplaatatiou through a mask almays have curved, uonp)anar lateral edges. Fur

given applied voltage the electric field is grnatet in the nonplsnar region than in the planar

part af the device. Hence breakdown occors sooner in the nonplanar regions, lowering the

Von of the diode. This “curvature” effect heroines more pronounced as the depth of the

junction decreases. Special edge usudifications have been desetoped to nsinimioe the effect.

(C) Exercise 6.5

Ft Coittpatr and atake a plot of the multiplication factor (M) versus V0 i/Van when

in = 3 and in = 6. Orient thn u.vru sn a reverse-current-like plot in obtained: i.e., plot
Mtneressing downward aad I VaI/Vnu increasing to the left. Diseasa the plotted

St The rompaterpmgram script and resultant plot (Fig. P6.5) follow. Using Mssmsa,
the author was only able to obtain the desired aoes orinntatioa by plotting — M versus

— j V0 MVao.The plot is noted lobe qaite similar to the left-hand side of Fig. 6.10(b).
A perhaps surprising 2 x iserease in current is predicted for applied voltages less
than 80% and 90% of the may to Vun for its = 3 and en = 6, respectively. There is
already a carrier enhancement of tO% (M = 1.1) at 0.45 Van when m = 3 and at
0.65 Vun svhenaa = 6.

MATLA5 program script...

%Eoeretse fi.5...Maltiplieution factor

Vna ai

%laitiolioation
close
clear

The Eq. (6.39) result ia not precisely as observed esperimentally. hut it is acceptably close

given the simplicity of the argument.

Concerning the Van baud gap lot semiconductor) dependence, me again note ilsat

breakdown occurs whea the carriers gain an ionizing omount of energy in traveling a

lattice-scattering mean free path. The required ionization energy obviously increases with

increasing N5, hot the mean free path is found to vary only slightly foe the senticoaduciorv

cited in Fig. 6.11. Thus, consistent ssith Fig. 6.11, the breakdown voltage is evpectrd to

progressively increase ia going from On to Si to OaAs.

Oae more deprndenee is worth munsiooing. The Van due to avalmiehiog is fooitd

to inceease as the temperature goes up. As noted in ihe mobility discussion in Subsec

ii en 7 1 7. laoiee seatterine increases us the temprraiare iocreasos. lacreasiag lattice scai

%M calculation
s’linspaceW,.99):
M3= I
Mfi=t ./(to/if);

%o=IVAI/VER
%M whee m=3
%M when mfi
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%Ftottiag result

plot(-o,-M3,-o,-Mb): gi’id
aoia([-l 0-100])

olabeICIvAI/vBR’)
ylabel(’-Malsip)ication factor’)

iest(-0.8,_2,5.’m = 3’)
Est(-O.95,-l,5,’nu = 6)
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Poisonal mcmv

- ivairvun

Figure 66.5

fr—F “—.r
d

Figure 6.13 Ocserut sisaaliaaiina uf tunneling.

Empty stabs

Figure 6.14 Vissaliousnu of iuuuoliag in a mnveoe-biaand Fa jaaetiou diodn

(2) The width of the poiential energy barrier. d in Fig. 6.13. must be vrry thin. Quautsov

mechanical tunneling becomes sigoifirantenly ifad < 00 A to—c cm.
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down current in diodes where V80 < 6155/q (—6.7 V in Si at 300 K) and dominates in

diodes where V80 <4E0/q (—4.5 V in Si at 300 K).

Two experimental observations can be used to distinguish between avalanching and

Zener process breakdown. First, whereas the V00 associated svith avalanching increases

with increasing fl V00 decreases with increasing T if the Zener process is dominant. Sec

ond, the breakdown characteristics associated with the Zencr process are very “soft.” The

current exhibits a very stow approach to infinity even when observed on a relatively coarse

scale.
Historically, the Zoner process was the first proposed to explain reverse-bias break

dosvn. All diodes specifically fabricated to ntake use of the breakdown characterivtic came

to be known as Zoner diodes. The name coutinnes to be applied to all diodes itsaking use

of the breaJcdosxn characteristic, even thoogh those with brcakdosvn voltages in encess of

6E0/q are functionally avatattclse diodes.

6.2.3 The R—G Current

In comparing theory and experiment, a current far irs excess of that predicted by the ideal

diode theory was found to mist at small forward biases and alt reverse biases in Si diodes

maintained at room temperature. The observed “extra” current arises from thermal carrier

recomhination—generation in the depletion regioti that was assumed to be negligible in the

derivation of the ideal diode equation. How iltermal lfi—G in the depletion region gives rise

to an added carrent component can be understood svith the aid of Fig. 6. t5 Rest cotivider

the reverse-bias ease modeled in Fig. 6.15(a). Heretofore in all quantitative analyses, and

even in the qaalitative derivation of the ideal diode equation, we associated the reverse

current with the minority carriers ssandering into the depletion region from the two sides

of the junction. When ilte diode is reverse biased, however, the carrier concentrations in

the depletion region are rednced below their equilibriam values, leading to the thermal

genecation of electrons and holes throttghont the region.r The large electric field in the

depletion region rapidly sweeps the generated carriers into the qausineutral regiouts,

thereby adding to the reverse current. Forsvard biasitmg inereasen the carrier concentrations

In the depletion region above their equilibrium values giviug rise to carrier recombination

in the region. As envisioned in Fig. 6.15(b), one can effectively view tlse resulting added

forvv’ard current as arising front the carriers that cannot make it over the potential hill being

partially eliminated via recombination at R—G centers in the depletion region.

Seeking to establish a quantitative expression for the added current, ‘no’ urising from

thermal eecombiuation—generation in the depletion region, we note that the net R—G rate

is the same for electrons and holes ander steady slate cotiditions. Moreover, for every elec

tron-hole pair created or destroyed in the depletion region per secotmd, one electrout per

second flaws into or out of the diode contacts. Sutnming either the electrons or the holes

created/destroyed tbronghont the depletion region per second and maltiplying by q should

Note that, becuase of the conditions prevalent its the depletion region, the fannltar special.

cuse R—G relationship. ars/dt5,,,, n_u = — ftnlr, is not applicable. Rather, the general-

cane tesalt initially presented as Eq. (3,35) must be employed:

On ri —

fit a=” — r (n + s) + v,,(p + p1)
0-0

‘u-c qA J ÷ + Pi)

For reverse biases greater than a few kT/ii, the carrier concentrations become qaite

small throcghoat most of the depletion region. With the carrier concentrations being neg

ligible )n —v 0. p —v 0), the integral in Eq. (15.42) is readily evaluated to obtain

— -wj ...reverse biases > few L’T/q

ri + r = earv,1bar + recrcrimr) (6.)

Far forward biases the carrier eoncentt-atioxs cannot be neglected and even an approximate

evaluation of the Eq. (6.42) integral becomes rather involved. We merely note thor I is

expected to vary roughly as exp(qV/qkT), I < r 2, for forward biases greater than a

few kT/q.21 Typically, the expected q is close 102, and the combined forward and reverse

bias dependence is approximately described by

+

/url)

I I,, kT/q 2i’ I

With the introduction of a second earrent component, it is common practice to refer

to the current described by the ideal diode eqaation an the d)ffiesiors rnrreuur, ‘airy The

diffusion current expression is rewritten here to facilitate a comparison of the two

I Usc of the 10110 deptevori regicul is the prnuenr cameo somelimes leads in confusion. Ii miss be remembered

thai ho nairisr conveennrioni in ISo depletion region ire sos tarn as uniomoricuily toss thin 0ev cquutihnam

valiet, bot ale moiety small corspired 0160 beckgrnand doping vonunnlrulinos
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dinde current

Ri

Ideal dinde Comment

(a) Rnveese bias

Ideul diode

cc;:..,

Ideal diode

)b) Foersard bias

Figure 6,15 The R—G current. Visualization of the additional enrrent resulting from (a) reverse-

-

-
bian geneeaiion and (b) forsvo.cd-bsar recombination in she deploiion region

Iherefore give the magnitude of the udded cnrrent flowing in the device. Proceeding as
indicated and accounting for the polarity of the current yields

= —qA 1::j5, (6.40)
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components:

(646)
LN0

The total current flowing in the diode iv of course just the sum of the dision current and
the R—G corrent:

(6.47)

We are now in a position to explaix earlier experimental observations In Si diodes at
room temperature qAnW/2r 1 and the eurreut domixaten at reverse biasen and
nmull forsvard biases. Since the reverse bias l_ is proportional to t4 the reverse cUrrent
never saturates, but continually increases with increasing reverse bias. The forward bias

1n-a varies us exp(qV0/2kT( for V,,, > few kT/q, consisientwith experimental obsnrvations
at small forward biases. With tucreaniug forward biases the 1Dl”r component, which in-
creases more rapidly with voltage, eventoalty overtakes the component, leading to the
q/krregton on a semslog plot of the forward-bias characteristics. Eecanse n n while

mis,, the relative weighii of the two components varies significantly from nemicoxdue
br to semiconductor. Whereas qArsW/2a-0 as l0in Si and GaAs diodes ut room tempera
ture, the larger n, of Ge typically makes In> qAru, W12s-0 in Ge diodes at room temperature
Also, since 1n v ri? while the revnrse biasl0_0n ru, the reverse bias diffusion component
of tIne current will unerease at a faster rate with increasing temperature, The diffusion com
ponent eventually dominates ala suffi eieutly elevated temperature, The is dependence ex
plains the experimental observations that Ge diodes maintained at room temperature and
Si diodes operated at elevated leniperalures are often fonnd to more closely approach the
ideal, spncifieatly exhibiting saturating reverse-bias characteristics,

(C) Exercise 6.6

If rhe weak voltage dependence of mIte factors multiplying the exponentia0”l
expression iv ignored, the total pn junction diode current for forward biases greater
than a few kT/q may be approximalely modeled by

= ‘mm rot/v/ar + / ruvcnur

mnnr luG

sv’here Froth l and ‘m are taken to be constants independent of vohiage

and

(6.41)

(6.42)

where

(6.43)

(6.45)



F: (a) Compute and for a Si p-n step junction diode maintained at 300 K

with A to—i cm2, N0 = tO°/cm, and t a’, 75 l0 sec. In the ‘00

computation, assume that the exp(qV5f2kT) term in the denominator of the

expression us much greater than unity and set V0 V5114 in evaluating voltage-

dependent terms. As in previous exercises compatc V5, using V5 (E5/2q) +

(kTfq) ln(N01n).

(b) Repcas part (a) for a Ge p’-si Step junction diode ntaintained at 300 K. Assume a

set of parameters identical to the part (a) Si diode except that = 1500 cin2IV-sec,

is = 2.5 )< l013/cm3,and K5 16.

(c) Making use of the simplified current relationship introduced in this problem, con-

street a nesmtog plot of I versus V5 that simultaneously displays the forward-bias

characserinttcs of the previously described Si and Ge diodes. Limit the plot axes to

0 Var V, 1 V and lO_2 Awl ar l03 A. Begin the calculation at V5 0 IV

Discuss your results.

Sr The computed i mid ic,, values fur the two diodes are summarized in she table

presented below. The part (c) computer program and plot follow the table The

and values are stored in mcmury after cunning the listed computer program aud

were accessed from the MATLAtt Cosoma,id window

As expected, ‘ar ‘ 1v for the Si diode while ‘a > ‘vu for the Ge diode. Because

of the small band gap and corresponding large a,. large forward currents flow in use

Ge diode at relatively small voltages, making it all bat impossible tu observe the

component. Conversely, both the 1am and ‘nx components are clearly evident on

the silicon diode plot.

M,ATLAB program script...

% Comparison of forward bias I-VA for Si and Ge diodes at 300K.

% This program uses a simplified formula for the current

% I = lolnexp(qVA/(kT)) +lo2*eup(qvAJ(2kT))

% Also, VbiEG/2q+(kT/q)ln(rqsalnj)

% Plot
senalogycvArsivAj
0)grid
asis([0 I l.0e-l2 tOe-3D
xlabel(’VA(voltr).).

Ytabel(’l(A));
test(.7, l.4e-9’T = 300K’);
test(74.Oe-i0,’ps’ l.Oel6 /cm3’).
text(.25, I.4e-5,’Ge’).
rexr( 48

/
:

:t/

ia’

t

Exercise 6.7

0 0.t u.s u.a 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 u.n 0.9

A geoeralization of the forward-bias modeling expression in Exercise 6.6 is corn

manly introduced in analyzing experimeatnl dma. Specifically, one employs

I I0 esvA/vvi + Iu,e55’fl’s0

1’ 1’

1nwr ‘u-ti

where ss and e, are arbitrary constants determined by a match to the near-ideal and

R—G current related regions of the forward-bios characteristics, respectively.

F: Determine the 1om. ‘vu’ nm and n, that provide an optimal match so the forward

bias I—V data presented in Fig. 6.10(a).

Sr Figure E6.7 is areprndncsion of Fig. 6.10(a) with straight lines drawn through the

iwo linear regions on the plot. Based on the generalized modeling eapressiun (and

similar to Eq. 6.3 t), the mathematicast description of the straight lines is

T300
50 1.. t6/oim v3
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%lnitiatizatiou
close
clear

% Cosist ants
T—300; % Temperature in Kelvin
k=8 fil7e-5, B Boltzmann constitnt eV/K
eO= fi,SSe- 14; % permimmivity of free space (F/cm)

I 602e-19; / charge on an electron (coal)
KS=)l 1.8 16], Dielecmricconst.nt (Si Ge]
ni(l SeW2.5el3) % intrinsic carrier conc. 01300K (Si Ge)
,vup(437 1500); % hole mobility [Si Ge]
EG=[!.l2 0.66]; % band gap [Si Ge]

% Given Constants
A I .Oe-4; % cm°2
ND= l.Oel6; % cin’-3)

muun= l.Oe6; % second5
taup=lOe6; % seconds

% 101
DP=k*T.u,.p;

LPsqri(Dp.5taup);
101 =qoA.n(pm_psni,

% 102

Vb=EG/2+kOT.5log(ND./ni);

W’sqrt(2.*K5aeO/(qvND)aVb
IO2=q*A5ni/5qj(taane)o

s(knT)./(3 .°VbiJ4);

% Currents for both Silicon (ISi) and Germanium (IGe)
VA liuspace(0 1,1);

tSitQl(l)aexp(VA/(kcT))

IGe=10t(2).nexp(VA/(kvT))+lOa(
2)

Silicosi Gremanturn

5.38xl0i5AI’fi23xlovAI

i0A

pnJUNcTiON oiortEn

to-i

to..

The V0 = 0 intercept therefore yields the
l values, and the es.valaes can he com

pared from

DIODE. I—VCH4flAcus
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V,
—

(kT/rj) 1(’j’)

VAisnimal

Figure E6.6

where 1 and 2 are any two points along the straight lines We conclude

tao

The ‘niFF eomnent is almost uncharacteristically ideal The observed ‘n—a n-factor
is on the low side bum Within the norwally observed raagn. B 1o as expected

bC!) ‘(1vi) + . .
.

1. 2

—
I

6.2.4 Va —-a Vb HighCurrent Phenomena

A significant current begina to flow in rhe diode svhen the applied fonvurd bias approaches
,. A large current in turn creates conditions inconsistent svimh a number of ideal diode
assumptions and approxi505 For one, the assaniption that all of the applied voltage is
duopped acrosa the depletion region becomes questionable 1ff 0 1 A, for example, a
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L_0 ••w•• ,r*

rCsislaeee vulside the depletion region of only I ohm woold give rise IOU sIgnIliCUEt vollage

drop of 0 I V A lo.rge currenl moy olsu prodoco U high level of injeclion. Toe efferls led

modeling of iheso dooiations al-c Considered nevl.

Series Resistance

The qaosineuteal regions hove an inhereol resistance determined by rho doping ond dimen

sions 0f rho regions. Although quite smoll in a well-mode device, there is alsO 0 residool

resistance assoriuted with rho diode contacts. These combine 10 form a resislanre, R5, in

series with rho rurrent flow ocross thejanclion as ensisioned in Fig. 6.1 b(a). Allow coned

levels the voliage drop across the series resistance, fR, is totally negligible compared 10

the applied voltage drop across the depletion region belIer knows as rho “jenction” voltage.

V, - Under the oiled condition. V = V, as assumed in the ctectrosiaiir wid ideal diodr

log(S)

Va

Figure 6.16 tdentificaiion and doretmisation of rho series imistanae. (a) Physicsl origin of R5.

(b) Purwaad-bias sensilng ploi used to dedoce AV versus I. Cal IV verses I vIol used to dodoce gv.

both the minority carrier and the majority carrier concentrations sdjscent to the depleron

region are permrbed, as pictured in Pig. 6.t7(o). The majority carrier coscentration mast

increase to maintain appronimale charge neutrality in the qaosioeatral regions. As analysis

of high-level injection leads too predicted current varying roaghly m enp(q/2kT). In other

words, one enpects a high-current ql2bl’ region ou a semfog plot of the forward bias 1—V

characteristics as sketched in Fig. 6.17(b). The predivied high-correct q/2hT region is

seldom observed, however, because it is obscured by the slope-over associated with se

ries resistance. We should note, uonethetess, that the enhanced carrier cuncentralious 05-

S Orp
(leg snob)

High-level aijoehon

Pr
I

/
nn

dcrivatioos. At curreni levels where JR5 becomes comparahlc to V0, however, the applied
voltage drop appearing across the deplctior region is reduced to

(6.48)

Effectively, part of the applied voltage is wasted, a larger applied voltage is neccssury to
achieve rho same cool of cerrent compared to ihe ideal, and the charucleristies slope over
as illustrated io Fig. 6.10(a).

To correct for the series resistance, one merely replaces V by V1 = V0 — JR5 in

previously derived I—Vs relationships. Since the diffusion current lypically dominares at

rho current levels svherc JR5 heco;ves important, we can write

I = J0otYk =I0esv_iorraT
..

V0 —a Vt: (6.40)

Technically Eq. (649) isa transcendenral equation that cannot he sotved for Im a function
of V0. However, 1 versus V is readily esiublished by choosing a V1 value, tompoting I
front Eq. (6.49), and thrtr computing V0 from Eq. (6.48). The computation does require a
hnowledge of R5. R5 con be determined from enperimenral data on onrliued io parts (b)
and (e) of Fig. 6.16. Worhing with a forward-bias semitog plot similar to Fig. 6.18(a), one
entends use ideal-diode parr of the plot into Ihe slope-over region und notes the AV voltage
displacement beiweeu the two curves m a function of L Sisee A V = V0

—
V = FR5, rhe

slope of the line through a plot of the A V versus 1 data yields R5.

High-Level Injection

The low-level injection assumpriou made iv the derivation of the ideal diode eqaution be
gius to fail when uhr minority curvier concentrariau at the depletion region edge on the
tightly doped side of the junction approaches rhe doping voneentratiou. In Si or room tem
perature this typically occurs at applied voltages a few tenths of a volt below V5. A farther
tncreme in rho applied voltage gives rise to high-level injection. Under high-level injection

0nJONCTiON DIODE: i—t’CNAROCTEEiSTICO

suciated svith high-level iujertion can reduce the observed series resistance. The reduction
in resistivity resulting from high levels of carrier injection is referred to as ravdiovririiy
inoe/slariOO.

ExErcinE 6S

Pt The measured 1—V characteristic of a Si diode muiotuined at room temperature is
crudely shetched in Fig. 66.9. Note rhal rho currenr scale is logaritltmie for forward
bias and linear for reverse bias. Nonidealities eshibired by the characteristic are iden
rifled by capilal lettevs. Various possible soorces for the deviations from the ideul are
listed 10 rho right of the skeleb. Idenrify the canse of each nonideal 1—Vfeatare; place
the proper soarer number(s) adjacenr to ihe letters on the sketch.

St rye/b ‘CV

6.3 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Tire two topics addressed in iltis section are of a supplemental sabre as far as the basic d.c.
response of the pit jueerion diode is concerned. Considerations associutrd with the topics
could he delayed until obsoletely required later in the tent, but that would rend Ia de

Xe

(a)

I

(hI

Exercise 6.0

Pt Crudely estiware the series resistance of the diode enhibitiug the 1—V character
istics presented iv Fig. 6.10(a).

St A blosv-np of the slope-over region is needed to produce a derent AV versas I
plot. We can, however, estionate R5 ssing the AV at a given C The Pig. 6.10(a) 1—V
curve terminates at a current of about 80 mA when V4 = 0.85 V. Referring to
Fig. E6.7, we find that an eutension of the q/kT region on the plot passes rhrongh
80 vA at rooghly 0.78 V They A 7ar 0.07 V and = A V/I 0.07/0.08 — 1 ohm.

(el
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leg(S)

log(f)

Caused by

Figore E6.9

I. .Pliutogeirewijoe -

2. Thermol recembinarine
in ihe depletinn mgien

5. Avalanching and/or
Zenee process

4. Low-level injection

5. Deplorion appeosimatiun

6. Thonmal generation in the
drptrrinu legion

7. Eand herding

8. Series nolistarve

9. V0>V5

10. Higb-iesnl injecrion

Figure 6.17 High-levol injnetinn. (a) Cumiereuneeetrafnnt under high-level injecbnn cunditiens.

(5) Predicted nErd on rho nbsrrued ehmarterisrie.



6.3,2 Narrow-Base Diode

Current Derivation

In the ideal diode derivation the diode eontnets were ossemed to be severol mteority corner

diffosioe lengths or woee from the edges of the depletioe eegioo. This gives rise to the

ihiteHw) = 0 oed àp,(w) = 0 hooodory renditions. For dtodcs whose width on the

lightly doped side is eqool to the snbstrate or v’afer thiektsess, the wide-bose diode osssmp

tion is typically jastifled. The assomptioe comm ieto qoestion, however, if the diode is

fobrirased, for enample, in ethic epitoxiol loyer. A diode where the width of the qaasineo

teal region as the tightly doped side of the jonction is on-the-order-of or less thon a diffa

sion length is known as a narrow-base diode.

Ta determine the diffnsiea cement flawing in a narrnw bane diode, it is necessary to

revise the ideat diode derivation. We take the diode ander analysis to heap step (ear

tion diode identical in every way to an ideal diode except that the width of the qaasineolral

v-region is possibly comparable to or less thae a minority carrier diffosion length. As

graphically defined in Pig. 6.18, a, is the distaerr from the ioetallargiral junction to the it-

side contact, and a) .r, — .o, the distance from the n-edge of the depletion region to the

ct-side contact. The ct-side contact is assntoed to be ohmic, making Ap, Oat a’ = .e). In

general, the minority carrier rsnrentrnlian at a contact a finite distance from the depletion

region edge depends on the rate of carrier eerombiaatian—generation at the roatart. At

nell-made or nhmir restart, the rerombinatioo—genemtion rate is high and the minority

earner concentration is maintained near its eqnilibeians valor.

Paralleling the derivation of the ideal diode eqaation, we most solve

(6.50)

:r

..

N

Fiaore 6,18 Operibration of the n-side restart position in a narrow-base diodo. a) is assamnd ta
he rotspamble tsar teas titan Lr.

sabjeel to the boundary renditions

tt(/5,
— I) (b.61n)

Ap,(x’x)) = 0 (6.61b)

As ia the ideal diode derivation, the general solation is

Ap,(x’) = Aie’iLr + Ae”r . . . 0 a’ m a) (6.62)

fleer, hnwevee, A, is not reqnteed to vanish. Rather, applying the boandaes’ conditions gives

p,(O) = A + A, (6.63a)

0 = Ar’r + A,e’Aa (6.6361

Solvtng Eqs. (6.65) for A and A,, and sobstitoting bark into the general solation. we
ronriade

= wiQ _e-’i:,iiLr) .

. .0 a’ N a) (6.64)

or learn rompartly in terms of the 5mb faortion

siiih[(.r) — a’ liLy]
p,Ct I = p.,tO) -

I
sinh).r,iL
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eittphasiee their imporianre by sabinerging iheas in a larger ronieni. Also, a linkage ol Eeing tateresied in the combined behavior of the qAp(r t). let as integrate all terms in

ideas and concepts rritiral an a greater depth of oaderstanding becomes wore diffisoti to Eq. 16.53) aver the votame ( A f ide) of the ti-side qnminest.eal region. After vnme rear-

establish, ‘the charge control approach, addeessed best, is a sort of “big pietnre” method rangemeni. we arrive at

of analysis that often allows a reasonably arrorate appronimate salotion widt a onnmniani
,

of toathematirs. The narrow-bane diode, eaasidered is Sabseetson 6.3.2, is both a special

aL94 i p ide]
deviation front the ideal and a ronreplaal link to the bipalarjanrtsan transistor. — = —A I dJ — ± [ON I Ap, edo] (6 54)

“ -1Jni.,,i Tr

6,3.1 Charge Control Approach
, The bracketed qnantiiies are recognized to he Qr. Moreover,

In the charge central approach, the basic carrier variable is the charge associated walt the

stononity carrier esress (or deficit) soithin an entire qoassneotral region. Tn be specific,
-

— fJi’i”i

A diy —AJy(m) + AJp(x,,) = AJp(.o,,) iaier (6.55)

consider a forward-biased p’-o janetion diode. Let Ap,1.r, t) be the minority carrier excess

in the n-side qaasineotrat region at a given time a and at a paiot a, a,, N a m w, The total

enema hale charge, Q, militia the region is then The hole correct goes ta zero far on the ri-side of the janetion, niak.ing 4(m) = 0. Since
we one treating a pvfl Janetian sam’ Js(”xr) ÷ JrC0,,) m 4(x) A towerense i is

qjp,(x,t) (6.5(1)
ased for the final resell in Eq. (6.55) becoase the merest is permitted in general to be
thoction of time. Making the indicated simpliheations to Eq. (6.54) yields

-

Eqxation (6.501 also applies to reoersn bias with a negative Qr being interpreted as a carrier — —
(6.56)

deficit. Qr is of coerce iadependent of a, bat is potentially a fanction of time.

Stilt considering a p”-n diode, we nest seek a relationship that describes the overall

beltaviar of this combined minoriiy carrier charge an the n-side qoasineatrat region. A

logical place ts start in the minority carrier diffusion eqaalton, Eq. (3.54b), which describes The resait of nor manipatations, Eq. (6.56), han a very simple interpretation. It uaya

the overall behaviarof the miuoniiy earrierhole concentration at a given paint. Specifically, there are two ways to change the eneess hole charge within a mgion: Holes coo taso into
or out of the region (mimI, or the excess charge can be modified by eeeombinatian—

withG1’O, I generation within the region (
— Qrite). Eq. (6.56) is effectively a continuity equation for

the excess hale charge.
46p = O5Ap, P,, (6.51) The charge central approach finds application in bath steady state and tsansient analy

at
Dy —

sm. To tllusraane its one, consider a p°.n janction diode nnder steady state conditions. In
the stmdy state dQr/de = 0. i5 = and Eq. (6.56) redoces to

Since in a ‘8 w 0 region

iàp, (6.52) ) tntev — —
(6,57)

r 91r”7’ .

ye

.
‘ .I Now snppone a solation was not available foe Apjx). We do know the valae of p, at

we can alternatively write ‘: [ a a, (a’ = 0) from the Eq. (6.18) boaay condition and we smpeet the ssIorion, if
. obtained, woold be exponential with a decay constant of a diffnnion length. These facts

4(qAp) = — OJ
— (6.53) ,

suggest an apprsonma000 similar to that inteodseed ia Exercise 6.4. We eqoate Qe to the

at Ox Tr
excess hole charge associated with a sqaared-off dinteibntinn extending a diffnsian length

.rii[;S’.;
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into the n-side and eqaal to the Ap, name at the depletion region edge. Therefore, withont

actually solving forAp,(. ), ave mtimate

Qr m qc Lr)mlp,(a’=O) = qALr(eneAt — I)

giving

‘oire
= = qA eni’eim

— 1) (6.59)

Since Lrivr = Dv/Le, Eq. (6.59) is recognized to be the osual reaalt for the diffesios

current in the pa0 diode.
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0 = Dy’ —

dx
(6.60)

...Oa’a’ (6.65)
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To assist is the esamisalion and inteepeetatios of eesslts, it is useful to note

e
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essh(e) ° j — se-as>

j

Consider first the limit wheee 4 —r rv If 4—1 woe .nlL5 0> I, the ratro of the srtth teeso

in Eq (665) simplifies to exp(—x’ILp) md Eq. (6.65) reduces to Eq. (6.23) tu the dcii

diode derivation. Similarly, eosh(sLILp)I5ioh(.0ILr) —a 1, osd Eq. (6.69) reduces to the

stosdord ideal diode esslt foe a p>-rt )ssrtios. Is essesee, the narrow-bose diode ottalysts

may hn viewed as a geseralizotion of the idnol diode formulation valid foe qoomnestral

regions of arbitrary thickness.

52 = 50 = .!3.!_°(V5 — l7)
qN5

qNn
V5 = 2>bi

—.

(1.6 x l0i5)(lo0>x2X 10—4)t

= —29.7 V
= 0.92

— (2)(ll.8)(fi.85 )< l0-’)

V was read from Pig. E5. tin Snbsection 5.1.4.

Inspecting Fig. 6.11, we rote shot avalanche breakdown orcars Os V55 m y V

isa romporoble wide-bose diode. Thas, ponch-throogh will take place prior to break

down is the gives sorrow-bose diode.

6.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The chapter was devoted to modeling the steady state response of the pn jonction diode.

We began with a qoalitotive description of diode operation osing the energy hoed diagrans

asa visanlicatioe tool. Thr reverse-bios csrrent in an ideal dtodr is associated mob minority

carriers wouderieg into the depletion region and beteg acceirrated to the opposite side of

she jsaction. Forward biasing lowers the potential bill between the two rtdes of the diode

and enhances mojority carrier injectiort across shejoticsioe and into she opposite-ride qeas

ineatral region. There is of coarse no carrier build-op anywhere teside the dexmce ander

steady state conditions. Recembination_generotian acts so ssabiltce the minority carrier

concentrations, while avery rapid rearrangement and interchange with the contacts mat e

rain the constancy of the majority carter cencentrattoer.

Considerable attention was nest given so she farmalasion, derivation, and evamiention

of the ideal diodr theory. Alshnngh she predicted i—V charsctrrtrtte evhtbrtr sermons defi

ciencies when carrfelly compared wish experiment. she ideal diode development provtdrs

valnable insight into she internal oprratinu of the diode and an analytical base fnr more

accurate formalotions. Even with its limitatinnn, she theory and extensions of the throry are

widely ored in diode and other device aeulyrrr to obtain manageable first order predictions.

The ideal diode rqaation, it shoold be caesioned, in only a small part of the ideal diode

theory. The theory eecnmpmses a clear andnrrtanding of she solstion strategy and approni

motions, the mathematical steps to fellow in establishing a qeanritative resalt. red predic

tions relative so carrier concentrations, carrier csrrentr, materiel dependencies, doping de

pendencies. and so on.
As already acknowledged, a careful comparison between she ideal diode and expert-

Aishongir mathematically reasrurieg, the wide-base limit leads so nothing item. It is she
opposite limit where .e —a 0 that proves to be more interesting. For one, if 4/L 4 I, the
simrrlt semis in Eq. (fifi51 can be replaced by their argoments, and p,,çr’) dramatically
simplifies to

àp>(a’) = 5p201(1
—

(6.73)

The perrarbed carrier cencentratirn becomes a linear fnection of position. jast a straight
line connecting the two endpoint vatses vet by the bnnndarv conditions. The linear depen
dence in a direct 000reqnence of negligible thermal recombinntion—generatinn in a region
mach shorter than a diffavion length. In fact, the Eq. (6.73) revolt coold Irave been obtained
mach mere readily by neglecting the R—G term ( — thp,,/s-2)in the original minority carrier
diffasien rqaasion. This observation is justification for henceforth neglecting the thermal
R—G tern in the nrrirtrmrrrs’ carrier diffusion equarion when sire quaainenrsral width is small
ronrpared mar diffaoiarr length.

A second small-width observation involves the renerar-bias current. In the limit where
.rlLe 4 I. cosh(slL5)1vinh(xILl —a Ll4 and I) —a qAl,nr1fa’0))Dls). The width of
tire qaaninenmral region, 4 = a, — x,, decreases with rncrranieg reverse bias because of
the growing drplrtinn width. It tlrereforr fellows that mnrrm(VA < 0) w — g w 11% doer
not satarate, hot systematically increases with the applied reverse bias. Ifs> iv snffiniently
small, there is also the possibility of 4 —a 0. The vitoation whew an entire device region
becomes depleted is referred to an punch-through. Based en the Eq. (fi.fifi)/(fi.fi9) renalt,
him.r.( V5 < 0) —0 — m if 4 —a 0. However, because of the depletion appronimatien nued in
defining she width and namare of the qaasineasral region, the theoretical formulation be
cnmev invalid in the extreme 4 —..a 0 limit. Experimentally and in more precise slreornsical
formotations, the diffasien cnrrent remains finite at she puneh-tbroagh voltage isa narrow-
base diode, provided the electric field inside the device is iasafficient to produce ovatanche
breakdown.

Exercine 6.10

Pr A planar Si p4-mr step junction diode maintained at room tempnrntare has an o
side doping of N0 = lOiS/cm3 and an mr-ride thickness of s, = 2 m. Invoking the
depletion appronimation. determine the pauch-theough voltage; i.e., determine the
voltage eeqoired so completely deplete the rr-side of the diode.

Sr At the paneh-threogh voltages> = x,, where from Eq. (3.37).

12K n
w [—‘---)h’a — Vv)j

rjN0
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mental 1—V characteristics revealed several deviations from the ideal. Par a Si diode main
tained at room ternprralare, she deviations included reverse-bias breakdown, excess csreent
levels under small forward bias and all reverse biases, and a reduced I—V slope ne slope-
ever at forward biases approaching 5/s,. Breakdown was mseciated with avalanching or the
Zener prarora, the excess carrens with thermal carrier rncombiuation—generatioe in the
depletion region, and the reduced I—V slope at high forward currents with the voltage drop
across internal series resistances or possibly high-level injection. Each of the deviation-
roaring phenomena was described physically, and the more important phenomena were
modeled analytically. Information of special nose inclsded Von due to avalanching varies
roaghly m the inverse of the doping concentration on the lightly doped side of thejanetien,
carrier malliplicatieu leads to au enhanced current far below the breakdown voltage, the
R—D carreus enhibib an expected dependence approaching enp(qV5/2flT) andre forward
biasing and is proportional to Wander reverse biasing, the R—G carrent varies as o, rshrdr
the diffusion current varier ar 4, the voltage deep across the internal nerier resistance
redaces the voltage drop actors the janrtiao to V3 V5 — lIl, and high-level injection
giver rise so an enperted high-merest enp(qV0J2bT) operational region that is araally ob
scured by the slope-over arneciatrd with rerier resistance. The development, is rhauld be
noted, concentrated on the rtep jonction. Analytical modifications maybe reqaired in treat
ing ether profiler.

In the special considerations section we inteodared an analytical approach known or
rhargr couwol end generalired the ideal diode analyrir to accommodate bare widths of
arbitrary’ thickness. When the qaarrnaotral width is small compared to a difforion length.
dae portarbed carrier distribution wur noted to became linear. For extremely small bare
rnidthr, there is sIre rhr possibility of ponch-throagh or complete depletion of the narrow
bore usa reverse-bias voltage less than Vru.

Although we have covered she highlights in thin rammary, sheer are other pieces of
iufermation—terinv, serhuiqrer, approximations, eqaasionr—that are part of tha overall
information package. The Part II Sapplemrnt and Eevievv deer contain a Review List of
Terms grasped by chapter. Ar far ar eqaatioor are concerned, the ideal diode relation (Eqs
fi.29/fi.30). the law of thejanrtion (Eq. 6.12), the depletion-edge beandary conditionr (Eqs.
fi.15/fi.lfij, and she reverse-bias R—G carrent expeerrion (Eq. fi.43) might be committed to
memory. The book nhoald he retained for looking ap the remainder of the rqnariaur.

After Level Prirrt Weighriog Description

CHAPThR fi PROBLEM INPORMATION TABLE

Iem

Complete D(ffiralty I Suggeared F Short

fi 1 fl-lA I 1011 each pars) Ideal diode quia

6.2 fi.2.4 1 10 Compare actool-ideal I—V
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where

Pinally,

leading to

where

dSp
1ain’ m AJ5(s’ =0) =
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9

(6.bfi)

(fi.fi7l

(fi.flfi;

(fi.h91 :1

Limiting85en/Punch-Through

et + C-a (fi.70)
rorh(e)

(fi.71a)

(fi.71b)

(fl.72a)

(fi.72b)
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6.4; __J - Forward-bias big picture

6.5 6.1.2 2—3 10 Derive Eq. (6.15) using i.,.0

• 6.6 6i .3 2: 10(5 each pars) Typical! values Using diary

• 6.7 2 16 (a-I 0, b-S. c-i) Ideal i—V variation with T

6.8 “ 3 16 (a-S. b-b, c-3) Phosodiodei-..Vdrrivasion

.6.9 “ I S Photodiocir_i—Vplnt

6.10 6.1.4 2 10 (a::c-2, d-4) Dedare info from cone. plot

6.11 “ 3 12 Deduce, pint carrier conr

.6.12 “ 3 12 (a-9, b-3) pIt diode T-seusor

6.13 6.2.2 2 6(2 each pnet) Von-related calealattoos

.6.14 “ 2 10 (a-fl, h-2) Breakdown i—V(M!0)

•6.15 6.2.3 3 12 Breakdown /—V(0//0_0)

6.16 “ 3 9 Determine elevated T-point

6.17 “ 3 10 Modified ‘au

6.18 6.2.4 3 9 (a-fl, b-3) Eq-related eotnpntations

6 19 3
20(10-line fit, 8-least Dednee i, n from i—V
sq. fit, 2-dtsenss( 5 5

6.20 “ 2—3 15 Dedneo P5 from I—V

•6.21 “ 4 40 (a-2, b-tO, c::e-0, f-4) Maltiple nonideality i—V

6.22 6.3.2 3 10 Pseudo-narrow-base diode

6.23 “ 3 15 Narrow/wide diode combo

34 (a-2, h-2, c-4, d-2,
6.24 4

e-12, f42)
Multiple constderatsons

6.1 Ideal Diode Quie

Answer the following questions as concisely as possible. Assume the qnestions refer to an
ideal diode.

(a) The forward-bias current is associated with what type of carrier activity?

(b) The roverso-bias cnrrrnt is associated svith what type of carrier activity?

(e) Why is the reverse-bias etm-ent rvpeetod to be small in magnitude und to saturate at a
small reverse voltage?

(d) Under reverse biasing, whst processes acme in the qnasinrutral regions adjacent to the
depletion region edges? Is it drift and diffasion, diffusion and eeeombiualion, genera
tiots and diffnsion, or generation and drift?
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.6.7 to this problem we suish to explore how the ideal dtodr i—V characteristic varies as a

- function of trmpreamee. Consider an ideaL Si p-n step jonctton diode with an area 4 =

so—a cmi, 1.0 51 loiS/emS, nnd aroom temperature a’p = lO sec.

(a) Using the empirical-fit relationship for the hole mobtltty specified to Eaercise 3.1, the

n, fit relationship cited in Eorreise 2 4(b), iund assuming r to he temperatorr-iudrpeu

dnnt, eosatmct a h4ATLAE program that comgntrs and plots the ideal i—V characteristic

of the diode with temperature Tin Kelvin being considered an input variable. Print out

a sample plot simultauroasly displaying the characteristics associated with T = 295 K,

300 K, and 305 K. (To clearly display both the reverse and forward characteristics,

limit the plot mci to — I V ar V ar 0.2 V and —2i S i S 5i Use the largest i

to set the current limits when displaying several i—V curves on the name snl of

coordinates.)

(b) Appropriately modify your part (a) program to obtain a semilog plot of i versus Tfor

300K5 TS400K.

(c) Comment on the part (a) and (hi results.

6.9 Photodiode/Solar Cell

A pn junction photodiode is just a p0 uoction diode that has been speciuily fabeicuted and

encapsulated to permit light penetration into thn vicinity of tho metaslargicat janc::on.

Commercially available salar cells are in essenre large-area pn jnnrtioa photodtodeu de

signed to miuimiao energy losses. The general form of the similar i—V characteristics on

hibilrd by photodiodes and solar cells is readily established by a straightforward modih

rut an of the ideal diode eqaation.

Consider an ideal p si sing junction diode svhrre incident light is uniformly absorbed

throughout the device producing a photogeueratiOn rate of CL electron-hole pairs gor

em5-sec. Assume that loss-level injection prevails.

(a) What is the excess minority carrier rotirnotratios oa the n-aide u large distance

(x —s w) from the metallnegical junction. (NOTE: thp0(x —iw) 0.)

(b) The asaal ideal diode boundary conditions (Eqs. 6.15 and 6.16) still hold at the edges

of the depletion region. Using the revised bunndury condition established in part (a)

and Eq. (6.16), derive an expression (or thu f—V characteristic of the pr.0 diode under

the stated ronditiuvs of illumination. As in the derivution of the ideal diode equation.

ignore all reeumbination—generutiOu, including photogeurration, occurring in the de

pletion region.

(e) Sketch the general form of the ghotodiade i—V cbaructeeisties taking in luru °L

GL = CL5, 0L = 2C and C 0Lu- Assume the light iuteussty is high enough

to significantly perturb the characteristics when G °Lt’ (NOTE: Problem 6.9 can

be substituted foe this part of the problem.)

(e) Why can’t the msourtry carrier diffusion equations he used to determine the minority
carrier concentrations and currents in the depletion region of a diode?

(f) What a priori justification is there for assuming recombination—geueratiou is negli
gible throughout the depletiuti region?

(g( What enarily is n “wide-base” diode?

(h) What in the “Inse of the junction”?

(i) Omen a semilog plot of the foenvard bias i—V characteristic, how’ does one deter
mine /n?

()) Tme or false: The reverse-bins saturation current maybe alternatively viemod as arising
from minority carrier generation in the qunsinentral regions.

6.2 Compare (preferably with the aid of sketches) the i—V characteristic derived from an
actual Si ps jnnctsou diode maintained at room tempeenture and the theoretical ideal-diude
characteristic. in effecting your comparison, carefully uote and (as necessary) clarify all
deviations from the ideal. Finally, briofly identify the eanse of each deviation from the ideul
theory. Devote no mow than a sentence or two to the euusr of nneb deviatiou.

6.3 Sketch the energy band diagram for an ideal p5-n step jsnction diode showing the
carrier uctivity in and near the depletion region when

(a) V50.

(b) V>O.

(c) V,5 <0.

6,4 Conssmct a composite energy-band/circuit diugrum analogous to Pig. 6,2 that provides
an overall view (the “big pietnre” view) of carrier activity inside a foruvard-bianed pn
junclion diode.

6.5 Referring to the V derivation in Subsection 5.1.4, show that the Eq. (6.15) boundary
condition can be derived by continuing to assume ,1v = 0 when V, w 0. Use the Eq. (5.10)
result to eliminate V55 in yonr nupression for n(

— Xe).

.6.6 Considering an ii-p silicon step junrdou (Na = loin/ems, T, 10—u see, A =

to—n ema) to be ideal, perform ealculutious to determine typical earreat bovebu expected
fruits the device under different temperature and biasing conditions. Invoke the MATLAa
diary function to record your work.

(n) Compute the ideal diode current at T = 300 K when (i) V, = —50 V, (ii) V =

—0.1 V, (iii) V, O.t V,aod (iv) VA = 0.5 V.

(b) Assuming c, does not vary siguifleantly with temperasare, repeat part (u) for T =

500 K.
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where L is the current due to light. i is ulwuys negative and a valiage-indrpovdnas con-
sims foe a given level of illumination. Construct u plot illastrahing the geneml nature of the
solar cell eharueterssties. Setting T = 300 K, simultaneously plot i/in versus V for the
assnmed values of ic/1u 0, —1, —2, and —4. Limit VA to —0.5 V S VA S0t V.

6.10 Figure P6.10 is a dimensioned plot of the steady state carrier concentrations inside a
pci step junction diode maintained at room temperature.

o 0:-p
(tog seaio(

J :h
P la.i

—a a,

FigurE P6.10

(a) Is the diode forward or reverse biased? Espluin how yon arrived us your answer.

(h) Do low-level injectiov conditions prevail in she qausiarusrul regions of the diode? En-
plain how yoa arrived at your answer.

(e) Whut are she p-ssde and n-side doping cnneentrutioas?

(d) Desernsine the applied volsuge, VA.

6,11 A voltage V = 23.03(kT/q) is being applied lou step juarsiun diode svish v- and p
side dopings of N = bin/cm3and N0 l0’5/cm3,respectively. uu5 = 105a/em5.Make a
dimeussoned log(p and n) versus U ukelch of both the majority and minority carrier con
centrations in the quasiuensral regions of the device. Identify points 10 and 20 diffusion
lenglbs from site depiction region edges on your sketch.

6.3 , 6,1.1 I I9(3eaehpart) Bued diagram sketches

.6.9 i—V characteristics of a solar cell are approuimasely modeled by the eelusiovsl’sip,

I = i(e’0as
— I) ÷

/1
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.612 As was cottfirmed graphically is Problem 6.7, the f—V characteristics of the ssz janc

tics diode arc very seasitive ta temperature. It should not he too sarprtstog then that tlsere

are silicon diodes sold commercially as teinperatare sessars. To use the diode to measure

temperatnre, it is typically fonwand-biased with a constant cartons scarce and V5 is moat-

toned as a fanetian of Tos shoson is Fig. P6.12. Make the assumption the diode is being

onemted in the forwaed bias range where I w f eop(qValkTl. Alsa take the intended range

afaperation ta be 0 an TrCl an lOO4C.

(a) With / as an input variable, modify the Problem 6.7(b) program to compute and plot

versus Tfor0 an T(’C) an I00’C. Print out a sample plot asing I = l0— A.

(b) Considering the sensitivity (dVa/dT in mVI4C( of the sensor, woald it be preferable to

monitor the temperatnire asing I = to-a A or! to—s A? Support your answet.

6.13 Given a planar p°-n Si step janetion diode with as s-side doping af No = 10t5/emt

and T 3130 K, deterindne

(a) The appronimate V5 of she diode.

(b) The depletion width at the breakdown soltage.

(e) The mavimam magnitude of the electric held in the depletion region at the breakdowti

soltuge.

• 6.14 Let us parsar the itsodeling of carrier etnltiplication and avalanche breakdown in as

atherssise ideal diode As noted in the tent, Eq. (6.35) can be ased to correct the ideal diode

eqaatian and appsovimutely uccoant for carrier multiplication. I is simply replaced by

Wi0. Moreover, the espeeted t1nn due to avalanching var’m roughly m N’5. A reason

able fit no the Pig. 6.11 dependence for St dtades is

Van an b0(N5/loisyocs

6.16 Snppnse 1 tO — A and It 2 Il in a diade where high-level injection ts negli

gible. T = 300 K.

(a) Determine the forward-bias earnest at whirh the applied voltage differs from the ideal

by 10%.

(b) Repeal port (a) with Ps 20 U

6.19 Point-by-paint forward-bias I—V data from a 1N75? Si pn jusetion diode maintained

at ranm temperature is listed in Table P6.19 red plotted is Fig. P6.19. Pollowtng the pro

cedure outlined in Fuereise 6.7. determise ‘01’ ‘ac i and 5a Beeuase the line-drawing

approach is somewhat subjective, also apply a least squares fit (available is MATLA5) to

upprapniute segments of site data to determine the fit parameters. Dtsenss yonr results.

(salto)l(nmpa)(001t5)

0.02 6.070 X 10_ta 0.46 3.615 X l0

0.04 1.203 X l0 0.50 5.200 X l0

0.06 2.165 x l0° 0.52 7.576 X l0

008 3.508 X l0 0.54 1.122 X i0

0.t0 5.41? X l0 0.56 1.711 X i0

0.12 8.210 10_s 0.59 2.694 X l0

0.14 1.193 X 0.60 4.426 N lO

0.16 1.730 N t0 062 7.58? N lO

0.18 2.449 N 10 0.64 1.359 N 10

0.20 3.4th N 10 0.66 2.531 N t0

022 4.764 N h0 068 4.852 N l0

0.24 6.501 N 10 0.70 9,444 N l0

0.26 8.866 N 1Q 0.72 1.841 N l05

0.29 1.209 N 10-’ 0.74 3.519 N 10’

0.30 1.666 N 10’ 0.76 6433 N 10

0.32 2.305 N 10 0.79 1.103 N 10’

0.34 3.201 N lO 0.80 1.752 N l0

0.36 4.462 N 10’ 0.82 2.585 N 10

0.38 6.285 x io—’ 0.84 3.579 N 1O

0.40 8.845 N 10-’ 0.86 4.706 N lO

0.42 1 249 N t05 0.88 5.941 N l0

0.44 1.776 N l0 0.90 7.264 N hO_c

0.46 2.527 N jg—5

0.

it
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where N0 is in cm’ and Vnu is in volts. Take she Si diode under unulysis to be a nearly
ideal p-n step junetios maintained at 300 K

(a( Canstruct 0 MATLAn program to perform I—V computations that include cornier mul
tiplication ond avalanche hneahdnmn. Speetfirally. compute aud plot the modified re
verse bias ‘11n versss VA rharactenistie roseritig the range from — Van in 0. (Note the

L, oormulieotion.) Employ in 6 in yoer computations oud set ilse axi n function
paratueters to (— 1.10 Vuu, 0, —5, 0(. Print out a sample churorteristie taking N0 =

2 N 10 °/cmt. is yosr plot consistent with the curving approach to breakdown shown
in Pig. 6.10(b) and Enenrise 6.5?

(b( Use your program to esplore bow the diode characteristic varies ova fanction of in and
the impurity concentration on the lightly doped side of dte junction.

.6.15 Repeat Problem 6.14 replacing 1, by the reverse bias ‘n-a- Nnrmoliee the current
axis to the magnitude of the current at V0 =

— VuS2. Run yoor program setting Na =

2 N lOO/cmt. Conipore your plot svith Pig. 6.10(b).

6.16 The diffusion component of the correct is evpeeled to dominate iu Si diodes at suffi
ciently elevated temperatures. What is a saffleinuihy elevated temperature? To answer this
question, suppose ous has a Si p0-n step junetios diode where ND = 1N5/cm’, rv =

and L an l0 em for 300 K an Tan 500 K. Determine the temperature where =

ala reversu bias of V5 — V5 VuuI2.

6.17 Inside a Si diode at 300 K a region of midlb d contains three risnea ua many R—G
renters as adjoiniug regions. This special region, as envisioned in Pig. P6.1?, lies totally
inside the depletion region when the diode is eero biased. Derive an eapression for the
R—D current (In_a) lobe espeeted from the diode when reverse-biased greater than a few
kTIq volts. Record all derivutiosal steps.

6.20 Pollamittg the procedare outlined in Fig. 6.56, determine the P5 value of the 1N757

diode chararterieed by the room temperatare data listed in Table P6.19 and plotted is

Pig. P6.19.

S 6.23 The model shown is Pig. p6.21 is sonsetinces employed as a generalized tepmsenta

lion of real pit janclion diodes. The diode symbol is andeestood to represent the standard

model of the devien including the diffusion and R—G etimponeicts of the jnnclion curnent.

The series resistor (N5) accosno for non-negligible voltage drops in the quasineutral re

gions and contacts of die diode nuder high-current conditions. The shunt resistor 09)
ureonuls foe a possible leakage current in the semiconductor evternul to the pn junction.

Note that the current through the pn junction and the voltage drop across the junction ore

redefined lobe and V, respectively.
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V6

Rs

Rn5 ij

Figure p6.21

(a) If the current through thejunction proper is described by the relationship,

= ‘ot
(qv<

— I) + 15,(estil:*5 — 1)

where and l. are constants and typicatty n1 t and 112 2, coitfirm that the totat

current through the diode is described by

I — 101 (e5’” — 1) + !r,(e.ldliZkr — t> +

with V6 = V e- JR5

(b) Construct a computer program that can be used to investigate the effect of R5, R511.

and the size of the current prefactors (Ia, aed ‘s,) on the shape of the observed for

ward-bios I—V5 characteristic. In performing the coflipututton. its best to obtain I—V5

data pairs associated with evenly stopped values of V. Limit your ptotted log(l) vs.

V output toO V I V and t00m 1w 10_a A. Emptoy = 10.3 A.

to—s A, ,i = In, 2, R5 I 10. R55 tW2 13, and T = 300 K in your

initiat calculation.

(c) Employing a manually controtted computational switch, modify your program so that

it computes and sirntutiuneously displays four 1—V5 characteristics associuted with four

different values of either R5, Rs, 15i’ or Jo,. Usiog the same basic set of parameters

as specified in part (b), compute and record the 1—V5 characteristics resulting ft om tIre

following variation of parameters:

(i) R lOu. t0, t05.and 101 flow = tO_hiA, — tOA, R5 = I 10):

(ii) R5 1, 10, 102, and t0 fl(1 10_i3 A, = 10_n A, R55 = 10113);

300 pnJCNCT1ON DiODES

tegion from x = 0 to x 2 tans. The R—G center concentration ut the x> x5 n-side

region is N2, = lOON-ri.

N, ?ir=tOOi-ri

0 s5=2ium

Figure p6.24

(a) What is thejunction built-in voltage (1J)?

(b) What is the diode breakdown voltage (Vns)?

(c) What applied voltage is necessary to expand the n-side depletion region cage to

Jr =

(d) If the minority carrier lifetimes are s-. and s-,, in the neur-junction and.n> x5 rcgisns,

respectively, what is the 1-01/r,, ratio?

(e) Establish an expression or expressions for the diffostoit current flowing in the

diode us a function of the applied voltage. To simplify the development, assume

L01 X and take the n-side contuct to be many L,, diffustos lengths from the deple

non region edge. Make a sketch of the expected ‘nior versus V5 characteristic when

the diode is reverse-biased.

(f) Assnming r, for 0 x x5 and s-02 s-,, for x> x5. establish an expression

or evpressions for the R—G current (1.) usa fnncttoe of the applied voltage when

the diode is reverse-biased greater than a few kT/q volts. Make a sketch of the expected

reverse-bias ‘n—v versus V,, characteristic.

(iii) 1o = 10, t0°, 10, and 10—11 A (‘ = 10 A, R5 = Ill, Rsn =
10213)

(iv) l t0—’, 10.0, tO-, and l0° A (1, = l0 A, R5 113, =
10° 10).

(d) Following the procedure established in Encrcise 6.6, construct a subsidiary program
that run be used to conspote and 1n from first principle relationships. Specifically
assume a t’-p step junction. Join the subsidiary program to your main program and
obtain sample results employing A = l02cm2,N0 l0’5/cm3,and s-, =

lOtsec. The remainder of the parameters should of course be approprinte for Si at
T 300 K.

(e) Construct a modified version of the part (c) profitant that displays the computed results
on a linear 1—V5 plot. Limit the linear current unix toO w 1w 10_i A. Compute and
record linear plots of the 1—V5 characteristics resulting from the variation of parame
ters specified itt part (c). I-low do the results here compare with those obtained in
part (c)?

(f) Generally comment on the results obtained in this problem.

6.22 Comider the special silicon p-rr vtep junction diode pictured in Fig. P6.22. Note that
for 0 .u tu I, and r, = 0 for .e5 S x N x,. Excluding biases that would cause

high-level injection or breakdown, develop an expression for the room-temperature 1—V
characteristic of the diode. Assume the depletion width (14’) never exceeds x5 for all biases
of interest.

r,== e,=O

0 5b

Figure P6.22

6.23 Reconsider the special silicon p’-n junction diode pictured in Pig. P6.22. Instead of
= 0 in the x x S x, region, take t’0 to be nonzero but null sufficiently small so that
‘0 — x5. Assuming the depletion width (W) never exceeds x5 for alt biases of inter

est, and excluding biases that would cause high-level injection or breakdown, derive on
expression for the room temperature 1—V characteristic of the diode.

6,24 In modern device processing a procedure culled denuding is used to reduce the R—G
center concentration in the near-surface region of devices. A planar Si p ‘-n step junction
diode maintained at 300 K has an n-aide doping of N0 = lOtt/cm5. As shown in
Fig. P6.24, denuding has created a reduced R—G center concentration of N..1 in the n-side

7 pnJunction Diode:
Small-Signal Admittance

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we examine nod model the small signul response of the pn Junction diode.
A smofl sinusoidal voltage (u,) is taken tube superimposed on the applied d.c. bias giving
rise to an ac. current (i) flowing through the diode, as pictured in Fig. 7.1. The a.c. response
of a passive device like the diode is characterized by specifying the amull-signal admit
tance. V — i/v,. Response information can be alternatively conveyed through the use of a
small-signal equivalent circuit. Thejunction region response of the pn diode has capacitive
(C) and conductive (C) components and in general exhibits an admittance of the form

Y = C + jrC (7.1)

where j = -/T and uo is the angular frequency of the ac. signal in radians/sec. The
corresponding equivalent circuit, modeling the entire diode and valid for arbitrary d.c. hi
nting conditions, is shown in Fig. 7.2. The urrows through the capacitance and conductance
symbols in the figure indicate that C and C are functions of the applied d.c. bias. R5, the
series resistance introduced in Chapter 6, models the portion of the diode outside thejunc
lion region. R5 can limit the performance of the diode in certain applications, but it is
normally very small compated to the junction impedance except at large forward bidses.
Unless stated otherwise, we will henceforth assume R5 to be negligible.

In establishing explicit expresainus for the admittance of the junction region, it is con
venient to divide the development into two parts. In the first we take the diode in he reverse-
biased. When reverse-biased, the diode condeetunce is small and V jeaC Moreover, the
reverse-bias capacitance is linked solely to majority currier oscillations inside the device.
The second part treats fonvard bias svhere the conductance cannot be neglected and mi
nority carriers contribute to the overall response.

7.2 REVERSE-BIAS JUNCTION CAPACITANCE

7.2.1 General Information
Reiterating fxe siatenlert in the introducliou, when revgjse-bigsed, thejt,jjNgujog_ioe
becomes functionally equivalent to a-capacitor. Maoy “capacitors” in ICs and other cir
cuits are in fact reverse-biased p,i jauction diodes. The pi jottctiou diode does differ from

I



nu = Va sin tat

tApj
l’

vi V5

Figure 7.1 Diode biasing circait. c is the applied small-signal voltage; t is the rosnoant ac.

carnetrt.

F
Y=jraC+C

Figure 7.2 Oeneral-casn small-signal equivalent ciacait fan a pa junctien diedo. Y = jciC + 0 is

thn admittance of thojuscaon rogian; ll models the series resistance nf the contacts and qoasineateal

regions.

a standard capacitor in that the diode capacitance monotoatcally decreases with increasing

reverse bias. The sample C—Vdala presented in Fig. 7.3 illustrate the observed dependence.

The general n.e. behavior of the pn joorlion diode ander reverse biasing can be es

plaittrd by evamieieg what happens inside the diode as the ac. stgaal runs through a btas

cycle. With tlse ac. signal superimposed on the d.c. bias, the total voltage drop across the

janction becomes VA + °a Daring the positive portion of she v, cycle, the ar. stgoal

slightly reduces the reverse bias acroas the jeection, and the depletion svtdth shrtnks by a

small atnoant, as envisioned in Fig. 7.4(a). The p-plot in Ftg. 7.4(b), whtch was drawn

assamiog a step jaartioa, rwphasizrs duct there is a corresponding decrease ts the charge

on the two sides of the depiction region. When the ac. signal reverses and gary negnttvr,

vu now increases the total reverse bias across the janclion to greater than VA. and the

depletion width incrrosrs slightly above its steady stale valar. A drplelton width larger

than the steady slate solar in tern gives rise to an increase in the depletion regton charge

on the two sides of the janction. The overall effect of the n.e. signal may thas hr viewed as

a small oscillation of thr drpletioa width aboat its steady state value and an assoctated i2p

charge density osrillolion, as pictured in Figs. 7.4(r) and (d). The Ap-plnts were obtained

Vp. (volts)

FIgure 7.3 Monotonie decrease in the diode capacitance with ieortasing revenue bias. Sample
C—V data derisod frown 1N5472A obrapnjonetioa diode.

by snbtracting the d.c. charge density distribation in Fig. 7.4(b) from the VA ± o chargr

dettsity distrihntionr.
The small vice of o, typically a few tees of millivolts or less, dictatea that the mani

maw dirplacewenu of the Ap charge from the edges 0f the steady stale depletion region
will ho cvtrcoiely small. Effectively, it looks like pins and minus charges are being alter
nately added and snbtracted from two planes inside the diode separated by a width W The
described a.c. vitaalian is physically identical to what takes place inside a parallel plate
capacitor. It is well known that the parallel plate capacitor enhibits a capacitance equal to

the dielectric permillivily of the material between the plates, times the area of the plates,
divided by the distance between the plates. The diode capacitance iv cooclndedby analogy
lobe

K5e0A
C

= —i— 17.2)

The capacitance associated with the depletion width oscillation is known as thejunction or
depletion-layer capacitance and is identified by the nebscript 3. C = C if the diode it
reverse-biased, since there are no other significant charge oscillations. Also, we know W
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increases with increotiag reverse bias. Cr being propartional to 11W is therefore eapected
to decrease with tnereased reverse biasing, in agreement with caperimental (Fig. 7 3)
obsecoauions.

One point wait he clacthed concrrntng the oscillation of the depletion width ahoat its
steady state value: To achieve this oscillation, majocity carriers mast wove rapidly into and
oat of the affected region in sync with the n.e. signal. In ether weeds, the carriers are as
sumed to respond to the a.c. signal as if it were a d.c. bias. When dtis happens, the device
is said to [adieu’ the a-c. signal qaaoisrorically. In the discosaioa of the d.c. response, we
noted the etajortty carriers to the qoaaineatcal regions svere capable of a rapid rearrange
ment, with ntajortty carriers being supplied or eliwieated nI the contacts as reqaired. The
wajortty earner response time in Si is typically — is—to sac or less, and the qaasistatic
assamptton made hew is roalinely valid ap to very high signal frequencies.

7.2.2 C—VRelationships

The precise capacitance vervas voltage dependence expected from a given diode iv estab
ltshcd by replacing E’te Eq. (7.2) by the appropriate cupeevsion relating IF to the applied
voltage. In treating the janction electrostattcs in Chapter 5. the IF versus V relationship
was found La vary with the doping profile. The ChapterS analysis specilicolly gave

=
— . . . asymmeincal step jaocrion (7.3)

W = [irlV
— Va)] . . . linearly graded jancfioa (7.4)

svhere N0 is the doping (N or N0) en the lightly doped side of tho asymmetrical step
jancttoa and a is the linear grading constant. =

Aithoagh Eqs. (7.3) aod (7.4) could be separately substituted into Eq. (7.2), it is more
joeoenient to deal with a single groeraliced relotionship valid for a wide range of profiles.
Working ta develop a gencralieed W verses V5 relationship, we consider a profile with one
aide (p. < 0) heavily doped and the concentration on the lightly doped side described by
the power law

N0(.c)b,v” ...x>il (7.5)

where b > 0 and to are constants for a given profile. Evawples of one-sided power-law
profiles for select ot-vulaes are displayed in Fig. 7.5. Note that to = 0 and m = I corre
spond to the avymuneurtcal step jnncuioo and the our-sided linearly graded jonclion, respec
tively. Also nato that negative m-valaes are pertoitted. A profile where m < II and the
doping decrcasca as one moves away fram the junction is said to be hyperabcupc llypcra
braptjaoctioas cache formed by ion implantation or epitany.
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Figare 7.4 Deplottatu-layer charge considerations. (a) Depletion width and )b( total charge density
ascillatiaes in rcvponse in as applied a a. signal. (a) v > hand (d) c C 13 ac. charge doosities.
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7.23 Parameter Extraction/Profiling

c—Vdata from pitjonetiOn diodes and other devices are routinely used to deteretine device

parameters, ratably the overage doping or doping profile on the lightly doped side of a

junction. C—V measurements have become so commonplace in the characterization and

testing of devices that aatomated systems are available for acqairing and analyzing the

c—V data. Since the measarcmenr is an integral consponent of parameter extraction, we

begin here with a brief description of an aaramated C—V system.

The C—V system in the measurements laboratory administered by the aathor is pie

rared schematically in Fig. 7.b. The CASt c—v meter is the heart of the system, employing

a 15 mV vms ar. signal at a probing freqaency of 1 Mt-Ic. Four capacitance ranges with a

rnasimnm value of 2 pF, 20 pF, 200 pP. and 2000 pP are available for selection from the

front panel. A d.c. bias supply inside the meter has two fnll-srale ranges of ± 9.999 V.

peogrammable in 0.001 V increments, and ± 99.99 V. pragrammable in 0.01 V increments.

Operator control of the biasing, the data display, data manipulations, and hard-eupy ootput

to a pricIer or plotter are accomplished by software on the personal computer shown to the

left of the c—v meter in Pig. 7.6. The probe hon to the right of the meter is used if the

device or devices neder rest are sirnated on a wafev The circular chuck in the probe box

provides electrical contact to the back of the svafer mtd a wire probe contacts the device

stmcture on the top of the ssafev The cheek can be resistance-heated ceder the local control

of the 832 T-coetroller. After probe contact, the top of the probe box is typically lowered

to keep rattle light from pertarbing the eaparitanre measurement. If the device under lest

is eeeapseluted, the leads to the probe bax ate removed and the test device is inserted into

an adapter connected to the input terminals of the meter. We should mention the meter

automatically measeres aud compensates for the stmy capacitance associated with cabling,

probe box components, and the encapsulated-device adapter.
Turning to the interpretation of the c—v data, suppose the device ceder test is known

tn be an asymmeteirully doped abmpt janctiun. (The term ubropt is normally used to de

scribe urInal doping profiles approximately modeled by the idealired step junction.) For

the assumed janetion proble. ni—tO and b—a N0 in Eq. (7.7). Additineally, if both sides

of Eq. (7.7) are inverted and thee squared. one obtains

C)
=
qN0e0A

— vu) (7.11)

Equation (7.11) indicates that a plot of tic) veesm V0 should be a straight line, with a

slope aversely propeetienal to N0 and an extrapolated tie) = 0 intercept equal to v5

Thus, assuming the area A of the diode is known, Nn is readily deduced from the slope of

the plot. Although perhaps stating the obvious, a stmight line I iC7 versus v0 plot is also

rosfirmation that the diode run be modeled as a step junction. A sample analysis of c—v

data based on the I/C) versus v0 plot is presented in Exercise 7.2.
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iehem, in terms of the capacitance xt vu = 0.

l-flJ

(7.9)

A pit janctiolt diode that is manafaetnred to take advantage of the capacitance-voltage

variation described by Eqs. (7.7)/(7.9) is called a varartar vurartnr is a combination of

the words eariabte and rearrrr, where reactor atledes to the reactance = l/jwc of the

device. Varactor diades are widely used in paransetric amplification, harmonic generatioo,

mixing, detection, and voltage-variable toning. In such apptieatinns it is often desirable to

employ a diode exhibiting the maximum capacitance raLis over a given voltage range. This

figure of merit is called the racing curio fTR). Eaamining Eq. (7.9) for reverse bimen such

that
—

010/ V, e’ 1, we find

TR £t!fii) m
(viv.vx)

(7.10)
c1(v05) \h’0J

As is abviaas feote Eq. (7.10), the largest teeing ratios are derived from devires with the

smallest in-vatnes—TR progressively increases a going from linearly graded (m = 1), to

step (m = 0), to hyperabraps (ni < 0) janctioes. Tlsis should explain the special interest in

hypembmpt profiles and the commercial availability of hypeeabmpt vararsor diodes.

N0 — ±5

Ib)

FIgure 7.5 Esasiple roe-sided pawet-law pmOtm: (a) tineady graded. (b) step, and )e) In = —

liyperobrnpt.

Inside e pit jnnetion svith a one-sided power-lass profile, site depletion width depea

dencefne,n> —2is

w
=

Lw ±ZKseiw
— V5)] (7.6)

The derivation of Eq. (7.fi) is left as an exercise. For m 0, b Ne_where N0 without

a trailing (a) is understood to be a posisira-independent constant—and Eq. (7.fi) reduces

to Eq. (7.3). Setting ci = I and b = ai4 in Eq. (7.fi) yields Eq. (7.4).t Satisfied Eq. (7.fi)

yields acceptable results, we conclude epon sabssttntsng Eq. (7.fi) into Eq. (7.2) that

=
J2)Ks(VJt

(7.7)

Alternatively, it is sometimes eoesemeei to :ntroduce

cj m c1r0=a

= K5n5.4
ix,:uat

(7.8)

[(in + 2)Ksetv

[ qb

teqsoiisn 17.4) ii arvtovrieie Cot a ovo-aided rooaotv atedod iaeerne. b mcli be so oqasi to ala muted at o io

siewini lvi se ditfesinso in peaOtei.

(C) Exeroine 7.1

Ps Eqeasian (7.7) can be nsed to compote and plot fully dimensioned eapacilance

soltage eltaracteristies; “universal” aoemaliaed C—V curves tme readily constmcted

using Eq. (7.9). To exanaioe the geneml nature of the predicted C—V ehararteristim,

compute and plot normalized CiC0 versns Vui Vb carves appropriate for linearly

graded, step, and m = — I hyperabrapt junction diodes. Limit the voltage axis to

—25 VuiVs: S 0. Comment on the resntts.

St The narntaliced characteristics were computed using Eq. (7.9). The M±rLAn pro

gram script and ootpnt plot (Pig. E7.l) fotlow. The step junction carve is noted to

provide a fairly good match to the experimental data presented in Pig. 7.3 if one

assumes V0 — 1 V. Also, if V0 = 0 is esed for V0 , and assuming similar V5 values,

the tuning mtio [C( Vui )t(Vail) employing any V02 is obviously greatest for the

hyperabmpt diode and least for the linearly graded diode, in agreement with the text

discussion.

MATLAn program script...

308 aJaNeuoN DIODES

%Exerciso 7.1 Normalized C-V carves

%Compotation

clear
mlt 0-I):
s=l i(m+2);
xlinspace(-25,O); %nVA/Vbi

%y=CJ/CJO

for i=l:3,
y(y; 1 ./(t.x).”s(ifl;

end

%Plot
close

plot(x,y,’-); grid

asis(j-25 00 1))
xlabel(’VA/Vbi’) ylabelCCJ/CJ0’)
test(_20,.42,lineae (m= 1))
text(-20,.27,’strp (m=’O)’)
sent(-20..lO,’hyperabrapt (tst-IY)
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exercise 7.2

F: The maitufacturer indicates the 1N5472A is an n’ -p abrupt junction diode with
tn area A — 3.72 x Jfi—3 cm2. Encapsulation is noted to typically introduce a

2 pFstt’ay capacitascc shunti,tg tlte diodejunction. Urilictng do measured 1N5472A
C—V data presented in Fig. 7,3, apply rite 1/C? versus V0 plot technique to confirm
the abrupt nature of the junction and to determine the p..vide doping concentration.
Also quote the deduced value of e’

S A l/C versus V0 plot of the ll5472A C—V data is displayed in Fig. P7.2. Prior
to constrvcling the plot, 2 pP was subtracted front all measured capacitance values to
correct for the encapsulatiott.related shunt capacitance (C, = C — 2 pF). The
Fig. P7.2 data painls are seen to lie inns almost perfect straight lute. Thejunclion is
definitely abrupt. Perfoeetiog a least squares fit to the data gives

= (6.89 X lQt9)
— (9.78 X lots) V0

where C is in farads and V0 is in volts. Referring to Eq. (7.11), we conclnde
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Nsaismope

and

V = V0 c—
= 070 V

It should he noted that the deduced V5 is lower than one would expect from the

N5 m 9 )< lOS/cmt p.side doping. The 1’s, vahie deduced from the C—V data is

subject to serious extrapolation etrots and is sensitive to doping sar,atiOvS tn the

imnnsediate vicinity of the metallurgical junction.

The foregoing plot approach could obviously be extended to the linearly graded attd

other profiles. llosvever. this is seldom done. As tt turns out, the doping variation with

position on the lightly doped side of a junction can be deduced directly from the C—V data

withnut prior k.rtowledge aboct the nature of the doping profile. Omitting the deris’ationai

details, we nterely nnte the doping concnntretiOfl versus position is computed usingtt

K5u0A (7.13)

where n is the distance into the lightly doped side of the diode as measured from the nret

allurgical jutretion. Note that substituting the Eq. (7.11) step junction relationship nIt

Eq. (7 121 yields the required posisionondepettdent result.

The process of demerminittg the doping as a function of position is called ptvtfihittg. The

profile de,erntit,ed using Eqs. 17.121/(7.13) becomes inmtceurate if the doping isa r.tpidly

varytag function of position, and only a limited portion of the junction can be scanned.

Moreover, the resttlt tends In be ‘noisy” because the slope or derivative of the C—V data is

required. Nevertheless, C—V profiling is ,‘elatively simple to implement. typteally yields

xseful results, and finds vvidespread utilization. Softsvare provided with automated C—V

systems even perfnrms the (7.12)1(7.13) computations and dtsplays the result graph:callj.

A sample profile, that of a hyperabntpi junction diode automaticafy processed by the

Fig. 7.6 C—V sys:ent. is reproduced In Fig. 7.7.

—\

\
:s

ih,Inl

FIgure 7.7 Dapiog profilu of a hyperabrapt tuning diode (ZCOO9). Output from the FIg. 7.6 C—V
measurement system. its the distance fram the metallurgical junction isis the tightly doped side.

7.2.4 Reverse-Bias Conductance

All standard capucitors exhibit a certain amount of condnclance. The same is true nf the pit
junction diode. Although predominantly capacitive, the reverse bias admittance does have
a small conductive component. A few words are in order concerning the reverse-bins
enndnetance.

By definition, the differential d.c. conductance of a diode is jul51 the slope of the I—V
characteristic, dIIdV, at the d.c. operuting point. If the diode us assumed to respond to an
ac. signal qnasistatically, then the ac. conductance J/ V = dI/dV differential d.c.
conductance. Limiting oar considerations to frequencies svhere the diode can follow the
ac. signal quasistatically, and introducing the symbol G for the associated loss-frequency
conductance, we can write

dl
I (7.14)

dv”

Figure E7.2
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rEi7

lets

0
(a

lets

2 (7.12)
N5(.v)

= qlceoATId(l/C?)/d V5I
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Next, consider the series resistance. Since R5 is in series with ff we reed is
conspare Ill hi svith ifs. Here we fled

55 w I fI

= 2.52 X lO II
raC

The reactaece of the jenetion is much greater thus the series resistance. For the given
operational ceeditions, the diode way he essentially viewed as a pvm capacitor.

7.3 FORWARD-BIAS DIFFUSION ADMITTANCE

7.3.1 General Information

Capacitance arises learn charge oscillations inside of a device stracrore. The junction ca
pacitance introduced in the reverse-bias analysis ts caused hy the in-and-oat moeemnnt of
majority carriers abont the steady state depletion svidth. The ntinority carrier concentra
tions also oscillate shoot the edges of the depletion width in response to she ac. signal. The
minority carrier nawbers are so minasesle under reverse-bias conditions, however, that the
rontribation to the admittance is negligibte. Forward biasing gives rise to nothing new as
far as the naajority carriers are concerned. These carriers still wove hark and forth afloat
the edges of the depletion region giving rise to a janction capacitance. In fact, the C1 rela
tionsttips developed in the precious section can be applied svithoal modification to forward
bias. The something new order forns’ard bias is a significant contribution from the minority
carrier charge oscittation in response to the ar. signal.

As noted daring the enamination of ideal diode results in Subsection 8.1.4, lanyard
biasing of the diode cannes a bnild-np of minority carriers in the qaasineutral regions im
mediately adjacent to the depletion region. The baild-np becomes larger and larger svilh
increasing forward bias. In wsponse loan n.e. signal, the voltage drop across the junction
is changed to V5 + e, and the escess minority carrier distribations mcillate about their d.c.
valans as pictured in Fig. 7.8(a). This results in an additional capacitance. If the minority
carriers can follow the signal qaasistatically. the carriers wove back and forth in unison
between the two straight lines in she figare. However, the supply and removal of minority
carriers is not as rapid as that of the majority carriers. At angnlar frequencies approaching
the inverse of the minority carrier lifetimes, the minority carrier charge nsriltation has
difflcnlly staying in sync with the n.e. signal. The resnlt is an oat-of-phase spatial variation
of the charge something like the andalating distribntines sketched in Fig. 7.8(a). An ant
of-phase charge ovni1latin enhances the obsen’ed conductance and redaces the observed
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)b)

FIgure 7.6 The diffasias admittance. (a) Minnrity aorrierrharge flsctaation )groatly evaggoratedl.

giving rise is the diffssion admittance. (b) psrwsrd-biss small-signal eqaisaleat rirraii fnr the 1vi

Isnation diade (series resisiance assawed to be negligible).
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capaeilanre. In other words, the eapacitaoce and cnndnrtanre associated with the minority
carrier oscillations are expected to be freqnenry-dependeet.

Bcrensn the minority carrier bnild-np about the edges of the depletion regian iv canard
by the diffusion carrent, the admittance assnriated with the winnnity carrier charge oscil
lation is called the dtffiaatoo admittance, n’ In general, as we have indicated,

= Ga ÷ froG5 (7.17)

where Cn and Gn are the diffusion capacitance and diffnsion condnctanee, respectively.
The overall forward-bias admittance is of course the parallel combination of the janctian
capacitance and the diffaaioe admittance as soled in Fig. 7.8(b).

Memnrement of che forward-bias admiaance poses mere of a challenge than the re
verse-bias capacitance measnremeot. The larger d.c. current that flown snhen the diode in
farward-biased lends to load down the detection and biasing circuitry in almost all cam
wercially avatlable C—V systems. In measaremonis on a Si diade at room temperatare, a
forward bias of only a few tenths of a volt often leads to a fallacious resalt or antowatic
termination of the measorement. One instmment that can be ased for forward-bias mea
sarewents is the HF4284A LCR Meter pictured schematically in Fig. 7.9. The HF4284A
with the 001 option installed contains a special isolation circnit that minimizes the loading
problem for d.c. rarrents op to 0.1 A. A very versatile piece of equipment, the HF4284A
permits simnllaneons capacitance and condoetanre measawments at frequencies ranging
from 20 Hr to 1 MHz, variation nf the n.e. signal level from 5 mV to 20 V rms, setting of
the d.c. bias between ±40 V, and capacitance detectability claimed to range from 0.01
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For an ideal diode where! = ljevp(qV5IhT) — I],

Ga = lvetfl f-1(i + ivl ,.. ideal diode (7.15)

When tlte reverse bias exceeds a few hT/q volts in an ideal diode, 1 —+
— ‘n and we see

frays Eq. (7 15) that 0a — 0. This is consisteol with the lad that the reverse-bits I—V

characteristic sniarates and the slope of the ideal i—v curve goes to eeco. If the d.c. t ectitri

binalioti—generatiOn current ditwinates in lie given diode tIter, for reverse biases greater

than a few hT/q volts,

= (_
¶.fsw)

=
‘cc dominant 17.161

where one has been made of the Eq. 17.6) relatiOtiahtP for N When the R—G cncrrtti doivi

yates, Eq. (7.16) indicates them is a nevidnat candadtance at all reverse biases, with the

precise voltage dependeitre varying widt the dopmg profile of the junction.

Regardless of the jatiction type or dominant current component. it viroald be empht

viced that Eq (7 14) can always he applied to the weasitred I—V cltaractectsttc to deter

orine Ga.

Exercise 73

rodnhibtting the reverse-bias I.Veharacheri5tir displayed in Fig. 6.10(b)

hm a meavnred jnnctioo capacitance vf C 63 pF at VA = — 10 V. The series

resistance of the diode was estimated to he 1 ohm in Everetse b.fi. Taking the d.c.

operatingpoiatto be V5 = — to V andthea.c. frequency to hef 100 kHr. caufirm

that R and G = 0n may be titially neglected in modeling the adnttttattce at the

device.

St Fignre 6 10(b) can be osed to estimare Ihe low-frequency eondactaOee. We find

Ga 3’i w f2._ = 2.22 1< S

By way of comparison al the operational bias and frequency,

ntC = (2nr))hOt)(fl.3 y< h0 ii) 3.96 X h0- S

The caparitive component is clearly much greater than the roadective romponenl

and YwjwC3.

p5

Xe

(a)

Ftgnre 7.6 The Hewleti-Fachard 4284A LCR Meter nwd for forward-bias inrasoremests, Theattached printer eativeetentty pwsidea a hard’anpy rerard of the disptay screen dab.
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femlofarad to 10 farads. The instruinenl basically performs single-point mensUrnnieflts, hut

will automatically cycle through ten operator-set values of frequency, dc. btas, Or ac. Sig

nal level.

7.3.2 Admittance Relationships

Obtaining explicit relationships for the diffusion admittance ts not difficolt, but the Inalhe

maticul niaoipnlaiiuos can become rather tedious. In the straightforward brute-force up

proach, the ideal diode derivation is simply repented witlt the d.c. quantities all replaced by

d.c. pIns ac. quantities. Separate solutions are then sought for the ac. quantities. Once a

solution is obtained for the n.e. current as a function nf the ac. voltage, the admittance is

computed from Y I/C,. Alternatively, the a.c. current sotntin can be obtained Ironi the

d.c. current solution by noting cqsivalencies in the two lormulations. We will pursue the

latter approach.

The device under analysis is taken to be a p0-sr Junction diode. With an a.c. signal

superinsposed on the d.c. bins, the ,i-sidn minority carrier difftision equation to be solved is

p,,(v, t)
0
/1p0(X. i) Ap0Cv,r)

— r 9X° .rp

Assuming the a.c. signal is a sine or cosine function. we cau ssrite

= p,(x) +

where is the time-invariant (d.c.) portion ofp0(x, i) and i9,, is the amplitude of the

ac. component. Substituting the Eq. (7.19) expression for p0(x, I) into Eq. (7.18) and

explicitly working ant the linie derivative yields

jcufleivl = D0 + D, Lsar’ — Pia
- PoeavI

The d.c. and a.c. terms in Eq. (7.20) mnst separately balance. Thus, after collecting like

terms and sinsplifying the ac. result, one obtains

0 = 0 4pO
tEn

0 D”
“

P
d5° — r/(l + juir)

Equation (7.2 Ia) is recognized as the usual steady state minority carrier diffusion equation.

Note that the ac. version of the diffusion equation, Eq. (7.2 Ib). has exactly the same forms

except that yr is replaced by “,/O + jiar).

=
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Porno ,i0-p diode r0 —t n-, in Eq. (7.28). Given a tsvo-sided junction, 0n mast he separated

into its n and p components and each multiplied by the appropriate \/TTr factor.

lIthe Eq. (7.28) diffusion admittance for a p 5-’i diode is separated into real and iniagi

nary parts and the result compared with Eq. (7.17), one hnds

+

Lc0 = (vi-- —

G and C, are noted to be funciiohs of both the d.c. bins (through G) and the signal

frequency. With G varying as esp(q VikT), the diffusion components increase very rap

idly with increasing forward bias. Whereas C, dominates the a.c. respnnse at small forward

biases, the diffusion capacitance surpasses and eventually overshadows the junction ca

pacitance as the forward bias is progressively increased. Relative to thn frequency depen

dence, at low frequencies where rare fl t, \/‘j5n- w I + ta’i/2 and

tOt 1:77:

t.C —

G1, :j: G ... air 4 I

C0eG0 ...uPr4l
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Figure 7.10 Diffusion capacitance and diffusion conductance normulleed to their losv-frequeocy

sataes usa function Oricr1 (pt!1 diode) Oriar, 1s-pdioda). (Cm = G0r/21
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v
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ercise7,4

P: The 1N5472A abrapl junction diode yielding the rev obiasC_Vdutal
plotted in Fig. 7.3 and analyzed in Exercise 7.2 has a zero-biasjunction capacitance
of Cia = 120 pF. The Vu. rube affording the best fit injunction capacitance data was
determined to be 0.7 V in Esercise 7.2. From i—V data following the procedure one-
lined in Exercise 6.7, one obtains i 8 X 10’ A and n 1.22 The p-side
minority carrier lifetime is estimated lobe r,. = 5 X I0- see.

(a) Assuming cur0 0.01. but employiog relatiotiships valid for arbitrary valnes of
tar,,, compate and plot the expected C,, C0, and C1 -I- Cv versus V,, for the given
diode. Resti ct V to 0 V as 0.65 V. Specifically note the approximate voltage
where Cn = C,.

(b) Repeal part (a) setting wn- = 0.1, I, 10, and tOO. Comment on the results.

S: The primary relationships employed in the computation are

C1, =

— )Ilt

and

=J1,eOi7cc:tT

The C1 expression is Eq. (7.9) with m = 0. The Cu realionship is Eq. (7.29b) with
r7 replaced by s and nr0 associated with theta external to ihe square root. C0 is the
Eq. (7.15) low-frequency conductance with n, inserted into the exponent to account
for the 000ideatity of the diode.

The MATLAB program script and the part (a) cOmpnt.atinnal results ace repro
duced below. Actual forward-bias C—V data derived from the 1N5472A using the

or

(7 tO)

(7.19)

In solving Eqs. 17.21) the nasal boundary condition applies at .v = re; i.e., m)

= 0. The hotindary condition nt x = x, however, becomes

+ fl(.a0) = (vnlva’..01r
— 1) (7.22)

— 1) (7.23)

(.r0) ,9- civulcr(eov./ar
— 1 (7.24n)

n, 4 kT/q (7.24h)

y in the foregoing t5 Understood to be the amplitude of the n.e. signal.
At this point we huve yet to solve for anything. We have merely established the equa

tion and boundary conditions to he employed in solving for the ac. variables and current.

Itis nosy a simple matter, however, to progress to the dn.sired solnnon. Since the n.c mi

nority carrier diffusion equation is identical in form to the d.c. equation except ,‘ —

Tr/ll + juvr). and since the boundary conditions are identical except [cnp(qV/k7)

—
1] —u [(qv,,/kJ)exp(qV5/kT)1, the n.e. and d.c. current solution mast likewise be identical

encepi for lIne cited modilicaitons to r and the voltage factor. For a p°-n diode we know

= 20 (rol’vlce
— I) qA _(ro5’n0T

— 1) (7.25)

Thus, making the noted ‘c and voltage factor substitutions, toe conclnde
(7.20)

(7.210)

(7.2tb)

maoi = qAVr vvr) = (loeoiam\1t ÷ Jtan- (7.26)

and

or in ternis of the ideal-diode low-frequency conductance (Eq. 7.15),

ta,rr = G0VI + juan-n 00 (7.27)

p’t dinde (7.28)

(7.29a)

(7.29b)

If n-c
= 105cc, for example, a freqnency independent response described by Eqs. (7.30)

is expected forf S l/(2Ourrc) to 16kHz. For signal frequencies where uun- I, Ihe con
ductance increases svhtle the capacitance decreases with increasing freqoevey. The relative
change in C and C0 compored to their low-frequency values is graphed as a fanction of
ocr1, in Fig. 7.10.

(7.300)

(7.30h)

0.! -

0.01



F1P4284A LCR Meter (Pig. 7.9) are iecladed oe the Flat. The juectine eapacitattcr is

eeted te dominate at (ow forward biases. ssith the dtffaston capacitance rtsing to

C0 = C as V0 as 0.545 V. The same computational results are obtained, as espected.

for all ias- < I. With ieereasiog ws- greater shae ran,, = 1, C progrcsstscly de

creases at all biases and the C1 C Foist shifts to higher and higher sahages.

C5 C at V5 as 0.575 V and 0.62 V whea ws = 10 aed 100, reapectisely.

MATLAn program script...

%Eeereise 7.4...Ferward-Eias Caparitasce

%Computati000l ceastasts

clear
CJO 120e- 12; %farads

Vhi=0.7; %vslts
Vth=0.0259; %VdrwkT/q is salts

tasn’5.0e-?; %seconds

I0=8.Oe-13; %amps
el = 1.22; %ideality factor
wt inpatfinput the asgular.freqscacy9ifetime pradnct--’);

VA=liaspaee(0.0.65);

%Ci Computation
C3=CJO.fsqrt( I -VA.lVbt);

%CD Compstation
D0=IOIVth*enp)VA./(el avtlsn;
=tuus.*D0./(sqrt(2)0wtsqrt(sqrt(1-t-(wtY2(-l (;

%Measared CD Data
VAm(0.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58];

CDm=[l.31e-lO l.43e-l0 l.ble-lO l.88e-l0 l.97e-l02.08e-lO

2.23e-lO 2.46e-10 2.76e-lO 3.46e-l0 4.40e-l0 6.54e-l0 9.Sfie-lO(;

%Plot
close
semilogy(VA,CJ,’--fl; ucis([0 0.7 1 .Oe-l0 I .Oe-9Q; grid

hold as; semilogy(VA,CD,’--g’); semilogy(VA,C3+CD(

semilogy(VAm,CDm-2e-I 2,0’)
ulabel(’VA (volts)’); ylabelf C (furads)’(

%Key
semilsgy(0. 12,7e-10,’o’(; test(0.125,7e-l0,’...C-V Data)

s=]0.l 0.2(;
yl”(6.le-lO file-lU); semdogy(s,y l.’-y’); teet(0.21,6.le-t0.’Cl±CD’(

y2=(5.2e-IO 5.2e-l0]; semilogy(s,y2,’--r’); tevt(0.21,5.2e-l0,’CJ’(

y3(4.3e-10 4.3e-l0(; semilngy(s,y3,’-.g3; text (0.21.4.3e-l0,’CU)

hold off

eomponesls are strong functions of the d.c. bias, eventnally dominuttsg the obsersed act

mittasce as the forward bias is progressively increased. At signal frequencies where ass- ts

1, the minority carriers base trouble following the 0.0. signal and the cesalting out-of-phase

oscillations enhance she diffusion conductance at the rnpesse of the dtffosion rapocitaoce.

7.1 Quick Quiz.

Answer the following questions us conotsely us posstble.

(a) What in the physical origin of the )unrttuu eupuettaucn?

(b) Sketch the at = — I hyprrabrnpt profile of an it-p junction.

(c) Defitsr qarisi.stutictsllr.

(d( Define raractsc

(el Define profiliog.

(f) Make a sketch of :he lass-freqcency conduetuoce of on ideal diode showing both for

ward and rrsrrse bias. Comment as necessary so forestall a mtstntetpretatlOs of your

sketch.

(g) Whas is the physical origin of the diffusion admittance?

(h) \\‘hy does dsr diffssion conductance increase with tnereusing wr when 5i5Tp I?

7,2 Dives she ace-sided power-lass profile described by Eq. (7.5), and geserally followiog

shn proeedsres outlined in Chapter 5, derive Eq. (7.6). Assumn a p°-s junction where

N0(x) = N0(x). Why isis necessary to specify in> —2?

cIc )
cc

-:.:.°

SUMMARY

Tite chapter wan denoted to rnaotining and tnodeliug the small-signul responsr of the pa
jnnetson dtade. The dincnssiou was disided into twa pactn correapoisding to reverse-biasing
and forssard-hiastng of the diode. When reverse-biased, thn pn junction diode is function
ally equivalent to a capacttor The capacitance of the diode can in fact hr cnmputed using
the well-known parallel plate capacitor formula (Eq. 7.2). The pn junction diode differs
from a standard eapuettoc in thus the diode capacitance manotonically decreases with is
crrastng reverse bias. The reverse-bias janction capacitance arises physically from the in-
and-out movnmess of the majority carriers about the steady stain depletion width in re
spoose to the s.c. signal. Reverse-bias diodes are employed as capaeiiors and variable
capacitors (varactocs) in usmerons circuit applications. Capacitance measereinents are used
nntnsnively tn the characterization and testing of devices, particularly in determining the
average doptsg or doping profile on the ltphdy doped side of ajauctino. The relevance of
the profile to the use of the diode aa a saractor, and parameter entraction/prafiling proce
dures, were noted during the coarse of she discnssiou.

When thn diode is forwacd-btasnd, there is a significant build-op of minority carriers
tn the quasineasral regions inimndiately adjacent to the depiction wcinn. The oscillation of
the minority carrier charge in response to the a.c. signal ginus rise so an additional admit
tance compasent, the diffusion admittance. As ruprussion for the diffusion admittance was
establtshud by appropriately modifying the ideal diode equation. The diffusion adminancn
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• 73 (a) Construct a computer program that yields fully dimensioned mvrrsu-bius C—V
csrven that can be compared directly with experimental data. Thn program is so be
specifically designed for comparison with the data from Si p°-ss abruptjunction diodes
maintained at 300 K. The diode area (A), the lighily dnpnd side concentration (Na),
and the largest reverse-bias voltage of intrimt ( V0 J,,,,,) are to be input nariables.

(b) Employing A = 3.72 X 10 cast and N5 8.84 x 10‘t/cm’, compare your program
nutput with the nnperimensal data presented in Fig. 7.3. Darn the V5 result cited in
Enrrrisr 7.2 have any bearing on the agreement besssrrn nsprriment and theory?—

)c) How does the lightly doped aide concentration affect she jacctioa capacitance? Sub
stantiate your answer.

NOTE: Thonc seeking a greaser challenge might coasider gnneraliting the compatec
program tn this problem In handle any one-sided power-law profile.

° 7.d The iN4002 is one of the popular 4000-series germral-pnrpme diodes sued is auto
motive and ashnr applications. C—V dnsn from a 1>14002 p-n junction diode is listed in
Table P7.4. Eefote analyring the data, subtract 3pF from each capacitance value to account
for the stray capacitance shunting the uncapsolasrd diode. Assuming the diode profile Is be
abrupt and A = 6 x l0° cast, apply the plot approach described in the text so determine
the lightly doped side concentration and thu “bess-fit” l/.,. Qnosn the reunlts obtained by
(i) “oyehalling” a straight line through the data and (ii) by performing a least nqnarrs fists

the data. (NOTE; The 1N4002 ii not as ideally abrupt an the 1N5472A of Exercise 7.2. Do
not he surprised if your plot points deviate someunhat from a straight line.)

Table P7.4 1N4002 Revecsr-Eias C—V Data.

V5(V) C(pF) V0(V) C(pP)

0.0 38.709 —5.0 15.548
—0,2 33.717 —fi.0 14.599
—OA 30.5fi? —7.0 13.834
—0.6 2fi.319 —8.0 l3.lfiy
—0.8 26.598 —9.0 12.639
—1.0 25.170 —10.0 12.163
—1.4 23.060 —11.0 ll.74fi
— 1.8 21.490 — 12.0 11.373
—2.2 20.254 — 13.0 11.037
—2.6 19.248 — 14.0 10.734
—3.0 18.405 — 15.0 10.458
—4.0 16.762
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PROBLEMS

CHAPTER? PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

fseD(Ncnliy,Saggcst
Problrsv I After ( Lerul Point Weighting

4llfil2raclsl
Derive

C—i

5fromCl’

Derive Eqs. (?.1

N5(.n) versus a

P710

Relative size of wC5,, I10 (prof-fl, questions-2)

5-measurement

Explain.

7.5 Derive Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13). HINT; See, for evample, p.43 in reference )3(.
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• 7.6 Construct a computer program that accepts C—V data Spat and outputs a plot al the

N0(x) versus a profile hosed on Eqs. (7.12) attd (7.13). Test run your program using the

I N4002 data in Table P7.4.

.7.7 Verify the accuracy of Fig. 7.10. compare ned simsltaneonsly plot rite diffusion ca

pacitance assd diffusion conductance normalieed to thete low-frequency values as a function

of arrp. Limit the compntaaOn tn 0.01 ts 4 100.

.7.8 What is the relative sice of the capacitive and conductive components of the diffnssoo

admittance at a given d.c. bias and signal frequency? To auswnr this question, first esaminc

Eqs (7 29) ned (7.30) to determine the limiting values of oCo/Gu svhnn corp 4 I and

ralr I Nest, compute and pint WCo/Gn servos car,, fet 0.01 iOOr an 100. Does yasir

plot approach the correct limiting salses? In words, what is the anssvnr to the Original

question?

7.9 Forward bias adntittatsce wcasncements have been used to determine tise sonority car

rier lifetime on tire lightly doped side of a juaction. Note from Eqs. (7.30) that, given a

p-n dinde Co/Gn = r when or 4 I Fwward bias C—Vdata from a 1N5472A diode

was presented in Exercise 7.4. The coreespondtng Q0—V5data for forssaed biases between

050 V and 0 Sf V ace listed in the following table. Dctnrmtne the apparent c, of the

1N5472A n-p diode at each nf the listed voltages assnnnng wr 4 I. Alsn quote tlse

average 5, dednccd frnm the data.

V5(V) Ge(S)

0.50 2.00 >1 l0
0.52 3.90 X 10°
0.5d 7.15 X 10”

0.56 1.33 X 10”

0.Sfi 2.2fi or i0

8 pnJunction Diode:
Transient Response

At dse beginning of the pit junction dinde discussion, we noted that a cemplete, systematic

device onalysis was troninolly divided into fonr major segments: modeling of she eternal

electrostatics, steady state response, smail-signal response, and teansient tesposssc. In this

chapter we address the fistal major segment ef the pit jnnction diode analysis, the ceanstent

or sscitchittg response. In a nntnbee of applications a pv jonctios diode is ased as an elec

trical ssvirch. A pulse of curcenl or voltage is typically nscd to ssvitch the dinde from for

ward him, called the “on” state, to reverse bias, called the “off” state, and vice-versa. Of

prime concern to cimnit and device enginnem is Ihe speed at which the ptt junction diode

can be made to switch stoles. Generally speaking, it is during the tnrn-nff transient, going

from the on to the off state, where speed limitatiens are mnst sigstificant. The unbsrqnent

development thecefnre concentrates on the tnrn’off transient. Moreover, the diodo under

analysis is asunmed to he ideal, This allows ns In cunvey the basic concepts and principles

of transient operation svith a minimum of mathematical complenity.

8.1 TURN-OFF TRANSIENT

8,1.1 Introduction

Consider the idealiced representation of a switching circuit shewn in Fig. 8.1(u). Prior to

= 0 the diode is taken lobe fot-ward-biased with a steady state forward caeeent, ‘r’ flow

ing tbrongh the diode. At 1 0 the sw-itch in the circuit is rapidly moved to the right-hand

povirior.. For use in switching applications, one would like the coeeespondtng diode current

to decrease instantaneously from f to the small steady.state reverse current cansistent vvsth

the applied reveme voltage. What one actually observes is sketched in Fig. fi.l(b). Instead
of n vanishingly small current the reverse current immediately after swtrchsng ts compa
rable in mogcitnde to the forward current if V/If0 - Vr/Rr. Subsequently, tho current

through the diode remains essentially constant at the large
— ‘n for a limited permnd of tisne

before evenmally decaying to the sleady state value. The period of time dcrtng whteh the
mveese cnrcent remains constant is knosvn as the storage time or storage delay rinse (m,).
Tho tetal rime required for the reverse current to decay lv 10% of its maximum mttgnitudo
is defined to be the reveme recovery time (I,,), witile the recovcey time (t,) iv the diffewece
between and r5. ‘nrc cited times chacacleriaing the tramtsient are also defined graphtcally
in Fig. fi.l(b).
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Figure 8.1 Tm mm-off tsansiont. 101 Idealiced nepnosentatinn of the sceitchino circuit. (hI Sh.otcli

and ctcunactom ratier of rho carneot-tioie transient. Ic) Vottage’tinme traosinnt.
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The variation of the instantaneous diode voltage In0) corresponding to the i-t tcansienl

is shown in Fig. 8.1(c). Specifically nntc front the fignee that (i) the junction remains for

ward biased for 0 < I C I, even Ihough the esternally applied voltage is such as to reverse’

bias the diode, and (ii) the I = I, point correlates with n5 = 0.

In analyaing the transient msponse, we make the ussnmptmon thaI the battery voltages

(yr and e) are large compared to the maximum forward voltage drop (V05) across the

diode. Under the staled assnmpnion

and

Vv — Von ,,

v R,,

+ ei0 vv=,. —

n
Rn R

(8.1 a)

(8. Ib)

Additionally, the qualitative and qauntitative analyses to fotlow fncas en the slorage delay
portion of the transient. Because the decaying I, portinn is readily distorted by stray ca

pacilonce in the measneement circuit, it is t, thai has come to be quoted an the primary

figure of meril in charactericing the tarn-off transient.

In looking at the tern-off transient foe the first tune, a nnmber smf questions undeabtedly

come to mind. Why is there a delay in going from the en-state to the off-staIn? Or perhaps

better stated, whot is the physical cause of the delay? What goes on inside the diode during
the transient? How is it the diode remains forward biased for 0 C 5 C a even though the
applied voltage is such as to reverse bias the diode?

TIte root cnrtse of the delay in switching between the on and oft’ states is easy to iden
tify. Forward biasing of the diode, as we hnve noted pwvioasly seveeal times, causes a
build-ag or storage of eccess minority earners itt the qua.v,nentral regtons immediately
adjacent to the depletion region. When the diode is reverse biased, on the nther hand, there
is a deficit of minority carriers in the near-vicinity of the depletion region. Sittmgly stated.
to pmrmss from the on-state to the off-slate, Inc escess minority carrters pictured in
Fig. fi.2 must he mwoved from the tsso sides of thejanctias. The storage delay time derives
its nome fmm the fact that the majority of the stered change is being removed from the
diede daring fse n, portion of the transient.

As the charge control analysis of Subsection fi.3.l indicated, removal of the excess
mineriry carrier charge in the qitasineatral regions can be achieoed in two ways. For olte,
the carriers can he eliminated in place via recombinatinn. Reconshination is of conese not
instantaneous; several minority carrier lifetimes wnald be eeqttwed to go from the on-state
to the off-stale if eecombinatian were the sole moans ef carrier removal. The ether method
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8.1.2 Qualitative Analysis
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a Sr p
(linear scale)

t)

cp 1r

Figure 8.2 Stared minarity carrier chat-eu leading In the delay in switching between the US and nil

stases. The reverse aiid ferward Stinartty eaerinreaneentratiens are ptetted simaltanroasty en a linear

scale ssilh the x ccsardinates matched at the deptetien reeien edges. TIre break in Site s-axis iitside lie

depletina regian ackanwlodges a difference in the feeward-bias and recerse-bias depteden widths.

The cress-hatched areas idnndty minarity carriers that teats be removed far switching lit he camplete

of redacing the carrier excess is by anel carrier fiosn Sal of the regien. DISCS the saslaining

eslcraal bias is removed, the minority carriers can simply flnw back to She ether side of the

jUnction where dsey become nsajarity carriers. This reverse injection cnstld cnnceivehly

eecar at n very rapid rate. ‘l’he lime reqniced En drift back across tlte depletion regina is

only PUPa 1g5c sec, where i is the avcrage drift nelecity in she depletion regintt.

However, the number nf minority carriers removed per second is limited by the switching

circastry. The masitmsm reverse carreat that can flow thoagh the diode is approsimately

V5(P5 = I. The ssaaller I, the slower the carrier remavol rate. A vecy rapid transieel

could be obtaiecd by replacing R0 snith a short, bat sach a procedtsre woeld likely lead to

a correct flow esceeding device speciheatioes and damage to the diode. Sammaricing.

there are two teechonisms, vecombination and reverse earrent flow, that operate to remove

tlte excess stored charge. Neither merhxoiste can safely reteove the charge ala sefhcicntly

rapid rate lobe caesideced instantoarnas. Hence otte observes a delay ut going from the ott

to dte off state.
We have yet to answer the qaeslioe how it is the diode remains forsvard biased daring

tlte 0 < I < c, portion of the transient. To oassver the qaestioa. coassder the progressice

vesnoval of the hole excess an the n-side ufap5ajanction as eavisioned in Pig. 8.3. Note

front tlse hgtsm that daring the s < ç stages ef the decay the minority carrier conceatratiept

i., iv,,

:

l’ii -

Figure 8.3 Decay af the stared hnte charge iessde a pt_n dsede as a ftsactine af tsme far
S 5

at the edges of the deplecsae region (x = a,,) is greater than the eqeilibriam volae. In
Chapter 6 mc established depleties edge hoaadary ceaditioas that tied the minority carrier
cenceaerotioas at the depletion region edges te the applied voltage. These same beandary
eoadttsons apply ander transient ceeditioas witlt V, —a v4. Thas a ec >0 indicates there
ss ac eseess of mtnorsty carriers ndjaceet to the edges of the depletion region. Pertinent to
the present dsscnssson, the reverse is also true—-a minority carrier excess above the eqnilib
riaw valae at the edges of the depletiea region implies the jenetion is forward biased.
Dr stated aeeeher way, it is the resideal cerrier excess at the edges and inside the deple
Itea regsea that maintains the ferward bias across the janction. It is ooly when the hole
Cnnceatrattoa at x = .r drops belese the eqailibriata valae that the diode becomes reverse
biased.

Pteally, a comteeet is in order coacerning the slope of the Pig. 8.3 carves at a
In an ideal p-a thede, i = AJ(.e) = — qADpd.Spjd.xI,.. or

= falope of thp(x) or Pn(A)t =
— _L__ (8’)

versasxplotatx=.rj qADt
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All e > 0 concentration carves mast therefore slope apward at a = Ar becaase s < 0.

Moreovet, the slopes at a = A mast be the same for all t > 0 carves ix Pig. 8.3 because

— ‘a constant dnring the 0 < t as t portion of the transient.

Exeroine 8.1

Pt Use the qaalitative insight gained into the dtode response to predmct how key fac

tors are expected to affect the observed i—I traastent. The accaracy of the predsetions

will be checked aftes merkiag oat the qaantitative theory.

The hgares after the peeblem stalement coetatn a base-line sketch of an t—t trots

aieat. Using a dashed hoe, sketch the eapected modification In the base-line troasseet

if as indicated on dte figures:
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(a) 4 is increased to 1).

(hI 4 is increased to 4.
(c) yr is decreased (made shorter).

Explain how yea arrived at the modified i—s sketches.

i)t) itt)

8.1.3 The Storage Delay Time

(Is)

lot )b) (c)

St The reasoning leading to the graphical answers presented ix P)8. ff8.1 are as

follows:

(a) Ixereasing 4 increases the stored charge inside tite diode. Since the stored rhoege

is increased acd the removal rote is anchaaged, tt wtll lake longer to remove the

stored charge. I, is expected to increase.

Quantitative Analynin

We seek a qaantitative relationship that coo he axed to predict and compote the storage
delay ttme, ç. To stmplt4 the analysis, we treat an ideal p5-n step jancrion diode and
make ean of the charge coatrol approach. The electron charge stored on the p-side of a
p -rt janctioa ts of coarse negligible compared to the hole charge (Qt-) stored os the
tm-stde. Yfe also know that i = insrr in an ideal diode cad, referring to Eq. (6.56) in
Snbsectioa 6.3.1,

(8.3)
dt re

Working toward a soletian, we note that i
— ‘a = constant for limes 01 as I as I,,

where I = oc is an instant after sssitchiag. Thas Eq. (0.3) simplifies to

...0Atwt, (fl.4)

The Qe and t variables in Eq. (8.4) can he separated and on integration performed ever
dsae from I = Qa tot = t5. We obtain

forliil dQt- =

— j’ de = —e (8.5)
Orttt 1o + Qrh’r at

giving

em = - iaQa
± t-r’

=
[i± Qwtwj

(8.6)

(b) Increasing i increases the rate at which the stored charge is removed by the

reverse carrent tam. Than in this ease the storage delay ttme ts reduced.

Ic) A sheeter minority carriec lifetisne increases the carrier recembination rate and

will therefore decrease I,.



The Qi,(O) and Qi,(t,) appearing in Eq. (8.61 most be dealt with to complete the

derivation. Qi,(0) proves to he readily expressed in terms of known parameters. Because

eltarge cannot be eliminated instantaneously, Q(Ov)
= Q(Oj. However, prior to switch

ing. dQ,/di 0 and i = I. It therefore follows from Eq. (8.3) that

(8.7)
Ti Tp

Q(e,), the stored charge remaining at C C,, poses more of a problem. Wishiog to err on

the conservative side (i.e., obtain an estimate of t, that is too large), wn take Qi,(i,) to be

approximately zero. Eliosinatiog Qi.0 in Eq. (86) nslng Eq. (8.7) aol setting Q1,(r,) =

0, we conclode

pln(1÷f)

Equation (8.8) is noted to be in total agreeinetii with the qualitative predictions of

Exercise 8.1. i, increases with increasing J, decreases with increasing I. and is directly

proportional to si,. As a point of information, a wore precise aitalysis, bated on a complcie

p,(x. e) solution and properly acc000tiug for the residual stored charge at i r,, givesiF

(8.9)

Although considerably different in appearance, the Eq. (8.9) solution is likewise noted to

be in total agreement with the qualitative predictions of Exercise 8.1.

Measurement

In both Eqs. (8.8) and (8.9) ç is directly proportional to ri,. Moreover, the only other

parameters affecting t, are the currents Ii, and 1 controlled by the switching eircoiiry. This

suggests it should be a relatively simple matter to determine the minority corner lifetime

on the lightly doped side of an asymmetrical junction by meosoring the torn-off i—i tran

sient, noting the storage delay time, and computing r from Eq. (8.8) or Eq. (8.9).

A measurement system that can be used to observe the transient response of diodes

with lifetimes in the franc range is pictured in Fig. 8.4. The measurement circuit in combo

nation with the Tektronix PS5004 d.c. power supply and FG5010 function generator simo

lates the switching circuit of Fig. 8.1(a). To first order the d.c. bias applied at the passer

supply node determines 1F Rapid switching of the voltage applied across the test diode is

Tek

____

•
•

2.59

-2.50——-—- ——
—

—4us 2uu/dis l6us

Aug lLT51Muin Aog) >32 Linear

ip•riti
-4 .24’

(MO J DC 350MHz All Ufins Aug (UI nff
Status Ifain

Figure 8.5 Samplu coeroui.ii ole urn-off imosient. Output derived from the Fig. 8.4 ines.sureo:eir

system. (The y-asis display voltage is directly proportional in he instantaneous curreni thrnugh the

diode.)
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the i—C transient, is monitored using the Tektronix 11401 Oigiiizing Oscilloscope. Wave
forms displayed on the 11401 Can be analyzed in place, or the screen data can be sent to a
printer for snbsequent enamanution.

A sample measured i—i transient is reproduced in Fig. 8.5. As extracted from the re
sponse curve, JII 1.0 and i, 5.0 ,easec. One deduces a vi, 1,110(1 + ‘F//a) =

7.2 poser employing Eq. (8.8) and a Ti, 22 900cr utilizing Eq. (8.9). A more accurate
deternxinaiiou of the lifetime, and a check as to whether the theory properly models the
diode under test, is obtained by varying the tn”v ratio and choosing the Ti, yielding the
best Ella the formulized 1,/Ti, versus I/’ plot shown in Fig. 8.6. The dashed and solid
lines in Fig. 8.6 were computed employing Eqs. (8.8) and (8.9), respectively. Experimental
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(8.8)

II /
Power
supply

t+vi

10000 I
1500 I Fsornoo

Scope _-1__m\A6i I H—. generator

Text 200pF lJlllllllllllJlJ

tO0f2 diode I

Figure 8.4 Transient response meaioeement system.
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pruvided hy the negative-going sqoare-svave pulse derived from the function generatur.

Because the charge Cu ilse plates of the capacitor canuot change inutantaucously. the voltage

drop across the capacitor niast rentoin constant as she output of the function generator goes
from 0 V to Ihe preselected negative value. This forces the voltage on the diode side of the

capacitor to decrease by un amount equal to the peak-to-peak value of the square-wave

pulse. Subsequent current flow wilt tend to discharge the capacitor, but the circuit RC time

roostants are 10—a seconds or greater, e’.akiitg the discharge negligible daring a typiral

pulsing period. A voltage proportional to the instantaneous current through the test diode,

555I

Id) a

tr,g’d

7.......

] ,1.

1,

‘‘F

Figure 8.6 Theoretical and measured storage delay times normalized to vi, versus he rcver:e in
lor,vard eurresiralin. Thedoshed (iou was computed using Eq. (S.Sjond ihesolid line using Eq. (8.9)
Experiniental data are from a I N9t Oe diode (•) and a lN4002 Si diode 10).
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The rtirtt-on response modeled by Eq. (8 6) is similar to the roes-off response in that

the overall lenoth of the tronsient increases with increosieg J and r. This into hemore or

less expected heroose the charge reqoired to reach the steady state is directly proportional

to l ond i.e.. Q,(cv)
= 1rr as deduced from either Eq. (8.10) or Eq. (8.13). Perhaps

the moat interesting feotore of the torn-os tronsient is so initial rapid rise in elt), mith

e0(r) increasing to a large froctios of VON in a very short period of time. If, for exomple,

T = 300 K sod V0 = 0.75 V or J/I = 3.77 X IO, u0(,t) increases to (0.64) VON otter

ooly r = 0.01r0.By may of controst, the finol opprooch to the steady stole is considerobly

slower, requiriog u period of time eqool to sereral r.

(C) ExerciSe 8.2

The CPG (Coeceotrotion Plot Generation) progrom that follows is intended 05 0 vi
soolioatioo ond learning aid. The program plots out romeo of Ap(x’, fl/thPcm. ver
sus .n’/L = (a — x5)/L ot select t/s- for both the tare-off mid tern-en troesients.
The compototions are hosed on the direct solution of the time-dependent minority
carrier diffusion eqoatioo for an ideol pn step junction10.The user chooses the type
of plot to he displayed from an opening menu. Menu choices are linear or semilog
plots of the tom-off troetient concoetrotiens and linear or semilog plots of the turn-
on transient concentrations. In the tern-off plots t is stepped from 0.1 ç to ç in 0,1 ç
ierrements. In the turn-on plots r is stepped from O.lr to 2r in O.lr ittrrementx,
The once most specify the J0/t ratio when a tern-off plot is desired. We shonid
mention that Pigs. 8.3 aed 8.8 mere drawn based on the CPG program ootput.

Possible ones of the progrom ore:

(t( Vissolioe the stomd-rharge decay daring torn-off.

(2) Visoolize the stored-charge build-op dering turn-on.

(3) Enomioe and compare correspoedieg lieear and semilog plots.

(4) Confirm that the a = .r slope of the linear torn-off curoes are alt the same for
0 < e S ç. (Are the slopes she some or the corresponding semilog pint? Am the
a x slopes or comes on o semilog plot reloted to the corrcnt?)

(5) Examine the effect of J/4 en the decoy of the stored charge.

(6) Ascertain why the opproximotr r, result of Eq. (8.8) becomes less and less ores-
rate as ‘011r is increased. (Look ot the stored charge remoining at r = t o
faertina of

(71 Check the occurary of the qeosistotic oppcovimation employed in the derivation
of Eq. (8.16). (Qua semilog plot the tore-on comes should all be pornltel to the

= m corve if the build-op proceeds qnosissatically.(

(6) Compare the torn-onn0(t) computed empleyiag Eq. (fitS) and the n0(r) voloes
deduced from the turu-no plot.
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dots from a INOI Go diode ottd a 1N4002 Si diode hone also bees added to Pig. 8.6. The

Go diode dots ton be very closely notched to the toere enacting theory if one employs r

14.3 /asrr. The Si diode data, however, deviates from the predicted dopredouce. No vatito

of e’ coo be choseu so ht hoth the upper aud lower ends of she reeve. Si diodes, it most be

remembered, arc seldom ideol diodes us ossomed in the derination of Eqs. (8.8) and (8.9).

8.1.4 General information

We ronotede the discussion of the torn-oft’ trousioOi with a trw obserootions of a practical

nature. First, asa generat role t,
‘ ‘r (or r5 (. tucreosing the 11 rots decreases ç below

as is obvious from Fig. 8.6, hot more often titan not there arc constraints that limit the

sire of the I5lk ratio. Another opproachi to oi.loeve a rapid switching response is to boitd

diodes ssith short miuerity carrier lifetimes. Siuco s and re are proportional J/s.

where NT is the R—G center concentrotiou, she oonority carrier lifetime tan ho doomased

by the iiitoetionol introdoctiou of R—G centers daring the fobricatior of the diode. The

tedsciiee of the minority carrier lifetime in Si devices is typicolly achieved by diffusing

gold into the Si. There is a limit, however, to the R—G center coe000tration that con be

added to a diode. White a shorter lifetime makes for more rapid switching, it also propor’

tionatly increases the K—G corront (‘ucO l/r5)—a high R—G rei:ter coti000tration mo

increase the off-state correct to nearceptoble levels. R—G creter 000reutrattoes appnoooh

ing the donor or arcepter conrentrations also affect the diode electrostatics. In any esent.

there is no aerd for ps junction diodes ssith extremely large R—G center ceneoutrotions.

Gstier devices soith fesnor stored carriers, such as she bipolar juortion transistor and the

meial-seasiooeductor diode (both addressed in later chapters), are available for use when

the application requires sobnoeoseeoed switchuig times.

Finally, meetion sltontd be made of the step-reeoreiy or onap-boctm diode. The re

sponse of the step-recovery diode is special in thot the r, portion of the transient is very

short. ‘—t esec. With o storage detay time —1 jasee, the reverse current port of the i—i

imoesient looks like a step. rapidly “snapping book’ to the steady state valor otter reochiug

= r, Step-recovery diodes are osed on poIse generators and high-order, single-stage hor

iooeic generators. In fabricating the diodes, a narrow, lowly doped region is saedwiched

betw’eee heavily doped p and n regions. Fortoed by employing opitoxiol techniques, the

junctions in this p-i-n type strnrture are rrqoired to be very abrupt. The special doping

profile rooses the minority carrier charge to be stored very close to the edges of the deple

tiou region. ‘Dais foeilitotes almost complete rensevol of the charge by the end of the storage

delay time. With little odditioiiol chorge to hr removed after reaching n = r5, the eerrent

drops abrsptly to the steady state valor.

8.2 TURN-ON TRANSIENT

The tacit-on traasieut occurs when the diode in switched from the mrerse’bios off-state to

the forward-bias on-stole. The tronsitinu can be occomptished wttli a current poise, a volt

age pulse, or a mistore of the tss’o Oi5O5. Because of its simplicity and otiliration io pror

FIance 8.7 Tarn-no tmnsieni asssine/ io sian from i = 8: (01 current poise: Ibi volioge-iioie
response.

tical circuits, we consider herein the rote where u current poise is used to switch the diode
into three state.

When the diode current is changed insianiaeeonsly from the pnevailieg reverse bias
noise to a constant forward curreet I, the voltape drop across the diode, n0(m). monotoni
colly inereoses from the Vow at s = 0 to V ott = m, The first stage of the response from

= 0 to the time when 00 = 0 is extremely short in duration. The few minority carriers
needed to raise the junction voltage to orro are rapidly iejectrd across the depletion region.
Majority carrier reareaugement olso arts quickly to shrink the depletion width to its zero-
hiss value. The short dsmtioe of the first portion of the transient allows us to act as if the
diode were being poised from i = 0 to i = f, at r = 0 as depicted in Pig. 8.7(a).
Figure 8.7(b) shows the corresponding voltage response assumed to start Ot0a = 0.

In seeking a quantitative solution foe n0ln) m 0, we ogaiu toke the device under anoly
sis to be an ideal p’’-n step junction diode and make use of the charge control approach.
The eavisioaed growth of the stored n-side hole charge with time is pictured in Fig. 8.8.
Note from the figure thai Q = Outs = 0 consistent with initiatiug the transient ate0 = 0.
Siece i = J, throughout the torn-un transient, the Eq. (8.3) relatioeship for the stored hole
charge reduces to

(8.10)

Sepuratiag variables and integrating from i = 0 when Q = 0 to us arbitrary time i yields

O°i dQ£
_

di’ = r (811)

or upoo evaluating the Q, integral

= —r inQr — o)
°‘m

Tr ln{l — (6.12)
cc 0
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Figare 5.8 Eoild-ap of the ssumd hole chaege inside a p-e diode dseoo the tonu-on tionsieni.

Solving Eq. (8.12) for Q(l) gives

Q(n) IvTr(l — e0n)
(8.13)

Under steady stote roeditioss the stored hole charge to an ideal diode to

Qn = Jmvv’p 1nTn)005tikT — I) - . - steady state (8.14)

As a first-order oppronimotion let us make the assumption Q(i) during the torn-se tran

sient is described by Eq. (8.14) with VA5 to0. This me eqaivalent so assoming the build-op

of stored charge occurs quaaistotieolly. Gee car thee write

Q(s) = ,sr(ewomm)mT — I) (8.13)

Eqoating the (8 13) and (8.15) espressiOss for QpQ), and solvseg forn0(i), w’e se as

the solaties

=tn[t±i—e-’sij
(8.16)
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Hopefully the user will cot be limited by the cited suggestions, but will feel free

to experiment an histhee own. The user might also eouutder mudsfytng the progr:Iin

to better display a given output, to exteud the computations, or to obtain a specific

output such us n0(i) versus

MATLAA pregrum script...

%Excrrise 8.2.Turn-ufffTuett-ou Concentration Plot Oeneeutor

TnDetermine type uf desired plot

cleur
close
smeituCCheute the desired plut’,’OPP-Litseue’,’OFF-Semttug’,...

‘ON-Lineue’,’ON-SemilOg’):

%Compule tsltuup if turn-off plot is desired

if s<2,
%Let Ieutiu”4R11E uud TS=ts(tuup

trutiuiuput(’Pleuse input the 1BhP eutiu: IRJIP ‘);

iffratio=0. %Catch iflR=0

TS I;
else

TS(erfinv(l JO +frutio)))”2;

end
else
end

%Set values of X and T tube computed foe desired plot

TeXx’ILP aud T’thtuup

ifs”t 1s2,
X”0:0.03:3;

TTSIIO:TS/l0:TS:
else

X0:0.03:3;
T [0. 1 :0. 1 :2 1;

end

%Plat steady-stule curse, set oscs-ltbels

y0esp(-X);

if s=l I s=’=3,

plot(X,yO,’g’)
uvis((0 3011)

else
semitugy(X,yO,’g’)

anis((03 l.Oe-3 1])

are produced by property tailsriitg the doping profile. Measurement of the turn-off teunsient

can ulso be used so determine the miosrity carrier lifetime on the lightly doped side of

junction, Oveeuti, the focus of the chupter hun been on estubhshiug u busic undemtandieg

of trunsieut npeeulion nod providing physicut insight, knowledge thus wilt prose very useful

is treating one of the pre-eindueut switching desires, the bipslurjnncsien Esnsistor.

PROBLEMS

P hi I Complete Diffical Suggested Short
ro 5t After Leiwl Psise Weig/snisg Description

8.t 8.3 1—2 15 (a::c-2. d::h-l, i::j-2i Quick quic

8.2 8.1.2 I 6(2 each part) lnterpretpjx, ii plot

• 8.3 8.1.3 ‘T]7i Improved Qe(c) oppros.

8.4 8.2 2—3 10 (u::c-3. d- I) Open circuit voltuge decay

8.5 “ 2 6 Compute turn-sn times

8.6 “
j9ja-3, b-7) Pulse 4 o 4 > 4

8.7 “ 2—3 10 (a-6, b-4) Combined turn-off/turn-an

• 8.8 “ 3 15 (a-lO, b-Si Compare toes-un nl,t)

8J Quick Quia.

Answer the following questions as concisely as possible.

(a) Define storage dehtv time.

(hi Deflue recoiery time (t,).

(ci Is it possible far the pn junction to sopport a easerse current eves though CA > 0

Explain.

(dl What is the root cause of the delay in switching from the on-state to the off-stale?

(ci Name she taco iaechanisms that act to remove the cncess stored chsrpe during the tsrs

off transient.

(Q True or false: If Ap,,Ce, t( >0, CA> 0.

(g) True or false: If i > 0, the slope of a linear p,,(x. t( versus x plot mast be positive (p

increases with a) at a = a,,

(hi What is specisi about the electrical and physical properties of a step-recovery disde?

(ii True or false: Increasing both 4 and ‘n by a factur of 2 will have so effect on the

storage delay time. hidicate how yas arrived at your answer.

(j) True or false: Recoisbinatioti actually acts to retard the bsild-ap of stared carriers

during the tars-on teonsicnt.—Indicate how you arrived at your asswee.

CHAPTER 8 PROBLEM INPORMATION TABLE

end: hold off

%Primsry cosiputatimts and time-dependent plots
jlength(T);

for i’ I
A=csp(_X).*( I -erf(X./(2esqrt(T(i)p_5qrt((0).

B =enp(X).a( I -erf(X./(2ssqet(To)D+sqrt(Tofl)).
yan(A-B)/2; %yon=ãpu(s’/51555during turn-on
if s

plat(X,yon):
clseifs==’

yoU eatt(-X)-( 1 +lratis)eyon. %yoff= Xpuls’.t(/4pnman during turn-off
piot(X,yoh’);

else
end
ifs= 4,

scinilogy(X,yoni;
claeifs==2

yolknesp(x)o + lraiio).Oyon:
semilngy(X,poff(.

else
end

In Ida chapter we esamtsed the electrical response and internal carrier response of pn
junction diodes subjected to a large rapid change in the applied voltage or impressed cor
rect, a change ittiended to switch the diode from the forward-bias os-state to the reverse-
bias off-state, or vice-vema Oaring tlte men-off transient the excess minority carriers stored
in the qussineatra( regions most be removed before steady stale conditions can be re-estab
tithed. The diode initially remama forward hissed and a large, constant, reverse current
flows through the diode until the carrier couceslratines decrease to their equilibrium values
at the edges of the depletion region. This takes place in a period of tittic knosvn as the
storage delay time, e,. ç is the primary figure of sent used to characterise the transient
response of pin Junction diodes. The storage delap time increases in relation to the initial
store of cat-rices, decreases with the mie of carrier reicosal by the reverse current, and is
directly propot-tioud to the minority carrier lifesiate. The sioruge time is decreased by add
ing R—O renters to the semicsndsctor during device fabrication, And step-recovery diodes

puJaNcsloN

8.2 The hole concentration no the n-side ofapn step junction diode at a gives instant of
time is as pictured in Pig. P8.2.

PuCE, ii

Pigure P8.2

(ai lathe Junction forward or reverse biased? Explain how you arrived at your answer

(b) Ifp5 = I oa/ems and P = 300 K, determine 0A

(r) Is there a forward or reverse current finwing through the diode Esplain how you ar
rired at your answer

.8,3 The appraaitn:ilton Qe(t,) = 0 avis used in deriving Eq. (8.8). Researchers base sng
gested the alternative approximation isi

Qe(t,) =

+

which (nods to the revised charge control espression

[It

Oetermine n’hether the revised t, napression is a significant impmveinient. Construct a plot
of t,/r versus I/J, similar to Pig. 8.6 using the revised charge control expression in place
of Eq. (8.81. Briefly coossient on tite resalt.

8,4 An ideal p-st step junction diode carrying a forward current J, is snddexly open
cireaiieed at r 0.

(al Sketch lhe eupcctcd variation of p,,Ce, r) versss a at progressively increusiog times
after opcn’eircnitisg the diode, (Check your ansaver using the CPO program in Bare.
cise 8.2.)

(hi Oarivc an espression for the stored hole charge, Qe(ri, inside the diode us times e> 0.
Be sure to enprevs Qv(Oi in terms of knaws pmamesers

enit
nlabel(’sitP’j; ylabelC0pn(n’p/pnis:in’)

grid; hold sit

I,

8.3 SUMMARY

344 peauNcrioN OIODED 345
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8.6 he ideal pae step joactien diode initially forward biased at 1 ta poised to a constant

earreni of ‘I > !p tt = 0

(a) Sketch the espected satiation of palo. ii nersas sat progreSsIvelY incroasiag times aftci

i = 0.

(hi Assoating a qoasistatic baud-np of the stored charge derive an esptesslott for n0lIl.

8.7 At t = 0 the carrentthroagh a p-a diode is switched from f = I nsA to ‘a =

— I mA Alice I p5cc a careent poIse is applied to switch the diode back to anl. = 1 nsA.

Assame the diode to he ideal with r 1 p5cc.

)a) Sketch the ut) throagh the diode as a fanction of attic.

Ib) Establish an expression for n(i) at times I > 1 pane.

9 Optoelectronic
Diodes

9.1 INTRODUCTION

To roond oat the dincassion of pu janction diodes, we contider in thin chapter special diode
stractares that ace specifically designed and baiit for optical applications. Many of the

diodes to be discansed involve a scmicnndactor or semicondactorn other thaa Si. The reader

is thetohy ginnn a glimpse of the larger semiconductor pictarc witere otore and more ma

terials ace heing aned ia the fabrication of sophisticated speciol-pnrponr dnnicrs. Semtcon

doctor photodns-icrs qiate generally fall into one of three fanctional categories. Tsno gronpa

of photodenicen convert photo-energy into electrical energy. If the porpose of the photo-to-

electrical cooversion is to detect or determine information ahoat tue photo-energy, the de

nice is called a photodetector If the pnrpose of the phato-to-ctectricd energy connersion is

to prodnce electrical power, the device is called a nolar ceif The third type of photodrvicn
connects electrical energy into photo-energy and incladen light emitting diodes (LEOn) and
inner diodes. Herein we sarney one net of devices from each of the three categories: pa

janction and related photodiodes belonging to the photodetector family, pn janction solar

cells, and LEDs.
The commercial marketplace hns enperienced a virtaal explosion of optaclectronic

diode applications in recent years. The bar code render now common at check-oat coanters,

the digital disk reader in aadio systems, and the loner printer in the nthcn all molco ann of

LEOn or laser diodes as a photosoaran. Photodntrctnrs in combination with LEDs or laser
diodes are nsed in circait isolators, intrndnr alarms, and remote controls. In addition, the

optical signal is generated aning a laser diode and dntnrted ssiag a photodiode in modern

ized telecomosanication networks employing optical fibers. Solar cells are ased to power

hand-held calcalators, battery chargers, and commaniration satellites. Althoagh slow to
fad significant ase in large-scale power generation, the U.S Notional Photonoitaics Pro-

grant calls for an installed solar-cell capacity of 200—lOGO megawatts by the year 2000 and
10,000—50,000 megawatt capacity by 20 10—203g. Clearly, the variety and scale of apto
electrnnic diode applications can only be espected to increase with time.

As an aid in the discannion, the visible and adjacent wavelength regions of the optical

spectrnm are identified in Fig. 9.1. The relative response of the homan rye plotted in the

apper part of the figare is correlated with the major color bands shown spanning the
roaghly 0.4 gam to 0.7 pm visible portion of the spectram. Note that die relationship
between the optical nnavelength (A) and the associated photon energy (Er:, he) in

The woveleagth at which the photon energy is oqaal to the semicondacter band gap energy,

A0 = l.24/Ea, is also cited in Fig. 9.1 for some of the more important optoelectronic
materiols.

9.2 PHOTODIODES

9.2.1 pnJuncfiion Photodiodes

A ptt janetion photodiode in jant a pet janction diode that has been specifically fabricated
and encapsalated to permit light peaetrotioe into the vicinity of the metallargicaljoaction.
The absorption of light inside the diode creates electron-hole pairs, an pictared in Pig. 9.2.

Recombines before
reaching janation \

___________________

Recombines infaro
reaching )aoation

-

2’ “ i’4
‘inn.- n. ‘Va’).- ‘me-.- ‘siT?’-”

‘2’si’an

Figure 9.2 Visaaliaaiiao of light absorption, oleairon-hola creation, and the tighi-indased sarroot
iO 0 0 jonation plrotadiode.

(c) Assamitig a qnasislatic decay of the hole charge, derive an evprcsstOn fora5lrl. Take

the n0 voltages of interest lobe greater than a few kTlq; i.e.. esp(qoa/ITI P I. Also

ase the fact that ‘rca = enp)qVoslkTl — I w enplqVovlkT) to simply yaar esalt.

(d) Does the part (c) resalt saggcsi onyilting? Explain. (For farther inforitsation sec Ssih

section 8.5.2 in Schrodorl’i.)

8.9 An ideal p°-n step janction diode in switched with a carrent poise lrotn 1 0 to

I mA at I = 0. Calaalaie the listc iccessary for the diode voltage to roach 90% and 95%

of its final valan. Let Tr = 1 gasec and 1 = 10.13 A.

• 8.8 (a) The tarn-on carves dmwn by the CPG program in Enercise 8.2 correspond to I/er

valaes stepped from 0.1 to 2 in 0.1 increments. Noting

iip,(O.tl 05,Iair
— I

APaa,r
0iir,or

—

appropriately modify the program to obtain nA/Von at the stepped valans of ifrr. Let

= 0.5 V and T = 300 K in performtng a sample computation.

(b) Conspare then5/.t) derived from ihe part (a) enact solation nob the Eq. (8. Id) nolatiots

that was obtained by assaming tarn-on proceeds qaoaisiatieafy. The coitiparinon as-

sawing V00 = 0.5 V and T = 300 K may be presented in either a plot or paint-by-

point format. Note that ‘r’ta = rxp(qV05/kT) — 1.
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given by

A , = = hi
e ha, Erh

or, if A is enpeessed in yam and Es in eV,

opronrnoanonie raonnn 349

- . r speed of light (9.1)

(9.2)

na
0.0 0.0 1.0
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Figure 9.1 Visiblo and oajoeeni regions 0f the aptieal spncanm Imiddiel correlated nab iha cclii’
..

Iisn aye sensitivity foe voiwal pholopie sssioo hop1 and naselanoths inhere the photon energy is eq.sa( - ‘pnl -

ta lIen 300 K band eap enemy of select snmirondariors /hetlaw).

I
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Ott average, minority carriers created in the quasineuttul regions svtthtn ‘I dttfststoo lettgth

of a =
—

.s (p-side) ova an (u-side) live long enough to diffuse to the deplettost regIon.

Tltese carriers, und corners pltotogeoerutvd withtit the deplettue region, ate subsequently

swept by the fl-fleld to the opposite side of site junction. thereiry contributIng art added

reverse-going eomponeat to the mmml through the diode. If the photogeoctuttov rule (OIl

is assuthetl to be ursiform throughout she diode, she added component due to light (II

should he equal so — q ttmeu the eleelrott-hOle pairs photogeneruted per second in tlse

volusur /t(L5 + W ÷ Lv). r

= 1ws + ‘L
(9.3)

with

=
— qA(L., + W + Lr)Os. (9.41

A sssodified derivation of the ideal diode equuliOu and the R—O current reluttonshtp wish

w 0 cunflrtos rise foregoing result (see Problem 6.8).

Evuosiuivg Eq (9.4), we nose that the deplerion wsddt W to a pu joncttov diode is

rypieully small rompured to L + Lr. If W is negltgtble, I becomes sodependeos of she

applied bias The light-on i-V rhoructeristies ore therefore exported robe essentt,dly idols

neal so the dark I—V choructeristir. everpt the light-On curvrs are stunsluted downward.

osoved in she —1 direction, ulong she current acts. Moreover, because g w 0L’ the dowis

word nroisslotion of she characteristics should increase so proportIon to the sulenstry of the

iveidest illumioutioO. The described form of the photodtode i—V ehaeuelertsttcs ore sIlos

snared in Fig. 9.3.

Ao importuat ehoeueterisaie of any phottsdeteerOr is its spectral or wavelength re

sponse—how fire observed i, for example, varies wtth she woveleogth of the socsdmut

light A spoetrul response curve repr0500tutive of St pv junction photodrodes is reproduced

in Fig 9.4 The piemeod photodiode mspunse, like those of all photodetectOes spuns ossly

o linsiled range of wuvnlengths. The upper waveleogth limit in most photodrleetors is tred

0.4 05 0.6 8.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
Wnvelength (tern)

1.2

pignrn 9.4 Speesrol response of o Si pu joresmno photadmde. Thn phoso-yowor inoidrus on tho

ptsosodiodo was she name for ott wavelengths. Iteyresevlative characteristic: The response varies
somewhoi with diode coostmcnias.

directly to the seioiceoductor baird gap. Photons ore absorbed and eleearoo-hole pairs me

phonagenerated io a semiconductor if Eel, > E0. When < E, on the usher hand, the

semiconductor is all bnn transparent to she light. The semiconductor spectral response there

fore essentially mitts off at = l.241E0.For Si, E = 1.12eV at 300 K aod, consistent

with Fig. 9.4, one expects o minimal msponse at wavelengths greater than A0 m 1.1 jom.

Two reasons coo be cited foe the decrease in the spectral response at shorter wave

lengths. Pirse, as is common practice, the photo-power wos held constant io accumulating

the Fig. 9.4 data. Since the photon energy increases wish decreasing wavelength, the flux

of photons striking the semicoudactor correspondingly decreases. Thus pars of she reduced

response at shorter wavelengths is simply due to the feet that there are fewer photans to be

absorbed.
The remuiniog decrease io the spectral response is ussociutnd with the nonnniform

absorytion af light inside rho diode. During the discussion of phosogenerotian in Snh

section 3.3.3, the light intensity was Doted to fall off exponentially with distance from the

snrfaee of she semicanductor The decay constant corresponding so the inverse of she oh

sorotioD coefficient (1/a) mpresents the overage depth of pnoelratieo of light iato a orate

rsal. As A is decreased below A, a increases rapidly (see Fig. 3.20) and the light ts
absorbed closer and closer to she semiconductor surface. Eventnolly the majority of gen

eration sakes place on the side of she junction adjacent to the surface. Carrier recombina
tioD is greaser near rho snrfoce wad an increased uomhee of the pholtigenerosed carriers

oreronLrcvnontc nmnnu 353
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recombine before they can diffose so the deplrtron region. The set result is a progressive

reduction in the response with deereasiag A.

Another property employed in photodetector chmaetortcation is frequency response—

how rapidly she detector can respond so a time-vmytOg optacal signal. lo this regord the

standard pu jonctiou holodiode exhibits limited copabtltty. Pholog000ralmd minority car

riers moss diffuse to she depletion region befoen on electrical current is observed exseenally.

Diffasioo being a relatively slow process, she mavimsm frequency response of ptt jaacsioa

phosadiodes is an best io the tens of MHc. This response is quite low compared so the

freqneocy response atroinublo with photodiodes described in the next subsection.

9,2.2 p-i-n and Avalanche PhotocliOdea

p-i-n photodiodnS

A p-i-v diode is a three-region ssrsscsure iv which an “intrinsic” (ommally lightly doped) i

region is sandwiched between heavily doped p- and u-regions. lo sIte p-s-li photodtodm.

shown sehematimully in Fig. 9.5(0), on opening is mode in she surface melullieatiOn to admit

light, the top semiconductor region is kept very thin no minimize absorption in she region.

end the i-layer width is specificully tailored so achieve the desired response ehaeacleeistics.

Because of rho low doping. the i-layer is sorolly depleted under zero bias or heconses

depleted or strsoll reverse biases. Fsrshrrmore, the heovy doping of the outer p. and a-

regions rouses the depletion widths At these regions robe very narrow. Thus m piemred a

Fig. 9.3(b). she depletion width inside the dnviee is effectively eqnal to the i-layer widfv

independent of the applied reverse bIas. Thn energy bonds so Fig. 9.5(b) mc linear functions

of position and she ‘f-field is epproximanehy constant in the i-region heeonsn of the low

semiconductor doping. Is shoetd also be noted than the heavy doping of she ounce p. aod is-

regions means the minority macrice diffusion lengths in these regions will be eelunrvely

small Av o result, she greotee poet of the phosocurrenn flowing in a p-i-u pholodrode arises

feons carriers generated in she central drplenion ecgioo.

Operational odvootoges of the p-i-n photOdiOde than have mode tt one of the most

widely enrployed phosodeteclors stein from the exssneoee and notloeab:iisy of the i-region.

For one, Ihe diode con be optimized for response at a gwen wavelength by making the

layer width eqeal to the inverse of fhe absorption coefficiens (I/o) on the specified wave

length Second, with naosr of the photorurrent arising from light absorpnioO to she i-region.

the freqneoey response is greatly enhanced over shot of a pv jnoction photodiode. The lorgc

‘f-field io the depleted i-regioo leads so rho rapid collection of photogeonrated carriers and

a mavinsuov fncqunncy msponse,

w carrier transit
m — (9.5)

\dme across Wi!

where 8151 is she vvidrh of she i-regioa end n,5 is the sastiration drift velocity (see

Snbsrctioo 3.1.2). Typically o, (0 em/sec. If tV 5 F for example, rhcofw,. m

200Hz We should note sIsal W5 cannon be mode arbitrarily small to improve the freqoeocy

(0)

-(----—— w,.

i-layer

(hI

Figurn 9.5 p.i-v phorodiode. (al Cross seetien. thI Rnvnnr-bimeneegy bunddiogrom emphovioin
rho i-region and pitiuriog phonupuremdnn.

respoosn. The RC rime constant associated with the irsternol series resistance )R5) and she
jnucrion eupoeinonee (C5 = K5n0A/ 14e) increases with decreming W5 and rveatoally Ismils
the response time of she diode.

The excellent freqoenny response of the p-i-nt photodiode makes in a prime candidate
for use as the photodetector it optical fiber telccosnstsnoicotions. By and large, silica-hosed
optical fiber syssoms installed prior so 1990 operated at the 1.3 Fm wavelength where ehro
music dispersiont in the fibers is on a minimum. Morn advanced high bit rate syslenss, on

Chruwnsie dispunsian iv 5 spreading noi of a light po1.so suosed by diffemsi wosoluugvss of tighs meuvntiuf at
snhitv diwesros votocivru. The use or walnwavrteugw phoiosunwuv rnqni005 npeariuu as the ubsuwohu dispne
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Figure 9.6 Sand pap esnspy sarsas lathes constant of select Ill-V soaspoards and alloys. The line

c550rcnep Iwo compoends spssihes the E versas lattice constant far alloys made of Usc two scm

pounds. to toast cases lIre lattice contrast isa linear fsoctian of site u-voice ir goIng from csmpoasd

A to aompoand-B. Thas, for osample, ln520a50Pwoald hose a lattice constant of 5.87 A —

5.2(5.83 A — 5.45 A) 5.79 A, sod as fi5 1.5 sV is dedsced from Use line connecting tsP and

GoP Solid and doslsed 1mm idnsrify stlsys that am direst and indirect semtcondnctors. eespecticrly.

thr other hand, employ single-waseleegib phstssoarces sad operate St 1.55 gam, where

fiber loss is ala tSisimsm. In either case the waselrngils of operation is beyond the 1.1 gob

catoff of Si, thereby oecessitating the ose of some other sctssieoednclor. The material sys

tem of choice for hber optic applications is the alloy In53Ga543As deposited onan loP

ssbstrato. As shown in the Fig. 9.6 hood gop plot of commse 111-V alloy systetos.

Its0 53005 47As has an A0 w 0.75eV (A0 1.65 /ant) attd is lattice matcised to InP. Lattice

matching, hoeing enoetly the same lattice constant, facilitates the deposition of qaclity

Inc,3Ga543As layers se commercially available laP sabstrstes.

Figaro 9.7 shows the crass srciioa of ae lnGsAs p-i-st phstodisdc. The wide hand pip

IsP with a A0 = 0.95 goor acts as a “scindoss” tbrsagh which 1 39055 er 1.55 gow light is

readily transmitted to the absorbing 1n55Ga043As “i-layer. Defects is the lnGsAs layer

special stroctaral featare is the psard ring arosad the anctisn periphery. As soled ie

Chapter 6, jenesion cersatare leads Is esrly breakdown aboal the joection periphery. The

posed no9 tc.iniwices the edge breakdown problem. Uttifsrwty doped low-defect material

and minitnioatisn of defect cmeotios daring device processing are also reqasred to ochtevc

uoifsrot brcshdswe across the fsceofthcjsoction.

Tltr primary advoetage of the avalanche photodiode is a phsts-sipaol pats leading to

improvement in the signnl-ts-soise (SIN) ratio. As a peecrol role, amplification of a signal

is accompanied by ansplificatian of the aoise and added noise from the amplifier. Signal

pain therefoce typically loads ts a redticties in the S/N ratio. Inside an avalonche photcsdi

sde, however, avalanche maltiplication amplifies the phstn-sipisol svithsal amplifying the

typically dominant roceicer circail noise. Toss there ts ott tmprsremonl in the SIN ratio

antil the added asalanche-relasod Caine becsmes comparable to the circoit noise.

Asalanche photsdiadns mode from lnDaAs on loP sad from On provide alternatives to

the p-i-n phatodiode far arc in fiber optic relecoosmanications.

9.3 SOLAR CELLS

9.3.1 Solar Cell Basics

A variety of device slmctores con and hare bern employed in cnnstrncting solar eeLs. fly

far and away the mast comwse cells are in essenccjast large-area pss janctian photodiodes.

Solar cells ore designed of coarse to minimize energy losses, whereas photadindes arc

coatinely designed to achienc a specific spectral response or a rapid time response. Design

differences natwithstattdieg. the solar enlI I—V characteristics ace of the same penemi form

as the photodiade characteristics of Fig. 9.3. Nate that power is derived front the illutni

aoted device if the d.c. opceating point lies in the fourth qaadrant where I is negative and

V is positive. Foarth-qnadrant operation cult be achieved, foe ecample, by simply placing a

resistor in series scith the illaroinated solar cell.

Understandably, the fnnt-th-qnadrart characteristic is of prime interest in evalaaliog

and applying solar cells. It is therefore common practice to sltaw only the foarth-qaadrattt

portion of the charocrerisiics and to orient the —I anis ttpward on the plot as illnstrated in

Fig. 9.9. Figaro 9.9 alan graphically defines the following solar cell parameters of interest:

V55. . - the open circnil voltage

I, the short cirecit cnrrettt

V,. I,,, - . - the operaliag point voltage and coerent yielding the mavitnatn paw-cr

aatpat.

V5, is nbvioasly the tnaniwnw voltage that can be sapplied by the cell (nra given photoin

pat, and I, is the inoviinato carrent that can be derived from the cell. It follosca that A05,

1,,, ‘,‘ < I,V,0. In assessments of solar cell performance, one often cnconotcrs

FF m .05’ = ‘sYc (9.6)
LV IV

are mtnimtced by the prtac deposition of or laP baffer layec The wide band gop tnGaAsp
cap-layer is added to redace sarface-ralated dark earrenis. Finally, the insulating silicon
ttttrtde layer generally protects the sorface and minitnizes sarfoce reeombinatian

Avalanche Pholodioden

Avalanche photodtades are specially constracted p-i-n, pti, or even metal-semicondactor
(see Chapter 14) photadtades that are operated near the avalanche breakdown paiat A
standard Si avalanche pholndtodn confiparation is displayed in Fig. 9.8 One abvions

Figure 9.5 St csalaarhcphatodiadr (Penis Yanp7t, 01988 by McGeow.Hilt, Inc ttepeiatrd by
permission of thr pobhahev)

Figure 9.9 Inserted faarth-qandrant f—V characteristic of a solar cell aeder illumination with key
solar cell parameters identified along the coordinate mrs.

FAin koosvn as thefillfarmor and is of coarse always less than nnitv. The attimate measare
of solar cell perfoetnanee, the power convernion efficiency (sg), is determined from the
carennl—vollape parameters employing

P IV FFI,V.
(9.7)

where P,, is the photo-energy incident per second or input powec

9.3.2 Efficiency Considerations

A key isaac with solar cells rs conversion efficiency—converting the msmimam amaant of
available solar energy ala electrical energy. The higher the efficiency of Ihe cells, the lower
the cast and collection area reqaired to achieve a desired eleerrieal nntpal. A nnmbec of
factors enter into the ovetall efficiescy eahibited by a ccli and involve bath material and
design considerations.

Any discussion of coaverabon efdciency logically begins with the aarpar from the son.
The spectral distribation of the san’s energy reaching the earth is plotted in Fig. 9.10. The
AMO (air moss zero) carve is the measared radianl energy jasl aatside the earth’s atnro
sphere and is of tnlereal tn orbiting satellite applimtians. The Abel-S carve, normalized to
yield a total spectral pssver denssty of tOO snW/cma. is representative of average terrestrial
conditsons in she Urrtcd Staten. In either case, most of she spectral posver is in the visible,
wrth a long tori esteadrag into the infrared. When considering materials for ste in solar
cells, the area ander the spectral serve beyond the A5 of a semicandactor yields the incident
powen that is lost or wasted becanse it cannot be absorbed. Si, wilh a slielttly larger cutoff
wavelength, has an advantage in this regard cesapared to GaAs: —20% and =35% of the
incident energy is nor absorbed se Sr and GaAs, respectively. However, it wosld be incor
rect to conclade the overall cvnversiaa rfficieucy increases svirh decreasing band gap. If
photon absorption alA < A5 wovelengrhs is eaamined, one finds that only the A0 portion

5.4 5.6

Figure 9.7 Cmss seorian of nit InGoAs p-/-it photodindo
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Lattice constant (A)
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Figure 9.10 Solar spectral irradiance

of the photos eeeray is ased prolitabty in pradacing electroa-hole pairs. The Em > E0

portion of Use photos energy adds to the kinetic energy of the phatogenerated carriers and

is eventually dissipated as heat. Calculations indicate that —409b of the absorbed photos

eaeegy is atsavoidobly wasted, dissipated as heat, in Si. The corresponding loss is aisly

—30% in GaAs becaase of its larger hand gap. Clearly, a trade-off exists betweess the two

cited loss mechaaisms, giving rise loan optimam hand gap where the energy rostsersion is

ala masimons. Rather fortoisoasly. the bassd gaps af Si astd GaAs, Use semicondacloes wills

the nsosl advanced techealogies, both lie very close to the theoretical maatimsm.

Given a specific semiroodorlor material, the next task is to design and fabricate Ihe

solar cell to asiniasice farther energy losses. In discassing device-related loss mechanisms.

we will refer to she high-efficiency Si solar cell pictared in Fig. 9,11. Gbserve first of all

that the coctact to the top (light-incidees) side ag the cell is made throogh earrosv “hssgers.”

The fingers, all conceded togelber alassg one edge of the cell, are a design compromise.

Zero-width hegers or fingers only along the cell edges woold allow maximem light pene

tration to tlte aoderlyiag silicon. However, a series resistance of only a few ohms can seri

osssly degrade the efficiency of a solar cell. The farther apart the fingers, the longer the

carrenl path throagh the narrow n-region at the top of the cell, and the greaser tlse series

resistance. Metallieatios and conlact resistances can become impartant if the fingers are

too narrow. The chosen fiocer lice and spacing are calcstlatcd to provide an oplimam trade-

9.3.3 Solar Cell Technology

Solar cells fall into tlsree gesseral categories: thus-him, single-crystal, and concentrator. The

light-absarbiag semicandactor in Ibis-film cells is a deposited amos’phoas or polycrystal

limse film. Thsn-fllm astsarphaas Si cells are coosmercially available, while CdTe and

ColssSe, cells are aeder development. Almost all single-crystal cells arc made of esliser Si

or GaAs The cell described io the preceding section is an esansple of a single-crystal Si

cell. Single-crystal GaAs cells often contain AIGoAs or olber alloy layers, with Ihe aclive

GaAs layer beiisg epiiasially rleposited on GaAs, Ge, or Si sabstrales. Concentrator cells,

designed Ia ppcrate ender light isstensilies eqaal to 100 satss as more, again primarily almlice

St and GaAs, althoegh highly efficieni cells base also been constmcsed asing leGaAsF and

laF/lnGaAs. The great strides sssade at improving solar cell efficiencies in recesss years,

loclading the best solar efficiencies ollained to date in each category, are sammariard hr

Fig. 9.12.
Deposited thin-film solar cells are of interest because Ihey can be made cheaply and is

large area configarations. Commercial asoaephaas-Si (a-Si) madales have been prodacrd

with areas op to 1.2 mt. Ansorplsons-Si cells are prodaced by vapor dcpositirsg Si orb tin-

oxide coated gloss snhsirates. TIse tin oxide is a transparent condacliag material that fasc

hoes as the front or illaminated-side conrad, Au alewinacs or silver layer is deposited acer

Use a-Si to form Ihe back contact. TIse —I m thick amnrphoas Si is appropriately doped

dering deposilion to achieve tsp-i-si-type slradtsre. The snanimem ehliciency ala-Si cells

in the laboratory is —13%; the efficiency of commercial asits is aflee a factor of two lower.

to addition, the onlpat from a-Si cells decreases by 10%—15% daritig the first year of

Operalion; enposare to light apparently breaks passivarisg bands, giving rise to oddiaassal

traps and eahanced recombieatiaur. Nrcertheless, aitsorpiaoas-Si accoants for a significant

fraclion of worldwide solar-cell shipmenrs, arost of tlse a-Si cells being dcstieed for eve is

ransomer prodocts. Thin-film CdTe cells, hasisg receally allained an efiiciency of lfi% iii

the lahoratory and 11% in the held, are likely so provide effective compelitien in she near

future.

Finger “lIvened” pyramids

wrw

ttod

Figure 9.11 Schematic diagram of a hsgh-efficiency Si siogte_cryssol solar coil. (Fram Green
os al.iti, © 1990 lEhE.(

off betmeea restdaal “shadowing,” blacking of same of the lighl that strikes the cell, and
cell series resistance.

Another potentially ssgnificassm lass mechanism is the rofiectioa of light al the Si oar
fisce.Approxsmately 30% oh the light sInking a bare planar Si surface at normal incidence
will be reflected. To winimice losses dec to eoflecuion, the top sarface of solar cells are
typicatly “textared” and covered with an antirefiectian coating. Teataring of the surface,
the larmatian of the inverted pyramids in Fig. 9.11, decreases the reflected light by forcing
the light to strike the Si sat’face two or more times before escaping. Teatering is achiesed
by placssg the Sm in an aessosropse etching solation, an etch that preferentially removes Si
atases along rertara crystalline planes. Having an index of refraction intermediate between
air and Si, the tap 50a layer in the piclared cell, or preferably a deposited anlireflectian
coatsog with optssntaed pammeters, farther reduces the reflection. Solar cells roestracted
in the described manner have attained a net reflection of less than 1%

Once the light has entered the semscondactar, the focas shifts to maaimicing the lighi
absorption. In the Fig. 9.11 solar cell the botlom sarface aside and metalliaatiaa effectively
form a tmrror that reflects light bark into the silicon. Long svavelength light literally
bonssccs back and forth belweets the top and bottom snrfacea of the cell This “light trap
ping ‘ dramatically enhances die long IA — .t) wavelength absosptiots.

Finally, the cell mast be dessgned and baitt to collect a( many of the phalogenerated
minority carriers as poasible. Thss necessitates minimialag carrier recombioalian thraagh
oat the device straclaee. Very lang msnority carrier lifetimes are the mis in modern single-
crystal Si cells, yielding diffassan lengths greater ihan the width of the cell With the top
and bottom sarfaces also carefally oxidiced to miniroicr sarface rerombieasion carriers
generated almost anywhere in the cell rolnme have a high probability of diffasieg to the
depletion region and being swept to the Opposite side of the janctios before they
recombine.

Concentrator cells are obvsoasly intended for bigh-powee applications. The basic
premise leading to the development of the cells was that a mirror or concentrating leos
system moald ho less expensive than an eqaivalent area of solar cells. Feoridiag somewhat
of a bonas, the haghee current and voltage levels in concenleatar crlls also leads to more
efficient cell operation as is evident from Fig. 9.12. The stacking of concentrator cells—
placing for example a Sm ceti or a GaSb (A 1.7 pam) cell ondee a GaAs tell to absorb
wavelengths not processed by the GaAs—is cxpected to eoentnally yield efficiencies in
excess of 33%. Special concerns with the design and operation of coacentratorcells snelade
heat dissipation, elevated device temperatares, and high rarreat densities.

9.4 LEOs

9.4.1 General Overview

Basic opreatino of the LED is relatively easy to explain alihseing information aboat semi
candaclara and diede operation presented in earlier chapters. We knots that forward biasing
a pn janetioa diode causes large nambers of orajorily carrier electrons on the n-side Ia be
istjected over the rndaced potential hill isto the p-side qnaniaeerral region. Holes on the p.
side are similarly injected into the n-side qnasimaeatral region. These injected carriers seb
seqaently recombire. As explained ia Sabseciias 3.3.2, Using E-k diagrams, she crystal
momenta of the electrons and holes are decidedly different is irdirect semicandactors like
Si. This makes it difficell to conserve momeomem in band-ta-band transitions. The reenna
binasian is indirect sestdeandnctars therefom takes place predomioanily throagh R—G cen
ters, ned the energy released during the recombiaaaao process is dissipated as heat. In
dtrect aemicondactors like GaAs, on the other hard, the crystal momenta of the electrons
and holes are aboos the samc, and a significant portion of the injected carriers is eliminated
via band-to-band rerombinaaon. As sisoaliced is Fig. 9.13, the energy released lathe hand
le-band rseambmnatmae process is in the form of photons and, apos escaping feats the diode,
becomes the highl produced by the LED.

In the discassion of the carrier distribotiass in the condsiction and valence bands

— ••.

Es

Err

a

GD —

Figure 9.13 Psadarssss of bight in an LED resallisg frossm carder injecass isa tarword-biasgd pn
jssesioe diode ammd sabseqaees band-ia-bard reeambmsamioim.
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(Subsectiast 2.4.3). it was noted that the distribatises peaked very close 10 the band edges.
The distribatise maxima are is fact readily strewn Is he b3’/2 freas the hasd edges is a
ttosdeeenerate sertsiestsdsetor. The recorsthiteatiert of conduction band electrons and va

lence hasd roles is therefore espacted to produce a photos distribution wtttt a spresd is
energies comparable to brand a peak etrergy sligittly greater thou F5. Is some eases the
photons are aetsalty created by an electron falling frsm a band gap center sltghtly beloss

tlte cosdeetise butrd edge and/or exettsns are fsrteed prier to reesmbisatisU. (An excUse

in an electron asd a hole that became electrostatIcally eospled end fanetion as a neil.)

Whee this happens, the peak photon energy ens he slightly less than F0. Is any esent. the

yeah photon energy is typically dave Is F5, and the peak output wavelength is at rougitly

= 1.24/F0.For the light prsdttced to he visible, the setpnt light svavelrngth and thes

mast lie is the rartge 0.4 jam <4<0.7 pest, svhieh implies i.77 eV <F0 <3.10ev

From the operational descriptiss and the energy/ssaselength eottsiderations, we ens

dade a seiniesirdeetor esed to prsdstee sisible LEDs is sabjeet to tltree reqeiremeet.s. The

sentieoedaeter should he direct, base a band gap energy intertsediote betsseett 1.77 eV ncr)

3.10 eV, and he atttettable to the fortentistt of ss jusetion diodes. Sarprisiegly, sery few

semieeedaeters tneet all tttree res1niretneets. Si and Ge are eesluded immediately. GaAs

weold be ideal eseept that its hand gap is too setall. Esantining either Fig. 9.1 or Fig. 9.6,

we eaeelade the Itt—V estnpottsds Gap atid AlAs have band gaps in the desired range, her

bath GaP and AlAs are indirect. Figure 9.) also indicates the tV—tV catepaund SiC has

baird gap of the correct siee. Uttfnrtnnately, SiC is else indirect. Several 1t—Vl eotsspeand

semiconductors itteludirtg ZnSe cited in Fig. 9.1 are both direct and have botsd gaps iti the
desimd range. However, anti) recently it has been impossible to fortts pn jnnctiotts in nest
of the It—Vt eompaands. Natise defeats itt the It—Vt compounds teed to compensate either
the n- or p-type dapants introduced to forte a junction. With no elenseetal or compoand
nemicosdaetors meeting the three reqairements, it is nndevstandable why sensseoeducter

alloys and special “light-enhancing” centers have come to be employed in producing Com

mercially available LEDs, as detailed in the neat snbsectioa.

9.4.2 Commercial LEDs

A summary of relevant iafortnatieu abent consmercinlly available LEDs is preseitted in
Table 9.1. Individnal table entries ore diseassed briefly below.

GaAnnnPns

GaAs is a direct semiconductor, btit ils baird gap in too small to prodnee visible light emis
sion. GaP has a A is the visible rattge but is indirect. Individually neitltereompoaud meets
the LEG material reqairemeuts. Howeser, referring to Fig. 9.6, a combinotios of these two
compoonds—the GaAs1 - ,P5 atloy—ts both direct and has a tight-pradneing E0 for x
valnes its the range 0.2fl w ow 0.45. GaAsvsPva with an x = 0.4 is specifically used as
the light-eteitting materint beeanse it yietds an oarpnt that appears brightest to the hantan

eye. The enternal efficiency (e photo power oat/electrical power itt) of a GaAs] ..rP,
LED decreases by abont a focror of tO as xis increased from x = 0.2fl to the direct-indirect

transition at .r = 0.45. However, as xis increased, the ootput wavelength decreases and the

Table 9.1 Charaetertsties of Consmereiat LEDs. (Adapted h-sm Crafordl5i.)

Senaeoriductsr _J Peak Afpsttl
Eaterrtnl Efficiency

flumes nArntr)t

Entnbliohee/ Mnteeinfo

GaAs013 vr,r :N
DranPe.t 0.630 0.7

GaA5a ine 55:N Yetlow 0 5fl5 L0.2 1

GaPG±edo7oo.

____________

Recent Additions

I Lerrinoos pertornljnat’ nra visible Ughi soarer is mastered is rerma of the nones denisea teem the /esiau perwell ornianiniani parser irpst. Lsorers ore aalaalared bp wuliiplyieg tirresainer enrpas lix earls) limes the rrlaiiseoepaii.rcsf tile ilariias rye lt’io v_ti.

human eye response tatereases by a factor of ‘—so. The prodnel of the LED efficiency andthe eye response nattibits a masimans at x 0.4, the value nned in producing commercial
devices.

The lose-coat red LEDs mode of GaAs55F54 were the first solid state lamps to be
sneeessfnlly mnss marketed. They were used in the displays on watches end hand-held
ealenlators mnnufnetnred In ttre early l970s. Snbsequeutly, of course, they were replacedby liquid eryslal displays that permitted longer battery life. Eshibiting rather low brightness, the GnAs55p55 dtodes prttuorily fanetion as indicator lamps in indoor applications.

Frgnre 9.l4(a) altows the cross section of a GnAs55P54 LED. Starting witlt a GaAs
substrate, a layer wtth a systematically increased or “graded” from x = Ole x 04 is first
depesrted to minimtee lattree mismatch problems. Becanne of the large difference in rhe
lntitce constants of GaAs and GaAsa sFa4,direet deposition of GaAs0spa a on GaAs wauld
yseld a motertol with a large number of defects. Nest the GsAsa effa a layer and then another
gtsded layer wrth x suerensed from x = 0.4 to a = 0.6 is added to the structnre. Fiunlty, Ztt
ts dtffased nb the tipper layers to form the p-side of the junction. The increased x of the
top layer prodaces n wsder band gap, thas allowing light generated in the GaAs05F54 ma
terial to pass throagh the tap layer with minimum reabsomtion.

T p
p-contact

GaPbehetraM.

ri-contact. segmeniod tu eohasaa -‘-. -

holIsm serfncn refloedon

As recorded in Table 9.1, orange-red, yellaw, and green LEDs are made from GaAs1 eye

materials with x-valses rosgiag from x = 0.65 rex = 1. Technically, all of these materials

are indirect. Haweser, dopitrg seitts nitrogen on indicated by the “:N” drssgnalios soakrs

these materials pseuda-direct. Nitrogen, it shenid be noted, isa Colnmu V element Iske As

and P. Eecuose nitrogen replaces anotlsrr Co)emn V element when tt tn added ta the

GaAs1 e5 lattice, it does nor act like a standard dopant. No nddtttounl elerlrntts or holes

are produced. Rather, the nitrogen introduces an electronic level, an electron trspptng level,

oppesnimately 0.1 eV helens the conduction band edge. This spectal center in called nu

isoeleeteouie trap beconse it is formed frem an element with the same (ins = same) vnlencc

strstrtnre as the atom it replaces. Of importance to LED operation, on electron attracted to

HDOAs
apgrr rsnfinirg tryon

AIDaA5 active layer

ri’AlDaAs lower caefirrng taste

rvDaAn nabssate
or thick AlGaAs npituyer)

GaAn5,35P5.0:N, GsAu5,4P55,r N, GaP: N
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the trap becomes highly localized in space, which in turn causes n large spread in the
allowed mamenrem of the trapped elecrrou, Matching the aromenmm of holes in the va
lence band, the trapped electron ban n dramatically enhanced probability of making a hole
aneihilating rransition that results in the production of a photon. In enseece, the iseulee
tmnic trap acts as a conduit for the relatively efficient radiative mcombinotion of electrons
and hales.

The GaAs555P05;N and GaAs5 raFassiN LEDs are similar in conntraerian to the
GoA500P55 LED except the devices me formed on GoP sabntvoten. The GnF:N structure
pietared in Pig. 9. 14)b) tn different in that a substrate grading layer is not reqnired snd hotb
the acttve n- and p’regionn of the diode are formed epitaxielly. Eneonne the light resatting
from the nitrogen center transition in any of Ihe structures ban a .k > (F5 < E5),
there is very little reabsorption in the epitaxiol layers. Moreover, the GoP sabstr-ate in also
tranxparent to the LED light Than even downwardly directed tight in reflected and may
eventeally escape se’ohost betng reobsorbed. This yietdn higher external efficiencies and
brighter devices. The orange-red, yeltoss, nad green LEGs drncribed here, along with the
DsP:Zn-G red LED described cent, prmently command the largest thorn of the LED
market.

GaP : Zn-C

Zn alone ama as an acceptor and D alone arts like a donor in GoP. Vs’heu added in approxi
mately eqanl nustbern and after proper annealing, however, the Zn mplocing Ga and the 0
replacing P tend to form on odjarent lattice cites and function together on an inoeleelronic
trap. The Zn-D trap campirx differs from N in that the trap level lies deeper in the GaP
band gap, oppronimately 0.3 eV below the coedsetisn band edge. Light produced by tran
sitions through the complex is md in color with 4w’ = 0.700 pew. Fabrication of GoP: Zn-
O LEDs pnrollels that of the GoP:N LRD shown in Fig. 9.14(b).

AlGaAs

Introduced in the latter half of the l9flOs, the AIGoAs LED in a relative newcomer to the
commercial marketplace. It is sometimes sold on the “high brightness” red LED, eshibiting
a laminattce ap to 20 times greater than the more common GoAsP: N ned GaP: Zn-G red
LEDs. Notable applications of the AIGnAn red LED, which has captured rooghly 10% of
tIre market, includes use in the spoiler or third natomobile tail
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otatelsed layers and the prvdaciion of light via direct rccombiitation (which tt abitat Ito

order of ntrtgvitade wore efficient hay reeotehieatiott ihrottglt isaolertroeic traps) leads ttt

the htgh-efhcicney/higlt-brighteess of the stractore.

AIInGaP

AIIeGaP LEDs were first offered foe sale in 1992. Involving a rallier ounsoal alloy ron-

sitting of three Colowo Ill elewettis and one Colowo V element, AllrtGaP technology is

still in its ittfattcy. Nevertheless, AlinGaP LED5 already significantly ontperforto estab

lished orange, yellow, and green devices. In the long roe, AIL’tGaP may eoetttaally hecome

the dominant high-perfortOaocc LED technology for all colors from red dsrouglt green.

The cross section of an AiltiGaP LED is shows in Fig. 9.14(d). Like Ike AIGa.As LED. Ike

ennfieing and action layers are lattice matched to the GaAs sabstrate and recotebtoatioti

in the active region is direct. Diffcreot colors are derived of course from stroctores witlt

differetit active layer compositions. GaP is presently ssed as the top contacting/window

layer becoose it provides a ntneh higher elcetrical condoetivity than that attainable with

p-typo AIInGaR

SiC

The SiC story is a rather interesting eon. Eleetrolomineseenco won first reported from a SiC

saioplc iv 1907 that etidoobtedly contained beilt-io pnjetictioes. SiC LEGs wore intensely

researched in the 196g5 and briefly offered for sole in the early 1970s. These initial offer

ings stern tory itiofficient ( —0.001%), and the light ontpot toot anareeptobly low. Fat

lnwing a broakthraogh io the formation of high-qoahity SiC sobstrores, and given the etiob

hished need for o bloo LED, SiC LEGs wore again offered for sole in 99g. Although

sigitificootly itnprosod to 0.02%, the external efhcicney rottsoios low in the new offering

becaoto LED operation still relies an low-probability radiant rrcombinatioe in an indirect

material.

GaN

DaN is a direct Ill—V somicoodoctor with on a = oV. The GoN blar LED was first

offered for sole in April 1994. The somewhat sarprising development of the GaN LED by

o chemicol company with xo expertise in manafoctoring sonsicoodoetor devices was ioade

possible by a hreskthroogh in forming pn jonctions in DaN ood DaN alloys. The light

prodneing radiative recombination actually takes place in an P0 2.7y eV loGaN film

sandwiched betsseen wirier-band-gop AIGaN layers. it is projected that the more eflietciti

DaN LED will rcpidly sorpass the SiC LED in sales and become the bloc LED of choice.

Providing ike ‘misstttg” color component, the Gaff blue LED makes possible full-color

LED-based ootdoor video displays that operate at reosonable power levels.

9.4.3 LED Packaging and Photon Extraction

A cress-sertioxal sketch of the siaodord LED package is presented in Fig. 9.15. The LgD

chip, typically meosaring opprooietately 250 j.tm on a side, is placed io o reflective cavity.

The reflective cavity is usea brcoose a portion, in tome eases a large portion, of the light
aetaolly escapes from toe sides of the chip. Gee of the diode leads is connected to tlte cavity,
while a mire bond is niode from the top contact on tha chip to the second diode lead. The
chip and lead frame ore embedded in an epoxy that holds the lead frame together and (as
will he explained) facilitates photon extraction front the chip. The dome-like sbopn of the
epoxy encapsuloni optimiees light trnssmissioo throagh the top of the pockogn.

Getting getterated light oat of the LED clap poses more of a probletot than onn might

snsprct. We kayo already noted that wider bond gop material overlays the light-emitting
layers in the GOAtsnPoa, AhGoAs, and AllnGaP LEGs. The mider band gap material acts
like a mindom, alloming fight to reach the sarface of the diode mithont being reabsorbed. A
mindoss material is not necessary in the nitrogen or Zn-G doped LEDs because the emitted
photons have on energy at least 0.1 eV below the bond gap energy of the host material.
Ideally it to also desirable to have E > E, material below the light-emitting layer. Half
of the generated light is initially directed downward and some light reflects off the top
surface. With ff0 > material below- the light-emitting layer, the light eon boaeee
aroand inside the entree stracinre mm a minimal probability of reabsorption, thereby dra

matically increasing the percentage of the light striking the xemicoxdactoe sarforet.
Just because light makes it to the semicondnetae surface, homever. doesn’t mean the

light mill esit the LED chip. Let ax review some basic optics. When light traveling in a
dielectric media of refraettse index xi impinges apan the interface mith a second dielectric
media of refractive index n2, the light in general still be partially reflected and partially

doitte

Eofleetiog
cop

Figare 8.15 Crass section of the standmd LED packnge.
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Figaru 8,16 Light rrflrctioo md irossmissiao at as interface hrtwnnn two dielectric mnteriols. The

tigbi ix xhowo iovrdrni at an angle 9 from the normal in material nomber 1.

transmitted as pictared in Pig. 9.1k. Par normal incidence (6 0), the fraction of the light

transmitted, T5, is given by

45
T0

= (I + )5
(9.E(

sxhere s, m mt/it, it the itides of refraction ratio. it, is invariably greater than unity

(n > ut) for light being transmitted fenton semiconductor into another media. Whenever

n > n1, lighl incident at angles greaten than a critical angle, 6,, mill experience total

internal reflection (T = 0). The critical angle is compoted frrmto

sioO, = (9.9(

Aceoonlieg for totol internal reflection, msoming the incident light is oniformiy distrihated

in all angles and randomly polarieed. the osoal rose at the top surface in LEGs, and tom

ming over all otigles, the overall fraction of the light traasmitted, T is determined to be

— (tieS)t 2
Tm

= e,(l + n,)t
(9.10)

lv perfortttixg o sample cottiputatios, let as consider light transosixsiaa at the GaP—air

interface. GaP mith a eefrnctive index of ).4 is fairly representative of the semicandactars

itsedin LEDs. Setting nt(GoP( = 3.4 and mt,(oir) = lone compates T5 = 70%. However.

0, = 17.1’ and T 3.0%!! .4 huge percentage of the light is sabjrci to total internal

reflection. The epoxy, with an index of refraction intermediate brtxoeea air atid the seasi

condoctor, alloms a ntoeh larger fraction of the higkt to escape from the LED chip. The

conically shaped dome of the LED package in tarn makes it possible far touch of the light

to nerive or the epoxy-air ioterfscr within the critical angle.

PART II B

BJTs AND OTHER
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10 BJT Fundamentals

Clsopters 5—8 were devoted to the detoiled assalysis of the po jooctioo diode. As a logical
nosnosion of site diode aoalysis, she deoelopmnnt nest progresses from the ooe-jonctiool
two-terminal diode to the two-joortion/dv’ee-terminal troosissor. lo this ehopter we instiose
the diseossioo of the bipolar joocsion traosistor (BJTI. The chapter cootaios a collage of
iotrodoctory BIT itsformasioo—definitioo of teross ood symbols, qualitotine operattooal
cottcepts, key eelatiooships, and so oo. In roosbiooeion, rite ioforwasioo fortes the ceqoteed
knowledge hose preparatory to o detoiled device ostolysis.

10.1 TERMINOLOGY

The BIT is a ormiroodartor device contaioiog three adjoining, olterootely doped regtoos,
with the middle region beiog very narrow compared to the ttsittority carrier diffnsioo leogtb
is sitar region. pttp aod tspn joncrioo rraosistors arc pictoced schematically io Pig. 10.1. As
indicated is the figores, she narrow ceasrol region is known as the hose, sod the octet two
regions are referred to as the etttitter and collectoc It might appear from a cursory inspec
tiost of Pig. 10.1 that the onter two regions are interchangeoble. However. tn practical
devices the emitter has a diffemut geometry aod is typically more heavily doped than
the collector. Inteechoeging the two terminals therefore significantly modifies the device
characteristics.

Standard cieroir symbols for the pup and tspn versions of the bipolarjonetion tranststor
are preseneed in Pig. 10.2. Symbols for the d.c. tersnieal corrents and voltages. plan corrent
and voltage polarities, are also unted in the figare. The “+“ and —“ signs ased to visu
ally specify the voltage polarities in Pig. 10.2 ore actually rcdnndant; site double subscript
en the voltage symbol likewise denotes the voltage polarity. The first letter ie the double
sabscrips identifies the (4-) terminal nod the second letter identifies the (—) terminal. V,
for enample, in the d.c. voltage drop betsveen the emitter (+) and base i-”) Obarrve that
the positive carrent flow directions specified in Fig. 10.2 are in some cases contrary to IEEE
convention, which always takes the merest flowing into a terminal to be passttve. Gsven
the chosen polarities, however, all terminal currents are positive qaantities when the scans
sistor is operated in the standard amplifying mode. The chosen polarities thereby avoid
unnecessary complications and are much more convenient in eunating the physical opera
tion of the transintoc

Althoagh all three careents and voltages shown in Fig. 10.2 arc nsed in specifying the
transistor characteristics, only two of the carcents and two of the voltages are independent.
The currest flowing into a device mnst be eqaal to the enreent flowing Oct of a device, nod

re C

O 0

(a) Cnmmon bare (hi Cnntwon entissor Ic) Common collector

Pigote 18.3 Citcois cnnfigaratisns: (01 cawwon base; (hi common ewitter; and lv) cmnwon
cellncssr.

In most applications a signal is inpat across two of she BiT leads, and an oatpat signal
is evtracted from a second pair of leads. Since the T0JT has only three leads, nne of the
leads mast obviously be port of both the inpat and oatpnt cirmaitry. The teems rnmwnss
base, romunia emietev and enmuten collector are ased to identify the lead cnmmon to the
inpat and oatpnt and to specify the cnrrespending ciecait configaratians illastrated in
Pig. 10.3. The common cmittne is the nsost widely employed canfigatatian, with the mm
wan bare finding occasional ntilieatinn. The common collector is seldom if ever ased and
will he henceforth eeg(ecsed. Inspecting Fig, 10,3, we see thn circait configaration sac
ciuctly identifies the carrents and voitages of interest, In the coanmon emitter arrangement,
for esample, ‘c and V. are clnarly the relevant onlpns varinbies, Idealired sketches of the
common base and comsnon emitter oatpat characteristics me presented in Pig. 10.4 for
fatare reference,
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Coiteente, - c o c

(a) pup (b) ttpn

Pigare 10.1 Snhnmatie tepeeseutatinn of the (a) pup ard (hI syn BIT shnnsing deolce tegions and

the terminal designations.
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FIgure 10.2 mi pup and (hI ups BIT nircait symbols. The d.c. tnrmtoal correots, snlsages. asd

refenenco polarities are also noted in the figaro.

she voltage drop around a closed loop arose be eqaal to cern, Thus, by inspecrion from

Fig. 10.2(0) or (hi,

(10.1)

and

Vnu+Vnc+,,fZ,,2J
iVcs = Vnc) (10.2)

If two of she transistor currents or voltages are kstowo, Eq. (10.1) or (10.2) con always be

ased en determine the third terminal canons or voltagn.

Becaase mare than one current and one voltage are involved in the operatiod of the

BiT, the device characteristics arc inherently moltidimrnst000l. For the drscrtpttoo of the

characteristics tO hr tractable, it is necessary to focas on the corrects, voltages, and polari

ties of primary interest in a patticolac application. This is accomplished by specifying site

basic circssit coisfigorotioo in svhich the device is connected and the bioohig mode. .4;

H
0

In400A’

30 pA

•‘:

y•2hiiA

j.
t00,iitpa

(0=0,
tO 20 30 40 50 50 “0 3 tO IS

V0 (cohn)
ttrc (votss(

(a) Common base

2g

Figure 10.4 ldcalieed sample shenches of la( the common base and lh) she common emmviten nonpoichamosenissjrs of a pup BIT.

Ibi Cnmotoo ambler
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Table 10.1 Biasing Modes.

Biasing Biasing Polarity Biasing Polarity

Mode N—B junction C—B jsttctisit

Satnretiett Forward Forward

Active Fnrwurd Reverse

Inverted Reserve Fnrssard

Cutoff Reverse Reverse

The biasing mode helps to further specify transistor operation ia a given appli.’slisn

by identifying the voltage polarities of prituary interest. Specifically, Ilir biasing node tells

one the polarity of the hint (fonsard or reverse) being applied to the two transistor jetty-

lions. In all, there nrc fanr polarity cambinalians as ssmmariaed in Table 10.1 and

Pig. 10.5. Arrive orfarward active biasing, where the B-B janrtion is forward biased and

the C—B junction reverse biased, is tite wust widely rnronntered of the operational wades.

Almost all linear signal antplibers, tacit as operational aaspliflers, are active node biased.

Under active made biasing the transistor rnhibits its largest signal gain and smallest signal

distortion. Saturation, when bath jnnctiaas are forward biased, and rtttoff wlten both jnttr

tions are reverse biased, gise rise rnspnctiseiy to the on-state (ltigh current flasv, law rslt

age) and off-state (low current flaw, high soltage) associated with operation of the transistor

as a ssvitch. Is digital circuits these law-voltage and high-voltage states correspond to the

“zero” and “ann” logic levels, respectively. Finally, itt the inverted or inverted tirtit’r

wade, the C—B junction is forward biased and the B—B junction is reserse biased. Effec

tively, the roles of the emitter and calleclor are thereby interebtinged or inverted relative Itt

the forward actise mode.

Thrasghaat mast of tltc devnlopsseet to follow, the device ander analysis is taken to

be a pup BIT. Although the nptt BIT is used in a far greater namber of cia’rait applications

and IC designs, the pup BJT is a mom csaseaient vehicle far establishing opnratiottai

principles and concepts. It is assumed the reader can readily modify thu pnp desnlapmeat

and rasalts so they are appropriate far as npn BIT.

10.2 FABRICATION

Ait tdealierd pnrnda-one-dimessiseal model for ttte BIT similar to Fig. 10.1 is used both

in qaalitative discussions and to obtain first-order quantitative results. BJT fabrication is

briefly described Item to pmvide some insight into the actaal physical natnre of the eviae

stractare and In indicate the rarrnlation with she one-dimensional model. Is many svays tlte

fabricattan of the bipolar transistor is just a straightfortvard estension of the diode fabri

cation described in Chupter 4. The major diffemnnce, of coarse, is that twa ps junctions

mast be formed in close prosimity.

Cross sectians af a typical discrete, daablr-diffssed pnp transistor and an integrated

fib)

Figure 10.6 Cren sections ssd simplified madris foe lal a typical diserete, double-diffused atitp

BIT aird fib) ati istngratnd sircait ripa SIT.

performed yteldtng the tt-type base. With the p-type dapant baron replacing pltosphnras nr

arsentc, the prscedsre is nest repeated to fnrm the ptemitter. Finally. aluminnes is depos

ited an tap of the water and patterned to create the emitter and base contacts. It shoald be

asted that the geansetrictd fratares in Ftp. 10.6 are sat drasvn to scale. A better ide,t as to

the Iran relative sian nf the stroctare is obtained by espandiug the flgsre by aboat a floater

of 50 itt the horieontal direction.

The npn tntegrated circuit transistar pictured in Fig. 10.6(b) is similarly fabricated by

perfirtntttg a p-type diffusian and then an it-type diffusion mIs a high-resistivity ti-type

epilayer. In the IC case, hasvnvnr, the epilayer has a doping type oppasite to that of the

sabstrute and diode isslatioa of the ttptt transistor is completed by a deep p-type diffasisvn

aroand Ilte transistor periphery. The most negative poteistial in the circuit is applied to the

p-type sstbstrute. Being at a higher potential, the tt-epitasial regiau is therefore ntectrically

isolated by a reverse-biased pn junction frstn other devices on the IC chip. In more ad-

a lal

£ Idi

Figure 10.7 Shntchts af thn electrostatic sanables ia a pup BIT under equitibnum aundittuns
lul Doptettan regiuns, fib) energy band diagram. (ci etnutrustatia potential, ldl uleaain field, and (ci
ahargn dnasity The transistor regions are aanumed tb be uniformly duped with su Nun > Nan.
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Wide l—211,anl pn-uubumtn

Nm m

,P-buded layer
Wide

(_renl N-tubtmte

Ib)

Ftgure 10,5 (ul Cumbimtta.-ts nf the BIT lupat and output voltages rmulting in the four biasing
iiiudos. fibi Regions nfl tie BIT common ninit:eroutput aharaeleristiasa,ssmiatedmith the fuarbianing
mudes.

circuit npn tranststorare shoa’n respectively is Figs. 10.6(s) aud (b). Starting with a heavily
doped p4-Si wafer, the first step in fortuieg the discrelr pnp is the deposition of a high
reststtvtts (lightly doped) p-type Si epilaycv This layer, typically S to 10 jam thick, ulti
mately coatmas the traasststor proper. The starling wafer merely provides mechanical sup’
port und a luw-resistunce path to the collector contact on the bottom of the wafer. After
grnwtng an ustdn and opening snide windossn, a phosphorus or an arsenic diffusion is

-nl5, r0”’’”
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vanced designs the lateral pn junctions base been replaced by silicon dioxide isolation. The

e boned layer shown in Fig. l0.t5lb) is formed by diffasion prier to depositing the epi

layer. Tue bacied layer serves as a low-resistance path betweett the active collector regmoit

of tlte transistor and the txp-side collector contact,

10.3 ELECTROSTATICS

Paralleling the ian junction diode analysis, we begin tlte BIT aitalysms by looking into lie

electrostatic situation inside the transistor. Fortunately, under espitltbrmunt attd nottoal op

crating conditions, the BIT may be viesved electrostatically as nothing more than tsvo in

depesident pa junctions. The px junction clectrostatics established in Chapter 5—relation-

ships for the boilt-in potential, charge density, electric held, electrostatic potential, anu

depletion width—may be applied separately, without ttsodthcatioit. to the B—B and C—B

junctions. Thus, for coumplc. assoniiitg the transistor regions to be anifortoly doped and

taking Nerlemitter doping) N Nan (base doping) > Aw lcollcctor dopittgl. the usual case

in a standard pigs teansistor. the equilibrium energy baud diagram and electrostatic van

ables based on the depletion approxintation are concluded to be as pictured in Fig. 10.7,

Upon exuminiog Fig. 11.7, note thot the depletion ssidths are consistent with the Os

sumed Nuc N N00 > Nac doping profile. Specifically, ulisiost all of the B—B deplcitoit

soidih (tYco) lies in the base svhile most of the C—B depleliots width (Wcnl lies in the

collector. Nm > tV0 since the lightly duped side af the C—B junction has a toner doping

than the lighlly doped side of the B—B junction. Also nute hut Wu is the total width of the

base and IF is the standard symbul for the portiuu of the base thaI is not depleted; i.e., for

a pep transistor,

W = W0 — Xam — Xcn (lOll

where Van and xscn are roupectively the portions of the B—B and C—B deplclion widths

lying itiside the n-type base. The Win BIT analyses, referred to as the qausineatrul htisc

svidth. should not be confused with the diode depletion width thai was associated with the

symbol Win earlier chapters.

Exercise 10.1

Pt Drain the energy band diagrant chatactericing; In) an an transistor nnder equslib-i

riem conditions; (b) a pnta transistor under active mode biasing. Take the transistor

wgioos to be uniformly doped and assnsoe a standard dopntg profile whore the emit

ter doping B’ base doping> collector doping.

St Ia) Given the coutplementary nature of sspn and pnp transistors, the energy band

diagrans for nfl stpo transistor cats be obtained front the equivalent psip diagram by

merely flipping the tp diagram upside down. Than, either by flipping Fig. lO.7(bl

upside down or by appropriately combining the equilibrium band diagrams of an sip

and a ,anjanctiou, the equilibrinm energy band diagram for no npn transistor is con
clnded to bane the form shown in Fig. BlO.lIu).

Figure E10.l(a)

(b) Under active mode biasing die B—B junction in forward biased and the C—B jntmc
tion is reverse biased. Than, wferriug to Fig. 10.7(b). the Fermi level on the base side

of the B—B junction is raised rehatine to the emitter-side Fermi level and both the
B—B depletion width and potential hill are decreased. Conoersely, reverse biasing the
C—B junction lowers the Fermi lesel on the base side of the junction relative to the
collectoc-side Fermi level and both the C—B depletion ssidth and potential hill are
increased. The deduced energy hand diagram is sketched in Fig. Bl0.t(b).

Figure E10.1(b)

(C) ExercIse 10.2

Pt Paralleling Bxercine 5.4, construct a MATLAS (computer) program that drums the
equilibrium energy band diagram for a uoisdegeuerutely doped Si pep or epe BIT.
Assume that the transistor regiuus are uniformly doped and the BIT is maintained at
room iempeeature.

5; A BIT “diagram generator” is included on disk as file BIT.,Bband. The student-
produced code for the pmgmm is reprodaced iu Appendix M. As sapplied, the
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Iprogram draws the equilibrium energy band diagram for a pep BIT with Nan = 1015,

cmt,N0 = 10 w/cmt. N.5 = bit/cm5,and W I pm. Thu dopittg parameters

and total base width can be modifed by changing the DDFIND and WIDTH entries

on program lines 5 and 8. n-type dopings are inpnt as negative values.

10.4 INTRODUCTORY OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

To prnvide insight into the operation of the bipolar transistor, let as consider a pssp transis

tor under active mode biasing and initially focus on the acitvsty of the holes to and adjacent

to the bare region. As pictxred in Pig. 10.8, the primary carrier activity in the vicinity ci

the forward-biased B—B junction is majority carrier injection across the junction into the

opposite-tide quasinentrol regions. Naturally, the p -o nature of the junction leads to many

more holes being injected fram the emitter into the base thus electrons being injected from

the bare into the emitter, The key to transistor ucttoo is what subsequently happenu to the

cnrriers that are injected into the bare. If the qnasineutral base width were mach larger than

a minority carrier diffasion length, the injected holes woald simply recombine in the n

type base and there woald be uo interaction between the two janctious. The structure would

ho nothieg more than tsva bock-to-back px junciixns. Howexer, by definition, the BIT is a

structure where the base is nat-row compaeed to a minority carrier dtffostou length. Thus,

the vast majority of injected holes diffase completely tbcoagh the qummarutral base and

enter the C—B depletion region. The accelerating electric field in the C—B depletioti region

then rapidly sweeps these carriers into the collertor. The sorrow width of the base thereby

leads to a coupling of the B—B and C—B jeection currents, with earner activity being de

cidedly different from iwo back-to-back pu junctions.

In addition to citing the carrier activity anderlying transistor action, the foregoimig

helps to explain the naming of the transistor regions. When active mode biased, the emitter

functions as a source of carriers, emitting carriers into the bare. Conversely, the collector

portion of the reverse-biased C—B jnortisr acts like a sink, collectiag the emitted carriers

after they pass through the control or base region.

.
g..

00—’

For a more complete picture, let as neat expand the discussion with the aid of
Figs. tO.fl and 10.9 to include all of the diffusion currents flowing in the BIT. (Paralleling
the diode onatysis, the R—G currents associoied with the depletion rngionn are initially
neglected.) In Fig. 10,9 the hole diffusiots carrent flowing across the B—B janction, the
cacrent associated with the hales injected into the base, is ideutified as 1ne’ Similarly, the
hole diffnsiox current flowing across the C—B junction, a carrent almost exclusively result
ing from the injected holes that saceessfolly cross the base, in labeled 1cr’ As indicated
previously, very few of the injected holes are lost by recombixation in the base of a well-
made transistor. Thus. ‘c, as

J. The total emitter and collector carrenta are of course

‘Er + /, (lg.4)

i’cp + t’0, (10.51

i, Es the cnrrent associated svith electron injection from the base into the emitter. Corre
sponding to the diffusion current an the heavily doped side of a pn junction, ‘ru ‘ tee’ 1Ts
arises feom the minority carrier electrons in the collector that wander into the C—B deple
tioti region and are swept into the base. Being a reverse bias current, ‘ra ‘ce Since both
the emitter and collector electron eampounises are small compared to the respective hole
components, and since 1Tr

as it follows that trw ‘c’ This is a weB-lc’toson property of
the transistor terminal currents. on the other hand, is popularly knows to be small
compared to l’ and ‘c under active mode biasing. This is consistent with the fact

=
— k A direct inspectioo of Fig. 10.9 also leads to the conclusion that ‘u ix

espected lobe relatively small. The three components of the base current, ‘ni = is.,,. =

‘c and ‘ua equal to the current flowing into the bane to reploce electrons lost by recom
bixatian with holes injected from the ensitter, are all small.

Finally, a few words are in order on how the BIT manages to amplify a signal. When
connected in the common emitter configuration, the output current is c’ the ixpat current
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lot

B—B 4t0 B—C
depletion region depleuiou reeinn

Figure 10.9 Spatial visualieaiion nf the diffasioo currents finwing in a pnp BIT under act’ so mode
biasing.

and

Figare 10.8 Carrier aotivity in a pity BIT under aetmse made biasing.



Figure 10.10 Schoinatic vtsoatizatiott of awptihicatioit in a pep BIT under active mode biasing.

is ‘a and the d.c. current gain is i/l. Is. an electron current in a pep BIT, and l.

predominantly a hole current, are tied together through the operation of the E—B junction;

thot is, increasing ‘n proportionally increases I Control of the larger 1 by the smaller l

is toode possible by tlte eoepled junction arrangement that physically dtvtdes the small

electron and large hole currents crossing the B—B janetton into two separate current loops

(see Fig. 10.10).

10.5 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Several parameters are commonly used to charactertee she perfonuance of a BIT as an

atoplifier. They include fiae emitter efficiency and the base transport factor, whtch relate to

the intrettal operation of the device, and the d.c. corrent gains, which relate to the external

operation. In this section we survey the defiutitioes nod the tuserrelattoeshtps of these im

portant perfartoance parameters ie preparation foe the quautitative analysts lobe presented

tn the nest chapter.

Emitter Efficiency

Increasing the hole current injected across the E—B janetton in Fig. 1010 whtlc holding

the total emitter current constant would clearly decrease the electron earrent and increase

the overall current gain. Thus, thinking of ‘e as the emitter inpat and ‘Er as the usefal

emitter natput, the emitter efficiency is defined to be

.pepBIT (10.6)

Obvionsly 0 w y I and the coerent gain in a BIT is movimieed by making y m close as

possible to unity.

Base TrunnpOrl Factor

The fraction of the mittority carriers injected into the bose that successfully diffuse across

the qaosieeuseal width of the base and enter the collector is known as the base transport

factor (aT). In a pop BIT the number of carriers injected into the base from ihe emitter is

proportional to the residual number of carriers entering the collector is proportional to

1er The fraction making ii across the base is therefore

E’crl . .

- pep BIT
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Note that 0 w m m I. The smaller the loss of injected carriers via recombiontion in the

quasitteuteal base, the smaller the degradation of BIT performance and the larger aT. Nece

agaiu manimam amplificotion occurs when the performance parameter, 0T. is as close as

possible to neiiy.

Common Base d.c. Current Gain

When connected in she common base coofigaration, the active mode V cn > 0) por

tion of the ontpur characteristics sketched in Fig. 10.4(a) is accurately modeled by the

relaiioeship

= Ooi!c + ‘cnn (10.0)

where a, is the common base d.c. current gala and ‘cnn is the collector current that tows
when 1 = 0. Making use of Eqs. (10.6) md (10.7), we cae alternatively write

= UpPer = /wnle (10.9)
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(10.7)

and

= ‘Cr + ‘c, = ya-! ÷ ‘cv (10.10)

CompariugBqs. (lOt) and (1010), we conclude

L_= vaT 1 (10.11)

nod

‘cnn = ‘c, (10.12)
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10.6 SUMMARY

In this chopser we covered very basic information aboot the bipolar jneetioo teonsistor.

Mach of the ciceati-related information was probably already familiar in the reader. We

noted terminal current and voltage symbols, polarities, nod relationships, reviewed the

BIT circuit eonfigarqiioas and biasiug modes, and cited thu general forth of the natpnt

characteristics. Transistor fabrication was briefly descrihed to obtain insight into the actual

physical 00mm of thp device structate and to indicate the correlation with the ono-dimen

sionol model appeartug in subsequent noalyses. Only a minimal effort was also reqaired to

establish a miher complete piciuru of device electrostatics. Under equilibrium nod normal

operating canditinna. the BIT can be viewed electrostaiically as nothing more than two

independent pe janetians. Some insight into how the device works was provided by cx

anniniog the carrier activity nod currents ins;de the slraclnm aader active made biasing.

Pinally. parameters used to eharacierice the performnoce of the device an no ampfifiue—the

emitter efficiency, the base transport factor, and tl)e enErnat carroni gaina—were defined

and interrelated. / —i- - —

zZ Hi tf

\
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Eq. (10.11) is significant in that it relates the enternut gme of the BIT to the internal per

formance parameters. Also note from Eq. (10.11) that 0 w 00i
w I.

Common Emitter d.c. Current Gain

When canneeted in the common emitter configumtion. the active mode pnrttan of the oat

put characteristics (see Figs. lO.4b and l0.5b) is approximately modeled by the relationship

= $ac’u + ‘era
(10.13)

sohere Pw is the common emitter d.c. entreni gain and ‘cm is the collector carreni thai

finwa when ‘a = 0. A second relationship between ‘c nod ‘n con he established by substi

tuting In = Ic + I into Eq. (10.8). One obtanes

= mci(Ic + in) + ‘cea (1014)

or, after renrrahging and solving for ‘c’

= o’-.
-

—-—— (10.15)
—

1 — a0,

Comparing Eqs. (10.13) and (10.15), we conclude

(bIb)

and

‘eta
=

juij- (10.17)

Also nate from Eq. (10.13) thai

I3w
= (10.15)

if, as is the usual case, 1’cm is nefhigible compared 10 ‘cat the specified operating point.

Equation (10.16) is sigoificani becanse it indicates thutfl0,6no always be deduced once

a is known. Since a, is typically close to aniiy nod 1’c ‘ Pa, fl’ 1 is lobe expected

hasedne eithorEq. (10.16)0: Eq. (10.18).

CNAPTER 10 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

Complete Diffiea/iy I Saggented Short
Problem

After Level Paine Weighting Description

10.1 10.6 i 1 10 (1 each part) Quick quic

4 (2 each pdrl) Mode tables102

1 22 (u4, fi, c::e4) I equilibrium eleeteostalics10.3 10.3 2 3

10.4 “ npn equilibrium electrostatics

10.5 ‘ 2—3 j 10 (a-4, b-fl)
t pep activc mode

I electrostatics

10.6 “ 21 0 (2 each sketch)
i active mode

electrmlalics

10.7 1 10.4 3 12(6 each figure) pop carrier activiiy/carrenu

10.8 t ‘ 3 12 (6 each figare) apn carrier activiiyfcarrenu

10.9 f 10.5 I 2 f II (a-I, b-I, c-3, d-2,
e-2, f-I, g-l) pop parameter calculations

10.10 1 [2jlt(a-l,b-l,c-3,d-2,
e-2, f-l, g-l)

pp0 parameter calculations

10.11 “ 3 J 10 1cus thought prohlem
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10.1 Quick Quiz.
Answer tile following qucsnons us concisely as possible.

al What is the nante of the circuit couftguration where 1 is the input current and I is the

output current?

s) What is the name of the circuit configuration where I is the Output current and V is

the output voltage?

(e) Name the four biasing niodes.

kll) What is tlte purpose of tlse “buried layer” fottnd in integrated circuit BiTs?

(e) lv a standard pup BIT, what arc the relative sizes of NAO, N00, and Nm?

51) What is the standard symbol for the width of the depletion region in a pit junction

diode? What is the standard symbol fat tlse quasineutral width of tlte base in a BiT?

The base region in a BJT is narrow. What is the precise definition of “narrow”?

Why is it necessary for the base region in a BIT to be narrow?

9) Define its svords lao eqtlations) what is uteant by “emitter efficiency.”

9) Define in words what is meant by “base tratsspori factor.”

10.2 Complete tine tables belosv by indicating the polarity (+ or —) of the input and output

voltages associated with each of the four biasing modes.

10.3 A Si pup BIT with 5 X 10’/cm3,Na5 10 5/cm3, i0/cm3,and

= 3;am is maintained under equilibrium conditions at room temperature.

(a) Sketch the energy band diagram for the device, properly positioning the Fermi level in

the three device regions. (The Exercise 10.2 BIT..Eband program might be used to

cheek your answer.)

(b) Sketch (i) the electrostatic potential, setting V 0 in the emitter regioc, (ii) the electric

field, and (iii) the charge density as a function of position inside the BIT.

(c) Calculate the net potential difference between the collector and emitter.

(d) Determine the quasinentral width of the bam

(e) Calculate the tousimum magnitude of the electric fields in the E—B and C—B depletinti

regions.

10.10 Given an ups BiT where 1u 100 pA, 1 NA, 4.’, 99 pA, and

0.1 pA, calcnlate:

(a) ear

(b) y

(c) 1c, ‘ic’ tn

(d) aa and/3w

(e) 1cun and 1ccn

U’) ‘c is increased toa value closer to 100 pA while all other current components remain

toed. What effect does the l, increase have on/9w7 Explain.

(g) 15p is increased svhile all other current components remain fixed. What effect does the

increase have on u,,’) Explain.

10.11 Explain why the 1cBa given by Eq. (10.12) is devoid of a hole component. Specifi

cally, shouldn’t there be a component associated with minority carrier hoies in tIne base that

wander iota the C—B depletion region and end up being swepl into the collector?

• 10.4 A Si npsi with Niw IO°/cia’, N50 10i5/emn, N0 = 10°/cm3,and W

2 p is maintained under equIlibrium conditions at room lemperatsee.

(a) Sketch the euergy band dsagrann for the device properly positioning the Fermi level in
tine three device regions. (The Exercise 10.2 BJT..Eband program might be used to
check yoar answer.)

(b) Sketch (i) the electrostalic potential, setting V = 0 in the emitter region. (ii) the electric
field, and (III) the charge density usa fuuctioo of positioa inside the BiT.

(c) Calculate she net potential difference between tlte collector and emitter.

(4) Determine the quusineutral width of the base.

(, Calculate the maximum magnitude of the electric fields ill the E—B and C—B depletion
reeions.

If /v

10,5 iases of Vvn 0.5 V and Vea —2 V are applied to the Problem 10.3 BIT.

(a) Sketch the energy baisd diagram for the device, properly positioning tine Fermi level in
she three device regions.

(b) Snperitntposed on the respective sketches contplesed in response to Problem 10.3,
sketch the electroslasic potential, electric field, aud charge density as a function of
position inside the biased BIT.

10.6 For a typically doped St npn transistor, sketch the energy band diagram, electrostatic
potential, eiectrtc field, and charge density inside she desice usa function of position under
active mode biasing.

10.7 A pup BJT ss satnvalioit biased with 4 > 0. Construct figures similar 10 Figs 108
and 10.9 showiug the earner activity and diffusion currents inside the transistor.

10.8 An np,i BIT in biased into cutoff. Construct figures similar to Figs. 10.8 and 10.9 that
show the earner activity and diffusion currents inside the transistor.

10.9 Gisen a pup BIT where ‘Op I mA, jru = 0.01 mA, ‘cp = 0.98 mA, and I,,
0.1 pA. calculate:

(a) a

(b) y ,

IC) tt 1’c’ 1u N’.’ t
‘

N) 0w und ( i\’N ‘\

(e) and ‘ens o’t -.

U”) ‘Cp is increased to a value clouer to I nsA while all other cnrvent components remain
fined. What effect does the L increase have on n,.? Explain.

g) ‘ar is Increased while all other current components remain fixed. What effect does the
Increase have on jI? Explain.

11 BJT Static Characteristics

This chapter ts pnmanly devoted to modeling the steady-state response of the bipolarjuuc

tion transistor. The development is divided into three major segments. Building on the

introductIon in the preceding chapter, we first perform an ideal transistor analysis that

closely parallels the ideal diode analysis. Baseline relationships are established for com

paving the BIT performance parameters and for Constructing the BIT static characteristics.

The second portion of the chapter compares the ideal theory with experiment and syste

matically examines the noted deviations from the ideal. Some of the deviations ore ex

pected freon the etode analysis while others are unique to tIme transistor. The third and final

segment provides information aboas the potysilicon emitter BIT and lhe heterojunction

bipolar tranutstor (HBT). These are recently implemented special transistors that offer per

formance improvements over the standard BIT

11.1 IDEAL TRANSISTOR ANALYSIS

11.1.1 Solution Strategy

The derivation of first-order relationships for the BIT performance parameters and terminal

currents involves assumptIons and solution procedures very similar to those employed in

the derivation of the ideal diode equation. There is of course an increase in contplexity

associated with the existence of a third quasineutral region of finite extent and the simul

taneous handling of three (B, B, C) corrent-voltoge expressions. We summarize here the

general solatnon strategy. Included ace listings of the basic assnmptions, the material pa

rameters employed in the derivation, the differential equations to be solved along with the

associated regional boundary conditions, and consputatioual relationships for the currents

and parameters of iliterest.

Basic Assumptions

(I) The device under analysis is taken to be a pup BIT widn nondegenerule oniformly

doped emitter, base, and collector regions—the B—B and C—B jancliotta are niadeled

as step junctions.

(2) The transistor is being Operated nuder steady-state conditions.

(3) The transistor is one-dinmensjoeal.

(4) Low-level injection prevails in the quasineutral regions.

(5) There are no processes other than drift, diffusion, and thermal recombination—genera

iton taking place inside the transistor. Specifically, 0.

(a) psji

fde Vtn Vca

Aclive

Inverted

(b) sspi

Mode 1’

Active

Inverted

Saturation

Cutoff
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— ‘‘P’I-..,•

______I.

(6) Thermal recnmbieatioe—generatioe is negligible throughout the B—B and C—B drple

lion regmns.

(7) The quasineustal widtlts of the emitter and collector are mach greater than the minority

earner diffusion lengtlls in these regions. (The emitter and collector are effectively

taken to be scmj-irfteite in cutest.)

Note that thermal recombiuntinn—generatioa is not ignored in the quasiseutral bate region

and that initially an restrictions ace placed us the width of the bate.

Notation

Tlsn sytnbols for material paratncsers so be employed in the analysis are listed by region lll

Pig. 11.1. Note that regional subscripts (B, B, C) are nsed to identify the rstistoriry rurrier

purusserers in a rngiou as opposed to the previonsly employed carrier type (n, p) sebscripts.

This is necessitated by the existence of two transistor regions with the same doping type.

In addition, for consistency in notation, a single regional snbscript is nsed instead of a

double subscript to identify the doping cunceutrations. n° = rt/Nc, Pnu s(/N5, and

ttcs rI(/Nc are cotnpact symbols for the eqailibrium minority carrier concentratious in

the emitter, base, and colleclur, respectively.

Diffusion Equations / Boundary Conditions

Under the stated assumptions, the mtnorily carrier diffnsion eqnosions can be nsed to solve

for the minority carrier cotsccutrations in the quasineutrul regions of the transistor. The

bonndaiy conditions needed to rotuplnte the solutions are analogons in form to those em

ployed iv the ideal diode derivation. Specifically, since the qnasineulral widths of the emit-

Icr and collector are taken to he much grealnr than minority carrier diffusion lengths in

these regions, the perturbed cmtster and collector carrier concentrations (,bvr and àrtr)
msst vunssh as one moues away front the B—B uud C—B junctions, respnctivcly. Likewise,

the “law of the junction” (Eq. 6.12) ran be tnvoked to give the bonedary conditions at the

B—B and C—B depletton regton edges. Appropriately expressed ut Icons of tile coordinate

systems defined te Ftg. 11.1, the region-by-region eqeations to be solved and the corre

spoeding boundary roitditiutts are summarized below.

Ernhiier Rogion

Thn diffution equation to be sulved is

snbjrce to the boundary rorditions

Emitter Vuso Co2oetor

-_1

mn=Nue NnNon NcEur

DcD5 D5Dp DcDn

rE=r ra=rr rc=r

LrLs Ln=L,’ LeL5

5F.5 = 5r° Pen = Pu ece =

Figure 11,1 Coordinute systems and material parameter symbols (in bold) nmptuyed in the ideal

trunsistur analysis.

dtn Ano = 0n”j’ii
—

(11.1)

—. m) = B (l1.2u)

Ane(x” = 0) = nm(esi’eelss — I) (I l.2b)

BVuo Rogioo

The diffusion eqnutiou to be solved is

dtAp ahpo = D
—— —

(11.3)

subject to the boundary conditions

6p5 (0) = Pnu (e555r
— 1) (II .4a)

lpn(W) = Pnu(eot’ntrr — I) (ll.4b)

o9oc1or Rogioo

The diffnsinn equation to be solvnd is

B = D L,r — Attr
(11.5)

snbjret to the bonudary conditions

—a ss) = B (ll.6a)

Avr(x’ = 0) = nro(earoriar — I) (lt.6b(

SJT STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

(11.16)
(same ns 10.5)

(11.17)
(sumnas 10.1)

Implementing the sulntion prorednre outlined in the preceding subsection, meperform here

the mathematical muntpalutions leading to expressions for thr performance parameters and

Ac terminal currents. Before procreding, thn reader may find it helpful to review the ideal

diode derivarton in Subsection 6.1.3 and the rroatmrrt of the narrow-base diode in Subsec

tion 6.3.2.

1re + ‘as

393

= ‘v — 4

11.1.2 General Solution (WArbitrary)

392 RJT, AND OTRER JUNCTION nrvtcen

Computational Relationships

Once sointiunu have been obtained for ACr, Ap5, aed Anc, the electron und hole current

components flowing across the B—B and C—B junctions—the ‘e5’ ‘on’ ‘re and 1rr intro

duced in the previouu chapter—ace readily computed. For example, mith recombientinu—

generation assumed to be negligible in the B—B depletion region, the ‘s,, in a pnp truesis

tar run be eqnaled to the minority carrier diffnuiun rnrrent in the emitter evalsutrd at

x”O,or

dAn
= VttOx”7T (11.7)

Similarly,

dAp
= —qAD

““

—a (11.8)

‘re = —qA0 (11.9)

and

dAn
= qAD7’ — (11.10)

Pinally, expressions for the performance factors and the terminal rorrents are established

employing the foregoing solutions for the iulernal current components and the fotlon’iug

relationships:

_________

(11.11)

= 1er + ‘re
(sume us 10.6)

(11.12)

(same on 10.7) —

(11.13)
a yo (some us 10.11)

(11.14)
$Oi

— I —

(same as 10.16)

EmiBer/ColleCtor Region Solutiona

and applying Eq. (11.7),

In the eutstter quustnrntral region the general sulntiun of the minority carrier diffusion

eqnution (Bq. 11.1) is

An0(x”) A1e’etn + A.e”°n (11.18)

Because esp(x”I) —a a us a” —a es, the Eq. (1 l.2u) boundary condition can be satisfied

snip if A2 is identically zero. With A2 = 0. upplication of the Eq. (II .2b( bonndxry condi

tion yields A, = An0(x”=O). Thus

An0(x”) = nnt(euereikr — l)e.etLn (11.19)

qA
4nro(euree5tTz,,1J

(11.20)

Similarly, tu the rallector qsasinentral region the solution of Eq. (11.5) subject to tite Eq.

(11.6) boundary conditions yields

Anr (a’ I = 5rr (rsvseisr
— l)e — e’1r0 (11.21)

Utilizing Eq. (11.10), une then concluden

LIre = qA 20 nas(ourreisr
— 1)

= ‘Er + (II. 131
(saute as 10.4)

(11.22)
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+ Lp(W) (11.25)

1 1
$ec

= = IDe L N5
(11.34)

mdi —

—
I cosIs(W/L) +

Expressions for the total emitter and collector corrents are next obtained by simply adding

their respective a and p components.

rID0 D5 cosh(WfL5)’
(rnVmT

— 1)= qA[)-— 555 -r
sieh(WILn))

IDa I 1
— \Ln

05 sinh(W/L0))
(esowar

—

F(v5 I
= qA[p

sinh)W/))
(eecmttr

— 1)

— (Dr D5 cash) tV/Ln)) 1
V0 74 Pac sinh(W/L,0)

(e5VceT
— l),1

Finally, if desired. ae esplirit expression far the base eVerest coald be established employ-

lag ‘ = — I.

Exercise 11.1

P: (a) Show that the rxpmasians for the emitter attd collector termitsal currents reduce

so the ideal diode equation in the limit where WV” L5.

(hI Show that settieg t7ra = 0 ie the Eq. (11.35) espression for the emitter carreet

leads to the I—V relationship established for the eoerow-base diade.

St (a) Ic the limit where W 5” La or W)L —
m,

pteme Vote that if V = 0, Lp ) W) = 0 aed Eq. (11.28) reduces to the narrow-base diode

salatina, Eq. (6.65). This mast be the case, of course, since the two problem specifications

ace identical whee Lp0(W) 0,

With the p0 (a) solution in sand, we cite now compate the hole currents fiomiug

across the E—E cad C—E jaectioes. Apptying Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9), cud esplicitly dis

playing the voltage depeedencics of p5 (0) and Lspn (W), we canctude

E Ps leash) fl/IL0) Vise/sr
— I)

— (.1
— lf

‘ep — qA
Ln

Pus [ sinh) WIL5) sinh) t11m)

(I 1.28)

inhere

As shoald hose been aeticipated, escept for notatiosiat differences and the mates sign

is Eq. (t 1.22), the rarrent solations here are identical to the p-side contribation to the ideal

diode equation. The minas sign arises ie Eq. (11.22) becanse the collector carrent is defsited

to be positive for carrent flowing from the n-base to the p-collector; i.e., the positive flow

direction is defined opposite to that in the diode.

Bane Region Solution

Wttereas the emitter and collector solatioes are nothtng store tlsan one-sided ideal diode

solotions, the base region solotinu aitd the associated coerents are expected to differ frent

presions resalE. Mathematically, this expectation stems froet the nbservations that the base

is huite ut extent and the pertarhed carrier coneeetratioe dcci not necemarily rasish at

either a = 0 or .e = W

Peeceediug with the derivation, we note that the general sotetios to the base repine

diffnsion eqnatios (Eq. 11.3) is of the esoat form,

Ap(x) = A1e”” + Arics (11.231

Hoseever applying the Eq. (11.4) hoandary eneditioss giecs

ihPn)O) = Pne, Ex — I) = ,t ± Aa (11.240)

Pn)t’) =p55(rsi’mac — I) Aira/cr — A,rwrci (I t.24b)

If Eqs. (11.24) are seined for A1 and A2, and the resatting expressions sabstitnted bark ieto

the geuerat solution, we obtain

eiac-/tT,
— e —t0’.,ISLs

Apa(s) Pn(0) ( eWtse — r_mics )

or more compactly in terms of the sinb fonetton

= tIPn(O)
sinhRW_x)/Ln(+a(w): (11.26)

where

et —

sinh)sc)
2
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Atso

=

ID LnN\
cnsh(W1La)

+ b- sieh(W/L5)

aitd

(11.27)

Pns
[sisho IL5)

(emrmor
— I)

—

(esrsean
— 1±

(11.29)

et + r
eosh() as

2
(11.30)

Performance Parameters/Terminal Currents

lu establishing relationships for the performance parameters, the transistor was implicitly
assamed to be active mode biased. Under active mode biasing, Ven > 0 and Vrn <0 in a
pap trausistor. This biasing combination makes the [exp(qVrn/kT) — 1] term iu Eqs.
(11.28) aud (11.29) small compared to the [exp(9V55/kT) — I) term. Thas, neglecting the
)exp(qV/kT) — 1) term in the 1ee and 1r0 expressions, substitating the csrrent expres
siansintoEqs. (ll.lt)aod (11.12), and noting VeolPna = Nn/Ne,weObtniu

= 1
(11.31)

+ (D5 L5 N’\ sinh)WILn)

(,Dn Lc N5) cnsh(W/La)

a
=

(11.32)T cosh(W/L5)
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and

sinh(W/L8)—
cams _ e_Vsce

0

When the above limiting valnes for the hyperbolic fanctions are sabstitated inta Eqs.
(11.35) and (11.36), the resalt is

ID D
= qA174 Vus + 1 Pan) (e5’55mr

— 1)

= _qA(0 nra + TPne) (eoitmar
— 1)

Except for differences in notation and the mines sign in the ‘r relationship, the fore
going are clearly ideal diode eqeotians. As previoasly explained, the mines sign
arises from the ms-ta-p definitios of positive carrent flow in the C—E janction. The
manipalations here confirm an earlier statement that a structere where W h’ La is
nothing more than two back-tn-bark diodes.

)b) If Vro = 0, the [enp)qV/hT) — I] ternt vanishes and Eq. (11.35) redares to

(Dr D cash) WILn)\
= QAlt 5m + 74 Pan ninh)tV/))

(en4s°
— I)

Given the p-n namre of the E—E jaoction, the term involviug nm (the scent arising
from ‘m1 may be neglected. Encept for notational dtfferences, the above eqantion is
theu identical to the narrow-base result (Eqs. (6.68) and (6.69)). In general, with the
collector and base tied together or h’rn = 0, the ideal tmnsistor is fnnctionatty equiva
lent to the previonsly analyeed narrosn-base diode.

(11.33)

f5/

(11.35)

(11.36)

costs) WILa) e°’1t” + e — inc5

sieh(W/La) = etca — _ncs
—a 1

1L1.3 Simplified Relationships (W4 Ln)

The relatinaships developed in the last subsection constitute a complete sotation for the
tmasistoe parameters and currents. They coald be ased directly in perfermieg calcalations
and coastractieg characteristics. However, simplified or medihed versions of the solntion
help to provide insight and allow one to more readily manipalate the solation. In this sab
section we enamine the simplifirations resnlting from the fact that W 4 L5 is a typical
transistor.

The cited narrow width reqairement coald have been imposed mach earlier in the
development to simplify the solatian for the minority earrierdistribntioa is the qnasineatrat
base. This svonld have aatomatically simplified all sahsequeut expressions. Unfortanatety,
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the early application of the narrow ssidth reqairemeni precludes examining other limitiog

case solutions, does not parmii investigating special case (W - La) solutions, and, most

importantly, leads to tIne loss of significant terms in some expressions. We should also

mention that more coinpacl relationships could have been developed through the use of

arlduional hyperbolic functions such as colh() = cosh()/siult(). It was felt preferable,

however, to deal exclusively with ike sioh and cosh functions. In what follows, we make

use of the sir.b and cosh sitnall-argutnent limits firsi noted in ihe narrow-base diode discus

sion and repeated here for the wader’s convenience.

sinh() .
(11.37)

cosh(l+ ...4l

p0(x in the Base

Since 0 as x 0 tV, the (W—.i)/L5and n/La arguments in Eq. (11.26) will be much less than

naiiy for all values of x if W/La 4 I. In the specified limit all the sinh() functions in

Eq. (11.26) can therefore be replaced by their arguments and one obtains

p0(x) p5° ( —

+ p(li (1139)

I

0 W

Figure 11,2 Perturbed earrinr cor000iration (P0 — Pun) in the base of a pup BiT. Thu pictured

disiribirion corresponds inactive made biasing (Vw > 0, Vc0 < 0).

Table 11,1 Saniple Set of Assumed and Computed Material Parameters for a pap BiT

Operated at 300 K.

_________________________

Emirrer Base Collector

Nu1015/cm5 —
N0 = tO’6/cmt N lOtS/em3

Nn = 263 cmt/V-snr 437 cnn//V-see = 1345 cma/Vsec

D=’ 6.81 cma/see D5 11.3 cma/sec D = 34.8 cm5/sec

1’l0’sec r8=lO6snc_____ r=l0tsec

La 8.25 7< 10_acm La 336 X l0 em L = 5.90 7< l0 em

t1=2X tO_acm

material parameters recorded in Table 11.1 and a Was ti/s. Substituting the listed matenai

parameters iuto the performance eelationships gives

1.467< t03
D N L

= 1.77 7< 10
2\L5J

y 0.9985

= 0.9982

a0 0.9968

Pc 310

Even though emitter dopings are typically greuier than the assumed 10°/cm3 (roughly the —

spper limit imposed by the nondegenerate nature of the theoO’), the computed resntis are

fairly representalive of actual transistors. lx modern high-performance trausistors, hosvever,

a0is likely to be closer to unity and the gain primarily limited by the emitter efficiency.

Exercise 11.2 I

Eq. (11.40) indicates thaI rhe ,aertarbed carrier concentration in the quasineuirnl base
becomes a simple linear fisnrnon of position in the W 0 La limit. The straight tine distri

bution runs frum 6p (0) Pna (exp(qV/kfl — t J at the base edge of the B—B depletion
region 10 Ps ( W) = Pun [exp(qV5/kT) — I] at the base edge of the C—B depletion region

as pictured in Fig. 11.2. It ix left to the reader usa problem ma verify that the distribution

remains fairly close to linear even for W/L0 rati.’s as large as unity.

Performance Parameters

If we keep at most terms to second order in W/La when imposing the W/La 4 1 limit, the

general sotniions for the performance parameters (Eqs. 11.31— t 1.34) simplify to

(11.42)

(11.43)

(tl44)

Examining Eq. (1 t.4l), we note that, consistenl with previous qualitative discussions, an

N B’ N0 leads to aim emilter efficiency near unity. Likesvise in agreement with unr under
standing of transistor operation, Eq. (11.42) indicaten a 14’ 4 La is required to achieve a
base trausport factor close to unity.

The Eq. (11.41)—Eq. (11.44) reunlls are sufficiently simple that sample ralcutations
can be readily performed. Suppose a ptp BJT operated at 300 K is characterized by the

shorter than a diffusion lenglb automatically leads to a linear depesdeuce. Specifi
cally show that Eq. (11.40) is the solution to the minority carrier diffusion equation
if thermal recombination—generation is taken to be negligible in the quaniunatral base
of a pnp transistor.

St With thermnl recombination—generation assumed to be negligible, the Eq. It 1.3)
base-regiuu dtffusmon equation reduces to

da,pn
0

in2

A2 = [p5(W)
—

Finallts substituting the deduced and A2 back into the general solutiou gives the
expected result,

L dip5(x) pB(0) ± [diPn(W) — p5(0)]

Lircise 11.3 I
Pt Consider a grip transistor (It’ 4 La) biased into saturation. Employing a linear
scale and using the same set of coordinates, sketch the perturbed minority carrier
distribution normalized to the equilibrium carrier concenlration (rnInn or p/jsn) in
the quasineutral regions of the etnitler. base, aud collector.
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(11.40)

(11.38)

(lt.4l)
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and

which has the general solution

ihp5(x) A1 ÷ A2sr

Applying the Eq. (11.4) boundary conditions then yields

dip5(0) = A1

and

ttp5(W) = A, + AaW = 0p0(O) + A,W

or

Pt The Eq. (11.40) linear dependence of dip5 (x) in the W 4 Lu limit should not have

come as a surprise. As previously encountered in Problem 3.17 nod the narrow-base

diode analysis, the negligible lhermal recambinatian—generation in regions much
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S: Equations (11.19) and (11.21) allow us to write

n(x”)lIto
(0qV551kT I) e

nc (x’ )‘c0
=(0BVCBaT

— I) n’ “-c

When saturation biased, Vcs > 0 and > 0. Thus the distributions in the ensitser

and collector are similar, Moreover, the distributions have the same general form as

Ihe carrier excess in a forward-biased pu diode. There is a pileup of the carriers

immediately adjacent to the depletion region edge and an exponential decay of the

carrier concentration as one proceeds deeper into the quasineatral region.

At the edges of the quasinentral base, we infer from the Eq. (11.4) boundary

conditions that

Pu)O)/Puv (e0t’mT
— I)

(eair
— 1)

With Vvs >0 and l’ >0, there is a carrierescess at both edges of the qaasineutral

base. Moreover, note that tIre normalized carrier excess at the base edge and tiar

emitter cdgc of the B—B depletion region are precisely eqnal. Similarly, tpa(tñfPso

rhnc(x’O)’rtco. Finally, we know the distribntion in the base must be approxi

maInly linear because W 4 L0.

The desired sketch is concluded so have the general form displayed below.

an/n
jin

ctvlF

B

Figure 11.3 Large signal nqaivatnni circuit for R pup BIT based no thu Ebnrs—Moll equations.

where a and a, are the forward and reverse “gains,” respectively. a0 jns is lobe used in

Eq. (11.35) and aFifO in Eq. (11.36), Rewriting Eqs. (11.35) sod (11.36) explicitly incor

porating Ihe newly introduced parameters yields

o0Iu/uo

avlro(eoi/&tr — l)._Iuj(evVrrikT_l)

Equations (11.47) are known us the Ebera—Moll equations. Computer-aided circoii

analysis programs, such as SPICE, often use these oquations, or a modified form of the

equations, to solve for d.c. operating point variables and to constrsct the BJT device char

acteristics. Although eslablished here from first principles, the Ebers—Moll eqontions may

alternatively be viewed as empirical relationships where the four paraunetern ace deduced

from a match to experimental data. Actually, only three of the parameters need to be deter

mined, sittee the fourth can alsvays be computed from the R1RC requirement of

Eq. (11.46).
Front a cirCoil s’iewpoisl the Ebers—Moll eqitations and i ix — Iare nothing hare

than node equations for the three BJT terminals. Associut’mg cirruil symbols wills Ihe in

dividual terms in the Ebers—Moll equations tetids to the large signal equivalent circuit in

Fig. 11.3. (The reader should convince himself/herself that the equations and the Fig. 11.3

Circuit are indeed equivalent.) The equivulent circuit is sometimes useful in circuit analyses

and in treating more complnu device slroelares such as the PNPN desice fansily.

Exercise 11,5

St Since tIle approximate p5(.r) solution is a linear fanction of .r. di3p (x)/de is the
same for alt .c In thu qliaslmictitrat base. It therefore follows from Eqs (Il 8) and

(lJ.9)IhuIic i0 and

An a 1 implies none of/he tnJacled carriers are lost by recombination in crossing
the qoa.srrrcutral base. The result is Consistent with the assumption of negligible
reconthtnutiou_generat10in the base region, the key assumption invoked in the
Exercise 11.2 derivation uf Eq. (11.40). Clearly, terms of order (W/L0)2 are lost in
computing the pnrforinancc parameters using the linear p(.r) relationship

In this subsection mu shift our Interest from the performance parameters to the terminal
currents. We begin by re-examining Eqs. (11.35) and (11.36). If Vca is set equal to zero in
Eq. (11.35), the remaining part of she equation has the general farm of an ideal diode
equation for the E—E junction. Likewise, if V5 is set equal to zero ix Eq (11 36), the
remaining part of the equation has the general forna of an ideal diode equation for the
C—B junction. It is reasonable therefore to think of/he prefactor to (eup(qV6/kfl

— I] in
Eq. (11.35) and the prefuctor to )rnp(qV5/g.r)

— I) in Eq. (11.36) us effective diode
saturutton rnrrnnts and to introduce

ID D cosh(W/L)N
‘vu qA tm + p55

/L5))
(ll.45a)

‘no co + Pus (ll.45b)

Next compare the Vcn terms in the ‘c and I equations, Since the prefactor of
— 11 in Eq. (11.35) is smaller than 4m’ the prefactor of [exp(qV/k —

1] in Eq. (11.36), one in led to view the Vcu term in Eq. (11.35) as the fraction of the
so)enp(qV /k7’

— 1) cnn-net from the C—B junction that makes it to the B—B junction
Analogously, the t1cn term in Eq. (11.36) may be viewed as the fraction of the
irs[exp(qVeuIkT)

— I] current from the E—B junction that makes it to the C—B junction.
This suggests the introduction of

aFiro a5!50 m qA
Lnsinh(th’/Ls) (1146)
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St Dictdtog the heft- and right-hand sides uf Eq. (11.46) by the corresponding sides

ofEq. (1 l.45a) gives

qA
oinh(W/L5)

qA tim + p00

W/Lu)+sinh(W/L)

Since rico/PD5 = NB/NE, the second form of the above a equation and/he (11.33)

0w equation are seeu to be identical.

Exercise 11.6

F: In Chapter 10 it svas pointed 001 that/he active mode portion of thon_baa’’]

oaipmtt characteristics is accurately modeled by the relationship

/C iT,j + ‘cuo (same as 10.8)

Shosv that the Ebers—Molt equations can be manipulated to obtain no equivalent

expression.

St Under aclive mode operation (V9>0, <0, exp(qV5/kT) 4 1) the Ebers—

Moll equations ‘educe to

= lvo(cvi’mor
— I) +

= rxp!m(evvcsltr
— 1) +

Solving the i equation for/he voltage factor yields

(ert’uuOT
— I) =

which when suhstimted into the i equation gives

—l

11.1.4 Ebers—Mofl Equations and Model

(Vcs> VB >01

Exercise 11.4

P: Work oct an expression for the base transport factor using the Eq. (It .40) approni

motion for /hPn(.c). Comment on the result.
I
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iF=ivo(evcuT_tl -

in Irs(nr II

(I l.47a)

(I l.47b)

P: Show thus the forward current gain in the Ebers—Moll fornaulution is equal to the

common base curreul gain: i.e., n = °dc’

+ (I
— aran)lno
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Since ci, = ase, the above and the originally cited equation arc Seen to ho identIcal

if One identifies ‘cm (1 —
is,u)l00

(C) Exercise 11.7

F: Utilizing the Ebers—Moll equations and subsidiary relationships. constrnct a

MATLAB (computer) program that calculates and plots the Input and nuiput charac

terisiits of a p;Ip BIT operated in both the contmon base and the common emitter

confignraiiOns. In performing a sample computation, assnote room temperature op

eration, a device area A 10 cm2, W 11’8 and material parameters similar to

those listed in Table I It.

St The common base input characteristic IS a plot of I versus V5 with the output

voltage Vm taking an select stepped values. Convenient construction of the charac

teristic requires an equation where ‘e is expressed usa function of V,5 and Vcn. or

one requires an equation of the form i le 1’ro’ Vco). The I Ebers—Moll equa

tion. Eq (I 1.47a), is precisely of this form and may be used directly 10 compnte the

common base input characteristic. To construct any of the other characteristics, how

ever, ii is first necessary to combine and/or rearrange the Ebers—Moll equations to

obtain a computational equation of the proper form. The algebraic manipulations,

similar to those in Exercise 11.6 but somewhat more involved, yield the set of com

putational relationships:

(1) Common base inpnt [In = 1n (Vnt, Vcu)]

The MATi.AO program BiT, inclnded on disk and listed in Appendin M, com
putes the BIT clsaracterisiics employing the foregoing relationships. The desired
characteristic is chosen from an opening ineno. After riilnling the BIT progrom with

the sample set of parameters, the user may wish to investigate the effect of changing
the device parameters. Constanls. material parameters, aitd the W = 1-V5 Ebers—Moll
parameters are specified or cnmpnted in a subsidiary prugram, BJTO. Modify the
appropriate BJTO program line to change the dopings, lifetimes, base shidth, andlor
device area. The BJTO program autontatically computes the mobilities, diffuuion co
efficients, amtd diffusran lengths based on the input dopings and lifetimes. A Wn
2.5 tam, N0 = 1.5 X lO°/cm5,mad N 1.5 X IW5/cmt,values slightlydifferent
from those In Table 11.1, were incorporated in the as-provided program to afford a
closer nmatclt to the experinsental chararterislics presented in the next section. Axis
specifications, it should be noted, are optimized for the sample set of parameiers and
nay have to be revised if Ihe parameter set in modified.

11.2 DEVIATIONS FROM THE IDEAL

As demonstrated in Enercise 11.7. the ideal transistor relationships established in the pre
ceding section can be used to generate the expected form of the I3JT statistic characteristics.
In this section sue compare the ideal-device characterislics with measured characteristics
and explore reasons for the noted deviations from the ideal. We first concentrate on the
underlying pheitomena leading to differences in the general farm of the predicted and ob
served characteristics. Subsequent consideration is given to phenomena, such as base resis
tance and depletion-region recombination_generation, which affect the precise degree of
nanterieal agreement between Ihe computed and observed values.

11.2.1 Ideal Theory!Experiment Comparison

A side-by-side comparison of euperimental BIT characteristics and the corresponding
ideal-theory characteristics is presented in Figs. 11.4 and 11.5. Figure 11.4 displays com
mon-base inpat and output characteristics; Fig. 11.5 displays common emitter input nnd
output characteristics. The experimental characteristics were derived from a 2N2605 pup
BIT maintained at room temperature. The theoretical carves were generated assuming
II’ = W0 and employing the as-provided BIT program described in Exercise 11.7.

The predicted and observed cotnsmou-base input characteristics of Figs. 11.4(a) and
(b) are seen to be of the sonic general character; namely, the input current (‘s) exponentially
increases with increasing input voltage (V0). The theoretically characteristics are essen
tinIly independent of the applied output voltage (V0). Experimentally, however, the input
current at a given input voltage noticeably increases with increasingly negative values
of V5.

Turning to the cointuon base output characteristics displayed itt Figs. 11.4(c) and (d),
we find generally eucellenl agreement between Iheory and experiment. In both cases there

• inrwiri*

-

- TP
:_ o

VmIi1

Ibi

,-,.

ata_t to a so t a

—cc8 tertul —zen l,,IuI vef

lul 141

FIgure 11.4 Cananian base pep BIT characteristics: (a) ideal theory md-(h) experimental input

chaencienisties; ml ideal theory and (dl espnrimnenial earput characinristics. Ehem teniperature data

derived from a 2N2605 pnp BIT and primarily recorded employing a Hewlett-Packard 4145B Semi

conductor Parameter Analyzer. The
—

V5 ItO V portion of Id) is on idealized sketch of the

characteristics observed on a curve tracee. The theoretical curves were generuied assuming W W5

and employing he coniputar pro5raru constracted fur Exercise 11.7.

is a rapid increase in the output current )J) starting at sightly negalive
— Ven values, and

a nearly perfect leveling-off or constancy of the outpnt current for —
V0 > 0. Theoretically

Ihere is no limit to the —
voltage that can be applied to the transistor. On the other

hand, us might be expected from the diode analysis, the real-device oatpat voltage is limited

to u maximum value of V5 by some sert of breakdown phenomenon.

The common emitter input characteristics shown in Figs. 11.5(a) and (b) are, far the

most part, in excellent agreement. The V = 0 characlerixtic appears by itself in both the

iae.pZ5iia

is—a
is isSe to

cm 0501

ua a.t us 07 0.8

Vrnlsual

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11.5 Corrlnon emitter pup BJT characteristics: (a) ideal thnory aod (hi esperimental input
characteristics; (c) ideal theory and 141 experimental output characteristics. Roam temperature data
derived frcm a 2N2605 pep BIT and recorded employing a Hewlett-Packard 4t45B Semieonducror
Purunmeter Analyzer. The theoretical carves were genecured assuming W = W5 and urilizing the com
puter proaram eansiracred for Esersrsc 11.7.

theoretical and experimental plols, while characteristics associated with an output voltage
of > few kT/q are grzuped together and displaced positively along the inpat voltage
(V80)axis.

The greatest deviation between theory and experiment can be found in the coinmoh
emiiier output characteristics displayed in Figs. 11.5(c) and (d). First, whereas the theoreti
cal characteristics are perfectly fiat (l’n indepelident) ander active mode biasing, there is
a very perceptible upward slope to the experimental carves even at relatively low output

= mra(e0m!0*T — 1) — aeina(euivnttT — 1)

(2) Common base output [Ic 1c )Vcn, mn)[

= — (1 — aprKu)iuo(enm’mttT — 1)

(3) Common emitter input [I = jn (Vo, Vec))

= [(I — ap)Iro + (1 — au)IROC.nbdltr] eOm’enMT

— [(1 — aF)Iva + (I — a0)inl

(4) Common emitter output lie = 1c(t’ec’ ‘u )l

.5,

— (uuFlm — Inne_0isoT)[bo + (1 — wv)Iru + (1 — an)lun[
+ ‘En/C — (1 — a)Ia + (1 — an)Ioor_0EcThT
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voltages. Moreover, at large outpnt voltages the espertmental characteristics runt sharply

upmard. Finally, tome sort of breakdown phenomenon clearly limits the manimniti law-

correct ontpnt voltage, Vcro. that coo he agplied to a transistor.

Overall the agreemeot hetwrrn the ideal theory and evpertstent it surprisingly good.

Deviations from the ideat that most he esploiaed include the strong depettdence of the

common hose input characteristics on the output voltage, the initial quasilinear siege and

subseqnent upward carvatnre of the common emitter output ettarueteristmcs, and the t1r us

and Vcm limitations intposed by breakdown phenomena.t

11.2.2 Base Width Modulation

By setting W = W in the computations leading to the theoretical characteristics iii

Figs. 11.4 and t is, we implicitly assumed W to be a constant uidependeimt of the applied

cottages. In tmth, the qaasimizatml width of the bose it not a constant independent of the

applied biases. Changing V50 and/or Len changes the depletion widths about the B—B uodt

or C—B junctions, thereby shrinkiog or enpaitding Was illustrated mu Fig. 11.6. Note that

even small variations in the depletion widths can be significant because of the narrow

physical enteet of the base. This phietiuntenun. die variation ol W with the applied voltages.

is known as base width ieodaluuoei or the Early effort (named after 3. Burly who lirst

recognized the phenomenon). The practical importance of base width etodulotton can best

be appreciated by referring 10 Eqs. (11.40—111.46). Inspectoin of these equotiaos reveals

the performance and Bbers—Moll parameiers are all functions of w: Thus, they also vary

with the applied vohiapes. Tsvo of the deviations cited in the previous subsection are direct

results of ties bias depettdeecc.

Re-exatnioing the equoiion nsed to generate the common base input characteristics.

we can write

I qA[’l’—8mm +s,, s2!.ch2)rovnrar_ 0÷( as

r tQ, ru
3-n

an sinb(W/L5)J t, Lu siult(W/La I
(11.48)

assuming —
> fess kT/q. Isloreovec, if one keeps only lowest-order terms in the WILy

4 I enpansion of the hyperbolic functions and neglects the typically small DruedLv term.

the defining equation for the common base input chaeactertstics reduces io

0
1v qA

‘ Pnu esemthr

Wheti the reverse bias applied to the C—B junction increases, the C—B deplettnv width

increases and W decreases. Thus, according to Bq. (11,49), ‘eat a given Ven iv espected to

sod V5 ann sbbnosiaind tennis ot the vatirre md °,tovrs tywtott otieo twployrd in tonsoiiiitpisiit

enimioo thetis io idrenry ihr tuio-itpai-sastntt brralidowt vottaatm. and Bi’0 toand in thu rusty dune,

hiuntiute host suhitqutntty bier sappimiod by hr noted sywbott.
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where, as previously established lBq. 11.43).

DN IF
+

Le
‘

2(s1n

In a svell-made transistor the W-dependeot terms in ihe dennmtnasnr of the a, enpression

are small compared to unity. As a result, even large changes in W give rise to an almost

imperceptible change in o. Likewise, the ‘von appearing ‘m Eq. (11.51) can be shows to

be essentially W_isdependent (and is morenver negligible in most instances). Base width

modulation is therefore concluded In have little effect on the common base output rhsruc.

leristics. It is left as an enercise to show thus a similar argument can be spptied so thr

common emioer input characteristics.

A comment is in order concerning hasv the transistor dopings and the biasing muito

affect the sensitivity to base ssidrh modulation. In a standard transistor NE B N8 > Nr

Thss almost all of the B—B depletion region lies in the hose and most of the C—B dcpletioo

region lies in the collector, Under active mode biasing the B—B junction esperiences only

o small forward bias end plays a negligible nole in modulating the qunsinentral width ol the

base. The C—B junction, on the other hard, is routinely subjected to a large reverse bios.

The effect of bate width modulation is minimized, however, because most of the C—B

depletion region lies in the collector. The opposite is true if the same teansistur is operated

in the inverted mude. In the inverted mode a reverse bias is upplied across the B—B junc

tion, the associated depletion width entends almost enclosively into the base, and the stan-

deed transistor is inherently quite sensitive to base width modulation.

11.2.3 Punch-Through

Pnnrh-ehrough might be viewed ns base width modulation carried to the entreme. Specihi

cutly. is refers to the physical simation where base width modulutiun has resulted in

W -.÷ 0. That is, the base is said to he punched through when the B—B and C—B depletion

regions touch inside the base as illustrated in Fig. 11.7. Once ponch-lhrongh has occurred,

the B—B and C—B jenetions becoote electrostatically coupled. As pictured in Fig. 11.6. an

increase in — l” beyond the pouch-through point lowers the B—B potential hiB aod allosss—

B—B depletion C—B depletion

B—B doptetias C—B dnplosun
region \ eogiou \

lsrreaaiog
°

wo

pigurn 11.6 Base widih modstation Decrease is W nesuttiog from in increase in the enrerme bias

applied acmss tho C—B iaectioo.

iocrease w’ith increasing — V58.This is precisely the behavior evhibited by the esperimen

tal characteristics presented io Fig. 11.4(b).
Base wtdth modnlation is alto responsible for the quasilitteuv increase in the common

emitter ontpnc current recorded in Fig. 11.5(d). Under active mode biasing the Beer-

cite 11.7 eqnalion used to generate the theoretical coininon-emndtter oatpnt characleristics

reduces to

= Pain + leo:

Par”
+ ±ii

0u N Ln 2h.,L

(11.50)

(same as 10.13)

Since W decreases with increasing reverse him across the C—B junction, $- systematically
increases with increasing Thus, with base width modulation takes into accoant, the

ut a given ‘n under active mode biasing is likewise enpected lo increase with increasing

Vac. It should be noted that base width modalotion does nor explain the sharp apmm in 4
as the uatpnt voltage approaches t/cro

The remaining enperimental chanaeleristhcs—the common base output characteristics
and the common emitter input characteristics—were found to be in fairly good agreement
with the theoretical characteristics constmcted assuming W W5.The question may arise:
How is is that the common base onlpat characteristics and the common emitter input char
artenstias are relatively inneesitive to base w’idth madslationl To answer this question, we

nnle thut the active mode portion of the cummott base output characteristics is aecacately
modeled by (see Eveerise 11.6).

Change induced hero
by inerease in _Frn

(11.55)

(same as 10.8)

Pigurn 11.8 Bnerp bane eiaeram esptuvutinn of why a posi-psmh-thraagh increase in the output
suhtage piers rise to a large inoreane in the aatpui )enttmtanl eareent.

a large (enponenttally increasing) injection of carriers from the emitter direerhy into the
collector. Duly a slight tacrease in — V gives rise to a large increase in 4. If it occurs,
pcnch-thro.mgh limits the masimum vahiage (k’cnu or V50) that can be applied to a travais

tot. We say “if it occurs” because a rapid increase io output correct at untpnt voltages
approaching t1cas or Vveo could altemasively be caused by avalanche multiplication.
Simply stated, the phenomenon that occurs flrst deterwines the “breakdown” voltage.

Exercise 11.8

Pt Consider a pop BIT with the material parameters listed io Table 11.1. If V5 = 0
and T = 300 K, determine the C—B junction voltage that will lead to punch-through.

St lu general, restating Eu. (10.3),

t’,>l ts5v0

where, us previoasly established (Bq. 11.44),

(11.49)

IC + ‘rue
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ar=g

IL = B’0 — Xnnn —

where for step junctions us inferred from Eq. (5.37)

— E2Ksno N
v °‘ v —

(NvNr
Xnru

— ji” Na(Nu + Na)
— nn)j ‘ vivsi

— q
n

LyE-n N 10 fiT /NN
(V5 —V ji V.’ —ln——-—

[ 9 sV(N5N) ‘
j “ q it1Figure 11,7 Visnahionumoo of pt:noh-theaagh 1W—n II.
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Ic Flgere 1t9 Step-by-step explanation of the carrier msttiphcatiolt And feedback mechanism:
initial hole itr(eetiurt; iejaatmi holes ntrrnrirsg the C—B depletion legion; 2 electron-hole pain

‘5 generation by itttpOet ionization; j graerotnd electrons being swept into ttte bane; excess bane

4 nlectr000 injected Isle the emitter; [j helps injected from the emitter irttn the base in eetpnnne to the
step 4 electron injection.

olnog snith the injected helen into the collector; the added electreen are sxvepl isle the base
3. The eslea electrons is the base eneate a majority cannier imbalance that most he elimi
paled. The most efficient method of removing the eneern wonld be fnr electrons In simply

-r flow opt of the bone lead. Thin in precisely what happenn when the BiT in connected in the
5-. 4 common bane configuration. When the trannintor io connected is the canrmno emitter con

figuration, however, the base current is held rorrnrant doring the meonamment of the cem
mon eroitter eulpor characterintic—the extra electronn are not allowed to flow out the hose
leod. Conneqeently, nbc cat-rice inthalance in the hone cao only he alleviated by injecting

4 eleclronn from the base into the emitter . As was emphasized in the early nperolional
Z,s- p dincansion of liar transistor, electron and hole injection across the B—B janctioa ace inn

‘ mately tied together. Every electrno injected from the bane into the emitter in accompanied
by the injection of 1nr11rr added holes from rIte emitter into the bane . Jinx for each
additional electron-hole pair created in the C—B depletion region by impact ionization,

‘1,, 1rr’4,, + 1 1/(1
— y) th fl,, + I additional holex flow into tite collector.

Effectively, the carrier atnltiplication in the C—B depletion region is intnrnally ampli
fled nnder common emitter operation. Moreover, the peat-eon we base jest described ix
regenerative; i.e., it feeds back on itnelf. With added injection there in added carrier multi-

- plication in the C—B depletion region nnd an even larger enhancement of the collector
“i-h current. (Alternatively, the /1a, of the trannistor may be viewed an being enhanced by the
a, process.) Thin all leads to an tnntability point where It- — m at a Vet- far below the ava

Inoche breakdown voltage of fire C—B jnuction.

At the ponch-throngh voltage, W = 0 and one can wrtle

S = —

— [2Knmn
— vt-0)]0

ores solving for Vcn

= V5t-5l — 2K3v,,
z.iroo1i....- - . . at pnnch-theeogln

9 N(Nt- + a1

Compatationn employing the panametern tn Table 11.1 gtnc Vsvvo; = Sf35 V.

= 3.29 X to—I em, and a panch-throagh voltage of

11.2.4 Avalanche Multiplication and Breakdown

Common Base

If a BIT is connected in the comnron bane configuration and actIve mode booed lou larger

and larger — Vt-0, the cannier activity within tite C—B depleiton cegtoo of the BiTs very

xsmilar to that ocearring in a simple pn joactton dtode. A prewtng number of the carrIers

crossing the C—B depletion region goin nnough energy to cerate addrttonat earners by the

impact ionization of nemicondactor atoms- A pntnt a eventually macbed where a carrier

avalanche occnes and the collector current Increases raptdly toward infiatty. In termx of

carrier multiplication. M —o mat the breakdown point, where Mix the multiplication f,tctar

introduced in Subsection b.2.2. Assumiog avalanche breakdown takes place before punch

through, the tvasinnaat rnagnitnde of the voltage that can be appited to the oulpat of the

BIT under enormon base operation, Vem, ix clearly jnsl the breakdown voltage of the

C—fl janetios.

Common Emitter

The rommon emitter ease is far more iatemsting. The aatpat voltage applied to a traoststor

connected in the common emitter enofigamttna is Vt- = I/no — Vt-0 - Under active mode

bianing, thn F—B janction is forward bianed and Vno lv typtcally qatte amall, less than a

volt in Si BiTs. Thtis for oatpnt voltages eeaeeding a few volts, 11rt- as — 31t-a- Wtth

Var as — Vt-n, ills reaxonable to expect a Vt-ca w Vcnu. However, eaamtnlng the nxpen

mental characterixtien from the name device displayed in Ftgs. 11.4(d) and 11.5(d). one

finds a Vt-no cnnniderably smaller than Vt-00; Vt-mm 90 V, whereas Vt-an at 120 V!

This nuespected resnll can be explained qnahtattvely wtth the md of Ftg. 11.9- The

initial injectIon of holen into the bane, labeind in the fignre, leads to the holes labeled

Jj eutnring the bane-side of nbc C—B depletion region. Althongh the C—B Jnnctlon ts blannd

far below bneakdowu, o few of these heles gain a safficient amoant of energy to tmpat-l

ioniee semicandactor atoms and create extra holes and electrons . The added holen drift
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To model the procens qaantitanively, we note thot the tajeetton-related component of

the collector carrenn iu a pnp BIT inereanes to ‘t-r = MOvInr or a —4 MOT and a,, —

Mma,, w’hnn carrier maltiplicatiou in the C—B depletion region in taken iota account. lv

other vvordn, previons relationships can be adjanted to aecoant for canter mnlnipltaotion by

mplacitig a, and og( ad,) by ,Wo, aad Mor.
Referring to Eq. (10.15), the simplified exprension for the common emttter oalpot

characterintica nnder aenive mode biasing traosfoema to

= Mdt_— d5 + (11.52)
I—Ma,, 1—Mo -

Hole from Eq. (11.52) thaI, for any and all inpnt t-urrents (even i = 0),

Typically aa in only slightly less than unity. M need therefore increase to

only nlightly greater than anily before reaching the Ad I/ow, point. Thin ix expeeted to

occUr at an output voltage far beless the M —s m breakdown voltage of the C—B jnncltoo.

Specifically, making use of Eq. (fi.35) nvtth nn m Vt-80,

= =
— (11.53)

cm

I —

S Vt-an)

or

EmVcAOE0&)tm

(11.54)

svhcne ax previously defined, 3 4 m th fi. Prom the loller form of Eq. (11.54), it 15 Imme

diately ebvioux that Vrrn< t-na -
In the conIes; of BIT operatioc the mechanism me have jast described and modeled

nrust be viewed as detrimental. The maximum collage onn ran apply to the traasrstor.

is redneed because of the carrier mnltiplicalion and feedback. However, to ether dnvtce

eontextx the medhafiism plays a positive, if not crucial, role. Par one, as explaioed to

Chapter 13, the ineneanc in carrier multiplication and feedback with btux helps to trigger

xsvitching from the off-state to the on-state in the Stlteoo Controlled Renttfled (SCR) and

other PHPN devices. The mechanism is also uned to ampltfy the phetosignal so a photo

transistor. phulonmunistars (on photo-BJTx( am BITs canstrncard no nhat tnetdnot ltght can

peontruE to the C--B junction. When operated as a photodetector. the photo-BIT is typi

cally active mode biased with either the base flouting or the base current held constant.

(Sotne phototrannistorn urn even produced svithoai a base lead.) As depicted in Pig. 11.10,

roughly 50, + 1 carriers enter the colleaton for each electratt-hele pair created by the oh,

sorption of a photon in the C—B dnpletton rcgsoa.

+ I holes
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Figare ii.ia Phutosipral amplification in a photnmmusixtor.

Exercise 11.9

Pt Two pnp BITs are similar except Nn Pa Nt- in Transistor A while Na 4 Nt- tO
Transistor B- The doping profiles in the two transistors are graphed below’.

TransintarA

L..
Tranraistor B

(a) Which transistor is expected so hove the longer pnneh-thnooph voltage under active
made biasing? Explain.

(hi If limited by avalanche brealndewa of the C—B jnnctias. which nransintor xviii
ealtibit the larger Vt-an? Euploin.

S;(a) pyistnJ wifl have the larger panch-thrangh voltage aodcr active mode
biasing. Pot- a given V00 > 0 the portion of the bane depleted adjaceat to the B—B
juantion (v,en) -a’ill be precisely the auntIe in both transistors. On the other hand, the
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depletion width associated wiih the reverse biased C—B juectioe (referring to

Eq. 5.37) is

and

I2Ksno IN ‘I
itT

XnCB
[‘-k-” 1\N)

(V5,0201 V0n)] . . in Transislor A

(Vs,cn, — Vcn)j in Transistor B

Since (Nc/Nnlj2,,,,e,,,s = /100 and V5,025 < V5,020, in Transistor A 02

x) 10 in Transistor B for tile same applied —
V. Assuming the base widths (Wn)

are the some in the two transistors, a larger — Vcu is c(eorty required to completely

deplete the base of Transistor A.

(b) tsitoA wilt enhibit the larger V0 if avolanette breakdown of the C—B

jnnction is the limiting phenomenon. The avalanche breakdown voltage of alt asytn

metrically doped pn junction is determined by the doping on the lightly doped side

of thejnnction. This nteans that N0 = 10 /cm3 and N5 10 02/cm5are the dnpings

of relevance in Transistor A and Transistor B, respectively. Further noting that V0

varies roughly as the inverse of the doping on the lightly doped side of a ps (nuction

(see Fig. 6.11 or Eq. 6.331, Transistor A is concluded to esltibit the largnr Vmo.

(C) Exercise 11.10

F: Modify tIre Exercise 11.7 eotnpnter program so that base width modulation and

carrier mnltiplicatioo due to impact ionization can be included in the contputation of

the BiT characteristics. As a sample application and employing the set of parameters

specified in Exercise 11.7. compare the contmon emitter output characteristics ob

tained when (i) base width modulation and rnreier mnltiplication nrc ignored. (it)

only base width modulation is included, and (iii) both base width modnlation and

carrier mnltiplicatioit are taken into account.

St The MATLAU peegram BJTplus. included an disk and listed in Appendix ?vl,pcr

mits the optiortal inclusion of base width modulation and carrier maltiplicattou due

to impact ionization when caictilating the BiT characteristics. Subprogram BJTO,

which inputs constants and material parameters, and subprogram B3Tmod, which

performs computations related to base width modulation, are mu-time requiremunis.

The reqnested computational resnlts, the common emitter output characteristics prol’

gressively showing the effects of basn width modulation and carrier ntultipltcatton,

are displayed on the facing page. Note that bose width modulation leads Inn moderate
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11.2.5 Geometrical Effects

Up to this point in the analysis we have assumed the bipolar transistor to be “nnc-dimen

sional,” with all currents primarily restricted to flowing in one direction. From the cross

sections of actual BiTs presented in Fig. 10.6, it is obvious the merest flow patterns must

be decidedly mere complex. This leads to several deviations from the ideal of a geontetrical

noture. Included under “geometrical effects” are internal s’oltage drops directly associated

with the three.dimeusional character of the current.

Emitter Area * Collector Area

in the ideal model, carriers injected from the emitter into the base ace assumed to teasel in

a straight line to the collector. The current flow path in an actual transistor can have a

considerable lateral component. This is illnutrated in Fig. 11.11(a) using the cross section

of a discrete planar transistor. The spread in current can be approximately taken into ac

count by employing different cffective areas for the emitter and collector.

ntkcs,r=riosr=sc
B Si02

_

P

)
e!i

IC

. 1nt5

N; 02°

\I”-= ,.
‘, —“‘nj

P ‘‘

1c

C

(b)

Figure 11.11 ti!astratiorr of geometrical effects in a discrete planar imosistor. (a) Carrent sproad

ing and crowding. (hI Base and collector series resistances. The dashed line region in (b) identifies

the “istriosic transistor,” the “heart” of the device.

00

transistor

Vcu “ E’

Figure 11.12 BIT nqoisaleoi circsit includirg the einionr (rfl), base (On), and tire collector (‘el
scnies resistances.

Series Resistances

The base current flowing between the base contact and the “heart” of the truasistor (the
dashed Itne region in Fig. 11.1 Ib) must pans through a resistive bulk region. There is also
a small resistance associated with the hose contact itself, T’nis means the voltage drop across
the E—B Jonction is somewhat less than the VES terminal voltage. Although typically quite
small in magnitude, the voltage difference is Often significant because the F—B jnoction is
forward biased nader active mode operation and the emitter current is an exponential func
tion of the Junction voltage. To account for the voltage difference, one introdaces a base
series resistance, i’5 equal to the snm of the balk and contact resistances. If r’5 is the only
series resistance of importance, Ilten the Von in previous theoretical relationships is simply
replaced by V, where Vj,5 is computed from V3 Van — 1u‘5.

In geaeral, one may stew previously derived relationships as only applying to the
“heart” or central portion of the transistor, often called the “intrinsic transistor.” As pie’
aired ,n Fig. 11.12, individual series resistances connect the conceptual internal terminals
of the intrinsic transistor to the exterual terminals of the physical transistor. In each case
the series resistance is the sum of bulk and eoutaet resistances. The voltages at the terminals
uf the intrinsic transtsloe are deduced from the applied voltages by occoantino for the Jr
drop across the relevaul series reststcnce(s). The s’alaes of the series resistances are usually
deduced from subsidiary measurements.

Current Crowding

We have already eoteo the base eurreat flows laterally from the heart of the transistor to the
base coalact. ii also flows laterally across the face of the emitter, giving rise to a voltage
drop in the base from the center In the edges of the emitter. The voltage applied across the

BJTSTA’ttCCt’*ARACTERISTICS 421
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FigUre 11.13 tntelstigaaled eallIb-tike CevIactstrUcIOre eIIIplOyed in pewertvnssislors IV minimize

current crowdiag. (Tsp view ot Ihe tran.;ister.)

0—B (section and the associated injection current from the emitter to the collector arc

titerefore greatest at the edges of the emitter. A Itigher density of current lines was placed

near the emitter edges in Fig. Ill ha) to illnstrate the effect. Thin phenomeeon, a larger

carrent flow arattnd the eloitler periphery, is culled current crowdistg. Cnrrent crowding

and the onset of localiced heatieg can become partienlarly detrimental at high current lev

els. To ttsinimiee the problem, power BiTs are eoestrncted with emitters that have a large

periphery-to-area ratio. This in achieved by connecting several narrow, long, emitter eon

tocts ieto a comb-like stmctore and interdigitating the emitter contacts with bane contacts

as sketched in Fig. 11.13.

11.2.6 Recombination—Generation Current

Thermal recombination—generatian was assamed to he negligible throaghottc the B—B and

C—B depletion regions in the ideal transistor analysis. Contrary to the assomption and by

artalogy with the diode, one might espect to bed sigeificant R—G cerrent components in a

Si BJT maintained at rooto temperature. Indeed, andre active unode operation with a small

forward bias applied tn the B—B junction, the R—G carrent from the B—B janction is likely

to be the dominant coosponent of the bane cnerent. This leads to a lower emitter ethcieecy5

and a reduced gaie at law correct levels (small V05). Also, when the iupat is opec circuited,

the reverse-bias R—G current frons the C—B janclian adds to end is likely to dominate the

observed oatpnt leakage carrent Ic55 or Icw). Uvllke the diode, however, the ideal tran

sistor characteristics are only nontinally affected by the iuclasioe of the R—0 cerreat. Un

der most active-mode operatiog cooditions, the iupot bias and correct (I or are sech

that the diffusion caunponent dominates the input carrent. Moreover, at ather than low inpat

cnrrenr levels, the oetput carreer enrracted fram the rrrerse-biased C—B jnnetiou in com

prised primarily of the injected (diffusion dominated) correut fram the emittec

Ti.’- ,-,,,ia, ,m5-rcn vu ovo StT bnavmci v — t.-j(
t,

+ tr, + 5( wsnn 5cR—ct ransntiriisatudne.
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Assuming the doping prufile can be approuimeted by a simple enponentiol, we can write

und

Ne(s) =

idN0(x) =
—

jP3
e ‘-°V =

SOc a5v 5aio

Finally, sabstiratiug into Eq. (11.56), we arrive at the result

(ll.57

(11.56)

(11.56)

The esponential doping variation givet rise to a conslaut electric field In the quasinra

tml region. The magnitude of the built-in field eon be qoitr sobstantial. If, for esample, the

daping decreaues by two orders of magnitede in spanning a base width af W5 = 2gm, then

= 4.34 X I0 cm and 5fl w 660 V/cm at room temperature. More importantly, how

ever, tlte field is directed so m to aaaiat the rranspart of miaority carriers across the quasi

neatral width of the base. This holds for bath the emitter-lajerted helm in a pnp transistor

and the rmitterinjeeted electrons in an spa transistor. I’d < 0 in an sips transistor) The

drift-eahanced trannpurt of carriers across the base deereuses the transit time and thereby

redaces rreombination in the base. The reduced rerambinution in Em increases the tmns

pert factor aod the coerens gains above the values computed from the ideal theory. The

btiilr-iu electric field and attendant decrease in the carrier transit time also lead to an im

proved high-freqneucy response. The graded doping in the base is ono deviation from the

ideal that is clearly beneficial.

11.2.8 Figures of Merit

We conclude the section with a brief eneminution of special “figures of merit.” These arc

plots that can hr qnickly interpreted to determine the eutent of deviations from she ideal

and other information aboot the traunistor under test. Research papers on new or revised

BIT ssmctures lavuriably contain one or both of the figures to be esamined.

The first, called a Gttnssne(plos and illsistruted in Fig. 11.15, is u simultaneous semilog

plot of l and k as a fnnctioa of the iupst voltage Vnn. The outpet voltage iu set at some

runvruirnt valne, typically a few’ volts, daring the meusnwment. Ideally, both the ‘n and 1r

plots shoold be straigltt lines with the same q/kT slope. In reality, us diseessed in

Subsectioa I 1.2.6, she B—fl current typically contributes to the observed base cnrrettt at

small Vre biases. At large V05 biases she collector current plot begins to slope over. The

slope-over is most likely canned by high-level injection, pasnibly aggravated by current

crowding. Paralleling the diode, series resistance is a probable conreibating eeusr if a si

multaneous slope-over occurs in both the I and tc plots. Note that, assuming ‘tEa is neg

(iribte. the ratio of 0,- to I, at a given 11c5 yields /3. at the ehoseu operating point. Tine

A short description of trunsintor fabrication employing successive diffosions to form the

base and emtttrr sras Presented In Seetton 10.2. Bach of the diffusions gives rise to a dopuns

distribnston that hills uff more or less roponentially with distance into the srndcondertor

A rough sketch of the resultant emitter and base doping profiles following the doable dif

fenton process is shown in Fig. 11.14. The point we wish to make is that the doping within
sIte base is not a coustons as asuutoed in the ideal truissistor analysis. Rather, the base dopiog

is typically a stroing fnnction of position, decreasing from a Ittausmum at tltr E—Bjunctiuu

too itunilnulti at the C—B lunction. The hose is said to be “graded” or to possess a graded
(nou-coustout) doping profile

When treatittg semt”oaductor fundamentals, sve established the fact that a doping

variation with posrtiou wtll give rise to a built-in electric field. It fellows there mast be a

bnslt-in electrtc field throughout the quasioeutral width of the graded base is a double

dtffuned transistor. Seekieg oddittonal iuformasion about the built-in electric field, let

N5(x) be the douor doptng in the bane of a (anp BIT. By definition p q(p — n + Nn) w

0, and therefore n(.o) N0 (s) wtthut the quasineutral pertion (0 ra x W) of fine base
Mereorer, nuder equilibrium conditions

= qg,,ss’d + 0D5 = 0

Pu (if dN(x)/rIo

0°,, n
— qN(x)

...

tuace

.0

0 tt’

Figure tl.14 Skcsch uf din dopiug psofitos inside adeabto-dith.aed transissen

(11.55)

(11.56)

RJT wroTte ceonorrneinTtre

Figure 11,15 Sketch ultnslradng the usssot form and iotorprci0000 of tho tlonsmot plot.

dedeced 13a, is ideally a constant independent of Van. Doe to nonidealitirs, howeser, the ‘c
to I ratio clearly decreases at both low and high values of V0.

The second figure of merit is a log-log plot of $, versus I with the nutpus voltage

held constant. A sample plot derived from rvperimrntal data in preseated in Fig. 11.16.

fiac

lc (A)
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11,2.7 Graded Base

whtch whice solved ford yields

/ Ideot

R—G remponevi

Van

6.1
to—p to-s to-7 to-c to-5 to-a to—s to-2 16-i

Figere 11.16 Mrasoned consume ewities d.c. corrroi gain as a function ef the untpus regent. Dota

derived from a 2N2605 pnp BIT. t1nr = 5 V.
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Tmthfolly, this plot is merely a continUous record of the satnc $, information tlnat cas be

deduced in a point-by-point fashion frunm the Onmntnel plot. Again fl,1, is seen to fall off at

low 1r’ Ismall 1íro1 salars because of the increasing importance of !uo- At high I. (large

1rsl saltirs dee decrease in gain is cussed by high-lesel iitjection. rarreint crowslisng, series

resistance, or a rotebinatiote of the listed effects.

11.3 MODERN BJT STRUCTURES

This section is primarily intended to espose the reader to recent end ongoing deselopmeuts

related to the continued emolntion of the bipolar junction transistor. The discnssiott of

“moderte” BIT stroctsres also prosides an opportnnity to make use of the preciously estals

lished concepts and information, particularly those associated ssith nonideolities. The

strnctttrcs to he examined are the polysilicon essnitter BIT and the heterojnnctiom hepular

transistor (HBT). The former stmcmre is presetttly ennployed m a somber of integrated

circnuts, including the nest recent sersions of personal computer CPU5.tflt The cons

pnamd scitticondartor RET is projected for tssinial ase to high-freqaetncy/high-speed

apptieatioisn.t

11.3.1 Polysilicon Emitter BJT

Complementary MOS or CMOS is presently the preferend large-scale IC technology be

cause of its loss power dissipation and high packing density. [Chapters Ib— 18 are desoted

to MOS liectol-oxide-senticoadartarl famdoutemtals and desires.] A BiT, homever, can

supply seseral tioses Ilte drive rurretst of an equal sloe MOS tranststor. A larger drive cur-

tent traisslates into the faster smitehing of large capacitive loads. To take advantage of this

fact, modibed IC designs hose been introduced mhere bipolar transistors are incorporated

into the high-load speed-sensitive portions of predomistamtly CMOS circaitry. The hybrid

bipolar-CMOS technology is referred to as BiCMOS. As idealioed cross section of tlse nspu

BIT formed by the Intel 0.8 gum IOiCMOS process is reproduced in Fig. 11.17.

Carefully esomiaing Pig. 11.17, you will note theta polycrystallinc Si film lies be

twoes the metallic eos.itler contact and the silicon pmper. The emitter is formed by depos

iting a polysiliron hint over the intended emitter area, ni5 doping the hum ssith arsenic, and

then difftising some of the dupont from the film a short distance into the anderlyttsg crys

tallitsr Si. Tine resulting emitter confignralioo, a shallow layer in the Si proper contacted by

a similarly doped polysilican thin film, bus been aaused a polysilicon emitter.

Polysilicon esoitters offer several adsontages over esuitters formed in the usual manner.

Prose a fabriratiost standpoint tine polysilicon emitter contacts are especially united for pro-

daring the shallow emitter/hose jnnetioos required in modern ICs. In addition, they arc

compatible with self-aligned processing techniques that minimize the parasitic resistances

utsd cuporitossccs of a BJT. Of particular rnlevastce to tlsr present discussion, there is also

on operational advantage. Specifically, the common remitter current gain of a polysslicoit

emitter BIT is mach larger than a BIT smith a shallow ull-cryslalliur emitter of equivalent

thickness.

Figure 11.17 tdoatiord uruss section or ass snipte-ditfased npm potyomisser BIT prodoerd by shr

total 0.0 gans BiCMOS prmms. (Prom Oupsa asid Bohri ii
. Rrprintod with perusissiun.]

Before pumuing the origin of the cited polysilicon eatitter gain enhancement, ncr nerd

to roplain that the emitters in modern BdTs are routinely made very thin Itt achieve higlt

operating speeds. Unfortnntstely, reducing the emitter thiekuess ultimately leads to a reduc

tion in gain. In high-performance BiTs the quasinrutral width of the emitter (Wc] cache

less than a minority carrier diffusion length IL5). If We/Lu 4 1 in a standard all-crystalline

emitter, recombination may be neglected in the emitter and, like in the base, the minority

carrier distribution becomes a linear hunctiun of position as pietored in Fig. 11.15(o). As

sociated with the modified minority carrier distribstion in the emitter, there is a significant

increase in the base-to-emitter injection current under active mode biasieg. The emitter

efficiency therefore decreases and the gaiti likewise derceuses. Quantitatively, as senSed in

Problem 11.11, We d sisuply replaces Lv in the Eq. (ll,41)—]lt.d4] performance pa

rameter relationships.
The use of a pnlysilieon emitter compeesotes in purl for she decrease in gain due to the

shallow nature of the emitter. Although the actual situation is mther complex, and diffemnt

theories apply depending an the precise natare of the palysilicoa/Si interface055,to first

order the polysilicon portion of the emitter may be modeled as enerely low-mobility silicon.

A lower mobility in the polysilicom is reasonable, since one would expect additional carrier

scattering from the grain baundorics, tine dusardered regions between the small crystals or

“grains” in the polyrrystallime film. Assonsing the qausineurral widths of both the pulp-

crystalline and crystalline portions of the emitter are much smaller than the respective mi

nority ranier diffusion lengths, recombieotioss will be negligible throughout the emitter,

and the minority c-au-rirrdistribatioes in both the polycrystalline and crystalline portions of
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reduced Ajs slops at the emitter edge of the fr—B depletion mgior, and thus a smoller

esrmst back-injected from the base into the nmitter. A smaller bmc current of course sig

tdheu improved emitter efficiency and enhanced gum.

11.3.2 Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT)

In Section 11.2 we noted several demiatiuns from the ideal that were associated ace way or
another with the base doping. Specifically, base-width modulation, the extrinsic base resis

tance Inn], and the voltage drop across she face of the emitter leading to current crowding

arc all decreased by tucreusing the base doping. Unfortunately, increasing the base doping

also decreases the emitter efficiency, which in turn decremes the gain of a standard transis

tor. There is an unavoidable trade-off between gain and the noted deviations from the ideal

in designing a standard bipolar transistor.
The situation is different isa heterojunction bipnlar transistor where, ma general rule,

the base is the most heavily doped region. A hcterojuunrsiass is, in general, a junction be

tween two dissimilar materials. Romevcr, when applied so the RET, it is understood to be

a (auction between two dissimilar semiconductors. The emitter in an RET is made from a
wider bond gap semiconductor tItan the base. Inmost semiconductor combinations this scm
up a built-in barrier impeding furword-bias injection from the base to the emitter and giving
rise to a high ssecteon efficiency even when Ne 4 Nn - Although being touted here as
“enodern” BIT structure, she heterojnsctiou idea was actually described by OW. Shackley
in the initial pateut on the bipolar josctioe transistor filed lu 19d8I The sucressfnl fabri
cation of RET structures only became possible, howevet’, with the mare recent develop
ment of sophisticated semiconductor him growth techniques such an molecular beam epi
tasty (MEE)5°1.

A key issue las deulisg with heterojanctions in the band alignmest. Band ul(gutmeut is
how the respective conduction band edges and valence baud edges of the two aemirosdue
tom line up relative to each other at the interface between the lw-a materials. Although
reasoeable estimates are possible from theoretical eoesidemtions, highly accurate band
alignments far systems of interest are usually determined from experimental observatious.
Example alignments for some of the most extensively researched systems are pictured is
Pig. 11.19. It should be emphasized that the Pig. 11.19 diagrams ore sot true heterojunction
band diagrams, but merely informational diagrams drawn assuming churge uentrality pre
vails throughout the semiconductors. Band bending in the cutnposrnt materials exism ad
jacent toes actual heserojunctias. We should also mention that is each of the pictured cesm
the component semiconductors heve essentially identical lattice coesmnts. Employing two
semirosdaclom with the same lattice dimensions ollosms the heterojenction to he formed
uu-ilh a minimum of leterfarial and balk defects, Almost all RBTs have been made utilizing
lattice-matched systems.t

As iupuoautasrcptiue lithe a/si, _0rj0i lIST sbus swplove s oecudce,uwhic 01, ,Oe, tuber roe she base.
Pseadowoeptuic totem an utsu Olisu (sypiaotly < 000 Al thus uoutuew so the lassiae pusseen stills ssdsetyisg
subesrate, Ouch tuyeo wusi be knps thin because, sO heuwo thiukes shuo 0 cuesaiv cusiaat ,utue, the uiressaa Otis
nutusru, uneusise ouweiuas autuctu usa u taulac constant ainunens mew thai of use uubsuuis. Pun iufouuusian
ubuat isis cannons siasue ana ‘even applicutious ol Oi55iCe BeTs, see U. L. Oaeumrei us., “al/alOe Opiiasial’
uuse Truisrisson,” teen Truss, us etecunus muu,eru. 42, 455—402 (Manub 10051.

F Li ::.
.—sPu.—- -4—W—-’-

(hi Palysitican omuttrr

Figure 11.18 t0ermalimd suiundty mrrier disudhatiun under wtive mnde buming las (u( an all

aryuiutltee omilteuBtT cud (hi a potysiliuns emitter SIT. Qunsimusrat widths in the base and emivon

are assumed to be much smatter than she cespeatise ssdnceity carrier duffnuiaa lcugshs.

the emitter will be linear functions of position. At she polysilseon/Si interface in an nupu

EdT the m euruty carrier bole concentration (or equ salently Bpv) and the hole current

soust be continuous. With different mob(litieu in the two rrginns, the continuity of the hole

current in mrs requires

qD1 = 50r 4-;t-— 1—nolysil eon —Su ill
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(a) At05Ga0sAs/GaAs (b) GaAs/Ge

:r:: :Jv

(a) tsP/tni.aGaoa,A.s )d) Als aniOn 52As/tsP

Figure 11.19 flsterajnsatisu band alignrsests fm the (a) At0 sGaasAs/GaAS. (h) GaAs/Ca,

(a) tnP/tit553G5,,5A5. asd (d) A1045tn55,As/tnP lattico-mstelted systems. (Data from Tiwaei and

Franki Intl

AIGaAs/GsAs )s the most nstensively researehcd astd technologically advanced of the

)neterojanctisn systems. The idealized crass seettss of as Al0 Ga0,As/GaAs Nps I4BT is

shows in Fig. I t.20. (By cssvestion, an appercsse letter, dne N is Npn, is ssed to idantily

the wider hasd gap side ttf a hetersjnsetias.) The required nt-GaAs snbcstteclor, tt-GaAs

collector,p5-GaAs bass, and N-Al05Ga0 ,As emitter films are deposited is ssccessian an

semi-issntating (SI.) GaAs substrate. The 5.1. GaAs substrate sad the SI. sidewalls, the

latter formed by deep pretsn implantatiss ists the depssited layers, dielectricalty isolate

the HBT from other davicos sn the wafer. The strocnare is completed by the appraprtate

etching of tayers sad the depssition of metat csstacts.

If dae E—B hnterojsnetiss is assnmed to be abrupt, the Al05Ga07As/GaAs Nps HBT

Can be msdnled to first order by the equilibnism nsergy band diagram in Fig. 11.21(a).

Except for the svider emitter hasd gap asd the basd disesntinaities at the E—B isterfare,

the abrspt-jusetios HBT diagram is seen to be searly identical to the energy basd diagrattt

of ao equivalently daped BIT. Natoraity, since N0 4 11n th N, the E—B asd C—B depletion

rngioss tie alssost esclssivety is the emitter and cottector, respectively. Althssgh madess

dopositisn techniques are capabln of grawisg hetersjasetisss that are abrupt as as utsotic

scale, it is very common to enhasco device performasce by istentionally growtng a

csmpssitiosally graded jaoctios; i.e., the composition is slowly chusged from GaAs to
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±IIIL id/

zr raa

‘ Sntsi-insolstisg Gsa_s
(, snbstsote

(a)

Er

B,

(b)

Ftgarn 11.21 Eqoitibriem nssrgy basd diagram foe theAI55Ga51As/GaAs A(ott HBT assnming
the fl—B heterojasotion is (a) abrupt aud (h) esmpssitionutly geaded.

Al5Ga,As over a distance of a fess hundred asgstroms. This elianisases the sharp band
dtscontinaisies and gives rise to the modified eaergy band diagram in Pig. 11 .2t (b).

The baste operattnual asatysis of as HBT with a campositiosally graded fl—B jusetion
is essentially identical to that of a stasdard BIT. Is fact, the BIT analytical results may he

takes over directly if appropriate modifications are mado to accoant for the dsfferent is,

valses of the l’IBT emitter and base, Specifically, Eq. (11.31) sod tater rotattonshsps ssere

written in a simplihed fsrm by noting ttrs/Pns = Na/Na tn a standard BIT. In as HBT,

hosuever, ttrs/Pna (nchisi/(5t?nmn) she NnJNr in BIT retatiosships must be seplaces

by (N5)N,)(4/n). Assuming W 4 L5. the emitter efftciescy af the graded HBT than

becomes -

(11651
D0WN5t55

l+DLNO

The N0 4 Nn in an HBT is offset by the fact that tt,5 of the narrow gap base is mach greater

than nw of the wide gap emitter. Even thaugh N5/N0— 100, for example, the n0/tsj ratio

in a typical Al0 aGaa a As/GaAs HBT is —

lO—, yielding a thesreticat emitter efficiency

very closets aaity.

As a pracsicat matter it should be asted that emitter efficiencies in artaat HBTs tend to

be belaw she value campated fram Eq. (11.62). The emitter effictency a lowered by a

signifirast rentribation fram thu B—B deptetias regtas, parttcularly from exposed

surface mgioss of she B—B janctian periphery. Proper surface passtvattou us GaAs devices

poses more of a problem than iu Si devices. Nevertheless, HBTs are now prodsced with

nary respectable gains and unmatched high-frequency performance.

11.4 SUMMARY

Is this chapter we took on she task of modeling the steady-state response of the btpalar

jnnetiots transistor. Initially permitting she qaasineasral width of the base to he arbitrary. an

ideal transistor analysis paralleling the ideal diode aaalysis was performed to obtain geseral

relationships for she minsrity carrier distribution in the base (Eq. 11.26), the performaace

parameters (Eqs. 11.31—It .34), aad the terminal carrents (Eqs. 11.35 and t 1.36). Subse

quently the generalieed relatiosships were simplified, making ase of the fact that the qtias

ineatral widllt of the base is typically mash less than a miaority carrier diffasion length is

a well-made tratnsistar, The resulting expression for dte nsinsrity cannier distributioa ia the

bate (Eq. 11.40) was noted to be a linear fnnctioa of postttoa. The performance parameter

relationships appropriale far a well-made trassislar snere recorded as Eqs. (11.41)—) 11.44).

Siniplified handling of Ilte expressions far the termtital carrents was areonaplislted by intro

ducing the Ebers—taloll model (F)g. 11.3) and equatiam (Eqs. 11.47).

Several deviations from the ideal were noted in compartng theory aud esperimest.

Bim-dependest variation of the qaasiueurrat width of the base, referred to as base width

modalation. causes a aamber of deviations isrlading the quasilinear upward slant of the

sousa505 emitter onnpnt characteristics. Punch-through (total depletion of the base) or ava

laarhe breakdsssn of the C—B junction, whirhrner occurs hrst, limits the manimam naspat

voltage that con be applied to the transistor nuder active-made camnson-base operation. As

far as activs-made commaa-ettattser operation is concerned, earrtur malfsplisatiou and as
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internal feedback mechanism ran rnmbine to make Vrm < t1cnn’ Gthnr cited phenomena
leadsng to deniaoons h’om the tdeat inc(ade the series resistance euternal to the “intrinsic”
transistor, the nsttage drop in the bate arrant she face of the emitter giving rite to current
erawding, reesmbtnattnn—generation in the fl—B and C—B depletion regions, and the
graded doptng of the base. Special note was also made of the Gumuiel and

.
sersas

plots that are often presented as a graphical measure of trausislor performance.
Etnatly, the section as moderu BIT structures served the daal purpose of Introducing

spertal tranststorstruetares, the yalysilicon emitterBiT and the I4BT. ss’hile simaltauennsly
pnontdtng sample practical use of presioasly established coueepsa aad information.

Caosplenel D(ffiealt
Prnb(est

After J Lear) Posnt Wrtghrisg Dearrtptsan

1 1.1 11.4 t — 20(1 each part eneeps
Quirk qaie

b-2: c-3, j-2, 1-2)

11.2 11.1.1 2 10(2 eachpart) Deduce infn given !‘plot

18 (1/2 each equalton) ntpn equation modifications11.3 11.1.2

I 11.4 11.1.3 7(I each answer) , Current and parameter eals.

•lt.5 Lp0(x) plot, W/L5 naried

I 11.6 I thp(at) plats far four modes
11.7 ‘ I 12 (3 meb pa Sketch carrier distribntiosa

11.9 2 10 (a-I, b-I, e-2,d-l,e-5) Deduce info from dist. plots
11.9 “ 2—3 12 (y-5, a.-S, fl.a_-2) Parametric effect tzble

111.10 “ 3 12(3eachplst) flvs.rn,Ns,rs,Nnplots
11.11 “ 3 12 (a-4, b::n-2) — Shalisse emitter

11.12 11.1.4 3—4 14/diode” (a-b, b::e-2) “Diades”

11.13 “ 3 10(5 each part) Apply Ebers—Mall cirsait

— 3—4 25(a-5,b-10,r.l0) Derive rompatational eqs.
11.15 II 2.2 3—4 15 (a-l0, b-5) Emitter input B’-sensilivity

‘ Punch-through calculation

2,4 : (u-3, b-3, e Compare twa transistors

3—4 20/diode”

2 10

0,b-t0(

Determine Early voltage

Plot “diode” I V

‘.8 2 .12(a-I0,h-2 Gnmmel aod gain plotsEj 3 I V5 dependence of gain plot

CHAPTER 11 PRGBLBM INFGRMATIGN TABLE

I’\
,‘iEi”t

Figure 11,20 tdealimd cross seation of m At05Ga,5As/GaAs Npit HBT
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fb) Roughly sketch the mieority carrier distribnttOtt in the hose of a pnp BIT andre active

mdc biasing when W/Ln 4 1 and WIt0 P 1.

(c) A pop BIT with WIL0 4 I is active mode biased. Given = 10Pns’ make

sketches of Ap5Gn) Pn(XYPnv. and p0(x) in the hate.

(d) What ace typical sires foe ‘p. 0T’ cias. and $,?

(ci Establish a gcnecal espeessian for In ln(Vca,Vcn) in terms nf the Ebers—Moll

patawetect.

(f) o, = 0.9944, a = 0.4286, I = 4.749 >r 10”A. Determine 1no’

(g) Referriag to Fig. I i.5(d), what is the canse of the qoatilinear slope in the chaeactetrs

tict at dte lowec V0 values? What it the canoe of the sharp npward carvacuce in tire

cltacactcristics as t’nc * Vcac?

Ib) Iris established that ‘eras of a BIT is limited by panch-drroagh. Nevertheless, a student

claims Vcco 4 VcBv in the given device, is this possible? Replace.

(i) What ts rite cause of “current ccawdrog”?

(j) Cite the betrcficial effects assaciated with a graded base.

1k) What is a Gammul plot?

(I) What it the ccase of the deccease in $ac at law and htgb ‘c values as exemplified by

Fig. 11.16?

(m) Woald there be any advantage to canstractiag a Si BJT where the entice cmirtcr is made

of polyvif icon? Esptarn.

(a) Dofine “hetreojanctiot.”

(a) What are the differences between a BIT and an FORT?

11,2 The electron and hale carrenis inside a pap BIT biased in the active made are platted

in Fig P1 L2. All the entreaty are eefereveed to !, the hale caeeeat injected iota the base.

Determine:

(a( The emitter efficicacy (‘p1;

(6) The have rranvparr faetae (to3);

(c) The comman emitter d.c. cannot gain (/I);

(d) The bate current (‘)

(e) Far the given transistae, is the reeontbiaatiOo—grnerat000current aetsing from the de

pletion rrgioat aegligible as assumed in the ideal irarvistor analysis? Explain.
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11,7 The equilibrium majority ned minority carrier canceatratrons in the qamineatral rr

gianv af a BJT are ahawa as dashed lines in Figs. P11.7(a) and P11.7(b), respectively. These

figures are intended to be linear plaIt, with a break m the a-axis depletian regions to ac

commodate the different depletion widths astaciatcd with the variant biatrag wades. Nate

that the carrier coneentratians in the there trunsistar regions we not drawn to the proper

relative scale, bat only qualitatively reflect the fact that NE P’ Na > Ne. Emplayreg saltd

lines and remembering the figares are intended to be linear pints, sketch the majarity and

winarity carrier distribatiaas in the respective qansineattal regians af the W 4 La teansisrav

under

(a) active mode biasing;

(b) inverted made biasing;

(e) satnratioa biasing;

(d) cataffbiming.

Pea

(a) Majority carrier aareeatratiunt

(b) Minority carrier caaeaatratiaas
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11,8 The Aae/nea, áPn/Pnr, and Lay/or0 drstributiaas in the quasineatral rrgiant af a
pop BIT are as nketehrd in Fig. P11.8. Determiae;

(a) The palarity af V00;

(b) The palarity af V0;

(c) The magnitude af Vet;

(d) The biasing made;

b

11,9 Complete the table below by indicating whether the noted change in a BJT desire
parameter irirreaaea, derreaaea, ar has no effers on the listed performance parameters.

Change Effrrt a’, ‘p Effert an a1’ Effect alt

,_reosr W0

Increaser0

Increase N5

Increase vs

Increase N0
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11.1 Quick Qaic

(a) In the ideal transistor analysis, what assumptions are tirade about the regrattal (B, B, C)

doping eoneentratioos and quasrrrestral ssidihs?

pay’;: ,vvr.a/7y7.
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10 f IN

Ht0unt

O.yqyst 0

0.ORtI1\ 0.ORt/

__________

B B

____

Figure P11,2

113 Indicate the required revisions ra the equations in Sabmehans 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 if the
device under analysis iv taken to be an spa BIT.

.11,4 Sample computations )pmferably computer-aided) are robe perforated to gauge the
wagottadr of the BIT earrrat components and thr tire of the performance parameters.
Atsanse room tenrperatum operation, a pop BIT, active mode biasing with V0 = 0.7 V
and V5 = —5 V, W w W0, A = lO cmt, and material parumeters as listed in Table 11.1
of Sabseetiot 11.1.). Eusployiag the relationships developed iii the ideal transistor analysis
(Subsections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2). coteolate:

(a) cosh( Wit0), sieh( WILE), and W/L5 (all to five significant fignres);

(b) ‘e1i’’er’ !er,aad!e;

(e)10,4,aodf8;

(d) ‘rsm’’aa’ and ‘03 as defined in Snbsretion 10.4;

(e) ‘p. a00, aad $dc’

F

O1E

I

k

• 11.5 Examine how the minority carrier diviribation it the base of a POP BiT varies with
the WI!.,8 ratio. Taking t40 = 0 so that A90(W) = 0, coestroet a molticarve plot of
4p5(x)IAp5(0) versus e/ W corresponding to WIt0 = tO, 5, 1, 0.5, and 0.1. Note thaI 0 as
4p0(x)1Ap5(0) as I and 0 ar s/Il/ as 1. Contmrnr on the resuttaet plot

• 11,6 Graphically illustrate how the teinority carrier distribution in the bate of a BIT va
ries with the biasing mode. Construct four individual “demonstration” plots (sabplors in
MA’r’kAa) of to0 )x)1p00 versus xIW rorrespoadiag rmpeatively to each of the four biasing
modes. For the parposes of the illustration, assume WILa 4 1 and restrict P0)°)1Pan and
tp0(Ft’71p00 to be as 10. Far ants scaling employ x,,, = 0, x = I, y = —2, and

= 10. Appropriately label the foar plots.

(r) Repeat parts (o)—)d) if the device in an opo BIT.

C

B C

Figure P11,6

B B

Pigute P11,7
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.1;

.11.10 Let the lifetimes and dopingn vpectfied in Table 11.1 be the reference values mv,

W. and so on Making use af the nrahility fit relattanships quoted itt Everc,se 3,1.

stenet four individual lag-leg plots (vabplets in MATLAS) of fl,, versns T0Jt5o .Nisv,,

T/T, and Nc/Nun. In each case vaey the indepondent variable Kate 0.1 to Ill. Assstoe

T = 300 K and l’ = Wa 2 1em in all eompntatiees. Neglect the fact that the emtttet is

degenerately duped aver a pertien of the specified range. Do yene reselts here agree with

the anssvers to Frableto 11.9?

11.11 The emitter in toedern BiTs is oftett ntnde very thtn to aebteve high operating

speeds. In this problem we enamitse the effect of nnsploytng a “sltatlow” emttter on the

performance parameters. Consider the pop BIT ptctared tn Fig. P11.11 where, like the

base, the emitter is of futile width. Let W, he the qnavtneatral wtdth of the rmtttet attd

assame Atur = 0 at the atrtallic etnitter contact (x” = Wv).

B B C

.s”_ i:
tV0 0 0 55’

Figure P1111

(a) Paralleling the ideal transistor analysis, obtain revived rvpresstons for Attn and Is,.

(b) Establish revised evprennions for the perfortttance parameters analogous to Eqs.

(I l.3l)—l.l 1.34).

(e) Establish the revised enpressions for the performattre parameters when WIt5 4 I and

Wv/LeNt.

(dl Referring to the part (hi and (c) answers, hnw are y and $a, affected as W0 a syste

matically decreased?

In) Makr a sketch similar to Fig. 11.2 shosving the mtnonty earruer dtstrtbntiott in a shal

low (Wv/Lu 4 1) ntnitter nader active made biastng.

11.12 When ann of the tratisistor rertrtinals is left floattag or two of thr tnrmtnals are con

nected tngnther, the transistor becomes a diode-like two.tecnnnal device. The stn pnsvtble

“diode” connections are pictured in Fig. P11.12. Answrr the qaestuens that follow after

choosing a specific connection for analysis. Ills suggested that at least one opntt.cttcatt

connection (a, c, ore) and one short-circait connection (b, d, or fi be analyeed.

(al (hi

±‘Np ±NP

(vi (dl

(n( ID

Figure P11.12

(a) Dense the f—l’ rolattonshrp for the “diode” by appropriately manipalating and com
htntng the Ebecs—Moll er.nations. / should be espressed only in terms of V mud the
hbers—Moll paramnters.

)b) Develop evpresstnns for Alan(0)1Pnv and Apn(htfl/pnv in terms af V and the Ebers—
Moll parameters.

(ci Stntpltfy the part (hi rnsnlts by setting an = an a and ‘en ‘en = l. (The aitapli
fications here wonld be valid for a transistor where the material parameters of the emit
ter and collector are identical.)

(di Uttltetng the part (ci relattonsitips and assaming W 4 L5, sketch the minority carrier
distribntion in the base of the transistor if VA K kTIq.

In) Repeat part Id) for a reverse hias where
— V K loT!9.

11.13 The common emitter ootpnt characteristics of a pop BrI’ for small valnrs of Vnc are
pictured tn Ptg. P11.13. The d.c. operating point of the transistor lies at the bnandary
beon’eesm wrtiee mode and sntarntints triode biasing as illnstrated in the figare.

(a) Referring to Pig. 11.3 in Sabsrction 11.1.4, draw the simplified lnrge signal eqaivaleat
circuit for the transistor at the given operating point.

(b) Employtng the simplified eqoivalent ca-mit of part (a), or working directly with thn
Ebers—Moll eqoations, obtain an expression far rr at the specified operating paint.
Yonr answer shoald be in trrms of ‘a and the Ebers—Moll parameters.
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(a) Which tranaintOr it exported to have the greater emitter efficiency? Enplnin.

(b) Wltirh transistor will eahibit the greater sensitivity to base width mndalatioa nader
active made biasing? Explain.

(ci If limited by avalanche breakdown of the C—B jonction, which transistor will rnhibit
the larger Vcnn? Enplain.

11.19 For Ver 20 V the characteristics displayed in the middle figure of Exercise 11.10
cnn hr closely modnlrd by a lincar relationship of the form ‘c = B( Var — Vn)ln, where B
and V5 are constants. Working with the middle figare (the “base width modulutian in
cladod” fignrr), or preferably workiag with namerical vulnes dndoced from the BJTplas
program itself, determine the values of B and t1 reqaired to lIt each of the foar ‘a > 0
characteristics. Note thatV5,referred to as the “Early voltage,” is the voltage tntcrccpt that
woald resnlt if the linear region of a characteristic is entrapotuted into the Ver mis. Cam-
meat on yoar namnrical revolts.

. 11.19 One or more I—VA relationships for diode-like operation of the transistor were es
tablisltod in answering Problem 11.12(a). Adapt the BiTplus and subsidiary programs of
Enercise 11.10 to gnnrrate plots of thr I—VA ehsmcteristics. The BJTO program prnvidod
for Enrrcisn 11.10 may be used svithout modification to inpnt the device parameters for
sample compntutiors. If necessary for clarity, display the forward and reverse bias portions
af the characteristics on separate plots.

in) Initially construct the I—VA program(s) assuming W = W5 and nrglrrting both base
width madnlation and carrier maltiplicatian. Make a hardcopy of the resalting
characteristics.

(b) Subsequently inclodr both base width modotalion and carrier tonltiplication. Br sam
to take into account carrier multiplication in the B—B depIction rrgioa when a large
rcvcrse bins is applied across the B—B jsnction. Make a hardcopy of sample computu
rians; campare the part (a) and (b) results.

11.20 Gnmmrl and Gain Plots.
(a) Construct a thenrrtiral Gnmmel plot similar to Fig. 1115 employiog the device pa

rameters apecifird in the BJTO sabprogram of Exercise 11.10. IThe parameters in the
BJTO snbprogram provide a reasonable match to the 2N2605 pep BiT characteristics
displayed in Figs. 11.4 and 11.5.) Assume active mode biasing and a Vca < 0 sach that
the Vcn terms in Eqs. (11.4?) can be neglected. Let the ‘rand l = 4 — 4 vrrsns
V,5 characteristics computed from Eqs. (11.4?) he known as the ideal device charac
teristics. Approvimately amount for the recombiaadon—erncmtion corrent arising
from the B—B depletion region by adding

=
— I)

to the ideal-device base rnrrrnt. Use l, 10—ia A and n2 = 1.5 in culcnluting the
corrected hove current. To appmosittsatnly account for high-level injection and other

I
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I 1n =

d.c. operating point

Figure P11.13

11.14 The computational equations for the BIT charuclormvttcs quoted m Evrrctse II.?

were established by appropriately combining and/or rearrangIng the Ebrrs—MnII rqsa

tions. Perfocut the algebraic mantpulations necessary to dceivr the quoted rqnution for

(a) The common base output tic = ‘r I Vcs, 4)]’

(b) The common emitter input )‘n = 4 ( Ven. Vcc)1

(e( The consman emitter output )1c = /r&’ec’ 4))’

11.15 In modern high.performunco transistors, the gain ma usually Inmuled by the entutter

efficiency, which implies DvNn W/Dn We L K (l/21(W/L5)a.

(a) Show’ that the common eminer inpat characteristics of snch devices arc expected no be

relatively insensitive to base width modolutmon.

(b) Sketch the expected form of the common emitter inpet ehucactenisttcs uf the transistor

gain is not limited by the emitke efficiency; i.e., DnNe W/DuNnLv = (t/2)(W/L0?

11.16 I-levy is the Exerciso 11.9 result modtfied if 1vn = 0.? V?

11.1? Two pisp BiTs are identical enrept that the emitter mud collector region doptng are

iuterchastged as illnsteuted in Pug. P11.1?.

I;’.

‘it

)j
I’

1

,rv

Transistor A Transistor B

Fi9uEE P11.17
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collector current nosidealities, multiply the ideal-device collector current by ttte cor

rection [actor

i.e., colculate the corrected !, employing I = Tic1idmol). Show botls tise ideal and

corrected chnracteristics on your Gominel plot maktug npproprtate use of dashed and

tolid hoes. Limit the plot ostpot to 109A Its 1O A and 0.3 V S Vrs s 0.0 V.

(hi Expand the part (a) program to additionally display a norton or gain plot sststlar

to Pig It 16 Itse the MAmAS passe function to iuterrstpt execution of the program

between plots. Sot the axes liosits to obtain u plot covertug the range 10— $&. m
lO3andtOtAthIcts10’A.

11.21 Increasing the cc value ctoployod lit acqotring versus ‘c data invariably leads

to a small but perceptible increase in over most of thr I ratsgc. Sample esperttssctstal

data arc presented in Fig. P11.21. Pormalate mid support an esplouatton as to the cauSe itt

the observed ttrc dependence.

12 BJT Dynamic Response
Modeling

Major applications of the BIT include use as a sotall-signal amplifier in wide-bond or tuned
circoils and use as a so-itch in digital logic circuits. In this chapter we examine the first-
order modeling of tlte small-signal response and the transient (switching) response of the
transistor. The small-signal response is routinely described or modeled in terms of a small-
signal eqoivaloot circuit. Small-signal eqoivalest circuits are employed, far example. to
calcslate amplifier signal gain, inpot luspedances, and osttpot impedances. In modern ap
plications the dmire for high gain and large bandsoiddt leads to the almost esolosive use of
the BIT is the common emitter coufigoratios. Cooseqoently, the coverage herein emplta
sicos the desetopotcos of equivalent cirraits appropriate for the noted coufigurusion. Rela
tive to the transient response, digital electrotttrs and other switching opplicatious require
the BIT to be switched rapidly betweeti tlse cutoff “off-stale and the satoratios “on”-
state. An examination of the switching response and a simplified analysis of the observed
time delays are presented in the second section of the rhapter.

12.1 SMALL-SIGNAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

12.1.1 Generalized Two-Port Model

Consider Pig. 12.1(a) whore the BIT is assumed so be connected in the common emitter
configuration and is sodded as a “black hon’ with two ports. Note that for the pemeot
analysis (and contrary so the pep BJT analyses in Clsoptcr 11), all currents are defined to
be positive when flowing luto a device terminal. Likewise, alt collages are referenced to
the terminal coasmon to the spot oud output. With she BIT assamed to he coisitoeted in the
comtuon emitter coofigarittios, the d.c. input current, the d.c. output current, the d.c. input
voltage. aud the d.c. outpat soltoge are respectively k F50, and Ven. The correspoud
lug ac. q500tisies are i, i_, u5_, and u,_. lu the preceding choptec is won established that
Is coold he soritlett m an exclusive function of the applied d.c. voltages; that is I =
1n(t’ur, Vrr). When ac. potentials err and c_ are superimposed Ott the d.c. tertoiool
coltagec, the ispot current quite generally becomes ioWun+cco.t”co+ U) =

Io(Vor. Vcv)+ l. Similarly, iris readily established that the d.c. output correut can also
be expressed as an exclusive foection of the d.c. input and output voltages; that is ‘c
‘c&’ur, Vcc). Thus, when u5, nod c__ are respectively added to Fur and Vcu, the total
output correct aoalogoasly becomes ir(Vor + err. V + c,oi = lcWor, Vco) + i.

tc (Al

FIgure P11,21
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aud terms ore assumed negligible), our obtains

Iu(Vuo+err,VcE+Voo) = buWar.1tco) +
orm

+ Ce (12.30)
OVen r5,,

which when substituted into Eqs. (12.2) gives

1c(Vee+l’cr=) = lc(Von,Vco) ÷ ccwmrr
+

oLe
(l2.3b)

dIe! 810

=

°y w ce

file

=
r7

rccV&
÷

reuC

Dimensionally the partial derivatives in Eqs. (12.4) me condoctauces. lusroducing

vgiit0nttgaa3

(hi

FIgure 12.1 (a) Thn SIT siess’ed us a two-poet outwork and cosuwtud is the eowwos enttttes

cunfigorotion. (hi Low.froqoesey smotl-sigool eqaivoteet cieroit eharorteriehtg the ac. orspovsr ot

thu BIT

The fiotegoimsg was primarily a statement of fact. We now make a crttical assomptton:

namely, we ossume the sroosistor rastfollotr the rhortgrs itt poteotiol qsastxtotically so that

io(vnr + e., Vcc + 0) oOor + e50, l/ +e and ic(Voc +e Vc ce)

lc(Vov + v5, Vcc + v_a). This allows us to write

1uWur,Vcr5,j = Ju(Von,Vrc) + i5 (12.la(

lc(Vur+es,Ycc+v,e) = Ir(Ver..Vcc) + (12(b)

or

i 1u(Vor sc.Vcrfttcc) — In(Voo.”cr) (12.20)

= I(Vne+eso,l’co5cc) — 1cOsn,Vcn) (12.2b)

Nest, espssding the first term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (12.2)100 Taylor series shoot

the d c. operating poiuc. and keeping only first-order teems in the esponsion (htghor-Ordrr

I ttPO pup
m +10 out

(12.da)

(l2.4h)

=IL L. 0I
flit

0m
— fiV0

eec’
fits

IVru tsr cm

I 1 ii (12.5 a, b)
tips pop

+1 in +15 out

= - =2Loflat
flVnn 0a —

flaa
— av

i_OR — fiVeco

p p p p (12.Sc.d)

nps pop ups pop
+lc 10 tIc out +lc in -1-1c outJ

= flt,vI + gpn... (12.60)

= flatsc + fl55V (12.flb)

Equations (I 2.6a) and (l2.flb) may be viewed as the s.c. rarreot node eqaatioos for the
base and coltector terminals, respectively. Them eqoations indicote the i and i_ currents
flou’isg into the terminals divide into tsoo components. Gne component if, tt at the input

son can then write
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-

________

and g5,n at the aatpat) in (ant the carreot throagh a condactance connected across the

flYnn port. The second carrent canspaarni (g at tlte iitput and g51 nt., at the nalpull is

controlled by the valtage at the opposite pact and is logically associated with a current

generator We therefore infer tlte small-signal circuit consistent with the derisnd nqnatioirs

is as pictured in Fig. 12.1(b). [The reader should vertfy that the node equations for the B

and C terminals in Fig. 12.1(bl are indeed Eqs. (12.fial and (12.hh), respectisely.)

Seseral comments are in order concerning the Pig. 12.1(b) resolt. First, the small-

signal equivalent circnit is understood to be applicable at loss operatiounl freqanncirs where

capacitise effects assuciated with the transistor junctiotis can he neglected. Secand, al

though a viable equivalent circait, an alternative farto of the circait to be established in bc

nest snbsectinn is normally preferred in practical compatations. Lastly, 1 should he noted

that the desetopmetit leading to Fig. 12.1(b) was of a purely mathematical nature. The

Fig 12 1(b) result could be readily modified to apply loather BIT coufigmattous or eves

to other three-terminal devices by simply cltaoginf the identity of the twn-port terostnals.

The only tic to n specific desice or coufigaration is through the conductance definitions. If

desired, Eqs (12.5) and the d.c. cnrreni relationships established iv Chapter II conld be

eutplnyed to obtain eaplicit relationships far the small-signal cosduciances

12.1.2 Hybrid-Pi Models

In performing small-signal analyses, the Hybrid-Fi equivalent circait is by fm and assab tire

nicst freqneutly used model. The model has several advantages that make ti particalarly

attractive to circart design eugincers. Notably, the mcdel parameters are mndily mInted Ic

the d c operating paint variables and the temperatUre variation of the pmauteters is easily

dedoced Simplified ned complete versions of the basic Hybrtd-Pi model me shown mspec

lively in Figs. 12.2(a) and (b). The cited low-frequency eqorvalent circuits apply to the

“iutritssic transistor” under active-mode opemtion. The Hybrid-Ft model gets its name

fram the Fig. 12.2(b) m-arraugemeut of circuit elements with “hybrid” (a combination of

conductance and resistance) units. g,,, is the ernn,rroudncinuce, a measure of Ihe forward

sollage gain, ‘u the onipnt rc’sisennre, ir, the input resistance, and cv the fecdihrough

rcaivinttce.
The simplified model of Fig. 12 2(a), which finds cstensive Use in first-order analyses,

con be derived directly from the geeeraliaed two-poet model. Under aclive-tuade biasitig

the Eqs. (11.47) fibers—Moll relationships for opep BIT simplify to

and

m 1we5r en > 0, Vcu < 0 )12.7a)

m mrlwescmsr . . . Vnu > 0, Vru < 0 (12.7b1

= tr — ‘r m (I — 0r)1vactor (12.7c)
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If base-svidth modalarinu is assamed to he negligible, mp and 1w are constants radepeudeut

uf bias and

cLw
w o

—c- mO
- fiVvc c55

With fila at = weobtain thedesired result; Fig. 12.1(b) reducestu precisely ihesame

farm as Fig. 12.2(a). We also conclude gm gal and r,, m t/g0. Euphicitly evaluating g,,,

and ic using Eqs. (12.7) yields

q’c
mevaLi.i’

ldiu/dVun(1cm qI0ikT ! Em fw

Note thaI g,,, and r,, are readily evaluated given a knowledge of ihe d.c. operating point.

The fner-element low-freqaeucy model of Fig. 12.2(b) is ased when base-mtdth osoda

lotion cannot he iguored or a more precise analysis is to be performed. Although somewhat

more involved then the simplified model derivation, the Pig. 12.2(h) circutt parameters can

be related to the two-port model parameters in a straightforward foshiou. It is lefI as an

evercise to show that in general

gw = gal — El2

= l/(ga + En)

= lf(g11 + g5)

= —hg1,

(l2. lOb)

(12.IOc)

(12.lfdl

Typically is is seceral orders of magnitade stualler than the other two-port model cunduc

tauces aird maybe neglected in computing Em’ r,,, and rm. Equations (12.9) may of course

be used to uvalaate Eu dud cm if fit is mach less than fai and g

Finally, the model shown in Fig. 12.2(c) is aØprnpriate fnr use at higher feeqanncics.

Included in Ihe tuodel are the parasitic series resistances (r5, r,, and ru) that connect the

intrinsic transistor to Ihe eaternal device terminals (see Subsection tl.2.5). C,5 and C,v

Figure 12.2 Hybrid-Pi eqaicaleet circuits. lal Simplified and (hI complete low-frequency Hybrid
Pi eqoisninot circuits thai model the intrinsic tnnusistui under uciivr-mnde cnmmuu-einitter apera
tins. (c) Hieh-frrqorrcy equisalunt circuit including the parasite serim resisiancru.
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respectively model the collectur-base and emitter-bane Ii junction capacitances. Under
active-mode biasing the Ccv associated with the reverse-bianod C-B jnuctinn is primarily
ajusction capacitance. white Ccc msuciated with the forss’ard-hiaaedE-B junction inctades
both (unction and diffusion components. The appropriate (unction cupacttaucc nelation
ships from Cltaptrr 7 may he used wilboat modification in evaluating C,5 and C,5. How
ever, the diffusise component of ç5 must be modified as outlined in Problem 12.7. An
udditionOl capacitauce between the C and B terminals nud a cnpacitasce from the C’ ter
mind to a sabutratc terminal may be ueceusary to properly model transistors incoeparaled
in ICs. It should be noted that the Fig. 12.2(c) model is typically valid at freqnencies up to
ruughly 500 MHn. The model becomes increasingly iunccnmte above 500 MHe because it
does nat take into accouul the delays in sigual peopoganon ucruss the various device
regions.

12.2 TRANSIENT (SWITCHING) RESPONSE

The BIT fiadu entessive utilleution us an electrnuic switch in applicntious ranging from
simple discrete-device circuits to complea IC logic circuits. When compared to a pet Jnac
lion diode, the BIT offem intrinsically faster switching speeds and the advantage of a third
lead, which greatly facilitates the switching process. Like the ps (unction diode, a time
delay in progressing between the “au’ and “off” states cau be attributed foe the must part
to the build-np or removal of eacess mionrity carrier change. Since switching speed is
major concern in many applications, it is reasonable In eanmiue the switching process in
same detail.

12.2.1 Qualitative Observations

Foe Ihe purposes of the discussiun, we ansume a switching circail of the form pictured in
Fig. 12.3(a). Vcc supplies the emitter-to-collecturd.c. bias, aud R is the output load resis
tor. Switching is accomplished by pulsing the input power unpply between positive and
negative voltages. Under steady-slate caudiliunu with e < 0, the BIT is biased iota the
cutoff mode, making Iran 0. In the described state the transistor is “off” and its npemting
paint lieu near the bottum of the load line shown superimposed as the charucterisdcs in
Fig. 12.3(b). Conversely, under steady-slate conditicos with vu > 0, the applied voltages
are typically such that both juuctians are forssard biased. Operating is the saturation made
the transistor is iu the “on” state with 1c m Vcr/Ri.

Eeferriug to Fig. 12.4, let ns now csamiue the transient revpaase itself. We begin with
the turn-an transient that takes p!ace after e, is pulsed from —V5 to -

V5 ate = 0. With
V5 assumed lobe much grealee thou uvn,the bane carreot as shown is Fig. 12.4(h) jumps
up to i an V5?R5 and remaius constunt nt this value as 1ong on s, > 0. The correspoudiug
idealieed ic response is sketched in Fig. 12.41c). Prior to I = 0 the transistor is catoff biased
and the minority carrior distribution in the qonsiucutral bane is characterieed by plot (h) of
Fig. 12.4(d). Following the I = 0 tonI-on pulae, minority carrier hales begin piling up in
the base (plot (ii) of Pig. 12.4(d)). 1c intern increeses roughly in proportion to Ihe slope of

B E

(a)

—u c
• _“s,AaAv i
+ } .1’ A +

n r, <>cuvse v,,

•
B B

)bb

! c5

[12.fin(

(12.fibi

(l2.9a)

(12.9b)

(l2.lOa)
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st

Vcc/RL

IC

(a)

‘C

Figure 12.3 lilT switching fundamnntats. (a) Idealized sssitchittg circuit. (b) Load line with the

“on’ and “off” Steady-state endpoints Superimposed on the common emitter nolput characteristics.

AP(.c, e) evaluated at .e = W The increase in tracks the build-up of minority carriers

in the quasineutral base as long as the transistor remains action mode biased. Eventoally.

howeser, Ap(O, t) (rr?/Ne) exp(qu/kT) reaches the point where em = or

0, and the transistor subsequently becomes saturation biased. Once saturation bi

ased, the minority carrier build-up is completed as pictured in piot (iii) of Fig. 12.4(d).

Consistent with tho cited plot, , increases ouly slightly during this portion of the transient

to finally attain its un-state value.

OF’
I \e

tv)W

(dl

Figure 12.4 BIT switching characteristics. (a) Applied input voltage. (hi loyal current (i0) us
function of time. Ic) Output current (iC) as a function of time. (d) Approsimate minority carrier
distribution in the quasinnusrat base at curious times during the transient response.

1-i’

vsI

Or

(b)
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The i torn-off transient also exhibits Iwo distinct phases. The situation inside the base

of the transistor during the two phases is approximately modeled by plots (iv) and (v) of

Fig. 12.4(d), respectively. During the initial phase, occurring inimediately after ti,is pulsed

from + V5 to — V5, i remains approximately constant while the stored charge associated

with saturation biasing is removed from the quasineutral base. The time delay here is oh

s’iousty similar in nature to the storuge delay time encountered in the put junction analysis.

The second turn-off phase begins when sufficient stored charge has been removed so tl:ui

the lrsnsistne becomes active mode biased. Once aclive mode biased, i munotoeically

decreases in propavtion to the stoned charge remaining in the qnasieeotral base. Ultimate(v

the total removal of the minority carrier charge leads to cutoff biasing and the off-state.

Although of secondary importance, it is interesting to note from Fig. t2.4(b) that the is

response during tern-off is essentially identical to the i-i tarn-off transient of the pit moe

lion diode. The base carrent obrsptty reverses and remains constant at i5 = —5V5/R5nod)

the BIT enters the cutoff mode. With increasing reverse bias across the E—B junction. i0

subsequently decreases to approximately zero.

12.2.2 Charge Control Relationships

In performing a qaantitalis’e analysis of the BJT transient response, we will employ the

charge control approach. Before launching into the analysis it is necessary to first establish

the charge control relationships specifically applicable to the BIT.

The pri junction charge control resells estabtishrd in Subsection 6.3.1 cache applied

directly to the quatuinenlral base of the BIT with only minor modifications. Working with a

pnp BIT, making required symbol changes, and accounting for the finite width (0 VI .v

W) of the qaasinnnlrat base, we infer

= A
fJriWI

di, — (12.11)
di JriOi Ta

where

(Excess hole cltarge’
qA f p (x,l)ds (12.12)

5tn quasinentral base) a

If jew AJ,(0) and i AJ,(W). which is equivalent to assuming the emitter and collector

currents are dominated by the bole diffusion currents respectively flowing across the F—B

and C—B junctions, we conclude

(12.13) Ii

BJT DYNAMIC RESPONSE MODEUND

= —
(12.14)

Note ax an aside that if Eq, (12.14) is applied under steady-state conditions, dQ5Idn =

0 sad t — lu = Qa/r5. This result may be interpreted as follows: There are a total of

Q5/q excess minority carriers in the qnasineutrul base. The average lifetime of an excess
minority carrier is s. Thus evet-y ‘r seconds the Q excess store of charge is eliminated
by recombination. Under steady-state conditions a entreat equal to the eliminated charge
per second, I Q01v5- must flow into the base to replace the eliminated carriers. The
noted result is valid provided the current associated with recombination in the quasinentral
base is the dominant component of I; that is, raeeier injection from the bane into the
emitter and other base current components are negligible as implicitly assnmed in the deri
vation af Eq. (12.14).

Continuing the developmei,t of charge control relationships, let as next enamine the
collector current. Consistent with previous approximations, we can write

rlXp (SC)
an AJ(W) = —qAD0 —f————

- (12.15)

If we assume Apn(x, e) has the saute functional form asp5(x) under stendy-state condi
tions, then in the W th L0 limit

ihp5).r,l) = hPn(O,t) + [thp(W.i) — Ap0(O.t)) , (l2.lfi)

which under active mode biasing simplifies to

p5(x,r) as Ps(0e)(l
—

(12.17)

Thus, taking the BiT to be active mode biased,

thhp5(x, I) — p0(0,i)
(t2.t8)

(12.19)
in0’)

—A Lvi dJ = AEJ(0) — i,(W)j an
—

= qA fIlip(Xt)akan9(O)
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- 4NQs

rllhp qAD5 —

m — qAD5 a —p11(O,r)
—
(W2/2D0)

(active mode)

we

ds on

Q00i = morn + Ae’°’s

Qil) = l5nrafl — e°mB) . .1 as 0

(12.22)

to agreement with intuition, r, coo be decreased by ieereasing ‘00 (fatter stored-charge

baild-np) or decreasing 1re (less active-mode charge storage). We otto note that sobstito

lion of the Eq. (12.27) nopression for I, into Eq. (12.25) yields Q0(s,) = ‘ee- This volta

for the stored charge at the acsive-mede/soluralion-mnde transition point was appropriately

positioned along the Q0(r) axis in Pig. 12.5(o) and will he required in completing the tarn-

off analysis.

Turn-off Transient

Daring the sararation-mode and active-mode portions of the turn-off transient, i

— —
= constant. The charge stored in the qnasinealral base therefore obeys

the charge control relationship

and

dQ0 _Pu—g

g as t as r,0 )12.31o)
‘Ce

i0(1)=
Q(fl’,as’o _l

The storage delay lime, 10, introduced above is understand to be the lime period over

which the EJT is saturation-mode biased.

The tarn-off solution is illastrated graphically on the right-hand side of Pig. 12.5 far

she assetoed valoes of = g and e = 1. = g corresponds toe, = Goad i0 m g daring the

tarn-off lraesionl; e, = — V5 and is a
—

if = I. It is immediately obvioos from

Pig. 12.5 that both the connlant (sataralion-mode) and falling (active-mode) portions of tIme

r trattsient ore decreased when > 8. This is to be expected since an i0 < 0 aids tise

wilhdrawnl of stared charge from the qoasinentrel base. Ar the satoration_mode/aOlive
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mode transition point = l, and Q0 (I,) I s,ron = Q0 (tv) I =,.,, = ‘ce Substituting the

transition paint vatnet snln Eq. ((2.5th) and solving for m,, we ohlain

r t+
= T ln I (12.32)

÷ so
L

Siecec0v,/l0nru < 1, Eq. (12.32) cnnfirma chat ç, decreases when > 0. Oenerally

speahing, decreasing r0 (faster rernmbination), decreasing tmnn (less total stored charge),

and increasing ‘cc (relatively less aaeaeurinn-mnde charge) also decreases ca’

12.2.4 PractiCal Considerations

The foregoing analysis was highly simplified to provide physical insight and to achieve a
solntion of the generally correct farm withnnr becoming bogged down in an excessive

amount uf mathemucica. Readers interested in a more precise salatiaa ace encouraged to

ennsnlt the BJT supplemental refereoce cited at the end of Part II. A more realistic sketelt

af the i5 transient response is presented in Pig. 12.6. Other than a “ronediag” near transi
tion points, the only major difference between Pig. 12.6 and earlier ic plots is an added
time delay, I, at the beginning of the transient. The added time delay arises from the
charging of the E—E junction capacitance in going from cutoff to the active mode,
Pigere 12.6 also il)ustrntes the mensurement-based definitions of the rise time (r,), the
storage delay time (r), and the full time (ti), parameters often foand in device specifica
tion sheets.

It should come as no sarpriso that various methods have been employed In speed up
the turn-on and tern-off transients. A common procedure to speed up the torn-on transient

and

or

whore

(12.20)

(12.21)

Assaming Q0)r) can be determined by solving Eq. (12.14), Eq. (12.21) dtea peovides

a siieple means of deducing the instanla000ns colleesor carrent. The 5’ paranseler Ends

extensive use in approximate unatyses and is known as the base Irosatl msene. It 15 Interpreted

as the average limo taken by minority carriers to thffase acrosa the qaasmneatrat base. Ac

cording to Eq. (12.21), one may view the collector coronas to be the result of the stored

charge in the quasinoatral base dropping into the collector every r, secoeds. Also note that

Pa, IIf = r5fs’,.

12.2.3 Quantitative Analysis

Turn-on Transient

Daring the tarn-on transient i0 m caasraet and

= !SSOZA (1 — e’”) . . . 0 as r as I, (l2.26u)

if,i) ‘

)12.26b)

The rise lime, I,, intrudaced above is anderstood lobe the time period over which the BIT

is active mode biased.
The tarn-on solatiun is illustrated graphically on the left-haed side uf Pig. 12.5. Eshib

iting an exponential dependence, Q5 (I) iaceeases smoothly from zero to its manimam

value of Q5(m) J0r. irf,I) tracks Q00) nelil the WIT becomes saturation biased at
= t,. Consistent with the qualitative observations, 8r(5) is sebseqnently assamed tare-

main constant at idle) m Vrv/Rt
“ ‘rd Setting i0f,m,) = l in Eq. (t2.26a), one coo

naive for 5, to obtain

= v5 iar (12.27)

L Jr

Qaft) OuCh

_i-I_

(a)

(hi

—

lIens-un Tlsru-sff

Fianre 12.5 Transient respnnse solution. (al Stored charge is thr qsasioeoteal bate md (b) rat-
looter carroat as a foertion of lime. The tarn-au transient is shown ea tho left and the asro-uff tran
sient on the right Tho = 0 and = I labels idrsnfy Inns-off satotioss roeeespnnding mspeetivrty
to 50w t and in = —l daring she tern-off trarsient.

8’

The general sololiun of the (12.23) differential equation is

a

:11

(12.23)

(12.24)

‘cc.

i)

where A is na arbitrary constant. Ta n very good approxsmatsan, Q5(0) = 0. Thts is true

since the teatssistor is oataff biased at the beginning of the transient. Substituting Qu (0)

0 into Eq. (12.24) when s = 0, and solving for A, yields A = — laura. Thus

so=

(12.25)
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which has the general solalion

Q5(t) —sol0oro + Ac

A is an arbitrary constant and r = 0 has been reset lathe beginning of the tarn-oft’ transient.

Since tIse total stared charge as the beginning of the turn-off transient is just eqnal to the

stared charge at the end of the lore-on transient, Q5 (Oil ,,,,.,o = Qs Eq) I,,,.,, = 100r1.

Substituting Q5(Cs = f50r5 into Eq. (12.26) whee I = 0, and solving for A, yields

A = (I +so)J50ra.Wetheeefar0000clude

Q0(t) = lnnru[(t + Øe’eo
— soi - .

. I as 0 ((2.30)

(12 28)

(12 28)

((2.5th)

‘Cr
t-g’rr

g.l’rr

(t)

g ‘—nts—----us
I0 t, 0

Figoro 12.6 Aolsal form of the oallortar-ourrent switching traosient and the measasemeat-based
definioans of t, e,, m,,, aod tr The ingot anlsage waveform is included roe refemore purposes.
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Figure 12.7 Schottky diode clamped spit transistor. (a) Schematic circuit representation.
(b) Physical implensentation.

is to add a capacitor to tire input circuitry, sach as placing a capacitor in parallel with R5 in
Fig. 12.3(a). The capacitive discharge after v, —V V5 provides a momentary poise of carrent
that accelerates die build-op of stored charge and thereby reduces the time to saturation.

A speed-up of the turn-off transient can and has been achieved by adding recousbina
tins_generation centers to the BJT base. The addition of R—G centers, such as gold in Si,
reduces s5 and therefore increases the rate of carrier removal from the base. In another
method to speed op the torn-off transient, a Schottky diode is connected between the col
lector and base as shown in Fig. 12.7. This arrangcnscnt is known as a Schniify diode
rleunp. The Schotiky diode, a device formed from a rectifying nietat-scmiconductorcontact

(see Chapter 14), conducts at a much lower fs,rward-bias voltage than a pnjunction. Con
sequently, when tire transistor enters the saturation node, the Schottky diode begiits to
conduct and “clamps” the C—B junction voltage at a relatively low positive value. This
greatly reduces the satnration-mode build-up of stored charge. Moreover, there is very little
minority-carrier charge storage in a Schottky diode. With less charge to be removed from

the BIT and very little charge stored in the Schotttcy diode, the turn-off time is dramatically

reduced.

12.3 SUMMARY

In this chapter we first examined the small signal response and then the transient or switch

ing respoitse of tire bipolurjunction transistor. A small-signal equivalent circuit for the BiT

connccted in the common emitter configurutios, n generalized two-pert model valid allow

frequencies, was established employing a purely mathematical argument. The development

was of interest in itself because it can be applied with only minor modifications to essen

tially aisy three-terminal device. Subsequently, the popular Hybrid-Pi equivulent circuit was

introduced and related to the two-port nrodci. Simplified and high-frequency versions of
the 1-lybrid-Pi circuit were also reviewed.

Because of the Importance of switching speed is many applications, the transient re
sponse was examined ni some detail. The transient response was first described qualita
tively, concentratiilg Ott the build-np and removal of encess minority carriers in the quasi-
neutral hose. Similar to the pn junction dinde. stored charge must be added or removed in
progressing between the oft-state (cutoff) and the on-state (saturation). Charge control re
lationships specificitlly applicable 101hz BiT were next established assuming for simplicity
that recombinutton in tire quasineutral base and minority carrier diffusion at the quasinen
trul base boundaries totally dominated the observed terminal currents. The concept of
base transit time, the average time required for diffusing minority curriers to cross the
qoasineutrat base, was introduced in the course of the development. Qnuntitutive espres
sious for the stored charge, the i transient, and characteristic time periods 55cm derived
for both the turn-on und tarn-off transients. A concluding subsection cited practical consid
erations including methods ihat have been employed to speed up the transient response.

PROBLEMS

bl
Complete Difficulty Suggested Shortin em

After Level Point Weighting Description

12.1 12.3 I 10(1 each part) Quick quic

12.2 12.1.1 2—3 8 Derive common base circuit

12.3 12.1.2 1 5 Determine gO,, r,,

12.4 “ 3 8 Confirm Eqs. (12.10)

• 12.5 “ 4 20 Calculate H-Pi parameters
° l2,fi “ 4 20 (a-t4, b-fl) Dnrive/eompntefT

12.7 12.2.2 3—4 10 E—B diffusion capucituncn

12.8 12.2.3 2 r Estimate Iccrr/!sunn

• 12.9 2 8 (4 each part) t,and r,5plots
° 2.10 12.2.4 3 10 (u-fl, b-4) riderivution and plot

12.1 Quick Quiz
Anssver the following questions as concisely as possibte.

(a) In svords, what is the qousistutic assumption? How is the assumption utilized in the
derivation of the generalized two-port model?

(b) Why are there separate definitions for the npn and pnp g1 conductances?

CHAPTER 12 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE
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(c) What is the origin of the “Hybrid-Pi” name?

(d) State the names of the fotlosving Hybrid-Pi parameters: g,,,, re, r,,, and r0.

(e) What is the justification for adding capacitors to the low-frequency Hybrid-Pi mudel
to obtain the high-frequency model?

(f) Describe what happemts to i5, ic, and the minority-corner concentration in the quasi-
neutral base once the transistor enters the saturation mode during the torn-on transient.

(g) Give both the word and mathematical definitions of the “base transit time.”

(h) How are 5D and r, related to

(i) Why does an i0 4 0 (5 > 0) during the turn-off transient give rite to a reduction in

both the storage-delay and fall times? -

(j) What is a Schottky diode clump, and what purpose dons it serve?

12.2 Establish a small-signal equivalent circuit analogous to Fig. 12.1(b) appropriate for

the com,no,m base configuration. Provide a summary of the parameter definitions similar to
Eqs. (12.5),

12.3 The common emitter output characteristics of a 2N2fi05 pup BJT were disptayed in

Fig. 11.5(d). The simplified Hybrid-Pi equivalent circaii is lobe used in modeling the tow-

frequency n.e. response of the transistor. Suppose I 5 cA and Ver = 10 V ut the d.c.
operating point. Determine the values of g,,, and r,, lobe employed in the Hybrid-Ft model.

12.4 Perform the circuit ucaiysis and malitnmatical manipulations required to confirm

Eqs. (12.10).

•12.5 The MATLAB program BJTplus, provided usa solution to Exercise 11.10, computes

tn = ms(Vvu, Ver) and 1c -c(’vc. 1) with and without taking into account base-width
modutalion. Startittg frem scratch or borrowing from the BiTphns and subsidiary program
code, write a MATLAB (computer) program that automaticutly calculates the values of the

Hybrid-Pi [Fig. 12.2(b)] parameters. Provide for alternative compotutions with and without

taking into account base-width modulation. For simplicity, let the input variables be Vvu
and Var. Employ the same device and material parameters us those found in the BJTI)

subprogram. (The MATLAB scripts for both BJTO and BiTplus urn listed is Appendix M.)

Run your program with Vvc = 10 V and V55 chosen so that ‘r I mA. Present

computational results for fl’s, r, n-,, and r, both with and without accounting for base-

width modulation. Also compute g,,, and i-,, using Eqs. (12.9). Discuss your results.

12.6 The unity beta frequeney,f, is often quoted as a figure of merit in assessing the high-

frequency response of a BJT. By definition,f is the signal frequency at which Ii/i5[
when the BIT common emitter output is ac. short-circuited (U,, 0). Silicun BiTs in

tended for use in RF and microwave applications are available with ant’s = 10GHz. “Gen

eral purpose” Si transistors typically have auf0 in the 100’s of MHz,

(a) Making use of the high-frequency Hybrid-Fi model, derive n general expression for
i,1i5 when Ve, 0.

• (b) The 2N3906 isa general-purpose Si transistor. Determine thefT of a 2N3906 pup BiT
when d.c. hissed such that Veo = 0.68 V. Vc = 10 V. 1 = 5.57 F and I =

1.00 mA. The high-frequency Hybrid-Pi parameters for the 2N3906 at the gives d.c.
operating point are labutated below.

Parameter Value

i,,, 3.86 X to-a S

r, 2.00 at ioao

r,. 4.65 at 10310

r,, 3.59 at l0l3

Crb -. 23.6 pF

C,5 2.32 pF

r5 100

, 2.8(1

r,, 0

2/s °tf D 5t\ 2/ r\ 2
C,n:ciir = )l\qA -r -)en”m°’

3 k,’E Sr,Ti

HINT: C,515,is the same us the diffusiun capacitance, C0, to be expected from a narrow
buse diode. Noting the ‘ni-U flowing inn narrow-base diode is given by Eqs. (6.68)1(6.69),
revise the diffusion admittance derivation in Subsection 7.3.2 to obtain the Cn for a narrow-
base diode. The revision requires use of the expansion, ctnh() = cosh()/sinh(t’)
)t/)(l + 2/3) if t’ 4 1. Make appropriate symbol identifications in transferring the result
to the BiT.

12.8 Refer to the Fig. 12.3(b) characteristic. Suppose VCC/RL = 5 mA, V5/R5 = 30 FA,
and I was stepped in 5 1oA increments to obtain the I constunt curves. Estimate
‘rcTt/1nnTs for switchiug between the “off” and “on” points shown in the figure.

C

5eI,esky

tiedr

C B hI

i° coitecior buried lay

)btha)
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12.7 Show that the diffusion component of C,5 for a pnp BIT under active mode binning
is given by
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• 12.9 Rise and Starage-Delay Times

(a) Let a = Itwssflnsrn. Ensplsytag Eq. (12.27) and eotseg 0 S a S 1. eonssmet a plot

of t,/e5 versas a.

(b) Employing Eq. (12.32). caeslmct a plot of ç5/r0 versns a ssmellaneaasly displaying

Carves correspoodissg to 0 and =

12.10 Fall Time

(a) l3eriee an espression foe the fall lime. t. esing the meassremenss-based definitios

presented in Fig. l2.b aed the Eq. (12.31h) i versas 5 relationship.

• (h) Flat r5/05 versns a IccTJ!snrn sehea ‘ = 0 and I. Note that 05 aS 1. Discess

your resalts,

13 PNPN Devices

In enrlier chapters me progressed sh.rongls the analyses of the two-region, one-ianction di
ode and the threr-regioe. twn-jnnrtioo transistor. Containing foar olternosetydoped regions

and three interacting psi jastetions, FNFN devices, or thyristars. embody the neer (and heal)

increment in janctine complexity. Thyristors, often large area devices packaged in metal

studs (or optitoem heat dissiparion, hod eatensivo one as high-gamer recrihors and elec
tronic switches. Alilsoogli typical rulings are cansidorably lower, thyristors ace available
with cnrrcnt ratings in excess of 5 k.A and voltage ratings cncmdieg 10 kV. For the most
part, we concentrate hereiis on the bess-known and leading member of the FNPN device
family, the silicon controlled rectiher (5CR). One section is devoted to describing the
physical nature of the device and the rather interesting “negative resistance” nr bissable
switching characteristics. A second investigates the internal operation of the device giving
rise to the ssnitclting characteristics. Fmcticol details related In tern-on and tern-off me
considered in a rhard. The coscteding section briehy sarvoys other members of the FNFN
device family.

13.1 SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER (SCR)

The silicon controlled rectifier is pictared schematically io Fig. 13.1(a). The 5CR contains
foar alternately doped regions labeled Fl rhroagh N4 in the hgare. Js and 534 identify
the Fl —N2, N2—F3, and F3—Nd jaecrions, respectively. The outer F-region and the contact
to the region is called the aeode (A); the oster N-region and the contact to the region is
railed the cathode (K). The inner N- and F-regions are referred to as bases. The third device
terminal, the gate (0), is conoected to the F3 base. We shostd interject that a similar two-
terminal FNFN device constracted without a gate lead is known as the FNFN diode or
Shockley diode. Note that t1ac is the voltage applied between the anode and cathode, tac
the corrent hawing into the anode, and ! the cormet hawing iota the gate.

The 5CR is typically fabricated by starting with a properly thinned, lowly doped o
type Si wafer (N0 - S c lb B/cm3), the interior of which eventoally becomes she N2 base.
Ness, p-type dapani is diffused into the two sides of she wafer, yielding almost identical
J and 1, jassetions. Finally, 0-type dogans is diffnsed into one side of the wafer forming
the heavily doped Nd-cathode. The resattiog doping profile is sketched in Fig. 13.1(b). As
might be inferred froos the fabrication description, and as emphasized in Fig. 13.1(b), the
N2 and F3 bane regions are of moderate electrical width. Oelike the wide-base diode where
the widths of the F- astd N-regions are assnmed to be mach greater than a minority-carrier
diffosion length, or Use BIT wlsere the width of the base is rontinely mach less than a

G
•I

410

Fl N2 F3L24I__’_eKVacI I
I2 523 334 —

(a)

(b)

Figarn 13.1 The silicon enosrolled rectifier (SCRt (a) Schemasic seyreseetasiao showing the dop
ing regions, jnocsiens, device icrodsats, and current gins saisage eariables. (b) Typical dsgso0
profile.

minority-carrier di(fasion length, the widths of the 5CR base regions mast be ronghly com
parable to a diffasiso length. This, as we will see, is critical to the proper operation of
the SCR.

The general form of the characteristics derived from an SCR is sketched is Fig. 13.2.
The Vu < 0 portion of the characteristics is I indepeedent and very similar to that of
reverse-biased go jnactian diode. The deoice coadects little carreas antil breaking down at
V,,5 =

—
V0. V0 in SCR mark is refemed to as the reverse-bias holding or blorkhsg

rstsage. The forward-hias characteristics, oa the other hand, are qaite distinctive, if 1s’, =

0, systematically iecreasissg Van from zero caases little current to how throngh the device
aetil Van enceed.s 1Ier the maaimem forward-bias blocking voltage. Once Var is ex
ceeded, however, the device switches from the high-impedance blocking mode to the tow-
impedance condocsieg mode. Operation thee lies along the forward-bias diode-like char

aeseristic near Vac = 0. Applying an > 0 lowers the forward-bias blocking voltage and
permits the device to enter the condoning mode at a lower applied Van. Vne and Vno, it
shoeld be noted, can be in the handreds or even thoasaeds of volts, a-bile the voltdge drop
ie the eondacang mode is rensinely on the order of a volt.

13.2 SCR OPERATIONAL THEORY
We wish to explain the observed 5CR characteristics. To simplify the initial rossiderasioss,
ot 1 = 0. With = 0 the operation of the SCR is equivalent to that of the FNFN diode.

The qeession arisos as to how to begin ihe analysis, A reasonable approach would heio start with she simplest possible model and sabscqaearly consider more sophisticatedmodels as reqoured to obtais agreemeos with the observed characteristics. The simplest
possible model far she 5CR would be three psi jonctian diodes in series as envisioned inFig. lS.3(a).

Working with she diode model, me note that if Vac < 0, the middle diode becomes
forward biased and maybe replaced wish a shors circuit. This leads to Ihe simplified model
of Fig. 13.3(b). Farther observe from Fig. 13.1(b) that the doping or the lightly doped sideof she 534 Janctior is =l013/cm3,while Ihe doping on the lightly doped side of the ijancsmoss in m l014/ctn3.The 235 jnoctson sherefore breaks down as arelatively snuall Van <0, and the SCR reverse-bias characteristic is predicted to be basically the same as the reverse-bias characicristic of the 12 psi jenelion. in a similar manner, if Vac > 0, the J and234 diodes become forward biased and may be replaced with shorl circoiss, leading to the
simplified model of Fig. l3.3(c). Canseqeeosly, she forsvard-biased 5CR characteristic is

h-i
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A It ht 154 K

A it isv K

V5raO

(b)

A 23 K

(a)

Figure 13.3 The diode model. (a) Arbitrary V5; (b( < 0; (c) V40 >0.

predicted in be basically Ihe same as the reverse-bias characteristic ef the J43 diode. The

diode demiEatiEg the t1ae <0 characteristic and the 345 diode dominating the V4K >

0 characteristic are in tern expected Is have siErilar charieteeisties beeasise of tIre almost

deartiral dapieg profiles of the Issojanctiass. In other words, the 5CR characteristic based

on the diode ntade( is eaneinded to be nearly symmetrical abaet V05 = 0 and of tlte forty

pietEred in Fig. 13.4.
Aithoagh previdiEg insight and yirlding site correct general farm of both the reverse

bias and forward-bias blocking characteristics, the disde model fails to predict the forward-
bets switching characteristics. Moreover, according to the diode model, Vnv is apprvsi

nsatcly rqnal to Vnn, sslsich in rttrn is apprevimarcly rqnal lathe breakdown voltage of tire

ha (or J,) jnnction. The J, breakdown soltage is anderstood to he the smaller of tlsr

1,sn

Ioa!OaI K

N P N

Figure 13.6 Use of hr tws-traasisror model to describe the regenerative prncess that cads La
awstcb.irg. j Initial carrire iajraiian Diffasion across the qaasisesrrnl basr. tsjrerrd car

riers enter she base of the sthrr trnnsissav Additioral injection indsard by rhr majority carrier

macsn in the barn.

carrier baud-np shoal the m janctian. However, with increasing V a significant carrirr

baud-np cedaces the reverse bias and altimatcly forward brasm the janction. (Resnear

her, a pci jnncrinn is forward biased if a minority carrier concentration in excess af the

rqailibriam valae exists at the edges of the depletion region.) In terms of the twa-transistor

model, the transistors became samrarion biased. The 5CR enters the law-imprdancc ear

dncling mode when all three jancriens become forward biased.

The foregoing qaalisativr argameals eatlined the internal process whereby she 5CR

sssitrhes, bst it was rather vagac abaat determining the critical switching voltage. Accaslly,

qnansisasive considerations employing the two-transistor madel are necessary In pin down

the precise rcqairrment for switching. Let as again assnme the 5CR ix in the blocking made

with 1 = 0 and ll, > 0. Being active-mode binned ander sire assamed canditians, the

transistors in the model can hr appcoaintatrly represented by the large signal cqaivalcnt

circairs shown in Figs. 13.7(a) and (h). These rirrnsts foilass’ frarrn the Ebern—Mall cqaiaa

lent rircair of Fig. 11.3. When active made biased, the nl carrent generalar in the Ebers—

Mall circais is negligible, yr ‘a’ and i as ‘En- ry the Fig. 13.7(a) and (b) eqaivalcat

circaiss are connected according to rhr arrangement in Fig. 13.5, the resolcis Fig. 13.7(r).

In Fig. 13.7(r) sabsaripl 1 is associated with the pnp transistarand sabxcript2 svith lhr nyu

sransissos-. Bqnasrng the cnrrent fiasoing iota and nat of the E2 node in Fig. 13.7(c) yields

= 0If4 + ‘sni + ration + tEa2

(a) (hI

Figure 13.5 The twn-Iransissar model. (a) Diagrammatic and (hI eqaisaleist rirrsit erpresensariors.

avalanchr breakdewn voltage and the panch-throngh vallage reqaired to totally deplete the

lawly doped N2 region. As it tnrns ant, the blacking voltages predicted by the diode nrndel

are npper limits; the observed blnrkiag voltages are invariably somewhat smaller
The rritical defect of the diode model is Ihat it does not take into arcoant the interar

lion between the three jnnetianr. An interaction mast exist brcannc the widths af the N2

and P3 base regions are comparable to the respective minority carrier dilfanian lengths.

Correcting the defect, the interaction between janetions is taken into accaant in the nra-

transistor model. In the twa-transistor model illnsrratrd in Fig. 13.5, the OCR is cancepta
ally sabdivided into two intereannnrred transistors. The Fl—N2—P3 regions form a prip

transistor and the N2—F3—N4 regions farm m rtpn transistor The Pr region is identi fled
as the emitter of the pnp transistor, and the N4 regina in taken to be the emitter of the npn
iransintor Shorting wires connect the regions that are catenisan lathe two transistars. Please

nose for fntnrr reference that the BITs in the modal arc intrinsically low-gain transistors,
Brransr she base widths are only ramparable to the diffasion laitgrhn. the transport factors
and therefore the gains will be considerably smaller than anity nnder normal operating
conditions.

Let an new ase the two-transistor model to explain how the OCR snanagm to swisab
from the high-impedance blacking made to the law-impedance aandacting mnda. Pig-
are l3.fi is inrladed Is assist in the disaassian. Assamr thr OCR is in thr blocking esode
with J = 0 and V05 > 0. With V5< > 0 bath transistors are artive-mode biased and
majorary Carriers from the P1 and N4 emitters are injected mrs the adjareat transistor bases

in Fig. 13.fi). A fraction ef the injected carriers aoaaessfully diffase across the base
region and enter the base of the other transistor []. Farming an excess of majority

carriers that cannot be shanted into an external lerminol, the carriers coming from the other
transistor lead to an increase in the base-ta-emitter injeatian, which in torn gives risc to

added emitter-ta-bane injection 3. These added carriers follow the same path on the origi
nally injected carriers leading to even more injection. Clearly the process feeds back on
Itself er is mgcncmtive’ As lass applied 1”a< the process is scable and there is negligible

Erarpi rar arsraecr or tan wnjediv earners eniarina sire bane, she prmnns drsarisea acre is idroriant in tao
arerrmosnr pamnic inisodaaad in 5absearisn I t.a.4 so nnytesn the sedsasan in V nra at eonpsese so r5.

(r) OCR

FIgure 13.7 Simyliled large-signal eqaisalert aircaiti fnr (a) an active-made biased pep iranaismr (b( an active-made bm,ssed epn iransisrar and (a) an OCR in the blarhing made with /5 0 andFa5 > 0.

From Eq. (13.2) one infers that the critical switching voltage is reached whenE3ans. As stressed earlier, BITs in the wades are intrinsically low-gain rransisiorr;that is, the OCR in constmased so that n + o< I as small V4 >0 Dna ton variety ofmechanisms robe detailed shortly, ma1 + n, progressively increases with increasing V05.Thas eventaaI1yo + n appraaahrn eniry and the OCR switches into the candacring madeThe mechanisms that canse o + a. to increase m’ith increasing V45 mere all daseribedin the BIT dtsrnssion Thry iaelade base-width nodalarian an increase in the emitter ef
ficsaraay, and carrier maltmphratian in the C—B janraons. In genera!, one can sseite

A:

Sc

- In

fl
Figore 13.4 Predicted OCR aharaaaanissiai based an the diode asndcl.
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sshere, reviewing previous delioitioas, m is die base transport factor, y tire cloIster efli
cicncy, and M the carrier multiplication factor. Wheit V5 > 0 and the 5CR iv is the
blocking nsode, the J, janctios is reserse biased. Mast of she depletson region aboat rite
J. joectiotr ectends into the lightly doped N2 base of the pitp sransrstor. Thus increasrrtg
V05 causes considerable base-svidth modolatton and a corresponding snerease in err. The
diseassiort an BIT “fignres of merit” in Sabsretiou 11.2.8 potnted ant shot recombtnotton.
generation earrent reduces the BiT emitler efficiency as low injection lesels. Increasing she
injection level, increasing in the 5CR, is therefore olso expected to Increase the injec
tints efficiency. Pioally, if site increase in “v ond y are insnfficient to eaase a + 01 so

approaclt unity, carrier nroltiplirotiors in the teverse-btasedl,3janctinn w’tll ultimately trrg

ger the 5CR. Obviously, as previoosly asserted, the breakdown voltage of the j03 jassrsion
marks the oppet limit of tire forwar,l-bia.s blocking voltage.

The only remainiag experiteental observation to be explained is the decrease sn the
forward-bias blockittg voltage wtth increasing 1o > g The reason mr the decrease nay be

obvioos to the reader in light of the previoas dtscnsston. Very srmply, a positive gate earrent

into tire P3 region causes trajority carriers to be added to the base of the N2—P3--N4
transistor. lojection frorts the N4 etoriter is thereby enhanced and the rrgeeemtrve trIggering
prneess becomes unstable at a losser V05. Typtcolly, only a few millsamps of gate current
are necessary to tom on a tnalti-atnpere anode current.

13.3 PRACTICAL TURN-ON/TURN-OFF CONSIDERATIONS

13.3.1 Circuit Operation

To provide a complete pietore of 5CR operation, it ts asefal to esatrane turn-on and tarn-
off from an enternal or circuit yoiat of view. Consider the devtce btasing configstratton and

V0 >0 characteristics with snperimposed load line shown in Pig. 13.8. We assume that

VOA/IiL

10 -

V00

FIgure 13.8 lal V05 > g 8CR etmarocteristies and snpnrimpnsnd toad tine. fbI Assonted devrce

biasing nonfigasatmor.
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ihe 5CR is initially bttssed itt the blocking strode at the “off” poinl in port I a) of the figure.
Oste way to switch the devrce “on” is to itteremoe the apylied voltage V0. This eaases a
parallel disylacemest of the load line in the direction of ineteastag Van. When the load
line no longer intersects rite blocking-mode characteristic the 5CR turns on. Alternatively,
soith Vae as shown, ! can be increased from aero orstil the high-itnyedanee portion of the

so 0 curve [cortespondsng, fot esawple, to the 1oa cotvn in Pig. 13.fiial) no longer tnter
sects the load irne. Wsth tin itigis-impedance intersection point, the device operation then
switches to tire yictared “on” point. It should be noted that once the 5CR “tareites on”, the
gate cnrrent cars he tnrtsed off anti tire 5CR will remain itt tire condacrieg stode.

If betng operated at the “on” poirti shown in Pig. 13.8)o), the 5CR can he tamed off
by decreasing V00. Once /, is decreased below tn’ the loso-itnyedaoee condacting mode
can to longer be tnatoiatnemi and the device reverts to the blocking mode. Theoretically, an

<0 or estracrrrtg gate current can aliso be osed to tarn off the 5CR. Hosvever. site charge
removal rate from lire gared P3 region mnsr be faster than the charge entry rate into the
region. Thrs secessrtares a special device ttesign In handle the relatively high gate earrenis.
An ‘a —10 A, for example, woirid typically be mquired to tare off an = 100 A.
Devices specially destgned to provide !o torn-off are called OTO (gate bert-off) SCRs.

13.3.2 Additional Triggering Mechanisms
Thus far we have descrrbed triggering initialed by the electrical injection of majority car
riers into the base regions of tIre 5CR. The required carrier injection can also be achieved
by shrnsng a snihcrestly intense pulse of fin > E0 light on Ike device. Provision vsasi be
made of course to ntosn hghi penetration into a ham region, usually the P3 region, of the
denree. Tire greatest advantage of phoio-rriggeritrg is that 1 permits complete electrical
isolairos of the devree iopor circuit. A specially fabricated 8CR desigrsed to accept a photo
input is called a light-activated 5CR (LASCRj or hgits-aetivaied switch (LAS).

SCRs can nlso be tamed on by increasing the device operating tereperainre. The for
ward hioekrng voitmige decreases with increasing teesyerature. Raising the operating tem
perature therefore iras the same effect as applying art f > 0. The temperature dependence
rs qurte strong. ltmrtrog the manimoer operating temperature of SCRs to ronghly 125—
150C.

Because of its entremely high gain (ioe(oui/Io(ssrn-on) — l0 — t0), the SCR is
susceptible to inadoerient ssoiiching due to noise pulses in the gate circuitry. This can be
remedied at the espense of triggering sensitivity by osing the shorted-cathode configuration
described in the next subsection. An unexpected rise in the device temperature can likewise
lead to snadvertent switching. Packaging of high-posver devices in metal studs oyiimices
heat dissipation and ininimiees tensperarare fluctuations.

13.3.3 Shorted-Cathode Configuration
If constructed as described in Section 13.1,01 + ma, and hence Vur and the forward-bias
eharaeterrsttcs in geiseral, are extremely sensitive to the dopiugs and widths of the base
legions. Only a slight variation in these parameters ieads to a significant variation in the

Figare 13.9 Tho OCR iharied-cothode cosfigarattas.

device characterislics. Historically, the first commercial veosore seeking to fobricate and

sell PNPN diodes was a financial failure because the rum-on voltage coold not be con

trolled within acceytabie soieraoees. The nosy-standard shorted-cathode configoratron

pictured in Fig 13.9 was subsequently iniroduced to obtain reprodaeibie ssoirching

charaeleristies.
The key feature of the sisorird_eathade cosfigntasiOn is the exrensiOn of the entitade

metallieasion aver Ihe P3 region. ‘l’he evlession adds an ohmic contact In the P3 region at

a point remote from the gale. At low!05 current leveis, the P3/N4 short essentially elimi

nates injection from she N4 region, and the gain of the N2—P3—N4 transistor is effectrvei>

eero However, at higher current levels the lateral flow of current beneath the N4 region

crnaies a forward-bias P3-io-N4 voltage drop that ineseuses from point A to point B rn

Pig. 13ff When the potential at the point B reaches a critical vaise, —0.7 V or so, srgnifi

carti N4 to P3 injection takes place near the point B. In rapid succession, the earrent

then increases, the injecting portion of N4 widens from the point B toward the potni A, and

the gain of the N2-P3-N4 transivlor rises abrapdy. Shortly thereafter, injection is uniform

across Ike face of the ff4 regioir. i + —o 1, and the 5CR switches into the cundacting

mode Note that the shorted-cathode urrangemeot makes it posstble to obtain reproducible

switching characserivtics by simply controlling the resistance of the P3 region beneath she

cathode.

13.3.4 dildt and dvldf Effects

A large, short-duration i pulse is sometimes used to mrnrmsee the time reqarred to Into

on an 5CR Hosseser, if she gate cogent increases too rapidly ri a shoried-cashode 5CR.

the irrjecliou current across she P3—N4 auction ntay rise to excessive levels near she gate

before the iujection becomes uniform across Ike face of the cathode. The concentrarioO of

current near the gate edge of the jauctios causes localiced heating, which in tarn can lead

to thermal device failare. The described failure mechanism is known as di/dr lsarntant.

Obviously, care mast be taken to limit the di/dt of the otre-on poise.

The application of a pulsed anode-to-cathode voitage also gives rise to a significant
Iransient effect. Speeificaliy. the SCR conducts prematarely; she forward-bias blocking
voltage is less if the anode voltage is applied at a rapid rate. In fact, isis observed that the
redaction in the rise time of an applied voltage poise leads to a systematic decrease in the
voltage reqaired to Inro on an SCR. Premature conduction likewise ocrum ander high
frnqseney ac. operation or if the device is exposed to a high-voltage noise spike. This
phenomenon is referred to as the tin/dr effeer.

The dc/dr effecl is directly related to the charging of the junction capacitance. The
deplelios width about the junclion widens an the anode-to-cathode voltage is increased
positively. The associated majority ranier current induces additional injection from the P1
and ff4 emitters and thereby enhances the gains of the compoxens transistors. The increased
gain accounts for the premature coaduction. The greater de/dr, the greater the enhanced
gain, the greater the redaction in the blocking voltage.

13.3.5 Triggering Time

Fur a PNPN device to ssviieh fram the blocking mode to ihe conducting mode, it is first
necessary for carriers injected from the anode and cathode to cross the adjacent base. The
average time taicen by minority carriers to diffuse across a qunsineamod base region mm
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(2) The SCR can block both polarities of an ac. signal.

(3) The SCR has a very high blocking voltage capability combined with a low voltage drop

in the conducting mode.

(4) Unlike thn 831’, the SCR is not snbject to current crowding when operating in the

coisducting mode nuder steady-state conditions.

Disadvanlages

________________

(1) Whereas elimination of the base current turns off the BJT. SCl4s cannot be tinned oif

by setting 1 0.

(2) SCRs cannot operate at high frequencies.

(3) SCRs are prone to tnrn on by noise voltage spikes.

(4) SCRs have a limited tetssperature range ol operation.

13.4 OTHER PNPN DEVICES

There are a number of other PNPN devices sold comnsercially in addition to those already

mentioned. Ve briefly survey fonr of the more common structures.

A schematic represenlatinit of the dual-gate SCR or silicon controlled switch ISCSI is

shown in F(g 13.10. The SCS can be triggered by either gate and offers greater flesthitlt)

to the circuit designer. Devices that exhibit a symmetrical response to positive and nega

tive applied voltages are said to be “bilateral.” The idenhzed cross section and a sketch ol

the characteristics exhibited by a bilateral diode or DIAC are presented to Fig. 13.11.

Figure 13.12 displays the cross section and characteristics of the bilateral SCR or TRIAC.

,.

(a)

Figure 13,12 The TRLAC (Trisde AC). In) Idealized crass section and (b) general form of the02 .L)’ device elsaroeteristies.

01

As is obvions from its cross section, the DIAC is inst an integrated version of two oppo
sitely oriented PNPN diodes connected in parallel. Similarly, the TRIAC functions as two
oppositely oriented SCRu connected in parallel. The bilateral devices are especially suited

K
for use in n.e. power-control applicntions.

Lastly, there is the so-called programmable unijunction transistor (PUT). Contrary to

Figure 13.10 Scl’ornatie reptesentaiie’i of the deal-gate 5CR or silione-eunirulled switeb (SCS). its name, the PUT is not a unijunctton traniistor( A unijanction transistor (UJT) is a three

11

14 MS Contacts and
Schottky Diodes

The metal-semiconductor (MS) contact plays a very important role of one kind or another
in all solid-state devices. When in the form of a non-rectifying or ohmic contact, it in the
critical link between the semiconductor and the ontside world. The rectifying MS contact,
referred loan the Scholtky diode or the MS diode, is found in a number of device structures
and is on important device in its own right. Physically and functionally, there are close
similarities between the MS diode and the asymmetrical (p°-n or n’-p) step junction
diode. Indeed, a large portion of the pn diode analysis can be applied directly in the IsIS
diode with only minor modifications.

We initiate the MS analysis by establishing the eqailibriuns energy band diagram for
an ideal contact. Wills tise aid of the diagram, one can readily disningaish between rectifying
and ohmic coittacts. The next section Irrats the electrostatics, I—V characteristics, ac. re
sponse, and transient response of the Schoilky diode. The chapter concludes with a presen
tation of select practical information about MS contacts.

14.1 IDEAL MS CONTACTS

An ideal MS contact has the following properties: (I) The metal and semiconductor are
ossamed to be in intimate conlact on an atomic scale, with no layers of any type (such as
an oxide) between the components. (2) There is no interdiffusian or intermixing of the
melal and semiconductor. (3) There are no adsorbed impurities or surface charges at the
MS interface.

The initial task at hand into construct the energy band diagram appropriate for an ideal
MS contact under equilibrinm conditions. The sarface-inctaded energy band diagrams for
the individual, electrically isolated metal and semiconductor components are pictured in
Pig. 14.1. Flat band (zero held) conditions are assumed to exist throughoel the semicon
ductor. In both diagrams the vertical line where the energy bands are abruptly terminated
is meani to represent a surface. The cross-hatching on the diagrams identifies allowed states
that are nearly completely filled with electrons.

Several key energies and energy differences are readily introduced with the aid uf
Fig. 14.1. The ledge at the top of the vertical line denotes the minimum energy an electron
musl possess to completely frcc itself from the material and is called the raraion level.
The energy difference between the vacuum level and the Fermi energy in known as the

‘AK

___________

if’
1’AK

lb)

FIgure 13.11 The DIAC (Diode AC). 1a Idealized cross seetior and (b) general farm of the device
characteristics.

At 0
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(a)

(hI

(c)

Figure 13.13 PUT (programmable unijanctino transistor). (a) Situctare; (b) circuit cnnneclroo in

siusslate UJT characteristics; )c) J—Vctiaracteristias of a PUT.

lead device svith two ohmic contacts at the ends of a bar-like resistive region. A third lead

is connected to one side uf a pn junction formed along the bar. The UJT exhibits so itching

characteristics grossly similar Ic those of the SCR. As illustrated in Fig. 13.13(a), the pro

gramosable snijanction Iransislor is actually an anode-gated PNPN device. Differing from

a cons’enlional SCR, the gale contact in a PUT is made to the N2 base instead of the P3

base. Whea connected as shown in Fig. 13.13(b), the PUT is functionally equivalent ba

UJT, yielding characteristics like those sketched in Pig. 13.13(c). The characteristics can

be modified by simply changing the external R and R2 nesistots, thereby giving rise to the

“programtaability” of the structure.
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Metal Setnireoduetor

FigDre 14.1 Sarface-leeladed energy band diagrams for a metal (left) end n-type nemtrnndactar
)rtght).

u,arkJ’unctien (tit) of the material. The metal workfaoettan. tItM to an tttvorttmt fandamen
tel property nf the specihed metal. The saltte of tlt ranges from 3db eV foe magnesIum
to 5.15 eV for nickel. The semienndnclor warkfnoctton, nt5, to competed of two dtsltnct
parts; that it

n1s = x ÷ (B, — v)m (14.1)

The elerrrott offinirt’, x (B0
— Er)I,,,an’ is an tnvariant fattdatnentol property of the

tperihed semirondactor. x 4.0 eV, 4.03 eV, and 4.07 eV for Ge, St, and GaAs, respec
tively. Conversely, lR — ff) the energy difference between B and ander flat hood
or zero held renditions, iso rontpatable fooetion of the semocondoctor daptng.

Snppoae now the 4t > tft metal and n-type semiconductor of Ftg. 14.1 are bmoght
together to form as ideal MS contact. Let as assume the contact formattoe ts arcompltslted
almost instantaneously no that there is oegligihte electron transfer betweeo the compooeats
dnring the contacting process. If this be the ease, then an tttstant after formation the energy
band diagram for the contact will be as pictured itt Fig. 14.2(a). In thts hgnrn the tootated
energy band diagrams are vertically atigned to the common B0 nefetenre level and otteply
abatted at the mntaat ioterfare. It should be emphasized that 4t and are matertal con
stants and remain unaffected by the cootacttng process.

Since B1,5 see’ the MS roataet eltaracterized by Ftg. 14.2(a) to obvtoasly not tn
equilibrium. Under nqnilibninm conditions the Frtmt level to a matertat on a group of ma
terials in intimate contact must he invariant with pastttoa (see Subsection 3.2.4). Conse
qncntty, a short lime after the coneeptoat contact formatton, electrons wttl begto transfer
ring from the semiconductor to the metal given the sttaartoe ptctared to Ftp. 14.2(a). The
net toss of electrons fmto the seenicondactnn creates a surfare depletion region and a groov
ing barrier to electron transfer front the semiconductor lathe metal. Thts wtll conttnae until
the transfer rate across the interface is the same in both directtoas and B1, ts the same

[s vttts

rMual ;maknr

Figure 14.2 gnergy band diagrams for ideal MS contacts hetscueo a metal and an tt-type semiconductor: 4t > tJt tystem (a) aa instant after cnotact formation and (b) andre eqoilibriom casditiono;1lte < 4c system (a) an instant once contort formation and (4) sndrr aqnihbnium nonditiorn.

th.roughaat the structure. The net tesolt, the nqailibrinm energy band diagram for as ideal
IbM> 4a metal to n-type seneiranductorcanlact, is shown in Fig. 14.2(b). In drawing thisSgare, eatraorous tines onch as the B0 reference level and the portion of the vertical sorfarelion above B have been removed. Also note thot

tite =
4t

— x .
. ideal MS(o-type) contact (14.2)

where tb in lhe sarfure potential-energy barrier enrauntered by electrons n’ith B = inthe metal. Finally, if the entire argument is repealed for a metal and ct-type semiroudurtorwhere tISM B 4t, one obtains the eqailibrium energy hand diagram shown in Fig. 14.2(d).

Let no next qoalitatively enamiec the effect of biasing the two MS strurtares inFig. 14.2. At specified in Fig. 14.3(a), the semiconductor is taken to be graunded and VAapplted to the meto). The current I is defined to be positive when correct flown from themetal to the nemiranduclor.
Consider first the tIa > tjt5 MS contact. Applying a VA > 0 as in Fig. 14.3(b) lowersbelow redares the barrier tree by electrons in the nent,irnadortar, and thereforepermits a net flow af electrons from the semiconductor to the metal. Increasing V, leuds toa rapidly niuiog forward him rae-rent, sinre an exponentially increasing number of electronsfrom the oemicandnctar are able to surmoant the outface hornier. On the other hand, applying a VA B 0 raises abotie B1,5 as pictured in Fig. l4.3(r). Th)s all but blocks the flowof electrons from Ihe temicondnrtor to the metal. Some electrons in the metal mill he ableto surmount the sita barrier, ban the ansoriated reverse-bios rarrent nhoald hr relativelysmall. Moreover, since itt5 is ideully the tame far all reverse biasm, the renfirse current iseupected to remain constant after the reverse bias exceeds a few kTIq volts. Clearlo, seehave just described rerlifyiag characteristics similar to that displayed by a pe jnnctiondiode. The ideal n-type semiconductor to metal rantacr where tIist> sits is identified as anMS diode.

The response loan applied bias is considerably different for the tlt < 4t MS contact.There in no barrier nf any kind io the Fig. 14.2(d) stroctarn fur electron flaw from thesemiconductor to the metal. Thus even a small V > 0 gives rise to a large forward biascUrrent. Under reverse biasing there is a small barrier for electron flow from the metal tothe semiroadertar, bat the barrier essentially vanishes if the reverse bias eareeds a fewtenths of a volt Large reverse currents are expected at relatively small reverse biases,and the reverse current definitely does not saturate, The behaviar here is obviously non-rectifying or ohmic-like.
The overall ronclosion is that an ideal MS contact formed fram a metal and an tt-typesemirandnrtor mill be a rectifying contact if rlt > 455 and an ohmic-like contact if ibM <alt5. Farallel argameols applied to an ideal MS contact formed frant a metal and a p-typesemiconductor lead to the ranrlnsion that the contact mitt be rectifyiag if ilt B tIt andohmic-like if IbM > tla5 Thesr conclusions are sammorizcd in Table 14.1. It shaald here-emphasized that all resalls und rooclusians in Ihia section are eaetiegeut upon the MScontact being ideal. Rrqaired modifirations imposed by the often nonideal nature of realMS contacts are discussed in Section 14.3.

Table 14.1 blectrierl Nature of Ideal l’AS Contacts.

ct-type p-type
Setnirvndnrrnr Sernirottdttrror

Ib > Its5 Rectifying Ohmic

1PM B tls Ohmic Rertifyiog

rlrtYEd

go

(a)

—
(a)

(hI

‘1
(d)
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(d)

FIgure 14.3 Response of nbc sI’, >45 (n-type) MS contact to ao applied d.c. bias. (a) Gellettian
of correct and sattage potacitios (hI Reergy basid diagram and carrier actiaity whro t0u > It.
(c( Reergy band diagram and earner activity when yr B 0. (d) Geduced general form of the I—F
characteristics.
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EXDrCiSE 14.1

F: (a) Coostract the eqailibriorn energy hand diagram appropriate for an ideal p-type
scwicondnctor In metal contact where < q,,

(b) Repeat part (a) wheii th >

(c) Verify that an ideal MS contact formed from a octal and a p-type snmicoodnctor
will be rectifying if 4i,, <mli and ohmic-like if tIOM > ill5.

(d) Establish an eapression for the harrier height, 41 E0
— of the

rectifying p-type contact.

S: I a)lfb) The “presreiptian” for drawing the eqaitibriatn energy hand diagram cx
tablishrd in the text can he sniemaniced an follows: (i) Dross the sartace-incloded
energy hand diagrams for the individnat componcitts. (a) Vertically align the dia
grams in the cnmmnn E reference level, and join the diagrams at the mninat inter
face. (iii) Withoni cliatmging the inierfacial positiooing of the sewicotidocior bands,
mane the field-free semiconductor balk lthe region far lenin the interface) np or down
antit Er is ennstant everywhere, fin) Appropriateiy ronnert op nbc E, E,, and E it
the interface with the field-free posirioning of the bands in the semicondecior balk.
(VI Eliminate enrranenas tines.

Following the cited prescription nor obtains the eqnilibrinni energy band dia
grams shown below.

Memal y-flowienodneior

fe) Role flow onder bias nnasl hr eneinined to determine whether the given MS con
torts are rectifying or ohmic. Empty electronic staten in the metal, which decrease
espooentially with energy below the Fermi level, can be thooght of as holes for the
perpose of the discussion. For the Ili < 4i contort, there is cleanly a barrier no hole
flow in bods dinertions ander eqaihibriom conditions. Moving ce npward relarmve
to E5 reduces the barrier to hole flow from the setoironductor to the metal. The
resulting S —a M hole correni is espeeted to increase enponeutially with increased
sepooanon beiween Ece and E0. Reversing the bias blocks hole flow from the semi’
eondnrior to the metal, leaving only a saturating hole mmmi from the metal to the

semeieondnetov The ibM < iJs5 contact is obvioosly rertifyiitg. For the ijism > iJtcontact, there is no barrier to hole flow from ihe senacondortor to the metal. Moreover, the small barrier to hole flow from the metal to the semicondoetor vanishes ifE0 is moved only slightly downward relative to The ili > tJs contact isroisrloded to be ohmic-like, thereby rompleming the reqoired veriflraiioe.
fd) Since

it follows that

14.2 SCHOTTKY DIODE
Hasitlg established iho basic notate of the rectifying MS contact, we undertake here a moreqnentiiaiive analysis of the Srhottky fMS) diode. Fotlossiag the nsnoh nadine, the nnalysitinctodes a sarsey of the d.c., an., and transient characteristics preceded by en enantinotionnf the device electrostatics. Strong porollets ssiitm the pn jnnctinn diode permit o relativelycondensed presentation. Thoonghont the discussion we take the srmiroednrior lobe n-typeond oniformly doped. The assamed rorrent and applied voltage polarities ore as specifiedin Fig. t4,yfa).

14.2.1 Electrostatics
Built-in Voltage
Like in the pn jonction diode, there is a voltage drop or built-in nollage orross the MSdiode under eqaitibriam ronditions. Referring in Fig. 14.4(a), the built-in voltage fV5) isreadily dedaced lobe

p, ik, and V

[n — 1E1
— En)m] (14.2)

A farther eoaminntion of Fig. 14.4(a) reveals sheer isa depletion of electrons in the semirondorior odjareni to the MS interface. Completely onalognos no the pnjnnrtinn diode, thedepletion region can be viewed as enmeoding a distance .r into the n-type senmirondarlor,with a net positive charge arising from the donors in the depleted region. Unlike the pnjonction. however, there is no negative p-side acceptor rhorge to bolonre the positive mm-side donor charge. Rather, an essentiully fi-funroon of negative charge (extra etrrtronv)piles op in the melol immediately adjoreni to the interface. The charge density inside thestroctore is iherefare conrlnded to hr roaghly as pictored in Fig. 14.4) b), Formally invoking the depletion approximation, we can write

Note that x, ran be rqaotod to the depletion width W since the depletion region is totallycontained inside the semirnndartor.
Giver the fl-fnnrtion narone of the rharge on the metal side af the intet-fore, it automatically follosss thai’fl 0 and V constoimi inside the metal. Conseqsently, nofnrtlserconsideration need be given to the metal.
Ge the semiconductor side of the MS contact, the electric field ond charge density orerelated thvoogh Poisson’s equation f Eq. y.2) namely.

(14.5)dx K5u0 Kson

Separating voriobles and integrating Eq. (14-51 from an arbitrary point .n in the depletionregion to .n = W where ‘if 0, we obtain

d’g’ = d.n’ (l4.fl)

x S W (14.7)

Floited in Fig. l4.4(r), ihe Eq. (14,7) resali is identical to the Eq. (5,21) solutinn for theP-field on thr n-side of ap-n sIng jonc000 if xis eqoated to W

or

— fip,, = iI5M
— .1’

mlm = Evo
— E,.x,wi=, = (E — E,)

— (,t,,,,,eee — arM)

lIme E0 + ,g — i1i,, - . . ideal MS(p-type) contact

Morol p.Sowioosdsviot

lal4Isi<4s

where as previonsly noted tIi0 = iJs,,
—

p for an ideal MS(n-type) contact.
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Pigure 14.4 Elnotrosisiin soniabies in m MS (e-iype) diode soden eqsihibninm renditions.
(a) Fqoitibonin energy bosd diagraw. (b)—(d) Chorge density, eteatric field, sod eleetrosiatir poten
tial as a fnnominn of position.
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Seekang the solution for the electrostatic potential in the sunticnndsictoe, we nest note

— —ff(W—x) ...Owxm w
rLc K5r0

Once again separating variables and integrating from an arbitrary paint x in the depletius
region to x = W where the potential is arbitrarily set eqaal ta zero, we obtain

f dt”
=

J i(0. (tV —

vi Ke0

At lirsi glance the satution for V(c) woald appear to differ fram that in the psi )ouctiou
analysis. Artaatty, the salutious are totally eqaivaterti. In treating the pa janction. the pa
teatial was set rqnal ta zero on the far ,r-side of the junction; an MS diode solution sf
precisely the same form wonld result if the metal mere the V = 0 reference. With tire
analysis fecasing on n single serniuuudacror region as in the MS diode, hosresur, tire
sarface-side edge of the semicandacton balk is the prefeneed nefeneoce paint.

Under equilibrinin conditions the potential drap across the depletion region is 1b,. V =
— t’0 at x = g, and the V(x) versus a dependence is as sketched irs Fig. 14.4(d). If VA HO,
then V5 —s V5

— VA and V = —(Vb, — VA) at a = 0. The simple I/si —‘5 V5
— V

replacement assanses of coarse that the back contact to the diode is ohmic and that the 15
potential drop across the semiconductor bulk is negligible.

Depletion Width

Since V(0) = — (I/ri — VA), eralnating Eq. (14.lg) at x = 0 gives

—(V5 — V5) = —

Thus, identical to the situation in u p-n step junction,

nbseroed current. The mserse-bies hole diffusion cuerens and the R—O canreot a.soocrared

soith carrier generation in the depletion region are typically negligible. Reflecting the tact

that minariry carriers io the semiconductor normally play an insignificant role in derermia

ing the 1.-V and other characteristics, the MS diode is often said to be a “majority carrier
device.”

The norrent nesnlring from ma1urity carrier electron or hole itrjection over the potential

barrier in an MS diode is referred so ns the ekersniusnr ensionioss eurresit To establish a

qoontitative enpression for the tbermionie emission cnrrent, we treat an sr-type device and

focus initially on electrnn injection from the semiconductor into the metal. The n-coordi

nate is assumed to be nurmal to the MS interface and directed into the semicondactor as

shown in Fig. 14.5(b).
Consider an electron enseniog she depletion region fnom the seminondactor hulk. The

electron is capable of snrmnuntiug she surface barrier and crossing into the metal if it has

a n, velocity directed toward the interface such that
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mn q(V
— VA) (14.13)

nj th n (V5
— VA)] (14,14)

Suppose there are n(u) electrons/cm5in the semiconductor bulk with a negatively directed
n, sufficient to surmount the barrier. Paralleliug the drift current derivation in Subsec
tion 3.1.2, the curreur associated ssitls this set of electrons ssill be

= —cjAn,n(u,) (14.15)

Summing over all electrons tu thu condaclion baud with n velocities capable of surmount
ing the barrier then gives

—qA nst(n3du5 (14,16)

For a nundegenerute semicundactor it can hr shown thatas

u(n)
=

e5-C,iiiTr_is,iai’fli (14.17)

Substituting Eq. (14.17) into Eq. (14.16), integrating, and simplifying the result, aneobtains

= AcdT’—e orAresi’s/sr (14.15)

sk°
= 20 amps/(cm2

— K2) (14.201

The constaus d/ suas introduced in a related analysis of electron emission from motuls andhas since benoure known as Rirhurdsnu ‘n coinniuni.

(14.5)

or

(I 9i

____

owxJ
(14.10)

Exercise 14.2

Pt Copper is nepourted on a carefully prepared n-type silicoo substrate to form anideal Schotrky diode. 5ls 4.65 eV,X = 4.03 nV, N0 = 10°/cm5,and T 300 KOeiersnine

(a) 515k,

(h) V5.

(c) II’ if V,,, = 0, and

(d)ffI,,.ifV5=o,

Sr (a) = iii,,.
— x = 0.52eV

) (E
— 5r1ra — hr tn(s) = 0.56 — (0.0255) ln(o) m 0.20eV

V5 =! [thu
— (Eu

— Er)rn) = 042 V

12K u l’
1(2))] 1.51(8.55 X i0°) V0(c) W= (V5

— Vu),)
[7[6 X lo’.s)(lOs) (0.42),)

0.234 pm

—
— qN (1.6 t<_l0”°)(lOi5)(2.y4X 10-0)ld))ff15

— IA-oI
—

W
— (ll.8Xj71oia5

= 359 50a V/em

14.2.2 1—V Characteristics

Whereas the MS diode electrostatics and tire general shape of the MS diode I—I/characteristics are very similar tu thuse of ups junction diode, the details of the d.c. current flow aredecidedly different. In a p”-is dtode, us reviewed in Fig. l4.5(u), the dominant componentsof the current typically arise from renombinurion in the depletion region nuder small forward biases and hale injection horn the p’ to the n-side of the diode under larger forwardbiases. The electron injection from the lighter doped is to thu p-side is always negligibleIs an MS(a-lype) diode, as pictured in Fig. 14.5(b), the reeumbiuutinn and hole-injectioncurrents still uoist. However, because of the relutively low potential barrier seen by deetrotis in the semicuudactor, electron injection from the semiconductor into the metal routiuely duminrites the observed current. Stated unolber way, the electron iejection leads tu avery large forward bias current before the reuombinasioss and diffusion (hole-injection)currents become tnrpors.uun, The sstuuttou under reverse bias is similar. Electron fiosn fromthe metal to she semiconductor as presiously pictured in Fig. l4.3(u) totally domiuutes the

(14,11)

= [E.ou (V5
—

VJJ (14.121
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Nngbfiible

Cu) y—ii (usufies diode

or

Duruinusi

(5) MS diode

Ftgnrn 14.5 Negligible and duminuui nansest oumpuenots in u furuvund-biusud )u( y”-si juuusoo

diode and (hI MO diode.

svhere

and

(14.19)
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Electrons crossing the i terface itt the opposite direcliett fram the octal iota tite sntni
rondactot always see lie seine pateetial barrier, Citnseqnently,

!M._,s(VA) = IM•S(V5—0) (14.21)

Moreover, ander eqailibriam conditions the M.—AS and 5.—sM eerreDtn across the harrier
Stost precisely bolnare, or

bM..,SWA°) = hs._,M)l”AO) = _Ar4*Ttr_eT (14.22)

The total corrent at alt arbitrary V5 is af coarse given by

= ‘s•-’M + )55•_,5
= ‘is’M + !M._,s(Va=O) (l4.23)

Combining Eqs. (14.t8) and (14.22), we therefore eanclode

.4A4vT2r—vitir

The Eq. (14.24)1)14.25) resalt is clearly tIne MS diode version of the ideal diode eqoa
lion. For forward biases greater than n few kTIq volts, tlte enponentiot term in Eq. (14.24)
dontinates md 1—5 1, enp(OVAIkT). For reverse biases greater than a few kT/q volts, the
enponeotial ternt becomes itegligibte and the carrent in predicted to satnrotn at I = —

As forwnloted, the theory iinnplies 1 wonld remain constant at — I, for reverse biases of
aitlimited magnitndc.

Representalive cnperimcntal 1—V cltaractecistics derived frotn 0 M0R040 loiS diade
are displayed in Fig. 14,6. For forward biases of VA 0.35 V, enpcriment (the solid line
carve itt Fig. l4.6a) ond theory ore in almost perfect agreement. Over the rongc 0.1 V w
V 0.35 V the alope of thn forward bias semilog plot is very close to q/kT Like intc
pe jonction diode, the decrease in slope at larger forward biases is typically conned by on
appreciable voltage drisp across the both series resistance.

Torning to thn reverse-bios characteristic in Fig. 14.6(b), we note two significanl dv
viatiotis from the ideal. First, as shoold hove been anticipated, and again paralleling the pit

jnnction diode, a breakdown pltenomenon limits the monimom magnitade nf the reverse
bias voltogc. In sIte absence of edge cifects, the enpccted V00 doe to avolaoching in an MS
diode is essentially identical to that of alt eqoivolently doped p°-n or ev.p diode. Second.
the reverse-bios correnl dam not sotaralc. Oifferiog from tlse pit jonclioa diode, the ob
served behavior bern cannot be oitriboted to the recombinalian—geonration cnrrcnt. Rather,
the systematic ittcrcose in the tnognitndc of the reverse-bios correnl is pritnarily the rcsolt
of a phettomenon known os Svhotrkv barrier losvcsdng. thn is not a bias-indcpendenl cost-

stanton ossnmcd in the ideal Iheory, hot decreases slightly with reverse biases of increasing

mognitnde. Specifically,

i1s — AiliB (14.26)

FigUre 14.6 Moasared i—v choroctesistirs derived from a MBRQ4O MS diodn (a) formmd bias;(b) rovnrsn bias. The doahed lines in (o) Urn theoretical estimoim of the diffasion aod mcnrnbinatinn_.generotioo )n5) correots flowing in the diode. The eapnrimnntat data mere obtained employing an HP4t455 SemioondantorParameterAnatyner

where usa5 is the barrier height when T = Oat the MS interfoce and

= (14.27)

‘6, the electric field ot the scmicottdoctor snrfoce, is compotnd osing lhn previonsly cstab
lislied electrostotic relationships. Since I, varies as cop) — ut0/kT), even a smoll dccrnosn
in its5 gives rise too readily noticeable increase in the magnitode of the reverse-bias corrcstt..
Wv shoold point oat that, at reverse biases approaching

— Von, ovalonche tooltiplicatiots
may ploy a role in enhancing sIte observed carrent.

Finally, a comment it in ardor concerning the dashed lines in Fig. 14.6(a) labnled ‘otrv
ond go-v. These are theoretical estintatco of the diffnsion carrent and recnmbinotion correnl
flowing in the given dtodn. As previansly indicated, the ‘ntrv and components are seen
to be totally negligible compared to the observed thermionic emission corrent.

(C) Exercise 14.3

Pt Assnmn the 0.l V VA 0.35 V portion of the forward-bias characteristic in
Fig. 14.6(a) can be modeled by an eqnatien of the form

g = g eivsr,iai

svhern I, ood a are constants. According to Eq. (14.24), the “ideality factor,” uu,
shoald be rqaat to anity hot is asnally detcrnnitted to be slightly greater than anity.
Employing the point-by-point data provided in the table below, perform n least
sqoares fit to determine the valoes of!, and v that yield an optimnm match to The
given MS diode characteristics.

VA (volts) I I (amps)

0.10 4.047 x to—i

0.15 2.702 x l0

0.20 1.800 x l0

0.25 1.263 x 10

0.30 4 x 10-0

0.35 4.487 x lo-

In)!) In)!,) + __q__
VA

n1 kT

MATLAB program script...

Associating VA with a and In)!) withy, the MATL4.O polyf it fnntitjon non beanedto perform the reqatred teaat iqnavei fit to the enperimentnl data. The bent fit valnen

%Leait-Sqnn.res fit to MS diode 1-V data
%la)l)=In(ta)+qVAJnIkT
1[4.047o-7 2.702e-6 l.OPlJn-5 l.263e-4 S.O84e-44.487e-3);
VA=)0.l 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35);
ylog(13;

c=palyfil)VA,y, I); %least nqnares fit fnnctioe; c(l)=nlopn c)2)=ln)ts)slopec(l);
formal compact
nI = lf)O.O259°alope) %kT/q=0.0259V
lsenp(e)2))

14.2.3 a.c. Response

A small ac. signal naperimpoind on a d.c. reverse bias gives rise to a charge flartnationinside the diode as piclared in Fig. 14.7. A variation in the depletion width abont its eqnilibriam valoe end the asnoriated change in charge inside the sem.icandantor balance lInetaations in she O-fonction of charge at the MS interface. Majority carriers move rapidly inand oat of the nemseandactor to facilitate the variation in the depletion width With thecharge floclnat.ion taking place along Iwo planes separated by a distance hI) the describedn.e. stinatton is physically identical to whet takes pIece inside a parallel ptalr capacitorOne coo therefore write by analogy

w (14.28)

I (A)

(14.24)

(14.25)
VA (volts)

(a)

VA (volta)

—0.2

—0.4

flpA)

—0.6

—0.8

—1.0

(b)
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ryV

)r1’ 4.
li

“-,l

-‘.:‘

‘:

‘4e
Ss In logarithmic form the fit eqaation becomes

or, making nan of Eq. (14.12),

= (14.29)12K e
(V5 — VA)

for a tiniformly doped in-type arimcondactot Also note for fntnre reference that if bothsides of Eq. (14.29) ore inverted and then sqoared, one obtains

—

= )V.
— V)C° oNnKnvn,4° n, A (14.30)
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P

Reverse bias C—V data derived from a commercial MBRO40 MS diode ace presented

in Fig. 14.8(a). The data weee obtained using the measurement set_np previously de

scrlbed in Subseclion 7.2.3 and schemalically picluced in Fig. 7.6. Variation of she capaci

tance spith tlse_applied d.c. bios is generally as expected. Consistent with the predicted
l/vJ V0 — V0 dependence, the capacitance systematically decreases at a slower and

slosoer rate as the reverse bias is increased in magnitude. Figure 14.8(b) provides a more

detailed verification of the theory. The I/Ca versus V5 plot of the experimental data exhib

its a nearly straight tine dependence in agreement with Eq. (14.30). Per Eq. (14.30) the

semiconductor doping could be deduced from the slope of the straight lion fitted to the plot

points and V, from the extrapolated 1/C2 0 intercept. In addition, once both the semi

cartductor doping and V5 are known. 4i can be computed employing Eq. (14.3).

Although the reverse bias behavior is essentially identical to that of an asymmetrically

doped pn junction diode, the forwaed bias ac. response of the MS diode is significantly

different. to the MS diode the diffusion component of the current is typically negligible.

Thus there is very little minority carrier injection and storage within the semiconductor.

Since it is stored minority carriers that give rise to she diffusion admittance, the MS diode

does riot exhibit a diffiasion capacitance or diffusion conducta,sce. There is of course

a forward-bias depletioo-regiou capacitance, a potentially large parallel conductaoce

0 = eli/dY5,and a bulk series resistance (R5) that must be included under certain circuns

stances. However, even at we. frequencies rontinely approaching or into the 0Hz range, C

and C remaio frequency ndependent.

14.2.4 Transient Response

A very rapid transient responm is the most distinctive characteristic of the MS diode. to pn

Junctioo devices the excess minority carriers stored in the quusioeutrat regions of the semI

conductor must be rernos’ed before the device can be switched from the forward-bias on-

Figure 14.8 Ia) Sample C—V data derised fmm a MBRO.z0 MS diode. Ib) I/C2 sersos I’,, plot
constructed from the esperimestal C—V data. lVose: To correct for the encapsutation-eelaiod stray
capacitance shaosing the MS diode. 3.4 pP was cabirarted from alt measured capacitance values
befom coostruciing she part (b) ploi.l

C

Figure 14.9 Schematic circuit eepeesoatatioo of a Schosrky-diodeeteaprd tipS BiT.

state to the reverse-bias off-stute. In an MS diode there is very little minority carrier injec
tion and sIrs age within the semiconductor because the diffusion component of the current
is typically negligible. The reverse recovery time of commercial MS diodes is routinely
only a fesv nanoseconds. The MS diode response time can in fact be limited, not by the
stored charge, but by the internal RC time constant associated with thejonction cupacitance
and the bulk series resistance. Small area devices, sometimes called hot cur,-ier diodes,
are commercially produced with a maaimum C ac 1 pP and sub-nanosecond response
times.

As first noted in the Chapter 12 discussion of the lilT transient response, the MS diode
has been used to speed up the BJT turn-off transient. The arrangement initially pictured in
Ftg. 12.7(a) and shown ogasu in Fig. 14.9, an arrangement where an IsIS (Schottky) diode
ts connected between the base and collector of a BJT, is referred to as a Scholr/iy diode
cisoip, Basically, when the transistor enters the saturation mode during the turn-on transient
(usc> 0 andv0> 0), the MS diode begins to c’onduct and “clamps” the C—B janction
at a relatively low forward bias. In other words, use is made of the fact that the MS diode
conducts at a lower forward btas than a pn junction. Since the C—li junction is held Di a
relnttvely low voltage, there is minimal charge storage in the BJT. With less charge to be
removed from the BiT and very little charge stored in the Schoilky diode, the turn-off time
is thereby significantly reduced.

14.3 PRACTICAL CONTACT CONSIDERATIONS
14.3.1 Rectifying Contacts
At the beginning of the chapter, an MS conraer svas defined to be ideal if the metal and
semiconductor were in intimate contact on as atomic scale, there was no intermixing of
conlponeuts, and there were no udsurbed imparities or snrface charges at the MS interface.
Unfortunately even though great progress has been made in recent years toward achieving

EIIIII00D

-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 1
VA (votrs(

(0)
Figure 14.7 Chaegr fluctuations inside as MS (ti-sypel diode is response to an applIed a.e. signal.
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Sehotitmy
diodeP: Working directly with the plotted data in Fig. 14.8(b), estimate the barrier height

(nun) inside the MS diode. Assume an n-type device, A = 1.5 X l0 cm2, and

room temperature operation.

Sm From the extrapolated I/C2 intercept of the siruigttt line drawn through the plot

points, we roughly estimate

V0 0.6 V

The slope of the straight line is approximately

6 x l0’f F2
slope — —

= —5.5 N I0°/F2-V
10.3 + 0.6

and therefore

N° qK5eAslope

(1.6 x 10— Is)(l t.8)(8.85 X 10—i4)(l5 X 10—3)2(5.5 N 1020)

9.7 N tO’5/cm3

Noting

(E, — E) — k7’ ln() = 0,56 — 0.0259 ln(97
xlOI5)

= 0.20 nV

we coaclude. making use ofliq. 114.3),

iti qV0 + (E
—
E5)5 0.6 + 0.2 0.8 eV

I
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the idCril MS contact, real MS slrnrtnres invariably Isle ont in bC nonideal. Srlicon devices.
for example, are likely to contain a thin (5 A—25 A) oxrde loper berwceir tIre mrrat and
somicondocior A norive oxide lrryer forms almost rnsrantly whon St is exposed to rho at
mosphere. Arsenic precipitates ace believed to form an GaAs snrfaces. Allowed electronic
stoles thor charge and discharge arc known to exist 00 esseatiatly all semicondartor stir
foers In oxrreme casos, th cirCd nnnidealities coo load to an rll.fanrliOntng or noit
foectintring MS diode The minimized nonidealitrex rn modern-day strectares, however,

primarily affect the SIr0 harrier height acterrcing fire contact.

Contrary to Eq. (14 2), tIm tli
— x in mont real n-typo diodCs. A similar srateercrrr

ctrn be node for p-type diodes. In Si, GaAs, ond the majnrity of other semacondaciors,

sarface charges rerrd to fix or “pin” the eqoilibriam Fermi level at a specific energy wrtlrin

the sci face band gap Becanse of ibis pioninfi effecl, the observed baerrer height nor nrrrlly

vaeina only slightly with the metal axed TO fabricate fire dinde. Regardless of the merrrl

employed in forming a GaAs MS diode, for esainplc, iBm m 2E0/3 = 0.95 eV for ri-type

devices and ilin m E0/3 = 0.47 eV for p-type devices. Since n1s canrrar he predrcred front

a prior knowledge of iliM arid x nireaxaretncnts nrnst be performed to axcorately dcicrrrsnnc

ui0 foe a given MS system and fabrication peocednre. An C—V based approach srrnrl,rr to

that ontlined in Exercise 14.4 is one of ihe nrore popalae rxeasaremcni rechniqnes. Ii shonid

be emphasiced rhai rhe fornralisrri developed in rho previons section srill applres pras’ndcd

one employs the nreasnred ill0 in all relevant expressions.

14.3.2 Ohmic Contacts

Meial.seunicOndnctOr contacts that have a lose impedance regardless of the biasrng go

lariry are an esseirnial part of )ast ahonl esery modern device strocrare. Althoagls metal

senricondacior combinations where 4m < 4i (n-type) and ilivi > iIr (p-type) ideally yreld

ohmic contacts, it follows from the barrier height comrirenis in the preceding sabseciron

thai the noted meral.semicondacror combinations conld peodarn rectifyrng contacts in—

pracrice As a ease in paint, becaase the sarfacn Fermi level tends to be pinned at

— 2E0)3 ix GaAs, the deposition of airy metal on n-lype GaAs forms a barrier-type

contact It is ecasanable then to ask, “I-law are nhmrc coniacts achieved in practice?”

Ghmic conracis are annallp prodaced in practice by heavily doping the iorface region

of the scmicendnctor immediately beneath ihe contact. In Si processing. for enample. an

n’ an n region as shown in Fig. 14.10(a) woald be emaled prior in deposition of the metal.

The reason this procedare leads to a lnw.impedancc contact can be explarned with the aid

of Fig 14 10(b) The eqnilibrinnr baerier height is in first order nnaffected by an increase

in the semicondsctnr doping. However. ihe depletion width, and hence the wndrholrhe

barrier, systematically decrease with increased aemicondacior doping. When the seinicon

doctor dnpieg esceeds 10ia/cm , significant rannelitig can iake place theonghr the thin

npper portion of the barrier. I 5 exceeding - l0(xnr5iIhe eatty.garrigr.ecarnes

so narrow thai even Insv cneegy,majoriiv carriers can readily iragyfcgglseenullc.ariixcnnt
doctor and metal via the rairneline process. In other words, alihoagh the barrier exists, it

effectively becomes transparent in carriee flow when the contact is foimcd on a heavily

doped semicoadiretor.

Modneare doping

(b)

Fignre 14.10 Gbmie contact fermarioir. (a) Hoary dnping of the scwicnndneroe beneath the MScnnraci in faciliiaie ohnsic contact fernnaann. )b) Emissnn connors acrois a bairien-type contact as ahisnnon of dopiog. The emissioe is shown vaiytsg 9mm solely ihnmsionie emissine allow seedxnndoctor dopnngs to predominaotty held emission (mnnelisg thenagh the bonier) at high semicendocrordopings.

Whereas heavy doping of the anderlying semicandacloe isa key step in ohmic contact
formaaon, it in seldom ihn entice story. Annealing or heating the device xrmctnee in ron
linely necessary to minimize the contact resistance. Alaminam is the most widely nsed
contacting metal in the fabrication of discrete Si devices. Heating to approximately 475’C
far a few minnles in a nitrogen armosphere allows the alaminam to peeetralc the native
oxide layer an the Si snrface and faciliiaates a certain amonnl of beneficial Al-Si inrerdiffa
sion. In contacts formed over shallow p4 -n or n-p janclions, however, nonaniform inter
diffnsion over the contact area can lead to peanirarion of the alnminam tbrnngh thejnncfion
and jnnclrnn shorting. Pictnced schematically in Fig. 14.11(a), the nananiform peneimiian
of Al into the Si is called apiking. A small percentage of Si is sometimes added to thedeposited Al film to inhibil Si diffasion from the sabstrate and the resnltant spiking.

Another consideration is the nrabiliiy of the ohmic contact daring nnbscqnenr process
ing. Alnm.innm is aol an acceptable coatact material in complex inlegmled ciccnits whereadditional processing at lempcralnres in excess of SON C mast be performed after contactformation. Rather, high lemperarnre stability in achieved by employing the metal-like silicon cnmpoaads (nilicidesj formed wimh members of the refractory metal family (Mo. Ta,Ti, W). Tilaniam silieide, TiSia, is prmenllp in widespread ann as a contact material. A Tifilm deposited over the Si contact area is converted to TiSi, by heating in an inert atmosphere. Since Si is coanamed in the process, the silicide-silicon interface moves a short

(a)

(b)

FigUre 14.11 (a) Vissatia0000 of spiking beneath an At-Si cnniaeu (hI Itlosteatron of contact and
inlosconneci weialliaaiiov eepcesesiaiive of thai foand in modern ICs.

distance into the Si, thereby eliminating aseface defects and tmaimicieg contamination.

The net renoIr isa clean, planar, iempeeatare_slable ohmic contact. Fignre 14.11(b) illns

traIns the TiSi conriart and interconnect metalhicatron representative of thai foand in

modern lCs.

14.4 SUMMARY

The physical properties of ax ideal MS contact were specified and the methodology axas

presented for ceasiracling nbc energy band diagrant characterizing a given metal-scm icon-

doctor system Energy band diagrams corresponding to different combinations sf the iIma

and iJi5 wockfmmnclioas sseec employed to probe Ihe basic natare of the contacts. Ideally. the

combinations uIt5(p-type) > > nIs5(v.ippe) and iP5(p.lppe) < iJs < iIt5(ti-typel

were cnnc)aded to yield rectifying and ohmic contacts, respectively. Gperalion of the ccc

tifpiag contact called a Schoitky diode or MS diode when atilized as a device, was mcxi

examined in greater derail. The device electrostalics and reverse-bias a-c. response of the

MS diode were foand in be all bat identical to flint of a comparably doped p ‘-mu or s ‘-p
janclion diode. Gifferiag from the pm jnnclios diode, ihe Ihermionic emission carrent as

sociated ssiih majority carrier in)eclinn over the sarface barrier was identified as the finnri

nanl d.c. coeream component ficcaasc the diffesine caerenl is typically small by compari

son, the related minoriiy carrier injection and storage are likewise small. As a cnnaeqaence,
the MS diode dom nat exhibit a significant diffanion admitrance and switches between the
on- and off-states at an extremely rapid rale. Ahihongh the basic description of device op
emlion is onaffected, the iB barrier height in acmal Schoitkp diodes is seldom eqoal In the
ideal device valan. Moreover, the abode or enctifying nanien of an MS cnnlaci may be
different from that expected from ideal-contaci considerations. An ohmic cantaci is nsnahlp
prodaced io practice by heavily doping the snrface region of the semicoadacror immeedi
ately beneath the contact

PROBLEMS

Difficulty’ Saggearad Short
Ler’el Point Weigktieig Dearripninn

• 14.10 “ 3 15 (a-b, b-4, c-I) Schottkp barrier lowering
‘14.! I { 14.2.3 2 12 C—Vdala analysis
l4.l2L 4 JO (a-I2, b-fl, c-2) Linearly gmded MS diode

14.1 Qnick Qaia

(a) What arc the differences between an MS diode, a Schonky diode, and a hot carrier
diode?

(b) An ideal MS contact is formed between a metal and a xrmicondecmnr with lIt55 =Under svhat conditions svilh the contact be ohmic-like, and ander wEar conditions ssillIhe contact be rectifying?

(ci The salarions fan the electroslaoc variables p. ‘fi. and Von the lightly doped side of ap’1-n or n’-p junction diode and inside the aemicondacmor of a comparably doped
MS diode are all bnr identical. Are there any significant differences in the elecrrosratic
formnlaiions?

(d) Name the dominant carrcnr component in MS diodes.

CHAPTERT4 PRGBLEM INFGRMATIGN TABLE

Problem
Cann0aletc

-
—

14.1

14.2

14.3

I 14.4

I 14.5

14.fl

14.?

I 14.9

14.9

2

2

4

2

2—3

‘a

10(1 each part)

10(5 each part)/comb.

1 (2 each part)

30 (a-lfl. b-I, e-4)

15 (a-4, b-S. c-d,

14.4
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ductance.

(gI Explain why MS diodes switch very rapidly from the farward.btas on-state to the

reverse-bias off-state.

(h) What is a “Sctinittcy diode clamp”?

(I) Describe the usual procednre followed in forming practical ohmtc contacts.

()) What is “spiking”?

14,2 A somber of ideal MS contacts arc formed 00 Ge, Si, and GaAs sabsiratea mattitained

at room cemperatare For onn or wore of the MS parameter combinations listed hnlow’,

(a) Dross the eqruilibrinm energy band diagram charactertcing thn ideal MS contact.

(b) Present on argameat similar to the one aansmaricrd in Pig. 14.3 to confirm the ohmic

or cectifying natare of the contact.
cawbinavOa A: thM = 4.75 cV, x(Gu = 4.00 cV, N0 = 10 is/emS.

combination B: iliM 4.75 eV, (Ge) = 4.00 cV, N0 = lo:5/cms. --

combixatiox C: ui0 = 4.00 eV, x(S) = 4.03 eV, N0 = iW/cm3. -

cmnbiantioii D: = 4.25 eV, x(St) = d.03 eV, N0 loiS/emS.

cowhinatiov F: iJi = 4,75 cV, x(GaAx) 4.0? eV. N0 = 10 ia/cmt.

conibiantinu F = 435 eV.5(GaAV) = 4.0? eV, N0 = tOi7/cmS.

14.3 An ideal mctifying contact is formed by depositing gold (ui0 = 5.10 cv) on an N0 =

10°/cm doped silicon sabstraic maintained at room temperaiotc. Cnlcnlate

(a)

(hi V5,

(c) W under eqailibriam conditions,

(di T ,,,,, in the semicondoctor under eqnilibriam conditions.

I 14.5 (a) Paralleling Exercise 5.4, construct a MATLAH (computer) program that draw’s the

equilibrium energy band diagram for a0deguueratety Na-doped udicor MS diode

maintained at room temperatorc. Let rim aod the N0 doping of the semicandactar be

input parameters Be careful to exclude parameter combinations that would yield a nan-

rectifying contact.

(b) Generalize the part (a) program so that it also draws the eqnrbbriom energy naud dia

gram gor N0 doped silicon diodes.
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• 14.tO In this probtem we svish to examine the magnitade arid effect of Sehottk5 barrier

lowering Parameters will be employed similar to those of the MS diode yielding the

Pig. 14.6 chamcterisiics.

(a) Given a silicon MS diode with Nn 10 ia/ems operating at room tumperatare. compote

and ptat ArIa0 versus V0 far —50 V S V0 0.

(b) Compute nod plot /,)V0)//,( V0 0) versus V0 far —50 V m ta 0.

(ci Comment on yanr reanlla.

.14.11 A sobsct of the I/C5 versus V0 data plotted in Pig. 14.5(b) is reprodaced in

Table Pl4.tt. Analyze the data employing a least sqnnres St to dntcrmiuc t°v,, No. and

iliu Assame A 1 5 X tO cmt Compare yom revolts with the appranimale valnes

obtained in Esurcive 14.4.

Table P14.11
volislIC200i0dT(

4.06

5.05 3.125

14.12 The doping profile inside thu semicondoctar cnmpvncri of art MS diode ix linearly

graded; i.e., NnCn) = ox.

(n) Derive sotatians (or p. T, V. and W oxide the vemicoadactor.

(b) tndicate how V51 iv Ia be determined and compatcd.

(c) Establish an exprcvaiaa for the junction (depletion region) capacitance.

(ci Revive thu (a)/(b) programs so they can be ased to generate the eqaitibriuni energy
band diagrama fpr GaAs MS diodes.

14.6 Pill in the mivxiug steps ix the derivation ofEq. (14.11). Accepting Eqs. (14.16) and
(14.1?) to be acearate, perform and record the mathematical mauipalationv leading to
Eq. (14.15).

14.7 MS Photodiade

AnN0-dopcd vilicne MS diodu is illaminated, thereby generating electron-hole pairs inside
the vemicandactor

(al If the diode terminals are taken to be vhorv-circnireil. straw the ettergy band diagram
for the device and picrarc what happeuv to the phatngercratcej carriers cmated in the
vrmicandnctar near the MS interface. With the current arid voltage polarities m speci
fied in Pig. l4.3(a), what is the polarity of the shari-circuit pirotacarreat?

(hi If the diode terminals are taken to he npca-rircuiied. draw the energy band diagram
nharactcrieieg the illumiaatrd device. Remember the total current mutt be idcuticahly
ocro under open-circuit conditions. Explain boss you air-toed at the forte of your
diagram.

(c) Assame tire light is uniformly absorbed ihroughaal the vomicoodactor praducing a
photogeneratior rate of C1 eleetrotu-hoic pairs per cm3-sec aed giving rise to low-level
injection. For an arbitrary applied bias, and following the timplilied procedarc natlined
in Subsection 4.2.1. dorivc an cnprexsior for the photocarrent 11r) Bowing in the MSphatodiade.

(di Sketch the expected general form of the I = ‘a,t ÷ l versas V0 characteristic exhib
ited by an illamiuaied MS photodiode. Is yoar sketch consistent with the answers to
parts (a) and (b)?

• 14.8 Tha qaasiacatrat portiua of the semiconductor nod the ohmic back contact of
Schottky diodes introdace a resistance R5 in sariua with the curreal flawing across therectifying MS jauctioir. Gcaphicalty illustrate the effect of the series resistance art the diode
(—V characteristic. Taking /, = lo A, coustnmct a semilog plot of the forward-bias (—V
characteristics when F5 = 0, 0.1 ft. 1.0 ft. and tO ft. Limit yaar platted output toOs V,, w0.6 Vaud lO- Awls to—i A.

14.9 The reinmoriry-carrier injection ratio is often cited at a qnartity of interest in charac
terizing MS diodes. By definition, iris the namher of tatinorily carriers injected into thesemoicondnetor per ma)arity carrier injected from thu semicoudaccor into the octal whenthe device is forward biased. Mathematically, the ratio iv justl05/b5.imuw and i are
respectively use diffusion and thermionic emission cauxunto llawixg in the MS diode. Esti
mate the minority carrier injection ratio in a silicon MS diode where ohP = 140 ampsfcmt_
Km. ulm = 0.72 eV, N0 = l015/cm3,r = 10-u Sec. and T = 300K. 1oirv in the given
diode may be eqaaled to the ‘airy flaming in a p°ni step janction diode with eqaivateat
device parameters.
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• 14.4 Construct a plot of the equilibrium depletion wtdth versns the N0 dopung concentra
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PART Il—REVIEW PROBLEM SETS AND ANSWERS

The following problem sets ssere designed assuming a knowledge—ut limes an integrated

knowledge—of the sebject matter in Chapters 5—lI of Part Il. The sets could serve as a

review or as a means of evaluating the wader’s mastery of the subject. Problem Set A is

adaptrd from a one-hoar “open-book” examination; Pmblent Sets B and C arc combina

tions of select problems from “closed-bank” examinations. The answers to Frebleut Sets
A and B are included at the end of this section. Answers monet provided for Problem Set C

so that it can he used as a homework set with integraled-knawlcdge-type qaestions en the

pit jnnctioa diade.
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REVIEW LIST OF TERMS

Defining the following terms using your own words presides a rapid review of the Part IImaterial.
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A pssjnoctlon has the doping profile sketched below. Throughout this problem, assume the
carrier concenlratt005 way be neglecled (n 0, p 0) in the 0 w x .n region of the
diode.

(a) Whut is the butlt-in vottage across Ike jnactioo7 Justify year answer
(hI Invoking the deplnttoa apprunimalina, make a sketch of the charge density inside the

diode. Label sigaificant p and .r ralars.

(c( Gbtatn an analytical solaitcro far Ihe electric field, E(.r), at all points inside the depletion region (_Xr .c m a,). Show all work and make a skeich of Ihe deduced ‘#(x)
vetaas .r

(dl In a standm’d pn step junction Na.rr = N0.n,. Mow are x and 0r related here’s
(e( Draw the energy band diagram for the diode under eqailibrinm conditions Clearly

idenitfy the points x = 0 and x a, on your diagram. Also indiraie how your diagram
differs from that of a simple pn step junction whew N0 = ,V0 = A8

Problem A2
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(I) widr-bmrdiade
(2) narrow-base diode
(3) ideal diode
(4) law of the junction
(5) qaastneutral region
(6) breakdown
(7) impact ionization
(8) avalanching
(9) maltiplieatieu factor

(10) Zeuer process
(11) Inaneliug

n (12) conductivity modalution
(13) puark-throngh (in narrow-bare diode)

h. (14) high-level injection
(15) qnnsisratic
(16) ks’pcrabrupt
(17) varactor
(II) abrapt

(19) profiling
(20) Junction capacilance
(21) diffusion admiitance
(22) turn-off Irausient
(23) storage delay time
(24) reverse recovery time
(25) reverse injection
(26) step recovery diode
(27) photodetector
(28) solar cell
(29) LED
(30) p-i-n diode
(31) avalanche photodinde
(32) fill factor
(33) shadowing (in solar cells)
(34) ientnring (in solar eels)
(35) concentrator solar cells
(36) isaelectronic imp

Problem Set A

Problem Al

I

I
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(37) total internal reflection
(31) EJT
(39) emioer, base, collector
(40) common bare
(41) common emitter
(42) active mode
(43) saturation mode
(44) cutoff made
(45) inverted mode
(46) bna’ied layer
(47) qnasineutral base width
(48) emitter efficiency
(49) base transport factor
(50) common based c. gain
(51) cnmmocnssdtlcrd.c. gain
(52) perfnroiuncr paramelnrs
(53) Fbecs—Mnll equations, model
(54) furmard gain
(55) base-width modulation

(56)

Early effect
(57) panch-thmugh (in BiT)
(58) regenerative
(59) phototrausissor
(60) inlrinsic transislur
(61) base serirs resistance
(62) earrenl crowding
(63) graded base (is BJT)
(64) Gammel plot
(65) BiCMGS
(66) shallow’ emitter
(67) polysilicon emitter
(68) HIT

(69) heterojunclion
(70) band alignment
(71) laltice-maichcd
(72) graded jnnction (in HIT)
(73) Hybrid-Pi equivalent circuit
(74) transcondurlance
(751 base tmusis time
(76) rise, storage delay, and fail times
(77) Scknttky diode clamp
(78) thycisiors
(79) 5CR
(80) anode, cathode, gate
(It) blocking veltnges
(82) two-transistor model
(83) GTG SCR
(84) LAS
(85) dildibsmoni
(86) du/di effect
(87) DIAC, TRIAC
(II) PUT
(89) Schnttky diode
(90) vacsam level
(91) mcml weekfanction
(92) electron affinity
(91) thecmionic emission
(94) Richardson’s conutaut
(95) Schatdry barrier lowering

(96) hot carrier diode
(97) Fermi-level pinning
(98) fied emission
(99) Al spiking

(100) suicide

Nn — A’0

Nn

Tsro siliconp0nslop jauclson diodes maintained at 300 R ore physically identical esceptfar Ike n-side doping. In diode #1, N0 = hO °/cm’ in diode #2, N0 = lOw/cmt. Compare
the operation of Ike two diodes by ausssering the queslinus that folloss

Diode St Diode 02h5 IEtota,rw!J “‘:toisirma
(a) Which diode will exhibit the larger bnilt-in voltage (h/s,)? Explain
Oh) Which diode will exhibit Ike larger breakdown voltage (V00)?Explain.
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(C) Wh,ch dtode will exhibit the larger junction capacItance (C,) at a gwen reverse bins
voltage when V,51 Va? Exptait.

(d) If the diodes an, assumed to be ideal and reverse biased at a I V > few Volts, what,
diode soul support the larger (I? Explain

(e) If the diodes are not assumed to be ideal, which d,ode will support the larger Ill whet,
reverse biased at a V0 > few volts? Expla,n.

(f) Whicl, diode will exhibit the larger difluslon capacitance (C,,) at a given applied for
ward bias and frequency? Assume operation io Ilte lorward hias “ideal” reglois.
Explain.

(g) Which diode will exhibit the larger storage delay t,me (t,) under transient conditions 1
the ‘v”u ratio is the saute? Explain.

Problem A3

(a) The diagram below pictures the major earner aet,Vity in a pup BIT under aet,se mode
biasing. Construct a similar diagram picturing the major carr,er activity ,n the suinr’
pnp BIT under inverted mode biasiog. (loelade a few words of esplauatiois as neces
sary to forestall a misinterpretation of your diagram.)

(b)

The pictured BIT is accidentally cooneeted up backward so that the collector funct,ons
as the emitter and the emitter fauctio,,s as the collector. In the backward conucet,on
with Ven > 0 and Vu5 < 0 the device exhibits a lower gain and is more sess,t,ve to
base-width modulation. (i) Explain why the backward couneei,on leads ba lower gtan.
(ii) Explain why the backward connection leads to a greater senstttvity to base-width,
tt,odulation.

(a) G,ve a concise stateme,,t of the depletioo approximation.
(b) Invoking the depletion approxima,io,t, make a sketch of the charge density inside thediode.

(c) Establish alt expression for the electric field, (x), inside the depletion region.
(d) indicate how yon would complete the electroslalic development to eveotauthy obtain

au expression for tlte depletion width, W lIe as specific as possible about the equationsto be solved and the buundary conditioos to be employed. Don’t waste lime actually
performing the muthen,atical manipulations. Organize your answer ioto steps—step I,step 2, etc.

The energy band diagram given below characterizes a Si step ju,,ction diode ,uaiotaiued atroom temperature. Note that E,(—w) = E(+ra). Also, x,, + Xr — 2 X l0 cm, A =l0’ en,’, T = t-, = t’a to—s see,1.x(p.side) = 1352 cm’IV.sec,1z0(s-side)459 cm’/V-sec, K5 = 11.8, and en = 8.85 X 10” F/cm.

5Fp

ES

ici5i
_rp 0 U

(a) What is the magnitude of tl,e reverse-bias voltage (V,,) being applied to the diode?
Explain how you arrived at your answer.

(b) Determine V,, the built-in voltage.
(c) Compate the reeombinatiott—generation current flowing through the diode at the pictured him point.

(d) Compute the diffusion current flowing through the diode at the pictured bias point.
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(e) What will be the junction capacitance (C,) exhibited by the d,ode at the pictured bias

point?

(f) On a linear scale, sketch the minority carrier concentrations versus position for the

x S — np and x x,, portions of thu diode.

(g) Woald you expect the device to exhibit a significant diffusion capacitance (C0) at the

applied bias point? Explain.

(h) If the diode were palsed from the pietated bias point to a larger reverse bias at t 0,

would you ekpect to observe a current transient characterized by a storage delay time

t,? Explain.

Problem B3

Two Si peip transistors, BIT 8) and BJT #2, ate ,deisticut except W, > W5,. Nu S

N and W 4 L5 in both transistors. Under the same active mode biasing conditions, which

transistor will exhibit

(a) the larger emiller efficiency? Explain

(b) the larger have transport factor? Explain.

(e) the laeger$59Expldin.

)d) the greaier sensitivity to base-width modulation? Explain.

(e) the larger pooch-through voltage? Explain.

If the maximum output curreni is assumed to be limited by carrier multiplicalton and ava

lanching, whIch transistor will exhibit

(f) the largar Vcno? Explain.

(g) the larger Vera? Explain.

Problem Set C

Problem Cl

)a) Which of the following assamptions is sot invoked itt deriving the ideal diode

equation?
(i) No recambination_gntteratiot in the depletion region.

(ii) Low-level injeetton.
(iii) Narrow-base diode; i.e., the n and p qaasineutral widths are much less than the

respective ntinority carrier d,tf,tstou lengths.

(iv) No “other” process; i.e., no plaotogeneratiOn avalanching, tunneling. etc.

(b) Under reverse bi,tsing and small forward biasing, the dominant current component io

most Si pa junction diodes maintained at room temperature is which of the following?

(i) The diffasiou carrel,,.
(ii) Th.e R—G current.
(iii) The ideal-diode current.
(iv) The drift current.

SUPPLEMENT AND arviuw

(r) Which of the following statements is incorrect?
(i) pn junction breakdown is a reversible process.

(ii) For thu Zener process to occur in a pti junction diode, the depletion width must
be very narrow (tab -5cm).

(iii) The avalanche breakdown voltage varies roughly as the inverse of the doping
concentration on the lightly doped side of p’-s mid n’-p junctions.

(iv) In Si diodes maintained at room temperature, avalanching is the dominant process
causing breakdown if Vun S 4.5 V.

(d) Which of the following statements about thejunction eapacituner (C,) is correct?
(i) C, always varies us l/’s/a.

(ii) The minimum observable C, will occur at Vnn.
(iii) C, vanishes under forward biasing.
(iv) C, is associated physically with fluctuations in the minority carrierconceotrations

at the edges of the depletion region.

Problem C2

Minority carrier concentration versus position plots and sketches are often used to describe
the situation inside semiconductor devices. A linear plot of the minority carrier coecentra
tioo on the n-side of two ideal p5-n diodes maintained at room temperature is pictured
below. The n-side doping (.Vn) and the cross-sectional area (A (are the same in both diodes.
Assume low-level injection conditions prevail.

(a) The diodes are [(i) forsvard biased, (ii) zero biased, (iii) reverse biased).
(b) The magnitude of Ihe bias gpplied to Diode B is [(i) larger than, (ii) the same as,

(El) smaller tbanj the magnitude of the bias applied to Diode A.
(c) The magnitude of the d.c. current, 1’. flosving through Diode B is [(i) significantly

larger than, (ii) roughly the same as, (iii) significantly smaller than] 1hz magnitude of
the tic. current flowing through Diode A.

(d) The breakdown voltage (V5)of Diode B is 1(i) significantly larger than, (ii) roughly
the sanse as, (iii) significunily less than] he breakdown voutogr of Diode A.
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Problem B2

ES

Probtem Set B

Problem Bi

A pnjunetiou diode has the doping profile shown in the following sketch. Mathematically,
ND — N,, = N,, [exp(eax) — I], where .5’u and a are conslauts.

I
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(e) Diodes A and B are tested in the satne switchIng crrcUtt. ‘F”O is the same for butt,

diodes. Which diode will exhibit the larger storage delay time (larger t,)? [)i) Diode A;

(ii) Diode B; (iii) t, will he essentially the tame for both diodes.]

Problem C3

The steady-state carrier concentrations inside a pit JunctIon diode maintained at route civ

perature areas pictuted below.

,i orp

(tog aeatr)

(a) is the diode forward or reverse biased? Explain host’ you arrived at your answer.

(b) Do low-level injection conditions prevail inside the diode? Explain how YOU arrived at

your answer.

(c) Qualitatively, what is the physical relationship between ttte pile-up or store of minority

carriers near the deptetton regialt edges and the diffusion capacitance (C0)?

(el) Qualitatively, what is the physical relationship between the pile-up or store of minority

carriers near the depletion region edges and the storage delay time (r,) observed during

the turn-off transient?

Problem C4

The reverse-bias current—soltage (I— U0), janctton capacitance (C,— I”,). and lnrtt-ofl’ tran

sient (i—t) cttaracterislicn derived from a p-n Si step junction diode maintained at room

temperature are sketched to the right. After reproducing the Ilgaret, answer the foltosvtng

questions by adding a dashed line to the appropriate characteristic. Note that ax answer of

no effect (a dastted line the same as the given characteristic) is possible. In such cases WrIte

no effect.

(a—c) Roughly i,tdicate how dte !—V5, C—V0, and i—t characteristics are modilied if

the n-side doping (N0) Is iscreaaed by a factor of 2. All other parameters contain

Answers—Set A

Problem Al

(a) Paralleling Ilte derivation in Sabsectioo 5.1.4, one ran write (kT/q) ln]n(n,)!

n(— nc)]. Here n(xl) ,,(m) = Nu and n( — x) s(—w) = ,t/N0.Thus

kT /w\ 2kT INn
Vi,, = — nI — I — In —

q \nrJ q

—qtV1,

Kseu

0
dx Ksex

qN

K5e0

fitltdlg,
—[‘ ---d,n’ =x)f(x) ‘(X+Xv)

5 Ke11 Kseo

N)x) constaut ‘f(O) =
—

JJSN: ‘f)x)= —(.n1—X) ..xxX,,

qN qN0
x = —

— (x, — x) an a = x1 — x,
K5e0 K5e0

El

A constant energy band slope or straight lines in the 0 s x region is the Only differ
ence. Note that (E,

— E)0.11 = (E0 E,)I ,,.a since N0 = N5 = N0.

Problem A2

(u)e#2

Vu (lIq)](E, — EF)),,,d, (E
—
Ej),.0j.(E1

— Er)roja1isthesameforboth

diodes. (EF — Ej)I,,ra, = kT ln(N0/n) in larger for the heavier doped dinde. Thus
> V,. Note that p Itnphes degenerate ar very heavy doping. Thns the standard

relationship, V5 = (kTIq) in(N0N5/n)cannot be used to eomptte Vu.

(d—f) Rvaghly ,ndtcate boss’ the I—VA. Ct_Va, and I—f characteristtcs are moslilied if the
tntnortty CarrIer ltfettme on the o-stde (re) and Ilte effective depletion-region genera

ton lifetime (r11) are stIes-eased by a factor of 2. Alt other parameters remailt tIre salne
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(b)

(c)

(d) The (-I-) and (—) charge areas on the part (b) p-plot mast be equal, or

(—qN)(—x) = qN9(x1 — x) an [x1_xj

Alternattvely, the ‘-field mast be coutittaous at x = x,, giving

sr_a_B

(e)

_xWxw0

I
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e#I

Vran is roughly proportional to I IN0 as a p -n dIode. Also, Fig. 6. ShOWS

V05> 1000 V if N0 = l0Icin3.wltilC V0 60 V tf N0 = t0’/cm5.

eS2

For a p-Ii step junctiOu

K5e0A
Ct—

W=
:ov

— V5)]

where the latter form of the W equation follows from the fact that V01 E V.. Thus,

W1 > W2 altd C2> C,1 -

(d)
For an ideal p0-n diode reverse biased to I vj > few volts, we can write

Now I/N01> tIl2 Also

13 n
fw J5 -qA-

D D = /=
‘.Jq “p

Since i.o decreases with increasing N0, DpjILp: > DIL2.Both of the cited factors

in the I expression arc such as to make n >

i1

In a real Si diode maintained at 3001< the reverse current is typarally donslnaied by the

reconnbiaatiofl_gefleration curront component.

—qA
-

W .
. given few volts

From the Eq (644) definition of ,‘0 we infer i0 lINt (both e und s’ are proportiotlul

to l/Nr). Only the doping is specified as being different in the two dIodes, not N-,.

Thus a’ is the same for both diodes. However, W, > W2 from pant (c). Consequently.

5GII> I1R-G21

(a) lathe depletion approximation one makes the following simplifying assumptions. (t) p

and n are much less than IN0 — NI in a —xe an x .; region about the metallqrgical

junctIon. (ii) p = 0 elsewhere.

(c) dF p 9N1,
___—=-—.-(e —I) ...

(e”0-l)dX’=[5hIp
o Ke0 —a, Ksno

(d) Step 1: Solve for V(x) in the —x,, x S x depletion region.

dV
—= —5(x); V—Oatx —x
dx

P

Step 2: Two equations with x, X, and l’ as unknowns are obtained by imposing the

boundary conditions, V(x,,) 0 and V(x) V51 —
V. Once V is kitown.

these tsvo equations can be solved for the x,, x, and W = X, + X resulting

from a given V0. lit this particular problem, the solution will have to be ob

tained numerically.

Step 3- V51 is obtained by a procedure pagalleting the linearly peaded analysis in

Subsection 5.2.5.

Problem B2

(0 dt
Assuming the diodes are forward biased mb the ideal region of operation. C0s 0n
(1 + I) w 1. 05 is the diode low-freqlteltcy conductance. However, 0 > ‘2 front
part (dl. Thus Cu > C5,.

(g) hdx1
Examining either Itte approximate solution [Eq. (8.8)1 or the more acctlrate solution
[Eq. (8.9) for I,, one concludes ç, t,, if the 1v’1u ratio andr 0 lINr are the same
for the two diodes. The ‘t.”E ratio is noted to he the sante in the probtent statement. N0
and therefore v. are also inferred to be the some in the two diodes, since only the Un
doping is specified as being different.

Problem A3

..-\

(b) (I) Ttle efficiency of the injecting collector is far below that of the emitter and n
700 is thereby degraded. The E—B junction has NE an N0, making hole injection
into the base much greater than electron injection from the base into the emitter
under actis’e mode biasing. On the other hand. N0 < N,,, giving rise to significant
electron injection lenin tile base into the collector under “backward” (inverted)
operation.

(ii) When used as an amplifier, the larger depletion region is associated wittt the
reverse-biased junction. With the C—B junction rnverse biased under active mode
operation. most of the depletion region entelmds into the collector because
Nn > N. However, wlten the B—B junction is reverse biased, as is the case under
“backward” operation, most of the E—B depletion region extends into the baue
because Nr N N0. Much larger variations of W for equivalent biasing conditions
are expected under backward operation.

ID nt D nt
In:tr Io=

= —(1.6 X lO_0)(lOt)E(
35.02

________

[1,5.92 X 10 -)\4.96 X i0

+ ( 11.89 loan

= —3.02 x lo A
\3.45 x lO-’)\4.96 x twa

(e) C,
= = K5e11A = (tt.8)(8.85 x lo_u)(tO_a>

w x * x 2 x to-’
5.22 pF

Nute

(g) No. There is no store of minority carriers adjacent to the depletion region.

(h) No. Again. there is no store of minority carriers adjacent to the depletion region. [The
device is already reverse biased prior to applying the vnttage pulse.)

(a)
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Answers—Set B

Problem Bi

(b)

0

SUPPLEMENT AND F1EV1EW 921

)Vn.=![(Ei_ EF)P.,,+(EF—El)I,.,,W]==O.56V

(c) = —qA
n

W = —(1.6 x lO_0)(tOt)(2
Ion

)(2 X to_a)

= —1.6 x 10’ A

(d) D 0 (0.0259)(1352) = 35.02 cma/sec

= = [(35.02)(lO —0)) /2 = 5.92 X tO cm

Np = (0.0259)(459) = 11.89 etn’/sec

= [(ll.89)(lO)[”° = 345 10_s cot

:Vn = “e0’4T (I O’°)(e r.i2ma/nurss/t) 4.96 X IOH/cmS

(f)

(a) V0 = — — Em) = —

—0.56 V
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Problem 83

(a) L#2 If Wi,, > We,, Ilteu W, > W, under lie sttitc biasing conditions and

N
ON W D.N It’,l+—L---#—j
D5 N L1, D1, N,, L,,

(b) [Tfi2l a a
= I

i/tvV lwl+_t_LI 1+-i—
2 \LJ 2 \L,,

Physically, fewer carriers arc lost via recombination in crossing the narrower base.

(e) Withy, N y2 and a1 N °va’ a,,, N en,,, since a2, = yw,,. Nottng 111,1
= a&/(l — a,,), we conclude fl,, > ,,

(d) 2 Changes in bias give rise to the same W ii the two transistors. However.
with W, > It’2. W/W, > 2X1V/W,, making BIT #2 more sensitive to base svidsh
motitilat jolt.

(e) )]tl Becaose W1 > Wb, ond changes in bias give tise to the same W tt will
clearly take a larger applied V,, to completely deplete the svider BIT #1 base tinder
active mode biasing.

(f) tc#t,ntl#2 V,,,,,1 is equal to the V,m of the C—B junction. The avalanche
breakdown vt,ltage of tile C—B juoctivtt should be the same for both transistors since
the junction dooings arc the same.

(g) Accordiitg to Eq. (11.54), V0 V5/($,, + 1)15, where 3 N a S 6.
Now, as noted in altswering part (c),$,,, </3,. TItus, V,,0, > V,,,2.

PART HI

FIELD EFFECT DEVICES

15.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Historically, the field effect phenomenon was the basis for the first type of solid-state tran
sistor ever proposed. Field effect transistors predate the bipolar jancttoa transistor by ap
proximately 20 years. As recorded in a series of patents filed in the 1920s and 1930s, J. F.
Lilienfeld in the United States and 0. Heil working in Germany independently conceived
a transistor structure of the form shown in Fig. 15.1. The device wurked on the principle
that a saltage applied to the metallic plate modalated the conductance of the underlying
semiconductor, svhich in turn modulated the carrent flowing between ohmic contacts A and
B. This phenomenon, where the conductivity of a semiconductor is modulated by an elec
tric field applied normal to the surface of the semiconductor, has been named the field
effect.

The early field effect transistnr proposals were of course somewhat ahead of their time.
Modern-day semiconductor materials were just not available and technological immaturity,
in general, retarded the development of field effect structures for many years. A practical
implementation had to await the successful development of other solid-stale devices, no
tably the bipolar auction Itansistor. in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The first modern-
day field effect device, the ]uncliott field effect transistor (I-PET). was proposed and ana
lyzed by W. Shockleyi in 1952. Operational i-PETs were subsequently built by Dacey

A

115:E:°
B

15 Field Effect Introduction—
The J-FET and MESFET

Figure 15.1 tdealioatinn of the Lilionfeld ttansistor.
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Figure 15.2 Schnntallc diagrans of the junction Held effect transistor. (Fronl Dacey and Rnssiui,

1955 AT&T. Reprintud with pcrnnsSiofl.(

and Rossl2 in 1953. An pictured schematically in Fig. 15.2 (which was adapted frntn an

early Docey and Ross publication’S I, pu junctions replaced the metallic plate in the Lilien

feld structure, the A and B contacts became known as the snurce and drain, and the field-

effect electrode was named the gate. In the 2-PET it is the depletion regions associated with

the pit junctions that directly ntodulate the semiconductor conductivity bctween the source

and drain contacts.
A key component of present-day microelectronics, the metal-nxide-semicondncior

field effect transistor (MOSFET), achieved practical status during the early 1960s. mc

nnw-familiax planar version of the structure pictured in Fig. 15.3, astrucrure with thermally

gronvn SiO, functioning as the gate insulator, a surface-inversion channel, and islands

doped opposite to the substrate acting an the source and drain, was first reported by Kahng

and Atallalal in 1960. Following intense development efforts, commercial MOSFETs pro

duced by Fairchild Semiconductor and by RCA became available in late 1964. Figure 15.3

originally appeared on the cover page of the 1964 applications bulletin describing the early

Fairchild MOSFET’5’.
A major develnpment occurring in the latter half of the I 960s was the invention by

Dcnnardl5)of the one-tronsistor dynamic memory cell used in the random access memory

(DRAM). The DRAM cell (see Fig. 15.4) ivan integrated combination of a charge storage

element (a capacitor or pit junction) and a MOSFET utilized as a switch. A quote from a

recent reviess article1t1 best underscores the significance of the invention and its impact.

“The l-T DRAM cell is Dow the moss abundant maa-made object on this planet earth.’

The early l970s saw the introduction of still another significant field effect structure—

the charge-coupled device (CCD). Physically, a CCD might be viewed usa MOSFET with
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spat Cain Trcssfcr clectroden Gate Output

___

. ......,.w.

__________

(b)

Figure 15.5 First chareecnopted device comprising night irene-phase elements and iopat-notpal
gates and diodes, shown (a) in plan view ned (b) schematically in its cross-sectional view. (From
Tompsett et al.’°’ Reprinted with permission.)

cut. Notably, in progressing through the 1980s, complementary MOS or CMOS became

the integrated circuit technology of choice. Figutre 15.6 shows a cat-away view of a funda

mental building block in CMOS circuitry, the CMOS inverter. The term “complementacy”

denotes the ftrct that, unlike other MOS circnit technologies, both ,r-chsonel (electron ear-

rent carrying) MOSFETs and p-channel (hole cnrrcnt carrying) MOSPETs are fabricated

on the same chip. Although CMOS came to the forefront in the I 980s becaitse of its losver

passer dissipation and other circuit-related advantages, the change was evolutionary—

CMOS in unto new circuit technology. It was initially conceived by Wanlassl’°’ in the early

I 960s and was cven tuass prodoced on part of LED svatch circuttry in 1972.

Whereas tlte use of CMOS euemplifies continuing esolotinrtary changes, thete is tIne

continuing field effect device invention and develnpment. The mildulation doped field ef

fect transistor (MOOFET) pictared in Fig. 15.7 is an excellent example. Although the dee

FIgure 15.3 Cross sect,ou ola MOSFET with cnrrecr biasing polarity. (From Mauonugnllirl)

Figure 15.4 Schematic cents section of a DRAM cJl The planar, singtr.capucitur cell of the type
shown was employed in 6 K—256 K memorIes. (From Wynn and Anderson’S, © 1959 tREE.)

a segmented gate. As pIctured in Fig. 15.5, the proper application nf biases to the CCD
gaten tuduces the systemutic movement or transfer of stored charge along the surface chan
nel and into the device output. The Image sensing element in the camcorder, a combination
home TV cautera and video recorder, is a CCD containing a two-dimensional array of
gates. Stored charge ts produced in proportion to the optical image incident on the tsno
dimensional gate array. The electrical analog of the optical image is subsequently trans
ferred to the output and converted into an electrical nignal.

The Invention, development, and cs’olution of field effect devices continues to the pros-
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Figure 15.6 Car-cway schematic s’iew of a CMOS inverter. (Front Fonstad’tmml, © 1994 by
McGraw-I-till, tue. Reprinted by pneminsion of the poblishrr.(

tt I)

I

Implant ivulatios

Figure 15.7 Pcrspecttvg view of tao basic MODFEr stractare. (Front Orummond et al.I’tm,
© 1986 lEEli.(

tron transport properttes of GaAs are superior lx silicon, GaAs technology lacks a quality
homomorphic (Ga or As containitsg( insulator comparable to 50a’ Moreover, the deposi.
Iton of other insulators ott GaAs has consistently failed to produce devices with acceptable
electrical characteristtcs. The emergence of sophisticated deposition techniques strclt as
molecular beant epitaxy (MBE(, however, has made it possible to grow layers of different
httttice-matched semrconductors on top of each other. The alloy sensiconducior AIGaAs
oppeartng tn Fig. 15.7 has a larger band gap than GaAs and essentially assumes the role

Al

n-channel MOSFET p-channel MOSFET
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of “insolator” in the MOEFET sintenore. The MODPET, looted to be IhE lastest three.
ternttttal setotcoodoetor donico, is finding ittereased osage in bigh-freqonocy applications.

Pan Ill, spaitoing hoe chapters, is iotetided to provide ao introdsetory descriptioo of
field effect devices aEd device operation. The core members of Ihc field elfect faittily arc
esaettised in some detail to repose the reader to relevoet terms, eooeepts. osedels, ogd
atiolytiral procederes. Tlte eemoisder of Iltis chapter is devoted to the jooetioo field effect
transistor (1-PET) aod tlte closely related MESFET )tssetal-setsticondeetor field effect trait.
ststor). Tltese devices ore viewed as coeceptoal bridges between the jnoetiott devices its
Part II and the “pore” field effect devices roitsidered later in Part Ill. Tlte J-FET/MESPET
diseossion, tooreooer, serves as a first ren-throogls nit terminology, analytical procedares,
and the like, thereby caking the sohseqsieot diseossioo easier to oodeestood. To permit
flexible cooorage of the general topic area, hcmever, the latter chapters are self-esstiaittcsl.
with no specific refzrenee.s to the i-PET/MESPET presentation. Chapters 16 and 17 pris.
side a baseline coverage of MOS stroetoral ood device faodomeetals. The tseo-tzrsstitsol
MOS-eopaeitor or MOS-C is the strnctoral heart of oIl MOS devices. In Cltapter Ifs we
defoe the ideal MOS-C stmetore, present a qttalitatise atid qootttitatioe description of the
stroctore io the static state, and eoatssitse the eapacitaoce-eoltage characteristics derived
from the device. The operational des-ription nod analysis of the basic transistor eoof go.
ratioo, the loog-ehanoel eolsoneetoettt-teode MOSFET, are presented in Chapter 17. Fi
nally, Chapters 16 and 19 contain MOS-reloted practical information. TIse notore and efiirct
of deviations frotn the ideal aee described in Chapter 15, while “read-only” Chapter 19
provides an itstrodttetory diseossion of stottll-dittteosion effects in MOSFETs. A brief sor
vey of modified and developmental PET stroetores is also ineloded in Chapter 19.

15.2 J-FET

15.2,1 Introduction

As mentiotsed in the General Itstrodsetinn, the jooetinn field effect transistor (1-PET) was
tirst proposed aod analyzed by W. Shockley in 1952. A cross section of sIte basic device
stroetore is shown in Pig. l5.fi. In the 1-PET the application of a gate voltage nones the pin
jonetion depletion ssidrhs and the associated electric field in the direction oornsal to the
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__.:tiicttoiioii.::o

Pigore 15.8 Cross section of the basic 1-PET stc.setsre

Figure 15.10 Specification of the deoieo stroetorn nod biasing conditions ossomed in die qaolisa.
tine oeolysis.

First snppose that the gate terminal is groonded, V0 = 0, oed the drain voltage is
increased to smoll slops starting from V0 0. At V0 = fi (remember V0 is also aerol the
device is in therosol eqoilibriom and abbot all one sees inside the stroctore ore small deple
tion regions abont the sop and bottom p”-n jonetions (see Fig. 15.1 Ia). The depleaon
regions eoiend, of coarse, primarily into she liglilly doped, central n-region of the device.
Stepping V0 to small posilive voltages yields the sitonsion piesnred in Pig. 15.11(b). A
enrrent, t, begins inflow into she drain and throogh the oondepleied n-region sandwiched
between the two pc15 jnoctions. The nondeplesed, eorrens-earrying region, we might note,
is referred to os the chonnef Por small l7, sIte channel lonks and acts liken simple resistor,
and she resnlting variation of 1 with V0 is linear (see Pig. 15. 12o).

When V0 is increased abooe a few tenths of a volt, she device iypicolly enters a new
phone of operation. To gain insight ioto the revised sitoosion, refer to Fig. l5.ll(e), where
sn orbttracily chosen potential of 5 V is assomed to esiss as the draio terminal. Since the
sooree is groneded, in nasorally follows thot somewhere in the channel the potential sakes
on the valoes of 1, 2,3, mid 4 volts, with she potential increasing as one progresses from
ihe sooree so the drain. The p sides of she p-is jonetioos, however, ace being held Oi zero
bias. Cooseqoenily, the applied drain bias leads indirectly to n reverse biasing of the gate
jonenons and an increase in the jonetion depletioe widths. Moreoser, the tog and bottom
depletion regions progressively widen to going dosvn the channel from the sooree so iho
drain (see Pig. 15.1 Id). Still thinking of the ehaeeel region (the noodepleted n-region) as
a resistor, hot no longer a simple resistor, one woold espees the loss of eondsetiee voleioe
to increase she sonree-to-drain resistance and redoee she resolsing from a given change
in drain voltage. This is precisely the sitoatioe pietored in Fig. 15.12(b). The singe of tine
inVe charseterinsie decreases as larger drain biases beeaese of the ehaonel-narrosoiog
effect.

Coossnaing so increase she drain voltage oboioosly cooses the channel so narross more
and more, especially near the drain, antil eveonnoily the top and bottom depletion regions
tonch in the near oseinity of she drain, as piesered in Fig. 1S.ll(e). The complete depletion
of the channel, sonehing of the top ned bottom deplesion regioes, is an important special
condition and in referred soas “pinch-off” When the channel pinches off inside the device,
she slope of she mn’Vo characteristic becomes approeimanely oero (see Fig. 15.12e), and

Figure 15.8 Perspective view of a modern ryiteyor i-PET.

semicondoelor snrfaee. Changes in the depletion widths, in tarn, modalase the enodnesaneebetween the ohmic sonrias and drain contacts.
The 1-PET was mIsally earned the noipnlar transistor to dissiegoish is from she bipolarjonetion transistor and to emphssizr that only one type of carrier won involved in the operation of the ness device. Specifically, for the stroetsee giesarad in Pig. 15.9, normaloperation of the transistor con be described totally in terms of tho electrons flowing in thesn-region from she 500ree so the drais. The senree (5) terminal gets its name from she foesthat the carriers eoniribnsing to the eon-ens move from die eosernal eirenil into the semieandoesor as this electrode. Tue Carriers leave the semicondacier, or are “drained” fromshe semseondoesor, as the drain (0) electrode. The gate is so named beeanse of its eonsrolor gsiseg aesson. The modem session of she i-PET shown in Fig. 15.9. aithoagh somewhat differeos in physical appearance, is foeenionahly eqaivalens so she original Shoekleystraemre.

15,2,2 Qualitative Theory of Operation
To establish the basic principles of i-PET operation, we will asssame stasdard biasing eondisnons and lreat she symmetrical, somewhat idealized, Sheckley shraetere of Fig 15.8Given an n-type region between she sonree aed drain, standard operational conditions provash in the i-PET when the top and bottom gases are tied together, V5 0, ood V0 as 0, asihiostrated in Pig. 15.10. Nose that svsth V0 as 0, the po jnnesions are always zero or reversebiased. Also, V0 as 0 ensores that she electrons in the n-region move from the soeree so thedrain (in agreement wish the na000g of she S and 0 tertniools). Oar approach here will beso systematically change she terminal voliages and examine what is happening inside shedeoize.
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(a)

wrr2iflew region

(b)

343V

j__._Widoiss

(d)

1.__’Pinrh_off

(n)

V0,0 V0

(1)
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Figure 15.12 Genera) form of the 10—V0eltataclenistios. (a) Lsneae, simple resistor, variation for

very small drain voltages (b) Slope-aver at moderate dmta braves due to chance) narrowing.

(e) Pinch-off am1 vataratioo for drain voltages in excess of Vw5.

di falls

Figure 15.13 The waterfalls analogy.

the chonoel, and the height of the falls coreespaods to the V0 — V05, poteetial drap across

the AL section.
Thos far we have established the gepected variation of 1 wilh V0 whoa V0 = 0. Tn

complete Ihe diseassiOn we need to invesligate the operation nf Ihe I-PET when V0 4 0. It

oros out that V0 < 0 operaltOn is very similar to V = 0 operation ssith three mioor

modihcotions. ffirol, if V0 4 0, Ihe top and bottom p’-n joneliosss are eevcrne biased even

when V0 0. A reverse bios on the jnnetions intneases Ihe width of the depletion eegiovs

aad shrieks the V0 0 width of tlte channel. ConveqnentlY. the ressstaece of the chance)

increases at a given Vn valac and Ihe linear poretntl nf Ihe lo—VD choraeteflsltt exhibits

smaller slope when V0 <0(see Fig. 15.140). Second, hecaese Ihe ehoneel ts earrower 01

V0 0, Ihe channel also beentees pinched off ala smaller dratn btas. Therefore, as ptciaced

io Pig. I 5.l4(b). V0,, ovd l, whea V0 <0 are smaller thno V050 and Io when V0 =

0. Finally, note 11501 for safficientlY negalive V0 btases il is povstble to deplete the ealtrn

channel even with Vn = 0 (vee Ftg. 15. 14e). The gale bias, Vc V0. where the gate voltage

first lotnll depleles the enlite channel wilh V0 vol eqaol to nero, is referred to as Ihe pieeh

off gale voltage. Poe as V, the deaio enonettt is idenlicallY nero fee all drain btoves.t

15.2.3 Quantitativei0—v0 Relationships

WorrIed: a qnnittttntive expression for the drain correal as a Sanction of the terminal volt

ages; Ihal is, l = 10(V0,V0).

Desire Speetfieolisati. The precise device slcuelnee, dimenstons, and assomed coordinale

orieelotiotis are as specified in Fig. 15.15. The y-acis is directed dnwn tlte channel from

the soorce 10 the drain while the xeneedinate is nriented normal to the p-v metallurgical

jnnrlinns. Liv the channel length, Z is the y’5-rt jnnclton lateral svidlh, and 2a is the dlv-

lance belsveen the top ottd bollam metallorgical junctions. Nate Ihot y = 0 aed y = Lore

‘ti iSv dra:o bias is code vnay large, dma y ‘-s osctsoos is toe viciesty of the drib will eventually beo,sk down.

leading too orcy rapid viscose be with y0 lot soy gao bias. Tsis bwakdowO hat here ewiesd Iwo alt of Isa

slsoeecsical cisvsacsssistscs skelchod hess:v
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the drain bios at the ptocb-o15’ poisit is given rIte special desigoatiott V55,,5. For drain biases
in excess of V0,,1 Ihe I— V0 choranleristie oalorates, that is, remains approximately coo
stanl at the valne.

Tite slaletnents preseitted wititoal esplanalioo in the preceding parogroph ore lotolly
focteol. Time 10V0 characlerislic does level off or solorate when tlen cltostnel pitiches off.
Al lirsl glance, Itoweser, Ihe facts ;sppeor In run cenlrary to phpsical inloitioe. Should not
pisicls-off lololly elittsinote any carrent flow ia the channel? Hose toe one acenant for the
focI that V0 vollages its excess of Vows hose essenlially no effecl on the draie nareeol?

In answer 10 Ihe fitot qaesliott, lel 05 snpposn IgOt pinch-off was idealleolly zero. Ifwere nero, Ibere woald be no ersrrcnl in Ilte channel at any paint end the voltage dnsvn
the nhoenel would be the some as at VD = 0, namely, nero everywhere If the channel
potential iv site ecerysohere, the psi junctions would be eera biased and lhe channel in lam
wonld be cotnplelely apett froet the sencce 10 the draitt, clearly eantrodicling the inilial
ossssntptson of a ptnched-off ehonnel. Ic other words, a carreol oust flow in the 1-FET lo
istdtsce and sntainloin the pinched-off eoeditiost. Perhaps the eoncepmaol diffirally often en
noonlered willt pitteb-off arises frotu the need for a large current Inflow lhraogh ;t deplelion
region. Rewetitber, deplelion regions are not tololly devoid of carriers. Ralber, the carrier
combers are jost steoll conspared to the baekgroand dopiog notteetslrolien (N0 or N5) and
moy still approach densities —lW°/cnstor greater. Moreover, the passage of Iocge torrents
theongh a deplelioe region is not oeesoal in solid-slate devices. For ennmple, a large cnrrent
Sews tltroogh the depletion regioe in a forward-biased diode and throogh both deplelien
reginos in a bipolorjnneoon transistor

- Wilh regard 10 the satotolioe of f0 fee drain biases in excess of Vow there is a very
simple physical explanation. When the drain bias is increased above Vasc, tlte pinched-off
portion of the channel widens from josl a point loto a depleted choonet section AL in eslent.
As shown in Fig. 15.11(f), the voltage en the drain side of dte AL section is Ve. while the
voltage on lhe snorce side of the section is Vows. Ic other words, the applied drain voltage
in excess of V05,, V0 — V05,is dropped aneoss the depleted section of the channel. Now,asxnmieg AL 4 L, the csaal case, the seerce-tn-pinnh-olf region of the device will be
essentially identical in shape attd will have the same endpoint voltages (nero and Vnen) as
ssere present at the slant of satnrotian. If the shape of a costdoctieg region and the potential
applied acreas the region do not change, Ihen the current tlsroagh the region most also
remale iexariaet. This enplnins the approximate reostancy ef the drain torrent fee poolpsach-off biasing. [Natorally, if AL is comparable te L, then the same voltage drop (Vows)will appear across a sharter channel setline (L — AL) and the postpineh-off 10 soul in
crease perceptibly with ienreasing V0 > Vews This effect is especially noticeable in shortehanstel (stnoll L) decices.J

Another approach to explaining the satatalion of thel0—V0 nharantneislies tealses axe
of an asnalegoes sitaalien in everyday life, namely, a wateefahl. The water-Sow rate 00 afalls is controlled not hy the height of tlte l’alls, ho) by the Sow rote demo she rapids leading
to the falls. Thns, assemieg an ideetinal rapids region, the water-flow rate at the botteot ofthe lyon fells pintored in Pig. 15.13 is precisely the satste, even thoogh the heights of the
falls are differeet Tite rapids region is analogons to Ihe source side of the channel in theI-PET, the falls peopee cortesponds to the pinched-off AL sention at the drain end of

Figure 15,14 Modification of she Jo—Tn ehanactcristicv wInes V0 < 0. (a) Decrease in me linean
slope of the characteristics fon small drain sottages. (b) Decrease in tIre sasararion correst aed sans
rotion dmie soltage (c) Gale pinch-off
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slightly resnoved from the sooree and drain contacts, respectively. V(y) is the potential ottd
W() = IVco(•) 1Y50,,(y) Is thejoention depletion sridth at an onbitrary point yin the
channel. W(v) lies almost totally in the n-region benanse of the p°-n natore of the
?otmntions.

Sosir Axsrssnjstiosro. (1) Thejnnetrons ate1s-ns step ionrtions and the ss-regsnn mx onsformlv
doped with a donor caneeetrntioo equal to N0. (21 The device is strcetorally symmetrical
about the .r = a plane as shown in Fig. 15.15, arid the symntelry is maintained by operating
the device svith the some Ve bias applied to the top and battens gates. (31 Corrent flow is
ennfleed ma the eoodepleted portions of the n-regsos and is direcled exrlasively tn the y
direction. (4) WL eon be increased to at least a width a without inducing breokdowe ie
the p °-etjnncmions. (We implicitly assumed this to be the ease in the qualitative disetission.)
(5) Voltage drops front the source to y = 0 and from 3 = L to tIre drasa are neghible.
(fi) L he a.
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Figure 15.15 Device structure, dimensions, and coordinate orientations assented to the qoatoivi

lice analysis. (a) Overall diagram. (b( Espandod siam of the chanitel tvgiow

For drain and gate voltages below pinch-nfl, 0 ar Vir, and 0 Vc V. the
derivation of the desired I_ relationship proceeds as follows: In general nec can write

qyats + qDcVn (15.t(

Within the cnndecting channel n
—

N0 atsd the carreitt in llowtng almost enclesincly in tltc

y-dircction. Moreover, with n An the diffnsion coistpoeent of tine carrcnt (qfl5Vttt
shonld be relatively small. Under the cited conditions Eq. (15.1) reduces to
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Stoce there ate to carrIer staks or sources in the device, the carecnt Ilowiug through any
cross-secttoaal platte wtthto the channel mast he equal to I. Thus, integrating the cerreet
dcsstty aver the crOss-secttaaal area of the coadectiug channel at an arbitrary paint y yields

‘a — ff vr
= _: Iwpi trt,

do 2Z
ft:tat

qN,Na do (t5.3a)

= 2qZga,N0a—
—

(l5.3b)

The nones stgn appears ta the general formula far I because ‘a is defined to be positive
in the —y dtrectiaa. Use was also made of the fact that the strectare is sytentetrical about
the .0 = a plane.

Rentemhertng that 1 ts tedependeat of y, one cae recast Eq. (I 5.3h) iuto a more asefel
farm by tntegratiag 1 over the length of the chanuel. Specifically,

fat ‘a = 10L = 2qZeacNna i;:: [ — dV (15.4)

= 2qZga,Na
[t — dv (15.5)

To proceed any Farther, we need an aeolyticot evpressioe for W as a feoction of V
It should he recognized that the electrostatic problem inside the J-FE’l’ is really moo
dimeastoeal to nature. To obtate an esact eapression for Was a faaction of V woald aeces
simle the solettoe of Potssoe’s eqoatioa taking into account bath the .c nod y variation of
the electrostattc vartables, Portenately, with L a> a (basic ansemptios 6), the y-dieectioo
depeedence of the electrostatic variables (poteetial, electric field, and charge deasity) in
the 5-PET depletioe regions ts enpected to be a much more gradaal faaction of position
than the x-dieccttoo dependeoce of the same variables. This allows as to invoke the gradaol
chanste! opproxtmoaon, ae approximation that is encoantered feeqoontly in the analy
sts of field-effect devsces. Spoctfically, dT/dy is neglected ie solving Poissoa’s eqeatioo
for the etectrosmttc variabtes to the PET depletioe regions. Ic essence, a one-dimensional
.e-do’ectioe sotutioe is obtaitsed for each cbaaeel y-valae.

For the problem ander coastdcratioa, invokiug the geadoal channel approsimation
stmply means that we can approsimate W at every point y asing Eq. (5.1fi), the oee
dsmeesionai evpresston establtshed in Section 5.2. Thas, for the given p5-n step junctions,

where, asia evideat from Fig. t5.15(b), Vu V — V(y) is the opplied poteottat drop
acrosa the janctina at a given point y It is neat coavooieot to note that W —h a when
V0 = 0 (V = 0) and V0 = V. Thus sabstitatiog ieto Eq. (t5.fi) yields

a
[2Ksoo j

— Vp)]
9N5

W(V) — (v5 + v —a ) V0”V )

Pioatty, aebstitating W(V)/n from Eq. (15.9) iota Eq. (15.5) and performing the indicatedintegration, our obtdes

Eqz(c,NoofV —(V — V)F(V Vs1 — VG3° —

° L a P[\ v5_V) \VejVr)foi’g VaS V0; Vr V00

(15.9)

Eqaation (15.9) coald be simplified by ieEodecing 0n w 2qZpsNeci/L,’ physically, G is
the cbanael conductance 000 woatd observe if there were no depletion regions. We have
retained 2qZgc,N0a/Lin the text evpressioas so that the major parametic depesdescies are
immediately obvious.

It shoald be rcentphasized thot the foregoing development, and Eq. (15.9) in particular,
apply only below pinch-off. In fact, the competed ‘a versus V0 for a given V0 actually
begins to decrease if h1 vdam in escms of l’0,, are inadvertently sabstim:ed iota
Eq. (15.9). As pointed oat is the qeatitatise discussion, however, l0is appraatmatrty con
stant if V0 escoeds V0,,. To first order, thee, the postpinch-off portion of the characteristics
can be modeled by simply mttieg

totc5vr, = 1OtVn-rw.., m
‘0,0

E0ofr
(15.13)

Throrettcal In—Va churacieristics compoled using Eqs. (15.9) and (15.13) are pre
sented to Fig. 15.16. For comparison purposes a sample set of esperimeotal characteristics
are displayed to Fig. 15,17, Generally speaking, the theory does a reasonably adeqaatejob
of modeling the esperanentol abservations. A somewhat improved agreemeot betweee ex
periment and theory can be achieved by lifting the assamption of negligible voltage drops
so the regions of the device between the active channel and the sanece/drain contacts (see
Pig. 15.15). Exercise 15.3 examsees the reqaired revisions to the theory svhee the saerce
and drain resistances are taken into account Finally, it should be pointed oat that in nato-
ration most 5-PET characteristics can be closely modeled by the simple relationship

= ‘n0(.l — V0/V)r where ‘an = ‘o,civ5>t (15.14)

Althoogh appearing totally different thon Eq. (15,13), the semi-empirical “square-law”
relationship of Eq. (15.14) yields similar onmerical resslts and is moch easier to use in
perfarmiog first-order ctrcntt calculations where the J-FET is viewed as o “black-boa
Eqsation (15.13). on the other hand, is iedispeasable if one ssishes to investigate the de
pendenm of the 5-PET charac:ertstics oe temperature. channel doping, or some other Ftc
damental device parameter.
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or

= >N = — qa>,N0 (in the conducting cha000ll (15.21
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E’(V) at — Val]
=

(v + V
—

V0)] (15.6)

and

(15.7)

(15.8)
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The Io,, relationshtp con be simplified somewitat by eating that pierh-aff at the drain end
of the chuenel implies W—, a when V(L) = Vo,c. Therefore, from Eq. (15.6),

+ Vma
—

Vo)j° (15.11)9N0

Comparing Eqs. (15.7) and (15.11), oee conclndea

V0
— VL (15.12)

and

(15.10o)

or

— 2qZjc,Naaf
V VlV0m + V, — V0° (—V0’°

L
n,03(o rL V0—V ) VVr)

(15. lOb)
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Figure 15.16 Nor,nal,e.cdIticoreticaI1_VeCharaCterISlICSO55Smlng V0 = I Vand V,. —2.5 V.
10,0

iii•iiii. -0.5
10

V(mA)
21

0(00

l.0

15
-2.0

0 I 2 3 4 5

V0 (soils)

Figure 15.17 Sample experimental !,— V,5 characteristics, (Characteristics were danved (row a TI
2N3823 n-channel .1-FET.)

(VI0R5) (VV0—10R0)

Figure 15.16 Modified model for the 2-FET incloding the resistance Vi she semiconductor regions
between the ends of tlte active channel and the sourcc/drain lerwinals,

(C) Exercise 15.2

Pt Construct a plot consparing the ‘D,,”so versus V01VP computed using the phe
nOmenologlCal relationship (Eq. 15.13) and the square-law relationship (Eq. 15.14).
Assume V51 I V and V = —2.5 V or. equivalently, set Vu/Vi = —0.4. Hew does
the camparison vary with the V5/V ratio?

S: Settiug V0 = 0 in Eq. (15.13) yields

According to the square-law relationship.

1n0 (5 Vp)

A comparative plot of the two 1,11o relationships and the script of the
MATLAB program used to generate the plot is reproduced below. Given the differ
ence in functional fdrms, the agrccmettl is quote good. By chnngong the a V51)V
value in the computer program, the agreement is found to tmprove with ioceeastng
VS/VP’.

MATLA5 program script...

%Exercise l5.2...Comparison of IDsat Relatiovships

%Computalional parameters
clear
z=—0.4; %zVbi/VP
x liospacc(0,l); %x =VGIVP

%P-Theory (y’tDsatJ1D0)
Noms — 1 —

(213)0(z_ l)°(1 — ((z — x)./(c— l))/’(l.S));
Den= — I — (2/3)0,(z— t)*(l — (zJ(z —
yP=NomiDen;

%Sqoare-lam Theory
yS=’(t —x).°2;

%Plotting result
close
plot(s,yP,x,yS,’.-’): grid
xlabel(’VG/VP’); ylabel(’1DsatllD0’)
text(0.38,0.4Square-Luw’)
toxt(0.27,0.3,’Eq.(15.13)’)
text(0.0,0.83,’VbiNP= —0.4’)

So With the voltage drops at the channel ends taken into account, the chanoel voltagesat y 0 andy = L are yb) 10R5 and V(L) = V,, — ICRD. respectively. Insertingthe revised voltage limits isto Eq. (15.4). and likesvise modifying Eq. (15,5), we find

‘0

100

2 3 4 5

V0 (volts)

Exercise 15.1

P: An n-channel Si 3-FET is to be constructed svith a channel doping of N0 = iota!
cm3. Assuming room temperature operation, detertuine Itte maximum junction
to-jonction half-width (a) that can be employed is constructing the J-FET.

So Let P/ac be the depletion width when the pot junctions in the 5-PET are biased to
the breakdown voltage. For the i-PET to exhibit satorating charaeteristien, we flaunt
have a Wnu. As read from Fig. 6.11, V50 55 V for the given N0 10°/cut3
p-u junctions. Also, VbI = 0.92 V, as inferred from the figure associated with
Esercise 5.1 in Sabsectiun 5.1.4. Thus

=
= [o(1z

]l0
[(2)(it.8X845xlO-ia)(092

+ 55)]

or

Soc

.i F.

‘g.e.

.5

-at’

2qZ1aNa {_v. — (v5,
— V)

—

(VS)30]]
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Thus in the phenonveeologieal theory (after some rearnangemeol).

3109

— I — (V1/V — I) [i
— (vs/v. — V0/V

v5iv — I ) j
‘OO 2 F / v5./v

—t — (1’0,/V — 1) t
— v5,iv’ — t)

L Exercise 15.3

I ‘ P: Show that the vouree and drain resistuoees at the ends of the active channel (R5and R0 on Ftg. 15.18) are appropriately taken into account by replacing V0 withV0
— Io(Rv + and V0 withy0 — 15R5 in Eqs. (15.9). (15.)2),and (15.i3)

2qZ,,N5u1::: IsOe f )Y-Y.)]
dV (15.5’)

Since the Eq. (15.0) expresstoo for W(V)/a remains unchanged. the integral inEq. (15.5)00 readily evaluated. The iutcgration yields
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(15.91

Tnrning Dcxl to the mortification of Eq. (15.12), we nPil that when t’0 =

Wo a, V(L) = Vwa —10,0R0,and from Eq. (15.6),

However.

and clearly,

a
=

(Va + t’D.,a — ‘D,.u80 — V0)]

a
=

[—-° (Vs, — Vp)]

Vn,, 1ry,D = V0 Vp j

(15.11’)

(15.7)

(15.12’)

Finally, setting V0 = V0,, and I in Eq. (15.9’). and stntplifytug the
resalt using Eq. (15.12’), ooe obtains

‘n,a
= 2oZjaN0o

{V0 — V
—
IR5 — (V — V) x (15.13’)

L
[I - (JmnVV

Vc)°]}

Nate that replacing V0 by V — l0(R5 + R0) and l’ by t’ — 10R5 in

Eqs. (15.9), (15.12), ood (15.13) does indeed yield Eqs. (15.9’), (15.12’), and

(15.13’), respectively.
A fesv wordo are in order concerning the foregoing resolts. First, ills obcions

that the primed eqnatioos cannot he solved far ‘n or ‘n’o as a closed-form fonction

At Ihe ootpot port the d.c. drain carrent has already been established 10 hr a fanction
of V0 and l/; that is, ‘a =‘0O’0J’0).When the ac. drain and gate polcnttals, no and cc,
are respectively added to the d.c. drain and gote terminal voltages, V0 and V0. the drain
cureent throagh the stroctare is modified lola) V l1) + , where i is the ac. component
of the drain corrent. Provided the device can fallow the n.e. changes in potential qoosislat
ically, which is assnmed lobe the case allow operational frequencies, ono can state

+ ‘n(t”n’t”o) =10(V0+e0,V0+e0) (t5.tsa)

ia =l0(V0+n,V0+n) l0(V,V0)

Expanding the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (15.lSb) inn Taylor series nhoat the
d.c. operating point, and keeping only fiml-order terms in the expansion (higher-ordrr
terms are negligible), one obtains

fo(Vx+va,Va+e) = 10(V0,V0)+ Ca + nt (15.16)

ai

8V
,,0n

dV0
pet

to = Ea1°a

Eq. (15.19) may be viewed ns the n.e-current node equation for the drain ternonal and, by
inspection, lends to the onlpat portion of the circnit displayed in Pig 15.19(b). Since, Os

ol V11 and V0. Nevertheless, numerical ileration techniques cmi be osed to readily
ralenlate the revised cnrrent-.voltage rhoracteristics. Second, this problem conld
have been rapidly completed by (ii changing the initegration variable in Eq. (15.5’)
to V’ = V ‘ohs and (ii) reqairing the original aod revised versions of Eq. (15.5)
riite general form. The chaitge-of-variable approach, however, is not

The or. response of Ihe 5-PET, routinely expressed in terms of the 3-PET small-signal
equivalent ciremt, is most convenirntly established by considering the two-port network
shown in Pig. lS.l9(a). Initially we restrict onr considerations to low operational freqnen
ctes where capacitive effects olay he neglected.

Lel as begin by examining the device inpnt. Under standard d.c. biasing conditions the
input port belween the gate and sonree is ronnecmrd across n reverse-binned diode on the
inside of the strnctnre. A reverse-biased diode, however, behaves (to first order) like an
open eirrnit at losv fmqnencirs. It iv standard practice, therefore, to model the ispnt to the
5-PET by an open eirrnit.

Th
rH Hi

S

oH

°°

Ibm

C1

?
Cnj oLe(,,> ea 15

Table 15.1 i-PET Small-Signal Parameters. Entries in the table were obtained by direct differ
eutiation of Eqs. (15.9) and (15.13). Gn m 29ZM0N0a/L.

. . Be1owpinch-off(V w Vnsi) Ahmnnepinch-off(V0ar V)

I V0 + Vv — V0\ua]
ga 0Sau[

, Ira

g =

Go[(Vo

+ V51 — V01 —

V0\i1
s = G0[1

1V5_—_V0\ifl

V5—Vj V51—V) j V0—V) J

concluded earlier, the gate-ta-sonree or inpnt portion of the device is simply an open circuit,
Pig. 15.19(b) is the desired small-signal eqnivalent cireuil eharacterioing the low-freqneney
ac. response of the 7-PET.

The g,,, parameter in the modefiog of field effect teansisrom plays a role aoalogons to
the gain parameters (a and fi) previonsly enronntered in the fisT analysis. As its name
indicales, g may be viewed as either the device oatpal admittance or the n.e. conductance
of the channel between the soorce and drain. Explicit ga and g relationships obtained by
direct differentiation of Eqs. (15.9) and (15.13), Using the Eq. (15.18) defimtions, are cata
logued in Table 15.1. Nole that the g = 0 resnlt in Table 15.1 for operation of the device
nnder satnration coudilious is consistent with Ihe theoretically eero slope of the 10—V0
characteristics when V Vni,i.

At higher operatiog feeqaencies often enconnteced in practical applications, the
Pig. 15.19(b) macott mnst be modified to take mb aecoant the capacitine coupling between
the gate and the drain/source. fieing pa jnnctions, the i-PET gate junclions are in general
represented by a small-signal eqnivaleot circait similar to that presented in Fig. 7.2. How
ever, since the 3-PET gate jaeetions are normally reverse biased, the admittance of the
jnucttons is adequately represented by the depletion region capacitance. This capacitance
Oust be parlially connected between the gate and soarce and partially connected be
tween the gate and drain. The resalting high-freqnency equivalent circait is picmred in
Pig. 15.19(c).

Exercise 15.4

P: Using the lose-frequency cqnivalenl circnit of Pig. 15.19(b), and assuming the
5-PET is satnration biased, show that the source and drain resistances at the ends of
the active channel give rise to a reduced effective transcondoctance

= I

= 2qZaNa
{V1 — 10(R5 + R0)

2 [(VO — 10R0 + 1”v — Vr,’(3°- (V51 - VF)RVv — V )
(mRs + Va — V0

\ V,Vp
15.2.4 s.c. Response
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Figure 15.19 (a) The i-PET viewed as a two-port uctivoek. (hi Low-fmqaeney and (r) high
freqanmy small-signal eqaisaleot cirvaits rhatacireieing the ar. uespaose of ihn i-PET.

and
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which svhen substituted into Eq. (l5.15b) fines

(15.15b)

(15.17(

Dimensionally the partial derivatives in Eq. (15.17) are condacEncns. Introducing

the drain or channel conducamce (t5.lfa) ;-

trunseonductauce or maltial coaductaure (l5.tSb)

(15.19)

H’

we can then write
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S: Under Saturation conditions Pa —S 0. Open-circuiting g and adding R5 and R0 to
the proper nodes in Fig. t5.l9(b) yields the working equivalent circuit displayed’iu
Fig. E15.4. As deduced from Fig. El5.4,

Thus

where

= 8mV g,,,(n
—

= 1+g,R
V8

Pm
= l+g,,,R5

It is intenasting to note that Ru does not affect the trnnscunduelnnee if p5 = 0. R,

on the other hand, causes a decrease in the effective transcouductance of the J-FET if

pR5 is comparable to unity.

15.3 MESFET

Ru
G. .

+

—

S. as

15.3.1 General Information

FIgure 515.4

The similarity between MS (Schottky) diodes and pn junction diodes was noted in Chap
ter 14. In particular, a depletion region, which can be modulated by the applied vottage,
also farms beneath a rectifying MS contact. It should therefore come as no surprise Ittat
field-effect transistors can be built with rectifying metal-semiconductor gates. A simplified

perspective view of a GaAs MESFET and an idealized cross section of the straclnre are

pictured in Fig. 15.20.
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(a) D4dCSFT

_______

Ti/Pt/Au (Sshotthy contact to
GaAs)

AuGe/Ni Ohmic cootaut

Passivation taper (insulator)

Figure 15.21 GaAs MESFET stmetuno types. (a) Depletion-mode or 0-MESFET; (hi entrance.
mess-mode or E-MESFET.

in Fig. 15.21. Similar to the previously described J-FET, a bias applied to the gate of a
D-MESFET further depletes the subgale region and reduces the channel conductance. The
fi-MESFET, on the other hand, is fabricated so that the built-in voltage associated with the
metal-semiconductor contact is sufficient to totally deplete the channel. A forward bias
must be applied to the E-MESFET gate tn reduce the depletion width and obtain a channel
current. The preponderance of applications including MMICs involve analog circuitry
and make euclusive use of D-MESFETs. Digital logic circuits incorporate barb D- and
E-MESFETs.

It should be noted that high operational frequencies aecessitate the fabrication of de
vices with extremely short channel lengths. The gate or active channel length in commer
cial devices is routinely SI gm. The discrete GaAs MESFETs listed in the 1993
Hewlett-Packard catalogue of communications components, for example, are quoted to
have a nominal gate length of 0.25 /ans.

153.2 Short-Channel Considerations

Given the structural similarities between the MESFET and J-FET, the ‘u v0 theory deve]
aped for the 1-PET could be applied with only minor mortifications so the MESFET pro.
sided all derivaeioual assumptions are satisfied, Unfortunately, some of the derivational
assumptions are at best questionable for sIte typical short-channel MESFET. For one, the
L S a assumption and time assoriated gradual channel approximation are clearly suspect.
Second, the electric field in the PET channel is implicitly assumed tobe sefficientty low so

Figure 15.20 The MESFET. (a) Simplified perspective view of u GaAs MESFET. (hi Idealized

MESFET cross section. (Note that the total n-region thietosess in a single-gate stmetore is taken to

ho u.)

As might be inferred from Fig. 15.20, the MESFETs in conxnmerctal producttomt are

GaAs-based ,a-channel structures. The MESFETs are primarily used in high-frequency

applications where GaAs is preferred over Si because of its superIor electron-transport

properties. Historically, difficulties were encountered in fabricating metal-insulator-GaAs

FETs with acceptable characteristics. MESFET fabriration was developed as an alternatmve

and is presently the mast mature of GaAs fabrication technologies. GaAs MESFETs are

the heart of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC5) and are also sold as dts

crete devices for use in amplifiers and oscillators that mast operate at frequenctes in excess

of 5 GFlz.
There are two basic types of MESFETs—the depletion-mode or D-MESFET and the

enhancemeist-mode or E-MESFET. Cross sections of the two types of MESFETs are shown
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that the carrier drift velocity is given by v5 = 1aR,, where IlcoI is the usual low-field
mobility. However, if a drain voltage of Vu = I V is applied across a channel length of L =
I scm, the average magnitude of the electric field in the channel will ho = V0/L =
t0 V/cm. Since IEI increases as one progresses dovvn the chunnel toward the drain, the
maguitade of the electric field near the drain will be even larger than the cited average.
Referring to Fig. 3.4 in Part I, we Stud the electron drift velocity in Si is significantly
different from the extrapolated linear dependence at an electric field of l0 V/cm. Failure
of the low-field assumption occurs at an even smaller 1E01-value in GaAs.

In the following discassiou, we examine three modifications to the lung channel theory
that have been proposed in She device titeratnre. Each of the approximate short channel
models has its validity limits and atility under certain conditions.

Variable Mobility Model

The nonlinear variation of v5 with as the carriers progress down the MESFET channel
can be approximately taken into arrount nsing Eq. (3.3) from Part I. Specifically, assuming
Eq. (3.3) with/S 1 adequately models thee5 versus S dependence, one ran write

and

1°n

— I +

l+0

(15.20)

(15.211

where ia(S) is tlse field-dependent mobility and V5,, is the saturation drift velocity. If.a(S)
with 1.80 —10, and ‘fi —, = — dVfdy is now substituted for c, in Eq. (15.1) of the
long-channel J-FET derivation, and subsequent equations are -appropriately modified, one
ultimately obtains

10(long-channel)
0 as V0 S V0,.‘0=

I-I-———
V

(15.22)

10(loug-channel) is the computed using Eq. (15.9). Above pinclt-off, 10(long.
channel) --sI0,a(Iong-channel) and V1, —, V0 — V. In addition, 2a must be replaced by
a in the long-channel current equations if the MESFET isa single-gate structure as pictured
in Fig. 15.20.

Examining Eq. (15.22), we uote that the drain current iv always reduced relative to the
long_channel case. This is lobe expected since pe(E) Fv’ Also, V0/L itt the denominator

0 D

(a)

(b)

(b) E-MESFET
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of Eq. (15.22) isjust II. It is therefore reasonable to identify pV0/L = iaJT,I as the
corresponding average” drift velocity, n5. Eqootion (15.22) obviously redoces to the
long—channel rosult ii is 4 o,c

Overall, the variable nobility model provides on acceptable deseriplton of the non
littear ua uerssis ff depesdenee ie ilte PET eltattuel md is adequate as a first-order correc
tion to the bug-channel theony sslsen treating PETs ol nnoderate chaunel length )typrrally
L 0 10/flit). However, the model does lint account for the failure of cite gradual channel
apprnnittaation if L a. As a consequence, additional considerations are necessary in prop
erly dcscribc the observed characteristics nf short-channel MESFETs.

Saturated Velocity Model

Current saturation in long-chaunel devices is always caused by a piitchtng-eff or enustric
lion of else chaotic) ttear the drain. An altereatise naechauism can give rise to curretti sato
cation in shoes-channel devices where the gradual channel approximation is no longer valid.

Suppose ITJ in a short n-channel device is safficiently large so that v —* u,, at a
paitit a < 5_in die PET channel. Wids u5 w

,., the cnrrent Sowing at the paine y will be

XCi) = qrç,1NuZ)a — W)y1)] (15.23)

Tite cotitinaity of the channel earrent requires I)yl to be the same at all paints In the
channel and, in partieulov I(y > Yi) ‘Is’ I. Since usa 0m at y = y,there can be no
further increase in us,1 at points y > y1. Is therefore fnllaws from Eq. (15.23) that, to sattsfy
the J)y > a,) = Sly1) reqaireutent, W(’) utsst be cunstaatt fur a0 Yt y Las ensi
sinned in Fig. 15.22. in ratal contrast to the assamptinu made in the gradual channel ap
prasimatinu. the described hehaviar can accar only if there is an appreciable ‘6, field in the
snbgair dcplrtiuu regiou, with some of the held lines terminating on charges uvternah to
the gated reginu as illustrated in Fig. 15.22. Moreover, even thoagh the chtannel 5 utily
pactiolly constricted, the drain current throagh the device pictured itt Pig. 15.22 will have
satarated. The applicatinu of a larger drain bias will tirrely cause the yi pains in the chan

‘6-field tiers

Sel

Sabstratu

ad to move closer to the snarce. ta general, drain current saturation (In = occurs
when the channel pitiches nff ar when Ca —.s u,0 at y = L.

If velocity saturation ocean iu a MESI°ET wills a channel length af anly a few mictans
ar less, then she depletion width in thu Yt y ar L mgian of the device will differ by only
a small amnans from the depletion svidth at y = 0. For the envisioned special sitaalian,
W(y1)can be erplaced by W)0) in Eq. (15.23). Tlsis lends to the apprusimntian

= 1(y) aNaZ)a — W(0)] (15.24)

W(0) = [sn (V51
— 61]mfl

a(tm t:)° (15.25)

Note that W(fl), the depletion width at y = 0, is campatud assuming the gradanl channel
apprnsimatian can be applied In the source end of thin channel. The saturation drain cur
mnts eampated nsing Eqs. (15.24) and (15.25) are found to be in fairly goad agreement
svith esperimental rrsnlt.s derived from short-channel (L — 1 Mm) GaAs MESFETn.

Tmo-Region Model

Although osefal, the saturated velocity model provides only an eaprmsinn far ‘Dci The
two-cegian model, on the other hand, provides an entire characteristic consistent with the
saturated velocity model.

In the two-regino made) the analysis is broken into two pans corresponding to the two
spatial or drift velocity regions pictured in Pig. 15.22. For 0 y S Yi the gradaul channel
appeonimatian and long-channel theory are assumed In hnld with n0 = pa’6r thrnngttnut

* the reginw The v e,, model is applied to the Yt y S L portion of the channel. The
transition paint (Yt) is taken to occur at the a-same where Mn’6y = use. Namenlly. the
long-channel theory is applied thenughant the channel if1a55S,t0< n.

Paralleling the lnng-chnnnel theney, the 10—V0 charactnristicu are cnmpatcd using
Eq. (15.9) or the single-gate eqainalent when V sa Vms.. Likewise, one sets ‘niece =

‘nir0—m’, ‘nn However, in general Vms — V. and Eq. (15.13) in nat used en
compute ‘Sic- In the two-regina model, drain current saturation first accars when saniSe =

or iS v,/1u at the drain end of the channel. if ihe long-channel relationships ace
solved fnr V(y) in the channel (see Problem 15.3), the resulting eapressinn differentiated
with respect toy tn obtain ‘6, and V(L) eqaated in when’60t0= uisi4aa = ‘rai’
one obtains

(15.26)

Fignre 15,23 Narmalimd theoretical In—Vu ohnraateristics of a short st-charnel MESFET based
nn die twn-region nude). V5 = 1 V, V, —2,5 v, ‘6 = —3 x 1W Vlein, and C I pm. The
drain current is normatincd si the V5 = 0 saiomhnn current (‘ml of on equivalent tong-channel PET.

V0,, for a given V0 and set of device parameters is determined feats a numerical solutian
of Eq. (15.26).

A sample set of theoretical 10—V0 characteristics based on the Iwo-regIon made) is
displayed in Fig. 15.23. An ‘g, —5 s< 10° V/em appropriate for GaAs it-channel
MESFETs and L = I pni was assitined in establishing the characterislics. For comparison
with long-channel results, the chanoetenisticsssere normalized to = l,,,05enmpuied
using the single-gaie version of Eq.(’.3. 13).

Examining Pie. 15.23 we note that Vw,i for muse V0 valnes occars at a significantly
lower voltage and ‘/l is reduced relasive to the cumpntable long-channel charactensties
preseisted in Fig. 15.16. Also, ‘Oct exhibits a Va dependence apprnaitmaately described by
Eq. 05.24). Although samewlias crude in appeacance with a noticeable discontinuity iii
slope at V0 = V05, the characteristics rrsaltitig from the two-regina model afford a rea
sonable firsi-arder match to the observed short-channel characteristics. Ii shnsdd be or
knowiedgeth. however, that an accarale modeling of the short-channel characteristtcs inher
ently requires the numerical two-dinsensineal snbnlion of the eleetrnstatrc and current
equations.

The mudnlation of the conductivity of n semicnndnctnr by the npplicaftoe of an electric
field normal to the surface of the semicundnctnr is known as the field effect. The chapter
began with a general historical introduction to the field effect family of devices. The re
mainder of the chapter, devoted In the 3-PET and MESPET. provided a specific introdnctinn
to the special terminology and typical anulylionl prncednres associated with PETs. Staady
state 5-PET operation was enannined hath qaalitalivrly and qnantitutively, with the qaunei
lative analysis inoladiag the classic long-channel loVe derivation based na the gradual
channel apprnainnatian. The channel condaclance (g0)and the trassennductoncc (g..,) were
unted tn be key parumelem in modeling the ac. response of the i-PET. The MESPET
discussion emphosieed short-channel considerations and the :eqnired modifications to the
steady-state lung-channel 3-PET analysis.

Cnmplcre Difficulty Saggented I Shsrt50 ems
After Lend Point lVeighring Dearrmprioe

15.1 15.4 i 10(1 each pan) Quick quiz
15.2 15.2.3 2 9 (3 each pare) Compnuiteisenr
15.3 “ 3 10 (a-7, b-3) Relneinnuhip for V(y)
15.4 “ 2 5 v0,, from 15 masimum
15.5 ‘ 3 25 (u-3, b-S. e-3, d-5, 3-PET npemnen with

e-2, f-7) Van 0.
15.6 “ 3 12 (o-3, b-9) Linearly geaded channel

• 15.7 “ 4 25 .R and R5 included10—V0
15.fi 15.2.4 2 9 (a-fl, b-3) Pinch resistor
15.9 “ 3 h2 (a-3, b-6, c-3) f,

u 15.10 “ 3 j IS (a-I2, b-fl) g,,, T-dependcnee
15.1) [ 15.3.2 3 J S Enek-guiedMESPET
15.12 [ ‘ 2—3 fi OerivnEq. (15.22)
15.13 “ 2 5 DerivcEq. (15.26)

•15.14 “ 3 l1(a-l4,h-2,c-2) Tworeginnl’5—V5

with

Figure 15.22 Approsimain repensoniomins of ihe deplenun region )shoded omal and electric field
in a short chaseni ME5FET whore iso drift celority has maahed us masiwnot satan In, = n.j at
the pniur y1 is the channel.

V0,0 — (Vj — V) {(V0.0 -s- V5 — v0°°0 —

V0 — V / h,151 —

(Vn,ji + V51 — v5ra

c. 5—’ I

ase FlEES EFFncr nnsicnn
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15.1 Quick Quiz.

Aerwer the following questieev Cu coEcluely at punrible.

(a) Define “field effect.”

(b) Feecirely what iu the “channel” in 1-FET tertoiealogy?

(c) Fur a p-channel J-FBT (a 1-PET witit rtrp gating juectioEr aDd a p-regioE hetweer

the roarce and drain), duet the drain cerrent flow Etc or net of the drain corruacr under

nortnal operatiag cnediaoer? Enylain.

(d) What is rite “gradual channel apprnvimatien”?

(e) What is meant by the rerte “prnelt-off”?

(f) Whnr is the mathematical deflnitiott of the drain condactance? of the transceodtrctance?

(g) Draw the small-uigeal eqniualeol circait characterIzIng the low-frequency ac. response

of a 1-PET nrtder antaratimt conditions. (Assante the d.c. characterrrtreu of the decree

are similar to thoue shown in Fig. 15.lb.)

(h) What do MESFET, D-MBSFET, and E-MESFBT utand for?

(i) Why is tire magnitude of tire electric field io the ritaunel of concero in modeling thud

citanrrel MESFETs?

(j) Stated correiuely, what is the pniroary difference between the long-channel and the two-

region short-channel 1—t’ theoriet?

19,2 In this problero yon will be auked variour questronu about the devrce shown In

Fig. P15.2. Tire device, which might be called a compusitristor (eomportte Eransrstor) ts

formed from a uniformly doped rr-rype bar. Dhmic contacts are mode to the top ned bottom

of the bar and ace connected to the netside uvorid through leudr D and B, respecttvely.

p0tr rtep junctions ace formed on the two rider of the bar and are connected to the oatrrde

world through contactr B and C. Ar thown in the figere, d rs the sepacatton between the

Iwo pr regionu and Lit the lateral length of the p regronu. To rorerrefall eredmt, you maut

imrdicate7ora reauoning in addition to answering each of the followreg.

D

(a) Gir’emr: D—B tied togetirer; d L, where L0 it tire minority carrier diFurion lengtir irr

ihe n-region; Vru > B; Ve.1r < 0. Prublenr: Sketcir tire crrrrent (Ic) flowing urrt of the

C contaci at a foectioe of Vç0 if l0ir held cunutant at varioer difidrent valuer.

(b( Giren: B—C tied together; D—B tied together; ci F- L. Pruhlerrr: Sketch the current

flowing into tire B—C ieudr at a foncrion of the voltage applied from B—C to D—B.

(c) Circe: B—C tied togetirer; d < where W00 it tire depleiiorr width when the par
junctions in the comporitrirtor are biared to the bceakdoroe voltage; L ru almort equal

to rite total length of tire bar between D and B; Viao > 0; 1Inn < 0. Prokieor: Sketch

the current (is) flowing into the contact D an a fuarrion of the Vue voltage tf Vco Is

held constant or variour differerrt vainer.

15.3 Ar rhowrr itt Fig. 15.1 i(c), the variation in voltage dowe the length of the 1-PET

clrannei is typically a nonlinear fenetion of porition.

(a) Derive an exprerriorr tlrat can be ered to compute the point in the channel (that rt, ylL)

where a givert cirannel voltage 0 V(y) V it eupeeted to occur. HINT: Let L --u y
and V0 —o V() in Bq. (15.4), rolue for y, evaluate the rereaieieg integral, and then

form tire ratio y/L frore your retail.

(b) Arsuming V0 = B, V0 = 5 V. V1 = I V. and V = —fl V, calcrdatey/Lfor V(y) = I,

2, 3, and 4 V. How do the conrpeted yfL values compare with the poritiouing of the

voltager uhorvu in Fig. 15.11(c)?

15,4 If Eq. (15.9) it ured to compete 10 at a function of Vu for a given V0, aed if V0 is

allowed to irrereure above Vn,r, one finds 1010 be a peaked fenctiuu of V0 manimicing at

Vo,.,r. The foregoing vuggestr a tecond wuy to ertablirh lhe Eq. (15.12) relationship for

Vs,,,. Specifically, show that the utuedard mrrthematicoi procedure for determining enimma

poinir of a fenetiorm cart be ured to derive Eq. (15.12) directly frotot Bq. (15.9).

15,5 Suppore, at rhowa ie Fig. F15.5, the bottom gale lead of a beg-channel 2-FBT in tied

lo the ronree and groueded.

05T an
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(a) Sketch an outline of the depletion regions inside the V00 = 0 device whea Vuo it made
nufficiently large to pinch off the channel with V0 B.

(b) If V1 (the pinch-off gale voltage) = —9 V when the two gater are tied together, V5
I V, and ausnrtting pv.n rtep junctious, determine V (the top gote pinch-off voltage)
when Vou = B and V0 y. It your anrwer here conriuteet with the sketch in part (a)?
Baplaie.

(e) Arsamivg V < V0 <0, sketch an outline of the depletion regioer inside the device
o’hen the drain voltage is increased to the prech-off porot.

(d) Derive an enpretrion that rpecifles Vw,r in lecror of Vre, V5,, and V0 for Von = 0
operation. (Your anrwer uhoeld contain only voltaget. Make no attempt to actually
rolve for Vo,at.)

(e) In light of your anrwerr to pant (c) and (d), will Vera for V00 = 0 operation be greater
than or lerr than the Vor,r for Van = V00 operation? Enplai.n.

(f) Derive an expresrion for ‘ at a fenction of l’ and V0, analogous to Bq. (15.9).

15.6 A J-FBT is constrected with the gate-to-gate doping profile shown in Pig. F15.fl.
Specifically assume the pt-region doping it meeb greater than the maaimnm n-mgian
doping and make other obvionr assamptions as required.

- -

4
Figure P15.6

(a) Establish an enprersioo for the depletion width (W) astociated with one of the linearly
graded janctionr. Let VA be tire applied voltage drop across the junction. (It may be
helpful to refer to Subsection 7.2.2 or to review the linearly graded junction auaiyrir ix
Sebrectioo 5.2.5.)

(b) Neglecting the jz,, doping deynndeece and ansoming that the left-hand and right-baud
gater are tied together, apprepr-ieteiy modify the text J-FBT analysir to oblain the be
low-pinch-off IoVn relationship for this linearly graded junction. (Cuarion: More
thau the W(V)Io expression mnst he modified.)

• 15.7 Graphically illastrate the effect of the /l end R0 resistances ou the I— V0 rhuracter
isticr. Beferring to Exercise 15.3, rvrite a MATLAn (computer) program thot can be ured to
calculate and plot tire 1-PET10—V0characteristics for arbitrary values of B5 und B0. Nor-
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mahze oIl I valoer to 1
= ‘Or!ro as nompnaedfrem Eq. (1513). (The normalizedcannot relutionrhrpr nhnuld involve only Jo/I’m or ‘nvrrI’oa. Vu, V0 and rhe parameteruV0. V0, GuRa,and GoRo,whern Ga s 2qZg N0a/L) Bnn yoerpcogram areeoaing V0I V and V0 = —2.5 V; ruccesrively set G0R5 = G0R0 = 0, 0.1, and 0.5. Cumpore yourrernltn wrth Prg. 15.11. Comment on the comparison.

15.8 Brpolar Integrated crrcamts accasionully make etc of pinch resiaroro. The two-terminal pinch reristor it euseetially a 1-PET with the gare(a) internally shea-ted to thescarce. Exhibiting a voltagn.dependeut nonlinear resiutance, the device finds are in applicatronu thet reqearn large values of rnuirtance, but where the precine values are not critical
(u) Aurnmmng the text development cue be used without mediflcetion, establish generalcxprersinns for the d.c. conductance (C = l/Reuistat,ee = IIV) aed the a c. conductance (g = dJ/dV) of the piocit rnuirbor.
(b) Compnbn the vaiae of the d.c. and ac. renistancer (R = I/C und a- = hg) 01 an eppliedvoltage of Vo,e/2. Employ Z/L = 1, a = 0.5 gm, N0 l016/cm5,V5 I V. and14= —2V.

15.9 The maxrmcm frequency of operation nr cutoff frequency of the 3-PET it given by

f
== 2arC0

where C0 mu the eupaeitavce of the pnjnaction gates.
(o) Dnrrve the above enpreuston forf,,, by presenting an argument enalogoes to thet fnnndix Sabsection 17.1.2.

(b) Show thai for a 1-PET one can write

qNaa

2rrC — 2nrKso0LO

(c) Grven a silicon 1-PET with Ne = lIIt/emx, a = 0.5 m, end L = SF-tn, cumtapate thelimiting valne of the cetoff freqaency.

a 15.16 In thts problem we wmsh to explore the lemperatarre dependence of the J-PETtraxscondnetance

(a) Making ate of pm-umetrie temperatnre informotion or relationrhipr from em-her chapters, comsxpote and conrtroct a log-leg piat of ,g,,,(T) normalized to 0,v(300K) versasT(K) for 225 K m Tar 475 K. At a minimum, include dara points at 50 K intervuitSet V0 = B amrd take the device to be saturation biared (V0 w V0,,). Asreme rm nchoonel silicon device with N0 = 10 O/cmt, NA (of the p v relionu) = 5 or 10 lO/emS,and a = B_fl w. (NDTE: Negleetiag the very small change in device dimensions with

Figure P15.2

0

Once

0un = 0

Figure P15.5



temperature, we conclude from Eq. (15.7) that Vb, — V must be temperutore indepen
dent. Separately, however. V, uud 14 ore temperature dependent.)

(hi Assuming g,,,(T)/g,,(300 K) u TfKY”, determine u. Also, soperietposed on dte
past (a) plot aod spoeniug the same tetuperature range, plot p.,,)T)/ya (300 K) oersus
T Briefly discuss your results.

15.11 Some n.ehannel MESFETs are built ou p substrates so they can be “bark-gatert”;
i.e., o top MS diode gate is paieed with u bottom p-n gate. Let V5 be the built-to voltage
of she top (MO) gate, Vs,n the haiti-in voltage of the bottom (jasi) gate, V0T Ito lop gate
voltage, Von the bottom gate voltage, V. the top gate voltage ruqutred to pinch off sIte
ehaeitet when Vvu = V0 = 0, 2u ttse sop_to-hottoiu )unetion width, aud L the length of she
elsanoel us defined by the shorter MS gate. Invoking the tmn-regsen model, derive alt C5-
presniou for the below-saturation mat a faectioit of Vu.

5,l2 Derive Eq. (15.22).

15.13 Utilizing the solution to Problem 15.3(a) aud fohlomieg the procedure outliited in
she text, derive Eq. (15.26).

• 15.14 (a) Coosttsset a Mis.Tt,p,u (computer) program to calculate and plot the n-ehxouel
PET —14 characteristics predicted by she two-regtou model. Normalize 10 to the
V0 = 0 saturatiou correct (‘) of an equivuteut long-channel PET. Take V5, V0. ‘fl,,.
and L to be input parameters. Kau oud cheek your program employiug thu parameters
used to generate Pig. 15.23.

I b) Ruo your program employing Vu = t V, V0 = —2.5 V. 0fl =
— 1W Vfcm (charac

teristic of silicon dosices), and L = 100 gm. Compare your program output with
Fig. 15.16.

(e) Por 11si = V and V0 = —2.5 V at what value of ‘6,,L does the loug-chauuel theory
begiu to fail? Define “fail” as a redaction of the computed ‘wa”ov to less shuts 0.95
when V0 = 0.

sumicooduetor provides ou electrical contact to the silicon substrate. The termsoal cou
neeted to the field plate nod the field plate itself are referred to as the gate; she silicon
termiaat, which is normally ginouded, is simply culled the backer substtate contact,

The ideal MOO structure has thu following explicit properties: (1) she metallic gate is
sofficieutly thirk so that it mu be considered au equmputrotial negion under ac. as well as
d.c. biasing coeditious; (2) the oxide is a perfect insalotor with zero current flowing
through the oxide layer under all static biasing conditions; (3) ihenu anu no change centres
located in she oxide or at the aside_semiconductor interfoce; (4) the semiconductor is nut
formty doped; (5) the semiconductor is sufficiently thick to thot, regardless of the applted
gate potential, afield-free region (the so-culled Si “bulk”) is encountered before reaching
she buck contact; (fi) nu olinur contact has been established between the sen’,mcondocton and
the metal en the bock side of the device; (7) the MOO-C is a one-dimensional structure
wsih oil variables taken In be a function only of the x-coordinote (see Pig. lfi.l); ned
(8) ilaM = sls ‘F (F, — Er)rn. The material parameters nppeoring io idealieation I
were prevmoosty introduced in Section 14.1 and ssill be ruviessod in the next section.

All of the listed idealieations con he approached in prortice and the ideal MOO strur
tare is fairly realistic. Poe esnmple, the resistivity of SiD, can be as high as 10is otiut-em,
and the d.c. leakage eurruvt thiroogh the layer is indeed negligible for typical oxide thick
nessus and applied vultoges. Moreover, even very thin gates cau be ronstdered eqotpoteti
tiol regions and ohsnir buck contorts are quite easy to achieve in practice. Similar state
ments mu hr made concerning most of shr other idealizations. Special note, hnwever,
should be mode of identieotion 8. The ibM = ui5 reqoirentent could be omitted and wsll at
fart be eliminated in Chapter 11. The requirement hns osly buun included at this point to
avoid unnecessary cumplicotinos in the initial description of the static behavioc

16 MOS Fundamentals

The metol—oxide (SiO2)—senaicondncter (Si) or MOO structure is, without n doubt, the
core strarsare in medern.day teicroeleenronics. Even osteusibly pu junction type devices
ineonporatu the MOO strnctnre in some fouetiotiat ondfur physmeal manner. A quasi-bIOS
device, as noted in the Section 15.1 General Introduction, was fiest proposed in the 1920s.
The dawn of moderu Imistory, however, is generally tittributrd too. Kahng ned M. M. Atalla
who bled for patents ou the Oi—Oi05 based field effect tramisistor in 1960. The MOO desig
nation, it should be nosed, is reserved for thu turhnologirally dontinant metal—SiO,---Si
system. Thu more general designation, metnl—insnlnter--seinieonduetoc (MIS), is nsed to
identify sinsilnr device structures composed of on iusxlatnr other fisan SiO, or a semiron

durlor
other than Si.

This chapter is intended to serve as an introduction to MOO structural and device
fundamentals, The two-terminal MOO-capacitor on MOO-C is both thu siniplest of MOO

devices
aud the structural heart of all MOO devices. We begin with a precisu specification

of the “ideal” MOO-C structure. Energy band and block-char-ge diagrams ore next con
structed and atilieed io qualitatively visnaliee the ehm-gr, electric field, and band bending
inside the MOO-C under static binsing conditions. Quantitative mlntionships for the elec
trostatic variables inside the senocoudnetor are slim duvetoped and subseqountly related to
the voltage applied to the metallic gate. Capacitance is of course the prinanry elerlnirat
observable enhibited by an MOO-capacitor. The MOO-C ropneinaace—vollage (C—V) char’
octenisties are intportnnl not only from n fundamental but ulso n prncticnl viewpoint. In the
final section of the chapter, one knowledge of the iniernul workings of thu MOO structure
is used to explain and onalyee the normally observed form of the MOO-C-C—V character
istics. The chapter ronelndes with an examination of computed ideal-sirocture character
istics, coumments about measurement pnocedtres, and other relevant C—V considerations.

As pictured in Pig. Ifil, the MOS-eapneiieer is a simple two-terminal device compused of
o don (0.01 gm—I .0gm) OlOa layer sandwiched between a silicon substrate nnd a metallic
field plate. The most common field plane materials ore alnndnttm aud heavily doped poly
crystalline silieou.5 A second metallic layer present oloeg the back or bottom side of the

i Heusity duped a is noiatttr is autun. rut5ssieus0aioi. said ouieenvst in runptix 0.505 ae,icesimaiswi.ate deposaed by a rhenicat’ripei ysuuois ma ibev teusuty ‘i-ui p-itspea by riiheeditbusiuu ni iou impiuntanne.

16.2 ELECTROSTATICS—MOSTLY QUALITATIVE

The energy band diagram is an indispensable aid in sisnolieing the internal stubs of she
MOO structure under static biasing conditions- The task unhand is to construct the diagram
appropriate for the ideal MOO structure under equilibrium (euro-bias) conditions.

Figure 16.2 shows the surface-included energy bond diagrams for the individual com
ponents of the MOO structure. In curb ease the abrupt termination of ihe diagram in a
vertical line desiguates a snrfnee. The ledge at the lop of the vertical line, known as the
vacuum level, denotes the minimom energy (F5) an electron must possess to vnmptesely
free itself from the material. The energy difference benwern the vacuum level and the Fertei
eneegy inn metal is known as she metal work-function, ilita. In the semiconductor the height
of she surface energy hurrier is specified in terms of the electron affinity, x- the energy
difference between the vacuum level und the conduction band edge on the surface. 5 is ased
instrud of ff5 — F0 because the latter quantity is not a constant in semiconductors. hot
varies usa function of doping nnd band bending near the surface. Note that (F,—v)vn it
the energy difference between F, and Ev in the fint band (PB) or fieldfree portion of the
semiconductor. The reionining component, the insulotor, is in essence modeled man intrin
sic mide-gnp semicouduetor where nbc snrfoce barrier is again specified in tersns of the
elertnon affinity.

The conceptual formation of the MOO zero-bias band diagram from the individual
components involves a two-step process. First thu metal and semicondoeran are btought
nogesher until they ore a distance ,n, apart nnd the nsvo-compunent system is allowed to
equilibrate- Once the system is in uquilibrium the metal and semicnnduetor Fermi levels

Fignre 16.2 tsdividuot energy bond diagv.sms for the metal, insntatnn, and armirnodurser rompa
nests of the MOO itsurtnne. Time duagmm labeled “somireudormne with band bending” debses
(F,

— v)re and shows tn be invariant with band heeding. The salon of y,ii should be emphasized,is meososed snlatisu to E, at thu semirondursas surface.
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Figure 16.3 Eqailibriani energy bard diagram fur so ideal MOS stmctore.

esuss be at the same energy (see Subsection 3.2.4). Mereuver, the vacuum levels of the M

and S compeeenls mast also be ie alignment because we base specihed slt 5lt. The

foregoing implies that there ace no charges or electric fields asywbere iu the asetal—gap—

scuaicoudnctor system. Nest the iesslator of rlsickness Cr 5 ieserted iota the empty space

between the metal and semicouductor ceusponeuts. Given the zero electric field in the .n

gap, the nitty effect 0g inserting the insalatuc is to slightly lower the barrier betssecr the lvi

aed S components. Titus the equilibrium energy baud diagram fur the ideal MOS structsre

is concluded to he of the form pictured itt Fig. 16.3.

Block Charge Diagrams

Cuwptewentary in nature to the energy band diagram, block charge diagrams provide in

formation abuor the approximate charge distribution inside the MOS structure. As just

noted in the energy baud diagram discussion, there are 00 charges anywhere inside the

ideal MOS structure noder equilibrium ceeditsoos. However, wheu a bias is applied to the

bIOS-C, charge appears within the racIal aud semicooductor near the metal—oxide and

uuide—setaaicuuductor interfaces. A sample block charge diagruor is shown in Fig. 16.4.

Charue

L

Note that no attempt ts niade to represent tlte exact cirarge distributions inside the structure.
Rather, a squared-off or block approsimasion is employed and hence the resulting figure is
called a block charge dtagram. Block charge diagrams are intended to be qualitatire in
natare; the magnitude and spattal estettt of the charges ahould be interpreted with this fact
to mind. Nevertheless, because the electric field is cern in the interior of both the metal aod
she sroricorrdnctor (see idealization 5), the charges within the strurtare must saw to cern
aceorditig to Gauss’s law. Cooseqoently, iu c005teurring block charge diagrams, lire area
represeuttog positive chargea is always drasru eqaul to the area representing uegative
charges.

16.2.2 Effect of an Applied Bias

General Observations

Belore esatosnitig specibe-ease sttaations, it is useful to establish geuerul ground rules ao
to how one naodtfies the MOS energy baod diagram in response to an applied bias. Assume
normal operating conditions where rite back side of the MOS-c is grouuded and let V0 be
the d.c. bias applied to the gate.

With V0 aS we note first of all that the seoiicorrdsscror Fermi energy ia unaffected by
n/re bias and reorooro inrursoor fieoel on the diugroos) 0° ofsercrion of position. This in a
direct cooseqsrence of the assumed zero curreut flow through the srractum nuder all static
biasing conditions, to essence, the semicouducrer always remains 10 equilibrium iodepen
dent of the bias applied to the MOS-C gate. Second, as in a pa jnnetiou, the applied bias
separates the Fermi energies at the rsro ends of the structure by an amount eqaul to ql/;
that is.

Er(melal)
— Er(semictrnducrer) —qV0 (16.1)

Coneepmally, the metal and semrcooducror Fermi levels aaay be thought of as “handles”
countered 10 the outside world. In applying a bias, one grabs onto tire handtes nod rear
ranges the retatrne up-and-down pesinionine of the Fermi levels. The back contact is
gronuded and the semiconductor-side handle therefore romaias fired in pesinion. The
metal-side handle, on the other hand, is maced downward if V > 0 and upward if
t” <0.

Since the barrier heighrs are fined quantities, the movement of the metal Fermi level
obvrously leads in lure to a distortion in other features of the baud diagram. The situalion
in akin to bending a rubber doll our of sltape. Viewed another may, V0 n0 causes polenriol
drops and F, (F,) baud bending interior to the srnrcrure. No band bending uccues, of
course, in the metal because iris an equiporeurral region. In the onidv and semiconductor,
however, the energy bends must exhibit an upward slope (increasing Egoiug from the gane
toward the back contact) when V0 > 0 and a downward slope when t/ <0. Moreover, the
application of Poisson’s equation to the oxide, raken to bean ideal insulator with ao carriers
or charge centers, yields d’f,,,5,/efs = 0 and rlrerefore s,,a, constant. Hence, the slope

ef the energy bands in the onide is a constant—F, and F, are linear functions of Position.

Naturally, baud bending in the semiconductor is expected to be somewhat core coruples

in its functional form, bat per idealiearion 5, musl always sanish (‘4 —a 0) before reaching

the back contact.

Specitic Biasing Regions

Given rhe general principles just discassed, ir is now u relatively simple maIler to describe

the internal slams of the ideal MOS structure anden various static biasing conditions. Tak

ing the Si sabsrrarc robe ri-type, consider first the application of a positive bias. The appli

eario.-t of V0 > 53 lowers F,, in the metal relative to F in rhe semicnndoernr and coasts a

positive sloping of the energy bands in both the insulator and semiconductor The resalring

evengy baud diagram is nhown in Fig. 16.5(a). The major conelusioo to be derived from

Fig. 16.5(a) is that the electron cencenrrarion inside the senricanduclor, e = a, expRE —

E,)IkTl, increases as one approaches the aside—semiconductor interface. This parricalar

situation, where the mujorily carrier concentration is gecarer near the oxide—semiconductor

interface than in the bulk of the semicendneror, is knossn us accsonulsrion.

When viewed frotrr a change standpoint, the application of V0 > 0 places pesirive

chaegm no the MOS-C gate. Te maintain a balance of charge, negatisely charged electrons

most lie drawn rossord the semirondacror—insulator interface—the same cenclosion estab

lished previously by asing the energy band diograns. Thus the charge iaside the device as a

funcriou of posiriun eon be approximated as shomn in Fig. 16.5(b).

Consider next the application of a sroull negative potential no the MOS-C gate. The

appticarinn of a small V0 <0 slightly raises F iu Ihe metal relativn to F in the serniena

doctor and causes a ssrrall negative sloping of rhe energy bands in barb the insalator and

semiconductor. as displayed in Fig. l 6.5(c). Protrr the diagram iris clean itrar rise coscentnu.

lion of majority carrier electrons has been decreased, depleted, in the vicinity of the onide—

semiconductor interface. A similar conclusion resnlm from charge considerations. Setting

V0 < 0 places a winas charge on the gale, which in torn repels electrons from the oxide—

sdmiceudactor interface and exposes the positively charged donor sires. The eppnoniisrare

charge disrriburioo is therefore as shosrit in Fig. ld.5(d/. This situation. ohm-c rhe elecrrne

atid hole concentrations or rhe oxide—semiconductor interface are less than the background

doping conceerrnrion (N0 on A’0), is known for obvioas reasons as deplerios.

Fiutatly, suppose a larger aed larger negative bias is applied to rite FIGS-C gore. As V5

is increased negatively from dre srraarion picrored in Fig. lfi,5(c(, the bands at the semicon

dueror surface will bend up more aod more. The hole concentration ur the surface (p3 will

likeu’ise increase syslemaricatty frons less than to when F(sunfuce) < E. 10 rr, when

F, (surface)
= F- so greater rhan o, when F,lnarface) exceeds E. Eveotsatty. the bale

concentration increases 10 the point showe in Fig. lfi.5(e) and (f), svhene
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Figare 16.4 Sample bleck charge diagram.
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Figare 16.5 Energy bond diagrams and corresponding block change diagrams describing the sroric
stare in ae ideal n-type MOS-capacitor.
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e1cS1

c,,secilxa
= Vt_c N11 (16.3)

Clearty. When p, = ND fer tile special appited bias V0 = V.r the sarface ts Do longer de

picted. Moreover, far farther increases is oceative bias I V0 < V.-), p, exceeds = N.

aed tlte surface regitttt appears to chattge in character from s-type to p-typo. In accordance

with the chooge is character absersalias, the V < V5 sttaattas where the wtttOrtty cartel

cattcestratiatt at the surface exceeds the balk majartty carrier catteestrattas 5 refeited ta

as ittrersioo. Euergy basd asd black citarge diagrams depieliug the isversiau cattdittait ate

displayed is Fig. 16.5(g) aad (hi.

If analagoas biasieg eottsideratiotts are perfermed fer as dccl p-type desice, the re

suits will be as shswtt is Fig. 16.6. It is impartaut to tate (raw thts figure that biastog

regious itt a p-type device are reeersed io peiarity relatiVe ta the valsage regtass is as it-

type device; that is, aerawslalias is a p-type destce accurs whes V0 < 0, asd sa fartit.

lu sswwary, theu, aVe catt distisgsish three physically dished biasiitg regiass—ac

eumtitatiau, depleties, asd ittsersiaa. Poe as deal it-type destee, aecutnulastsu acettrs

svheu Ve > g, deplelias when VT < V0 < 0, asd isxerstes when V0 < VT. The cited

voltage palarities are simply reeersed far au deal p-type destee. Na baud besdisg is Ilte

sewieosdsetar arjlat hued al V0 = 0 marks tite divtdtsg tue between aecamulattas asd

depletias. The disidisg hue at V0 = VT is sitsply called the depletias—issersias trassilats

p>t)al t’,j>t’rAyprrO

Ce r0=a

cattier

ltshed tu a relatively stmightfarward macnec begiuriag with Faissas’s eqaat as. In the fat
lawisg asalysis we ittvake the depletias approximatias ta ablais a first-arder elssedform

soluttou. The develapmest elasely parallels the presestation is the ps jusetiau asalysis af
ChapterS. It shasld be paiuted out, however, that as exact salatiae is possible iu the MOS

C ease. The enact selutiss stems frsm simpbfiearisss associated with the fart that the

semseasdactar is as ideal MOS-C is always is eqsilibrium regardless ef the applied d.c.
bias. For referesee purposes the exact salutios is preseeted iu Appeudix B.

lu performisg the asalysis, (x) is hakeu to be the potestial isside the semiconductor

ala gisee psist a; xis asderstoad to be the depth isle the settaicasdacter as measured from

the oxide—semicoadsetor iuterfaee [see Fig. 16.7(a)]. The symbol 0, isstead of V. is osed

is MOM-C week to assid possible eosfasiou with externally applied poteetials. Is aecor

dauce with idealieatios 5, the electric field (if = — dçdf&r) is assawed to sasish as one

proceeds isto the semieosdaetor ssbstrate. Followieg standard eanveetise, the poteslial is

chosen to be acre iu the field-free region of the sabstrate referred te as the senticosdactar

belle. 0 evalsated at the oside—semiresrlactar interface (at a = 0) is gives the special

symbol, Ø, and is ksows as the ssr(ace pateetiat.

Figure 16.7(b) iedicates how 4l(x) is related to baud beedisg as the esergy basd dia

grato. As shows (asd cossisteet with Eq. 3.12),

0(x) = ](balk) — (x)l (16.4)

]E,(bslk)
— EvIl

th is clearly related to the setsicoedactor dopieg. Per ose, the sige sf iedicates the

doptug type; directly fwm the defieittos one eo,tclades air> 0 if the semicasdactor is p

type aud Ø < 0 if the semicoudactor is n-type. More importantly, the mcgeitsde of is

furcttosally related to the dopisg roscestratine. Gives a sosdegeeerate Si substrate mais

tatned at or sear room temperature, we know from Chapter 2 that

Pacic = s,etcii55wrel5T N,, . . . if N,, 5’- N5 (16.7a)
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16.3 ELECTROSTATICS—QUANTITATIVE FORMULATION

16.3.1 Semiconductor Electrostatics

Preparatory Considerations

The purpose of this sectisu is to establish analytical relationships foe the charge density

(p), the electric field (‘6), and the electrostatic potential existing inside as ideal MOS-C

under static biasing canditioos. The task is simplified by noting that the metal ts as equl

potential region. Charge appeoriug near the metal—oxide interface resides oely a few Aug

stroms (I Aogstrom = lO cm) into the metal aod, to a high degree of precision, may be

modeled as a 5-futsetioo of charge at the M—O interface. Siace by assampttoe there ts no

charge in the oxide (idealicotion 3), the mageitside of the charge ie the metal is stmply

equal to the sum of she charges inside the seosiconductor. Alto, as noted prextoosly, wtth

no charges in the oxide, it follows that the electric field is constant ie the ontde attd the

potential is a linear fanetion of positios. In other words, solving for the electrostatic sari

ables iuside an ideal MOS-C essnotially reduces to solving for the electrostatic variables

inside the semiconductor component of the MOS-C.

The mathematical description of the electrostatics inside the semicondoctor is estab

Figure 16.7 Electrostatic parameters: Ia) Graphical dnfioitiao of and aim- (61 Retatiouship be

tweeo d’)x( and baud beudine; grophicol defioitioo sF5.

Extensive eve seill be mode of the db aud dir paratneters throaghoat the MOS discus

sian. Cite immediate interest in these parameters invalvm their use in qaaetitutmeiy speci

fving the biasing state inside the semiconductor. Clearly, under fat band conditions

= 0. Moreover, sabstituting Eqs. (16.5) and (16.6) into Eq. (16.2), one concludes

and
point, with Eq. (16.2) qoantitativety specifying ttte onset of isrervion for both n- aed is-

type devices,

Ettercise 16.1
—

I
Pt Constmet line plots (with V0 plotted along the x-axis) that visually tdesttfy the

voltage ranges corresponding to accsmolattoe, depletion, aud invetstou tn ideal s

and p-type MOS devices.

St The “plots” shown beloss ace is essence a graphical represeetation of the word

seminary giveit or the end of the preceding section. Note that acr, depl, and no are

standard abbreviations for arcenaulotios, deplettos, and inversion, respectively.

=
-

a,sin Fist sand Aseewst,sian Ospletion ts,etviafl

Figure 16,6 Energy hood aad blach charge diagrams far a p-typo desioo oudor fist hard, aeea

metatirs. dapletins. and irsersiss coudmtions.
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Ga,do Semirnndse;sr

and

Os = IEJbulk) — E,(sorface))

Figsre 16.7(b) also introdaces en important material parameter; samely,

6

(hI

(16.5)

(16.6)

Thas, combining Eqs. (16.6) and (16.7) yields

kT
— la(i5/s.) - .

. p-type semicondachor
—9—

—
ln(N/rt) - .

. st-type scmicosdactoj

(16.Sa)

(16gb]

5xac = n.eisrtrwah)txc = A’ . . . if N5 5’- N,, (l6.7b)
= 20r at the depiction—inversion transitinn poiot (16.9)
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With > 0 iu a p-type semiconductor, it fellows that 4s < 0 tIthe semicondactor is

aecuesulaned, o < < if the semsceastuctor is depleted, cad > 2Ø if the semi

raudactor is iavreted. Far cc a-type setuieottdactor the inequalities ace merely reversed.

ExercIse 16.2

F: (a) Cousteact lice plots (with plotted aloag the c-axes) that vesaally sdeutefy

the surface peteatsat raagm coreespoadeug to accumalatsoa, depteleun. cad tavcrseoa

in ideal n-type aed p-type MOS devices.

(b) For each ef the Ø 4e parameter seta listed below, iadicate the doping type cad

the specified hiasiug coaditiaa. Also draw the correspoadeng eaecgy head diagram

cad black charge diagram that characterize the static state of ttte ideal MOS system.

(D--=t2--=t2
kTIq ‘ hTIq

(ii) = —9 —b-- =
bTIq ‘ kTlq

(iii) = _ = —16
kT/q - kTIq -

(iv) 15 —-- = 36
kTIq - kT/q -

—15
kTIq - kTIq

St (a) Coaveetiag the discausiou at the cad of the preceding subseetsea eta a geaphi

cal representation yields

tNV DBPL ACC
ha

20p 9

ACC DBPL tttV
e- fix

0 20F

Delta-Depletion Solution

The appeouimate closed-fonts solotiea for the electrostatic variables based ta part on the

depletion approaimotioa is canvenicatly disided into three segments correupoadeng to the

three biasiag regiaas of accumulation, depletion, aad inversion.

Let us first coasider accumulation. Pigare tfi.fi displays charge deussty aad potential

pluts cunstructed asiag the evact solutioa fuand ia Appcadsa B. After verifyiag the general

corcelation between the Fig. Ib.fi plots aad the p-balk semicoadactor portion uf the die-

4cc

sag -

Assawaiatean —2V
lovrr

0
V TI9

—to

u.s tu

Figure ie,e fisact sulatean for the charge donsity ond petentiot :assdn she samscondaetor casapss

soot of an MOO-C assumiag d’ = l2hTlq and T 300 K (OT!q = 0.0209 V). (a) Accumalatiuv

165 = —fiOTIq). fbi middle of dapletian (ha = 4’’ = l2kTlq). )c) oaset af invarsiuo 16, 2fi =

2-hTiq), aud id) heavily inserted (th = 2th s 6bT/q = SfibfIq). map-diagrams were drawn eec

linear wale cod the 44’ mm urinated dewawurd to unhassce the correlation with the thagrasess

skrsched in trio. 6.6. lbs dashed hoes uo the part (b) through (dl p-p!oss aattiue the deFlotson

sspprusimatiau version of the charge dissrihasios.

clout

tic

grams sketched ia Fig. 10.0, specifically aete from Pig. 16.8(a) that the charge ossuciated
with sssajurity carrier arronsalatiou resides in an easrcvsely ssarrow purtioss of the semi
conductor hssmediately udjaresst to the oxide—semirondssrtcsr issoesfore. By comparison,
the depleted portion of the semicoadactor ueder moderate depletioa biasiug shown in
Fig. 10.8(b) euteads much deeper into the semicoaductoc Given the narrow euteat of
the accamulation layer, it would appear reaaonable as a first order upprasimatios to replace
the accamnlatioa charge with a 8-fuactiun of equal charge positioaed at she onide—
semicoadgctor iatgrfacg. Indeed, we have jest described the dnlta-deplntioa solutiou for
accumulation. Because of the assumed 6-fuactioa of charge at a = 0, it aatomaticatly

follows that the electric field aad electrostatic putesetial are ideuticully zero for all a > 0
under accamutasinu biasing ia the delta-depletion solatioa. This is clearly somewhat iaac
curate, bat acceptable as a first-order approvimatioa.

Bisssiag
Doping Coodisioss

Bnorgy Based
Diagram

Block Chasge
Diagsam
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0
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Figure 16.e Cmseinued.



Turning next to inversion, we note from Fig. 6.8(d) that, like the accumulation layer

charge, the charge associated with ,ni,iority carrier inversion resides in an extre,srii tar

row portion of itt,’ se,nico,,dactor immediately adjacent to the uxide-senticO,idUCtOr otter.

face Moreover, in coniparing the depleted semiconductor regions when cb giF (toidule

of depletion), gi = 2q1,, (onset of inversion), and gi = + 6kT/q (Inversion), we find

the depletion width increases substantially with increased depletion biasing, but increaser

only slightly’ once the .tersicanductvr inserts. Based on the first of the foregoing observa

tions, the actual inseesion layer charge is apprOXttOatelY modeled in the delta-depleton

solution my a fl-function of equal charge positioned at the ovtde.-semtcondnctot interface.

To account foe the second observation, it is addtttottullY assumed the h-function of charge

added in inversion preci”tly balances the charge added to the MOS-C gate. As a conse

quence, in the delta-depletion solution for inversion btases, the depletion region charge, the

x > 0 electric field, and the x > 0 chectrostatic potentiol remain fixed at their cb 2cb

values In other words, the inversiOn bias solution an established by merely adding a

fl-function of surface charge to the solution existing at the end of depletion.

The reitmaining biasing region to be considered is depletion. In the standard depletion

appronitttatiofl the actual deplctioii charge is replaced with a squared-off dtstnbntion tee

ininated abruptly a distance x = W into the semiconductor. Assuming a p-type semicon

ductor and invoking the depletion approxtmatiOn. one can write

pq(p_u+N1m_No)wqNA (OxW) (16.l0)

Poisson’s equation then reduces to

)=_—m.—- (OwxalW) (16.11)
d.c K,e0 K5e0

The stcaightforward integration of Eq. (16.11) ensploying the boundary cond,tion ‘6 = Oat

x = W next yields

‘lS(x) _=(W—x) (OSXW)

A second integration with tI’ Oat a W gives

ca(x)(WX)2 (OxW)

The final unknown in the electrostatic relationships, the depletion width W is determined

from Eq. (16.13) by applying the boundary condidiongi = at x = 0. We obtain

•
2Ks cc

16.3.2 Gate Voltage Relationship

In Subsection 16.3.1 the biasing state was described in terms of the semiconductor scrface
potential, us Results formulated in this manner are dependent only on the pronerties of
the semiconductor. however, is an i,tternal system constraint or boundary condition. It
is the externally applied gate potential, V0 - that is nubject to direct control. Thus, if the
results of Subsection 16.3.1 ace to be utilized in pracitcal problems, an expression relating
V0 and • must be established. Tnis subsection is devoted to deriving the required
relationship.

We begin by noting that V in the ideal structure is dropped partly across the oxide
and partly across the semiconductur, or symbolically,

Because cb 0 in the semiconductor bulk, however, the voltage drop across the semicon
ductor is simply

The task of developing a relationship between V5 and is therefore reduced to the prob
lem of expressing v\gi,, in semis of

Au stated previously (Subsection 16.2.2), in an ideal insulator with no carriers or

charge centers

mdv
0

dab,,
= —-‘— = constant

svhere a,, is the oxide thickness. The next otep is to relate g,,, to the electric field in the
semiconductor. The well-known boundary condition on the fields normal to an interface
between two diusimilar materials requires

— D05)10_s minim,,, = Qo_s (16.22)

(l6.l5)

Taken together, Eqs. (16.10), 116.12), (16.13), and (16.15) constitute the desired depletion
bias solution. For an mm-bulk des’ice N0 in the preceding equations is replaced by

—
N0.

Before concluding, special note should be made of the depletion width, WT, existing
at the depletion—inversion transition point. In the deltu-depletioo formulation, W.,. is of
course the maximum attainable equilibrium depletion width. Since N = IF1 when

abs = 2cbF simple xuhsiitatian into Eq. 116.15> yields

— [:02cbF>1i0 (16.16)

A plot of 1t’T versus doping covering the typical range of MOS doping coocentrations is
displayed in Fig. 16.9.

r.:::

Ii St T= 300 KimI

‘-‘

. 1.-ii.iI1
‘.. till HO i Thu

liii 1.i l’”—’.,,, lilt

t I II I
10 vi,,: i’ve 520

nLi±J
10mu

NA nrNi) (cm-3)

Flgare 16.9 Doping dnprodeoee of the masimnm bqaitibrinm depletion width inside silicon de
vices immainiainnd ai 300 K.

where D e’fi is the dielectric displacement and Qw.n in the charge/unit area located at
the tnterface. Since Q_ 0 in the idealized structure (idealizanion 3),’

= D1,,,01,,.,o (16.23)

= ;— ‘8 (16.24)

=
‘ x,’6 (16.25)

K5 is the semiconductor dielectric constant; K0, the oxide dielectric constant; and ‘6, the
electric field in the semiconductor at the oxide—nemicondnetor interfuce.’ Finally, substi
tuting Eqs. (16.18) and (16.25) into Eq. (16,17), and recognizing that ‘fig is a known or
readily determined fnnction of ab5. we obtain

=
+ ,,‘g5 (16.26)

If the results of the delta-depletion solution are employed, a combination of
Eqs. (16.12) and (16.15) gives

i/a

L- 5] (16.27)

10’
tni
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and therefore

mix
I 2K n

W = I sb
[ qN,5

‘is’

(16.12)

(16.13)

-

(16.14) v

10t4 lois
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and

(16.17)

= ab(c = 0) = (16.16)

and

Therefore

(16.19)

(16.201

(16.21)

j:.
and

V5
= + x, MAcb (0 cb5 2gi) (16.28)

‘tithe delta-deplrmian rornruiaxou in insoked, the S.ruoucon ayers of carrier uharge as thu 0—1 ininrfeuo wuuid
mrohnieallycantribumna Q0., under aucumutation and isssersinn ooaditinss. Hnwrsrr, = 0 for alt accawulmtion
biases and 4i, = 2 for alt inversion biaser in the delio-deptnunn sntusinn. in time curd formutaiion, iherofore,
the t’0

— di rolumioomhip we are deriving would oniy be used in performing depletion-bias calcuiamious.
i Since K = I .8 ran milison and K5 3.9 inn hO5,no conclude from Eq. (tu.241 that 8,, w 30, lout MOS
mysie,o with nu charge ai he Si—StO, interface. Au energy band diagrams in this ohupinr thould ho uonsisieni
with ibis ob.meraaiion.
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16.3.2 Gate Voltage RelationshiP

In Subsection 16 3 1 the biasing state was described in Incurs of the semiconductor surface

potential. i/r Results formulated in this manner are dependeut only on the properucs of

the semiconductor. cbs, however, is an ioternul system constraint or boundary condition It

is the externally applied gate potential. V0 that is subject 10 direct control. Thus, if the

results of Subsection 16.3 I are to be uylicrd in practical problems. au expression relating

V, and 65 must be established This subsection iS devoted 10 deriving the required

relationship.
We begin by fluting that V0 in the ideal structure is dropped partly across the aside

and partly across the semiconductor, or symbolicallY

V0,cm

Bccause 0 in the semiconductor bulk, however, the voltage drop across Ihe semiron

doctor is simply

The task of developing a relationship between l and is therefore reduced to the proh.

lens of expressing in terms of

As stated previously (Subsection 16.2.2), in an ideal insulator with no earners or

charge centers

and

Therefore

,g constant
dx

Jvn
=

where a0 is the oxide thickness The next step is to relate to the electnc field in the

semiconductor. The welt-knosvn bouudary condition on the fields normal to an inlerf,ice

between two dissimilar materials requires

— D)10..s a,srrwe = Qo-s

The V0
—

4i dependence calculated from Eq. (16.28) employing u typical set of device
parameters is displayed in Fig. 16.10. Also shown is the corresponding exuci dependence.The figure nicely illustrates certain important features of Sic gore voltage relationship. For
one, is a rather rapidly varying function of V6 when the device is depletion biased.
Hosvever, when the semiconductor is accumulated (i < 0) or inverted (i > it
takes a large change in gate voltage to produce a small change in

.
This implies the gate

voltage divider proportionally between the oxide and the semiconductor under depletion
biasing. Under accumulation and inversion biasing, on the other hued, changes in the ap
plied potential are dropped almost totally across the oxide. Alto note that the depletion bios
region is only slightly greater than I volt in extent. Since the churacterof the semiconductorchanges drastically in progressing fruits one side of the depletion bins region to the other,
we are led to anticipnle a significant variation in the electrical characteristics over a rather
narrow range of voltages.

where D sS is tire dielectric displacement and Q0 is the ehargefnnil area located at
the interface. Siitce Qo_s 0 in the idealized structure (idealiealion 3),t

(16,23)

= 9 rg (16.24)

(16.25)

K5 is the semiconductor dielectric constant; K0, the oxtde dielectric constant; and >8, the
electric field in the semiconductor at the oxide—semaconduclur interface.tFinally, substi
tuting Eqs. (16.18) and (16.25) into Eq. (16.17), and recognizing that isa known or
readily determined function of i65, we obtain

(16.26)

If the results of the delta-depletion solution are employed, a combination of
Eqs. (16.12) and (16.15) gives

[V
51ira

(16.27)

P: An MOS-C is maintained at T = 300 K, Xe 0.1 m, and the silicon doping isN,5 10°/em3.Compute:

(b) Wwhen rb5 =

t0lr(N/n,) ln() = 11.55

11.51 (kr!9) = (11.513(0.0259) 0.298 V

(b) Using Eq. (16.15),

= F2Ksev 1”’ — 12(1 l.fi)(8.85 x 10— ia)(o298)1
rjN, ‘j — 1 (1.6 x loic)(lQiS) j

0.624aln

(c) Evaluating Eq. (16.12) at a = 0 yields if5. Thus

w (1.6 X IO-iu)(lOii)(fi.24 N t0”)
Ksev (II .8)(8.85 N 10— ii = 9.56 N 10 V/cm

(d) Substituting inlu Eq. (16.26,) gives

K5
V 56i. + - . . . ‘6 evaluated at

0.298
(ll.8)(l0’X9.56_._2

0.507 ‘

and

(16.17)

(16.18)

(16.19)

(16.20) and

(16.21)

(16.22)
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V0 = + Xc (Os 2) (16.28)

itt din detta-deptrdon fnrrnulauoe is invoked. ihe 5-ruection layers of canine charge at the 0-5 inierfaao would
innhni’catty cuniribaie a Q.s ander acca mutation and inversion uondia,xns. l’lowover. = a fur cit acaamuiaiian
biases and • 26r foe alt innuisino biases in the doiia.duplciion satauan. in tin uiird funnutniion, ihnenfoio.
thu V0

— ç95 rataiiorship we me Arriving would arty be and in peeforniinu depIerion.bimuaiuatasiori.
i since K = t t.5 for niticun and K0 = 3.9 foi EO, wu conctudo 1mm Eq. (16.24> hut n, m355 in m MOS
sysirm with no charge as iho 5i—5iO inierfune. All energy band diugmaren in ibis chapter should be aonaisieOi
with his nbsnrvatiOv,
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Exercise 16.3

(a) r in kT/q soils and in ‘colts

(c) ‘6 when
=

(d) V0 when
=

Sr (a)

-4

Figure 16,10 Typicnl inierrelaiiooship beiwmn the applied gate vutisgo and the semiconductor
surface potentiut; —I—I—i-I—I-H- delta-depleuon salutioo, — esaei rotation (a,, = II tam,N0 = 10°/cm’, T 300 K).

Comtnent: TIte manipulations and results in this exercise are fairly representatis’e.In kT/q units, thF1 typically ranges between 9 and 18 al T 300 K. For the non-degenerate dopings used in MOS devices, one also expects to be less than nanhalf a Si band gap expressed in volts (< 0.56 V at T 300 K). As required, thecalculated W is less than W. associated with the givea doping (see Fig, 16.9). Theoely possible surpniso is the size of the surface electric field; ‘6 — I 0a V/cm. Finally,
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the device paronteters assumed in this exercise ore identical to those used in COD

siructing Fig. 16.10. As muss be she ease, she Composed V0 agrees with the same

read from dse Fig. 16.10 plot.

16.4 CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE CKARACTERISTICS

Wish d.c. current flom blocked by [he oxide, she major observable eshibited by MOS-Cs is

capacitonce. The copaeisonce varies as a function of the applied gate voltage ond the meo

nosed capacitance—voltage (C—V) characteristic is of considernble practical importance. To

she device specialist, the MOS-C C—V characteristic is like a picssre window, a wisdom

revealing the internal nature of the ssrncinre. The chaeucsceistic serves as n powerful diag.

nossic tool for identifying desiaciocs from the ideal in both she oside and the semicondsic

toe. Foe the reosotss cited, MOS-C C—Vchacacterissics arc routinely toonitored dneittg MOO

device fabrication.

In mont laboratories and fabricotion facilities, she C—V measuretoents are performed

with automated equipment such m shot previously desceihed in Subsection 7.2.3 aed sclsc

matically pictured in Fig. 7.6. The MOO-C is positioned on a probing station, normally

housed in a tight-tight hon so exclude room light, and in connecsed by shielded cables to a

C—V meter. The moser superimposes a small ac. signal on top of a preselected d.c. voltage

and detects the cesalcing a.c. current flosoing tbvotsgh the test structure. The ac. signal is

typically 15 mV ems or less, undo commomt signal freqanney is I MHe. bitt-in provisions

are node for slowly changing the d.c. voltage to obtain u contiuaons (orqausi-coistinuomsl

capucitance versus voltage characteristic. Oaspnt from the meter is usually displayed Ott a

computer monitor and u hardcopy of the dasu is prodaeed ensplvying a printer or plotter.

Somesvhat more sophisticated consaverciat equipment combinsng a high-fcequemtcy

(I MHe) C—Vmeter with tow-frequency (quosistutic) mecisucensent capabilities is pictured

iv Fig. 16.11(u).

This section is primarily devoted so modeling the observed form of the 1.400-C C—V

characteristic in the so-called tom-freqnescy and high-frequeecy limits. These limiting

eme designations originally referred to the frequency of the ac. signal used in the capaci

tance tneasuresttent. Alihvngh the theoretical treatment io dtis chapter is restricted to the

ideal strocture, practical measneemons considerations urn included tic the end of the section.

16.4.1 Theory and AnMysis

Qua!itntive Theory

High- and low-frequency C—V dub dnrivod frutn u repwsenrative MOO-capacitor are dis

played in Fig. t6.t 1(h). To espluin the observed farm of the C—V churacteristies, les us

consider how the charge inside no n-type MOO-C responds to the applied ac. signal m the

d.c. bias is systematically changed front accumulation, through depletion, to inversion. We

C(depl) = —.S19a
C0.i.C5 içw

K5x
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begin with accnmolatioa In accnmnlutioa tho d.c. state iv churactericed by the pileap mif
majority carriers right at the oxide—semiconductor interface. Furthermore, under uccavta.
laticse cosditions rIte state of the system can be changed very rapidly. For typical seivican.
ductor dupings, the majority carriers, the only carriers involved io the operative of the
accumulated device, can eqailibmte with a live coitsians an the order of 10—10 to IO 5

sec. Consequently, at standard prohitig freqaevcies uf I MHe or less it is reasonable to
ussnme the device con follow the upplied ac. signal suasistaticutly with the small a.c
signal addiog or subtracting a small AQ an the two sides of the oside as shown iv
Fig. lfl.12(a). Since the ac. signal merely udds or subtraec.s a charge close so the edges of
an insulator, the charge coufigaratiun inside the accumulated MOO-C is essentially that of
an ordinary parallel-plate capacitor. Foe either low or high probing frequencies we therefaro

conclude

CO
HH

C0 C5

Is)
and
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‘ eA0
C(acc) C0

= (16.29)

where is the area of the MOO.C gate.
Under depletion biasing the d.c. urate of an n-type MOO structure is charueterieed by

— Q charge on the gate und o + Q depletion layer charge in the nrmicondsctor Thedepletion luyer charge is directly related, of coarse, to the withdrawal of mujurity carriersfrom un effective width W adjacent to the oaide_semicovductnr ioterface Thus, miceagain, only majority carrsers are involved in the operation of the device and the charge stateinside the system cun be changed very rapidly. As pictured in Fig 16 12(h), n’hen the asignal places art increased negative charge on the MOO-C gate, the depletion layer insidethe semscvodnctor widens atwost tnsiaetueeoasly; thur is, the depletion width qoasistaticully fluctuates about its d.c. vulae in response to the applied u.e. signal. If she stahonaryd.c charge in Fig. 16.12(b) is conceptually eliminated, ull thur remains isa small fluctuatingcharge 00 the two stuen of a doable_layer iesolator. For utl probing frequencies this situnsmon is clearly analogous to two parallel plum capucisorn (C0 und C5) in series, where

C0 .!iiIo (arcade capucisaree) (16 30a)

C5 4° (semiconductor capucisance) (16.3Db)

(16.3 1)

Note from Eq. (16.31) that, because Wincremes with incrmsed depletion biasing, C(depl)cOrrespondingly decreases as the d.c. bias is changed from flat band to the onset ofinversion.
Once inversion 55 achieved we know that an appreciable namher of mivority carrierspile up near tue oxide_semiconducior interface in respanse to the spplied d e bias Also,the d.c. width of the depletion layer tends to maoimiee at WT The a e charge response,

however, cs not immediately obvious. The inversion layer charge nmiyhi conceivubty fluctuute in response to the ac. signul as Illustrated in Fig. lfl.12(c) Alternatively, the semiconductor charge required to balasce AQ chunges in the gate charge might resalt from smallvariations in the depletion width as pictured in Fig. l6.l2(d), Even a eombiontion of thetwo extremes is a logical possibility. The problem is to uscersain which alternative de
scribes the actual n.e. charge flactuasina inside an MOO-C. As it turns out, the observedcharge fluematinu depends on the frequency of the a.e. signal used in the rapacitarce
measurement

lam

Pignrn t5.12 au, chae0c Oovcsufovs inside an li-type MOO-capacitor sodee d.c. bimivg csvdi
tiGhts eorlmpsvdiog to Ia) ueeamvalosios, (hi depletion, (ci iovnrsinn when w —50, und (d(osroes,aic
ssheo o -=. Oqoivalent circuit vindels appropriate foe ucesomulutiun ood deptotsin bi.isiog are also
shown boveath the block ehuryc diagrams in yarts lu( uad (hi, eesyecsively.
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First of all, if the measurement frequency is very low (is —> 0), minority carriers can
be genersted or annihilated is resposse to the applied a.c. signal and the here-varying a.c.
slate is essenriaily a sneeessien of d.c. states. inst as to acesmelarion, one has a sitsalion
(Fig. lb. 12c) where charge is being added or subtracted close to the edges of a singlo-layrr
insotator. We therefore ronclndo

C(inn( C0 for ra —5 0 (16.32)

If, Ott the other hand, the mrasltrcrerot freqarttcy is very Isigh (so —o so), the relasisrly
sluggish geaoratinn—rrcnmbittsiioo pioccss soil1 not ho able to supply or eliminate minority
carriers in response to the applied ar. signal. The somber of minority carriers in the inver
sion layer therefore remains ford at its d.c. value and the depletion width simply f,tctoarrs
about the W5d.c. value. Sinrilarro depletion biasing, this situation (Fig. 16.12d( is equiva
lent to two parallel-plato capacitors in series aod

C(inn)

=

for as —s m (16.33)

K5x

Wr being a constant independent of tire d.c. innrrsion bias makes C(ino(e,..,,, =

C(dcpl)0,,,,, = constant for all inversion biases. Finally, if the mroxanetoeot frequency is
nnclt Oral a prrrrion of the inversion layer charge cart ho crearod/annilsilstcd in response to
the as, signal. as invrrsian capacitance interesrdiarr brtsseen the high’ sod low-frequency
limits will he observed.

An overall theory can now be consrrocrod by combining tire results of the forogoing
accumulation, depletion, and inversion considerations. Specifically, we expect the MOS-C
capacitance to be approximately constant at C0 nuder accamalation biases, to decrease as
tire d.c. bias progresses through depletion, and to be approximately constant again under
inversion biases ala yahoo cqaal to —C0 if as—sO or C(depl)w, if ar_see. Moreaner, for
an st-typo device, accumulating gate voltages (whcro C C0) are positive, inverting gate
noltagos are negative, and the decreasing-capacitance, depletion bias region is on the order
of a volt or so in width. Quito obviously, this theory for the capacitaoco—ooltoge character
istics is in good agreement with dre experieseotal MOS-C CVn characteristics presented
in Fig. 16.11(b).

[xercise 16.4 I
F; Complete tho following table making use of the ideal-structure C—Vcharacteristic
and the block charge diagrams included in Frgsre 016.4. For ouch of the biasing
conditions named in the table, employ loners (a—g) to ideotify the corresponding
bras point or points on the ideal MOO-C C—V characteristic. Likewise, use a nnm
her (I —5) to identify the block charge diagram associated with ouch of the biasing
conditions.

aeddseoa

j
a®

_i
t(

Em
a

Figure E16,4

‘g’p—emtrsneat
sO)f idap g’j—pueq tog ‘a/qJo—nusanau1 I ‘a—uo!ra1dap g’O—oorrelnmnaav :5

Enilding on rho development in the previous rnhsecrron, it is relatively easy to establish a

first-order qnantitarive theory based on the dnlta-drpletton formsiarron. Sprcrfirally. in the

dolts-depiction formolation the charge blacks reprenontrng accomalattott and reversion

layers in Fig. 16.12 ore formally replaced by h-functions of charge rtghr at rho oxide—

semiconductor interface. Consequently, C in the dolta-dopictran solution us precisely equal

to C0 for accumulation biases and for invomion brasos to the low-frequency limit. On the

other hand, the depletion relutionship end the high-frequency inversion rolstinnship

(Fqs. 16.31 and 16.33, respectively) can housed without mndiilcacion. The block charge

nrudoliog of rho depletion regions in Fig. 16,12 conforms exactly with the simplified charge

distributions assnmed in Ibe dopietine approximation. Within tho framework of the delta

depletion formulation, therefore,

C0

C0

1+
Ksxe

C=
C0

C0

Ksxe

Oisen a not of device pammeters. one can coorpare C0 and 181T from prenraus relation

ships. For the anaiyticsl solution to be complete, hoss’ever, the depletion-bias IV in

Eq. (tb.34b) mssr be osprossed usa function of V0. Inverting Eq. (16.28) to obtain *s (or

mare precisely, \.“) asa faection of V0. and thee sabsritsring the roseit into Eq. (16.15),

yields the roqnired expression. We mod

Charge Diagram (JZI1Bias Candrrtnn Capacitance (q;) —

Accamulatiun

Depletion

Inversion

Flat band

Depl/inv transiiioe

0 0

550 FteL5 ecrEcs aEstcEu

Delta-Depletion Analysis

C= (depletion biasos)

L
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(16.37)

arc

degi

ins (an —s 0)

inn (as —s so)

(lfi.34a)

(lfi.34b)

(16.34c)

(l6.34d)

A sample set of low- and high-freqaency C—V characteristics conssrsctod using tire

results of the delis-depirtion analysis is displayed in Fig. 16.13.

16.4.2 Computations and Observations

Exact Computations

The delta-depletion characteristics, as typified by Fig. 16.13, area rather crude represen
tation of reality. The first-order theory does a credible job for gate voltages comfortably
within a givon biasing rcgiair, but fails badly in the neighborhood of the transition points
going from accumulation to depletion and from depletion so inversion. A more sccacatc
modeling of the observed characteristics is often required in practical applicatioas and is
osrablrshod by working with the enact-charge distribution inside the MOS-capacitor. The
resalts of the enact-charge uealysis arc presented in Approdis C. Although the deriostion

where

K. / Vg=h) il+ 1
K0 O[ V5

V ‘

. .p-bulkdevicc

— 2 Kc0
A (far n-balk NA —s —N0)

(16,35)

)lfi.3fi)
—a u —1.5 —1.0 —5.5 5 0.5 tO

V0 testis)

Nob that if Eq. (16.35) is sebstitntod into Eq. (l6.34b), one obtains the very simple result
Figare 16.13 Sanpte set of law- and hiuh-freqaency C—V chsrocredstics established using rho
delia-depletion rhoery (.n5 = 0.1 ram, N0 = tO‘5/cm5, T = 300 K).
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ot the exact-charge relationships is heyond the scope of Ibis text, the results themselves

arc quite tractable. Highly accurate ideal-structure C—V characteristics can be readily

constructed.
A another of sample C—V characteristics calculated using the exact-charge relation

ships are displayed in Figs. 16.1410 16.16. These tigures. respectively. exhihit the general

effect of varying the doprug conceotration (Fig. 16.14), the Oxide thickness (Fig. 16.15).

and tIre device tetuperature (Fig. lb 16). Note in particular from Fig. 16.14 the significant

increase in the high-frequency inversion cupacitaltce and the substantial widening of the

depletiott bias region with increased doping. In fact, at very high dopings (not sttown) tIle

capacitance approaches a constant independent of bias. This should not be an unexpectetl

result, for With increased doping the semiconductor begins to look more and more like a

metal and the MOS-C should be expected to react more and more like a standard vapacitor,

As illustrated in Fig. 16.15, an increase in the oxide thickttexs also widens the depletion

bias region and affects the high-frequency inversion capacitance. The increased width of

the depletion bias region with increased x is simply a conseqnence of a peopnrtionate

tncrease in the voltage drop across tlte oxide cotnponent of the structure. Ftnally, Fig. 16.16

nicely displays the moderate sensitivity of the inversion-bias capacitance and the near in

sensitivity of the depletion_bias capacitance to changes in temperature.

.\
-1

....
./

.%.j

r.
s.c —____

at, .
W=n.3p5m —

0/
— =2 — —

w=O.tpm

u’ : ..--

0_ 40 -3.0 -2.0 -tO 00 IV 2.0 3.1

¶/ (suIts)
(a)

9 -2.0 -1.0

Figure 16.15 Osine thickoesx deyevdence of ho low- aod high-frnqaeocy MOO-C C— V0 elsarac

teristics. Sample (a) n-type and (b) p-type characteristics computed employing the exact-eharoe

:heory IN0 or N,, = 10°/cm’. T 3 K).

Figure 16,16 Temperature dependence of the high-frequency C—V5 characteristics. (Enact-charge
theory, .e = 0.1 5am, N0 5 X lO0/cm°.)

Practical Observations

In the dtscasston to thts point we have more or less sidestepped any clarificntion of pre
ctsely suhat was meant by “low frequency” and ‘high frequency” in terms of actnal mea
surement frequenctes. One mtght wonder, will a 100 Hz ac. signal typically yield low-
frequency C—V charactensttcs? Perhaps surprisingly, the answer to the qeestiott is rio.
Given modern-day MOS-Cs with laetr long carrier lifetimes and low carrier generation
rates, even probtng frequenctes as low as lOBe, the practical limit in bridge-type measure
meists, wtll yteld hsgh-freqnency type characteristics. If an MOS-C low-freqaency charac
termIte to reqatred, Indirect means such us the quasislutic technique”tmust be employed
to construct the characteristic. In the quasiutatic technique a stow (typically 10—100 mV/
see) tineac vollage ramp tu applted to the MOS-C gate and Ihe current into the gate is
monttored as a funclton of the gate voltage. As is readily confirmed, the quasistutic dis
placement current flowing through the device is directly proportional to the losv-freqaency
capacitance: properly calibrated, the measured current versus voltage data replicates the
desired low-frequency C—Vcharacteristic.

On the high-frequency side, one cannot actually let ut —.s m nod expect to obsers’e a
htgh-freqaency characteristic. Measarett,ent frequencies, in fact, seldom exceed 1 Mt’lc. Al
higher frequencies the resistance of the semiconductor bulk comes into play and lowers the
observed capacitance. At even higher frequencies (Ni GHc) nne must begin to worry about
the response timc of the majority cart-icr,.

Normally, ii is the htgh-frequency characteristic that is routinely recorded and the
standard, almost universal measurement frequency is I MHz. This is not to say the high’

(C) Exercise 16.5

Pt (a) Employing tire exacl.churge relatiouships found in Appendix C, write a

MAFLAB (roinputer) program that can he used to calculate and plot low’freqarucy

C/C0 versus V0 characteristics. The program is to calculate C/C0 and the corre

sponding V0 for U ‘ ik5/(kT/q) stepped in one-unit or less increments from U5

U — 21 to (J + 21. U, s/,f(kT/q). Employ K5 11.8 and K0 3.9; let T =

300 K. Only N0 and xr are lobe considered input variables. Setting N,, 10°/cm’,

use your program to plot out the low-frequency C/C0 versus V0 curves for x,, =

0.1 sm, 0.2 m, and 0.3 m. Compare your program results svith Fig. 16.15.

(b) Again employing the exact-charge relationships found in Appendlu C. follnsv the

sante general compatatiouul procedures voted in part (a) to generate liigh.frequeury

C/CQ veixits V0 characteristics. Setting n, 0.1 gum, output high-frequency C/’0

versus V0 curves for N,, = l0’4/cm’, lOts/cmt, and 10°/cm’. Compare yonr pro

gram resstlts with Fig. 16.14. (Be advised that the high.frequency calculation is fur

nsoro involved and cnmpulaiion lelensive than the low.freqaency ealcolation.)

St (al/(h) The construction of a program or prograuts to generate exact-charge C—V

characteristics isa very informative exercise. The reader is urged toot least complete

parr (a) of the exercise before referring to the MOSCV MATLAB file included on

disk and listed in Appendix M. In uny event, characteristics generated by the reader’s

prograni or the MOS,CV program sitould compare favorably with the C—V curves

plotted in Figs. 16.14 and 16.15.
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Figure 16.17 Mcasuied C—V characteristics as a faoctian afire ramp tale (A). In trsortton the

h:gh-trcqacncy capacitance was obtained by slopping tire ramp tad otlosutng the dectre to equilibrata,

frcqaiency characteristics can be recorded at 1 MHz withoat exercising a certatn amoant of

caetiaa. Suppose, for example, die C—V toeasaremeet is perfortnrd as described earlier in

this chapter, with the d.c. voltage being ramped frato accainalation teta teverston to oh

tam a continuous capacitancr-versas-valtage characteristic. Figure 16.17 illustrates the

asttal results of such a measurement prrfortned at vurtoas ramp rates. Nate that at even the

slowest ramp rate ace does not properly plot out tlte inscrstax partton af the htgh-freqaeocy

characteristic. One toast atop the ramp in inversion and allow the device to equilibrate, ttr

slowly sweep the device backward froio inoersiou toward accumulation, to accurately ro

card the high-frequency inversiou capacitance.

The discossioa iu the preceding paragraph really serves two purposes, the secoud bctug

uu entry into the itoportaut topic of deep depletiox. Let tts eaauune the mmprd measure

toast (Fig. 16.17) in greater detail. Whex the ratap voltage is ut accumuluttan or depletton,

only majority carriers are invulvod iu the operation of thr desire, and the d.c. charge cox

figuration irside the structure rapidly reacts to the changing gate bias. As the ramp pro

greuxes front depletion intu the iuuersion bias rrgioo, however, a signtficant number of

minority carriers are requiced to attain an eqarilibrteto charge distributton wtthtn the MOS

C. The minority carriers suere not present prior to entering tire inversiun btus rogion, caorot

rater the semicondnctor frors tire remate back cottiact or across the oxide, aisd therefore

muor ho created ix the near-snrface regIon of the semiconductor. The generatiou process.

The deeply depleted conditiou, we should note, ts central to inn operatiou of the dy

namic modom access memory (DRAM) and the chorge-coupled devtces (CCDs) meu

tioned in the fled’ on 15.1 General larrodectiun. GRAMs axe deeply depleted MOS

capacitors as storage elements. In CCD imagrrs, carrter charge ts opticafly produced and

temporarily stored in partially deep depleted purcottal wells beneath ax array uf MOS-C

gates.

Exercise 16.6

Pr The experimental C_Vcharactrristic shown tu Ftg. Rlfi.6 was observed uoder the

following conditions: The d.c. bias wus changed very slowly from point (1) to

point (2). At paint (2) the Vu sweep rate was increased substaoiiuhly. Upou arriving

at point (3) the sweep was stopped and the capucituoce decayed to point (4). Qnali

ratively euplaiu the obsrrved churucleristic.

as we have noted several times, is rather sluggish aud has difficulty supplying the minority
carriers needed for the structure to eqailtbrare. Thns. us pictured lu Pig. l6.tg(a), the semi
cundoctor is driven tato a nonrqasfibritiw condition where, in balancing the chargr added
to the 10105-C gate, the deplerton width becomes greater than W to offset the miaaiug
minority curriers. The described coudiiion, the nonequilibrinm condition where there is a
deficit of minurity carriers and a depletion width ix eucesa of the equitibrium outne, ix
referred to as drop depletion.

The enisreuce of a IF> Wr euplarnx the reduced sulues of C observed in the rump
measaremoni. Moreover, the decrease in capacirauco with increased romp rate indicates a
greater dehcit of minority carriers and a wider depletion width. This is logicul, since the
greater the raixp rate, thr fewer rho number of oiinuriry carriers genoruted prior to arriving
at a given inversion blur.

The limiting case as far us deep-depletion is coucerned occurs when the semicondaclor
is totally devoid of minority carriers—totaity deep depleted. Rucept for a wider deptetiou
width, the rutul deep depletion conditioit shown in Fig. lfi.lfi(b) is precisely the same us
the simple depletion condition pictured in Pig. lfi.12(b). Consequently, by analogy, and
bared on the delta-depletion formulation, the hiioiiing-case capacitance exhibited by the
structure under deep depletion conditions should ho

C0 total deep depletionC

=

(Vu > VT p-typo; V0 < V5 n-type)

Rqnutiou (16.36) is In excellent agreement ssiih enperimeulul observations and is essen
tially identical to the result obtained from an esaci-charge analysis. The 2.6 V/sec rump
rain cnrve shown to Fig. lfi.t7 is an onample of a total-drop-depletion charactertstic.

16.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This chapter was denoted to introducing basic MOS terminolugy, concepts, sisualianlion
aids, analytical procedores, and the like. We began by describing the tt1OS-capuciior and
clearly defining what was 000isioned as the ideal MOS structure. The ideal MOS-C scrucs
not only aa a convanioni tool far the iniroductioo of MOS fondamenials, bni also pronidos
a poiot of reference for understanding and analyzing the mare complex behuvior of real
MOS structures. The reference nature of the ideal strnclnm will become more apparent in
Chapter Ifi where some of the ideuhieaiions will be removed and the ensuing perturbusitins
on the device characteristics will be curefolly esamined.

The internal slate of the MOS-C onder static-biasing conditions was qualiturivoly
described using energy band and block citarge diagrams. With the aid af the diagrams
the terms accumulation, flat band, depletion, and inversion wow given u physical inter
preioiion. Accomntution correspands to the pileup of majority carriers at the nuide—
semiconductor interface; fiat band, to no bending of the semiconductor bands, or eqnisu
teothy, to no charge in the semicondoctor; depletion, ho Ike repulsion of majority carriers
from the tuierfuce leaving behind an uocompeosased imparity-ion charge; and inversion, to
the pileep of minority carriers at the onide—seesiconductor iaterfuce.

As u point of information, it shuald be moulioord Ihat, in certain analyses, it is con
venient and reasonable to divide the depiction bias region as defined heroin into Iwo sub
regious. In some MOS publicatinna one therefare finds the term dapirtinu is only used in
referring to band beodiugs between = g and sja5 4. Weak irirersion is used lode-
scribe baud bendings from

= , to 4i In addition, ntrung hirarsiurt (implying
more inversion than weak inversion) replaces inversion as defined krrois.

Quantitative expressions for the charge density, electric field, aod etecirosiotic potcn
aul iunide an MOS-C are established by solving Poisson’s equation. .k first-order solotios
bused on the depletion approximation and fl-function modeling of the carrier charges was
presented in the chapter proper. An enact solutiun for the ctecIroslaiic variables can he
faund in Appendix B.

The qnalitulive and qnantitaiiva formalism that had been developed was sent applied
to modeling tIre MOS-C C—Vcharacterisrics in the (em- and high-frequency limits. Sample
ideal-structure characleristics svere presented and examined far parametric dependencies.
Finally, ihepractical meaning of ‘lose-frequency” and “high-freqneucy” svas clarified, and
deep depletisin was noted to occar when the bIOS-C is not allowed to equilibruie under

-: inversion biasing. Deep deplooun is a noacquilibrism condihiou where there is a deficit of
minority carriers and a depletion width in escnss of the eqoilibritim value.

uQ

Vu isuilsi

- tf—1

—u p

ih(

Figure 16,18 (a) Nonequtlibriarn charge unnfigaruiios inside an u-type tatOfl-capariruor under
dnnp-deplesiou rondinons. (b) ac. charge fiartuasuos iniidn thu MGS-C whnu Ike srmicoodsciue is
iuiaOy deep depleted.
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Figure E16,6

Si In guing from point (I) to point (2) the semiconductor clearly equilibrates at each

d.c. bias poini becunse of the very slow speed of the ramp. One therefore observes

the standard high-frequency C—V characlerisiie. With Ike rump rule increased at

point (2), the semicuaductor is nu longer able to equilibrate and is conscqneolly

driuen into deep depletion. II’ beoomes larger than IA/I and C decreases below the

mininrum high-frequency equdibrium oulue. When the sweep is stopped und the cu

paciiuoce increases from point (3) to point (4), equilibrium is syssemahically restorea

inside the desire through Ike geeeratiou of nouoriiy carrier holes in the near-surface

region As the holes are genoruied they add io the inversion layer, Ike depletion svidth

correspondingly decreases, and C increases buck to the equilibrium high-frequency

value.
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PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 16 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

) - I-, =0
kTiq ‘ kT/q

16.2 Lct us exaniine Fig. 16.8, particularly Fig. lfi.8(c), uiOre closely.

(a) Draw the block charge diagram describing the charge Situation inside an ideal p-bulk
MOS-C biased 51 the onset of inversion.

(b) Is your part (a) diagrans in agreement with the plot of p/qN0 versus x in Fig. l6.0(c)?
Explain why the p/c/NA plot has o spike-like nature near .e = 0 and shows a value of
p/qN0 = —2atx = 2.

(c) Noting thaI 4’r/(kT/q) 12 and T = 300 K was assuoted in constructing Fig 168,
determine W0. Is the deduced WT Consistent with the approxintale charge distribstion
shown is Fig. lti.8(c)?

.16.3 Construct a W1. Versus doping p101 similar to Fig. 16.9 Ihat is appropriate for GaAs.
Assume T 300 K; K5 12.85.

16.4 An MOS-C is maintained at P = 300 K, x0 0.1 /em, and the Si doping in N0 =

IO°/cm3.Compute;

(a) di0 tu kT/q units and in volts;

(b) It’ when
=

(c) ‘fig when
=

(d) V0 V.. when = (Ibm is this resull related to Fig. 16.10?)

• (e) With the Si doping (N,5 or N0), a,,, and the depletion-bias q55 value of the MOS-C
maintained at 300 K as input variables, write a Computer program that automatically
calculates

,,
N( ‘6, and V0. Check the ostpuL of your program againnt the reusEs

recorded in Exercise 16.3. Use the program to verify the manually generated answers
to parts (a)—(d) of this problem.

• 16.5 (a) Making use of Appendix B. show that the exact-solution equivalent of Eq.
(16.28) is

V0
= kT[0

+ 0s
;R(.a, F(UsL/r)]

where U5 = s/(kT/q) and U 5I(kT/q). See Eqs. (B.5), .l7), and (B.l8) in
Appendix B for the definitions of L0, F) U5, UF), and 1J5, respectively

(6) Construct a compuler program that calculules V0 as a fdnction of U5 using the part (a)
relationship. Only the semsconductor doping and .00 are to be considered input vari
ables; let T = 300 K and step U in one-unit increments from U U0 — 21 to U5 =

+ 21. Run the program assuming.0, 0.1 .am and N0 = lOS/cuts. Compare your
numerical resalE with the exact solution came in Fig. 16.tO.

16.6 (a) Following the approach suggmted in the text, derive Eq. (16.35).

(b) Assuming .n,, 0.1 sam, Na = lOIS/Cm5,and T = 300 K, compute;

(i) W0;
(ii) C/C0 inversion (vi —I vi)

(iii) T (delta-depletion theory).

(iv) Comment on the comparison of your C and V results with Fig. 16.13.

16.7 The energy band diagram for an ideal x, = 0.2 am MOS-C operated at T 300 K is

sketched in Fig. P16.7. Note that the applied gate s’oltage cuusns band bending in the semi

conductor such that E0 = E, at the Si—SiO, interface. Invoke the delta_depletion approxi

mation as required in answering the questions that follow.

E,

vs
£ 029 eV

0.36 eV
N,

jj / Figure P16.7

(a) Sketch the electrostatic potenliul () inside the semiconductor as a function uf

position.

(b) Roughly sketch the electric field ) inside the oxide and semiconductor as a function

of position.
(c) Do equilibrium conditions prevail inside the sernicoudtictor? Enplain.

(d) Roughly sketch the electron concentration versns positioe inside the semiconductor.

(e) What is the electron concentration at the SiSiOa interface?

(f) N0 = 7

(g) = 7

(h) V 7

What is the voltage drop (zhib,) across the oxide?

(j) What is the normalized smaf-signal capacitance, C/C0,of the MOS-C at the pictured

bias point?

f complete-i Diffiruliy Suggested Short

After Level Poiut Weighting De.ucri,,iiou

16.1 2 fine each diagram) v. ‘s sets/infer diagrams

16.2 “ 2 8 (a-2, b-3, c-3) Examine Fig. 16.8(c)

• 16.3 “ 2 8 GaAs tV,- vs. doping plot

*16.4 16.3.2 2—3 [Ifi(ard-2e.8) Calculate0,W ‘fig, V0

• 16.5 “ 3—4 15 )a-6, b-9) - Exact V0—5calculation

16.6 16.4.1 2—3 10 (a-4, b-6)________ Derive/use Eq. (16.35)

16.7 “ 3 20 (2 each part) Interpret N-band diagram

16.8 “ 2 5 (1/2 each entry) C and N-band vs. bias table

16.9 “ 3 16 (2 each part) Given N-band, deduce info

16.10 “ 3 8 )a-2, b-2, c-4) Intrinsic MOS-C

16.11 16.4.2 3 15(5 each part) SOS-C

16.12 “ 2 8 (4 each part) Giveu C—V. answer questions

16.13 “ 2—3 10(2 each part) Gives C—V. deduce info

16.14 2—3 16 (2 each part) Given 1.105-C, aes. qae.stions

16.15 “ 2—3 12(2 each part) Given Q-diag., deduce info

• 16.16 “ 3 Deep depletion C—V

16.17 “ 3 J 10 (a-2, b-3, c-5) x, and doping determination

16.1 For the 6’ ,/r, purameter sets listed below first indicate the specified biasiug condi

lion and thee draw the energy band diagram and block charge diagram that characterize the
static stole of the system. Assume the MOS structure lobe ideal.

/
kT/q kT/q

-IS
kT/q ‘ kT/q

kT/q kTfrj

(e)-0-=9 --=2l
kTIq ‘ kT/q

T
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16.8 Complete the following table making use of the ideal-sti-ucnare C—V characteristic
and energy band diagrams in Figure P16.8. For each of the biasing conditions named in the
table, employ letters (a—c) to identify the corresponding bias point on the ideal MOS-C
C—V charactertstic. Ltkewtue, OSea number (1—5)10 identify the band diagram associated
with each of the biasing conditions.

0 W

C

lb

r

Vo

0

Flgare P16,8
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16.9 Figure P16.9 is a dietensioxed energy bend diagram fur an Ideal MOS-C operIeed it

T 300 K with v0w 0. Nate that E = Eat dte Si—Si05 interface.

(a) Do eqnilibriam ennditions prevail inside the semtcooducinr?

,(d) 1)0=?

xd5 a0 = ‘I

(f) Draw the biock charge diagram cerresposdieg to the stein pictured in tIre energy b.ted

diagram. Foe reference purposes, include the maaimnm eqethbriem deplettox width,

IF9, on your diogeew.

(g) Sketch the general shape of the low-frequency C—V characteristic lobe expected from

the given lslOS-C Place as X on the C-V chacecteriscic ate point that roughly corre

sponds to the state pietxteed is the energy hand diagram.

(h) For the specific bias point pictured in the energy bend diagram. svhrch of the following

is the correct ecpeession foe the capuriteece exhtbrted by the stroetuee? Esplere.

606 FIELD EFFECT DEVICES

06.12 (a) Consider the C—V curses shown in Fig. P16.1 l(e). For which curve or curves Is

us equilibrium inversion layer present when V0> V? Explain.

(b) C—V reeves derived from two MOS-Cs with the salve gate area () ore romperrd is

Fig. P 6.12(b). The MOS-C exhibiting curve b has (choose cue: a thstfee, the sunee, a

thicker) ooide uod (choose one: a lower, the saute. u higher) dopiog thee die MOS-C

exhibiting curve a. Briefly esplais how you arrived at your chosen answers.

G

Figure P16.12(a)

- V0
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16.10 An ideal Jut05 capacitor is constrected on a substrate of inrrissic silicon.

(a) Sketch the energy bund diagram for the capacitor under Out butrd conditions. Include
the diagram for all three components of the M0S-C, property positioo the Feroti level
in the metal end semtcottdacroe, aod label tha energy lovels.

(b) Coostract block charge diagrams representing the capacitor oxdee the conditions of
position and negative gate bias.

(c) Invoking the delta-depletion approximation, sketch the tow-freqnettcy C—Vchoracter
istic foe the givea MOS-C. Justify the form of your sketch in each region of operotion.

16.11 With modera-day processing it is possible to peodnce semiconductor-oxide—semi
cottductor (SOS) capacitors in which a senoicoadactoe replaces the meeallie gate is a stan
dard MOS-C. Answer the questions posed below sssnmiog an SOS-C composed of two
identical n-type ttondegenerate silicon electrodes, an ideal struecare, coda biasing arrange
ment us defined by Fig. P16.11. lectnde any comments which may help to forestall u mis
isteepeetaciox of the requested pictorial aoswees.

(u) Drasv the energy band diageunr for the strectore when Ii) V5 = 0. (ii) V0 >0 hot small,
(iii) V0 > 0 and very large, (iv) V0 < 0 hoc small, and (v) V0 < 0 and very large.

(b) Draw the block charge diagrams roreespottding to the five biasing eonditiotss consid
ered in part (a).

(c) Sketch the expected shape of the high-frequency C—V characteristic foe the SOS-C
deserihed ix this problem. Foe reference pnrposes, also sketch on the same plot the
high-feeqoency C—V5 characteristic of an MOS-C assamed to have the same semi
coodector doping and oxide thickness as the SOS-C.
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16.13 The C—V characteristic exhibited by an bIOS-C (msamed to be ideal) is displayed
ix Figure P16.13.

Is the xemicosdaetor rompoxent of the MOS-C doped n-type or p-type? Indicate how
you arrived at your axswett

(h)’Draw’ the MOS-C energy band diagram corresponding to poixt (2) on the C—V char
acteristic. (Be sore to include the diogrems for all three components of the MOS-C,
show the proper band bendiag ix both the oxide and semicotrdoctor, and properly p0-
sition the Fermi level ix the metal aod semicondoctor.)

LcX’eaw the block charge diagram corresponding to point (1) ox the C—V characteristic.

(d) If the area of the MOS-C is 3 x l0— cm2. svhat is the ooide thickness (x3?

(eiIuvoking the delta-depletinx approximation, determine WT and the associated semi
coedxctor doping concentration for the given MOS-C.

16.14 Ax ideal MOS-C is operated at T 300K. x0 = 0.1 pm, N0 2 X 1015/cm3.and
.q= l0 cm5.

(a) Sketch the general shape of the high-freqaexry C—V characteristic to be expected from
the given device.

(5) Defining CMAT lobe the maximum high-frequency capacitance, determine CMAO.

(r) Definiog Cs.m to be the minimom high-freqxency capacitance, estimate Cuix employ
ing the delta-depletion approximation.

(Ø)’lf V0 = VT, determine (Oive both a symbolic and a xameoieal axswer.)

J0.56 eV
1.10eV

Figure P16.9

C0
(ii) C =

it
-t 2l’

C5 C0
(iii) C— (iv) C

K5W0
I+

Figure P16 11

C

Figure P16.13

Figure P16.12(b)
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Compale v1..

(f) Suppose the gale bias is such iltat 4i =r2-Draw the MOS-C energy baud diagram
corresponding 10 the specified gale bias. (Be sore Ia include lire diagranis far all tIller
compaurnis of the MOS-C. show lbs proper baad bending in bath the aside and semi
candsetar, and properly position the Fwnni level in the metal and semicandactar.)

(g) Sappase he gale bias is such ihe Ø 5r’2 Draw the black rlrarge diagram corre
sponding to the specified gale bias.

(h) The C—V characteristic of din desire is measnred as the d.c. bias is rapidly sssept from
arcnuunlaiian into inversian. Using a dashed line, sketch the eapeeied farm of lIre re
sulting C—V characteristic an the sante set of coardinaies as the pail (a) answer.

16.15 The d.c. state af an ideal MDS-eapdcitor is ehararterierd by ihe black charge dia
gram shams in Fig. P16.I5.

(a) Is lbs semieondaetar n- or p.iype? Esplain.

(hi Is the device aceomalatian. depletion, or ,nversian biased? Bsplain.3—

(e) Draw lbs energy band,diagraiu corresponding to the charge state pictured in the black
charge diagram. -/

(d) By appropriately modifying ihe black charge diagram, charactenee the charge stale
inside the MDS-C when a higli-freqsency ac. signal is applied lathe device.

(e) Sketch the general shape of the high-freqaeney C—V chararie?istse tohe expected fram
the sirnetara. Place an x an the C—V characteristic at nbc paint which roughly carre
syauds to ihe charge state pirtnred in the Fig. P16.15 block charge dingrsm.

(f) Vs’hile biased nt ihe same gate saltage giving rise to the Fig. P16.15 diagram, the
MOS-C is somehow iaially deep depleted. Draw the black rharge diagram describing
the new state of the sysiem.

• 16.16 Wriie a MAt_An (eampnter) pragram that ran be used ta ralenlaie and plot taialdeep-depletion C/C0 Terms V0 characteristics. Ta simplify iho pragminnsng, take ihe
MOS-C lobe p-type. Let V be the gale sahiage when d5 = up. Fallaming the pracrdnre
aailined in Extrrtse 16.5, ase the lam-freqneney relatianships found iii Aypendis C to
rnmpato the V5 S V ½ m r) portian af the chararirristie. Calculate C/ca versan V0
far V0 > V emplaying Bq. (16.31); stop ihe eatnpalatian at V0 SVT. Combine the
ralenlated C/C0 valars from tlte Iwo voltage ranges into a single plot. Setting x, 0.2 yam
and Na = 7.1 >1 lIla/mis, run yaar program and eanspare the platted autpat with ihe
tatal deep depletion rarvr in Fig. 16.17. (It mill be necessary to mirror ynor computed
p-typo characteristic abant a nentimal linn thraugh V5 0 to abtain the desired n-type
characteristic.)

16.17 The aside ihickness (u,) and claping canreutratian (Na or Na) reqaired in can
strntrttng C—V rhararturistucs and in modeling MOS desires me aften dedared directly
frnm iha measnred high-freqnunry MOS-C C—V data. Let as enplare the determination
pracedarr employing the high-frequency C—V daia recorded in Fig. 16.17.
(a) Thu measared capacitance snith the MOS-C heavily areamalated is used to determine

the aside thickness. The MDS-C yielding the characteristic shama in Fig. 16.17 eshib
ited a maximum capacitance (C0) af 82 pF aud had a gate area of A0 = 4.75 1<
105 em2. Determine .u, from ihe given data.

(hi Thu mensnred high-freqsenry eapseitauce with the MDS-C heorily inserted is used to
determine the semseanduriar doping concentration. Referring to Fig. 16.17, reeatd the
ntinimam high-fmqaeuey caIne of C/CQ observed mheu the device is biased far into
tnneesiou (V0 < —4 VI. Per Eq. (C. 1), found in Appendix C. associate a B5 with the
observed C/C0. Calculate W,0(inv) nsing the 5n determined in pan (a). Divide
W,n(inv) by Ln 2.91 Se 10-s em to obtaia the experimental name of IV,a(inv)/Lo.(Thu intrinsic Debye length, L0, is defined in Appendires B and C. The name qnated
here is appropriate far T = 300 K.)

(r) To an accuracy better than 0.05% over thn range 95 Un II, it hm been established
that041

W rhins)
m 2eIUrrt )2IfJFI — 1 + lu[1.lSiUrI —L0

where U m 4i/(kT/q). Uning manual or computer-based iterative trrhuiqoes, dater-
mine the valae of U needed to match the part (b) experimental value of W,v(inv)/Ln.Determine Un ta fasr siguiheani figures and eampate the earrespanding Na msnmiag
T = 300 K. (NOTE: ‘Cse Na valae deduced from Fig. 16.9 carrespandiag to

= W5(tnv) provides au ascetics first gaess far Na, which in torn can be used to
compote a first-gnoss name for Ur.]

17 MOSFETs—The Essentials

MOSFBT-based integtatnd eireaits have became the dominant technnlagy in the semiran
dnrtar indasiry. Them me literally hundreds of MOS-transistoreircuits in production today,
ranging from rather simple logic gates ased ie digital-signal praressing to custom designs
with both lagir and memory fanetians on the same siliron rhip. MOS prodsrts me faund
in a mind-boggling nnmbrn of elertrnuir systems, ineisding the now commonplace per
sonal eampeter. Initially the MOS-transistar was identified by several competing acro
nyms, namely, metal—nxide—semicandactnr transistor (MOST), innslated gate field effect
mansisiar (IGFET). and metal—osida—semirondactor field effect trsnsistnr (MOSFET).
(PIGFET and MISFET mere even saggested o’ith a smile at oae time or another) With the
passage of time, however, the transistor sirartare has commonly came to be knows as thr
MDSFET. In this chapter me are concerned with describing ike operation of the MOSFET
and modeling the device characteristics. We continue to assnme thu MOS stnuietare to be
ideal. Moreover, tho drnelapmeni foennas on the basic transistor configuration, the long-
channel (or targe-dimunnian) enhaoeemenn-mode MOSFET. An examination of small
dimnnsiou effects and stmctaral variations is undertaken in Chapter 19. We begin hem with
a qaalitative discussion of MOSFET operation and d.c. current lam inside the simetore,
progress thrnagh a qaantilative analysis of the d.c. (10—V5I characteristics, and eonrladn
miih on nxamination of the ac. respouse.

17.1 QUALITATIVE THEORY OF OPERATION

Figure 17.1(a) shasns a eat-assay view, and Fig. 17.1(b) a simplified erom-sertionol view,
of the basic MOS-transistor configarotian. Physically, the MOSFBT is essentially nothing
more than an MDS-eapaciior with twa pu janetions placed immediately adjacent to lbs
rrgion of the semirondactar controlled by the MDS-gatr. The Si substrate ran be either
p-type (as pietsred( or si-type; p’ junction islands are of course mqaired in n-bulk devices.
Also shosnn in Fig. 17.1(b) are the standard terminal and d.c. voltage dosignalians. The
drain rarreut (so), which lou’s in respouse to the applied terminal voltages, is the primary
d.c. observable. Cansistent with the naming of lhr desire leads, the current lam is always
sorb tfisr carriers (electrons in the present case) enter the strnrtnre throagh the sonnce (Si,
leave throngh the drain (Di, and me sabjert to the control or gating action of the gate (0).
The voltage applied to the gate relative to groand is V0, while the draio voltage relative to
gronnd is Va. Unless staled otherwise, me mill assame that the sourer and bark me
grounded. Please note that under normal operatioral conditions the drain bias is always

—
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Phnsphosdtcatc glass

p type substrate

Figure 17.1 The basic MOSFET strstctaee. (a) Idealized eur-urs’ay view of a p.balk (n-channel)
IaIOSFET. (b) Simplified cress-sectional view nf shr p-bulk (n-channel) situcture showing the ter
minal designations, carrier and csrrei,t flew directions, and standard biasing conditions. 3a) From
Beadle, Tsai, red plunseser°°. Reprinted soith pernsission of AT&T.]
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FIgure 17.2 Visualization ef vat-taos phases of V0 > Fe MOSFET eperotten. (a) V = 0.
(b) channel (inversion layer) narrowing order moderate V0 biasing; (c) pinch-off; and )d( postpinch
off (Va> V5,,,) aperatien. INote that the incorsinn layer widths, depletion widths, nix. are net drawn
in scale.)

channel pinches off inside the device, the point B is reached on the Ftg. 17.3 characterIstic,
that is, the slope nfl the iD—Va characteristic becomes approxmrately zero.

Fee drain veltages in excess of the pinch-off voltage, V551. the ptnched-aff perttoe of

the channel widens frem jest a point into a depleted channel seetten &L in extent (see

Fig. 17.2d). Being a region with few carriers, and hence lew cenduclance, the pinched-off
&L section absorbs mast af the veltage drop in excess of V5. Given a long-channel

sach as to reverse bias the drain pa junction (V0 0 for the Fig. 17.1(b) device). Finally,
reflecting the narmal flow of electrons within the structure, the drain current for the p-bulk
device is taken to be positive when flowing frem the external circuit into the drain termiual.

Ta determine Itow the drain current is expected to vary as a function of the applied
terminal voltages, let us first conceptually set V0 = 0 and examine the situation inside the
structure as a function of the imposed gate voltage. When V0 is accumulptien or depletion
biased (V0 V, where VT in the depletion—inversion transition-point veltuge), the gated
regina between the sonece and drain islands centains either au excess or deficit of holes and
very few electrons. TItus, laoking along the sarface hetweeti the a islands under the cited
conditions, one effectively sees au open circuit. When V0 is inversian binned (V0 > Vr),
however, an iltversion layer containing mobile electrons is farmed adjacent to the Si sur
face. Now loeking along the nurface between the it’ islands one sees, as pictured in
Fig. 17.2(a), an induced “n-type” region (the inversian layer) or cenducting c/inane) con
necting the source and drain islands. Naturally, the greater the inversion bias, the greater
the pileup of electrons at the Si surface and the greater the coaductance of the inversion
layer. An inverting gate bias, therefore, creates or induces a source-ta-drain channel and
determines the matsimnm cenductance of the channel.

Turning nest to the actien of the drain bias, suppose an invernine bias V0 > V.r is
applied to the gate and the drain voltage is increased in small steps starting from V0 0.
At Vu 0 the situation inside the device is as pictured in Fig. 17.2(a), thermal equilibrium
obviously prevails, and the drain current is ideittically zero. With V0 stepped to small posi
tive vetrages, the surface channel merely acts like a simple resistor and a drain current
properlional tO Vn begins to flow into the drain terminal. The partion of the in—V0 rela
tinnship corresponding te small V biases is shewn us the tine from the origin to point A
its Fig. 17.3. Aisy Vu > 0 bias, it should be interjected, sinsultaneously revel-se biases the
drain pn juncrien, and the resulting reverse bias junction current llesving into the Si sub
strate does contribute tn ‘a’ In well-made devices, however, the junction current is totally
negligible compared In the channel current, provided Vu is lenu than the junction break
down voltage.

Once Vu is increased above a few tenths of a salt, the device enters a new phase ef
opemlion, Specifically, the voltage drop from the drain Ia the source assuctated with the
flow of current in the channel starts to negate the inverting effect of the gate. As pictured
in Fig. 17.2(b), the depletion region widens in going dawn the channel from the source to
the drain and the number of inversiun layer carriers correspondingly decreases. The re
duced number nf carriers decreases the channel cenductance, which in turn is reflected as
a decrease in the slope of the observed 10—V0 characteristic. Continuing to increase the
drain voltage causes a progressive redaction in the chuuuel carrier coucentration and the
systematic slope-over in the ‘n”t’a characteristic netcd in Fig. 17.3. The greatest decrease
in channel carriers eccurs near the drain, raid evenmulty the inversion layer completely
vanishes drops below N0) in the near vicinity of the drain (see Fig. t7.2c). The
onset of surfuce depletion at the drain end of the channel, the special situatian where
the channel carrier concentration at the Si—SiO, inmerfuce immediately adjacent to the
drain becomes equal te the balk doping concentration. is referred tone pintch-off When the

device where 5 L 4 L, the scarce to pinch-off region of the MOSFET will be essentially
identical in shape and will have the same endpoint voltages for all Vu ar When the
shape of a conductive region and the potential applied across the region do not change, the
current through the region must also remain invariant. Thus, i, remains approximately
constant for drain voltages in excess of V0,, provided L 4 L If &L is comparuble to L,
the same s’ollage drop (V0,0)will uppear across a shorter channel (L — L) and, as noted
ia Fig. 17.3, the post-pinch-off ‘n itt such devices mill increase sontesvhat with increasing
Vu> la,u.

Thus far we have examined the rcspnnse of Ihe MOSFET to the separate manipulation
of the gate and drain biases. To establish a complete set of in_Vu characteristics, it is
necessary 10 combine the results derived from the separate considerations. Clearly, for
V0 S VT, the gate bias dues net create a surface channel and 0 for all drain biases
below the janctiott breakdown voltage. For all V0 > 14 a characteristic of the form shown
in Fig. 17.3 svill be observed. Since the conductance of the channel increases with increas
ing 1%, it follows that the initial slope of lhe in—V0 characteristic wilt likewise increase
ssillt increasing V0. Moreover, tIre greater the nutnber of inversion layer carriers present
when V0 0, the larger the drain voltage required to achieve pinch-off. Thus Vuoo itlust
increase snith increasing V0. Front the foregoing arguments one couclndes thur the varia
tion of ! smith V0 and V0 must be ef the form displayed in Fig. 17.4,

The !o_Vn charscteristicsjust established cnafmcm rho “transister” tulane of the MOS
FET structare. Transistor action results, of course, when 4 flossing in an oulpat circuit is
modulated by an input voltage applied to the gate. Relative to lerminelegy, we should note
that the portine of the characteristics where Ve > Vn,,i for a given V0 is referred to as the
.sotttraejort regien of operation: the portion of the characteristics svhere V0 < V0,, is called
the (mean- (or sometimes er/ode) region of operation. Also, the MOSFET is known as an
n’chartsei device when the channel carriers are electrons; when the channel carriers are
holes the MOSFET is designated a p-channel device.

(hi
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Figure 17.3 General variation of 1 with Ve for a given 14> Fr.
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FigEre 17.4 General Form of tm In_hi, characteristics expected from a lairg shasnol (hi. S L)
MOSFET

Exercise 17.1

F: Suppose the preceding section is to be rewritteu with the illustrative MOSFET
eltuoged froet an ri-eltaunel to a p-ehaitttet device. Indicate how the figures iu the
sectioa mast he moflified if the MOSFET axed foE illustrative purposes is a p-chanuel
device.

5: The required modihcatiuEs cue he sammarieed as follows:

Figure l7.1(u)... p-type substrate —> ri-type substrate; n° draie/saorce —up’ drain/
source.

Figure 171(b)... hales replace eleclrouv as the cltaisecl carriers; p-Si balk (sub
strate) —u c-Si bulk; V0 S S —a V0 S 0 in the polaeity comment uear thc draiu
terteiual; the arrows are reveesest to show positive 4, curro,tt flow from the
source to tlse drain and uut of the draiir contact. (IEEE couvetrtiuu always defines
tlte current flowing into a device terteinal to he positive. Strictly adhering to the
cunventiue would make ‘n s 0 iu p-chanuet MOSFETv nuder normal uperaliug
conditions. Herein we prefer to deal mitts pirvilive drain correuts.)

Figure 172... change the sourceldrain dopiugs to p.

Figure 17.3... Vu __

— t4, and —a
— Vu,,, along the a-auis of the plot. Alter

natively, the existing (4, labeling could he retaiued and the ehamcleristics appro
priately redratvn aloug the negative portion of the n-avis. (Adheriug to IEEE
coirvention. the chameterislics are sometimes dmwa in an upside-dawn fauhton
in the third p101 quadraul where bath ‘u S and (4,5 fl.)

Figure 174... replace “V0 increasittg” with” — V increasing’ and V with
—

V.
Since VT < 0 in a p-channel device, no current flaws if V0 > ‘T and current is
observed if V0 < VT.

tu additive to the noted chairges to the flgares proper, the inequality sigus must
he reversed in the Fig. 7.2 and 17.3 captions.

17.2 QUANTITATIVE InVn RELATIONSHIPS

During Ilte course of MOSFET dcvelvptveut there has evalsi-d a hierarchy of tong-channel
le.’Vu formelatious that provide progressively increased accuracy at the expense of in
creased cnmptesity. We u’ill rvarnine two of the formalatious: the “sqaure-lasu” theory aed
the “bulk-charge” theory. The former provides very simple relationships; the latter is a
mnch more accurate representation of reality. talerestingly. all bet the ‘heal derivational
steps in the tsvv theories ace ideirtical. Comments relative to more evading long-chanreel
theories cue be fonud at the end of the serfion.

17.2,1 Preliminary Considerations
Threshold Voltage

From the qnalitative deseriptiou of MOSFET operation it shunld he obvious that the pa
rameter T plays a proasiatent role in determining the precise eutare of the device charac
termattes. In MOSFET analyses V, is commonly called the rhreehuld or tam-on voltage.
The transtutor starts to carry correct (turns on) at the oaset of inversion. A compatatioeal
expression for the important V, parameter is readily established using the results of Sub
section lfl.3.2 and the fact that V0 = V, when # = 2. Specifically, given an ideal
n-channel (or p-bulk) device, simple suhsritntion ieto Eq. (I h.2fl) yields

V — 2 + ... ideal n-ehanne
— 4h’ K0 i,1 K5n5 (p-bslk) devices

Q(y)fer(XY)n(x.Y)dc

-— Pa
— 1 + Ot,(’0 — V)

Analogously,

(17. Ia)

I — K5.n,
— . .

- ideul p-channel
(17 Ib)LZt\C5c0( ‘pr) (n-bulk) dejJ
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Effective Mobility

In deriving qaautitative eupressious for the MOSFET d.c. characteristics ann encounters a
acre parameter keowu as the “effective mobility.” The carrier mabiliries, pa,, and n were
first described in Section 3.1 and mere noted to be a measure of the ease of carrier motion
within a seieirneductor crystal. In the seaticuedactor bulk, that is, at a puiet far removed
from the Semiconductor surface, tIre carrier mobilities am typically determined by the
amouut of lattice scattering and ioniced imparity scattering takieg place inside the material.
For a given temporarnre and semiconductor dupiop, these bulk mobilities (ia, and r) are
well-defined and wetl-decamented material cuustantv. Carrier motion in a MOSFET, hum’-
ever, takes place in a surface inversion layer suhere the gate-induced electric held acts so as
to accelerate the carriers tom’ard the sorface. The inversion layer carriers therefore euperi
ence motion impeding collisions svith the Si surface (see Fig. 17.5) in addition co lattice
aud iuuicud imparity scattering. The additional surface ucatrerisg mechanism lowers the
mobility of the carriers, with the carriers constrained nearest tIre Si surface experiencing
the greatest redactioe in mobility. The reselling average mobility of the inversion layer
carriers is called the effecrire mobility aed is given the symbol )2, or

Seeking to establish a formal mathematical eupressiuu for the effective mobility, let vs
consider an n-channel device with the structure aud dimensions specified in Fig. 17.b. Lei
x be the depth into the semiconductor measured frem the ouidr—seuaicoodneror interface,
y the distance along the cbauuel measured from the source, xi, (y) the channel depth, n(x, y(

the electron eanceerralion at a poiul (x, y( in the channel, and #rft x) the mobility of
carriers at the Ic, y) point in the channel. Invoking the standard averaging procedure, the
effective mobility of carriers ae arbitrary distauce y from the source is given by

Ic

I
pa, (.n, v)u(x. )‘) dx

= ‘aria (17.2)

- L a(x,y(dx

For future reference iris useful to vote that the electronic chargelema in the rhanael at au
arbitrary poiut y is

= —q
Iv

nCts-)de (17.3)

Figure 17.6 Device stmctnrr, dimensions, aud aoerdinarr urienialiuos assumed in the qnaetitaiiaeanalysis.

leading to the alternative eupressioe

(17.4)

Ztwew.m=

if the dram voltage is small, the channel depth and carrier charge will be more on less
nerform from sanrce ro drmn and the effective mobility svill be essentially the same for all
y-vatam. When the drain voltage becomes large, an the other hand, xi, and Q vary with
pusitiun, ard it ts reasonable to eupect that 4,, likewise varies semew-hat in going dosun the
channel from the source to the drain. Fortunately, in long-channel devices the cited ydependence can typirully be neglected without introducing a significant error. Thus, in ihiu
chapter we will subsequently ranmuiderpi, robe a deoieo paramerer rhar is iridependeor ofyand the applied drain voiruge V0.

Eelarive to the dependence of 4, on the applied gale voltage, increased inversion bi
asing increases the x-direruion electric held acring ou the carriers and confines the carriers
closer to the oxide—semiconductor interface. Surface seatterieg is enhanced and il, therefore decreases suuth meereased inversion biasing—a dependence that canoor be ignored. Theexact )i,, sersns (4, depeudence varies from device to device bar generally fullews (he form
dtuplayed in Fig. 17.7. To first order the depeudence cmv be modeled by the empirical
relationship

Figure 17.9 Visaal,eatiun uf surface s’aa’rrruig at the Si—fiG, iniertace. (17.5)
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o.c I I based on precedent established in similae problems, it is reasanable to neglect the diffusien
cnmpnneni of the cnrrnnt fqD5Vn) in Eq. (17.6). Implementing the saggeated simpliflea
vions yields

0.6 m an qye5n’g5 = —qn (in the eandacUng channel) (17.7)

04
. All of the qnantities in Eq.(l7.7)—a5,a, and Ja5—are, of coarse, a-and y-pnsitionde

#bnth ‘ pendent. 4Nv’ liken, is especled to be qaite large al a = S’ ned to drop off rapidly an one
moves into the senticondnctar balk.

Since cannes flaw is restricted to the sarface channel, the enerenl passing thronglt any

02
. cross-sectional plane snithin the channel mast be eqnal to 1. That is,t

= — —Zf0Jn (17.fia)

00 4 8 12 16 / dnia\/ foist
vts—Vr(vnlsnl . = —q j ja5(a.y)n(x,y)da ) (17.fib)

dy/\ t /
Figaro 17.7 Sneiple variation nf /3, mifli she applied gain voltage (V0 an 0). Data (0) from San

and PlaminertiSt. Eqaatian (175) wan used so eattattact the valid-line carve. (inane = 1340 d Upon enamining Eq. (17gb), note that she second bracket an the right-hand tide of the

emtrV-sm, = 047 emaN.vne. and 6 = 0.6446/V.) eqaatian isjast /i,,Q0 (see Eq. 17.4). Eq. (l7.8b) that simplifies to

= Z/3sQn4a (17.9)

where yn and 6 are constants. Eqaatian (17.5) was aned to eanslract the solid line carve in

Fig. 17 7 after deterniining ).a and 6 franc a lnast-nqnares Otto the enperimnasal data. Fi- Neat, realizing thaI 10 is independent of y, we can rental Eq. (17.9) into a more aseful fnrm

tally, note from Fig. 17,7 thaI the sarfacs scattering phenomenon can he rather significant, by tetegrasing 1 aver she length of the channel. Specifically.

giving rise so effective mohilities voesiderabty below the balk fn5. .f I0dy = mnL = —zJ fl5Qdgi (17.10)

17.2.2 Square-Law Theory

The MOSFET ander analysis is taken so he a lang-channel device wish the straclare and or, wtth )3 being position independent,

dimensions as specified in Fig. 17.6. The flgare also indicates the assnmnd coordinate

orientations. =
— Z1n, 1v,,

d
Foe gate voltages above tarn-on (V0 an Vi), and drain voltages below pinch-off °

_
(17.11)

(0 ar V w V0,,,), she derivation of the sqanre-law ía — Vj relattonship proceeds as

follows: In general tee mu write An analytical enpressian relating Q to the channel potential at an arbitrary point
y is abvianaly reqaired tn complete the derivation. Working to establish the reqained

qpa,st6 + qDVn (17.6)

Within the candacsing channel she narrnnt flaw is almost ennlnsively in she y-dieectinn. 5(a) The ssinas sign uppeuru is the neursut formula for!5 baaaass rein a-need to be paiisian is vhs —y-dirnatins.

Moreover the ddfnsian nampaisnat of Use current vs often foand to he aegis thin when °
at0 5au t0ma ddild0

, it line I g Tiv f m
two

ad v th 0 t ne

dealing with she mane naseerana eaerinr as a given pains inside a semienedantar. That, at Eq. 117.8), was inkee tote constant none the a-width on the sliaennl.
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nnprenstan, we rennll that she nqsilibriam inversian-laync charge inns MOS-C almnss pee- -) A
essely balannm she char e added in the MOS C 0ate when V4 nneeeds VT On other aeda Eq (17 i6)enpeesston

t/n relationship cuss nnw he essahls hevl by sioply bsttsautssg the

2Q
(sg)_Q (char6e)wQ

VOVT (1112)

flecanan the charges are added immediately adjacent lathe edges of the onide, we can alan
L T e 2 j V0 an VT

(17.17)

ansetr :
I

/charge\
It should be reemphasized that she foregoing development and Eq (17 17)

thQaas cV0 C5)Eq — VT) ,.. V0 an V (17.13) mPPlF0;lPbe1awPinnhoff. In fact, she compated 1 versas V0 far a given l’ nctttaliy
a nInes in enness of Vn,,, are snadveu’sensly snbstitated into

and therefnre .
flq. (17.i7). As pointed ant in the qaalvlassve discussion, hasvever, f is uppeanimasely
constant if V0 enceeds V0551,]’0 first order, then, the past pinch-off portion of the nhaenc

=
— C5(V0

— VT) . . . Eq an VT (17.14)
teniattes can be modeled bysvmplyseaing

where
= 1n’aa=nen 1n,a (17.10)

rc==s. (17.15)
or

Z/3CF Vt]

‘5 .
.

10,0
= ‘j_t[(Va — VT)Vma — _‘taiJ (17.19)

i the on de capacitance per urns area of the gate
Whereas the entice back side in an M0S-C vs grnnnded, the bottom-side “plate” pa

tentia) in a MOSFET varies from zero at the source to V0 at the drain. As envisioned in
ti5i p can he simplified snmewhal by nosing that pinch-off at the drain end

Fsg. 17.8, she MOSFET can he likened is a resistive-plate capacitor where the plate-ta-
a en need implies Qv(L) —nO when ç6(L) = V0 —o Vass. Teas fearn Eq. (17.16)

plate potential difference is V0 as the sanree, V — V0 at the drain, and V — at an
nebitraty pointy Clearly, the potential drap V0 — at an arbiseary point yin the MOSFET — C,) V0

— VT — Va,,,) = 0 (17.20)
functionally replaces the aitiform Eq potential drop in an MOS-C. Utilizing Eq. (17.14) we
therefore canclade

or

Q&) an —CJ,V4
— VT — •) (17.16)

(17.21)

and

V//////////

______________

von i—-y ass2 — Z,U,C
I . ‘11 ,f

nw — -‘y”-(V0 — VT) (17.22)

Moan MO5FET
th

Neglecting /3’a dependence on V0, Eq. (17.22) predicts a salarntioe drain carreat
Figure 17.6 Capncisan-lihe mndel fan deseensising she charge in the MOSt/VT rhassel. dependence

the sqanre of the gate voltage above torn-on, the na-called “sqaare-lnw”
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(C) Exercise 17.2

P: If the square-law 4, divided by Z4, C,,/L is plotted versus V for select values of
Va_VT, the resoltitig normalized characteristics are device independent—the same
characteristics ave ebtained for any combination oil L, 4,,, n,, and N5. Constract
saclt a “universal” plot specifically shaming the characteristics corresponding to
VCVT l,2,3,aod4V.

St Tltr requested plot iv prevoeted in Fig. E17.2. The MATLAS program listed below
was used to generate the plot.

MwtiAn progrant script -

Fr “Uttiversal” ID-VO Characteristics III Sqeare-Lam Theory

Frlnitialication
close
clear

%Le1VOT = VO - VT,
for VGT=4:-l: I,

%Frimary Competation
VU = liospace)0,VGTI;
1DVOTrVDVLinVD,f2;
Iosat=VGTeVGTI2;
VD)VD,9};
ID=[lD,lDsat);

%Plotting and Labeling
if VGT= =4,
plot) VD.lD); grid;
axia([0 10010]);
alabelçVo (volts)’); ylahelflD/(4aCofi-)’i;
tevt(fi,lDsat+0.2,’VG-VT=4V’);
hold Os
else,
plot(VD,ID);
%The following ‘if lohels VU-VT cerves <4
if Vt3T= =3,
tect(fi,llJsat+0.2,’VG-VT=3V’);
elneif VOT= = 2,
trat(fi,H3sat+0,2,’VG-VT=2V’);
else,
trvt)fi,lDsat+t3.2,’VO-VT= IV’);

17.2.3 Bulk-Charge Theory

Althoegtt appearing very reasonable and soned on first inspection, close scmtiny reveals
that the square-law theory contains a major fiavv. The capacitor-like model used in the
square-law analysis assumed changes tu gate charge going down the MOSFET channel
were balanced solely by changes in Q5. This is equivalent to implicitly assaming the de
pletion width at all channel points from the source to the drain remainn fixed at WT even
under V0 w 0 biasing. In reality, as pictured in Figu. 17.24,) to )d), the depletion width
wiarns in progressing from the source to the drain when V0 w 0. This point-tn-point varia
tion in the depletion layer or “bnlk” charge must be included in any charge balance
relationship.

With changes in the depletion width, WCv), taken into accoonr, one more accurately
deduces

Q)y) —C(V0
—

V7.
— ) + qN,,[W)y)

— W] (17.23)

end
end

end
hold oil

vo IroinI

Fignre 617.2

Squara-law theory

teonrE’nn—rennnnnntxcu 627

Eulk-oharge ihenry IN5 = tO’5lnm’l
— — —

— Eulh-rhwge ihoni7’ (N,,” ti/emil
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where, making use of the dnlta-dnpletion results in Chapter Id,

W)y)
= [2Ksrn12,

+ 0)] (17,24)
p/I,,

WT = [:n20r)]° (17.25)

Thus, combining Eqs. (17.2)) to (17.25) and introducing

Vw m T (17.2fi)

one obtains the balk-charge theory analogue of Eq. (17. Id), namely,

F ifl \1
Qrc(Y) = CrLV0 — VT — 0 — Vwç)l + — I)] (17.27)

The pmdicted 10 — I/ relationship based on thr bulk-charge formulation is nnxt

readily obtained by snbstitnting Eq. (17.27) into Eq. (17.11) and integrating. The end

result is

for 0 V0 as Vmn (17.2fi)

and V0 as V

As in the sqaare-tasv analysis, the post pinch-off portion of the characteristics me approni

mately modeled by setting 4, evaluated at V0> Va,,, equal O 4 at V0 V0,,,. Likewise,

an expression for V0,, can be obtained by noting Q0(y),_,, .-.a 0 in Eq. (17.27) when

0(L) 14, —a ¶/,,,,. One finds

1EV - V / V.Y1” / VULVorM =

t4,
- V - Vwjj +

(17.29)

Having coacladrd the mathematical development, let us enaooine the results and maheappropriate comments. First of all, it shoald be vecogaired that the printary asset of the

nqnare-law theory’ is its simplicity. Oenrral trerds, bovic intrrvolationshipa, and the liko can

i

t’0_V=tV

. I

4 6 6 to tz

/Z)2r C,
kL

V0 Ivottsi

Flgare 17.9 Comparison af the mnVo characteristics derived from the sqanro-law and balk-ehargo
thmrim. The bath-charge corsea were computed assuming a, = 0.1 m and P = 300 K.

be established using the square-law formalution without an encesaive amount of mathn
matical entanglement. The balk-charge theory, on the othnr hand, in in good agcenment
with the experimental characteristics derived from long-channel MOSFETs. It ihauld also
be noted that, nlthoagh Eqo. (17.25) and (17.29) are decidedly more complno than their
aqaam-law analogues, the added terais, the terms not appearing in Eqs. (17.17) and (17.21),
respectively, are ulways negative and net primarily to reduce ‘a and Var,. for a given sot of
operational conditions. Figure 17.9. which compares thn two theories, condrms the fore
going observation and also illustrates another well-lcnomn property—the accuracy of the
square-law theory improvns an the substrate doping is decreased. :In faCt, the hallNchargr
theory mathematically reduces to tha sqearn-law theory as N,, (or N0) —a 0 and .r, -40,

Exercise 17.3

Pt Suppose the gate and drain of an ideal n-channel MOSFET are tied together as
pictnrnd on the following page. .n, = 500 A, N,,, 1W5/cm’, NIL = 10, 4
fi25 cm’/V-sec, and T = 300 K. Employing the bolk-charge theory, determine 4,
when
(a)Vn”’VoIV;
(b)V0=V0=3V.
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S: (a) This is somewhat of a trick question. We note

and

ln(N,5/ri) = 0.0259 In(1015/1010)= 0.358 V
q

V = 24u + tx,, \/r

= 0.716
+ (ll.8)(SX l0-) [(4Xl.fixio_bs(iObo(0358)]’t

= 1.42 V

With V 1 V. V < Fr and therefore the transistor is turned off;

(b) Computing i by simply sobstituting V = V5 = 3 V into Eq. (17.28) gives on
incorrect result. As noted in the tent and as illustrated tn FIg. 17.9, V,,,1 in the bulk-
charge theory occurs at a lower voltage than the square-law Vnun = V6 V.,.. Since
Vn V0 - it follows that V0 t’> V0

— V.,.> V0,,,,,. With the gate and dram tied
together, the MOSFET is sottsrated biasedfor all V0 = V0 >

Respectively employing Eq. (17.15). (17.25), and (17.26>, we hod C,, 6.90 3<
10 F/cm2, WT 3.06 3< l0 cm, and V 0.71 V. Substitotiog into Eq. (17.29)
then yields 1/a,,,, = 1.15 V. Finally, compnting 1,., ostng Eq. (17.28) with V0 V0,

l.l5Vgives382.

17.2.4 Charge-Sheet and Exact-Charge Theories
Both the square-law and bulk-charge theories suffer from two severe inherent Ittuttations.
For one, the charge in the MOSFET channel (Q0 in the preceding analyses) was assumed
to be identically zero foe gate voltages at and below the threshold voltage. In an actual
device, the channel charge becomes small, but does not completely vantsh. As a conse

FIgure 17.11 Sobtheeshnld transfer characteristics of n-channel MOSFET5 having the samu pa
ranretnes as the Fig. t7.t0 device except N0 10°/cm5 vi N tO15Icm’ and a,, 0.013 fam.
The (*) are evperimental data. Suiting Vn = 1 V. the solid- and dmhed-tine curves were computed
respectively from the esact_charge and charge-shoot relotiunships found in Appendin 13. The ideal
devicn curvus were shifted alung the seltago asis to onhance the comparison with the esperi
rnontal data. (Reprinted from Pierret and Shields[iI, © 1983, with kind permission from Elseviur
Science Lid.)

17.3 a.c. RESPONSE

17.3.1 Small-Signal Equivalent Circuits

The a c response of the MOSFET, routinely expressed in terms of a small-signal equivalent

circuit, is most conveniently established by considering the twa-port network shosVa in

Fig. 17.12(a) Initially we restrici our considerations to low operational frequenctes where

capacitive effects may be neglected. It should be noted that the followtng development and

resalts are very similar to those of the i-PET prnsentutlon in Sobsectrva 15.2.4.

ilnence, a residual dratn current flows between the source and drain at and below thethreshold voltage. This restdnal drain enrrettt is called the subthreohold currenr and itsprecise value is often of interest. Second, the square-law and bulk-charge relationships doeat self-sutarate----ir is necessary to artificially construct the above pinch-off portion of theciturucieristics.
The noted failings are removed in the charge-sheet and exact-charge formulations;either theory can be used to compute the subthreshold current, and both theories are self-saturating. The 10—V0 computational relolionohips resulting from the charge-sheer andexact-charge models are reproduced in Appendix 13. The enact-charge results are established by working with the exact-charge distribution inside the MOSFET. Although notoverly complex, the exact-charge result does involve integrals. The charge-sheet modelmay be viewed us a simplilied version of the enact formulation, Of the theories discussed.the charge-slicer formulaston provides the besi trade-off between accuracy und complexity.Sample 10—V5characteristics resulting from the cited more-enacting theories are shosvn inPig. 17.10. Computed and observed subthreshold characteristics of I versus V6 with Voheld constant are presented a Fig. 17.11.

Vn (salts)

Figure 17,10 Theoretical current-voltage characteristics of an ,s-chonnel MOSFET with x,,0.05 taut, N5 10°/cm5,53,, = 550 cmu/V.see, L 7 pm, Z 70 pm and T = 23CC. The solid-line curves were derived from the enact-charge result while the dashed-line curves were comparedusing the charge-sheet theery. (Reprinted tram Ferret and ShieldsIIT. © 1983. with kind permissiunfrom Elsevier Science Lid.)

0OFEToai

enaW

fbi

T0 4ea

(0)

Figure 17.12 (a) The MOSFET viewed as a twa-port network. (b) Low-frequency sod (c) high-frequency small-signal equivalent circuits charactericiug the ac. respunse uf the MOSFET.

We begin by exaininittg the device iepot. Looking into the input part between the galeand grounded source/substrate, one sees a capacitor. A capacitor, however, behaves (to firstorder) like an open circuit at low freqaeocies. It is standard practice, therefore, to modelthe low-frequency input to the MOSFET by an open circuit.
Al the output port the d.c. drain current has been established to be a fuecliou ofand V0; that is, I 10(V0,V0).When s.c. drain and gate potentials, a0 and v, arerespectively added to the d.c. druiu and gate terminal voltuges, V0 and V6. the draiu currentthrough the strectare is modified to ‘n1 V0> + i,1, whete u is the ac. component of thedrain coerent. Provided the device can follow the ac. changes in potential, which is certainly the ruse at low operational frequencies, one eon state

0 1.0 20 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0
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and

÷ 1,(V0,V0)= io(Vo+tc,i,llv+nun) (l7.30u)

= bo(t’o+tu,(’v+t5r) — 1.,(V0,V0) (17.30b)
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The latter form of Eq. (17.37) moo establiohed ooing the below pinch-off g, eotry in
Table 17. t. The important point to note it thot the choooet teogth L is doe key parometer in
determining iocreased MOSFET operatiog freqoeooieo are ochieoed by decreasiog
the chounet tength.

17.3.3 Small-Signal Characteristics

Repreoeotatioe plots of oelerted omolt-sigoot ehoracteriotics thot hove received opeoiol at
tentioo in the device literatare oro shown in Fig. 17,13. Pd versos Vv with Vs, = 0 hot bees
coed to obtain a reasonably accarate estimate of VT. This is accomplished by extrapolating
the linear portico of the g—V0 characteristics into the V0 ado and eqeating the voltage
intercept to VT. The basis for this procedure ran be understood by referring to the below
pinch-off g entries iv Table 17.1. With V0 0 the drain ceadactanre in bath the sqaarn
law aad balk-charge theories redoces to

g.&vCa(V
— VT) (V0=0)

To first order, thee, g is predicted to be a linear fanction of Vt,, going to zero when V0 =

Vr. The experimental characteristic does not completely vanish at V0 = VT becaase there
to a small minority-carrier coecentratiott in the surface chaanel at the depletion—inversion
transition point. This residoal concentration is neglected in both the square-law and balk-
charge theories. The p,, verses V0 characteristic with V = 0 has also been ased to dcdaee
the effective mobility. Since Pa is dirertly proportiottol to , according to Eq. (17.38), /3,,
versas V0 can be eompnoed readily from the g—V0 data. This mobility measorement
method is accarate provided the device cootains a low drasity of interfacial traps (see Sob
sectioe 18.2.4). A moderate-to-large density of ieterfacial traps weald spread oat the
g,1—V0 characteristic and yield a follacioasly low valae for /3,.

The secand characteristic in Fig. 17.13 typifies the gate capacitance verses V0 depen
dence derived from the MOSFET when the draio is groanded. The MOSFET C0—i-’0
(V0 = 0) characteristic has been coed for diapenstic perposes in mach the same maener as
the MOS-C C—V0 characteristic, The MOSFET characteristic caa, in fart, be modeled to
first order by the tow-frequency MOS-C C—V0 theory. Unlike the MOS-C, however, a tow
freqeency type charocreriatic is observed even whea the MOSFET is probed at freqoencics
exceeding 1 MHz. A low-freqtirncy characteristic is obtaived bacause the source and drain
islands supply the mivority carriers reqaired for the strectore to follow the a.c, flactoatioes

632 FtELO ervucv neatcen

Espaading rIse first term on tie right-havd side of Eq. (l7.30b) iv a Taylor series aboat the

d.c. operating point, and keeping only first-order trenis In the enpansioe (higher-order

tertos are negligible), otto obtains

io(Vo+ua,Vv+V) =10(V0,V0)+ tI +

which whea substitated into Eq. (17.30b) gives

at0 at0

= i’s,

+
t’e

Dimeanioaally the partial derivatives in Eq. (17.32) are coedactancas. Introdacieg
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r’-0V0=io,,w,,i - .

- the drain or chanaet conductance

‘3’
g,,, -— . . . transcoadnetance or mataal condnctance

Table 17,1 MOSFET Stoall-Sigeal Farametero.t

I3clou’ptech-vff(V0 Vs,,,) Abovepinch-itff(V> Va,,,)

Sqaare Z)2C
— V — Vn)law L

Ealk Z/t,C, ga 0
charge Pd —Z-”IVv — Vr — V0

V(’s/ii/2/3
—

l)J

Square Z/3,C,, Z/L,C,,
—law m

L T L

EnIk ZJZ,,C, Z)Z,C,,
charge Pm y’Vo Pm = jVaw

with Vow, per Eq. (17.29)

(17.31)

(17.32)

(17.33o)

(17.33b)

(17.34)

‘unities in the sable were ohlaies,t ho direor ditreros,iatios or Eqs. 117 71, 1t7.221, asd (t7.2t1. Thu variation or
9, with Y0 was segleatea is eeoblishirg the Cm envretiions.

island. The overlap capacitance is minimiced by forming a thicker oxide in the overlap
region or preferably throagh the use of self-aligned pate procedures. In the self-aligned
gate tabrtcation process a MOSFET gate material that can withstand high-temperature pro
cessmp, asoally polysdicon, is deposited first. After the pate is defiaed, the source aud drain
tslaads are sabsequeetly formed abatting the gate by diffasion or ion implantation. The
remmning capacitor shown in Fig. 17.12(c), Cu,. is associated primarily with the capaci
taoce of the MDS pate.

173.2 Cutoff Frequency

we can then write

id = Pdia + PmEt

Eqoation (17.34) may be viewed as the ac-entreat node eqaation for the drain terminal

end, by inspection, leads to the output portion of the circuit displayed in Fig. 17.12(b).
Since, as concladed earlier, the pate-to-soarce or inpat portion of the devece is stmply art
opni’ circnie, Fig. 17.12(b) then is the desired small-signal equivalent circait characterizing
the low-fcequcncy ac. response of the MOSFET.

For field-effect transistors the Pm parameter plays a role analopoas to the as and (3 to
the modeling of bipolar junction transistors. As its name indicates, Pd may be vtcwed as
either the device ootpat admittauce or the ac. conductance of the chostoet between sloe
source and drain. Enplicit g,, and p’,, relatiouslnips obtained by direct differentiation of Eqs.
(17.17), (17.22), and (17.28) osing the Eq. (17.33) definitions are catalogacd in Table 17.1.

At the Inipher operational frrqaencics often encountered io practical applications, the
Fig. 17.12(b) circnit most be modified to take into accoant capacitive coupling betsueen the
device ternsinals. The reqaired modification in shown in Fig. 17.12(c). A capacitor butween
the draia and source terminals at the outpat has been omitted in Fig. 17.12(c) becaosr the
drain-to-source capacitance is typically oegligible. Cua which provides andesirable feed
back between the input asd oatpat, is associated in large part with the so-called overlap
capacitance—the capacitance resolting from the portion of the gate that overlaps the drain
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Thad, setting I I and solving forf f0,,,,, one obtains -

(17.37)

Given the small-signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 17.12(c), it is possible to estimate thd
mantmam operating frequency or catoff frequency of an MGS transistor. Let fw,i be de
fined as the frequency where the MGSFET is no longer amplifying the inpat signal under
opttmum conditions—that in, the frequency where the absolute valoe of the ontput cannot
to inpot corrent ratio is unity when the output of the transistor is ohort-ciwuited. fly inspec
tion, the supat canent with the output short-circuited is

= jas(C, + Caa)Vt J(2tt’f)QVa (1 = \/ni) (17.35)

(t7.3fi)

where Cua is taken to be small and C, C0. Likewise, the oatpot current ii

a-s
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Figure 17.13 MGSFET nmall-aigeal rhuractodsnirs. (u) Pa vernaa Vu with V0 m ; (b) C0 versonVu with Vn 0.

V0 (sotut
(hi

(17.38)

in the gate potential when the device in inversion biased, Minority earners merely ate thesurface channel to flow laterally into and oat of the MGS gate area in response tn theapplied n.e. signal.

lae17.4

Pt (a) The transcondactance (gs,) platted as a fanctiou of Vo’nhe1unntlin another small-signal charocteristic encountered quite often in the MGSFET literature, Deduce the enpecled general form of the PwVo characteristic, Specifically,malang use of the square-low entries in Table 17,1 and assuming V = 2 V. plotPm/3Z(3v C,IL) versus Vs, (0 m V0 as 18 V) for V0 = 2, 4, and 6 V. Neglect thevariation Of g with i/,,.

(b) Compare similar enperimautul Pm V0 characteristics with the part (a) theoreticalcharacteristics. Speculate an to the origin of any differences in the shapu of thecharacteristics

St (a) Let = Z,i2, C,, IL. An dedaced from the sqaare-law entries in Table 17 1,

Sm [Va-VT ...OmVC_VTVD

...Vn—VT0V



Forall V g,,I Oil V6 < = 2V. For V0> Vbut V0
—

V < V thedevice
is saturation biased and g,,,/ increases tineaety with V0 Once V0 reaches the voltage
where V0

—
V = V0. the device drops out of satnrution and p,, / = V = constant.

The g,,,— V0 characteristics are therefore concluded to be of the forns shown betosv

(b) Experimental g,,— V0 characteristics derived from an n-channel MOSFET are

presented below. The data are from Pant Ill reference [18]. The most noticeable dtf
ference between theory and experiment is the decrease in the measured g at
V0 > V0 + VT. This falloff in g, is readily explained—it is caused by the decrease
in , with V0 that was neglected in drawing the theoretical characteristics.

‘l
17.4 SUMMARY

This ettapter svas a tended to provide an introduction to MOSFET terminology, operation,and analysis. The MOS structure was assumed to be ieat aitd considerations were limitedto the baste trunststor configuration We began with a qualitative discussion of MOSFEToperation and d.c. current flow inside the structure. When biased into inversion, the inducedsurface inversion layei forms a conducting chattnel between the source and drain contactsThe greater the applied gate vultage in excess of turn-on, the larger the conductance of theniernat chanitel at a gtven drain voltage. A nonzero drain voltage in tarn initiates currentflow between the source and drain. The current flaw is proportional to Vu at law drainvoltages, slopes over due to channel narrowing as V0 is increased, and eventually saturatesonce the taternal channel vanisltes or pinches off near the drain
The quantitative analysis of the MOSFET d.c. characteristics, considered next, wassubject to Iwo notabte compticattons. First of all, carriers in a surface channel experiencemotion-impeding collisions with the Si snrface, sshich lower the mobility of the carriersand itecessitate the introduction of aim effective carrier mobility. Second, the carrier concentration and therefore the current deusity in the surface channel are strong functions of position, dropping off rapidly as one proceeds into the semiconductor bulk. Nonetheless, thefirst-order results for the MOSFET curreitt—voltage relationship are surprisingly simple.The results of the first-order theory, referred to herein as the square-law theory, are contained in Eqs. (17.17), (17.21), and (17.22). The bulk-charge theory, a second formulationenltninating in Eqs. (17.28) and (17.29), provides a more accurate representatiun of realityat the expense of complexity. Even more-enacting formn(atians were discussed briefly,with the reader referred to Appendix 0 for computational details.

The last section of the chapter was devoted to the ac. response of the MOSFET. Theequivalent circuits of Figs. 17.12(b) and (c), respectis’ely, specify the small-signal responseat low and bight frequencies. Wifit the aid of the Fig.l7.12(c) cirenit it was established thata short channel length ts necessary to achieve high-frequency, high-speed operation It wasalso pointed oat that nnefnl information can often be extracted from the small-signal parameters (Pa, g, C0) monitored u.s a function of the d.c. terminal voltagesAlthough designed to be self-contained, the MOSFET development in the presentchapter does closely parallel the J-FET presentation in Chapter 15. The reader may find ituseful exercise to note similarittes and differences in the operation and analysis of theIwo devices. In Chapter 18 we examine the impact of nonidealimies on MOSFET operation.As tinted previously, an exaanination of small-dimension effects and structural variations isnadertuken in Chapter 19.

PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 17 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

Pb
Contplete Difficulty Snggesred Short

as
After Level Poinr Weighring Desrriptiun

17.1 17.4 1 10(1 each part) Quick quic

17.2 “ 2 10 (a, c, f-2; b, d, 0, g-1) Sample computations

173 17.1 2 10 (a-3, h-2, c-5) Sketch diagrams

•17.4 17.2.1 2 tO PIOtVTvs.N,,forselectx
•17.5 “ 3 10 VTtemperaturedependeoce

l7.fi 17.2.2 2 5 VD,,, from ‘n maximum

17.7 “ 2—3 10 is —a p in Subsection 17.2.2

• 17.8 “ 1 5 Plot ,, per Eq. (17.5)

17.9 “ 3 10 (5 eochpart) V0 V0
— Vn

17.10 “ 34 10 ‘n versus V0
— V.r

17.11 “ 3—4 10(a-8,b-2) CircularMOSFET

• 17.12 “ 3 12 (a-2, b-b discass-2) t temperature dependence

17.13 “ 3—4 12 Include R5, Rn in theory

17.14 17.2.3 3—4 10 Derive Eq. (17.29)

•l7.l5 “ 3 10 Plotbolk-charge10--V

• l7.lfi 17.2.4 4 25 (a-tO, b-15) Plot sheet, exact InVa
17.17 17.3.1 2 5 Verify Table 17.1 entries

17.18 “ 2 5 (a-3, b-2) MOSFET p,1
17.19 17.3.2 3 10 DeduceZ,Lformatch

17.20 “ 2—3 15 (a-3, b::g-2) General MOSFET review

17.21 17.3.3 3 12(4 each part) Small signal characteristics

17.22 17.4 2 12 Compare PETs

17,1 Quick Quia
Answer the following questions as concisely as possible.

(a) Why are the current-carrying contacts in the MOSFET referred to as the source and
drain?

(b) Precisely svhat is the channel in MOSFET terminology?

(c) When referring to the MOSFET I—I/ characleristics, what exucily is the saturation
region of operation?

(d) What is the relationship between the depletion-inversion transition paint voltage intra
duced tn the MOS-C discussion and the threshold (turn-on) voltage introdaeed in the
MOSFET discussion?

(e) Why tu the mobility in the surface channel of a MOSFET different from the carrier
mobility in the semiconductor bulk?

(f) Why in the I0V0 theoretical formulation of Subsection 17.2.2 referred to an the
square-law theory?

(g) Why in the InVn theoretical formulation of Subsection 17.2.3 referred to as the balk-
charge theory?

(h) What variables are plotted in displaying the “subthreshnld transfer characteristics”?
(i) What is the mathematical definition of the drain conductance? the transconductance?
(j) Why in the observed MOSFET C0—V0(V0 = 0) curve typically a low-frequency char

acteristic even at a measurement frequency of 1 MHz?

17,2 Sample Calculations
Stmple nomertcal computations help to establish the espected size of device variables. An
ideal ri-channel MOSFET maintained at T = 300 K is characterized by the following
parameters: Z = 50 Jam, L 5 Jam, Xe = 0.05 gum, N,, = lO’5/cm3,and = 800 cm°/
V-sec (assumed independent of V0). Determine:
(a) VT;

(b) !,,, (square-law theory) if V0 2 V;
(c) ‘0,, (balk-charge theory) if V0 2 V;
(d) Pa if V0 = 2 V and V0 = 0:

(e) g,,, (square-law theory) if V0 = 2 V and V0 = 2 V;

(0 Pm (bulk-charge theory) if V0 = 2 V and V0 2 V;
(g) f0,, if V0 = 2 V and V0 = IV.

17,3 Given an tdeal p-channel MOSFET maintained at room temperature:
(a) Assamtng V = 0, sketch the MOS energy band diagram for the gate region of the

given transistor at threshold.

(b) Assuming i/ = 0, sketch the MOS block charge diagram for the gate regioa of the
given transistor at threshold.

(c) Sketch the inversion layer and depletion region inside the MOSFET at pinch-off. Show
and label all parts of the transistor.

• 17.4 Construct a plot of V versus N,, for ideal ,i-chaunel MOSFETs operated at room
temperature. Superimpose on the same plot the carves cnrresponding to e = 0.01, 0.02,
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0.05, and 0.1 1am. Let the semieondeetor dopieg vary aver the range 1014/cmt S NA S

10°/em’; limit the platted V0 toO S V, 5 3 V.

• 17.5 Explore he temperature depeodeuce of the MOSFET threshold valtage. Coissideriirg

an ideal Il-channel MOSFET, taking .c,, mid N0 to he inpat parameters, and perhaps refer

ring to Esercise 2.4, construct a eompeter program that calculates and pints V0 verses T

ever the range 200 KS T 400K. Record the oetpot of tise prngrasts when a0 = 0.1 petti

and N tO 5/cost. Describe the generat nnture of the VT verses T dependence.

17.6 If Eq. (17.171’s eyed to conipnte ‘nasa fenction of I’D for a givee V0,and if V5 is

attassed to increase above V0,,1. one Sods l05e he a peaked faactioe of ‘c ma.vimseisg at

V,>,,. The foregoing saggeets a second way to estahtists the Eq. (17.21) relationship or

V,>,,,. Sprcifscatiy, slsow that the staedard oerthetisatieal peecedore for determrorog estrerua

paints ofa function can be eyed to derive Eq. (17,2t) directly from Eq. 117.17).

17.7 Snppose Subsection 17.2.2 is to be rewritten muir the illostrative MOSFET changed

from an ri-channel to a p-charted device. Indicate how the equations in the sabsection most

he reodihed if the MOSFET esed for itlosseative parposes is a p-chairnnt device.

.17.6 The , in relotionships shrooghoas the chapter ran be replaced by the Ep. (17.5

expression to approximately accoans for the depeedesce of0 on tire rpphed gate voltage.

Modify the compntationai prograiu in Exercise 17.2 to rtlastrote the effect of incorporating

the ,,—V0 dependence. Inteodocing the sew normaliesig factor. Z1c,C,/L. superimpose

plots of lise fo/(ZgeC,/L) verses V0 characteristics corresponding toO = land8 = 0.05/

V. Note that 9 = 0 should yield characteristics identical to Fig. E17.2, whiled = 0.05/V is

roughly the salor osed to fit the0—V0data of Fig. 17.7.

17.9 Soppose a battery V0 0 is coeuecled between the gate aed drain of an ideal o

channel MOSFET as pictured in Fig. p17.9. Using site sqoare-law resalts,

(a) Skelch 1 versus V (V0 m 0) if Va = VT/2;

(hi Sketch 1, versus V0 (V0 0) if V5 = 2V0.

coordinates. Repeat she compotarioe and plotting taking V = 10 V Discuss your
results.

17.13 As pictured in Fig. P17.13, resistances R5 and R0 esiss between she soorce/drair
lerminats and the channel proper. These resistances arise from a combination of the metal.-
Si contact resistance and she bulk resissunce of tire source/drain islands. Typically P5 oud
R0 are negligible iu long-channel MO5FETs. Hosvever, as she dimensions of MOSFETs
are reduced to achieve higher operarieg freqoeueies and higher pecking densities, P5 and
Rn have become increasingly imporsues. Workieg with the sqoare-lam theory, show that
the source and drain resiatusees are oppropriarely taken inso accoout by replacing V0 with
V0—10(R5+ R0) and V0 with V5—10R5in Eqs. (17.17), (17.21), aad (17.22).

17.14 Derive Eq. (17.29).

,.s.c5ioroi....

? u1

yiL

•ioi = 1fl 9(L) Vx—l0R0

• 17.15 Write a compnter program that east 5e used so calculate mid plotd0/(Z5C,/L) veT

sas V0 characteristics based ou the bnlk-ehangc theory. Use your program so verify she
accuracy of fee bulk-charge characteristics pictured is Fig. 17.9.

• 1716 Utiliaing the relusionships is Appeudis D, conssmct compnser programs to calculate

and plot thel0—V0 characteristics based on (a( she charge-sheet theory aad (hi she exact-
charge theory. As a cheek, mu yonr programs sir obtain results shut con be compared wish

the characteristics shosvn in Fig. 17.10 and/or Fig 17.11.

17.17 Perform she mushemusicul maripulations so serify the bulk-elsarge g and g,., entries

in Table 17.1.

17.18 Biases V0 = 3 V mid V0 = 0 are applied to an ideal rr-channel MOSFET with Z

70gm. F = 7gm,,, = 550 cnV/V-src,x, = 0.05gm, and Vr = I V. Making ose of she

square-law theory,

(a) desermier she inversion layer charge/em° as she midpoins (y = L/2i of the channel.

(hi desermine the dra.ie conductance (ga) as the specified bias point.

17.10 The most wrdely eoeounsered MOSPET ehorueserissies are a plot of 1 verses V0
wills V0 or V0—V,. held coirstuos as select values. An ollernasive plot of I versus V0 or
V0—V,. with V0 held eonssaos as select vaturs is sometimes oseful. Sketch the shape of Ihe

versos Vo—VT eharocsersssics so be enpecled from an ideal ir-ehanoel MOSFET. SpeciE-
rally show she choracsersssies corresponding so V5 = 1, 2, 3, und 4 V. Explain how you
arrived as your skeseh.

17.11 A Isnear devsce geometry and a rectangular gate of lengsh F by width Z mere evptic
ndy assumed in she sent derivasioe ofl0—V0 relationships. However, MOSPETs have bree
bout with crrenlar geoniesry as pictured (top view) /n Fig. P17.11.

(a) If r1 and ra arc the inside and outside diameters of the goted area, show that in the
square-law formelasion one obtains

= —
VT) V0

— T]

for below pinch-off operation of a MOSFET with circular gromesry. To derive the
above resuls, use cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, ci and appropriately modify Eqs. (17.7)
through (17.17).

(hi Sesliog ra = r1 + L and P = 2arri, show thus the part (a) resols reduces 10 the linear
grometey result, Eq. (17.17), in she limit where F/v1 4 I.

• 17.12 As a follow-np so Problem 17.5, we wish to explore the temperarore dependence of
the MOSFET sotorulion eorrerst. Consider on ideal n-chueorl MOSFET wish .vv 0.1 jam
and N0 10°/cm3.Assome )i in the MOSFET channel has the same lemperasure depen
deuce as g0 in the srtnicoudectorbrilk.

(a) Establish an enpression forl0,01(T)/10,,,1(300 K) ohilieing the square-low theory.

(hi Setting V0 = 3 V, compete and plot lo,,(T)/l00,(3PO K) versus Tover the range
200 K ar T 5 400 K. Superimpose a plot of jo0(T(/g0(300 K) on the same set of
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17.19 .4 complementary pair of ideal n-channel and p-channel IsIOSFE’l’s are so be de
stgned so that the devices exhibit she same g,, mid f,,,, when equivalently bimed mid op
erated at T = 300 K. The structural puramelers of the it-chaunel device are P = 50 jam.

= y jam, x,, = 0.05 jim, and N0 = 1015/cm3.The p-chusmel device has the some oxide
shickoess and doping coneext.rosionn, hal, because of she lower hole mobilisy, moss have
differeul gate dimeussons. Determine the rvquired P end L of thep-ehuenel device. Assume
Ihe effective mobshty of carriers in bosh devices is one-half the balk mobitily.

17.20 General MOSFET Review
Au 10—V0 characteristic derived from an ideal MOSFET is pictured in Fig. P17.20. Nose
that 1w,,, = 10 A aed = 5 V for the given. eharoeseristic. Answer Ihe quessions that
follow making use of the oqnare-Iaw theory and she informasioo conveyed iu the figure.

/050i=lNA---®

I
V,>,,=SV IIV

Figare P17.20

(a) Carefully sketch the inversion layer and deplelion region inside the MOSPET come
spondrng to point (I) on she pictured characteristic. Show and lobel all parts of the
troosistor.

(hi Given a tarn-on voltage of V0 = I V. whol is the gale voltage one must apply to the
MOSFET gale to obtain she pictured characserishic7

(ci If x, = 0.1 jam, svhut is the inversion-layer charge/cm’ at the drain end of the channel
when she MOSFET is biased at point (2) on the charaeterissic7

(di Suppose the gate voltage is readjusted so that V0
—

V0 = 3 V Par Ike ness condition,
determine 1 if V0 = 4 V.

(e( Determine g sf the quiescent opemsing paiot uf the MOSFET is point (3) on the pic
tured characteristic.

(f) Determine g,,, sf she quiescent operating point of the MOSFET is point (3) us Ihe
picsored characlerissie.

(g) If V0 = 0 (i.e., Ihe drain is shorted Ia the source and back), sketch the general shape of
she C0 (gale capacisaeee) verses V0 characserissic so be expected from rhe MDSFET.

Figure P17,11

Pignre P17.9
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18 Nonideal MOS

The ideal structure provides a convenient vehicle for establishing the basic principles of
MOS theory in a clear and uncomplicated fashion. Real MOS device ntructares, however,
are sever perfectly ideal. In this chapter nyc examine well-itocumented deviations from the
ideal than have beeo encnuetemd in MOS device stractares. The effect of a nonideatity on
device characteristics, its identified or snspected physical origin, and methods implensented
to minimize the nonideality am noted. Because of ease of fabrication and farsetional sins.
plicity, the MOS-capacitor has long been the test stractore of choice for probing nonideal
ities. It in uudcrvtandnhle, therefore, that she vast majority of nonideal effects are illavtrated
asing MOS-C C—V data. The description hemin likewise relies heavily ox the cnmpmisosn
of real and ideal MOS-C C—V characteristics. Nevertheless, any deviation from the ideal
has a cosepacable impact on the MOS transistoc To aoderscore this fact, the chapter con
eludes with a section dealing enclasively with the MOSFET. We discuss how nonidealities
can affect the MOSFET threshold voltage, practical ramifications, and in-ese methods for
adjnsting she threshold voltage.

18.1 METAL—SEMICONDUCTOR WORKFUNCTION DIFFERENCE
The energy band diagrams for the isolated components of an Al —SiO.--(p-cype) Si system
are drawn ronghly to scale in Fig. I 8.1(a). Upon examining this figare, we see that in a rent
device the energy difference between the Fenssi energy and she vaeaom level is unlikely so
be the same its the isolated metal and semiconductor components of the system; thus is, in
coessast to the ideal struetanc, 4n x ÷ (E — Er)va. To correctly describe real
systems, the ideal theory mess be modified to accoant for this soesal—semicondacsor work
fonesiou difference.

In working toward the mquired modification, let as first construct the eqeilibrium
= 0) energy band diagram appropriate for the sample system of Fig. 18.1(a). We begin

by conceptually coaeecting a wire between the oeter ends of the metal and semicoedactor.
The two materials are then brought togetlser io a vaeaam until they are a distussce .e apart.
The connecting wire facilitates the transfer of charge between the metal and semiconductor
and helps maintain the system in ax eqoilibriatn slate where the resoective Fermi levels
“line np’ as the materials are brought together. With the metal Er and aemicondactor Er at
the same energy, and tJa.5 g ÷ (E — Er)vn, the vacuem levels in the two materials mast
be at diffeteot eeeegiex. They an elertnic field, T,,,, develops between the components,
with the Si vaeaeos level above the At vacoom level given the situation pictured in

(S —s nl
—

S and x - x — = xl and redaces the electric field iu the x
region (K0 > I). The resatting eqailibriam energy band diagram typical of mal MOS
systems is shown in Fig. 18.1(b).

The point to be derived from the preceding argoment and Fig. 18.1(b) is that the work
fonctiou difference modifies the relationship between the semiconductor sarface potential
and the applied gate voltage. Specifically, setting V0 = C does not give rise to fiat band
conditions itsside the semicondactor. Like in a pit janction or MS diode, there iv n bailt-in
potential. The precise valoe of the beiltin potential, l’s,, can be determined by eqaating
the energies from the Fetmi level to the top of the band diagram as stewed from the two
sides of the insulator in Fig. 18.1(h). One obtains

ili + qA (E — Ev)m — + ti
(18.1)

metal side semicoudactor side

Thus, taking the metal to ho the cern-potential reference point (the annul procedure in de
fining baits-in potentials), we find

V5 —( + gi) = aiMs (18.2)

Figure 18.1 Ia) To saute energy band diugrams for the isolated components af the Al—SiOa—St
system. Ib) fiquitibdam (V0 = 0) enengy band diagmum typical uf mat M08 stmaiomos.

Fig. 18.1(a). Moreover. band beoding severs inside the semmcondaetor—KsTs mast eqaal

K= and the scmicondactor band heeding increase of coarse as the components ase
broaght closer and closer together. Once the metal and semiconductor are pesitianed a
distance x apnrt, the tesalator is next iosetted into the empty space between the other two
components. The addition of the insulator simply lowers the effective sarfnae barriers

(sm — 5s1 1 — ti — (Eu
— 5r)Fu) 1183)

Ferhaps the resalt here should have been intuitively obvioes: TIne built-ta potential inside
a 4t iit, bet otherwise ideal, MOS stmctare is just the metal—semicondactor work
fanetion difference expressed in volts.

In dealing with any nonideality, a major coecem is the effect of the nonideatily on
device characteristics. Oeaemlly speaking, one moald like to koosv how the given eon
ideality peetacbs the ideal-device characteristics. To illustrate the geceral determination
procedere and to specifically ascertain the effect of a gi sO, let us suppose Fig. 18.1(b)
is the eaergy band diagram for ax MOS-C. Alsn let the broken-line carve in Fig. 18.2 be
the expected form of the high-frequency C—V characteristic exhibited by an ideal version
of this p-bulk MOS-C. Flat band for the ideal device occurs, of coarse, at a gate bias of
cero volts. On the other hand, from a carsory inspection of Fig. 18.1(b) one infers thai a
negative bias toast be applied to the aonideal device to achieve flat band conditions. In fact,
a gate voltage V0 i5m5 (where < 0 for the given device) mast be applied to offset
the bailt-in voltage and achieve a = 0. Since bath devices will exhibit the same capaci
tance ander fiat-band conditions, we conclude the fiat-band point for the real device will be
displaced laterally volts along the voltage axis.

As it turns oat, we can begin the argamcutjast peeseuted at any point aloag the ideal-
device characteristic. There is a one-ta-one cotvespoedeoce between the degree of band

17.21 Making free use of the square-law entries in Table 17.1, igitoring the variation oh gi
with V0. and eniployixg only one ad of rovrdinaien per each port of the prohlrni, drasa

(a) gal(Zs2,,CJL( versus V (0 m V0 5 V) if V0 = I V and V0 = 0, I, and 2 V.

(b) gaI(Z,,C,,/L)versu5 V0(O V05VI when V0 — VT 1,2, and 3 V.

(c) g,,/(Zgi,,C/L) versas V0 (0 m V0 my V) when V0 — V0 = 1,2, and 3 V.

17.22 Compare she MOSFET aud 8-FET; concisely describe sonilarities atid differences
in strocturc, operation, and aitalysis.
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bending or and the nbnervcd capacitance. Thnn, regardless nf the reference point atang
the ideal-device C—V characteristic, one mnst atways appty an gdded M5 votts to the
gate of the rent device tn achieve the sante degree nf hand beitding and hence observe the
same capacitance. In ether words, as pictcred in Fig. tg.2, the entice rent-device C—V char
acteristic snitl be shifted volts along tltn vattage anis retative to the ideat-device
characteristic.

In the preceding discnnsion the effect of the ffMs A 0 nonideatity was described in
graphical terms. Attcrnativcly, one can generate a nsathensaticat esprcssion for the voltage
shift. àV0, between the ideal and real C—Vcnrves. If V is the voltage applied to the gate
of the ideal device tn achieve a given capacitance, and V0 dte real-device gate voltage
required so achieve the same capacitance, then, simply converting the C—V carce discns
sion into nsathematicat terms,

Vn = (V0 V)!(53 o_=øMsj (IgA)

It shoald be interjected shot it in common practice to can V for the gale voltage svhen
referring to the ideal stroctote. For presentation clarity, we have herein liosised the one of

% to this chapter where simoltaneons reference is made to real and ideal devices.
The aetnal AV0 = ff,, caIne for a given MOS ntmctnre in rontinely composed from

Eq. (18.3) oning the iIi,,
— x’ appropriate for the system and the

— v)co dedocod
from a knowledge of the doping concentration inside the nemicondactor. The #Ms

(T = 300 K) for the commercially important n0 poly-Si-gate and At-gate systems are
graphed on n fonction of doping in Fig. Ig.3. Tho experimentally determined tIt

—

valnes for a namber of other metal—silicon combinations are listed in Table t 8. t. Note frona
Fig. 18.3 and the 4t

— g’ voices listed to Table t8.t that M5 is morn often titan not a
negstisc qoantity, especially for p-tyge devices, nod is typically qnitc toteS—on the order
of one volt or less.

N0 onNn lcmt)

Ftgure 18.3 Workfnoction difforence as a fnnction of the o- and p-tyge dopant coocensratioit in0c poly-Si-gate and Al-gaseSiO2—Si stmotoees. (T 3gg K. l
— n’ —0.18 oV forthe n poiy

Si-gate sienciore; sln
— x’ = —0.03 oV foe the At-gate ntnactorn.l

Table 18.1 Enreier Height Differences in Selected
Metot—5i03—Si Stmctnres. (Data feom Kae5i.)

Metal C/nec Mnttevinl 4n
— x = ‘t’t — x’ (cv)

Ag 0.73
An 0.82
Ce —SM
Co 0.63
Mg —1.05
Sn —0.83

Exercise 18.1 I
F: Is in possible to hoOd an MDS-C with O#Ms = 0 throagh the proper choice of gate
materiol and Si doping concentration. Ecstricting the Si doping so be in the range
ba/cm3 ta N,, oc N0 on bit/cm3,and cnscming operation at T = 300 K, identify
the gale-mnteeiat/doping-concentration combination(s) that gives rise to a #M5 = 0.
Employ the iIi

— x’ valnes given in Table 18.1.

Since = (t/q)[ili!,,
— x’ — (E — r)m]’ to achieve a M5 = 0 clearly reqoires

0.08eVtIi
— x’mO.32eV or... 0.80eVt1a

— x’ 1.04ev

Exaonning Table 18.1, we Sod that she only gate mnterinl that meets she general
recmrcment is An with a rla

— x’ = 0.82 nV.
The specific doping of the As p-Si MDS-C enhibitintg a = 0 most he soch

that

(if,
—

E) = 4i
— ‘ = 0.82 eV

18.2 OXIDE CHARGES

18.2.1 General Information
As might be inferred from the comments at the end of Section 18.1, 0 is a relatively
manor nonideatisy. The voltage shift associated with a 0 is smott, totally predictable,
and incapable of cansing device instabilities. Dxide cltarge. on the other hand, can give rise

Figure 18.4 Natare and location of charge centers in thermally gruwn SiD,—Si stenctares.
fAdapsrd from Dealitui, © 1900 IFEE.l

so far more significant effects, inctnding large voltage shifts and instabilities. Throngh ex
tensive research a nombee of distinct charge centers have been idensifled actoatly n’ithin the
oxide or st the Si—SiD5 interface. The oatore and position of the ooide charges are sum
moriced in Fig. 18.4.

To establish the general effect of oxide chargm, tel as pontolase the existence of a
charge distribution, p,,, (x), that oaries its no arbitrary manner across she width of the oside
layer. Note from the Fig. 18.5 visualiaasioo of the charge distribution that, for convenience
in this pcrlscutar aoatysin, nbc’ origin of she a-coordiitane has hero reloeaned an site metal—
oxide inneiface. With the addition of she charge centers, a portion of the V0—415 derivation
presented in Snbsectioo 16.3.2 is no longer valid and mast be revised. Specifically, in place
of Eqs. (16.19) to (16.21), one has, respectively,

px)
(tfi.5)dx K0c0

0
— Vol/b

Figure 18.2 Effect of a i/05 aS en the MDfi-C high-fioqsoocy C—V chamcienistic.
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5: Nosing that

(if,
— = if, — ff + (if, —

m ff0/2 — fiT tn(Nn/ni)
m if/2 + hT ln(N0/o5)

- . 0-type Si

p-type Si

and employing 1sT = 0.0259 eV, = 1.12 eV, and o = lO55/cm3,one cateolases

0.08 eV on (if,
—

on 0.32 eV

0.80ev ta (if,
— r)m on 1.04 cv

if 10°/em3 on N0 on 10°/cm3
if lola/cm3 on N,,, on 10°/cm3

pr’

. NonioraL eon 681

Metal

Mobile ins clinene

tapped rharge OiO

— —
— ,,-‘ fixed aSinine

rn
tom/sn
oapyed cheece 0

or

and

Thus

(if,
— r)ro 0.26 cv

N,,, = 0, e°. — ve)miar = IOi5ct.35/t.0i55 = 2.29 x 10°/cm3

[nae; N0 2.29 N 1ff4/cm3 ma MOS-C with _=oJ

and

,,(x)’ _55i=ff(x)__!__fp(xi)& (18.6)

—
k° K’ K’ p’)’ nOv (18.7)

The double integral in Eq. (18.7) coo be redoced too single integral employing isslegention
by parts. Moreover, ff,, (x,) = K5ff5/K0 if n plane of charge (other than one possibly
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FIgure 18.5 Arbitrary distribotins of aside charger.

tccluded in p(.r)] is exciaded from the onide—remicardssctor ieterface. Performing the
indicated medrfirarions yields

(18.8)

Sirrce V = ÷ Arv far a stracrare that has charge craters in the snide bat is otherwise
ideal, orre abtatns

Va =
+

— I: xpcjn)tfc

= #5
+

However, for an ideal device

TItus

jo(carges) = (V5 — de

(18.9)

(18.10)

(18.11)

As emphasired in the development, tIre voltage translation specified by Eq. (18.11) is
valid for an arbitrary charge distribetion and is added to the Eq. (18.4) voltage translatioo
dne In in the following sebsectiouc we systematically review known information
about the variant types nf charge cceters and examine their specific effect on MOO device
rharaeteristiro.
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If (x) is taken to be the ionic charge distributtoe with

m f p(a)thr (I 0. i2(

beiag the total ionmc charge wittein the aside per numt urea of the gate, Ibm it clearly fnltnwv
from Eq. (18.11) that

Avc(°) = lj4d
(18.13)

Nole from Eq. (18.13) that positive inns iu the oxide wocld give rise to a negative shift in
the C—V characteristics as observed experimentally, wttile segative ious woald give rise tn
a positive shift in disogreement with experimental observatines. Farthermore, becanse the
integrand ie Eq. (t 8.13) names as .rp,er(a), AV0 is sensitive to the exact position aft/re inns
in the oxide. If, for example, the same QM charge per nail gate area is positioned (a) near
the metal aud (b) sear the semicoedcctor as shows in Fig. 18.7(a), ace compctec
AV (a) =

— (O.O5)QM/CC and A h’5 (b) = — (O.05)QutICe, where C,, = K0c5/.c5. Far the
cited example, the shift ix predicted to hr sante 19 times larger when the ions are located
eear the oxide—semicnednrtor interface) Indeed, based on the precediug observations, it is
reasonable to speculate that a large as-fabricated negative shift ie the measared C—Vchar
arteristirs aud the atteedant instability is caosed by positive ioes in the oxide that mom’r
arosrrd or red/sIr/hate nader bias-temperature stressing. The reqaired ion mnvement, away
flora the metal for wET stressing and loward the metal for —ET stressieg, is ie fact con
sistent with the directmon of ion matioo grossly espeeted from the repalxmvelattractive actinn
of other charges within the structure (see Fig. l8.7b).

Actaal verification of the mnbile iou mndel and identidcatioa of the culprit (the ioeie
species) rivals vome of the bent courtroom dramas. The snspects were first indicted beeaase
of their past hmslary and their accessibility to the scene of the crime. Long before the fab
rication of the first MOO device, as far back as 1888, researchers had demmsnctrated that
Na5. Lit and K ions could move throagh quartz, crystalline SiC,, at temperatures
below 25OC, Farthermore, alkali ions. espncially sodinm ions, were abundant in chemical
reagents, in glass apparatus, on the hands of labnratnry personnel, and in the tangsten
evaporation boats used in formisg the metallir gate. Wmth the saspect identrfied, great rare
was taken to nvoid alkali ion contamination in the formation of the MOO otructare. The net
rrsall was devices that showed essenliully no chauge in their C—Vcharaeteristies after they
were sahected to either positive or negative biases far many hours at temperamres up to
200’C. Next, other carefully processed devices were porposely coutamiuated by rirscrg
the oxidized Si wafers in a dilute solution of NcCI (or LiCI) prior to metallieation. As
expected, the pnrposely contaminated desires exhibited severe instabilities ssrder bias-
temperature stressing. Finally, sodium was positively identified in the asides of normally

1

18.2.2 Mobile Ions

The mod perplevrne and aeriaav problem eneoautered in the development of MOO devices
etrn be describrd ax follosns: First, rise as-fabricated early (a. 1900) devices exhibited C—V
characrericticv tlsat were sometimes shifted negatively by terra af snttx with respect to the
theoretical characteristics. Second, when anbjected to bias-temperature (ET) slresring, a
enmntan reliabmtity-testing procedure where a device is healed ander bins to accelerate
device-degrading processes, the MOO strucrares displayed a sesere instability. The negative
shift in the characteristics wax tncreaved additiooal tetts af volts after tire device was biased
positively and heated np to t50C or so. Negative bias-remperatare stressing had the re
verse effect: The C—V curve meascred at r000t temperatnre after stressing shifted positively
or toward rItz rtrcaretical carve. In extreme cases the instability could eves be observed by
sinrply biaving the device at roomn temperatare. One might sweep tire C—V characteristics
far a gmven device, go oar to Inuch leaving the device positively biased, aud rernrn to repeat
the C—V mrteasarememrr arty to find the characteristics Irad shifted a volt or so toward nega
rise biases. Note rtrat the eharacterislies were alxvays shifled in rite directiou opposite to the
applied gate polarity and tirar the observed carves ss’em always to the negative side of the
theoretical curves. The natnre and extent of the probtent is nicety aummarired a Fig. 18.0.

Frnm a practical staudpaiut, the nonideatity caasing the as-fabricated translation and
instability of the MOO device cttaracterisriea had ta be identified and elimiuated. A device
whose effective aperaring poiur nrtcontrollably rhaugeu as a function of time ix fairly use
less. It is now well established that the large as-fabricated shifling ond the retaled insrabitrty
cao be traced Ia mobile ions inside the oxide, principally Nw’.

C
Cu

Figure 18.6 lttasrrariar af the large as-fabricated C—V carve shifting and bias-Vmperatam in
srabttrrp abserved with early MOO deomers. Alt C— V carves were taken at ranmn tnmpeeatoru; a, =

0.fi8 gmw. The arraws adjarest to rha aher +BT rarvos iudieatn the direcriun nf the snttagn swnep.
(Pram Kerr or at.ttt, © 1984 by IBM Cnrparatioe. Enprimsted with permisainn.)

IvI watts
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Figure 18.7 Ia) Twa hypnthe:ical iania charge distrinarinna invutoing the smr.e total nuaher nf
inns situated near mba moral )distribntman-o) ard near the semicnndncrw (distribatman-b). )h) Enneated
morivn of positive mnbile ions within the oxide ander (+) and (— ) bias-mnmpersrara orescivg.

fabricated devices (no intentsonal contaminatinn) through ibm nse of the neutron aetivarias
teehniqae; that is. the oxides were bombarded with a snffsrienr camber of neutrons to create
c radioactive species of sodium. The analysis of the rexnttanr radiaactivsty directly con
firmed the presence of sadinm within the oxide.

Although care to eliminate alkali-inn contamination throaghont the fabrication process
did lead to stable MOO devices, MOSFET mauefaetarers eneoantered difficnlties in attain
ing and maintaining the reqnired degeen of qeality ramtrral in prodnction-line facilities.
Thus, in additinu to a/kali-ian redaction efforts, special fabrication proredares were de
veloped and implemented to minimine the effects of residaal alkali-ion contamination.
Two differeat prorednrev fonnd widespread usage: phosphams stabitiearion and chlorine
xenrratieatinn.

In phosphoras stabilization the osidieed Si wafer ix simply placed in a phnaphnrus dif
fasine farnace for a abort period of time. Dariag the diffusion, ax illustrated in Pig. 10.8(a),
plrosphoras enters the oarer portion of tire Oi05 film and becnwec inenroorated into the
bonding sn-adore, thereby fnrnndng a new this layer referred to as a phosphosilieare glass.
At the diffusion lemperamrere the cndium ions are extremely mobile and invariably wander
isto the phosphorus-laden region vf the oxide. Once in Ihe plrosphnailieare glass the ionsr

a.,y

m4n —120 —ten —en —aa —4n —2a

lul

l5;

o_::

fiI—thirsts

let
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Figure 16.8 Pictorial description of MOO stabilization procodores: (a) phssphems stabilleatian:
th) chlorine oeatratieotias.

becatee trapped and stay trapped wheit the system is coaled Ia roam temperatare. In this
may the alkali ions me “gettered” or drawn out of the major portion of the aside, are
pasitiased near the Voter inteeface where they gise rise to the least amount of as-fabricated
C—V cone shiftiog, and are held firmly in place dnriitg nannal operating eandttians. The
phasphosilicate glass luyee, it should he aated, also blacks aay sabseqaent contaminatiaa
associated with the gate metullieutian at other pascstahilieatiaa processing steps.

Chlorine neetralieasion insolses a totally different approach. A small amoant of ohIo-
rice in the farm of a chtarioe-contaiaing compnand is ietrodaeed iota the farnace ambient
duriitg the geassth of the 5i05 luyec As pictared in Fig. 19.8(b), the chlariae enters the
aside sod reacts to form a eew otaterial, beliesed to be a chlarasilasaoe, located at the
aside—silicon interface. Stabilieatian scenes when the ionic sodium migrates iota the st
cinity of the aside—silicon interface, becames trapped, aod is seatrulized. Oece neutral-
iced, the sadism has no effect an the MOS desire characteristics.

The shrinking sice of MOS desire dimensions, calling for gate-aside thicknesses otr
the order of 100 A, limits the use of the phosphorus stabilization procedare in present-day
stmcturcs. Beesase of a pateatial polarization problem, the pltasphasifieste glass cue be

After — fiT stressing, p,,, = (251(0) sad

Av5
(mactans) =

— k. J .rQ b(0)dx = 0

Assnasing all other esnidealities are anuffected by the btas-semperntuw stresntng, the
displacement between the two C—V curses is merely dee to the difference betweeo
the abase Al/5(+BT) aed AV0(— fiT); that is

AV0(+ET) — AV5(—ET) = —10 V

= S)AV0(+BT)
—
AV0(BT)]

q q

— )3.9X8.95 x 10 )
— (1,b N 10 j(l0)1

= 2.16 N 1W5/cm°

18.2.3 The Fixed Charge

The grass perturbatian associated ssith mobile ions in the aside tended to obscure or easer
up the effects of other desistians from the idea). Indeed, with the successful elimination of
the mobile-ian prablew, it became possible to perform a mare exacting usamtnation of the
desire characteristics. The results were rather intriguisg. Esen in structures free of mobile
ions, and after rarrecting for a 0, the obseesed C—Vrhurueterislirs were still translated
up to u few salts toward negulice biases relolise to the theoretical characteristics. The
possibility of mobile-isa cantantinution bud been elimieuted because the structures were
stable under bias-temperature stressiog. Maceaser, far a giseo set of fabrication esudittons
the absensed AVr was csinpletely reproducible. Confirming dutu seem obtained from de
sires independently fubricuted by a number of workers at different locutions. Subsequent
testing fby etching the snide away in small steps sod through ghota-meusuretnents) re
sealed the neespluined At’0 shift was roused by a charge residing withio the aside sery
close ma the anide—semirseduclor ieterfuce. Because this qeusi-interfurial ehuegn was re
prsducibly fabricated iota the stmcture and wus fised in position under bius-tempersiure
stressing. the nenideulity becume knassu us the “built-in” or “hsed” sntde charge.

In toodeliog the quantitutise effect of the fined charge an the C—V characteristics, it is
typically ussemed the charge is located imtnediutely adjacent to the oxide—semiconductor
interface. Under this ussumplion one can write

only unreal) frursoit of the oserutt ocide Ilarkuess. With; — tIll A, the getteriog salume
becomes difficult to control. Chlorine neutralization coittinues lobe employed, with careful
control of the rhlsrete ronceitirurloit to usaid sit aside thickness suriutian thut can arrant-
puny the pmcess. Neutralization coupled with iwprsseinenms iii the purity of fabrication
materials (chemicals, guses, etc.) uitd upgraded pracessiog procedures now permit the rou
tine fabrication of stable trIOS desires. It is eonswoe practice, nesertheless, to closely
wanttor fureuce isbes aud the processing in general is detect the onset of ionic contami
nation. As an entensiou of the chlorine neutrulieutiae proceduce, chlorine bus came to be
widely employed in the prc’oxidusau cleaning sf foresee tubes. Also, a phasphosilicute
glass layer is toseeiubly deyssiled slu rhetairul sapse techniques to form u prsleciise
eassog as ICs. The layer helps to minimize ionir cantuiniustiau subsequent is desice
fabrication.

Exercine 18.2

Pm Posisse hiss-temperature l±BT) and negstise hiss-temperature ( —fiT) stressing
performed for a sufficient amount of time to respecilsely cause the mobile ions to
pile up at the 0—S and M—O interfaces, uod the sollage displacemeot between the
correspoeding C—V curses, are rousnely used to deduce the totul mobile-leo rhaege/
cia5 (QM( inside MOS-Cs. Snppose an MOS-C with .s = 0.1 yarn exhibits the past-
stressing C—Vrhueucteristics pictured below. Assuming ihc mobile ions are all piled
spins 1-function distribution udjseeet lathe 0—S interface after +BT stressing, and
all piled up in al-function distribution adjacent to the M—O interfuce after —fiT
stressing, deteemiitte QIq.

where l(.ee) is a delta-function posielaned at the onide—semicoudector iuterfuee and Q, is
the hued aside charge per unit area of the gate. Substituting the Eq. (11.14) charge “distri
bution” lens Eq. (II II) and simplifying yields

Pram Eq. (11.15) His obsiaus that, like the mobile-ian charge, the fixed aside charge
most be positilce to ucesont for the negutise A V0’n absersed experimentally. Other relesost
information ubooi the fixed oxide rhsrge ran be sunnssurieed as follows:

(I) The fixed charge is independent of the anidr thickness, the semiconductor doping can
ceotrutian, and the semiconductor doping type (n or p).

(2) The fixed churge suelex as u fuectiae of the Si surfuce anientutian; Q is lungest an
Ill) surfaces, smallest on (100) surfaces, and the rails of the fined charge on the two

surfaces is approximately 3: 1.

(3) Qr is a strong fuuctisn of the osidutian conditions such us the anidleing ambient and
furnace temperature. As displayed in Fig. 18.9, the fixed charge decreases mace or less
linearly with increasing oxidotion temperatures. It should hr emphasized, hswesee, that
anty the reisninul oxidation csnthtians are important. If, foe enuwple, u Si wafer is first
axidieed in water sapor at l0b0C far I h, and then exposed is u thy Di ambient at
l200C for a nuffirienily long time to achiese a oteudy-smute conditisu (—5 mie), the
Q salue will reflect only the dry osidalian process at l200C.

(4) Annealing (thai is, hesiing) of an oxidized Si wafer in an Ar or N5 atmosphere foe
time sufficient to uchiese a steady-slate condition reduces Q to the sulue obsersed for
dry axidutiors 01 l200C. In other words, regardless of the oxidation cooditians, the
fixed charge con alwsys he redoced too usinimom by annealing lean inert atmosphere.

The preceding enporimcniul facts all proside clues to the physical origin of the fined
oxide charge. For one, altlrsogh doping impurities from the semicosduenar diffute into the
aside during the high-temperuture oxidation process, the fined charge was noted to hr
independent of the semicondurlar doping concentration and doping type. The existence of
ionized doping impurities within the oxide eon therefore be eliminated as a possible source
of Second, the combination of the inierfuciut positioning of the fined charge, the Si-
surface selentunion dependence, and the sensloisity of Q io the terminal oxiduson candi
tions suggests that the fined charge is lerimutety related Ia the oxidizing reaction at the Si
S102 interface. In this regued, ii should be understood that, during the thermal formutisu of
Ihe Si02 layer, the oxidizing species diffuses through the snide and reucts ut the Si—SlO.,
interface to farm more Sb,. Thos, the lust snide farmed, the portion of the snide con
trolled by the terminal onidmition conditions, lies closest is the Si—SiD, interface sod con
tains the fined aside charge. Prom considerations such as these, ii bus been postulated that

Ib)

f/

b_by_/i
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Sm After +BT stressing, p0, = Qu(e) Substituting into Eq. (18.13) therefore
yietds

AVO(m.)
= Ia”M1ec kEQss = —
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Thus

(18.15)

(18.14)
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Figure 18.9 Effect uP the esidatinn temperature and annealing an the hued charge in MOO steer

laws. rf( Measured C—li ahararinristics alter dry 0, onidatians at vuetnus tninperatoms (s 0.2 s.siri.

En = 1.4 X I 0/rmt, ((It) Si surface uriantatian]. (hi Fixed rhargn cnnrentratiunn—thn sa-ralird

oxidation triangle sparifying the nnpectnd Q/q after dey 02 oxidation and after inert ambient an

nealing. [(a( From Deal at at.iaai Reprinted by parwissiar of the publisher, The Riactruchemical So

ciety, lxc.l

(b) If P,, = o 6aa = ronstunt and the avide energy bonds are a linear-function of

position. If0er 0, if there ix charge dibiribated throaghoar the oxide, ‘u brrnmex

a fuoctiox of position and the oxide energy bands wrll in tore exhibit curvature. Sisre

the oxide eeergy hoods are a linear function of position in Fig. £18.3 and /b, =

ronstont, we conclude

(c) The normal component uf the D-field, where D = Ke5lS. maul be continuous if

there is no plane uf charge alan interface brtsueen two dissimilar materials (lee Sub

section 16.1.2). When a plane of charge dean exist, there in a discontinuity in the

D-field equal to the charge/cm’ along the interface. Clearly, with 0 = KocnFu, <0

on the oxide side of the interface and V = KscaFs > Ooo the semiconductor side of

the ieterfacr, there must be a plane of charge at the SiSiOa interface in the device

characterized by Fig. E18.3. Moreoser, since Q,,,,,r = V5 — D,, = Ksenkx —

K0e5F,, the interfacial charge must be pox/are. The fixed charge closely upproxi

mutes a plane of positive charge at the Si—SiO interface and me suspect

(In general a V-field discortinaity at the Si—SiO, interface can arise from other

sources of interface charge These include the mobile ion charge drifted to the 0—S

inierface daring +BT atressieg and the ioterfacial Imp charge discassed in the oext

subseclion.)

18.2.4 Inlerfacial Traps

Judged in terms of their wide-ranging and degrading effect an the operational behavior of

MIS devices, losalator—semicandactor interfucial traps musr he considered the most im

pfirtanl nanidrality encountered in MIS structures. A comnnon masifestatiar of a signifi

root inlerfacial trap conceotraniox within an M0S-C is the distorted or spread-oar nature of

the C—V characteristics. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 18.10, which displays Iwo C—V

carves derived from the sawn device before and after minimizing the aamber of Si—SiO,

inlerfacial traps laside the stmclore.

From prior chapters the reader is fumiliur with donors, acceptors, and recnmbination—

generation (R—0) ceulers, which introduce localized electronic statex lathe bulk of a semi

conductor. Interfarial traps (also referred to us sarface slates or interface stalesi are allowed

energy stoles in which electrons are localized is the vicinity of a material’s astfarr. All of

the balk renters are fasted to add levels to the energy band diagram within the forbidden

band gap. Donors, arreptoes, axd R—O cenlero mtpaclirely inlmdnce balk levels near A,,

E,,and E,.Anulogoasly, as modeled in Fig. 18.11, interfacial traps intradace energy levels

in the forbidden band gap at the 5i—5t01 ioterface. Note, however, dial interface stales ran,

and normally do, introdace levels distributed thrrnghoal the band gap. Interface levels rao

also occur at energies greater than e or less than A,, hat such levels are usually obscured

by the mach larger density of conduction or vulence band slates.

Figure lf.12 provides rome insight iota the behavior and significaare of the levels.

When an st-bulk MOO-C is biased into inversion as shown in Fig. 18.12(a), the Fermi level

at the surface lies close to A,. For the girex situation nsseutially all of the laterfarial traps

the (turd oxide rh.irge is due lx caress ionic silicon )hal has broken away from the silicon
proper and is waiting to react tn the vicinity of the Si—SiO, interface w’hea the onidalion
process is abmptly termtoated. The monolayer of oxide adjacent to the Si surfare has in
fart here expel mentally determined to hex < 2 SiO,, which is consistent with the excess-
St Itypothesis. Aaneultng in an inert atmosphere, u standard proerdare for minimizing
the fixed oxide charge, apparently reduces the excess rearliou rompooenls and Ihemby
lowers Qr.

Exercise 18.3

F: Au M0S-C a cltararlcrizzel by the eorrgy band diag.-am shows in Fig £183.

(a) Roughly sketrh rhr electric held (F) inside the oxide and semiconductor as a
function of position.

(h) Is thereon lonir charge (Q0) distributed throughout the SiO,? Explain

(c) Is a fixed rharge likely to exist at the Si_’SlOa interfare? Explain.

lk (a) The electric field is dtrertly proportional lathe slope of the raergy bands The
deduced F versus a dcpcudenre is sketched below.

F

will be empty because, lou hrul-order approximation, all energy levels above E are empty
and all eeecgy levels below A are filled. Moreover, if the stales are assumed to be donor-
like in nature (that is, positively charged when empty mid neutral whea filled with an elec
tron), the ozl charge per unit area associated with the ixierfurial traps, Q1,., will be positive
Chxitging the gate bias to achieve depletion ronditious (Fig. IS. 12b) positions the Fermi
level somewhere near the middle of the band gap al the surface. Since the interfare levels
always remain fixed ix energy relative to A, and A, at the surface, depletion biasing

Figure 18_il filoriricol modrliug af ixterfarial traps as allox’rd electronic levels loenlizod in spare
vi the asidr-.sznriroadurtur interface.
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Figure 18.13 Fhysscsl model far she snsertaciei trays. (a) “Dangling bonds,” which ovens sshes
the Si lattice is abnopsly ssrmisased along a gives plane so farms sarface. [hi Postasidasion dasgltsg
basda (rnlassve namber greasly esaggesairdl thai because she insnrfaoal leaps [Pass (hI adapted foam
Dnataai.l

rnqaires a chemically active gale seaserial sech as Al er Cr, the metallized structure is
siosply placed in a eitrogec ambient as —451?C foe 5 Ia 10 mm. Daring she formatiee of
MOS straclures, minute onsonoss of waler vapor inevitably became adsorbed an the SsO,
surface. At the postmetallirat ion annealing semperatare the active gate material reacts with
the water vapor on the oxide snrfoce to release a hydrogen species thoaght to be atomic
hydrogen. As pintored in Pig. 18.15. the hydrogen species subsequently migrates throagh

the SiD, layer to the Si—SiO, interface where it aoachrs itself too dangting Si bond, thereby
making the bond electrically inactive. The hydrogen-ambient process operates on a similar
prieciplo, earept the hydrogen is supplied directly in the ambient and the srraetore need
not be metallizod.

Even though we originally slated that the mnterfacial trap problem was of paramoont
importance, it is a challenge to convey the trae significance and scope of the problem.
Simply stated, if the thesmal oxide didn’t tie ap most of the dangling St bonds, and if art
annealing process were not available for redneing the remaining bonds or interfociol traps
to an acceptable level, MOS devices woold merely be a laboratory cariosity. Indeed, high
interfacial-trop concentrations hove severely stanted the development of other insnlator—
semicondnctor systems.

Figure 18.15 Model for the anoihitasion of interface stases daring the postwotattioation annealing
process. ®‘s represent the active hydrogen species involved in the process; X’s represoot ioterfaco
states.
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Pigure 18.12 Filling of silo interface levels oodor(al inversion, Ibi depletion, and (ci accamstlotioo

biasistg io ott u-typo device. Tho chosgr state eoltibitnd by dooor-lik intorbsciat rapt 1+’’ (pIes) irs

‘‘0’’ (noatralll is noted to site eb of Ise respective diagraitss.

obvioovly draws electrons into the lower interface slate levels and QiT reflects tlte added

negative charge: QiT (depletion) < Q- (inverstonl. Fsnully. with the MOS-C occnnsolatioe

biased (Pig. 18.1 2c), electrons fill mtsst of the interfacial trapv ,sssd Qa approaches its ntsns

wotn value. The point is that the intrrfarial traps charge and dtvrharge as a fonetton of htav,

titereby affcctissg the charge distribsition inside the device, the V0—s/s5 relottonststp, and the

device characteristics in ott ondcrstandablc bat sontewhot complex manner.

Tite gross effect of inlerfucial traps on the V—al rolatsotiship is octealty qatte cusp to

estublish. Since Qrr’ like Qr. is located right at the Ss—St0 istierface, see eon wrtle by

analogy o’ith the fiscd chmtrge rrsnlt

(18.18)

As esophasized in Eq. (18.10), the ressstl Itcee differo froto the fined-charge eesnll in thus

varies with5,while Qr isa constant independent of 4mb.

Cosobined soish the earlier coosiderotiuns on the filtsng of interface levels, Eq. (I 0.10)

helps to oxplosn the form of the C—V characteristics presented sn Ptg. t8.t8. Assnwiog

donor-like intorfuctal traps, Q takes on its largest positsve salne under ioverssoo condi

tions and gives rise to a moderately large negative shift in the C—V charactenstscs. In pro

gressing shroegh depletiost toward ,iecostsatation, Qrr decreases, end the traoslatsoa sn the

C—V carve likessise decreases as observed exoerimentsdly. Once in aecamatattots thV5

shoold continue so decrease and still remain negative according to the Ptg. lfl.12 model.

The Fig. 18.10 date, Ott she other hood, exhibits an increasingly passtis’e shift in the char

arserislies with increased areotoalutian biasing. Thss dssreepancy can he traced to she

donor-like assamption. In acteul MOS devices the inlerfactal traps to the apper half of the
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‘. band gap ore belirvrd to be acceptor-like io nasnre (that is, neutral whea empty and negative

when hlled witls an electron). Thus, open reaching flat band (or roughly flat band), Q
passes througis zero assd becomes increasingly nrgatsve as wore and mnre apper bond gap
states are filled with electrassn. Qssolitasinely, then, we can explain the observed character
istics. A cosoylete qooittitatise description woatd reqaire a detcited koowledge of the inter-
facial trap concesttration nersos overfly and additiottal theoretical considerations to mtab
tub an explicit eapresnioo for Q as a fonrtion of

.

Althoagh models shat desoit tlte electrical behavior of dse interfariat traps esist, the
p)syaieo) origin of the traps has not been totally clarified. The weight of experimental cvi
dessce, however, sapports the view that the interfaciol traps primarily arise from ansotisfied
chemical botsds or so-called “dangling bonds” at the narfare of the sensirondartor When
the silicon laltiee ia abruptly terminated along a given plane to form a sorface, nae of the
fear sarfoce-otom bonds is left dangling as pirtared to Fig. 8.13(a). Logically, she thertoal
formation of the 5(0, layer ties ap some but not all of the Si-surface bonds. It is the re
otaining dangling bonds shot become the mnserfacial traps (see Fig. 18. t3b).

To add sappors so the foregoing physical model, tot us perforso a simple feasibility
calealasion. On a (IOU) surface there are 0.8 X )0i4 Si atoms per cm5. If 1/1000 of (base
form interfarial traps and one electronic charge is associated with each trap, the strntctare
woatd contain a Qiv/ml 0.8 X 10t i/ens?. Choosing an .v = 0.1 m and nnbstimtia into
Eq. (l8.tfl), sne obtain a thV0(interfaeial traps) = 3.15 V. Clearly, it only takes aeelatixely
small namber of residual dangling bonds so significantly perturb she device characteristics
and readily acconat for observed interfacial trap concentrations.

The overall inlerfacial trap concentration and the distribatido or density of states as a
fnnet(on of energy in the band gop (givea the symbol D with nnits of states/emt.eV) are
cotremety sensitive In even minor fabrication details and vary signihcanlly from device to
device. Nevertheless, eepradocible general trends have been recorded. The interfacial trap
density, like the fined oxide charge, is greatest on ft 11 f Si sarfaces, smaflost on (tOO)

(P surfaces, and she ratio of midgap states on the tsoo snrfaces is approximately 3:1. After
onidation in a dry 0, ambient, Dee is relatively high, tO to lOt? states/cmt-eV an mid-
gap, soith the density increasing for increased oxidation temperatures in a manner also
paralleling she fixed oxide charge. Annealing at high temperatures (w000’C) in an inert
ambient, however, does sat minimice DIT. Rasher, as will be described shortly, annealing
in the presence of hydrogen at relatively low temporatares (S500’C) mininmiees DtT. DtT
at midgap after an ideal interface-stale anneal is typically ta Io0i/cmaeV and the distribn
sion of states as a function of energy is of the fonn sketched in Pig. 18 14. Aa shown in dsis
figure, the interfarial trap density is wore or loss constant over the midgap region and
increases rapidly as one approaches the band edges. Lastly. the stases near the two band
edges are asually abaat peso) in nmnber and apposite in their charging character; that is,
stases neat’ the condncsion and valence bands am believed so be acceptor-like and donor-
like in natore, respectively.

The very important annealitsg of MOS stoactoros to minimize the interfariot trap con
centration is rootinely accoosplished ia one of lwo w’ays, namely, thnoogh postmetallizadon
annealing or hydrogen (P12) ansbiont annealing. In she postmetallieatioo process, which

r
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Figure 18.14 Eneogy distribution of ioseefsoe states within the bond gap. Oeoosal form and ap
pseniwose mannisrado of the insesfeeiaI soup density obsotood hofote and often an ioweface state
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18.2.5 Induced Charges

Radiation Effects

Radiati VII damage in solid-stale devices has been V major concern of space and mllllary
enperts since Iho laonch of the first Telstar satellile throagh the VOE Allen radiation belt ID
the early t 966s, Radiation tempnearily disabled the Tel star sotetlite ond can bane debtitlat
ing effects on most solid-stale devices and systems RadIatIVE tn the form of n-rays, ener
getir electrons, protons, and heavy iottiaed yanttcles all have n simstor effect on MOS de
vices. After irradiation, MOS device stmctares invartably enhiblt both an aeceease in the
apparent lined change wilhio tise onide and an increase tn the tntertacial-trap concenrratlnn.

The seqoence of events leading to radiatiOn-indoced damage ts snmnsartacd to Fig.
16.16. The yrimary effect directly rnlasnd to ihe anteIng radiation is the generatino of
electron-hole pairs thrnoghoot the aside. A percentage of the generated electrons nod holes
recombine immediately. The electric field in the ontdo operates to separate the snrviving
carriors. accelerating etectrons and holes in opposite dtrecttons. Electroos, sshtch have a
relatively high mobility its SlOa, ace rapidly (nsrc) ssvept ant of the onido. 1-loles. on the
other hood, tend to be trapped neat their point of origin. Over a period of time the bolos
migrate to the Si—SiO, interface (assoosing R, is positive as shame in Fig. 18.16) where
they either recombine with electrons from the silicon or become trapped at deep-level sites.
Once trapped in the near vicinity of the interface, the holes mimic the hned charge sheceby
pining rise to an apparent increase is Q1,. Tho process leading to interface-state creation is
loss well andersteod. Some of the ioterfacial traps are created mtmedtately span esposnrr

ll Radiation-ind000d

Ill Hoctrois-hota pairs ot holes ihros0h
ornoratod by onining localiord states
radiation is SiOa bath

FIgure 18.16 Respnnsr sn ionioing rodiatinn ond the resaltiog damage in MOS strnctnres. (From
Sronr and McOarriiyri, © t9tl IEEb.l
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Similar to ioniairng radiation, the stress clearly cannes an tncrease ml the apparent fined
charge within the onide aod an increase in the inrerfacial-trap concentratinr. An addnd peak
in near mndgap ts coosidered to be a distinctive signatnrn of the instability. Note that
the C—V come shifting related to the negative-bias tostability is opposite to that conned by
alkali-ion contamination.

The enact mechanism caasing the negative-bias instability has not been establtshed.
However, becnase large hole concentrations are adjacent to the ontdn nndnr the conditioos
of the negatine stress, it ban been proposed that the instabihty may rosalt from hole injection
from the Si tnto the onide and the snbsnqannt trapping of the holes at deep-lenrl tttrs near
the Si—SiO interface. The rediation-indoced and stress-indaced danrage would then have
a related origin. Indeed, it ban been foand that the nngative-btan insiabtlity in enhanced if
the MOS stmctare in first naposed to ionizing radiation. Sensitivily to the tnutabtltty can be
minimized by annealing the device structare in hydrogen at gog°c—gog°c prior to gate
deposition.

18.2.6 1X Va Summary

lathe first two aeclioos of this chapter we cited and nammariaed foar of the most commooly
encoontered deviations from the ideal; specifically, the meral—semicondactor wnrkfnnction
difference, mobile ions in the onide, fined onide charge. and interfacial traps. It nan alno
noted that innicing radiation and stressing with a large negative bias at elevotod tempera
tores gino rise to addittonnl anido charges. In both cases there is an increase tn Qrr and the
apparent Q.

The combined effect of the analyzed nonideatities on the V0—Ø5 relationshtp in de
scribed by

(V0V8l7)

.ep,jx)dx

x0 J plx)ds

In writing down Eq. (15.17) we recast the mebiln ion cnotribntioa (Eq. tS. 13) to emphasize
the similarity betsveen the three terms associated wtth anide charges. y isa anillesn qnan
tity reprenroting the erniroid of the mobile ion charge io the aside oormalizod to the width
of the onidr layer; yM = 0 if the mobile ions are all at the nnrtat—ontde interface, snhiln

to ioaizisig radiation, while the remainder arc emoted in proportion to the somber of holesreaching the Si—StO, ittterfoce. It has been proposed that the energy released in the deepIrvol trapping of holes breaks she Si—H bonds associated wish deactivated interfociat traps.
Over a period of days to yearn the trapped-hole charge tends to be slowly reduced at

room icwperatare by tlte capture of electrons iojecied into the onide from tlte metal or the
silicon. Natarally, removal of the trapped-hole charge is greatly accelerated by thermalannealing: a standard intrrlociol-trap anneal totally removes bnth the irapped holes and the
induced interfacial trops. It shoald be noird, however, that once subjected to ionizing radia
tion and recovered through low-tcntperntarr anitealing, MOS devices enhibit greater sensitivity In snbveqnrot radiation. This has beoo atlribased to the creation of neutral trapsssiihio the oside in addition In the indacrd chorges. Highrr-rempernturo annealing(T> 600°C) hits been fonnd to be partially effective in rentaving the nnntrat traps.

Thermal annealing can be reaity perforioed to remove rodiaiiou dosage that occora
during fubricolion.t Is is ulsu feasible 10 increase the unthteut temperature of conipleted
devices to 100°C or solo occelorale the removot of trapped holes conned by ionizing radia
tion. After-the-fact cccnvrry in coaspleird desires. however, iv relatively limited. It is pref
erable to “harden” tIre devices. The onide is hardened (i.e., us seosiavity to radiation re
dared) by employiag empirically established optimum growth conditions such us osidarmontemperotores belosn 1000°C. Other burdening procrdurrs include Al-shielding, which
stopu ihe majority of energeiic electrons eacoonrercd in spacr, end increasing the threshold
voltuge of MOSFETu so they are less seesirive to A V5 changes coased by radiation. (The
generol topic of MOSPET threshold adjustment is discussed in Seclion 18.3.) Sumewhai
farttuioasly, the reduction in ovide thickness that iwcompnniev reductions in denier dimen
sions is also trading in harder MOS devices. AV5 for bulb the fined charge nod intorfacial
trups is proportional 10 I/C, = .c0/K0e0aod ihereforc aatomolically decreuves with de
creasing xa. The improvement may also be due, in part, to the smaller hale trapping cross
sections at the higher unidc fields that mist ucross the thinoer onides. Projrrtionn evea
suggest hole trapping and the onsociatod iotrrfacial-lrap production might actually vanish
as the onida thicknesu drops below 100 A. It iu envisioned ihat electrons from the metal
and semiconductor can tanart iota all purtn of a very thin onide and rapidly annihilate themopped holes.

Negntive-Sius Instability

Negaihve-biar iisviubitity iv u significant pertarbution of MOS device characteristics that
accnrs an a direct result of stressing the utractore with a large negative bins at rimvulrd
tcinperutarev. Typical atrena cooditiona woold be a oegarive gate bias sofficimni to produce
afield of 2 or l0 V/cm io the onide aod T>250°C. The instubility is characterized by a
lerge negative shift along the voltage avis ond a distortion of use MOS-C C—V come.

= I if the mobile ions are nIl piled up at the Si—SiO, intcrfacr. As a grnrral role, Q.
Qr. and all lead too negative parallel translation of the C—V characteristics along the
voltage anis relative to the ideal theory. A V0 due to Q0., on the urher bond, can ho either
positive or negutive, drpeads on the upplied bias, und lends to distort or spread nor thecharacroriurics.

From the discussion of nanidealitiru, it iv safe to conclode that meal lotOS devices are
not intrinsicnlly perfret; the devices are io fact intrinsically imperfect. Through an estee-sine research rfforl, however, pracedares have been developed for miaimieing the net effect
of oooidratiries in MOS stracmreu. Ajthoagh constant checks must be ma to maintainquality control, nmunnfacrumers today routinely fabricate near-ideal devices. We shnald
mention lhut, whereon the deseribrd or similar nonidoalitira apply to all MIS structures, Ihespecific minimization procedures natlined herein upply only to the thermally grown SlOa’
Si synrnm.

Exercise 18.5

F: An Al—SiO0—Si MOS-C is to be formed on an N,,, = loiVcmt (100)-oriented Si
wufer. Thermal oaidutioo in dry Eq at 1000°C in followed by nn N0 unneul softicient
to uchimve a niendy-nmnte condition. The stmacrare in ned phosphorus gettnrrd so that
an inadvertent alkali ion concentration, Q51/q = 2 or Oht/cmC. winds up being

‘tan iwptuatneau. stnatmn-twn aaapniatiav or weiatn, depusitiar or ipnsiut-putpaw thin VInt aaar inn OiO,taynn in a hnaritn patma rssinarmnai hipatinninrl. n0ctrae.bsam unO s-wv ttthrrrsrhy, asd a rambon er oOsrrrab-isatinu yraanna’ aao toad to s.inyheg Ononnot nrnaoiation Onna0a.
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Exercise 18.4

where

F: Identify the physical canto of the listed avide charges. Flucr the appropriate letter
in the bun preceding the charge.

Onitdr Charge Phyoirol Cause
Fined



= Ke = (3.9)(8.85 x l0’)
= X l08F/cm2

to—s

We must systematically evaluate each of the terms in the Vt,n relationship.

Given NA = lOiS/cm5 and an Al gate, we conrlade from Fig. 18.3 that

M5 —0.90V.

The /‘/ anneal after the dry oxidation minimices the fixed oxide charge.
Figure 18.9(b) indicates ax expected Qr/q = 2 X l0”/rm2 for a (111)-oriented
Si Sabstrote. It was pointed ant lb the text dincossion that Qr in approninsately
three tithes smaller on (100) surfaces. Thas for the gixen device Q01q m 6.67 x
toO/mi7and

Qr = q(Qr/q) — (1.6 x tS°)(6.67 x loin)

C ç — (345 x t0-°)
= 0.31 V

18.3 MOSFET THRESHOLD CONSIDERATIONS

Thas far we havr descrihed the effect of nonidealities in terms of MGS-C C—V cnrvr
shiftiog and distortion. The VT point on the C—V carve, correspnnding to the threshold
voltage of a MGSFET, is of coarse directly affected by aity AV0 displacement. Figare
18.17(a) graphically illustrates the general effect of changes in the threshold voltngr on the
MGSFETJ0_t/0 characteristics. A hypothetical p-channel MGSFET with an ideal device
V) = — I V wm msnmed in constructing the figure. The IsV0 leading to the pertarbed

Referring to the specified mobile iisn distribntion in Fig. El8.5, and
nsaking ase of Eq. It 8.18), we conclade

Yo = xi,,, = Thfi = 0.05
. L p,,,dx

.QfitZ?rt = qIQsi’q)s’ = (1.6 x 10— ‘)(2 7< lOu)10.05)—

0.046 V
C,, C,, - (3.45 X l0) —

Qrr(0)/C,, ...
Acceptor-like centers are 1—) charged if fitted with an electron and

nontral if eiopty. Under eqnilibrinm conditions the interfacial traps are mostly filled
below the Fermi tevet and mostly empty above the Fermi level. The filling nod charge
states ander fiat-band conditions are therefore as pictpred betow.
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characteristics in Fig. lfi.l7(a) is taken to be cansed by M5’ the fixed charge, and/or alkali
ions in the oxide. Note that, analogoas to the parallel translation of the MGS-C C—V char
acteristics, the form of the perturbed MGSFET characteristics is unchanged, but larger p V0
vatnes are needed to achieve comparable 4, cnrrent levels. If present in large densities, the
intcrfacial traps can additionally decrease the change in carrent resntting from a stepped
tncrease in gate voltage. This effect, equivalent to n redaction in the g,, of the transistor, is
pictured in Pig. 18.t7(b).

While it is tme that both the mobile ion and interfacinl trap problems were minimiced
early in MGSFET development, the remaining nonidnatities, primarily throagh their effect
on VT, have had a very large impact on fabrication technology, device design, and modes
of operation. In this section we examine the reasons for the impact ned methods that have
evolved for adjasting the MGSFET threshold.

18.3.1 V ReJationships
For discassion parpases it is desirable to establish an expression for the expected threshetd
voltage, VT, of a real MGSFET. Let V.) be the threshold vottage of an ideal version of the
given MGSFET. Simply evalnating Eq. (18.t7) at rI’s 2r thee givet

V = V) + t6M5 —

— QM3’M
— 2ti.i.)øv)

(1819)

Altboogh Eq. (18.19) can be ased directly to compate VT, it is standard practice to
enpress the threshold shift in terms of the real-device Sat-band voltage. Under Sat-band
conditions r,fv = 0, V.) = 0, and from Eq. (18.17),

If QtT changes little in going from = 0 to qh = 24, a reasonabty good approximation
tn well-made devices, the nonideality-related terms in Eq. (18.19) can be replaced by Von
and one obtains
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dtstribntcd in tsr oxide m shown in Fig. Etfi.5. The device it postmetatlimatioa an
nealed, bat there is a residnol interfacial tnip density. A constant rr = 2 X 10uui/

cisC-nV of acceptor-like states is fonad to enist for all band gap energies. l3eteritaoe
the espectcd fiat band voltage df the MOS-C if T = 300 K attdx, = 0.1 jam.
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M

and

Figurn E18.5

St Under flat-baud conditions, çfi5 = 0 and V.) = 0. It therefore follows from
Eq. (18.17) that

Q QMYM QtT(O)
Vms V014 -a = 0555 —z — —

where

Ac

(0)
at

-1-
4,

Eecanse DiT = constant, QiT(O) = — QDiT6E, where /sE is the range of energies in
the surface band gap conta(ning negatively charged interfacint traps. Consequently,

= Er — E, m c2 — (E — Er) = Ex/2 — kT ln(N0/n)
= 0.56 — 0.0259 ln(tO°/tO°) = 0.26 eV

and

Q0. = qD.AE = (1.6 7< to_is)12 7< t0°)(0.26)
= —0024 V

C, C, (3.45 X t0)

Finally, summing the individnal terms in the Vrn relationship yields
IVm 1.23V[.

‘5

Ii;,

4:

7:
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‘a = —7 v

/

i4=—sv

/ /—
r0=—sv

r5—sv

tat

Figurn 18.17 General elTon of nonidnotitios as the MGSPET norreni-voltogn chanueteristtici. Tho
idoat rhoractorisuics of a hypothoticol p-ehaeoel MGSFET with F). = — I V ore pictored an thu leh
and the portorbed eharocteristics me shasvn on the right. Ia) Effect of a simple shuih is the threshold
voltage caused by 4._ a 0, the fixed charge, and/or mobile ions. (b) g,,, degrading effort of interfocial
traps.

151

Vm m V0145=O
= Øs —

— (18.20)

LV V.)71 (18.21)
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18.3.2 Threshold, Terminology, snd Technology

As an retry iota tile thscossion, let as prrforns a simple threulmid voltage compalattov
eosploying relatiavshtpv develeped t [he preceding subsection. Snppase [he gale esuterial
is Al, the Si surface orientation is (Ill), T 300K, a0 0.1 pam. N l0’tfcmt,Q/tj
= 2 X IOU/cnst, QM = 0, uod Qr- = 0. Far [he gives n-channel device, aVe competes

= —0.90V, —Q1./C, = —0.93 V. Ven = —1.83 V, V4 1.00 V.assd VT = —0.03 V
Observe that whereas 1/4 is positive, avevpected, nosiclealitiesefa very realistic etcgotvtde
canoe V.. to be vega/tea. Since an a-chaneel device tsrns on for gale voltages V0 > V,
the device ‘a qttcstien is already “ac’ ate gate bias of cera volts. Actaallji, aegative biases
mstst he applied to deplete the tarface chatted and tarn the device eEl For a p-channel
device with identical parameters (evcept, of conrse, for an Na doped substrate), eec obtains
a V. = — 1.00 V. Vra = — 1.23 V, aad VT = —2.23 V. In the p-channel case the considered
eonidealities merely increase the negative voltage requtced te achieve mm-co.

As illustrated in Fig. 18.18. a MOSFET is called an enhaacentettt made device whee
it is “off” at V0 = 0 V. When a MOSFET is “on” at V0 = 0 V. it iv called a depletimt
tttoda device. Reatittely fabricated p-channel MOSFETs coostracted in Ilte staodard coo
figaratioo are ideally and practically enhaocemeot mode devices, a-channel MOSPETs are
also ideally enhancement mode devices. Hesvever, because nonidealities teed to shift the
threshold voltage toward negative biases itt the matteer indicated in oar sample calcnlotion,
early tt-channel MOS transistats were typically of the depletion mode type. Up natil ap
proximately 1977 this diffetence in behavior lad to the total dnnsinattce of P0/OS tech
nology over NMOS technology; that is, ICs iocorpomting p-cltanoel MOSFETs dominated
the cemtnercial marketplace. Sobseqaratly, as explained under the heading of threshold
adjastmeet, NMOS, which is to be preferred becanse of the greater osohility of electrons
compared to holes, benefited from technolagical innovations widely implemented in the
late 1970s and is now incorporated in the majority of newly designed ICs.

Witile en the topic of the threshold voltage itt practical devices, it is relevant to note
that the inversion threshold of regions adjacent to the deoice proper is also of concern.
Consider. fnr csamplo, the anotetalliced region between the twa a-channel MUS transistors
picmred in Fig. l8.19(a). If the potential at the nnmetallieect enter oside sorface is assumed
to he mare (normally a fairly reasonable assamption) and if the thmshold voltage for the
n-cha,tnel transistors is negative, then the istrermediate region between the tma transistors

Figure 18.19 Ia) Vitualizotiao of thu intermediate region hetween twts MOSPETs. )bl tdentifica
boo of the gato-aside and held-oside rogieos in practical MOSFET stmetners.

Thas employiog an a,, (field-oxide) 0” a,, (gote-axide) increases I Vr in the field-aside areas
relative to the gated areas in PMOS (and modero NMOS) stroctares. Inversion ef the field-
oxide reginns is thereby ovoided at potentials normally required for IC operation.

18.3.3 Threshold Adjustment

Several physical faclors affect the threshold voltage and can therefore be nscd to vary the
V1. nclually exhibited by a given MOSFET. We have, in fact, already cited the adjustment
of V throngh a variation nf [he oxide thickness. Obvionsly, the substrate doping can also
be varied In increase or decrease the threshold voltage. However, although strongly infia
encing the observed VT value, the gatc-onidr thickness mad snbstmte doping are predeter
mined in large part by other design restraints.

Other factors that play a significant role in determining VT are the substrate surface
orientatioo and the material used io forming the MOS gale. As first noted in Subsectien
18.2.3, the Q in MOS devices constructed on 1100) surfaces is approximately three times
smaller than the Q in devices constructed eu (II I) sorfaces. The ose of (100) sabstrutes
therefom eednces the AV0 associated svith the fixed oxide charge. The use of a polysilicon

1.:’

nnol
wtton V = 0
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whenF0=ti
S
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Figure 18.18 MOSF0T opomtiana! modes. Vu 0 channel staIns, circuit symbut, and !eVo
charaotensttcs of n-channel entsonmmeot-moate and depletion-mode MOSPET5.

wtll be tnvrrled. In ethur words, a conducting puth, a pseado-chunnet, will exist between
the trunststors, Thts undesiruble cendilien was another nnisnnce io early NMOS tech
nology, where, as already noted, nonideulities lended to invert the surface of the semicon
dueler In the nbsence of an applied gate bias. Unless special precunliens are token, an-
macted pseodo-chaunels between devices can also arise in botlt a- ned p-chunnel ICs from
the pelentaal appl ted to the metal overlays supplyiog the gate and drain biasen. To avoid
lIsts problem, the oxtde tn the non-gated portions of the IC, refereed to as the fie/d-oaide,
ts typtcally much thacher lhmt the gate-a.oide in the active regions of the ntmctnre (see
Ftg. 18. 19b). The idea behind [he usc of the thicker oxide can he onderstood by referring
to Eqs. (18.20) and (18.22). Both Vra and V) centuin terms that are proportional to xa.

tosteud of an Al gate, on the other hand, changes aiMs. Oiven a pnlynilicon gate the effec
tive “metal” werkfnneton becomes

øMs [1ff,,
— r)wto.si — (E,,

— e)ro,,0,att,,>.x( (18.24)

If Ihe calculation in Sn’aseetion 18,3,2 is revised ussnming a (100) surface orientation
(Q1./q = 2/3 X IS’ 1cm0) and a p-lypu pelysilicon gate where if1. = if,., one obtains a
aiMs = ±0.2fi V. Vra = —0.05 V. ned V2 = ±0.95 V. That positive 0/bIOS thresholds are
possible in (105)-ortented strcctures incorporating p-typo polysilicon gates.

Although the foregoing aulualation shesus positive threshold voltages are possible, the
V in actual structares tnuy be only nomiontly positive, or the structure impractteal—in
forming st-chnnnel MOSFETs, the polysilicon is conveniently doped n-type, the same us
the drain and sosrre islands, not p-type as assumed above. Also, n larger threshold voltage
maybe desired, or one may desieo to modify thu threshold attainable io a PMOS stractare,
or luileritsg of the threshold foe buth a- and p-channel devices on the same IC chip maybe
reqaired. For a number of reasons, it in very desirable to have a fienihie threshold udjout
ment process where V1. can be cenrrolled essentially ut will, Is modern device processing
this is uccentplished through Ihe use of ion itapluaaatiua.

The general ion-implantation process was described in Chapter 4. To adjast the thresh
old voituge, a relutisrly smoll, precisely controlled nomber of either boron or phasphoms
ions are implanted iota the oear-scrface regioo of the semicondoctar. When the MUS strac
lure is depletion or insertion biased, the implanted doped adds to the exposed dopant-ion
charge near the aside—semicondcclar interfuce and thereby truastutes the V euhibited by
the slmcture. The impluntutian of baron causes a positive shtft in the threshold soleuge;
phosphorus implantation cuoses u negative voltage shift. For shallow implants the proc
dare may be viewed to first order us placing an additional “fined” charge at [he oxide—
unoticoodaclor intrefuce. If N is the number of implanted ions/cm2and Q, = ± gil, is the
implant-related donor (±) or acceptor)—) charge/cm2at Iho aside—semiconductor inter
face, then, by analogy with the fixed charge analysis

V
(tmplasted’

= _2t (18.25)
tees ,t C,,

where, repeating Eqs. (17.11,

E21.

± :
J:1rH n°s!i,itte

(18.22)

a-chunoel MOSFET

0

to

3
0

C
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und

‘V0 = ± (if,,
— m)rc,m.si (18.23)

its

Assaming. fee example, an N. = 5 X IN’ boron ions/cma and a,, = 0.1 pam, otte compatos
threshold udjcs:meot of ± 2.32 V.
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Figure 18.20 The hack--biased M0800T. (a) Cross-sootiooal view indicating the doable tub

scripted sohage sarinbtes used in the aiialynit. Alto shown ore the seinicoedoetor oocegy heed dia

,.graion corrotponding to the oeset of inversion when (b) V0 = 0 and )e) V05 <0

18.3.4 Back Biasing

Reverse biasieg the hack contact er hulk ef a MOP teaesistor relative to the neurce is an

other method that has beee employed to adjust the threshold potetttial. Thts cleeirteal

method of adjustment, which predates ion itnplaeiation, makes use of the so-called body

effort or snbsteate-bias effect.
To explain Itse effect, let ax consider the n-channel MOSFET shown tn Ftp. 18.20(a).

If the hack-to-source potential diffemure (t’) is eero, tnverston occers of couese when

the vottupe drop aeroxn the semiconductor (4y) eqeatn 2v as ptctnred tu Ftp. 18.20(h). II

V85 < 0, ttte semiconductor still attetopts to invert when d reaches 2s8r However, wtth

Vus < 0 utty inversion-layer carriers that do appear at the semicondoclor stirface migrate

laterally into the soarce and dmin herause these regions om at a lower potential. Not unttl

= 2dtr — Vun. ax pictured in Pip. 18.20(e). will the xnrface invert and norntal Icannintor

action begin. In exxence, hack biasittg changes the inxerxiott point in the settticondactvr

front 2r to 2#r — V05. The ideal deeire threshold potential given by Eq. (18.22) tx tn
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Exercise 18.6

Pt The C0— V0(Vn 0) ehaeacterixtic derived from an n-channel MOSFET it pic
tured in Pig. E18.6.

(a) What in the threthold voltage, V0. nf the transistor? Explain how you arrived at
yonr aoswer

(b) lv the MOSFET a depletion mode or ax enhancement mode device? Explnin.

(c) Sketch the generol form of the !n—Vn chameterixtics expected from the device,
tpecilically labeling those rhamrteristicu corresponding to Vx —2, —1, 0, 1,
mid 2 V.

(d) Given = — 1 V, Q = 0, nnd the fact that the device in stable under bias-
temperature stressing, how do you explain the observed fbI bond voltage of —2.2 V?

(ci If ttte MOSFET it doped nueb thnt r/.’r 0.3 V, what tnbntrate bios (l/) must be
applied to arrain a Vo51 orr,vniu = I V?

Co

Znd

—t —a —3 —2 —l 0

Figure E16.6

St (a) LVT = — 1 VI. lo prvgeevvinp toward positive biases, the C— V curve increases
toward C = C0 at roophly the ioverniov—depletioe transition point. V0 at the inver

sion—depletion tt’aesiiioo point is the threshold voltage in MOSFETv.

(b( bletion Mod’1. With l’. = — 1 V, the MOSPET is clearly “on” or conducting
when V = 0.

= (V — T F //m
—

] r >0, Vus <0 for n-channel
(18281 0 — r I_\ 20r j r<O,b’nx>Ofoep.cttat1nel

. )

Having established Eq. (18.28), we make the following obsceontions coaceeninp back
biating or the hody effect: (I) Back biasing always increases the mogttimde of the ideal

desice threshold voltage. It dterefore makes the p-chunnel threshold of actual devices morp
negative and the n-channel threshold more positive—il connot be used to reduce the nega
tive threshold of o p-chaonel MOSFET. (2) The current—voltage relationships developed in
Chapter I? are still valid when l/ w 0 provided 20r 2v — Vun, V0 * Vvn, V0 -4

V05. and V1. is tutetpmted as Vosio,an,tan. (3) Care must be exercised to describing back
btased stmctnren to property identify voltage differences through the use of double-
subscripted voltage variables.

r

t.
f

18.3.5 Threshold Summary

All sonidealities shift the MOSPET threshold voltage; interfacial traps in addition reduce
the low-frequency g,, of the trqosistvr. A isso-stop procedure is followed in computing the

eupected threshold voltuge of a reol MOSFET. Thu Oct-band voltage is first dedoced from

koown information aboat device ttonideolities. Snbsequently Vrn in added to the threshold
voltage of an ideal version of the given MOSFET. A transistor that is nvrmolly “off” wheo

t’ = 0 is referred to man enhancement mode device; n depletion mode MOSPET is “on”
or coednctiug when V0 = 0. Beeuuse of residual nenidealicies. mal n-channel 1sIOSPETs
are ‘typically depletion-mode devices. The attainment of it-channel enhancement mode
MOSFETs, and theeshold udjostmeot in geoeml, is now accomplished throuph the use of
ion implantation. Biasing the bocb cvntart mlative to the source has also been employed to
adjust the threshold voltage.

Cc) The generol form of the In_Vn churacterinticn expected from the device is
sketched belnw.

V0 = 2

V0

V0 =—t V,—2Vluesicenff(

Cd) Since the device is stable under bian-temperatore ntressiog, one concludes that
= 0. With Q5, = 0, Q = 0, and M5 =

— I V nonble to account for the entire
Out-band shift of —2.2 V, the residual shifting con only be nttributed to the
e.

(e( If Eq. (18.28) in solved for V55. one obtains

880 nan nnFec’r unnices
r
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ibi
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into modified to

Vujec,,,,sas = 21’v — Von ± ; :‘2v TVns)

(4), V05 < 0 for ni-channel

(S).

V5 > 0 for p-channel (18.26)

er, stoce V0 0O’r’vrO Viiev.,,u,ri —
V55.

Vn:,onsId = 2r ± ur (±2r TV55) (18.2?)

Finally, introducing M’.). m (V010,50,505 — Vi.), we obtain

N0NmEAL MOO 683

1

Vm = 2thr{l — (t +
V_r)]

Noting

Vonis,nwsvoa — Vi. = Vniaa,ntsru — hi) = AV4. = 2 V

and

V = V0 — Vru = 1.0 V 2.2 V 1.2 V

direct substitution into the Vns espression then yields

Vun = 0.8 [1 — (I +
1.2

0.6)0]
= —10.? V
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PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 8 PROBLEM INFORMATION TABLE

Prob]e
Complete Dtfficalty Suggested Short

°
After Level Point Weighting Description

18.] 18.3.5 1 10 ( I each part) Quick quiz

18.2 18.1 2 6 (2 each part) Polssiticon-gate RIDS-C

• 18.3 2 Il) 4’ versus dopiug plot

18.4 18.2.2 2 8(4 each pare) Mobile ion calculation

18.5 18.2.3 3 10 (a-I b-fl, c-3) Fixed charge calculation

tEd 2 10(5 each part) M5’ OF from I/rn—n,, plot

18.7 18,2.4 2 1 (4 each part) Infer 0-info from E-band

18.8 “ 3—4 14 (a-2, b-6, c-fl) Deduce OF from C—Vdata -

18.9 “ 3 10 Sketch pee-annealed C—V

18.10 2—3 8 Dangling bond calculation

18.11 “ 3 10 (a-3, b-2, c-S. d-2) Single-level interfacial trap

18.12 18.2.5 3 10 Half-irradiated MOS-C

18.13 18.3.1 2 6(a-2,b-4) BT-stressedMOSFET

18.14 18.3.3 2—3 10(2 each) Modification to V1.

18.15 2 9 (a-4. b-3, c-I) Compute MOSFET. Vm, V0

18.16 2 8 Compale required N1

18.1 Quick Quiz
Answer the following questions as concisely as possible.

(a) What is the difference betsveeo
— x and i8s

—

(b) What is involved in subjecting a MOS-C or MOSFET to a bias-temperature stress?

(c) What is believed tube lhe physical origin of the fixed oxide charge in MOS structures?

(d) The tnterfacsal trap density (DIT) is observed to depend on the silicon surface orienta
tion. Describe the observed orientation dependence.

(e) What is the net effect of ionizing, radiation on MOS structares?

(f) When performing bias-temperature stress experiments, how does one distinguish be
tween the negative-bias instability and the voltage instability arising from alkali ions?

(g) Under what circumstances would VT V V.- +

(h) Explain whal is meant by thr term “depletion mode” transistor.

band voltage (Vru) for each device a the set is measured and plotted as a functiort of .v.

The fabrication process is assumed to yield ideal devices other than d5 0 and Q a 0.

(a) Indicate boss’ 4MS atid Q,, can be deduced from the Vm Versus .c,, plot.

(b) Given the V versus c, data tabulated below, determine 4i and Q/q.

x,(pre)V (V)

0.1 —0.91
0.15 —1.04
0.2 —1.2
0.25 —1.33
0.3 —1.52

18.7 An MOS-C is characterized by the energy band diagram in Fig. P18.7. Assume thet
the interfacial trap density in the structure is negligible.

(a) Is Q = Oor 051 a 0 in the oxide? Explain.

(b) Is Q, = 0 or OF 0 al the Si—Si02 interface? Esplaiit.

MrOi b02

Figare P18.7

18.8 The C—Vcharacteristic exhshited by an Al—Si00—Si capacitor maintained at T = 300
K is reproduced in Fig. P18.8. Note that C5tca 200 pF, CMiN = 67 pF, and Ihr flat-band
voltage Vru = —0.71 V. There are no mobile ions in the oxide (Q,, = 0), the interfaciat
trap density is negligible (Q0. 0), and A0 2.9 X l0— cm2,

)j) Precisely whst is the “body effect”?

18,2 Consider a polystllcon-gate MOS-C where F — E. = 0.2 eV in the lseas’ily doped
gatn sad Er — E, = —0.2 rV in the oondeeennratety doped silicon substrate. Assume
the structure to he ideal (other than an obvious N05 a 0) and X’(polysilicou) =

q’(cryvtalt inc-Si).

(a) Sketch the cuergy baud diagram for Ihe polysilicon-gate MOS-C under flat-band
conditions.

(b) What is the “txetal”-semiconductorworkfunctii,n difference for the cited potysilicon_
gate MOS-C?

(c) Will the given MOS-C be accumulation, depletion, or inversion biased when V0 = 0?
Explain.

• 18.3 With tile sfi,
— x’ of the MOS system us an input parameter, write a compoter pro-

grain that will output a plot similar to Fig. 18.3. Use your program to confirm the Al and
,i poly plots in Fig. 18.3. Also output a plot appropriate for MOS-Cs with p polysilicon
gates doped such that r =

18.4 (a) Au MOS-C ts found to possess a uniform distribution of sodium ions in the oxide;
that is, p,,,,,(x) p0 constant for all x in the oxide. Compute the AV0 shift resulting
from this distribution of ions ifp0Iq = ba/cm3and x,, = 0.1 pm.

(h) After positive bias-temperature (+BT) stressing, the sodium ions of part (a) alt pileup
ito.esediatety adjacent to the oxide—seniicondscbor interface. Determine the AV0 after
-I-BT stressing.

18,5 In modeling the qoantitative effect of the fixed charge, it is typically assumed the
charge is located immediately adjacent to the oxide—semicondnctor interface. Suppose the
charge is actually distrtbnted a short dislance into the oxide from the Si—Si02 interface.

(a) For reference put-poses, write dawn the standard result for AV0 (fixed charge).

(b) Determine the expected AV0 shift caused by an equivalent amount of charge distrib
uted tn a linearly increasing fashion from zero eta distance Ax from the Si—Si02inter
face to 2Q/Ax rigtst a] the Si—SiO, interface.

(c) Compute AV0(part b)fAV0(parr a) assaming Ax 10 A = tO7cm and X,, 0.1 pm
= 0 5cm. Repeat for .r,, = 0.01 pm t0 5cm. Comment on your results.

18.6 It is possible to determine 4i and OF for a given fabrication process and metal—
St02—St system by fabricating a set of MOS-Cs with different oxide thicknesses. The flat

(a) Addtng to a copy of Ftg. P18.8 and using a dashed line, sketch the C—V curve one
would expect from an ideal s’nrsion of the given MOS-C. Also indicate the fiat-band
point on the ideal-device characteristic.

(b) Ascertain the Si doping couceutrution, (Au approximate determination using the delta
dnpletion C—V formulation is acceptable.)

(c) Determine the fixed charge/cm°, Q, in the given device.

18.9 The C—v charactnristics of au MOS-C are measured before and after performing
postmrtallization anneal to eliminate interfacial traps. The AFTER C—t’characteristic en
htbttrd by the device is traced iu Fig. P18.9. Assuming acceptor-I/kg interfacial traps,
sketch the C—V characteristic of the device BEFORE annealing on the same set of coordi
nates. Explain how you arrived at your answer.

V0
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(i) V/bat is the difference between the “field-oxide” and the “gate-oxide” in MOSFETs?
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Figure P18.8

Figure P18,8



18.11 A rather unusual s-bulk MOS-C is found to have isterfacial traps at ottly one band-
gap ettergy, Trr’ located rigltt at tuidgap (see Fig. P18.11). Answer the following questions
assuming a ltigh-frequettcy C—V ntcasnremettt and an otherwise ideal MOS-C. Include a
few words of explanation, if necessary, to convey your thought process and to prevent a
misinterpretation of the requested sketcites.

,— Surfccr

it

Figure P18.11

(a) Sketch tltc general form of the expected MOS-C C—V characteristic if the interface
states giving rise to the E, level are donor-like in natare. (Assume the nttmber of states
is sufficiently large to perturb the ideal-device characteristic.)

(b) Repeat part (a) if the interface states are acceptor-like in nature.

(c) Repeat part (a) assuming the interface states are donor-like but the energy level ts
located very close to the conduction band (say E,

—
= 0.001 eV).

(d) Repeat part (a) for donor-like interfacial traps that introduce an energy level very clone
to the valence band (say Err — E, = 0.001 eV).

18.12 The as-fabricated C—V characteristic derived from an MOS-C is picturud in Fig.
P18.12. After fabrication, precisely one-half of the gate area is exposed to iontzittg radta
don, whiclt increases the apparent fixed charge (Q) in the exposed half of the device. The
increase itt iutcrfacial trap density cansed b3 the irradiation is negligible. Sketch the ex
pected fornt of tIre C—Vcharacteristie after irradiation on the same set of coordinates as the
pro-irradiation characteristic. Also explain huw you arrived at your altswer. HINT: Think
of the two halves of the MOS-C as separate capacitors.

(c) There is an sncrease in the substrate doping.

(d) The oxide thickness is decreased.

(e) Eoron tons are implanted into the near surface region of the silicon.

18.15 A MOSFET is fabricated with = —0.46 V, Qlq 2 x 105/cma,
QM = 0,

= 0, and Q,/q = —4 2< l0’’/em, it, 0.05 scm. 4 l0— cma, and N0 lO’°/
cm3. Q1 is the ion charge itnplantcd immediately adjocent to the SiSiOa interface.

(a) Determine V,,5.

(b) Determine V.

(c) Is the given MOSFET an enhancement mode or depletion mode device? Enpluin.

18.16 Given an AlSiOa._Si MOSFET, T = 300 K, a Si-substrate doping of N 10”)
cm’, .x = 100 A, Q/q = 1W /cm2. no interfacial traps and no mobile ions in the oxide.
Determine the baron ions/ctu’ (N,) that mast be implanted into the structure so achieve a
V, = 0.5 V (Assume the implanted ions create au added negative charge right at the Si—
SiOa interface.)

Figure P18.12

18.13 The before bras-temperalarn stressing 10—V,, clsaracterixtics of a MOSFE1’ are
sketched a Fig. P18.13(a). The g_Vc (Vu = 0) characteristics of the same device befnre
and after bias-letnperatnre stressing using a positive bias are shown in Fig. P18.13(b).

On

Befone

Aftor +BT

+BT

—5 —4 —3 —2 —l 0

Figure P18.13

(a) What was the probable cause of the shift in theg5—V0characteristic after positive bias
tempnrature stressing?

(b) Sketch the ID—Vu characteristics after bios-temperature stressing for gate voltages of
V0 = —2, —3, and —4 V. Also record your reasoning.

18.14 An is-channel (p-hulk) MOSFET is ideal except
‘M5 0. Indicate how the following

modifications to the atractusre, taken independently, will affect the threshold voltage V.,,.
Include a few words of explanation in each case.

(a) Ionizing radialiun causes an apparent Qrt 0.

(b) The gate material is changed from Al to Ca.

19 Modern FET
Structures

To achieve higher operating speeds and increased packing densities, PET device structures
have been subjected to greater and greater miniaturization. The decrease in FET device
dimenstons, in itself, can lead to major modilications in the observed device characteristics.
Small dimension effects, also referred to as short-channel effects or small geometry effects,
include, for example, shifts in the threshold voltage and an tscrease in the snbthreshold
current. The cited modifications in device behavior are of major importance in practical
applications. Notably, an accurate prediction of the threshold voltage is needed to deter
mine logic levels, noise margins, speed, and node voltages, while the subiheeshold current
affects the off-stale power dissipation, dynamic logic clock speeda, and memory refresh
times. A large portion of this chapter is devoted to the description and discussion of small
dimension effects. It should be understand from the outset that small dimension effects are
generally undesirable and are minimized or avoided in commercial structures through the
proper scaling of device dimensions or modifications iu device design. Relative to modifi
cations in device design, the chapter concludes with a brief survey of select implenteuted
and developmental FET structures.

19.1 SMALL DIMENSION EFFECTS

19.1.1 Introduction

In 1965 the smallest MOSFETs had an L — I mdl = 25 fflnt. by 1990 indastry-star.dard
versions of MOS device utractures had attained sts’nmicron dimensions. The steady pro
gression toward smaller and smaller PETs is pictured schematically in Fig. 19.1. Projec
lions into the near future are summarized in Table 19.1.

970 980 990 2000
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18.10 If interfacial traps are associated with residual “dangling bottds” at the Si surface,
and assnitting titc norisher of residual ‘‘danglittg bonds” is proportiotsal to tlte stainber ofSi
surface atoms, winds silicon surface plane. (1001 or (1101, would he cspccted to exhibit
the higher density al isterlacial traps? Record all svork leading to yoor mnssver
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Year

Figure 19.1 The “shrinking” MOSFET, The relative scaling of the MOSFET channel ergth in
the fgurn roaghiy depicts thu dooeeasr in Inioinsam feature size uf pradncninn_liue MOS DRAMs.
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MODERN FET StRUCTURES 693
Tabln 19.1 Silicon IC Projectionst251.(DRAM is an acronym for dynamic randoni access

urinary. I/O is an abbreviation for input/output. Wiring levels refer to the oaiiiber
of nietallication levels that inierronnect devices on an IC.)

YEAR of first DRAM shipment 1995 F 1999 2001 2004 F 2007_fii0

Mhiimitm feature nice (pm)__ .25 0.07

• Microprocessor 250 300J j43O 520 620
Chip imr (mm

P 420! 640

Bits/chip in DRAMa 64M 25GM 10 F ‘‘
Siwaferdiameirrm) 200 200 WOt L
Wiring levels (manimnm in on-chip logic) 45 56 6 67 78

I/O pads per chip (Frigh performance) ‘ET F F•Dcskiop z i
Power supply voltage (V)

• Portable 2.5 .8-2.5

Chip frequency (MHr) • On ch’p 300 450 99Jp0 1000 1100
high performance

ip-to-bomd 150 200 250 j 300 [ 375 475

The departure from tong-channel behavior, which can accompany the noted decrease
in device dimensions, is nicety itlnsimted asing observed 10—V0characteristics. The asian
of short-channel effects is heralded by a sirniflcurt upward slant in the post-pinch-off por
tions of the 10—V0carves. Srverr short-channel effects lead to rhuracteriscics of the form
reproduced in Pig. 19,2. Nut on.ly du the ‘n—pu characteristics fail to saturate, bat J a v0a
cnrves are observed for gate vollages below threshold. (The Fig. 19.2 device should be
“off” for V0 > 0 Vl) Asother clear manifestation of short-channel effects is provided by
the snblhresbold transfer ehuracterintics. A sampte long-channel nnbthreshold characteris
tic scm presented in Pig. 17.11. In long-channel MOSPETs the subthrrshuld drain current
varies enpunentially with V0 and is independent of V provided Vu > few kT/q vottn. In
short-channel devices, an the othec hand, the sobfhreshold drain onmcnt is found to increase
systematically and significantly with increasing Va. Shifts in the observed threshold volt
age constitute the third widely quoted indienliun of small-dimension effects. As in readily
confirmed by referring to the VT ratuiionship in Subsection 18.3.1, the threshold voltage
in a long-channel MOSFET is independent of the gate length and widlh. In short-ehonirel
devirm. VT becomes a funrtiuo of she gate dimensions and the applied binans lace
Fig. 19.3).
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The mujoi’ity uf small-dimension effects in MOSPET5 are associated with the redar

sian in the rhonnrl length L. It is therefore reasonable to introduce and specify a minimum

channel length, L,,,, hetow which siguifleant short-channel efferln are enpectrd to ocrnr.

Cmdely speniring, L,,,,, munt be greater than the sum of the depletion widthu msoeiated

with the source and drain jancsions. Values in the 0.1 pm to I pm range are indicated. As

snggested by eompalrr simnialions and confirmed by esperimenlal obsnrvutians, a morn

precise nslimain uf L,,,, is given by the empirical relationshipuiVi

= 0.4(rx,(Ws + wn)aPms . .
. ; in A; L,,,,,, 5), (19.1)
W5, B’u in pam

is the source/drain )onrnion depth, ,v, the aside thickness, W5 the depletion width at the

nouren junction, and W0 the dnpletion width at thn drmn junction. Note from Eq. (l9.t)

that Laj, can ha made nmatlnr by reducing the depth of the nonrce/drmn islands, by redne

ing the onida thiclcnesn, and/or by increasing the nabstrate doping, which in turn causes a

decrease in 1V5 and W0. All of the above have in fart been employed to help assure long

rhonnrl operation of MOSFET5 with increasingly sealed-down dimensions.

The eannen underlying departures from lung-channel behavior fall into one of thrne

general categorim. Par one, differences belmvern anpariment and long-channel theory may

simply artse from a breakdown of osnamptions used in the long-channel analysis. Second,

redaction in device dimensions aaiomatically leads to no enhaneemnel of cerIum effects

that are known to occur butane negligible in long-channel devices. Lmtly, some departures

from long-channel behavior arise from lotally new phenomena. All three categories am

represented in the following consideration of speciflr-easn nffects.

19.1.2 Threshold Voltage Modification

Short Chantini

In enhancement-mode short-channel devices F VT1 in found to monotomeally decrease with

decreming channel length L. Qnalitaativnly, the decrease in threshold voltage can ha en

plained as follows: Beforn an inversion layer or channel forms beneath the gain, the sabgale

region mast first hr depleted (W —* Wy). In a short-channel device the source and drain

asnint in depleting the region under the gate; that is. a significant portion of the nabgaie

delelion-rrgion charge is balanced by thn charge on the other side uf the source and drain

pa junctions. Than lnss gate charge is required ta reach the start of inversion and VT!

decreases. The nmaller L, the greater the percentage of charge balanced by lhn noarce/drain

pn junctions, and the granter the redaction in I VT[.

A first-order quantitative nnprensioa fur the AVT associated wsth short-channel affects

can be established using straiglarforward geometric arguments. Although highly smptified.

the derivation to ha presented is very informative in Ihat ii illantraten the general method of

analysis. The derivation also indicates how parameters sorb as the soarce(drain1unecioo

depth enter into the nprrificalinn of short-channel effects.

,2 v
3°

-i5 —2a —25 —30
Vu lsniisl

Pignre 19,2 aVa rharacinristirs nf a MOSFET eshibiting severe short-channel effovis (Reprinted tram Baseman ri 0122). © 1974, miirh kind peroiisvinn nf Elsrsiergoiencn Lid.)
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An previously established, for an ideal device

Vn = 4’n + x,’n (19.2)

Let Qn be the total charge/em2inside the semiconductor. Applying Oanns’ law, isis readily
established that

(19.3)

Combining Eqs. (19.2) and (19.3), we can therefore write

V0=5—20”5— (19.4)
K0n0 C,

When l/ VT. i6 = 2sdr and Q5 Q5, where Qa is the balk or depletion-region charge
per anit arm of the gain. Specialimd to the threshold point. Eq. (19.4) thus becomes

VT = 2r — 2n (19.5)

Neni inirodecing

m VrlihOrt channel)
— V(long channel) (19.6)

taking Qnr and Qas to be the tong-channel and nhort-channel depletion-region charges/
cm2, respectively, and making use of Eq. (19.5), we obtain

= +(Qus — Qni.)
=

‘fr’(I — 292) (19.7)

To complete the derivation, iris necessary to develop enpressions for QDL and Qan tn
terms of the device parameters. Working coward this nod, consider the nhori n-channel
MOSFET pictured in Fig. 19.4. To simplify the analysis, V is taken to be small or nero so
that W m WT as all points beneath the central portion of the gate. The shaded mean in the
figare identify thone portions of thn nabgaia region thaI are assumed to be contralled by the
source and drain pn jonations. In a long-channel device, charge in the entire rectangalar
region of side-length L is balanced by charges on the gate and

(19.9)
a,V5(ZLlV)

Qnr
—. ZL

= qAvWv
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Figure 19.5 Side otew of a MGSFET aced to enplais and asalpee the narrow-width effect.
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GbeitneD___ (19.13)

Although a first-order retaIl, tlte AVT given by Eq. (19.13) does enhibit the sameparametric dependeocies initiully toted in the Lw,, discussion. Examining AFT) V(loeg
channel), which is the releoaet qnaetity in ganging the importance of shorn-channel effects,one again finds tire effects are minimized by redacing a,,, redneing tj, and iecrcasiiig N0.

Narrow Width

The threshold voltage is also affected when the lateral width Z of n MOSFET becotoes
comparable lathe chatted depletion-width WT. In enhancement-mode narrow-width desIres, I V4 is foond to mosorenically increase with decreasing channel width 2. Note thatthe 2-dependence of the threshold collage shift is opposite so the L-depeedence. Thenarrow-w’idtlt effect, however, is coplained in much the same manner as the short-channel
effect. Referring to the side view of a MOSFET so Pig. 19.5, note that the gate-controlleddepletion region extends 10 the side, lying in part outside the 2-width of the gate. In wide-
width devices, the gate-controlled charge in the lateral region is totally negligible. Isnarrow-width devices, ott the other band, the lateral charge becomes euntparabie so shecharge directly beneath the 2-width of the gate; that is, there is an increase in the effectivecharge/em0beiag balanced by the gate charge. Thus, added gate charge is reqai red so reachthe start of inversion and I V.j increases.

Paralleling the short-channel derisation, a quantitatise enpression for ihi/ associatedwith the narrow-width effect is readily established. If the lateral regions are asseteed to bequarter-cylinders of radius WT, the lateral oalsme controlled hy the gate is (sr(2lWLL and

qNu(ZLW0.+ w3L)

Q5(surrow width)
ZL

= —qN0W5(l + 7) (l9.t4)

686 FIELD erenci oesienu

Septelios /
boasdeso

Figure 19.4 Ceess seetioe of a MGSFET idenrifping paeaninters that ester isle the short-channel
oisolpsis. The shaded portions of the subgate ares see assumed to be eesteelled by die soaeee and
drain pn (nnetieos. It is also assumed that Vn a S

ZLWT is the depletion-region velanse atid ZL the area of the gate. In a short-elsassnel device,
the depletion-eegiuti charge cosseelled by he gate is canlsoed to Ihe teupereidat region ol
side leegths Land L’. Thes

qff0[!(L + L’)ZWTl
L2 J L+L’

—z---” 9NsW.rj1 (t9.9)

Sobstisatieg the Q5L and Q05 espressiuns into Eq. (19.7) thee gioes

=
— L+L)

(1910)

Nest, looking at the source regieu in Pig. 19.4 and ussemleg 195 an one dedaces from
geometrical cunsideratioes

+ =
+

+ 194 (19.11)

which cue be soloed to obtuin

= L — 2i[]T —1] (19.12)

Finally, eliednating L’ in Eq. (19.10) asing Eq. (19.12), we conclude
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Replucing Q55 in Eq. (19.7) wish the earroso.wsdth Q0, eec rapidly concludes

40 WsrW
[VT(uuerowwidth)w__T (19.t5)

This resels eunfirets eec initial assertion that the narrow-width effect hecumes tmporsaei
when 2 is comparable to W.

As a concluding point it shoeld be oared that a combined-effect AtTr must be estab

lished for MOSFET5 that have both a short channel and a earrow width. The shart-chussel
and uarrow.widch AVT’5 are net simply additive. The combined-effect AV and mere cc-

acting Al” eopressions foe the individual effects ran be found in the desire literature.13°

19.1.3 ParasitiC BJT Action

Consuieiug an appositely doped regiou between the scarce and the dease. the MOSFET
bears a striking physical eesewblanee sos luserat bipolar juectioa tsaosistor (BIT). Thus,
with the distance between the sosree and drain in a madero MOSPET reduced to a oulue
eoarparabte to the base width iso a hipolar rrumistoe. is is out surprising that phenoweou
have been observed that are normally associated with the operation of BJTs.

One such phenomenon is source in drain piuich-throiaghs. Whes the source sod demo
are separated by a few microns or less it becomes possible for the pe junction depletion
regions mound the source and drain to roach or puncls-tbeoagh as piesered is Fig. 19.5.
When punch-through occurs, a sigeificant change takes place in the operation of the
MOSPET. Notably, the gate losm control of the subgase eegsoe eoeept for a smail poflion
of the regioo immediately adjacent to the Si—Si05 interface. The soueee-to-drme currents
thee on longer constrained to the surface channel, bar begins to flow beneath the surface
through the touching depletion reginns. Analogous to the punch-through current in BJTs,
this subsurface “spuee-cttarge” current varies as the squure of the voltage applied bessseeu
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the source and drain. The Vu > 0 characteristics presented is Fig. 19.2 are eeamples of the10w V4 current that results from soarcu to drain punch-through.
As a practical matter, puech-theough is small-dimension MOSffffTs is routinely sop-

pressed by increasing the doping of the subgute region and thereby decreasing the sacred
drain depletion widths. This rue be accomplished by increasing the substrate doping. Mew-
ever, increasing the seshstmre doping has the udveme effect of increasing parusitic capaci
tances. Consequently, is is common practice to perform a deep-ion implantasien to selec
tively increase the doping of the subgate region.

Parasitic BJT action involving carrier ieulaplicutiee and regeeeratioefeedfieck leads
to a second potentially significant pertorbation of the MOSFET characteristics. Them is a
certain amount of carrier meltiplicasion in the high-field depletion region nose the drain is
alt MOSFETs. Jo loeg-ehunnel devices the multiplication is negligible. Is short-channel
devices, howeour, carrier mulrepliesrieu coupled with eegenemtive feedback can dramati
cally ieereuse the drain current and place a reduced limit as she manimum operating V0.
Catastrophic failure may corn occur under easreme conditions.

The multiplication und feedback mechanism operating is small-dimension MOSFETs
is very similar to thur sohich lowers Vinu,cus in a BJT relative to Vienices (see Subsection
11.2.4). The bssie nseehaeism is bess deseribed and ewplaised with the aid of Pig. 19.7.
The process is initiated by channel current entering she high-field region ie the vicinity of
the drain. Upon acceleration in the high-field eegioss, a small percentage of the channel
carriers gain a sufficient amount of energy to produce electron—hole pairs throagh impact
inniratine. For an it-channel device the added electenes drift into the drain, while the added
hales are sovept into the quasieeutral balk. Becanse the semiconductor balk hot a finite
resistance, she current floss associated with the impact-generated holes gives rise so a po
tential drop between the depletion eegioe edge and the back contact. This potential drop is

Fhgere 19.7 Visualization of carrion multiplication oed regenerative feedback this can give rise to
esenens neshansemeni is shoss-ehuvoel MOSPETs.Figure 19.6 Psuch-shroagh and space-choice raceent no shoe-uhaenel MOSPET.
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of such U polarity as to fowaed bios lie source pn junctioti. Forward biastug of the source
pit jonclioit in turn leads to electron injection from the source p5 junction into the qoast
neutral balk, an additional electron flosn ito the drain, tucreased carrier multiplication. and
so forth. The process is stable as lung as the fractional increase in the dratn carreni or the
multiplication factor is less than I/o, wltere 0 is the commoa-hase gate af the paeasitic

BiT. At high enhaeeed cnrrents there is the potential fur excessive eureent flew through the
device atid device failure.

19.1.4 Hot-Carrier Effects

Oxide Charging

Oxide charging, or charge injection and trappitig in the onide, p a phenomenon that occurs

in all MOSFETs. Ic Ike vicinity of the drain under operational conditions, ehunnel carriers,

and carriers entering the drain depletieti tegien from the subslrale. periodically gain a saf

ficient aioount of energy to surmount the Si—SiO snrfaee barrier and enter Ike oxide. Ben

tral centers in the oxide trap a portion of the injected charge and thereby canse a charge

buildup within the oxide. In long-channel devices, onide charging is the well-known canse

of “walk-out—a progressive increase in the drain breakdown voltage of MOSPETs op
erated at large V0 biases. Unfortunately, the effects of oxide charging in short-channel

MOSFETs are decidedly more serious. This is trae becanse a larger percentage of the gated

region is affected in the smaller devices. Specifically, stgniflcani changes in V and g cant
resalt from Ihe oxide-charging phenomenon. Moreover, because oxide charging is eamn

lative over time, the phenomenon tends to lintit the aseful “life” of a device and mast be
minimized. A popalar approach for minimizing her-carrier effects, the fermatton of
lightly doped drain (LCD), is described in Subsection 19.2.1.

Velocity Saturation

In the conventional analysis of Ike long-channel MOSFET, there is no theoretical limitation

on the velocity that the carriers can attain in the sarfare channel. It is implicitly assumed
the carrier velocities inumase as needed to support the computed earreut. In reality, the
carrier drift velecilies inside silicon al T = 300 K approach u masimam valan of n,a m

10 cm/sec when die accelerating electric field exceeds —3 1< 100 V/cm for electrons and
—10’ V/cm far holes (see Fig. 3.4 in Fart I). If. for esampln. Vn = 2 V and L = 0.5 jam.
there will obviously be points in the MOSFET sarfacc channel where the accelerating elec
tric field is greater than or eqaal to 4 ic Ito V/em. Linaitation of the channel current due to
velocity saturation is clearly a possibility in shun-channel devices.

Velocity saturation has tsso main effects on rIte observed charactenstics. First. ‘a,,
siguificantly reduced. The modified f,,, is approximolely dencnhed by

‘mc as ZC’,,(V5 —
(19.161

Second, as can be inferred from Eq. (19.16) and as illnslrated in Fig. 19.8, the sainration

current eshibits an alninsl linear dependenre on VO—VT as opposed to Ike conventional

square-law dependence.
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Admilledly there am other considerations, such an the operanou of the carrier injecling
source, that can limit ballistic device performance. Nonetheless, ballistic effecLs have been
observed and are likely to play u role in the operation of fature PETs.

19.2 SELECT STRUCTURE SURVEY

In discassing the essentials of MOSFET operation, we made nse of the basic enhancement-
mode structure. Use of the banic siracinre allows onn to feens on ike development of con
cepts and the understanding of phenomena. Natarally, given the matarity of MOSFET tech
nology, Ikere exists a significant namber of distinct device variations. Modifications to the
basic straciure have been implemented to solve specific problems or to enhance a specific
device characteristic. It is also Iran that closely related PET devices fabricated in OaAs and
ether compoand seovieondnctnmn invariably take a somewhat different form than those fab
ricated in Si. A brief survey of select MOSFET and MOSFET-like strnclures has beeu
included in this section to provide some feel for the variety that ecints and the nature of
major modifications. II should be emphasized that the snrveyed device simrtares constitute
only a sampling, with a bias toward siractares likely to be encoantered in the recent PET
literature.

19.2.1 MOSFET Structures

LDD Tranuistora

As described in the pmceding seclion, redared dimension devices are mere sasceptiblc to
hot-carrier effects. The field-aided injection and subsequent tropping of carriers in the gain
oxide uear the drain can lead to serioas device degradation. The degradation effects are
farther worsened by the cemmon practice of using bias voltages that have not been sealed
down in proportion to the device dimensions. The lightly doped drain (LCD) siractare
shown in Fig. 19.9 helps to miuimicn hot-carrier effecls. The featumu of note is the lightly
doped drain region between the end of the channel and the drain proper (the n region in
Fig. 19.9). The redaced doping gradient in going from the channel to the drain proper
lewers the ‘f-field in the vicinity of the drain and shifls the position of the peak ‘f-field
Inward the end of the ckaunnl. Carrier injection into the oxide is thereby reduced and oside
charging correspondingly minimized.

OmEn neloun Ii V/aivl

Figure 19.8 lllasinaien alike nErds of sntmity saisuilien on ihublOSFET In_Vu ehamninnistics.
In) Experimental cliaiaricsisiics desired frem a ihnni-ekannnl MOSPET with L = 2.7 pm. xr =
8.05 pm, s = 0.4 jam. andV5(sabsisatn) 15°/cm’. Companative ihanretiual chamniesistics cnm
pated lbl inclading velocity saisranne and (a) ignoring vnlraiiy scinranen. IPsum Yamagxshi0’t,
© 1979 IEEE.)

In the Chapter 17 modeling of carrier drift in the MOSPET surface channel, rye implicitly
assumed that carriers experienced numerous scattering events in traveling between the
source and the drain. This is equivalent In assuming the rhaunel length (L) is mock greuter
ihau Ike average distance (1) between scaiteriiiig events. Clearly, if the MOSFET channel
length is medoced tea value comparable to I, fundamental revisions will be required in the
analytical formalism. More importantly, however, if even smaller-dimnesien structures
could be bailt with L < ( a large percentage of the carriers would then travel from the
source to the drain withoutenperiencinga siugln seatierkig event The envisioned projectile-
like merion of the carriers is referred to as ballintie irauuvperr

Obsnrs’abln ballistic effects are theernlically possible ie OaAs structures where L as
0.3 jam. Somewhat shorter lengths are reqaired in Si devices. Enperimeutally, both Si and
OaAs PETs with channel lengths —0.1 pm have been fabricated in research laboratories.
Thus, FET slructares sniiuh L as I are altainable willt present-day technology. Moreover,
referring to Table 19.1, such siructnre,s are expected lo become commonplace in the near
future.

Practically speaking, ballistic transporn is of interest because it coold lead to super-fail
devices. With reduced ncaitering, the average velocity of carriers iransversing the channel
can exceed n,,,. This is referred to as relocirv every/tooL Average velocities up to 35%
larger than Ike sataration velocity have been observed in an L = 0.12 jam MOSpETI3c.

5oarie Con Drain Multi

p Oakiisiin
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FIgure 18,10 (a) Crest maC on of a CMOS simniam. (b) Magnified crass sorties of the channel
region and lateral doping profile. )Piem Pncka 01 al.101, © 1974 %EE.)

liMOS

A double-diffused MOSFE1’ (CMOS) simetare is pictured in Pig. 19.10. The structure is
distinctive in that thn channel region is formed, and the channel length specified, by the
difference in the lateral extent of rwn imparity profiles. A p-type dopani (e.g., boron) and
an n-type dopaut (e.g., phosphomnn) are adimsitted and diffused into Ike Si through the same
estdn mask opening. The p-type depact, which is introduced first. diffoses slightly deeper
and farther to the side than the it-type dopani. The result is the simaltannaas fnrinaaen
of the source and channel regions as clearly shusvn in the magnified cross section of
Fig. 19.15(b). The most important physical churacteristic of CMOS is a short channul
length (— I jam) that can be established wilkoat using small-dimension lithographic masks.
The CMOS siractarn thas boasls high-frequency operation, which is combined with a high
drain breakdown voltage. It box been axed in high-frequency analog applications and high
vollagn/high-puwer circails. Although first intredoced in the early 1970s, variations of Ike
CMOS structure, nelably powet—OMOS structures, continue to be developed.
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Figure 19.9 Cows suction af a lightly doped drain (LCD) structure.
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Figure 19.11 (a) Cnnsn recline of V bnniedwhanonl MOOFET. (b) Approsimate eabgaio deping

pratila. Adapted fram Van dcc Ta) and Chamherlain, G 1989 IEEE.)

Bunied-Chunnel MOSFET

Figure 19.11 shows tine cross section of V buried-channel MOSFET and the appreaimate
sebgatc-doping pcohle instde the transistar. The aniqac stractnral featace, a sarface layer
beneath the gate with the same daping an the source arnd drain islands, is typically farmed

by inn irnplantalien. With a pin jenclian bottom gate and an MOS lop gate, tIne buried-

channel MOSPET is physically and fanctianally a hybrid J-FET/IvIOSFET stcnctace. It can

he designed In fnnction as a depletian-mede or enhancement-mode device depending en
the dnckness and deping af line surface layec. The boned-channel MOSFET gels its name
frmn the fact Ihat channel conduction cnn be made to take place away from the aside

semiconductor interface. This leads to inherently higher carrier mobilities, a redaced inter-

facial leap interaction, and a decreased sensitivity to hal-carrier effecls.

SiGe Devicen

With the devnlopment of the nltrahigh-vacnntn chemical-vapor-deposition (UHV/CVD)

processt351, it has bncnme possible to deposit high-qnali)y Si15Ge5 alloy films on a

production-line basis. The process permits atnmic-level control of the film thickness, pre

cise control of Ihe hInt compositinn, and minimication of background cnntaminntion. Films

covering he entire range from 0 to 100% Ge centent are readily deposited.

Rcfinciing Ac fact that the Ge lattice constant is a = 5.fi5 A compared to the smaller

a 5.45 A of silicon, SiGn alloys preferably enhibit a lattice constant larger then Si.

However, if sufficiently thin (typically m 1000 A). SiGe alloy films deposited on a Si snh

strate nrc pseadomerphir in natnce; thut in, they conform ntom-by-atom to the lattice pattern

a hole is opened in the insolalor to espese a small section of the nndnrlying crystalline-Si

sabutmte. With the exposed snbstmte acting as a send, cpitaxial Si is then grown up lhcnugh

the holn and sidnwuys ovnr the insolutoc Unfornanutely, ELD is not rnnsidneed to be a

production-line techrology. Among all the SGI technologies esly SIMGX acd BESOI are

currently considered prodnction-linc sechunlogies that ann capabln of yielding Si films of

acceptable quality. Both SLMOX and BESGI wafers are available commercially.

In BESGI (BondEd SOl) a SiO, layer, which is to become the insnlating layer, is

thermally grown on one Si wafer. A second Si wafer in nest beaded to the lop of the first

wafer and annealed. Finally, the top wafer is ground, polished, and chemically etched until
the desired snrface-luycr thickness is attained. In SIMOX (Separatien by IMplantation of
OXygcn) the 501 structore is formed by creatiag an SiO, loyerjosl beneath the snrfacc of

a belk-Si wafer m illustrated in Fig. 19.13. The SIM0X precess begins with the ion
inmplartation of onygen beneath the Si surface. The 0, implant is normally perfoemed em

ploying an accelerating energy of 150—200 knV and involves nrotal dose of 1—2 X 10°
atoms/cm3.Annealing the structure at an elevated temperature (typically 1300’C for
roughly 8 hours) next allows the implanted O to enact with the Silo form a boned onide

BOX) layer. The anneol also minimices defects in the surface Si laync Additional Si is

sometimes deposited by standard npitasial techniqaes to increase the final thickoess of the

Si surface layer. Required thicknesses range fram 500 Ate 2000 A fec CMOS applications

and front 0.3 m to 10pm for thick-film bipolar applications.

The nnmerons projected advantages of SOl-based ICs, parlicalarly MOS ICs, help to
esplain the cetensive research effort espended to develop a viable 501 technology. The
dielectric isolation of individual circnit elements pousible svith 501 reduces parasitic capac

Gate

Soerce
¶inSio,

Drain

Retmod Sinaoeos ,I?.25Pnm

.5 pm

Figure 19.12 SiGaciihanced.:nahi(jmy MOSFET Tao s-cliaoecl M0SFeTiecnrpuratmasmmined-
Si see/ace chuonol. (Prom Welscroi al.101, 1994 IEEE.)

of the undeclying Si substmte. Si hetcro(nnction bipolar tronsistors (1-fETs) fabricated with
a psetidomorphtc SiDe base layer have achieved the highest operating feeqneecy of any Si
bipolar device.

Bccaasr of the constrained lattice spacing, pscndomorphic films are subject to aeon
siderablc arnoan; of internal slrms. Growing a SiGe alloy film beyond a critical thickness
cannes defects to nncleute spontaeeonsly. The defect generation relieves the stress and al
lou’s the film to relax to tts preferred lattice constant. Relaxed SiGn films me of particular
interest mu the prmcnt contest bccaasc they have been used in fabricadng “enhanced mo
bility” MOSFETs m illaslrated in Fig. 19.12.

In fabricating the Fig. 19.12 device a composia’onally graded SiGe bnffcr layer, a re
laxed Si07Ge115 layer, and a thin pseadomorphic Si film are seqocntially grown on a Si
snbslcatn. With strain-relief defects primarily cotifined to the bnft’er layer, the relaxed
Si03Gc0, layer effectively fenctioes as a qnnlity snbslratc for the psendomorphic layer.
Cooformang to the larger lattice constant of5i030n05 places the psendornorphic Si flInt
nnder tension. The strain in the St layer in tare gives rise to rednced carrier scattering and
a lower electron effecove mans parallel to the Si—SiG, interface. These combine to enhance
the earner mobility in the Si surface channel. The pictared device, for example, exhibited
a foctor of ‘-‘ 2 enhancement in the observed low-field mobility over a standard MOSPET.
The enhanced mobility, translating into increased carreet drive at higher fields, has the
potential In extend the performance limits of existing MOS technology.

Sal Structuren

The term silicon-oni-issalimnor (501) is used to describe slrnctnrns where devices are fabri
cated in single-crystal Si layers formed over an insnluting film or snbstrote. The first real
cation of 501 struclnres tnvolsed ceysialliun films of Si deposited on prnperlyoniented

sapphim sabstrates (SOS). Snbseqaently, Inner aunruling techniques were used to crystal
ltce amorphons Si films depnsited en insulators such an SiO, and Si3 Na. In beth of these
approuches ihc Si film qnaltty has impeded their widespread utiiicatioe. A more recent
approach, npmta.smal layer overgrowth (ELO). has solved the film quality problem. In ELO

itancns, thereby giving rise In higher operating speeds, and tetally eliminates Iatch.npt.
SOl-bused ictOSPETs are alsa projected to consume Ims ponsnr, operate at higher 1cm-
peramrm, provde :mproved radiotion hardness, and eshibit redsced shnri-channel effects.
From a design standpoint, SOl permits higher packing densities and emier scaling to
smaller linewidths. From a fabrication standpoint 501 leads to simpler processing hecanse
it permits a redaction in the nemher of intasking (lithographic) steps. Perhaps most innper
tautly, the wafers derived from SIMOX and BESGI ann tolally compatible with prodnction
line eqnipmnnt and procederns. The most nxtennive use of SOS to date is in the pcodaction
of radiation-hardened SEAMe for military applications. Enpanded use is anticipated in the
areus of very high speed very large scale CMOS ICs, low-power supply-voltage devices,
and DRAMS.1351

19.2.2 MODFET (HEMT)

The last member of the PET family to be sorveynd is the medalatien doped field effect
transistor (MODFET). Alihengh MODPET appears to be the preferred acronym for the
device strncnare, 1 is often alternatively identified as the high electron mobility transistor
(I-IEMT). When first intredoced, the straciurn was sometimes called the unleclively
doped heteeostcncture transistor (501ff) or the twe-dimeasional nleclron-gau field effect
transistor (TEGPRT). A perspective view of an AlOnAs/GaAs MOOPET was presented in
Fig. 15.7 as part of the general intredaction to field-effect devices; a simplified cross sec
tion of the structure is shown in Pig. 19.14(a).

The structural similarities of the MODPET and MOSFET are oboionn from Pig.
19.l4(a) if one thinks of the AIGnAs layer as an insnlalor. The MODPET does differ from
the MOSFET in that din “iusnlaang” layer, the AlOaAs, is doped. Moreover, the GaAs
npilayer is nominally andeped. The term “mndolaiion doping” arises frnm the madelation
of the dopant source to snlectmvely dope only the AlGaAs layer dnring the sequential depe
ninon of the GaAs and AIGoAs layers. Doping of the AIGuAs helps induce a surface chan
nel adiaceni to the AIGaAn/OaAs interface. fiecaane the carrent-rarcying GaAs layer in
nominally nadoped. there is one/y nnieimal scattering from rcsidaal (euin:anmianal) dopant
mmpanttnn in the GaAs surface channel. Very high electron meobilities are observed at room
tnmpnralare, and an even greater mobility enhancement relative to doped-channel devices
like the MESFET is obtained at liquid nitrogen temperatures. This is why the slmctnre is
alternatively identified as Ihe “high electron mobility” ;ransistoc.n

Greater detail of the gated region and the rlnctrentatic siinnation inside the MODFBT
are pictered mu Pig. 19.14(b). AIGaAv has a wider band gap than GaAs and, as previously
mllasimled in Fig. 11.19(a), energy band offsets arise at the AIGaAs/GaAs interface. In the

LairS-imp is isa mean form oajan pnosian in diaimai CMG5 simcaon clinic time circaiiny Vein Oeak isa sprai5c
immeic oar. Smmpy smmmmnd, lamcs-ac i.m aacsrd 5n in inmnnaai faadbask meshanine asmeciamnd xfim pamaninc PrVPN

i Aii5eah mhn HEMT aenonyw renmimmaan me so empimisad, a is inc nnangniond ham he iex-Onid membilimy in cam
hr imey parnnnmnr in dnmanmmminin0 mime aharacmnnmmmci of iSa dnoier mindon normal efenunino eandilloen. anthem,

ammal000an me MSSIET eprnaiinn denasibnd In Snaiian IS.].
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Sntintttsy 15-CnAi

i
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Schnssby A Channel
contact / caodaaiinn

at
(tandiineesioeni

Ii

(hi

Ftgare 19.14 The basic MGDPET or HEMT ntrnctare. (a) Simphhed cross neetien. (hi SeetioD

thenagh die teannistae beneath the gate and the anneeiated energy heed diagram. )Paet (b) teem Pierret

and LnndsteamttSt, © dUd lEEg.l

MODPET die conduction band offset (AR) becomes nit electron containment barrier An
already noted, tlte A1GoAn in doped In mdccc an inversion or accamelation layer of dcc
teens at the GaAs sarface. (The cnndncting electran layer in nsaatly refereed to as a two-
dimensional electron gas tn the MGDFET hterasnre.) The AIGaAs layer in alnn made naf
ficteetly thin so that it is tntally depleted nader eqnilibrium conditmous by the bailt-in
potential associated wtth the Schnttky gate contact. Th eesolting ancotnpensated dopaot
tons in the AIGoAs give rise tn an energy band diagram very similar to that of a MOSFET
mith sndiant tans dtstatbated throoghost the oside (compare Figs. 19 14b and Fig 7) We
shoeld ttote that, becanseA1Ga.As/GaAs is a latticc-tnatched system, the interface between
the twa materials 5 essentially free of fined charges and ioterfacial traps, a prereqaisile of
proper device operation.

Althoaglt ealttbtttag acceptable electrical characteristics similar to those of other PETs
at low carrent levels, a material-related property of the AIGaAn/GaAs MODFET leads to
a degradation of devtce performance at moderate and high cnrrent levels. Specifically,
above a certain carrier density, the relattvely small condnctioe band discontinaity at the
AIGaA5/GaAs toterface permits channel charge to spill over into the AlGoAs Conse
qnendy, tlte canter density in the channel tends to satarare as a fnnction of the gate poten
tial. Device perfotmance is thereby degraded. Seeking a nolstion to the problem has led to
the development of two second-generation MODFET strnctarcs. In one otrnctere a psen
domorphic IoGa1 ,An layer in posibaned between the A1GaAs and GaAs. The addition of
In to GaAs redsces the nemtcsednctnr band gap aed increases dte AR, containment barrier.
TIte larger AlEc itt tarn permttn higher carrierdensities to he induced in ftc InGaAs narface
channel. The cross section of a psendomorphic MDDFET ne F1-IEMT sold commercially
by Hewlett-Packard ts reprodnced in Fig. 19.15. The other second-generation MDDFET
featnres an alternotts’e latttce-ntatched system—_namely, the Mn as In0 5a As/len Ga,0 as An/
InP system, where InP is the snbstrate material. The SE, at the AllnAs/lnGaAs interface is
approsimately tsso times the condection band discontinaity af the AIGaA5/GaAs system
Even though the AlIaAa/gnG5MDDFET technology is relatively immatare, it already

- n-AtGaAs

- Ohmic enniact

- lnGaAs

Uadnped GaAs
Setni-iasnlabng
GaAs ssbsteote

Figure 19,15 Crosn aoctmoo ad a eommamialty available pseedoman,shie MGDPET or PHEIsIT
(9mw the 1993 Hewlett-Packard eatalngue nf eammoe.ieatioe compenentn.tast Reproduced eaeetesy
af Hewlett Paebard Cs., Components Groop.)
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boasts the highest carrent-gain catnff freqaency (>250 GHa) yet repnrted for a theee

terminal device.
Relative to high-freqaency operation, nate the moshroom or “T” shape of the gate in

Fig. 19.15, At the rontinely nabmicrou gate-lengths fonad in IsIDDFETs, the effect of para

sitic resistances often masks intrinsic device performance. While maintaining a small

“footprint,” the T shape of the gate metalliealioe increases its current-carrying cross-

sectional area and thus reduces its resistance.

At present, the MGDFET is gradually replacing GaAs MESFETs in many advaoced

commercial and military systems that demand altra-high performance. In is an ideal caodi

date for applicatioes involving low-noise atoplificatioe at microwave and millimeter wave

freqeeocies. Althoagh originally conceived as n ultra-high-speed digital logic device. the

compoond-semicondncter MGDFET is now cousidemd unlikely to replace Si devices in

the near fntare.

PROBLEMS

Prolate
Coesplete Diffiralty’ Seggested Short

After Lerel Point Weighting Description

19.1 19.2.2 1 15(1 each part) Quick qaie

19.2 19.2.2 1 5 (1/2 each answer) Acronyms and abbreviations

19.3 19.1.2 2—3 12 (a-5, h-5, c-2) A VT calcnlelioas

19.4 19.2.1 I 10(2 each part) Ideotify aniqae featares

19.5 19.2.2 2—3 30(5 each part) Snmmarieejonrnal articles

89.1 Qaick Qoic
Answer the follawing questions as concisely as possible.

(a) Small-dimension effects are generally asdesirable and are mininsieed or avoided in

commercial MOSFET stroctares throogh the proper scaling of device dimensions or

modifications in device design. Tme or false?

(b) Name the three mast comasonly cited indications of short-channel effects.

(c) Relative ta threshold-voltage modification, how do the short-channel and narrow-width

effects differ? Is what ways are they alike?

(d) For a fined channel length and channel width, name two other MGSFET parameters

that can be adjanted to wisimiae stoall-dimennion effects. Also indicate how the pa

rameters most be adjusted so redace small-dimension effects.

(e) Name two BIT-like phenosoena that have been observed in short-channel MGSFETs.

(f) Describe what hoppess inside a MGSFET affected by the hot-carrier phenomenon

known as nxide charging.
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(g) Why is acide chargtng associated with hot-carrier effects more important in short-

channel devices?

(h) How can yea tell whether velocity saturation is affecting the Jn”Vn characteristics of
a MDSFET?

(i) Indicate what is meant by ballistic tronapovr

(ft Indicate what is meant by celoc//l’ oeershonr

1k) Describe a popular approach for otinimieing the onide charging problem

(I) What enacsly in a pnetidownrphjc film?

(w) Cite twa enamplev of paendomoephic films in device otmctnrev

(n) Briefly svmmariee the SIMGX pracess.

(o) What is the difference between a MGDFET and a HEMT3

09,2 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Indicate what the fotloscieg acmnyms and ahbreviationn stand for: LDD, DMGS, SDI,
SOS, ELD, SIMDx, BESGI, BDX, MDDFET, and PHBMT.

19,3 Ia) Maktng use of the parameters supplied in the figure caption, compate the eapecsed
L,,,1 for the Ftg. 19.3 device when V0 0.125 V. Assame n-p drain and eonrce step
Jnncttons and that the snnrce and back am gronnded. Comment os scoar computational
result.

(b) Utiliaicg Eq. (19.13), a’hat in the AVT enpected for the Fig. 19.3 device when
L = I gons and V0 = 0.125 V?

(c) Can Eq. (19.13) he applied to compete an expected AI/ for comparison with the
= 4 V data? Eupleia.

19,4 BrteSy indicate the nntquc physical featere of the following transistor structures

(a) LDD transistors

(b) DMGS

(c) Boried-chammel hSGSFET

(d) Eahanced.mobmlity (stmined-Si) MDSFRT

(e) 5521 stractures

19,5 Read the following jonmal articles and prepare a one-to rsso-page summary of each
article.

(a) 1. 3. Sanchee, R. R. Hsaeh, and T. A. DeMassa, “Drain-Engineered Hot-Electron Re
sistant Devtce Stractares: A Review,” IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices, 36, 1125
(lane 1989).

(b) 51.1 Van derTot and S. G. Chantherlain, “Potential and Electrnn Distribatmon Model for
the Bet ird-Cltannel MOSFET,” IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices, 36, fi?0 (April 1989).
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(c) B. S. Mcyerson, “UHVICVD Growth of St and Si:Ge Alloys: Chctnislry, Physics, and
Device Applications,” Proc. IEEE, 50, 1592 (Oct. 992).

(d) B. S. Meyercon, “Ultrahigh-Vacuum CVD Process Makes SiGn Devices Solid State
Technology. 37,53 (Feb. 1994).

(e) L. Peters, “SOI Takes Over Where Silicon Leaves Off,” Semiconductor International,
16,48 (March 1993).

(f) L. 0. Nguyen, L. E. Larson, and U. K. Mishra, “Ultra-High-Speed Modulation-Doped
Field-Effect Transistors: A Tutorial Review,” Proc. IEEE. 80, 494 (Aprtl 1992).
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REVIEW LIST OF TERMS

(1) fleldeffecs
(2) 1-PET
(3) DRAM
(4) CCD
(5) MOSFET
(6) CMOS
(7) MODFET
(8) MESFET

(9) MOS-C
(10) sonrce
(II) drain
(12) gate
(13) channel
(14) pinch-off

(IS) Pab’o salaratson
(16) gradaal channel appracimastan
(17) sqeare-law rclasiaeship
(IS) drain condactance
(19) transcnndactance
(20) MMIC
(21) 0-MESFET
(22) E-MESFET
(23) long channel
(24) nhors channel
(25) MIS
(26) boik
(27) block charge diagram
(28) accnmnlation
(29) flat hand (MOS)
(30) depletion (MOS)
(31) inversion
(32) weak inversion
(33) strong inversion
(34) narface potential
(35) delta-depletion appronimntion
(36) aside capacitance
(37) vemicondactor capacitance
(38) qaasistatic techeiqae
(39) deep depletina
(40) total deep depletion

(dl) n-channel, p-channel
(42) sataracion (of MOSPET10V0)
(43) linear (triode) region
(44) threshold voltage
(45) effective mobility
(46) balk charge
(47) nabthreshold transfer characloristics
(48) overlap capacitancc
(49) neff-aligned gale
(50) flat-hand voltage
(51) mobile ions
(52) fixed charge
(53) ieteefacial traps
(54) teapped charge
(55) biaa-tcmperasure (ET) stressing
(56) phesphoras stabdication
(57) chlorine nenlealiaatian
(58) ocidation triangle
(59) donor-like trap
(60) accrptoe-likc trap
(61) dangling bonds
(62) postwetallizalion annealing
(63) hydrogen-ambient annealing
(64) “hardened” oniden
(65) negative-bias instability
(66) enhancement wade MOSFET
(67) depletion wade MOSFET
(68) gate-oaide
(69) field-onide
(70) body effecl (snbstrate-bias effect)
(71) anide charging
172) ballistic transport
(73) vnlecily overshoot
(74) LDD
(75) DMOS
(76) pseadomorphic
(77) 501
(78) SIMOX
(79) modalation-doped
(80) PHEMT
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PART Ill—REVIEW PROBLEM SETS AND ANSWERS

The following probices seo wrre designed assamteg a knowledge—at times an integrated
knowledge—of the sabjcct maoer in Chapters 16—IS of Part Ill. The sets coald serve nsa
review or as a means of evaloaling the wader’s mastery af the sabjnct. Problem Sot A was
adapted feom a one-hoar “open-book” esaminalioa: Problem Set B was adapted from
a one-hone “closcd-baak” eaamination. An answcr key is incloded at the end of thc
problem sets.

Problem A2

Refee to Fig. 17.10 tn Sabseclion 17.2.4. Por the poepases of this problem, consider
the characteristtcs plotted in the figate to be experimental chsracteristics of a MOSFET
nnder teal.

(a) Completing the figare below, carefnlly sketch the iavecsion layer and depletion region
inside the given MOSFET corresponding to the biasing poiol of V0 = Va = 5 V Also
insert the doping type of the saarcc and drain islands.

Problem Set A

Problem Al

The energy band diagram for a p-Si/SiO,/n-Si (SOS) capacitor nader flat-band conditions
is given below. To achieve the pictared state, there mast of coarse be n non-zero voltage
applied to the SOS-C gate. The SOS-C is ideal escept far a non-rera workfsnction differ
ence. T = 300 K, A’)p-side) = 10°/cm3,N0(o-side) = 10°/cm5,n, = l0°fctet,x =

5 X 10 cm, and Ac l0 cm°.

iSiO,nSi

(al What is the voltage being applied so the pSi/S1O3/ttSi SOS-C so achieve the pictnrcd
flat-battd coodisio:s? Dive both the polarity and magnitnde of V0.

(b) Sketch she energy hand diagramand the associated block charge diagrans for the SOSC
when a large paairirr gate voltage(say V0 > 5 V) is applied to thedevice. Add drscrip
tise words so yonr sketches as necessary to farrstall a misinterpretation of yoar answer.

(c) Sketch the energy hand diagram and she associated block charge diagram for site SOS-C
ssheo a large tsegasire gate voltage is applied to the device.

(d) Make a sketch of sIte high-f,vqsenry C—V0 characlerissic so be napecsed from the
SOS-C described in Ihis ptobleso. Explain how yon arrived at yoar C—V0 sketch.

(e) lstvoking tise delsa-deplcliots approoimatiaa, determine the vsitsitnstns capacilance cx-

(b) Invoking the sqaare-law relasionships, and making nse only of she plotted characteris
des (ignare the figare caption information). roaghly determine the MOSPET threshold
voltage (Vs). Esplaiss how yea arrived at yoar answer.

(r) Oiven only she parametric voices in she figsre caption (ignoring the characteristics
themselves), what is the expected MOSFET shrmhold voltage (Vt)?

(d) Making nse only of site plotted characteristics, eslimase g if she quiescees operating
point of the MOSFET is V0 = 5 V, V0 = 0. Indicate how yen arrived at yone anssver.

(e) Determine g,,, if the qeiescent oprmting point of the MOSFET is Vc = V5 = 5 V.
Indicate how you arrived at year answer.

Problem A3

The three parIs of lids problem are similar. A pair of MOS-Cs are taken so be idenlical
excepl for one physical difference. The physical difference moses a voltage displacemeal
of she C—V charocseeissics derived from the two devices as illnstrated below. Defining
8V0 = VrniVrna, where Vmt sad V03 are the fist-band gate valsages of devices #1 and
#2 respecsirely, yaorjoh in each case will beta determine 8V0.

- Pc

(a) Tsso MOS-Cs are identical in every may excepl device #1 has an alantioam gate while
device #2 has a gate mode of gold. Determine the expected valae of 8V0. Record
yaar work.

r
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Defininsg she following terms asiag yoar owe words provides a rapid rensrsv of the Part Ill
material.
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(b) TWO MOS-Cs are identical i every way cxccpt device #1 in fabricated on a (100)-
oriettted Si sarface and device 62 is fabricated nit a (I U-oriented Si serface. lit both
devices the ielerfacial trap charge is negligible (QtT 0). Also, both devices secre
aenealed in N, slier a dry °a asidntiott to minileiee the fined charge. Assanting ‘, =

3 x l0 farads/cmt,dctcrteine (apprnsintalely) the espected salve of Sk’. Record
yner work.

(ci Two 1405-Cs arc tdenttcal in every way escept the Na inns ie device #1 ace all piled
op rigltt at the metal—na/dc interface. wItile in desire 62 the Na loon are all piled np
right at the n.side-.sesniraitdarteir interface. l’aking C,, = 3 K 105 farads/cmtand
Q8,/q = 5 x t00/ctnt. determine the espected salne of 8t7. Record yner work.
NOTE: Von are to assawe 8-fnnction type ionic distribetions in w’oekieg this problem.

Problem Set B

I. MOS Fundamentals

A totally diitsensioeed energy band diagram for an MO’S-C recently fabricated le a re
search labaratnry is shawe below. (The ‘0” in actaally ZaSe and the seinicnitdnclor is
GaAs.) The desire is maintained at T = 300 R, kT/q = 0.0259 V a, = 2.25 K 105/cwt,
K5 = 12.05, K0 = 90, and a, = 0.1 yew. It has also bees establinhed that QM 0,
Qr = 0, and Qrr = 0. Use tlte cited energy band diagram and the given ieformalion in
answeriitg Problents 1—10.

I

(I) Sketch the electrostatic potential (N) inside the setsicoedaclor as e fanctioe of posi
tion. (Let N = Ote the seinicondoctoebnlk.)
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(6) For she pictnred enndiiioe she MO’S-C is

(a) Aeeamnlaied.

(b) Depleted.

(c) Inserted.

(d) Biased at the depletion—inversion transItion point.

(7) What is she metal—semiconductor workfnnetton difference (#Ms)?

(a) —0.39 V

(b) —0.25 V

(c) OV

(d) 0.25 V

(e) 0.39 V

(5) What voltage wont he applied to the gate to achieve flat-band conditions?

(a) —0.39V

(b) —0.25 V

(c) 0 V

(d) 0.25 V

(e) 0.39 V

(9) Invoking the delta-depletioe approximation, determine the normaheed low-freqneecy

small-signal capneiiance, C/c’0. at the pictnred him point.

(a) 0 25

(hi 0.41

(e( 0.56

(d) 0.83

(tO) As noted in the eeergy band figare, a is the distance from the “ontde”—semtcondector

interface to the qaasieentral scmicnndactssr balk. Determine the length of a at the

pictnred bias point.

(a) 0.ll2yam

(b) 0.205 yam

(c) 0.428 yam

(d) 0.Sl3yem

II, MOSFET

A standard IkIOSFET is fabricated with th = —0.89 V, QM = 0, Q0- = 0, Q,/q = 5 5<
ton/ems, a, = 500 A, Ac = loacma, and N = lOtmt/cm5.Assnme T 500 K.

(It) Deterns/ne the flat-band gate snltage, Vm.

(a) —205V

(b) —t.0l V

(c) —0.89 V

(d) 0 V

(12) Determine the gate voltage at the onset of inversion, VT.

(a) —tOt V

(c) 0.80 V

(d) 1.81 V

(13) The given MOSFET is

(a) An enhancement-mode MOSFET.

(b) A depletion-made MOSFET.

(c) A beilt-in channel tctOSFET.

(14/If the maternal condition inside the MOSFET is an show-n below’ to the left, ideslify
the corresponding operational point on thel0—V0characteristic at the right.

H
— — — — —

(15) At l/ — V5 3 V and V0 = I V the MOSFET exhibits a droie cnrrenl of 1n =
2.5 K 10a antp. Using the sqaare-law farmatation, determine the drain correct if
F0— VT3VandVO=4V.

(a) 3.5 1Q— amp

(hi 4.05< 0-a amp

0

0

(2) Rongldy sketch the electric field (‘6) inside the semiceedsctor as a fnscaon of
positine.

0.76

0.71 eV

0

(3) Do eqailibriam cottditions prevail inside the seisirondsetor?

(a) Yes

(hi No

(e) Can’i be determined

(4) N0 = 3

(a) 4.03 5< 10 ta/sma

(h) 8.13 5< lOmt/cmt

(c) 1,00 K lOtm5/cm5

(d) 5.01 K t05/cm5

(5) I” = 7

(a) —0.57 V

(b) —0.39 V

(c) 0 V

(d) 0.39 V

(e) 0.5? V
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(b) —0.21 V

-Vn

(5) 4.5 x to— amp

(d( t.0 K l0 amp



III. True or False

(16) The “field effect” is the phenomenOn where carriers are accelerated by as electric

field impressed parallel ta the serface of the senticondtmctar.

(a) Trae

(hI False

(17) The electrae affinity () of a semicandactor is the difference in energy between the

vacanm level and if, at tlte sarface of the semicondactor.

(a) Tree

lbl False

(Ifi) The ‘qaasistatic techniqae” is employed in measering the law-freqeency biOS-C

C—V characteristics.

(a) Tree

(b) False

(Ifi) The noneqailibriam cnnditinn where there isa deficit of minarity carriers and a de

pletian width in eacess of the eqeilibriam valae is referred to as “deep inversioe.”

(a) Trne

(b) False

(20) The voltage shift dime to mobile inns in the oaide is at a minimam when the inns are

located midway between the gate and semicandactor.

(a) Tree

(h) False

(21) The intcrfacial trap charge (Q0) is typically a fnnction of the applied gate voltage.

(a) Trne

(hI False

(22) The bnlh-charge’ theory for the d.c. characteristics nf a MOSFET derives its name

from the fact that, in this theory, nne properly accoents far changes in the “bnlk” nr

depletion-region charge beneath the MOSFET channel.

(a) Trae

(hI False

(23) Let g be the drain or channel condocsance of a MOSFET. By definition, at low fre

qsencies g = Vojre,,,,,n,v.

(a) Tree

(b) False
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Id) When V0 > 0, both semicondactor contpnnents are accnmnlated. Then C apprnaches
C0 at large postrise gate biases. When V0 < 0, the two sensicondoctors components
first deplete and then invert. Inversion acenrs at the anme bins voltage for the two sides
of the SOS-C hccaaae is’0 (p.sidr( = N0 (n-side). The high-freqeency capacitance is
therefore enprctcd to smoothly decrease to at large negative bianes. As sketched
belnw, the dedaced characteristic shnnld look very similar to a standard n-balk high
freqoency MOS-C C—Vcnrve.

(e) Reflecting an the answers to previons parts of the problem, parsicnlarly part (c), we ate
led to model the SOS-C as three capacitors in series. In the eqoivalent circsit for the
SOS-C shown below, Csr and C, are respectively the p- and n-side semicondnctor
capacitance.

HH-HF-H
Ca, C0

Becnnse N,, (p-side) =N0(rt-side), Csr C5, C and

or

1 1 1 1 1 2

C C0 Cnn C5, C0 C

C—
C0C5 — C0 — C0
C5+2C0

l+

*
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(24) The mobility of carriers in snrface ittversion layern or channels is typically lower
tItan thc balk ntobtltty of she some carriers becanse of the added scatteriisg associated
with the depletion region charge.

(a) Tree

(b) False

(25) In modern-day MOS slmctares the “M” in MOS is often heavily doped potycryslol
line Si.

(a) Tree

(b) False
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Or
=

— ln(N,,/n) = (0.0250) ln(lOiS/loit) = 0.29fi V
0

qti = E.&5 (2O )1 — E20l.fixfi.85 )< lo_a)(osofi)1u5

T qN,, r j
— [ (1.6 X lO5)(lQi5) j

0.02 x l0 cm

and

Problem A2

KoenAc — (3.fi)(fi.fi5 1< l0ij(l0s) =

C0—— flfi.OpF
(5 X l0)

C0 60.0
Cm,, =

= fl.4flpF

1 + o.c t
+ 2(3.fi)(fi.52 A lO-)

K5,,,, (ll.8)(5 A l0-)

(a) When V0 = V 5 V the MOSFET is biased shove pinch-off.

Pinchnd-nff region
tovorsion layer /

/ rD

—N
Depletion region
anIline

(b) In the sqaarc-law theory, Vn,. = V0 — VT or V,, = Vn — V0,,,. From an inspection

of she V0 = 5 V choracseristic in Fig. 17 10, we estimate Vwa m 4 V. Thns V— =

5 — 4 w 1 V.

(c) Since Vr = V.) for she given device (the characteristics were generated assnming an

ideal device),

lc(N0/n,) (0.0250) ln(lffS/lOmO) = 0.205 V
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Answers—Set A

Problem Al

(a) l =!(Em
— = — ) (Ej — )) = ¶ (ln(N/ni + lnC,,/n,l)

0 q 0
= 2(0.0250) ln(10i5/lOmn) 0.096 V

(b)

ni holy,

p-Si D n-Si

(c) aol,,

jcamo

WI.

p-Si 0 s-Si I

C0

ii

Vm

The rmntmsm capaci:nnce eccnra ander inversion biasing where W = W.. Performing

the indicated compclatinns gives
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KV

K0

= 2(0.298)
+ (ll.8)(5X 10 5)

\c.(L85XlO4)
(0.298) = 0.80 V

(d) Since g die/b Vn.r,., it follows that g ran he deduced from the slope of the appr
pnatE V0 = coEttaEt !aVn eltaractenstic evaluated at the V0 operating point. Specifi
cally, IhE slope of the V0 5 V characteristic in Fig. 17.10 evaluated at V0 = 0 yields

00 x I0— A)f(2.3 V) = 1.30 at I0-

(e) lEspectiEg the device characteristics. we find dte MOSFET in saturation biased when
V0 = V5 5 V. When hiased above pinch-off, g = (212,1c0/L)V0,.,1 using either the

square-law or beth-charge entey in Table 17.1, V0,0 4 V when l/ = 5 V an noted in
answeFitig pact (b). Also

Problem A3

— K0c5 — l3.9)(8.85 at 10”’)
at (o—t F/cton

— — S at tO-b

As cao be inferred from Eq. (18.17), or as Eq. (18.20) states nnplicitly,

V Qi’ QM3’M Qrr(0)
co’ø5nnç

C, C,

This bnsic relolionship is etoployed in all three parts of the problem.

(a) The enaterial used to forts the gate only affeels ‘M5’ Conseqaenlly,

8V0 = V01 — V2 = #Mntc — øMsl,,

or, since (K,
— Ep)pa is the some for both devices,

SEq = [( - X’)w — ( — at’)0,)

= —0.03 V — 0.82 V = —0.85 V

The’Eq
— ‘ for Al was tinted in the Fig. 18.3 caption, while the tIEq

— x’ for An in
listed in Table 18.1.

(b) In general ho sltcoit surface orientation affects both Q and Q.. However, rIte prob
lent statcinetti indicates Q1.. = 0. Thos Itere

8V0 = Vm1 —
V = +

I twi (lilt

Aa read front Ftg. 18.9(b), there is a renidsal Q/q 2 at l00/cm2 in the M0S-C
fabricated on a (II1)-oriented Si narface. Moreover, it was pointed oat in the tent dix
cusston that Q is approstrnately three tines smaller on (100) snrfacen. (Siwitar abxer
nations were made in Exercise 18.5.) We can Ilterefoce wrile

8V w2 (2f(l.6at tO-l5X2x toll)

tIll (3)(3 at 0t)

(c) Being identtcal except for the nedism ion distribution, tIne flat-band voltages of the two
MOS-Cs will exhibit the mIrage displacement

8V0 = VFui
— Vmna ÷ QMTM

As discassed m Sobsectron 18.2.6, atM = 0 if the ions are piled up adjacent to the
metal—onide ietcrlace, whereas atM = 1 if the ions are piled np adjacent to the oxide—
semiconductor interface, Wish at, = 0 and 7’ =

8V = Q,, = (1.6 at l0—°)(5at l0)
= 2.67 VC, (3 at 10-nj
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(2) . . . B is proportianal so the nlope of the bands.

‘8

(3) n. . - The desice is eero biased; thnn the semicottdaclor must be in cqoilibriom. E is
indeed shown energy independent intide the semicondnclor.

(4) b . .
.
N = n.elcrc,50’ = (2.25 at lOt)cotabaaars = 8.13 at 10°/em5.

(5) c Per Eq. (16,1), V0 = — (I /q)[E(metal) — Er(semi)] = 0.

(6) b

(7) d...4sar (l/q)ItIEq
— ‘ — (K, — Kr)pn) = 076 —0.37— 0.140.25V

(8) d...SmssceQ0= Q QIT=0.VO=(VO — VEq,,.,, ,—t0s,

Under flat-band conditions Eq 0 ned V0 = Vm = = 0.25 V.

(9) c . The delta-depletion analysis gase (Eq. 16.37).

C,3 — VI + VWVS

Is shonld be pointed one that V0. not Eq. was actually ased in text Eq. (16.37). How
ever, an ideal structure svas assumed throughout Chapter 16 (all the V0 ie Chapter 16
ace in reality Eq). As noted is the answer to ProblemS, V0 = (V0

— Va)m,.,,, =

Ms. Since V0 = 0 for the pictared bias point, the corresponding Eq =
—I0sts’

V
— q,19

N
— (1.6 at 10- 5)02 55)( l0—)(8 13 at 1015)

— 0117 VV
— 2 Ke5 —

— (2)(9)(885 at 10”) — —

= /±°‘
V 0.117

(10) a . . . The quantity a in of course jsss the depletiou width W Since C/C0 wos deter
mined in Problem 9, IF cam be computed nsing Eq. (16.34b).

- I
C0 (K-Fl

\ Kx,
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K5 IC0 \ (l2.85)(l0) / 1 \
— I)

= çoS6
1) 0.lI2gum

(Il)b...Vm=vs
cøMn

= —0.89
— (1,6 at lQ—mn)(5 at I0n)(S at loin)

(3.9)(8.85 at 10’°)

= —1.01 V

(l2)b...VT= V4.± ttre

V42+-5x ‘:c:—’-’
(NA)=

— In— 0.0259 lnQ2—) = 0.298 V
9

= 2(0.298) +
(ll.8)(5 at I0) [4xt.6 at Io_ltXloie)(o.29S)]ima

(3.9) (1I.8)(8.85 at 10—0

= 0.80 V

VT = 0.80 — 1.01 = —0.21 V

(13) b. . - Stsce the MOSFET condoctu for V0 > V0, the device is “on” at V0 = 0 and is
therefore a depletion-mode MOSFET.

(14) D. . . The MOSPET channel is nhown )ont being pinched off. This coreenpondn to the
ntacs of satoration, point D.

(15) c. . - If V0
— VT = 3 V ned I”, = 1 % the MOSFET is biased belosv pinch-off and,

in the nqoare-lass formulation,

or

= zg,c,
[(V0

— Vr)Vn —

2J3,,C,
—

___________________

2.5 at I0—
L — (V0

— VT)Vn — V/2 = 3 —

= I0 nmps/volt5

and

Thes

— Z)2,C,
V

= (70)(550)(6.9 at 10°)(4)
= 1.52 at 10-a Sg=—

L 5.’,i

Answers—set B
(I) -. . ban the same nhape m the “upside down” of the bends.
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shown as a dashed line in Fig. Al. As is evident from Fig. A. 1, the classical thesry ssas in
eeasaaably gaad agreemaat with expenimealal abaervaliaas at the longer wavelengths.
Over the shart-waveleagth partian af the sgcctrem, hawever, there ssaa satal divergence
between experiment aad theary. This came to be kuows as the “altravialet catastrophe,”
since iategratiea over all wavelengths theoretically predicted an infinite amoant of radiated
energy.

Ic 1901 Max Flaeck provided e detailed theoretical fit to the observed blachbody spec-
tram. The explanation was based an the thea-startling hypothesis that the vibratieg atoms

Appendix A
ELEMENTS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

Before progressing to the modeling of carriers in a crystal, one first mast he able to describe
the otnctroaic sitaatioo inside an ixolated scmicaodoctor atom. Unfontonatnly, the “every
day” descriptive foratalism known as clansical (Newtoaian) mechanirs yields inaccarato
resalks when applied ta the electrons in sotnieondttctor atoms or, more gennrally, when
applied to any system with atomic dimensions. The mathematical formaliant known an
Qnostsnt Mechanics most be employed in treating atomic dimension systems. Qnantnm
mechanics isa atone precise description of natore that rednces to classical mechanics in the
limit where the masnm and energies of the partinlen involsed are large.

The first section of this appendix contains a diseassios of key observations and asso
ciated analyses leading to the development of qtiaittnm toechanirs. This is follawed by a
brief sarvoy of the hasic qnaatmn mechanical formalism. The final section contains a tam-
mary of ttse quantam meeltasieal notation far the electronic staten in atoms—the informa
tion needed for dte eventaal modeling of carriers in a crystal.

A.1 THE OLJANTIZATION CONCEPT

A.1.1 Blackbody Radiation

It is a well-known fact that a solid abject will glnw or give off light if it is heated to
safficiently high temperatore. Aetnalty, solid bodies in eqoilibrinm with their sorronedings
emit a spectrom of radiation at all times. When the temperatare of the body is at ar below
room temperatstre, however, the radiation is almost eselosivety is the infrared and therefore
oot detectable by she hamns eye. For an ideal radiator, called a blarkbady, the spectrum or
wavelength dependence of the emitBd radiation is m graphed in Fig. A. I.

Varions attempts to explain the observed blaekbady spectmm were made in the latter
half of the nineteenth reutary. The mast sarcensfal of the argamests. all of svhieh were
based on classical mechanics, was proposed by Rayleigh and Jeans. Heat energy absorbed
by a material was koown to caase a vibration of the atoms within the solid. The vibratistg
atoms were modeled as harmonic ssciltators with a spertmm of normal mode freqnencies,
n = w/2tr, and a cossinanm of a/lowed energies distribated in accordance with statistical
considerations. The emitted radiation was in essence eqaated to a sampling of the energy
distributian inside the solid. The Rayleigh—Jeans “law” resulting from this analysis is
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in a material coold only radiate or absorb energy in discrete packets. Specifically, for a
given atomic osctllatos’ vibrating at a frequency n, Plasck posmtated that the energy of the
oscillator was restricted to the qaoosiced valaes

B,, = nbc = nlisa n 0, 1, 2, (Al)

An h valse of fi.63 N 10”5 joale-sec (9 = lrI2s-) was obtained by matching theory to
experiment and has snbseqaently come so he knows as Plaock’s constant.

The point to be learned from the blackbody discassios is that, for atonatr dimension
systems, the classical view, which always allows a coatinsam of energies, is demonstrably
incorseet. Extremely small discrete steps in energy, or energy qaaasication, coo occar sod
isa central feasarn of qoastom mechanics.

A.1.2 The Bohr Atom

Another experimental observation that poceted scientists of the nineteenth centsty was the
sharp, discrete spectral lines emitted by heated gases. The first step towasd ootaseling this
pacale was provided by Ratherfard, who advanced the narlear model for the atom is 1910.
Atoms were viewed as being composed of electrons with a small test mass sn and charge
— q orbiting a massive sneleas with charge ±Ze,r, where Z was an integer eqasl to the
nomber of orbiting electrons. Light eetinsion from heated atoms coold then be associated
with the energy last by electrons in going from a higher-energy to a Iowan-energy orbit.
Classically, however, she electrons coold assame a continnum of energies and the ootpnt
spectrum sboaid likewise be continsoas—not sharp, discrete spectral lines. The nuclear
model itself posed somewhat of a dilemma. According to classical theory, whenever
charged particle in accelerated, the particle will radiate energy. Thas, based on classical
arguments, the asgalarly accelerated electrons in as atom shosld eontinaoasly lose energy
and spinal into the nudest is a relatively short period of time.

In 1913 POols Bohr proposed a model that both resolved the Rutherford atom dilemma
a and explaissed the disecete notate of the spectra emitted by heated gases. fisilding as

Planrk’s hypothesis, Bohr nsggested that the electrons in an atom were restricted to certain
well-defined orbits, or, eqaivalently, assamed that the orbiting electrons coald take on only
certain (qaantined) valoes of angalar momentam L.

For the simple hydrogea atom with B = I and a rirnalar electron orbit, the Bohr pea
tslate con be expressed mathematically in the following manuer:

= w0nr,, = nft n = I, 2, 3, —. (A.2)

where vr is the electron rest mass, n is thr linear electron velseity, and v, is the rndias of
she orbit for n gives valae of it. Siace the electron orbits are annamed to be stable, the
centnipedal force on the electron (is0ntlr,, I must precisely balance the eoatombic attractiou

Whoa V5 — V. 3 V and V, 4 V. the device is nataratson binned, aud

Z)I,C,
—

=/s/rsoj( a s) 2

.t x to” asopn

(Ifi) b (17) a (IS) a (19) b (20) b

(21) a (22) a (23) b (24) b (25) a
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Figure A.1 Wavelength dependecre of the radiation emitted by o btackbodp heated to 300 K,
11100 K. asd 2000 K. Note that the visible portion of the spactmisr is confined to wnseiesgthn 0.4 jam
w A S 0.7 jam. The dashed lint is the predicted dependence for T = 2000 K bmed on classical
eausidetatinns.
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or, roaktng Ose of Eq. (A.4),

(iv)

—t.t4
—t Nt

—1.51

in dealing with systems oe as Atomic scale. Moreover, the qnmsttzalion of angular momen
tam io the Bohr model clearly extended the qaaetsim concept, seemtngty seggesting a gen
eral qaontication of atomsc-seale obscrsobles.

A.1.3 Wave-Particle Duality

An interplay between light aed matter was cteorty evident in the btackbedy and Bohr atom
discossions. Those topics can he treated, however, ssithoot dssrucbing the ctassncal stew
poiot that electromognetir radiarioa (tight, a-rays, etc.) ts bratty svane-lrke to nature and

ceased herein uader the heodiegs of btackbody radiatioe, the Bohr atom, and the wove-
particle duality—one is ted to conclnde that classical mechanics does not acceratnly de
scrtbo thn actioa of porticles on an atomic scale. Eaperimeors point to a qaaoticatioit of
observables (energy, angular momentum, etc.) asd to the ishecent wove-like salem of alt
matter.

A.2 BASIC FORMALISM

The accemalatioa of eaperimeorol data aed physical eaplanarions ia the early twentieth
centacy that ware at odds with the classical laws of physics emphasiard the need for a
revised formelation of mechanics, to 1926 Scbrddingnr not only provided the reqaimd
revision, bet established u unided scheme valid for describing both the microscopic and
macroscopic universes. The formelarion, culled wace mechanics, incorporated the physical
notions of qeautization first advanced by Plunck and she wave-like ootore of mutter by
pothnsiced by de Broglie. It should ha mentioned that at almosr the same time an alternative
formelation culled matrix rncrhusics was advanced by l-leisrnbnrg. Although very different
in their mathematical orientations, the two formalarions were later show’s to be precisely
eqaivulens asd were merged auder the general heading of qaunrain mechanica. Herein we
will restrict oorselves to the Schrfldinger wave mechaoical descriprioo, which is somewhat
simpler nsathcmatically and morn readily relared to she physics of a pacticolac problem. Ooc
geoemt approach will be to present the five basic postslutns of wave mechanics and to
sabseqanutty discess the postulates to provide some iosight into the formolation.

For a single-particle system, the five bosic postelates of wave mechanics areas follows:

(I) There exists a wavefenction, ‘I’ t(x, y, a, r), from which non can mcertain the dy
namic behavior of the system and all desired system variables. ‘F might ho called the
“describiog fnncsion” for the system. Mathematically, P is permitted to bn a complex
qeantily (with real and imaginary parts) and will, in general. be a fanction of the npace
coordinates (x, y, :) and time

(2) The ‘F for a given system and specified system constraints is determined by solving the
eqaotioa,

V°p + (J(x, y’, a)W = — (A.9)2in i dr

where m is rho mass of the parlicle. U is rho potential energy nf the system, and
= \/Et. Eq. (A.9) is rrferrad to as the time-dependent Schrfldiager equation, or

simply, the svavn nqnalion.

C

-3.4a

—13.6
L0man

Figure A.2 Hydrogen atom eseegy monte as predicted by the aohr theory and thn transitions oar
rnspanding Ia pmrn)scnt. onpnrmnnnntally nbsrrvod, specteal lions.

(qi/4wrart in rorionalioed MKS anita) between the sarlous and rico orbitnug electron.
Therefore, one can also write

— .i— (A.3)
r — 4trn0r,,°

where e is the permirrivity of free space. Cornbiitisg Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), one obtains

4nrna(nf?
= —r- (A.4)

mo’F

Hear, by esuminirig the kinetic energy (K.ff.) and potential energy (FE.) components of
the total elnctron energy (B,,) in tIne vaeions orbits, we find

KB. = inn2 =
(qa/daror,,) (A.5o)

and

FE. = q214—rr (PP.. set = II at r = m) (A.5b)

Thas

B,, = KB. + PB. = — (qt)4irn0r,,) -. (Ad)

(A 7)

The e(ernroa rain (cv) intradered in Eq. (A.7) in a noa-MKS ems of energy equal to
l.b X 10 Sjoalrs.

With the electron energies iu the hydrogen atom restricted to she valees specified by
Eq. )A.7). the light energies that can hr emiord by the atom apoo heating are now discrete
(a nataro and eqeal to df — B,,, n’ > it. As sammarized in Fig. A.2, the allowed energytrairsitines are foand robe io ecrelleot agreement with the obsrrved photo-energies.

Allhoegh the Bohr model was immensely sarcessfal in ncplaimng the hydrogen spec
tra, nemeroes attempts to extend the “semi-classical” Eolmr aualysis to more comples ar
oma soch as taeliatta proved to be famite. Success along these lines had in await farther
development of the qountem mechanical fororalism. Hnvnrihnless, the Bohr analysis rein
forced the concept of energy qaansioalion and the attendant failore of classical mechaaics
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matter (an atom, an electron) is totally particln-like in earare. A different sitnutino arises intreating the photoelectric effect—the emission of electrons from the illeminutod serfoce of
a material. To explain the photoelectric effect, as argand by Eiaatnin in 1905, one mass
view the impiaging light to be composed of particle-like qeanta (photons) with an energy
B he. The prirlicle-like properties of electromagnetic nadiation were later solidificd in
the esplanarion of the Compron effect. The deflected portion of an 0-ray heoin directed at
solids moo fonnd to eodergo a chnnge in frnqarncy. The observed change in freqaency was
precisely what one arnold enpeci from a “billiard ball” type collision between the a-ray
quania and electrons in the solid. In sach a collision both energy and momoatam mast be
conserved. Holing thai B = he = mr2 where m is the “mass” of the phoroa and r the
velocity of tighr, the momnatam of rho photon waa taken to be p = mc = hr)r = hilt,
A being the waveleoglb of ihe electromagnetic radiation.

By the mid-l920s the moon-particle duality of elerirotnognolir radiation won as estab
lished fact. Noting this fact and the general reciprocity of physical laws, Loais de Broglie
in t925 made a rather interesting coejectarn. He saggested than 5(0cc electromagnetic na
diarion eshibired particle-like properties, particles should be expected to exhibit souse-like
properties. Dc Broglie ferthec hypothnsieed that, peralleling the photon momenmam cal
calarian, the o’oooleegth characteristic of a given particle soith momenmm p conld be
compared fromr

dn Erogtin hyponhesis (A.fi)

Although pare ronjectece at the time, the de Brogue hypothesis was qnickly sebstan
rioted. Evidence of the wane-like properties of matter was first obtained by Davissno aed
Oncmer from on experiment performed in 1927. In their eaperiment, a tow-energy bnam of
electroos was directed perpeadicolarly at the sarfure of a eickcl crystal. The energy of the
electrous was chosen such that the svavelengrh of the electrons as computed fcom the
do Broglie relationship won comparable to the neatest-neighbor distuncr betsoene nickel
amoms. If the plectrons behored as simple particles, one monid espect nbc electrons to scatter
more or less randomly in all directions from tire surface of the nickel crystal (ossomed no
hr roegh an aa atomic scale). The angular distribution actually obsrrved snas qoite similar
In the interference potlerc prodaced by light diffnartrd frem a grating. In foci, the angalar
positions of mosinsa und mioima of electron intensity coald be predicted occorately osiag
rhode Brogtne wavelength and assanting move-like refierninn from atomic planes inside the
sirkel rryslai. Laler enperiments perfncmed by other researchers hkewisn confirmed the
iohoment wane-like properties of heavier parricles such us protons and neatroos.

In sammm’y, then, based nu experimental evidence—u portion of which has bees din

tumr at ian symbol p to eeyceseet the morenrine n) u nasiote ii omheid m his ppnadia. Tlirnoahaai isarnnisimirr or Ito eel g is deanna on ho hole coraosieasoe (meiaa)t0 inirdimnein 10 anbeenaoe 2.3.3).
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(3) toad Vqe mast be finite, connineons, and sionle-valaed for all valnns of x, y aaed



(5) One can associate a unique utatheinatical operator with each dynansie systetu variable
such as position or momentam. The value—or, itiore precisely, the eupectation salae—
of a giveit systent variable is in tarn obtained by “operating” Ott the svavefsnctiou.
Specifically, taking a to be the system variable of interest aitd sea- the associated tnathe
matical operator, the desired enpnetatian value. (a). is eourpnted front

(o) j’ W0a,,WeI’V (A. 11)

The uniqne mathematical operator associated with a giveit system variable Itas been
established by reqairing the wave mechanical expectation value to approach the corre
spending value derived from classical mechanics in the large-mass/high-energy lintit.
An abbreviated listing nf dynamic variables and associated operators is presented in
Table Al.

The solation of problems using wave mechanics is in principle quite ntraightforsvard.
Snbjeet to the constraints (hoandary coitditinns) inherent in a problem and the additional

Table A.1 Dynamic Variable/Operator Carrespondence.
Dynamic Mathematical

Variable (a) Operator (an) Expectation Vulne—(a)

z;y,c X,y,c -“ (x)=j’ t’xWdT

f(x,y,e) a-, f(o,y,c)

ha ha ha I fiatu-a
‘-—,-—,--

“

F a-. -

i at

constraints imposed by postulates 3 and 4, one noises Sehrfldinger’n eqaution for the system
wavefunetion P. Once sje is known, system variahtes of interest can be dedncnd from
Eq. (A. II) per the postalatc 5 recipe. The straightforward approach, howescr, is often dif
ficalt to implement. Except for simple problems of an idraliced natarn and a very select
camber of practical problems, it is nsaally impossible to obtain a rinsed-form solutioo to
Srhrfidingnr’s equation. Nevertheless, in many problems the constraints imposed on the
solution can be used to drdnce information about the system variables, notably the allowed
system energies, without actnally solving for the system wasnfanction. Another common
approach is to use expansions, triat (approximate) wavefouctiona, or limiting-case solu
tions to deduce information of intnrnns.

Pinally, a comment in in order cnncernixg the “derivation” of Schcodinger’s equation
and the origin of the other basic postulates. Althoagtt excnllnnt theomtical arguments can
be presented to justify the form of the eqaatiun. Schriidiager’n equation is essentiatty an
empirical relationship. Likn Newton’s taws, Sehrbdinger’s equation and the other banic pan
tulatns of quantnm mechanics eonstitutn a generaliaed mathematical dnseription of the
physicat world extrapolated from specific empirical observations. Relative to the validity
of the formulation, it can only be stated that, whenever subject to tent by expnriment, the
predictions of the qoantum mnchauical furmntation have been fonad to be in agreement
with observations to within the limit of cnprrimentat uncertainty, which in many cases has
been estremely small.

A.3 ELECTRONIC STATES IN ATOMS

We nuamine here the application of the qaantam mechanical formalism to the hydrogen
atom and the solution ensults for atoms in general. It should be enitemtcd that the overall
goal of the appendix in to prnsidn information ahoct the electronic states in isolated semi
conductor atoms as a prelude to the nscntnal modeling of carriers in a semiconductor
crystal. The hydrogen atom is the logirul place to begin the quantum ntnchanieal analysis
hncansn it is the simplest of atoms and because results can hr compared with the semi
classical Bohr solution. Althuugh the hydrogen atom analysis yields a complete closed-
farm solution, the treatment and solution are hardly trivial. We will only indicate the
solation procedure and review key results. Infarmatian about the electronic statct iu maIn-
electron atoms is extrapolated from thn hydrogen atom resells.

A.3.1 The Hydrogen Atom

The hydrogen atom consists of a relatively massive nucleus with charge +q surrounded by
an electron with charge — q. With little errut the nucleus can be considered fixed in space
and the problem reduced to a single particle system (the electron) that in assumed to haue
a fixed total energy F. In other words, the hydrogen atom is taken to be isolated in space
and not subject to any perturbations that could lead to a change in the total energy.

For any single-particle uyslem with a fixed total energy F, the position and time cuor
dinatns can be mpaeuted yielding a general solution of the form

t(x, ‘, e, t) = h(z y,

Direct substitution of Eq. (A.l2) into Eq. (A.9), and the subsequent simphflculton and
rearrangement of the result, gives

VEq + )E — U(x, y’, cob = 0

Eq. (At 3), which must be solvnd to obtain b(x, y, e), is known m the time-independent
Scbefldinger equation.

In the hydrogen atom m = ma and the
—

q electron is electrostatically attracted lathe
+q nucleus at thn origia of coordinates. As noted in the Babe analysis, the potential energy
associated with the nlnctrostate attraction is

=
4trn0r

where r = VTh y° + cain the distance from the nucleus. Thus the equation lobe solved
takes on the specific form

V°ih + 2ma(E + _9t_’lth 0
fa’ \ 4sre0rJ

In principle one could seek a solution to Eq. (A.15) employing Cartesian (a, y, e) coordi
nates. However, given the spherically symmetric nature of the potential energy, ills more
convenient to employ spherical (s 0, ) coordinates. In spherical coordinates the desired
wasefnncticn solution becomes b(r, 0, ) and

t afa\ t of, oji , I
V-b = — —l r — I + — —t sinG— I w —

r2 dr\ fir) rCsin0 fiG \ fiG) rtsintO a#2

Equation (A.l5) can be solved using the separutioa-of-variables techniqun where one
assumes the wusefnnctiou can be written as the product of three functions separately de
pendent on r, 0, and

.
The peocedncn yields an ordered set of bound-state (B < 0) wave-

function solotions. Arising from the separation constauts, and uaunetuted with each solu
tion, there is a unique groop of three quantum numbers. The standard symbols, allowed
values, and full names of the three parameters are as follows:

1 — r/2w3
b aim = “

—

r(2u0
b2..- i

= 4v; u)!t e ‘rmi ‘a sinG

r/2u0
ba.i.o = 7-;);2

e’2’ conG

r/2u
b2.i i = 45,u)tt e — ‘12m’ rjd sinG
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(4) II ‘F is the complex conjugate of ‘I’, ‘I”I’ rib’ = IIV d’V is lobe ideittifled as the
probability that the particle will be foumid in the spatial volume elenment dY. Hence, by
implication,

J W°WdS’ I

where j’v indicates au integration over all space.
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- principal quantum number

azimuthal quautum number

magnetic othitul quantum number

(A.13)

(A.14)

The b,j,,, (r, 0, 0) solutions corresponding to e = I and a = 2 arc presented to Table A.2

for illustrative and reference purposes. The a0 appearing in the salultons is the Bohr rudsus
and is namericully equal to the gmund state Bohr orbit; that is, u = 4nre0f3/m0q2as

deduced from Eq. (A.4).
Let us examine end comment on the results. Suppose first of all that the qa0 solution

is suhstirited into Eq. (A.l3) and the resulting expression solved for F. One obtains

Lieu
=

a) 2(4sre;h)2
(A.17)

None that E00 is identical to E of the Bohr anulysis. Simslmly, if then = 2 wavefunrtsons
in Table A.2 are substimtcd into Eq. (A. IS) and the resulting expressions solved for F, one
obtains

F2,00 = Eat_i = Fain = E21 [5)a] (A.I8)

Table A.2 Thn Hydrogen Atom 0.,c”
Solutions Carrespending so n = I and a = 2.

a0 = 4areht/m5q0= Bohr radius. (I. L. Powell and B. Crasemann,
Quantum Merimunirs, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, MA,
© l9flI.)

(At 5)

(A.16)
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The n = 2 stales are all mnociated with the saute tota! energy, and the energy is identical
to F2 of tlse Bohr analysis. ‘use general point ID be made is that tlte qasotsas aealysis yields
tlte satne predicted energy leeds as the Boise analysis. Moreoser. knowledge of tite princi
pal qaaotom stusssher. n, contpletely specifies tlte total energy of an electron is a particular
state. Clearly. qr155 corresponds to tIre groatrd state while waoefattettons associated witlr
larger n-valoes correspond to eseited states.

Whett there is more thou one allowed state at a giorn energy, the states are said to be
degenerate. The I sud m of degeserate states crIme into play if, for esamyle, the hydrogen
atoto were poetarbed by a ntagtteric held. Because of tIre tlifferclst spatial dintribetion of tlte
wavefnoctionn, the interaction with the osagnetie field would cause a splitting of the energy
levels and thereby remove tlse degeneracy.

While oo the topic of degenerate states, it is eonoenielst Ic point out that a fourth
qnanIam natnher in actually required to completely specify a qnanttmm state. More precise
analyses indicate electrons and other asbatontie particles exhibit a property call rpm, which
beenmea important is particle-particle interactions. The electron in oisoalieed an spinning
about an axis througlt iB center in either a elocksoise or eossnteeelockwise direetios. This
gives rise to two spin stares often referred 10 as spin-np and spirt-down. The associated spin
qnantuns namber, s, can take on the values of a = +4 and n = —4. Spin causes a two-fold
degeneracy In be associated with each of the states in Table A.2.

A comment in alnn in oeder concerning dte spatial distribution of the allowed stales.
As noted in the neetino on basic forroalistn. tmFd’l’ represetttn the probability that a par
ticle will be found in a spatial volame eletmtent dY. To provide a specific example, the
probability of hrrding an eleeteon in the grnttnd state at a distance between r md e + dv
from the unclean is eqsal In 4srr’I(r15012dv .‘\ plot of darraisfrt 0V versus v/u5 is displayed
itt Fig. A.3(a). Whereas the peobability of flndosg the grosrtd-state electron increases to a
maximnna at the Bohr eadins, and the peak probability peogressively moves to larger v as n
is ineteased, tisere is significant probability of finding the electron over a range of distances
feom Ihe nucleus. Thin in in total contrast to the Bohr model where the eleetean in annamed
to be in an orbit at an v = constant distance from the nucleus. In fact, the electron is
sometimes eosteeived an a charge “elnad” distribated in proportion to the g,[Tdv proba
bility as illustrated in Pig. A.3(b). The t’r a.n wavefuuction esed ir constructing Fig. A.3(b)
is of coarse spherically symmetric. Wavefusrctionn witla I B would exhibit charge clouds
with an angalar depettdonee.

A.3.2 Multi-Electron Atoms

The mavefunetion solutions, eneegy leneln. and probability distributions established foe the
hydrogen atont are speciBe to the hydrogen atom and cannot be applied without modifica
tion to mare complex atoms. However, the allowed electronic states in multi-electron atoms
are uniquely characterieed employing the same set of four qoatatsns nantheta in, 4 at, and
s) introduced in the hydrogen tennt analysis. The same general evergy neder also apylins;
a = 1 in associated with the lowest energy state, a = 2 with the next lowest eneegy state,
and so on. The foregoing, coopted with rentriettons placed on multi-electron systems, per-
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mits one to infer information shoal the electronic structure of nrore complex atoms withnut
aelually solving for the electronic snavefunetions.

One of the restrictions refeered to abase goes by the name of the Push £eclnains
Principle. The Paali Exclusion Principle dicraten that no two electrons in a system can be
ehararteeieed by the smtte set of quantum nambers. For enample, one nod only one electron
in a malti-electror atom can have n = I, 1 0, m = 0, and n = 4. A second implicit
restriction is that the electronic coefigaratino he soch an to mintiaaize the system energy
when a multi-electron atom in in its geosod state. As a general rule this means electrons
populate states with the lowest possible n-vataes.

Electrooic itrformation pertinent to the Best fourteen elements (ap to Si) in the Periodic
Table of the Elementr is presented in Table A.3. The top portion of Table A.3 lists the sets
of four qaaotum numbers corresponding to the lowest energy states. The bottom-lire entry
in the spectroscepie desigoatian foe the state specified by the quautom number set. The
nomber in the bottom-hoe entry given the n-value while the letter identifies the l-valae
aetoediog to the scheme

1=0, 1, 2, 3 (4,5-’-)
tITI
a p d f (gB—’)

The rather odd letteriog of the first fuse 1-values stems front early spectroscopir work wheee
the transitions betnveeo states wore associoted witlt spectral lines named aharp, principal,
diffaso, and fimndotsteotal. Generally speaking, in multi-electron atoms the a-slates have a
slightly lancer energy than p-states and therefore appear first in thu listing of sBtes. p-levels
corresponding to a given n-valne have the same energy. The bottom portion of Table A.3
shows the groond-state electronic conhgnration in elemenB np to Si, The reader nhoald
verify that the arrangements are consistent with previously cited faetn and restrictions. The
speetroneopie shorthaad notntion for the electron configuration is given in the far-right
eolamn. The superscript on a letter in the shorthaod notation indicates the number of dee
trolls with tise same nl combination.

Table A.3 is very esefal for inferring major feoteres of the electronic cooflgurstior in
an isolated Si atom. Si in of particular interest of course beracte it in presently the preemi
nent semicondnrtor material. Prom the table we see that the complete filling of allowed
states with a given n-valse leads to an estremely stable, tightly bound, electroric configu
ration: namely, it leads to the inert gases Heliem end Neon. Understandably, an envisioned
in Pig. A.4. the ten a = I and eight a = 2 electrons in Si likenvine populate deep-lying
energy tenets tightly bound to the nucleon of the atom. The binding is so strong, in fact,
that these leo electrons remain essentially noperter’oed during chemirel resctions or normal
atom-atom interactions. wtth the tro-electron-plas-sreelens combination often being re
ferred to an the rove of the atom. Tltc rctnaioittg face electrons are so “add-on” to the
stable Neon configuration and are expected to be rather weakly boand, They are collec
tively called s’elersre oters’ona because of their stroog participation in chemical reactions

I

Table A-a Energy Staten and the Bleclrenie Configoration in Elements 1—14. Atoms
ore mnsmed tube in the around slate.
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Figure A.3 Poe a hydrogru atom is the .cs grsond nrate: tel probabitisy of fiudiog thu rlmtmo
at a distance v from the neelens; (hI cload’iikr representation of the eteeteonir chargn.
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Appendix B
8 Electrons

Six attuned levels M OS SEMDUCTOR
- at:m;rn:rgy

ELECTROSTATICS—EXACT SOLUTION

Ictrans
ri=3

Figure A.4 Scitenratic representation of the electronic configuration in an isutated, unperturbed
Si slant.

Definition of Parameters

To streamline the mathematical peenenlotion, it is customary in the exact formulation to
and atom-atom interactions. Refiectittg the information in Table A.3, and at emphasized introduce the normalized potentials
pictorially in Fig. A.4, the valence electrons occupy the two 3s slates and Iwo of the six
available 3p states. Finally, we should mention that the electronic configuration ia die 32 ‘(x) E.(balk) — E(x)
electron Ge-atom (germutrium being the other elemental semiconductor) is essentially U(x)

kT/ = kT
identical to the Si-alum configuration except the Ge-core eontuins 28 electrons. q

=
E,(bolk) — E(sarface)

(B 2)
kT/q kT

and

=
= E(bulk) —EF (B3)

‘ kT/q kT

rs(x), and
,

were formally defined in Chapter 16(also see Fig. 16.7). U(x) is clearly

the electrostatic potential normalized to krlq and is usually referred to as “the potenttal”

if no ambiguity exists. Similarly, U = U(x = 0) is known as the “surface potential.” UF

is sitnply called the doping parameter. x is of course the depth into the semiconductor as

measured from the oxide—semiconductor ittterface. Because the electric field is assumed to

vanish in the semicondnctor bulk (idealization 5, Section 16.1), it is permissible In treat the

semiconductor as if il extended from x 010 .n = Note that U(x _

us) = 0 in agreement

with the choice of = 0 in the semiconductor bulk.

In addition to the normalized potentials, quantitative expressions for the band bending

inside of a semiconductor are normally formulated in terms of a special tengtlt parameter

known as the isstrinSic Debye len gIlt. The Debyu length is a characteristic length that was

originally introduced in the study of plasmas. (A plasma is a highly ionized gas conttnnvng

an equal number of positive gas ions and negative electrons.) Whenever a plasma is per-

Inched by placing a charge in or near it, the mobile species always rearrange so as to shield

the plasma proper from the perturbing charge. The Debye length is the shielding distance,
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or roughly the distance where the eleclric field emanatittg from the pertarbing charge falls Moreover, since p 0 and U = 0 in the semiconductor bulk,
off by a factor of lie. In the bulk, or everywhere nader fiat-band conditions, the semicon
ductor can be viewed as a type of plasma with its equal number of ionized impurity sites 0 Ps —

+N0 — N,, = ne’r
—

ne tjr
— N,, (B.9)

and mobile electrons or holes. The placement of charge near she semiconductor, on the
MOS-C gate for example, then causes the mobile species inside the semiconductor to re- or
arrange so as to shield the semiconductor proper from the pertcrbing charge. The shielding
distance or band-bending region is again on the order of a Debye length, the bulk or extrin- N0 — N,, = n,(e 0r

— e°) (B.lO)
sic Debye length Lu, where

Substituting the foregoing ‘6, p. n, and Nn — N,, expressions into Eq. (B.6) yiclds

F’ Ke0kT 1

_______________________________________

L =1 I (B.4)
+ P5,1k)]

Eqni(eurU
— eU_Te ÷ e°r _et1e) (8.11)

Although the bulk Dcbye length characterization applies only to small deviations from fiat
bond, it is convenient to employ the Debye length appropriate for an intrinsic material as a and
normalizing factor in theoretical exprcssiotts. The intrinsic Debye length, L, is obtained
from the more general L5 relationship by setting b,Ik = P5,1k = n1; thatis, dU =

(qrs,5 (50g.
— e0s0 + cUr — c_tm) (0.12)

aix’ \K5e0kTJ

— IKsuvkTl” -

—

(B.) or, in terms of the intrinsic Debye length,

Exact Solution = (e°’r — e0r0 + e°r — e1’r) (B.13)

Expressions for the charge density, electric field, and potential as a function of position :
inside the semiconductor are obtained by solving Poisson’s equation. Since the MOS-C is We turn next to the main task at hand. Poisson’s equation, Eq. (8.13), Into be solved
assumed to be a one-dimensional structure (ideulization 7, Section 16.1), Poisson’s equa- subject to the boundacy conditions:
lion simplifies to

‘6 = 0 or 0 at x (B.14a)

(B.6) ,

and

Maneuvering to recast the equotion in a form mare amenable to solution, we note U = U5 01 .n 0 (B.14b)

— I dE (x) — kT dU Multiplying both sides of Eq. (B. 13) by dUid.n, integrating from x = us loan arbilrnry point
S — — — “ ‘ (B.7)

x, and making use of the Eq. (B.l4a) boundary condition, we quickly obtain

The first equality in Eq. (3.7) is a restatement of Eq. (3.15) in Part I. The second equality ‘60 = ()‘[etmr(ev + U — 1) ± e_tme(etm
— U — 1)] (B.15)

follows from the Eq. (B.l) definition of Uand the fact that dE1(bnlk)/iv = 0. Inn similar
vein we can write

Equation (0.15) is of the form y’- = a2, svhtch has two roots, y = a andy = — a. As cnn

— be dednced by inspeclion using the energy band diagram, we must hove’6 > 0 when U> 0
us ttr1 1’) 0 = Is1e r Iv) (B.8a) and’S <0 when U <0. Since thr right-hand side ofEq. (B.l5) is always positive (a 0),

the proper polarisy for the eleclric field is obtained by choosing the positive root when

n = netIrIvtIhiT neUtt” or (B.8b) U> 0 and the negative root when U < 0. We can therefore wrise
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To complete the solutron. one separates the U and .v variables is Eq. (B.16) and, making
use of the Eq. (B.l4b) boundary condition, integrates from x = 010 an arbitrary point x.
The end resalt is Eq. (B. 19),

JUn dU =
(5.19)

u F(jJ’,U L5

Atihoagls not in a totally explicit form, Eqs. (0.11), (BIG), and (8.19) collectively

constinste an exact solatron for the electrostatic variables. For a gives U5, namerical tech
ntqaes can be used to couspute U us a fanction of .e front Eq. (8.19). Once U as a fanction

of x is estabhshed, direct sabstitution into Eqs. (B.t I) and (8.16) yields p and 6 as a
fauctron of a. The Fig. 16.8 plots of U = cb/(kT/q) versus a and p versas x were constracted

following the cited procedure.

F(Us.UF) = F(UU5,UF)

=
0 [2q°rtJ

F kT/q

t--5-
— kT/q

{t

ifU5>0

—l ifU5<0

Appendix C
MOS C—V SUPPLEMENT

An analysts based on the enact charge distribattion inside on ideal MOS-C yields the follow
tng capacttance—soltage relationships:1

C (Cl)

I +
\

F(U, U) = (etIr(e_0 + U —1) + es(e° — U — 1)162 (C.4)

Esvepi for Eqs (C.2s) and (C.7b), thu rolatiottsttipx aro vahd for either s- or p-typo drainer. The eaqsirrd
Oroditicotiso orEqs. (C.2o) and (C 3bl for totype devi ens in soind is sic ices. Fora derivation 05 ittr tow-frequency
salnooIlittler A, S. Grove. B. E. Deal. C. H. Snow, arid C. 7’. ash. “trvosnigovoe vfTheostatly Osidired S(lison
Sarfacon Using Mrtal-Dsido-Srtrticosdooton Siravtveos,” Sv)Id-Stoic Elretu’otave. 8, 145 (t965l. ‘rho high
fnoqaencyteseli, o.hich incloden he eo.catlod ueaoraagemeni capaortaovr on capac(iaoce oovinibclion from the
rnvaemrou of ivvrrrios-Iayrr candors, is adopted froni 5. R. Brntvo. ‘An Improved t4igh.Froqacnnv MOS Cepoci.
sons Fovoala,” J. App). Puce.. 40, 276 (1974).

whore

and

iu( = ,kTFLUF)

q ale
‘

q L6

F(U, UF) an [e°e(e5 + U — 1) + C- 0e0 U — tj”°

o _f+l ifU5>0

—l ifU5<0

(B.t6)

(B.17)

(0.18)

-. r 2F(U5,U)
UsLo[

— e”n) + e°r(e°r — I)

Wv = __fi__
(e°n + p Cr)”2

f__________ 2F(U,U,)
U5LO[i,(1

— C-cr) ÷ p °r(eVa
— 1)1(1 +

ace (C.2a)

flat band (C.2b)

depl/inv (C.2c)

where

= (c11e
— U5 — l)/F(U5,U)

fat eOe(te_)(ei.1_ U—I)

ia 2F°(U,U0)

low frrqaency limit (C.3a)

gb freqsency limit (C.3b)
(p-type MOS-C)
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(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.9)

and

V6 = ÷o55F(U5.U)] (C.l0)

It should be noted that F( U, UF). L5, UF, U5. and U5 come from the exact solution for the

semiconductor electrostatics. For additional information about the cited quantities, see

Appendi.n B.
Unlike Ihe delta-depletion result, C cannot be expressed explicitly as a function of V6

in the exact charge formulation. Both variables, however, have been related to U5 and the

capacitance expected from the structure for a gives applied gate voltage ran be computed

numerically. The law-frequency computation is simple enough that it can be performed on

a hand calculator. The usual and most efficient cotnpulatioual procednre is to calcalale C

and the corresponding VG for a set of assumed U5 values. Typically, a sufficient set of

(C, V) points to construct the C—V0 characteristic will be generated if U5 is stepped

by whole-namber units (—5, —4, .
. .) over the normal operating range of U5 values

(U — 21 U < U + 21 at room temperature). II should be noted that care must

bn exercised if U5 = 0 is included an one of the computational points. Ac U5 = 0 the

Eq. (C.2b) expression for l45must ho etsxploycd: the accumulation and depletios/unvension

relationships becuoce indeterminate (0/0) if U5 is set equal to zero. Alsu, Eqs. (C.2c) and

(C.3b) are only valid for p-typo devices. For s-type devices enp( UF)[ I — exp( — U5)] —s

exp(— U)[l — exp(Us)] and exp(— U)[rxp(Us) —1] —9 enp(U)[exp(— U5) — 1] in

Eq. (C.2c), while Iexp(U5)
—

U5 — 1] —* [exp(— U5) + U5 — I] and exp(Up)([t —
exp(— U)]. (exp(U) — U — II] —a exp(— U)([exp(Ul — t](exp(— U) + U — 1)) in

Eq. (C.3b). Alternatively, it is possible to obtain an n-type characteristic by simply ranniog

the calculations for an ecuivalently doped p-ty device and then changing the sign of all

computed V0 values. The latter procedore works because of the voltage symmetry between

ideal n- and p-type devices.

Appendix D
MOS I-VSUPPLEMENT

An analysis based on the exacl charge distribution inside an ideal n-channel (j.t-bulk)

MOSFET yields the folluwiug current-voltage relationship:

I
act) = z0c [ Vc(V — Van) — (U5 — V0)]

+ oa4
()2[fo.o

F(U,UF,0)dU
— JUSa

F(U.U.UO)dU]

(Dl)

svhere

F(,U, U, ) [e’o(eU + U — I) + e”r(ei.’f — U — ee(]”t (0.2)

The correapondiag charge-sheet relationship is

,(chuee) = ZI2CCO f(vs
±

(V5 — V5) — (V — V0)

+ V[ VU5L — I — — (Ut — t)t° + (U — l)56]}

(D.3)

where

IET\2 Kx

_-) -4 j— (D.4)

lEone.’ The form or rhr tniatlooships qootuud h000,o ate from 6 F. Pirrrot ned 5. A. Shields, “uump)inrd Lang.
Chnnsrt MOaFET Tlsnoty,” Solid-Stoic Elc-c’iu’onie, 26, 143 (1963). Sor H. C. Pao and C. T. Sob, Selid.Stoie

Eleeru’ctn,’ce. 9,927(1966) for thn orinival nsso-vhatgr noatyria, and 5. R. Brows, SoI(d.Suate Eleetu’o,tier, 21, 345
(1979) roe the eriinat ohnrgo.shrotnoatynis.
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kT
V0 = U0

Finally, the normalized surface potentials at the sonrce (Usa) and dratn (fJtL) are respec
lively computed from

V0
— Um + F(UssU50)] . (Ust > 0)
kT { K5x,

K0La

Va = 1 [usc + F)tJs.cUn)] . . .
(U5, > 0)

To generate a set of10—V0 characteristics, V5 and V0 me systematically stepped over
the desired range of operation. For each V0 and Vn combination, Eqs. (D.9a) and (D.9h)
are iterated to determine U50 and U5 at the specified opemting point. Once Use and tsL
ore known, I can then be computed osing either Eq. (0.1) or Eq. (0.3). The process ts
repeated fnr each V0—V0 combination. The characteristics for a p-channel device can be
established by mnning the calcalations for an eqnivalendy doped and biased n-channel
device. Naturally, the biasing-polarities mast be reseesed in plotting the p-channel charac
teristics. For additional tnformstins abnul the exact-charge formalism, the reader ts re
ferred to ApFendives E and C.

eellector-to-basn capacitance in the high-frequency Hybrid-Fl model

diffusion capacitance

emitter-to-base capacitance in the high-frequency Hybrid-Fi model

MOSFET gate capacitance

gate-to-drain capacitance in the high-frequency, small-signal eqnivalenl cir
cuit for the J-FET and MOSFET

gase-lo-sosree capacitance in the high-freqseery, small-signal equivalent
circuit for the J-FET and MOSFET

junction or depletion region capacitance
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aside capacitance per unit area (pF/et&)

hole eaptare coefficient

semiconductor capacitance

drain

minerity-carrierdiffasian coefficient in the fliT base

minority-carrier diffosiox coefficient in the EJT collector

minority-carrier diffusion coefficient in the BJT emitter

density of iutcrfuciol traps (states/cmt-eV)

electron diffasian coefficient (em2/see)

dielectric displacement in the nside

hate diffnsinn coefficient (emt/sec)

dieleetrte displacement in the sensieonduetor

emitter

energy

electric field

electric field in the aside

sarfaee electric field, electric field ix the semiconductor at the oxide—
semiconductor interface

y-direetion component of the electric field

vaeuam level, minimum energy un electron must possess so completely free
itself from a material

aezeptar energy level

binding energy ut dopust (doner, acceptor) sites

miisimnm conduction band energy

donor energy level

Fermi energy or Fermi level

Fermi level in the metal

Fermi level on the n-side of a pnjunctian

Fermi level on the p-side of a p0 junction

Fermi level in the semiconductor

Ee

Ers

ET

F

f
f(E)

F(U, Ur)

F11,

FF

EN

F9

IT

U

0

U1

g, (P

Pu

g0

g,.)E)

h

ft

band gap or forbidden gap energy

electron binding energy mithin the hydrogen atom

intrinsic Fermi levet

energy corresponding so the o qnantum nambrr

photon energy (he)

trap or R—G center energy level

maximam valence buod energy

Furtoi function

field function (see Eq. fi. 17)

Fermi-Dime integral of order 1/2

fill fartor

musimom operational freqarney of a J-FET or MOSFET, entoff frequency

qoasi-Fertoi level (or energy) for eleetrors

qaasi-Fermi Inset (or energy) for holes

unity beta frequency of a fliT

eondnrtanee

law freqaeney conductance of a pa janetioo diode: channel eondaetuuee its

J-FET if there were no depletion regions

density of conduction band states

diffosion eondactaece

draitt or channel conductance

photegenerution rate, namber of electron-hole pairs created per cm3-sm

transcandsetanee

density of valence band stusm

Flanck’s constant

h/3m

earruvt: tight iotensity

Itt both theories

and

kT
‘kr = Ur

kT
V0 = ‘‘Usn

q

kT
V51 = —U5,

(0.5)

(D.fi)

(0.7)

)D.fi)

and

(D.9u)

Appendix E
LIST OF SYMBOLS

A unade

A area; arbitrary constant

a lattice roestont; grading constant; half-width of the channel region in
J-FET; width of the channel region in a MESFET

Eohr radius

Richardson’s constant (120 umps/emt_Ka)

modified Richardson’s constant (see Eq. 14.19)

guE area

base

rupuritanee

collector

speed of light

ad

4n

A0

B

C

C

e

C’s

C0

cx

Co

C5

C0

electron eapmre coefficient

onido capacitance (pF)

c
Cr

C5

0

D0

Dr

D5

D,,

E

E

‘fi’,

(Es

‘fly

F,

Er

Erv

Er,

Err

Ers

force

frequency (Hz)

gate
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dc, base cutccnt

total (ac. + d.c.) base carront

a c. base correct

d.c. collectoe correct

total (ac. ÷ d.c.) collector csrreni

ac. collector correct

collectoe to base cueeenl when I = 0

collector to emitter correct whoa I = 0

d.c. collector cnreeni doe to electrons

d.c. collector coneiti doe to boles

d.c. drain current in a field-effect transistor

small-signa.l drain csrrent

V0 = 0 saturation drain current in a 3-PET

dark correct

diffusion current (same as the ideal diode current)

ac. component of the diffusion current

saturation drain cnrront

d.c. emitter current

d.c. emitter current dcc to electrons

d.c. emitter csreent doe lojoles

steady-slate forward-bias correct

effective diode forws.rd saturation current (Ebers—Moll model)

gate current in an SCE

Ion

1%

jdeti

Js -

5?’ Ny N1

‘can

Jason

-Jr -4

-‘re iy ‘iv.

Jr05s

riaeis

K

k

KB.

K0

K5

L

V

Lu

effectise diode eeseese saturation ccrrent )Ebees—Moll model)

reverse-bias sutaratian earreut in an MS diode

short-circuit carrent in a solar cell

current due to electrons drifting front the semiconductor to the metal in an

MS In-type) dinde

total cnrwnt density due to drift

electron current density

u, y, and z direction components nf the electron ceerent density

electron current density due to diffusion

elrclroit correct density doe so drift

hole current density

x, y, and c direclina cowpoeents of the hole correct density

hole current density doe to diffusion

hale curreut density doe In drift

cathode

Bullzmuua constant (0.617 >< lO- eV/K)

wuveouwber (parameter proportional to the electron crystal momeolunil

kinetic euergy

ouide dielectric constant

sensicuuductor (usually Si) dielectric cunstont

length of the I-PET or MOSFET choitnel

azimuthal quantum ouniber

reduced channel length defined in Fig. 10.4

minority carrier diffusion leegth in the BIT base; entrinsic Debye length

usinority carrier diffusion length in the BIT collector
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intrinsic Debye length

Ln minority carrier diffusion length in the BIT emitter

minimum MOSFET chaunel length yielding lung-chunoel behavior

electron minority carrier diffusiun length

angular momentum correspondiog to then quantum number

hole minority-carrier diffusion length

di carrier maliiplieution factor

en particle moss

m magnetic orbital quantum number

thu electron rest nsass

electron effective mass

en hole effective muss

n energy q000iaw nomber

e electron carrier conceuts-aticen (number of electrons/ens3)
nv heaotly doped ri-type material

n0 equilibrium electron coneentratino

rr defined electron concentration (see Bq. 3.36a)

NA ratal uamher of acceptor atoms/cm3

N: nnmber of ioniard (negatisely charged) aceepiurs/ew3

N0 bulk seimcandnctur doping (N0 or N0 as appropriate); duping concentra
tion in the BiT base

nOCIk electroo cnnzeeteasiun in the semiconductor bulk

N effective density nf conduction bond slates; doping concentration in the
BIT cuhlccton

lien equilibrium eleetrua conceurratiun in the collector of a pap BIT

Nn total camber of donor ohoms/cns3

N number of ionieed (positively charged) donors/cm3

N0 doping eoncetrtrusioe in the BIT emitter

ri equilibrium electron concentration io the emitter of a pnp BIT

N1 uamber of implanted ions/rma

n

Nr

N5

p

Pr

PB.

p0

Pi

Pno

Psec

pi

Q

0

Qn

Qus.

Qus

Qr

Q

Qrr

Qse

Qc-s

Qr

Qs

R

cc,

yr. r,

Ru

vu, r

rinarnnson 763

intrinsic carrier concentration

number of K—C centem/ew5

effective density of valence bond stales

hole concentration (number of holes/cm3);momeatuwiu Appendix A

heavily doped p-type material

potential energy

equilibrium hole cencentrotion

definod hale eoucenirstian (see Bq. 3.36b)

equilibrium hole concentration in the base of a pnp BIT

hale concentration in the semiconductor bulk

hole cuecentrarion at the semiconductor surface (number/cm0)

general designation for a charge

magnitude of the electronic charge (1.60 1< lO cnol)

eucess minority ranier charge in the qommnentrol base; bulk or depletion-

region charge per unii area of the MOSFBT gate

Qu in a bog-channel MOSPET

Qe in a short-channel MOSFBT

Sued ouide charge per anis area at the oside—semicondactor interface

implant-related charge/cm2locaied at the nuide—sendcoeductor interface

net charge per unit area associated with the interfacial traps

total mobile ion charge ssithin the onide per unit area of the MOS gate

total electronic charge/cm2in the MOSFET char.nel (n-channel dnvice)

charge pee unit area located ci the uxide—sennicouductor ioterfoce

excess hole charge

total charge in the uewicandaerar per unit area of the gate

ramp rate (see Pig. 16.17)

base resistance

collector resistance

channel-to-drain resistance in al-PET or MOSPET

emitter resistance

ac, cnrreui; V’11 iu Appeudis A

ts sarnrasion correot io an ideal diode; light intensity at .r = 0

anode to cathode current

‘vices hole cuerent due to drift

steady-state reverse-bias current

‘n-n cecumbiaatiuu—genceasion current

In

in

ir

‘mu

‘men

‘me

‘a

ie

‘no

‘aak

‘Dire

ia,n

‘Die

In

‘0,-

‘Op

‘F

‘in

IL

/sis—s

J, i current density (awps/cw°)

current due to light

current due to electrons drifting from the weed so the semiconductor in an
MS (n-type) diode

4, hole current
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depth of the soarce ood droin islands in a MOSFET

load resistor

radios of the Bohr orbit corresponding to the n qaaotnm namber

ootpat resistoore in the BIT Hybrid-Pi model

projected range in ion implantation

series resistance; somple msistaece; soorce-to-ehonnel resistance in a
J-FET or MOSFET

feedthroogh resistance io the BIT Hybrid-Pi model

inpot resistance in the BIT Hybrid-Pi model

soarce

probe-to-probe spociag in a foar-point probc

spin qanotoos nomber

sensporatam

time

sriggeriag time in on 5CR

tnning ratio

recovery time (psi diode); rise tisoe (BIT)

reverse recovery time (pa diode)

storage delay time (po diode)

storage delay time (BIT)

potential eacrgy in Appendin A; electrostatic potential normalized to kT/q
in Appendices B—D

drain voltage normalized to IsT?q

semicoadneton doping pmaaoetcr

normolized sorface potential. U evolnated at the oxide—nemieondacsor
interface

sign (±) of U5

oormalioed snrfacc potential at x = 0 in a MOSFET

normalized sarfaca potential at x = L in a MOSFET

voltage, electrostatic potential

gatc-to-sonrcc voltago bcing applied to an ideal device

janction voltage

opcn circais voltage of a solar cell

pinch-off gate voltage in a 1-FET

d.c. 5005cc volinge

poised snorco voltage

sarfoce potential aix = 0 in a MOSPBT

sarface potential aix = L in a MOSFET

inversion-depiction transition point gate voltage, MOSFET threshold or
tarn-an voltage

V4- ideal device inversion—depteLion transition point gatc voltage

V, dnfined voltage (see Eq. 17.24)

V5 defined voltage (sec Bq. lh.36)

B’ depiction width; qaaoincatral width of the BIT base

B’) qoasiceatml svidth of the N2 bose in on 5CR

qaasineasral width of the P3 base in an 5CR

sosai width of the base in a BIT

drain pssjnncdon depletion width in a MOSPBT

Wc effective depletion width in a MOSFET (see Appendix C)

IV2 width of ihc N2 base in an 5CR

Wm width of the P3 bme in an 5CR

It’5 soarcn pn Inaction depletion width in a MOSPET

B’,. MOS depletion width when the scmicondsscsor is binned os the inversion—
daptction transition paint

width of she base in a narrow-base pa janction diode; depth of the
MOSFET choaael

is-side svidrh of the pa janctioss depiction region

oxide thickness

p-side width of the pn janrtion depletion region

Y admittance

volume

applicd d.c. voltage

apphed ac. voltage

anode-so-cashodc voltage

dehoed volsagn (sen Eq. 13.4)

or. bose-to-cmiiicr voltage

forward-bios blocking valsagc in PNPN devices

“bout-in” jaaction voltage

reverse-bias pa janclion breakdown voltage; revnrne-bian blocking voltage
in PNPN devices

hack-to-aoarcc voltage

d.c. collector-to-base voltage

collector-to-base hrmkdowo voltage when 1r = 0

ac. cottcctor-to-amiiier voltage

coltcctor-to-cmittcr breakdown voltage when ‘n = 0

d.c. drain voltage

drift velocity vector

drift velocity; a.c. drain voltage

dcalo-to-nvarce voltage

satoratson drain voltage

sataration drift valocity

d.c. emitter-to-bose voltage

d.c. emitter-to-collector voltage

flat-band voltage

d.c. gate voltage

ac. gate voltage

d.c. gate voltage applied to an ideal device

gate-ia-back voltage being opplind to an ideal device

gate-to-soarer voltage

- - --
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diffasion admittance

width of the I-PET or MOSPET channel

absorption coefficient

common bate d.c. torrent gala

an = ow, forward gain (Bberv—Moll model)

reverse gain (Ebaca—Molt model)

base transport factor

eammoa emitter d.c. carrent gain

semicandactar nlcerron affinity

= — x,, eEective vcmicoodactor electraa affinity in ao MOS asrarsare

insaioior (oxide) eleztron offiniiy

vilicon electron affinity

freqaesey parameter in the enact-charge C—V theory (sec Eqs. C.3)

eandaction bond offset Energy in a heterojanrlion

vainnre bond offset energy in a heterajanetion

voliage drop across the oxide

voltage drop across the semieorrdarior

decrease in the chaanel length andar above-pinch-off conditions

Aa = a
— sue, deviation in the electron concentration from us eqailibriam

valae

ancess electron concentration in the collector of o pap BJT

excevv electron eoncentmtivn in the emitter of a psrp BIT

Ass in p-type material

Ap = p
—

p5 deviation in the hole concentration from its eqoilibriam
valae

axcass hole conrentratian in the bane of a pssp BIT

ày in a-type material

gnaernl designation for a chaoga in charge

change in the gale charge/em2

change in the charge/em2iasida the nemicondactor

velocity
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‘V

V

I’

a,

VSE

Va

05,

Von

V51

Vas

I/

Vera

V0

Co

V00

Var

Von

V0

a5

I/i;

Va

V05

Ca

C,,

S

T

105

TR

in

a,

0

U

U0

if5

U5

U5

Um

Uar

V

766 aPPENaInE

Vsjis

vs

Va

V0

Vs

0,

i”

Pa

z
0

00,

so’

II

1<,

xs’

A

AL,

AL

Aa

La0

Ass0

A55r

ày
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straggle in ion implantation

AV difference between the actual device and ideal device gate voltage required

to achieve a given semiconductor surface poteittial

change in the threshold voltage due to small-distension effects

AVj. change in the threshold voltage due to back biasing (specifically applied to

ideal devices)

change in the MS harrier height caused by Schottky barrier lowering

perttlillivity

permitlivity of frer space (8.85 3< 10’° farad/cm)

electrostatic potential inside the semicottductor coloponeltt of an MOS

device

surface polential_ettergy barrier height in an MS diode

iF0 barrier height when fi = (1 at the MS interface

reference voltage related to the semiconductor dopIng concrntratton

ntelal ssorkfunction

IIa — . effective ntrtal workfunction in as MOS structure

metal—setniconductor workfunction dilTerence expressed in volts

voltage ittside the ovidr

semiconductor workfunction

semiconductor surface potential

four-point probe correction factor

emitter efficiency

noranaliced centroid of nubile ion charge in the ovide

at = (If — E)/kT; power conversion efficiency of a solar cell; external

efficiency of ott LED

(E — E)/kT

= (E — E,J/kT

A wavelength of light

wavelength of light corresponding to the semiconductor bond gap

losv-brld electron or hole mobility; mobility ha parameter

carrier mobility in the bulk of a semiconductor

electron mobility

hole stability

cffective electron mobility

effcclive hole mobtlity

frequency of light

resistivity (ohm-cm); charge density (cool/cm3)

ionic charge density inside the oxide

charge density is the oxide

conductivity

defined carrier lifetinte (see Eq. 6.44)

Iuiuority-carrirr lifetintc is the BiT base

minority-carrier lifetime in the BiT collector

minority-carrier lifetime in the BJT emitter

electron minority-carrier lifetime

hole minority-carrier lifetime

base transit tune

time-dependent wavefunction

time-independent wavefunctiou

angular frequency (radians)

Appendix M
MATLAB Program Script

[ise 10.2 (BJTi)

% BiT Equilibrium Energy Band Diagram Generator
% This program plots out the BiT equilibrium energy band diagram

% Original version authored by Aaron Loft as a course project for Prof. Gerry Neudeck

% Major revisions byE. F. Pierrel

DOPING[1e18 -1e16 lel5j; % B, B, and C type and doping concentrations (- n-type)

WB= 1 .Oe-4; %Total base width in em; I .Oe-4cm= 1 micrometer

close

%Constants
T=300;
k8.6l7e-5;
eO=8.85e-ld;
q1.602e-l9:
KS= 11.8;
ni= l.OelO;
EG= 1. 12;
%esd constants

%General Computations and Manipulations
NE = DOPING (I); % Emitter doping and type

NB DOPING (2); % Base dopittg and type

NC = DOPLNG (3); Vu Collector doping and type

yE = sign (NE);
sB sign (NB);
sC = sign (NC);

NE abs(NE); % Emitter doping

NB abs(NB); % Base doping

NC = abs(NC); % Collector doping

EL.emiller [(sE °k ° T 3log (NE/nil)
(-sE °k nT* log( NB/ni))];

S

“so

1155,

Ifs’s

1

2’

Tx,

‘I

/2,

far

p

If

p=

C

To

To

‘C

Yr

‘I,

If

1•

% Temperature in Knlvin
% Boltzmann constant eV/K
% permittivity of free space (f/cm)
Vu charge on an electron (coul]
If Dielectric constant of Si at 300K
% intrinsic core, of Silicon at 300K
If Silicon band gap (eV)
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El — rolloclor = [(sE R k * TA log ( NB / ol ))
(-sC k °T 0 log (NC / oi];

Vbi = [(sow (Ft_emitter)) (sam (El_rolloctor)) 1;
svbi = sigo (Vbi);
Vbi = abs (Vbi);

% Depletioo width ott emItter side of FE joortioo
oh = sqrt(2°KS000/qONBoVbl( I )/(NE°(NE+NEfl);

% Depletioo width oo base side of ED )atactioo
oBeb = sqrt2NKS*eO/q0NE0VbiU )/(NB°(NE+NBfl);

% Depletioo width oo base side of CE )oorsioo
oBob =

% Deptotioo width as collector side of FE jonclioo
oC = tqrt(2*KS000/qONEoVbi(2)/(NCO(NE+NCU).

W = WE-oBob-sEch;

if W <0
errorFor Ike giveo DOFINO atsd WE, the base is totally depleted))
eltd

% Adjost the s-axis for optiwoos looking plot

VMAX = 3; Oh Masiwons Plot Voltage
plot ( [-LOW_X°oE HIOH_X°oC+WB[,[0 VMAX],
holdoo;

Oh EB JUNCTION
sift -LOW_X°oE; Oh Leftmost o positiott
srghs oBeb ÷ W/2; Oh Rightmost a positioo

o = linspaoe(xlft, orghl, 200);
sVo = -svbi(t) ° sE ° oB;

Vol=sVo *

Vo2=sVo °o.s000NE.n(oE+s).02/(icSoeo) 0) a> -sE & 0<0);
VoVxl +Vo2; Oh V as a faoetioo of o

EPVo(t )+VMAX/2sEOk0TOlog(NE/ni); Oh Pormi level

Eo = -Vs+EO/2+VMAX/2
Ev = -Vo-EO/2+VMAJ(/2;
El = -Vo+VMAX/2;

else

LEPT= ‘F’;
cod

A = -LOW_X°oE/2;
B = WE + ((NiOi1_X°oC+WB)-WE)/2;

tool (A, 2.5, LEFT);
text) WE/2, 2.5, MIDL);
toot) B, 2.5, RtOHT);

text ( x(200), Er (200), ‘Er’);
teat ( 0(200), El (200), ‘El’);
text ( o(200), Ev (200), ‘Ev’);
toot) x(200), EF, ‘EF);

REO = (LEFT(t)MJOL(l(RIQFIT(t)];
TITLE = [ (‘Energy hoed diagram foe tho ‘) (REO) (‘device’) [;
title (TITLE);

Exercise 11.7 (BJT) and Exercise 11.10 (BiT plus)

NOTE: The itolioloed hoes in the EJT/EJTplos listing ace added to the BiT program to
form the BJTplos program. Sobprogram EJTO is a mo-time reqaireweot of both BiT and
BJTplos; sobprogram EJTwod most also be present when EJTples is exoroted. Constoots,
material parameters, aod the W = W0 Ebers—Moll parameters are specified or compated in
the EJTO sabprogrom. Campatations relatod to base-width modalatioo are performed its
rhe EJTmod sebprogram.

BJT/B,JTpIus
OhEJT Commas Base/Eatitter Iopat/Oatpot Chararteristirs
OhMod,fied roraion ofBJT istrltsdiog Baoe-Widrh Modnlarioo wsd

OhCarrior Mttltiplirarioa

Ohlopat Ebors-Moll Poratooters
BJTO

OhLimitiog Voltagos osed lo Calrolatian
Vh1E=kT°log(NE°NE/o102(;
VbiCkTOlag(NCNE/oi02);
VCEO5O; VCEO5O;
VCBO= 60°(NC/l.0e16)°(-3/4);
wd; VCEO= VCBO°fI-aF)0)//na);

OhChaire of Characteristic and Special Calcalatiava

format rampart
echo ao

LEr = Eo (1);
LEs = Ev (I);
LEI = El (U;

Oh Plot V vs
plot(o,Eo); OhEr
p101(0, Es); OhEv
plot ( o, El, ‘w:’); Oh El
plot ( (sIft 0], [EF OF), ‘w’);
plot ([00 [‘[0.15 VMAX-0.l5 1. ‘w--’);

% CE JUNCTION
aift -xErb-W/2;
xrght = HIOFI_X°xC;

v = liosparo(olfl, srght, 200);
sVo = -svbi(2) * sC ° oF;

Vol sVx A ( Vbi(2)qONC,0(xCx).52/(2*RS*e0).o(o< =oC)).°(x> 0);
Vo2sVx °0.5Oq0NE.o(oBob+o).*2/(KSoeO).o( x>-sErb & o<0);
Vx=Vol +Vo2; Oh V as afaertion of o

OFFSET (Eo(200))-(-Vx( l)+EO/2+VMAX/2);
Er = (-Va±EO/2+VMAX/2) + OPPSET;
Ev = (-Vs-EO/2+VMAX/2) + OFFSET;
El = (-Vs+VMAX/2) ÷ OFFSET;

o = o + WE;

Oh Plot V vs x
plot(o,Eo); OhEr
plot(o,Ev); OhEv
plot ( x, El, ‘w:’); Oh El
plot ([0 orght+ WE], [OF EF], ‘w’);
plot ((WE WE], (0.15 VMAX-0.15 I, ‘w--’);

if(sC == -1)

RIGNT= ‘N’;
else

MOFIT= ‘F;
cod
if(sE == -t )

MIDL = ‘N’;
else

MtOL= ‘F;
cod
if(sE == -l )

LEFT = ‘N’;

OhTHIS PROORAM COMPUTES EJT INPUT AND OUTPUT CNARACTERISTICS
Oh Sobprograms BiTE sod EJTmod are mo-time reqairemeots.
Oh Modify entries in BITO to ohaoge doviro/matOrial paramoters.
Oh Modify axis rommands to rhango plot mitt/mao valoes.
orho off
nose
r=weooSporify the dosirod rhararteristir’,’Commoo Ease Ioput’..

‘Comwott Ease Oatpof,’Commoo Emitter Iopot’,’Cowmoo Emitter Ootpot’);
=iopot(’Sperify oomber of rarves per plot...’);

(fo—2,
bwminpst(’Includo base-width modolatio*? 1-Yea, 2-Na...’);
else

end
1i2;
(fe4 & bw—1,

iiinpat(’/enlttde impart ionization? 1-Yen, 2-No...’);
elae
end

OhCalralation Proper
far i=h:j,

OhCommoo-Ease lopot Chararteristies
if r= = I,
VCE=-(i-l)°l0;
VEE=0:0.005:VbiE;

= length)VEE);
ifbwl,
llJTmod Ohllaae- Width Madslarion sttbprograsn
else
etld

lF=(tF0.*(eap(VEB/kT)t)
- aR.°IRO.5(eap)VCE/kT)-lf° I .0e3;

Oh I .0e3 in the prereeding eqaation rhaoges lE onits to aaA
if i== 1,
plot(VFE,IE); axis ([0.35 0.85 05]);
gtid; alabel(’VEB(volts)’); ylabel(’IE(mA)’);
else plot(VEB,IE);
end

OhCommots-Base Ootpat Charorteristics
elseifr2,
tE=(j-i)°h .Oe-3;
VCB1=2:-0.0I:0;
VCE2=0:-VCBO/200:-VCEO;
VCE=[VCE1,VCE2);

if(xC>xE)
MIOI-I_X = 1.5;
LOW_X = sC/xE;
else
lIIOH_X = sE/aC;
LOW_X = 1.5;

end

Oh ISP on left
Oh Janrriao rooter

Oh Leftmost a position
Oh Rightmost x position
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Oh EFon right
Oh Jooction center
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jjlength(VCB);
lC=(aF*lE.(I.aF*aR)*1RO*(cxp(VCB/kT)lfl*(l.Oc3);
if i = =

plol(-VCB,IC); atss(-VCBDII 0 VCBO 0 1 .3e39E));
grid: xlsbcl(’—VCB(volts)’); ylabel(IC(ntA));
lexI(5, e3nlE.’IEstcp= mA);
else plot(-VCB.IC);
end

else
end

%Comnson-Emitter Input Character;stics
ifc ‘3,
VEC (i- I
VEB=0:0.005:VbIE,
jjlengIh(VEB);

(fbw =1,
VCl3 VE9-VEC;
BJTe,Od

else
e,,d

IBO=(l-aF).’1F0+ I l-aR))9R0;
1131 (1aF).*lF0f( laR).*lR0.nexp(VEC/kT);
lB (lB I.5cxp(VEB/kT)-IBO) (l .0c6);
if i= I,
plot(VEB,IB); axis((.35 85-5 20fl;
grid; xlabelçVEs(volts)’); ylabel (‘IB(pA)’);
else plot(VEB.lB);
end

%Common-Emitser Output Characteristics
clscifc 4,
IB=(j-i)*2.5e_6;
VECAO:0.Ol :VCEO/50;
VECB VCEO/50:VCEO/200:VCEO;
V EC I V ECA,VECBJ;
jjlcngth(VEC):

1fbsr ‘1,
VEB’O; %Neglect x,s!/B cariatio,s e’ith bias
VCBVEB-VEC;
I3JT,,wd
else
cud
sfii 1.

M= j.Q./(l-(-VCBIVCBO).”nt);
aFM.5’aF;

end
lB0,=(laF).*JF0+(l.aR).4RO;
lB I =(l-aF).51F0+( l.aR).1R0.*esp(.VEC/kT);
1C ((aF.5IFQ.lR0.expIVECIkT.5(lBIBO)’ITh +1R0aF.nlR0)*(l .0e3);
if i = = I,
jA=length(VECA);
plot(VEC,IC) asis((0 VCEO 0 2.5*lC(jA)]);
gtsd; slabelfVEC(volts)’); ylabelclC(mAY);
tcst(5,251C(jA),lDstep2.5pA’);
else plot(VEC,IC):
end

else
cud

hold on
cad
hold off

BJTO
%BJT Constants and Ebers-Moll Parameters (subprogram 13)T0)

%Llniiversal Constants
q=l.602c-l9;
k=8.617c-5;
eO=8.85e-14;

%Desice/IsliscellaneOas Parameters
A’=l.Oc-4; %Aincm2
WB’=2.5e-4; %WB in cm
T=300; kT=k5T;

%Malerial Parameters
m= l.OelO;
KS = 11.8;
NE=l.0e18;
NB=’ l.5e16;
NC I .5el5;

9iMobility Fit Parameters
NOrefl.3e17; NAref2.35cl7;
1unmin’92; pmmu=54.3;
pn01268;ppO’4Od.P;
anO.9l; apO.SS;
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pE snmin+ pnO./(l +(NE/NDref).aan);
pB=1spmiu+1apO./(l +(NB/NAref).rap),
pCp.nmin ± pnO./(l +(NC/NDref).aas);
TauE l.Oe-7;
TauB’= l.Oe-6;
TauC’ I .Oe-6;
DEkT5uE;
DB=kT5FB;
OCkT*luC;
LEsqrt(DE5TnuE);
LB =sqrt(DB°TauB);
LCsqrI(OC5TauC);
nEO=ni52/NE:
pBo=nia2/NB;
nCOni52/NC;

%Ebers-Moll Parameter Computation (W WB)
W=WB;
B (DB/LB)*pB0(cosh(WfLB)/sinh(WfLB));

IFO=q*Ao((DE/LE)*nEO+IB);
IR0=q*A((DC/LC)mnCO±lB);
aF=q SA*(DB/LB)u(pBO/sinh(W/LB))/lFO;
aR=q5A5(DB/LB)°(pBO/sinlt(W/LB))/IRO;

BJTmn
%Base-width modulation-included calculalion of Ebers-Moll parameters
%Subprogram BJTrnod

xnEB =sqrt((25KSre0/q)(NE/( Br(NE* NB)))°(VbiE-VEB));
xnCB=sqrt((2aKSse0/q)*(NC/(NB*(NC±NB)))O(VbiCVCB));
W=WB-xnEB-xnCB;
fB =(DB/LB)*pBO’(cosh(W/LB)./sinh(W/LB));
1F0=qaA.((DE/LE)mnE0i.fB);
IR0=qA.((DC/LCyanC0+fB);
aF=qrADB/LB)o(pB0./sinls(W/LB))./lFO;
aR=q*A*(DB/LB)a(pBO./sinh(W[LB)I.IIRO;

16.5 MOS_

%LOW and/or HIGH-frequency p-type MOS-C C-V CHARACTERISTICS
%Subprogram CVintgs-d is a run-time reqairemeut.

%Initializaiion and Input
format compact
close
clear

smcnu(’Choose the desired plot’,’LowfC-V’,’Hi8bfCV’Both’)
NA=input(’Please input the bulk doping in /cm3, NA);
xo=iuput(’Please apes the oxide thickness teem.
xmin=inputCSpecify VGmin(volts), VGmin’);
xmax=input(’Spccify VGuas(volts), VGmux);
global UF

%Constants and Parameters
eO=8.85e-14;
q=I.oe-19;
k=8.617e-5;
KS= 11.8;
KO=3.9;
uil.OclO;
T=300;
kT=k*T;

%Compntecl Constants
IJF= log(NA/r,i);
LD=sqrt((kT*KS*e0)/(2qnni));

%Gnle Voltage Computation
US =UF-2 I :0.5:UF+2l;
F=sqrt(exp(UF).°(exp(-US)+US-1 )+exp(UF).*(eXP(US)_US. 1));
VG =kTs(US+(US./abs(US)).n(KS0X0)/(KO*LD).*F);

GLow-frequency Capacitance Computation

WL=(IJS.labs(US)).*LD.n(2F)./DENOML;
cL 1.0./Il ±(KoawL)./(Ksusn));

%High-frequency Capacitance Computation
if s— I,

jj=length(US).
nn’0;
foriil:jj.

if US(ii) <3.
elseif nn
1NTG=QUAD(CVintgrd’,3,US(ii),0.00l);
nn 1;
else
INTG=JNTG+QUADCCVinIgrd’.US(ii.l),L’S(ii),O.OOl);
end

if US(ii) <3,
cH(ii)cL(ii);
else
d=(exp(US(ii))lJS(ii)_l)./(F(ii).*eXp(UF).*INTG);
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OENOMFl=nnp)UF).n(lnnp(.U5(ii)fl+enp(.UF)Ynnpl,lJs(ii))l),/(i+dfl;
WH=LO.n(2*F(iifl.IDBN0MIJl INDEXcl-l(0)= .0./(1 +(KOSWH),/(K5nnn();
end

end
nlsn
end

%Plulting the Rennit
if n= = 0,

A binding energy. 37
pint) VO,ci);

Abrupt jnec(nn. 309 dnnnr in nrlicnr. 35
elnnifn==2, I

Absurpnnrcnalbu!nnt, 110. III, 112 Ar annealing, 659
plnl(VG.cH); Accu100r4ikn inrnrfucial traps. 865 Arsenic (As)
nine Acee1rrnrs, 35—40.50 binding unnrgy, 37
pInt(VO ci.. VG cH) 1g

Aym I 250 251tnnl(0.Onxmin,.17,’__.Low_f’,’cnlor’,[l,l,O[); inniund, 30.50 Auger rncunrhnnuuen, lOb, 107. 108
lrxl(0.Sunmin,,12.....1iieh_f,cnln? [1.0 lot Accurnnlariun,560,569.570, 571, 578—577. Auclanchnhrcakdnmn,2b4—260.4ld
end — . Analnuchu nnulnplicatinn. 265. 206,414—417,
nn ([nm n n t 0 I)) Ad

326
I

A 0 ph i d &. 3 5 356lenlW.8nnmin,.27.)’NA’,nnm2nlr(NA),7crnsp;
Alnrnnnnr (Al) Analanching,2b4, 260lnst(0.8 rnmin,,22,)’nn’ unm2ntr)nn) ‘cm9)’ accuplur in silicnn, ss

nlabcIQVO (vohls)’)t ylnbel)’CICO’); grid binding rnergy. 37 0
encrust metal. 499 Buck biasing, 600—881

CVinlgrd energy bnnd dingrurn. 040 Back. oumu. 584. 689
funeliun [y[ = nninlegrand(lJ)

rrcrcnnnnar nrnl, 510) Bend aligunncni, 429, 430ginbal UF
pcrrrneralliuannn annealing, 800 Bend bending, 89—93

F=uqrl)exp(UF).n(enp(_U)+U.l)4esp(_UF),e(gnp(U).U_i)); shielding, 689 Bend gnp. 27—20,31—32,354
y(l exp( U)) (ntcp(U) U 1)1(2 F 3)

nu0bf 50
34 562

AlAs, 348. 362 Barrier heights. Ocr’ Mnctrnnn affinity, Mcccl
AlGaAs ssurkfunclinn

alley scnricnndarlur. 3,4. 5 Bune, 371
band alicnnnnnr, 430 Burn rcrnnir (nrc, 454,473
in [lOIn. 430—432 Base cranspnrl lacIer, 303. 5.15, 399.400
in LOOn, 383, 364, 385—366 Burn width mndalurrnn, 410—412,470
in MOOPOTs. 529, 707—709 ben unit snIl, 8,9

AIGuN, 360 B080I, 706,707
AurAs, 430,709 Biar-Icrnpcrutnrn )BT) stressing, 633, 654,
AhinOuF, 363. 364 855, 658, 669
ARaB inns. Bee Srdinm BnCMOS. 426.427
Alinys. See Snminnndunturs, ulinys Bilateral drude. 474
Aluminum gallium rrrnnnidn. See AlGuAr Bilaheral 8CR. 474
Amnryhnrs, 8 Bnpnharjrrnlinn rruesicnur. Sec BIT
Annrpltnlnnic depart, 39 BiT
Angular memenhum, 24 uctirc biasing nrudn, 374, 377
Annealing, 659, 660, 663—667, 669. 870 umpliOnatmur by. 381, 382
Anndn (in 8CR), 463 here. 371, 380
Artmntnny (SN bare carrier distmnbuhinn. 394, 398—399

782 inner . menu 783

burn mmii mm, 454 sreull.rignal rqnisalrnl circuit, Curricrprupnrlier,S2—40 pruneur flew, 160—173base nranmspurt (uncut, 783, 397, 399, 4011 static clmuracterirties, 389—433 Carriers 25 29—3 sample din, 173burn midrir nmudulaticn,4l0—dl2 starayedelay tinnc.457 charge, 32 Cryrral grusc0r, 16—18busied :aynr. 378 trunrcunducnancc. 446 cunseniruden nalnulatiun. 59—61 nilicun purmhnatiun, 17eardnrnnnalriplicrrinnand fendbuek,dlS, rransinnt(sseitehing)rnspnmr,d49—430 cunnnenurarinn tnnnperuturedeperdmncn 80. ninglnceystulfurmutiur. 17—18
418,419 ture’nfftrarrmcrt_ 456—457, 38 459 65—66 ‘ Crystul lattices. 8—Il. Scealan Uniisell

nharpe cmmrrtrsml rrlatiunslrips, 452—454 tnnnnnn transient, 434—458,450.458 , disidhutiun pInts, 47 Crystalline, 6circuit symbul, 372 tmmme 408,410
. elrectine mms, 32—34 CuinSe, 360crhleclur, 371, 380 05m. 410 nlectmnnr, 29 g Current cnnmding, 420,421—422cnllectnr current, 396. 404 Blaehbudy rudialiun, 773—733 equilibrium dintribatiun, 48—48 Current dnnrinynumb ntrmmsture, 422 Blush charge diagrams. 368—367 hules 30.31 . carrier, 99, 134numnirn base, 373 u.n. pmhrd 0108-C. 506 I majumity. 40 deñnntiun, 77

cummun burn d.c. current grin, 383—384, deeply depleted Moo-C. 597 mirnrirr, 40 diffusien, 98—99398. 799, 480.425.428 static biuring sharer. 569, 578. 575 Cathnde un OCR), os drift. 77—79nunnmnen base input charantrrisrics, 4118 Blunkrng seliage. 484 CCO, 527, 528, 598 reluriunshrps sutunmury, 137snmnuun burr naiput nlrarantrnirtmcu, 408 Bndy nftbct 5cc Bask biasing CdS phulenundunler, 147 Inlet steady stale, 99cnirrerunt cullncter, 373 Buhr alum mudnl, 24—25, 735—737 CdTe, 368 Cutuff frequency. 633—634nummun emitter, 373 BrIne radian, 735, 743. 744 Clnannnl, 532, 613 C—Vcharanlerirtics, MOO-C. 504—598
cummun emitinrd.c. currenigais, 384, 398, Bunnding nrudnl, 28. 27, 29—30. 55—36 Charnel cunductanne. See Oraitn cruduclarce dnnp dnpletier, 596—598399. 400 Bnrnn (Bl Charus cuntrel upprench. 282—284. 333 della-deplnline anulynis. 598—591
curnnnmrn emitter input rhuractumiaticu, 1119 aeccytur in silicru, 35 452—451 duping dependence. 592—593
enmuntun emillrr urtpun sherastnrt’srinr. 489 binding energy. 37 Chrrgn enupled dense. See CCO erect charge rnlariuinrhips. 753—754
cmnnrenl ceuscding. 420, 421—422 und rhnrshuld adssnnnnni. 879 Charge density. 198 esprrnmcnrul, 585, 596
cutufl’ biasing mudc, 374. 375 Breahdemmn, 260, 263—270 Churgn unanralite rnlatiarship, 57—58 high frequency. 584, 585, 588, 590, 591.
Burly effect, 410 ucalunche, 264—288 Chemical rapnr dnpnriliun (CVD), 64, lOS 595. 596, 753, 754Obers—Mell nqsmahinns, 403—407 critical electric field, 268 Chlurimn nnntitrulinaiiun 656, 657 nm frequency, 584, 585, 588, 390, 591, 597.
Bhnrs—Mnll ntnudcl. 404 carsunrrn effect, 267, 356 Clrrrmann dirpensice. 353 753. 754clectrusiamics, 377, 378 cdgc, 287, 356 Chrmnme (Cml, 649. 866 meararemnntnf, 584, 595. 596
emitter, 371, 381) in BiTs, 414 CMOS, 528: 529 nsidn thickness dependerme. 592, 594
nnniilcr currnrl. 398. 404 in Schuttbv dindes. 490 Cnflecter. 371 qaahitaticn benny’, 584—588
nmcinrcretbaicecy. 382, 595, 399. 4110,422 in SCR5,466,467,470 Cumpnnsatrd. 80 qursistalic uccasuremenl technIque, 595
enmergy brmtd diagnmm. 377, 378—380 Zemtnn, 280—27)1 CumpnsilieuaOy graded. 383. 430—451, tnmpnranire depeudennc, 592, 895(abriraninn, 374—376, 370 Orcabdume rultagn, 263 705 tlncurcnmcal, 591. 593—595lull limuc. 457 Buffer layer, 355, 705 Cunnpnund semicundaclmnms. 3,4,5 C—Vcharaclcdsties,pnn dinde, 305—313
fnrssurd gain, 403. 404 Bailt-in charge. Sec Pined clrurge Cumptun elfech 730 CVO (chemical napur depnsaiur), 164. lbS
gradnd burn, 423—424 Buill.nn smrltnge, 200,201.203—200 Cnnncntralinn (nnmuhas . Ceunlnralsbi nncllnnd, l7—l8Ounr.nneh pInt, 424—425 Bulk, 584, 573. 749 enmprnsaued seminundacinr. (tOhybrid’pi nnmuhel. 446—449 Bulk charge, 625 depnd remtricnrdnctnc 60 D
tcuu’ 383-20—405.422 Bulkchnrgeuhnumy,825—626 rlrnnrnns, 51, 52,53.59,80 O-2nlESPE7’. 551, 552
1m’rr’ 304. 422 Bnmricd-channnl MOSPOT. 704 helen, 51,52,53.59,60 Oungling bnnffs, bbS, 608, 687inmtrimmsic, 421 Buried layer, 377 intrinsic retuicnnrdactur. 34, 80 de Brnglic hypetitesms, 738
imrserued biasing mnmmdr, 374, 375 Cmrnnductamtcr Orbyc lergthnulalinmn, 371—372. 390 C drain (inn 1-POT), 548. 549 esrrmrsin, 7511
pen(ermnunen pr.ramnntc’rs. 382—384. 395— Capactlance dmcin hr MO8FBTI, 832 mnudrsic. 750. 751

398. 398—400 diffuniun. ye diedn,315—323 dmffusien,312—32t Oeepdcpletien.59O—S9O.SSSpalysilicernenittecd28—429 jcmmsriuu. BJT,447,448,449 resersrbiundinde.3133l5 Dcfecn.26,27. lOSpuneh.llnwagh,4l2—4l4 )unetintr.prdiude.301—306 Cnuduclinchand.27,28 Drgenemtequantumsmalr.s.7dS
quasinemnnral bern snidnln, 370 MOS-C. 584—598 Cunduetirity, 85, 117—I 18 Degetreratememicerduntur,SSmmmc guie, 403,404 csidn, 587, 622 Cunduetimity mudulatien. 201 Oelai.dnplnUnrR—Oeurremmt,422 Schenuhy dinde. 403—490 Cumnlmncity eqmnatinns, 121—122 apprnsmmaticnn, 577. 578
risc tinuc. 457 semnmicnrducnur, 587 Cern. ulemnnin, 25 C—V analysis. 590—591
saturatien biasing mmmdc, 374, 375 Capunitarce-snlrugr characteristics See C—I’ Cane elnsimns. 25 electrectu(es snlmmtmrn, 570—579
Sehutlhy dmmule clammnped. 458,497 charantermsiiun Cusalenc banding, 20 Oelta-fenctien. 577. 570. 501. 590. 65B. 059
series resirtarne, 421 Capture eeefliemnels, 14 CPU )cnmmtrul prunesning amin) Oemmsity uf status. 41—42,47
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Dcpleliov, 2611. 569. 578, 599
Dnplniieir eppvrvimerivn. 206—209
DrpIclIelI-Ieycr ciipacil:iOce. Ore Junctinir

c.ipec ia nec
Dopletiionrrreile MOOFET, 676
Depiction region, 2191
Drpletiorr widlb, 579

0116 deotr deplciiiin, 597
MOO-C, 579
MOO-C effective, 753
psi jtiiictinii, 214.216

DIAC, 474, 475
Diamond, lvrrrd gop. SI
Diamond mInce, 9—10
ton, 66. 173
Dinloclnic cniiviaiil, 37, 198
Dinlectrir dirplncemont, 580, 381, 662
Di8’on ion

curretit, 98—89
of carriers, 84— (H
masks, 152
solid slate, 132—153

DifI’ssios admuinaoco, 315—323
Diffusion eapecilarco, 317, 320
Difl’ooion coelhciecln, 88, 88, 101—b]
Diffsinisin cnsduetanco, 317, 320
Diffusion csrreni See aloe Idoal dindo

equaliOti
is 110 uiicrioii diode, 273

is Ochn:iky diode, 491,492
Diflhisiois issgihs. 131—132
Dipsile layer, 217
Direct vcmiciiiidueine, 108, 354, 361. 362
DM00, 703
Donor-like oceii.iesil traps, 665,, 664, 663
Donors. 35—40,58

binding energy, 36—37
deboilios, 40
ocorgy band inadol, 38
ionized, 33, 58

DopanI
binding sisergion, 37
dolisit’ioo, 40
io DeAn, 39
in 01,35

Doping, 35—48
Doping pacinieler, 749
Doping profile, 186, 187
Doping pnrcnnal ½)

delinininn, 372, 573
preprrtios. 373, 574

Dovo, 156
Dnuble-difkinod MDSFET. See DM00
Drain, 326.531.611

Dr,iin condoetnoec
I-FIST, 548, 049
MDSPgT. 632

DRAM, 526. 327. 398, 692
Dril

cerroot, 76—79
dofinirinr-visrnalieetion 75—76
velocity, 76, 77,78

Drive-in, 133. 134, 133
Dry etch, 169
Dual-gate OCR. 474
Dpneniicrondom moons nienoicy. Sr..’ DRAM

E
Enrly eli’ect, 418
Ebrrs—MoIl eqoutions, 403—407,446
Eberv—Moll model, 404
h—k pInto, 108, 108, 361
g-M0OFET, 531, 552
Eddy curreitt, 88, 89
Effnctivc density of states, SI
Eflbctiro mans, 32—34
Fifective mobility, 618—6211, 634, 635

niarhemerical enpreonies, 618
nieenaivinent ef, 634, 635
pnnivon dependence, 619
reliege daposdencion. 619, 620

Einstein relationship. 181 —183
Floetnie Sold, 09. 90.91.92
Flee iron

ceptsrooootlbcieot, 114, 115
corner, 29, 30
charge, 32
eoooontrarinn formulas, 51,32,33,39,69
coisninoisy equation. 121
crynrel ioomentutn. 108, 109
diSunion current 93, 98—99
dilfanion oqouiinn. 122—123
diffusion length. 131
drill cumeni. 78,79
effective muss, 32—34
Oinvieir rnlotionnhip, 102
oquilibriuirr distriboties, 46—48
ertrinvic conccnlnatioo. 34, 53—37
lifnrono, 113. 116
itiobility, 78, 79—84
qooni-Fernv cool, 133
rent zoos, 32

Electroir efluirity, 478, 563
Elnctroo crystal momentum, 361
Elecironic qoanlum stores

Itydrogno atom, 24, 741 —744, 743
nrulli-olcctnen amino, 744, 743—748
nilicon. 23, 747, 748

lilerooiio volt fey). 24. 736
Electrostatic potential

basic rotatiornlripo. 90. 91
inside MOSPEf. 572. 573
nrrrirret iced. 749
vurt5co. 372. 573, 574

Electrontutico, 193. See ofsv npn’n’ific deeice.
Emitter eflicioocy. 382. 393, 399, 4110,

422,432
Eirni:or. 371
l)iie’gri band oiiaptoor (or model)

boird heimolittg, 913, 1110
bacre model, 26—29
EJT, 377. 378—380
difl’onootsrenoniets. 31
donor level irrclnrdod, 38
depeiit eclieo vinueliend, 38
Fermi lovely eddod, 49
lIST. 431
ideal MOO strocture, 566
insulator )vorfaco-inclndcd), 565, 646
metal (narfaco ioclvded(, 478, 565, 646
p-i-n plortediedo, 353
queni-Fermi lovols addod, 132, 135
real MOO vlnoclore. 646
6—0 vivuoliend, 186
oeinicrrnductcr (nurlece ioolodrd(, 470.

563, 646
Eolvioccmnnnr mode MO0FET, 676
Epileyce. 164.375
Epiranial lcyen nvrngromrh IELDI. 705, 706
P.pitevy. 164—165
Equations of steIn, 120—123

.vonrioary, 137
Equilibniunt, 23
Equ:v.rlnnt circoit

831’, 444,447
Ebnro—Moll, 404
hybnid-gi. 447
I-FEC 347
MOO-C, 506
M0SFgT, 631
psi diodn, 302. 316
imo-Imunivter, 467

Evopnratioir, 162, 163
Escevnclierge. See Snreod clr;mrpo
Esciton, 362
Evtninnio Debyn length, 750
P.vtrinvic veirriconduomor, 48
Estrinnic temperature region, 65, 66

F
foe unit cell, 0,9
Fernmi-Dirac integm’el, 30

yen11 avergy. See Fermi level
mcmli tuncmloir, 42—46

plnlv, 13.46
iOnrporatorc ilepoirdoncc. 45—46

Fernri rod
delcruiinatios of grrvirirrn. SI —64
comailibrioitr position irdopendorcn. 100
in Pormi fonctio:r, 42—45
inlnnvic 48, 49.62
quasi-, 132—130

Fermi-level pinning, 498
Fick’n law. 98
Piold ellvcn, 520
Picld rirlinvinir, 499
Finld oninle, 677, 678
Fill f000rr, 356, 357
Fined clr.irgc, 638—691
Flat, 12
Flat hanoI, 478, 5711, 399, 647
Flat-bend voltage. 672, 675
Porbiddnn gap. See Sand gap
Four-point probe, 87—89
Freeee-eat, 63.66

C
Dallium (Del

000epron in rilicoin, 35
binding eneegy. 77

Dalliunn arsenide IDeAs)
and LEDv, 362
and HBTv, 438—432
and MESFET, 555—552, 556
and MDDFET. 529. 707—710
aird voles cells. 357, 359, 360
ballistic Ira’ nvpnrn itt, 781
bend gap rvoegy. 71.32
baud gap mnveleogth. 540
carrier effeorive namer, 34
compound oenvcnndarmor, 3, 5
doping nI, 39
iutriitvic cerrior cencenn-etion, 34,54
lattice common, 10
MO coiiiacrv. 498
semi-insulating 10.1.), 430
temperature considerations, 66,67
unit coil, ID, II

DaAnF, 362—365
Cain

coivmnn bevn d.c. current, 383—384, 596,
399, 400, 425, 126

comnrnn enmilrrr d.c. 000rcol, 384, 396,
399, 480

DaN, 363
DaP. 348. 362, 363, 364. 365
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Dab, 463,526,531,611
Dole ooide. 677, 678
Gob voltage relationship, idoel devico. 589—

582
Dnnerabioe. See Rrcoerbination—generatinn
Drrrnanium (Ge)

avalanche photodiode. 356
band elignmesn wilh GeAr, 430
bend gap cncrgy. SI, 32
carrier effection niernev, 34
elemental vennicondocmne, S
indirccl vcnniconductni’, 362
intrinnic oarriee 00000nlralinn, 34
ivolamed atom. 25, 718
lattice constant, 20
solar coil nubotrere, 362
neil cell, 9

Deltering, I 9. 656
Dold (Au), 105, 116
Draditro constant, 223
Dredual clr,nonei nppcovinoation, 559. 552. 554
Drain bouodaninn, 427
Drains. 477
DTDSCR,47l
Dummol plot, 424,425

H
Hordened ooides. 669
14131, 429—d32
HEMT. See MODFET
liolncojaection. 429
Hoierojnmtclioo bipolar tranvinlor. See HBT
Higlr.lecel imqcction, 279—281
Holnr

capture coeflicirtrl. 113, I Id, 115
carrier, 29—31
clrango, 32
concoigration formnabav, 51,32, 53. 59, 60
oonrinuiry eqoutinir, 121
diffusion cincrent, 95, 99—99
diffovion oquecor, 122—123
difi’ovion bon5dr, ISI, 132
drift cur rent. 77—78
offoctivn mann, 33, 34
Eisoleiv relecovolrip. 102
nquilibcium diorcibotien, 46—49
iotmlnnic cnvcenirOlion, 34, 55—57
liferinre, ItS, 116
lifetime meavarnirtent, 116—120
ntobilny, 79, 79—84
quavi-Feritniievel. ISS

Hot carrier diode, 497
Hot-carrier effects. 700—702

Hot-point probe, 97—98
l4ybnid-gi iriodcl, 446—449
Hpdmogen anneal, 665—667.670
Hydmngcn atom, 24,744—743
Hypcrabrapljuncmins, 505, 306
Hpperobrupt varactor diode, 307, 508

Ideal diode eqaaninn, 249. 235—260
bonndaey conditions, 244—246
lam af thojoirolion, 245
qaalilalisc dcrivatioc, 235—241
quaotilarino dednerion, 247—249
naIaratiOn curromot (‘v) 250254, 258259
nolalion strategy, 241—246

idealiry faclo 276, 277, 521
tgi5g current convention, 371
IDFET. See MOSFET
Impool ronteuiros, 264
Imparity atoms. See Dopoor
Isdimoct semiconductor, lOB. 354. Sbl, 362
Indium (us)

ucceptor in silicon, 35
binding coergy. 37

Indoced churgns, 668—670
lnOeAv, 354,355.360,430,709
InDeAsP, 355, 560
mOaN, 366
boot. 17.18
loP, 348. 356, 369.130
Inctabibry, 655, 634, 669—670
lnncclasor. See ofro Siliconi dinnido

eitorgy band diagram, 31,565,646
perfect, 564

InierFaciol traps, 662—667
accepter-liko, 665
density of 695, 667
donor-like, 603. 664. 665
effect ns C—F chamctoniotics, 662. 663.

664, 665
effect on MOSFET olteractedctics, 674. 675
eleetdcel model, 662, 663
phyoicel modol, 665, 666

Inc incic earricn oonceolraooir, 34—35, 53—57
Intrinsic Debpe lomtgth, 750, 751
Intrinsic Porno Iccol. 48, 49, 62
irtriitsic semiconductor. 34.40.60
Intrinsic lempomiare mgior, 65, fnb
lnmnirsie iranoioenr, 121
limormsias, 569, 570. 599
Inconnion layer, 578, 615
Inn iioplanratioit, i55—l59. 679
Iorie.atioo. See Acceptors asmd/or Donors

lonieing radiation, 668—669
Inooeetronic Imp, 364.365

Iorvtion copecilarce. 301 —300
Joiretioim field offhcl Ireonivlor (I-PET), 525,

526, 556—530
wo. response, 5d7—55lI
basic dovien atnoctonc, 526, 530
charnel, 532
ohoosnl narrowing, 532, 533
drain corduclancn, 548, 549
eqnivclent cirouib, 547
modnnn device straclare, 531
pinob-off, 532, 535, 534
pinch-off gale voltage, 536
qualitative Iheory of opereriomn, 531—536
qaanoitamivn 9—t’ mlationships, 537—547
solon-aXon. 554. 535
small-ni rral eqoinrlort cimoim, 547
smaS-nigoel pacnometnrn (table of), 549
soamo/draio resirtoucc, 541,545, 505—547
rquarc-lom relalinnolnp. 541. 545
mranncouductanen. 5d8. 549
mctnrt’olI anulopy. 535. 556

K
Kinetic enorgy

of caorienn. 89. 911, 92.95
electros is H-amnm. 756

Lelclr-ap, 707
Laoicc 6—11.Sce afro Unit cell
Latrice corsrenr, 8,9.354
Lattice-melclted ryrtom. 429
Lars of thnjanerier, 245
LDD tronoistors. 700, 7112
LED, 347, 361 —368

AIGaAr, 365—366
AlmnGaP, 566
basic slmcturn amnd operalmnn, 361—362
OaArnvPna, 362564
DaAsF:N, 364—363
DeN, 366
DaRN, 364—365
OaP:Zo-D, 5b5
packaging. 366—367
photon eunraction, 567—566
SiC, 360

Light-activated OCR (LASCF(. 471
Light-acticelrd yrcitch (LAO). 471
Lighn emiltinp diodo. See LED

Lightly doped dmiu. See LDD ffeoninmom

Linrarly gradnd junctIon. 97
Lithium (Li), olkoli ion, 654
Lmlhnpraphy, 159—162
Leo-level injection. 112
LPCVD, 64
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Mank, 159, 161
Mans of e cemniec See Effective mean
iclatric mechanics, 739
MBF. 429, 529
Mean frno time. 79
MEOFET, 550—556
Mcmel-insulator.semieoedccbor (MID),

563. 671
MnlclbsnlgicalJancnion, 195
Melel-onide-somicondnclor ccpacilon See

MOO-C
McIai-osmdn-oemicenfcoton hold nffcct Iran

sivtom. See MDSPFT
McIoIs, SI —32
Mciol-vcmicondaetoe contact. Sne MO contact
Mntal-nemnicoiidrmctor held effect rreorisron

See MISS PET
Mctel_semicendomci.en ocorkfinoomion difference.

645 —650
Metal ss’nrkfsnnmion, 478, 565
Mi))nn indicos. 12—16

dineolions, IS
eqoivalnol lilOO5, 14
irdeviogpmocedarc, IS, 14
sorarmer smmmioarp. IS
noerbar, 14

Minoniry carrier diffucion oqaulioos, 122—I 23
lo9inoritp carrier diShmvion lccglhr. IS I —132



Manrrnttae, 107—11)9
MOO-C

biasing al, 567—571
C—Vclsaractcrjs,ian 594—5911, 755—754
energy band diagram, 566, 646
ideal, 504
pbysical device, 563, 584

MOSPET, 528. 527,6H—637 674—604
69 1—707

ac. response, 630—636
action of drain bias, 643—615
acsieo of gate bias, 813
basic steoctora, 611,612
bolk-olsarge theory, 625 —628
barird’chaottcl, 764
channel, 613
clsargo-shecs tlreory. 628—630, 35—756
catolf tioqocacy, 633—634
c—v characteristic, 634—635
depletion mode, 676
effect of rtonidealities, 674—675
enhanced nohility stractaee, 705
enhancement mode, 676
equivalent circuit, 631
enact-charge tltcory, 628—6311. 755—756
tlat—battd voltage. 675
gato-to-draitt capacitance, 631,632
gatc’to-soowe capacitance, 631, 633
linear rcgiott of operation, 815
narrnw width, 697—698
pinch-og’, 613
qaolitattse Ilteory of epewtion, 611—610
satamtioe, 615
shart-ehantrrl, 694—697
small’srgrtat characteristics, 634—638
srrmall-nignal equivalent circuits. 630—

633
small’sigrral par.tnteters ltable trl’), 633
square-low tlteocy, 620—625, 626, 627
nubslreeslrold, 629, 635, 692
threshold acltage, 617, 674—681
tnanacoadoctance 632
nude regien of operation, 613

MOST 5cr MOSFET
MS cott tact. See alaa Sclrottky diode

energy bard diagratn, 479,480,402
Farmi-leccl pistttitrg, 490
ideal, 477—483
ehmic, 400—483. 499—500
rcclifying, 480—483, 497—490

MS diode. Srr Scltottky diaslo
Malsiplicatioit factor, 263, 266, 267—268,

414, 418, 469, 470
Mutual condnctaecc. 5ev’ Tcmnneoedoctance

N
Noerow-baso tlisttlc, 284—288
N, annealiep, 639, o6g
Nearest eciglshaes, 16, 11,26
Negatise bsw irmstahility, 669—670
Ncntwtn acttsatiott, 655
NMOS, 676, 677, 678, 679
Noedcgetteratc srtnicondstctet, 52,63
Nolch, 12
rtp product, 55
n—typo tttttterial, 411,40—49
W’-matedal, 63, 166

0
Off’state, 327, 443, 430
Olttnic cortact, 209, 488—483,498_son

564
On-state, 327, 443, 450
Ocrelap capacttorcc. Srr MOSP0T, gttte-to

draits cajracitance
Osidation, 149—151, 152, 153

dry. ISO
wet, ISO
grawtlt corcws, 152, 153
pyestyettic, 151

Osidation triatrgtr, 660
Osido cayacitotrce, 507, 622
Ooidc dielectric cottstant, 501
Oside chaegieg, 765, 702
Osygrn 10). 149, 150,151,363

P
F Sri’ Phasplroros
Parallel plate capocitor. 303
Posh onclosian pdeciptr, 27, 746
PECVO, 164
Periodic Table labbeeniated), 5
Preterbatiun, 112,113
PHEM’l’, 709
Pltoeots, 109
Plsosphoras lP)

binding eeeegy, 37
donor in silicon, 35
ic MOSPI8T, 655, 636,679

Pltosyhaeas stabiliuation, 655—656,657
Pltonyltesilicate glass, 655, 656, 657
Photo-BIT. Ser Plsototransistar
Plrotocondoctor, 116, 147
Pltatecnrretts, 350
Pltatodotectnr, 347
Plratadiode, 349—356

avalanche, 355—356
I—v cltawctrrissics, 350
p-i-n, 352, 355

pn jrnction, 349—352
spectral response, 350—352

Photagonowtion, 106, 107, 110—112
Plretatt, 109
Phatarenist, 159. 161, 162
Pltototrannistor, 416, 417
Pirteh-olf, 332, 533, 534, 613
Pinch-off gate voltage, 536
p-i-n photodiodes, 352—355
Planes, crystal. Sri’ Miller indices
PMOS, 676, 678, 679
yn janction

ahrcpt, 309
asymmetrical, 250, 251
built-in voltage, 200, 201, 203—206
depletion appeanimatiae, 206—209
depletion regiott, 200
depletion width, 214,216
eloctrontarics qstalitatise snlasiott, 198—202
energy hand diagram, 199,211
Iryperaltrapt, 303, 306
linearly graded electrostatics, 223—226
space charge rogiatt, 200
stepjnrction clootrosratios, 209—210

yn jsmtsctintt diode
avalattching. 264—268
breakdown, 260, 263—270
breakdown nnltage, 263
carder coecentratiens, 255—256, 257
carrier cnerrnts, 294—255
condoctanco, reverse biws, 313—315
C—F, 303, 355—313
depIction widtts, 214, 216
diffusion adtniltonce, 315—323
diffssiott capacitatrce, 3 15—323
diffcaian condoctattoe, 315—321
high-level injection, 279—281
ideality factor, 276, 277, 321
—Fclturacteeistics, oxyoriesental, 261, 262

junction capttcilanoo. 301 —300
junctinn voltage, 278, 279
narrow-base shade, 284—208
pnnch’thronglr, 287. 208
recovery time, 327, 328
msewe reensory time, 327, 328
reseme injeotiao, 330
R—0 corront, 270—277
sotaratian current (‘). 250—254,255—259
series msistance, 278—279, 301, 302
small-signal admittance, 301—326
small-nignal equinatettt circuit, 302, 316
stoeage delay tinse, 327, 328, 333—338
stored charge, 255. 256, 282, 315, 329, 330
tarn-ntf transient, 327—330

turn-ne teattsient, 338—341
Zerror precess, 200—270

yr junction photodiedws, 349—352
PNPN diode, 463, 472
Point defect, 26.27
Poisson’s rqaelinn, 197—198
Polyceystalline, 6
Polycrystalline Si (pulysilicon, poly)

polyemtritler BiT. 426—429
depasitints og, 164
MOO gate material, 168, 563, 649,650,679
Si crystal prodvotine, 17

Polynilicon emitter BIT, 420—429
Polynilicon MOO gale, 563, 649, 650, 679
Pnstmrralliaation annealing, 665 —667
Polassium (KI, olkali ion, 654
Pelentiol. See Electrostatic potential
Potential energy

of carriers, 09. 90,91
olectrnn in 14-atem, 736, 742
in Solteodiogce equation, 739

Pcedepasitiott, 153, 154, 155
Pritnitise unit cell, S
Principle of detailed balance, 114
Profiling, 312, 313
Programmable anijsnctinn tmnsistne, 475,476
Peejected range, ISO
Pseudo-chantrel, 677
Pseudomorphic, 429, 704,703,709
p-type material, 40,48—49
y5—nsateriat, 63
Punch-through. 287, 288,412—414,698,690
POT, 475, 476

Q
Qoantieation concept, 23—25, 733—739
Quantum mechanics, 25, 33, 733—748

basic postrttases, 730—740
dcgetrrmte staIns, 744
espectatian salnes, 740
qnantrtm numbers, 742, 743, 746, 747
npin, 744

Quantum nomboen, 742, 743,746,747
Qauni-Premi levels, 132—136
Qaaninontral base width, 378
Qaunineuteal regions. 242
Qaasintatio awamnprien, 305,340,341,444,

548, 631
Quasistotie, definitiots, 305
Quaninsatic tnchniqne, 595

R
Radiahinis damage, 660, 669
Radiariots nffects, 668—869

Radiation Isordoning, 669
Rayloigls-leans lttw, 733, 734
Rcoosebisratiatt—geeoratiae, 105—120

Aeger, 106, 107
band-to-band, 55
deflsitinn-sisualioasintr, 105—107
N—a coalne (indirectl, 105, 112—115
statistics, 110—115

Rocasory timrrc, 327. 328
Rootifying contact. See MS contact
Refractive indes, 387. 368
Refractory metals, 499
Regenerative precesa, 415, 467. 699—700
Relatiso eye cosponne, 348
Rnsistivity, 85—89
Rcccrnc eccencry time, 327, 328
R—O. See Recowbination—genoratiots
R—O cester, lOS, 106. 107
R—O current

in BIT, 422
in MS diode, 491, 492
in pa diode, 270—277

Richardson’s coirstans, 489

S
Salnwtion

in BiT, 374, 375
in i-PET, 534, 535
in MOSPOT, 615
irs yr junction diedo, 250—254, 258—259
in Schottky diode, 490

Satceatian (drib) selocity. 78, 553, 554—535,
700

Soattrring, 75, 79, 8.1, 83
Schattky barrier lrrwering, 490.492
Sohottky diode

0.0. response. 493—496
built-in voltage, 483
capacitance, 493 —496
depletion widtlr, 486
electroataticu, 483—487
I—Fclsaractenistica. 487—493
real (nonideahl, 497—498
satantttioa current, 490
Schattky barrier lowering, 498,492
thertttionio onrinsion current, 488
trunsiettt respanne, 490—497

Solsotsky diode clamped SIT, 458, 497
Schcodinger wave equation

tittro-dopotrdcns. 739
titan ittdependesst, 742

SCR
blacking voltage, 464
cironit operation, 470—471

circait symbol, 463
di/dt bsssttant, 472
do/dr effect, 473
gate torn-eS’, 471
I—Fcltaracscnistios, 465
light actisotod, 471
epowtional theory, 465—470
shorted cathode, 471 —472
strocsnro, 463—465
triggodng time, 473
twe transistor model, 467

Soed crystal, 17
Solf-oligsmed gate. 633
Sonsicenducters

allayn, 3,4,3.354
aompositiue, 3—5
assmpaunds, 3,4,5, 354
degenerate. 52
direct, 100
elemental, 3,4
estrissnic, 40
indirect, ISO
intrinsic, 34, 40, 60
list ef, 4
material olassiflcntivn, 31—32
noadogenerote, 52
purity. 5
structure, 6
uniformly doped, 57

Semiconductor warhfssnasien, 478, 564, 565
Sheot resistivity, 89
Shackle5diade, 463
Shackley equation. See Ideal diode equation
Short-channel

MSSPST. 552—556
MOSPRT, 691—697
saturated velocity madel, 554—555
two rogioe madel, 555—556
variable mobility mudol, 553—554

Sharted cathode 5CR corrfigueation, 471—472
SiC, 67, 348. 362,363
SiGo, 429,704—705
Silicides, 499
Silicon lOll

band gap energy. 31, 32
000niec effective nrasnes, 34
carrier mobility, 80, 62
crystol growth. 16—IS
dupont alto binding oarrgy, 37
departs, 35
elenrental somicandoaton, 3,4
ingot, 17, 10
ietdnnic carrion concentration, 34,54, 55—57
isoluted otaw, 25. 748

lattico connrant, 10
minority carrier lifetimes, 116
MS cnesaota, 498, 499, 500
potycrystalhisto, 17, 164
ptrlynilioen emitter BiT, 420—429
polysilicon gate. 160. 563, 649, 650, 679
sesiatisity, 86
unit cell, 9, 10
wafer, 12

Silicon controlled roctihes See SCR
Silicon controlled switch (SCS(, 474
Silicon dieaide (S10r)

band gap, SI
energy band diagnasa, 31,646
growth ef aad rho Osod charge, 659
insalatec its MOO structures, 563, 564
nubile inn anntaminotion, 654
sadietion hardened, 669
Si—5i05 intrrfocial traps. 651, 663, 668
ntabilieusinn of, 655—657
then mat esidatien product, 140, 155

SIMOX, 706, 767
Smalt-dimeanien effects, 691 —702
Small-signal equivalent circuit. See Rquiaolnnt

Srap back diode, 330
Sodiam (Na), 653, 654,655, 656
SOI (sihiaon-on-insnlatos-), 159, 705—707
Solanooll, 347,356—361

amorphous-Si, 360
antireflection 0005mg. 359
concentrator, 365, 36t
611 factan, 356, 357
fingers, 338
J—Folmaraatenistics, 357
lighl trapping, 359
apon cimois voltage, 356, 357
power converniasm offioionap 357—360
nisadassissg, 359
sharI circuit current, 356, 357
textured surface, 359
thin film, 360.361

Solar spoossal innadiance, 358
SOS (Sihiacn.an-supplsicel, 755
Saurac. 528,531,611
Spaco churgo region. 200
Spiking, 499,500
Spism, 744
Spotsenitsg, 162—164
Square-law slsoony, 620—625, 626, 627
Square-law eclatianship

i-PET, 641
MOSPET, 623

Steady state, 124

Step jsaotion, 197
Stop recovery diode, 338
Storage delny time, 327, 329, 333—338, 457
Stonago time, 327
Stored charge, 255, 256, 282, 315,329, 336, 453
Straggle, ISO
Slsung insorsian, 599
Sabstratr.bias effcos, See Sack biasing
Sabshncsheld transfos chaeaatedsricn, 629,

630, 692
Surface potentiul, 572, 573, 574
Surface scattering, 610,619,620
Sutthoe staten. See lnserfaoiah traps

T
Tompemmuno dependence

000epton/dearruction, 38—39carrier conoentrolions, 65—67
I°rrmssi l’anolian, 45—46intrinsic ournier ceaceassasien, 54
mobility, 01—53

Thermal ssntioa, 76
Thormienie ewission, 488,499
Threshold voltage

adjustment, 670—681
definition, 617measuremcnr ef, 634corcaw width nsodiflcatian, 697—698
rolutiotsshipn, 617,673,676
slsert-cltannol modification, 694—697

Thyrisser, 463
Ti, 499, 505
TiN, 500
Titanium silieide (TiSi,), 499,500
Total internal eo0ratian, 36S
Trannoandaatanao

BiT, 446
i-POT, 548, 549
MOSPRT, 632

Trasmsit time, 454,473
Trapped charge, 651,668
TRIAC, 474,475
Tuning eatiss, 307
Tanerling, 268, 260,498,499,669
Torn-an voltage. See Thrnshrold voltage
Twa-dinrensianal electron gas, 709

U
Ullrasimslet vastwstrmmpho, 734
Unijaootios tornaiston (CIT) 475, 476
Unipalar Ieostsisrosi 531
Unil cell, 7—Il

boo, 8.9
diamond, 9, 10

788 Neon
tines 78B

795 neon tnnEn 7B1
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